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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

.

In the Matter of )

k )
THE TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY and )
THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING ) Docket No. 50-346A

i COMPANY )
(Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, )

Unit 1) )
)

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING )
COMPANY, ET AL. ) Docket Nos. 50-440A

(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, ) 50-441A
Units 1 and 2) )

)
THE TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY, ET AL. )
(Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, ) Docket Nos. 50-500A

Units 2 and 3) ) 50-501A

APPLICANTS' JOINT BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF !
THEIR PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT

AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW |
)

I. Introduction

Applicants submit this Brief pursuant to Section
1/

2.754(a) of the Commission's Rules of Practice.~ For the

convenience of the Licensing Board, Applicants have decided

to address the allegations of individual misconduct by each |

of them, as well as those of collectiva misconduct by all of
them, in a joint submission, rather than by filing separate

|

1/ " Applicants' Joint Proposed Findings Of Fact And Con-
cluilons Of Law," prepared in accordance with the Board's
instructions both as to form and length (Tr. 12683-12689),
is being filed simultaneously herewith.
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post-hearing briefs on behalf of each Applicant. It should

be clear from the discussion herein, however, and from a

reading of " Applicants' Joint Proposed Findings Of Fact

And Conclusions Of Law," that Applicants continue to maintain

that they are entitled to individual consideration and treat-
ment by this Licensing Board and cannot, as a matter of

law, be lumped together for any or all purposes as par-

ticipants in some unlawful combination, scheme or conspiracy.
The present joint filings should in no way be misconstrued

as a waiver by any of the Applicants of the consistent

position each of them has taken in this regard throughout
the hearing.

In the pages that follow Applicants have made a

diligent effort to place in proper perspective the cumber-

some, and in some respects disjointed, record developed during

the course of the extended seven-month evidentiary hearing

on the charges made by the Department of Justice ("DOJ"),

the Legal Staf f of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC
Staff") and the City of Cleveland (" Cleveland"). This task

han been complicated by the elusive nature of the allegations
of joint and several condt c *. by the Applicants claimed to*

be in some manner inconsistent with Sections 1 and 2 of the
1

Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. SS 1 and 2); another handicap has been

the undue time constraint (59 days) imposed by the Licensing
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Board upon digesting the voluminous transcript of testimony

(12,836 pages), ex. ;ang the many documents introduced into
,

2/-

evidence (1331 Exhibits), and also preparing final briefs

' and proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law.

Nonetheless, Applicants have carefully undertaken

a complete reexamination of the record in this proceeding.
1

Based upon this thorough review, we are as convinced now

as we vere at the outset of the hearing that the antitrust

accusations leveled against Applicants by our adversaries
,

are spun from nothing more than whole cloth. There is

no legitimate basis for finding that these Applicants

engaged in joint action of any kind (whether one attaches

the label of " conspiracy," " combination" or " contract")

tending towards a " restraint of trade" within the meaning

i
i

2/ Throughout this Brief and the accompanying Proposed |

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, Applicants will
designate documentary exhibits in the following manner:

NRC Staff Exhibit "S * * *"

DOJ Exhibit "D * * *"

Cleveland Exhibit "C * * *"

Applicants Exhibit "A * * *" ,

lLicensing Board Exhibit "B * * *"
|

It should also be noted that when Applicants' exhibits were |
marked for identification, they were marked with a suffix in |
parentheses indicating which particular Applicant was intro-
ducing the exhibit. For purposes of conciseness those suffixes
will not be used in this Brief. Transcript references are in-
dicated either by a "Tr." prefix (when a lawyer is speaking) or
the name of the witness testifying followed by the page number.
Numbers within parentheses which follow the page reference
refer to the particular lines on that page being relied upon.
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of Section 1 of the Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. S 1). Nor

will the record support a finding that any of these Appli- |

cants, either alone or with others, obtained a monopoly

position other than by natural forces which prevail in

the electric utility industry, or that they misused, main-

tained or attempted to maintain their respective positions

in any particular market by conduct or activity which

could be considered inconsistent with Section 2 of the

Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. S 2).
Moreover, the entire thrust of the antitrust in-

quiry which Congress directed the Licensing Board to under-

take here under Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act

(42 U.S.C. S 2135(c)) is jurisdictionally limited to

determining "whether activities under the license [being

sought by these Applicants to construct and operate certain

specified Class 103 (nuclear) facilities] would create

or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
laws * * *" (emphasis added). The uncontroverted record

in this proceeding establishes that the licensed activities

associated with the Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear units

embrace an affirmative policy commitment by each of the

Applicants to afford to requesting electric entities located

in Applicants' respective service areas access to the

designated nuclear plants upon request, and in the form
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of participation requested, together with such back-up

Iand transmission services as necessary to make this access

|meaningful (A-44). No evidence has been introduced here to

support the bald allegation that some alleged " inconsistent" |,

|

situation will be created or maintained by the issuance
,

of these nuclear licenses, conditioned as set forth in

A-44, or by any activities under said licenses. A barren
,

record on this nexus issue is alone fatal to the case pre-

sented by our adversaries and requires a dismissal of

all charges against Applicants.

This Brief will demonstrate by specific reference

to record materials as well as by legal discussion how j

dismally the other parties have failed to prove their

various allegations. It supports fully " Applicants' Joint

Proposed Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of Law" filed

herewith. Part II of the Brief provides the background

In Pa't III,setting for this antitrust proceeding. r we

analyze the legal criteria to be followed by this Board

in its examination of the antitrust allegations under

Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act. A discussion of the

competitive framework within which these legal criteria

can properly be applied in the electric utility industry

follows in Part IV. Part V deals directly with the matters

in controversy identified in Prehearing Conference Order
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No. 2, with specific reference to the September 5, 1975

filings of the other parties as they relate thereto.

In Part VI, Applicants address in general terms

the matter of remedy, but with the full realization that

unless and until a specific Section 105c " situation incon-

sistent with the antitrust laws" is ultimately found to

exist by the Liccasing Board -- which we believe cannot

occur on this record -- and its nature and dimensions

have been fully described, it is not possible, and Appli-

cants cannot realistically be expected at this time, to
;

provide any meaningful comment as to how that unknown

and unanticipated hypothetical " situation" might properly

be remedied in a manner fully consistent with the public

interest as contemplated in Section 105(c)(6) of the Atomic

Energy Act (42 U.S.C. S 2135(c)(6)); such an input, if

ever required, must necensarily await the Licensing Board's

disposition of the liability issues.

As the Board approaches its analysis of the evi-

dence of record and begins its evaluation of the parties'

present filings, Applicants urge that throughout its

I deliberations the Licensing Board not lose sight of the

'

fact that the administrative antitrust review function of

this agency is part and parcel of the " watchdog" respon-
;

sibility that this Commission has been asked by Congress

1

,
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to assume over the construction and operation of nuclear,

facilities. The concern -- and indeed the sole concern --
of this Board is with the antitrust implications associated

v
with the issuance of a nuclear license.

It is not a proper function of the Commission
X

to use an application for nuclear generation capacity as
a pretext for exploring and trying to redress all poten-
tial antitrust inconsistencies in the electric utility in-
dustry. If violations of tne antitrust laws exist which
have no meaningful relationship to the facilities applied
for, the district courts of the United States provide a
readily available forum for those aggrieved by such behavior.

Nor is it within the province of this agency to delve into
matters within the well-defined jurisdiction of the Federal
Power Commission and second-guess the decisions of that
agency. The integrity of our jurisprudential system could

not long withstand such internal administrative bickering.
Congress was not unmindful of these considerations when (

it charged the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in Section 105(c)
of the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C. 5 2135(c)) to determine
only whether activities under a requested nuclear license

would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the
antitrust laws. This Licensing Board's deliberations should
be governed by this legislative mandate. Neither the public

.
.

.

- - ____- - ______-_-
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interest, nor the legitimate interests of the Commission

will be well served by erroneously treating this proceeding

in the manner urged b( DOJ, the NRC Staff and Cleveland

as an opportunity to reassess and make sweeping changes

in the fundamental structure of, and heretofore accepted

practices in, the electric utility industry under the

antitrust laws.

.
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II. General Background

The genesis of the present antitrust inquiry can

be traced to August 1, 1969, when The Toledo Edison Company

! ("TECO") and The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company

("CEI"), two of the Applicants herein, filed with the

predecessor agency to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission a

joint application for a license to construct and operate

Davis-Besse Unit 1, a 906-megawatt nuclear generation

facility to be located in north-central Ohio on the shores

of Lake Erie, approximately 21 miles east of the City of

Toledo (S-151).-3/Some 15 months after the filing of this
application, Congress enacted Pub. L. 91-560 (December 19,

1970), which, inter alia, provided for an antitrust review

procedure with respect to requests to construct and operate -

nuclear facilities to determine whether " activities under

the (nuclear] license would create or maintain a situation

inconsistent with the antitrust laws." Section 105c of the

Act, as amended, 42 U.S.C. S 2135(c). Paragraph 8 of the new

statutory provision permitted the Commission to inquire into

antitrust inconsistencies that might be attributable to

|
|

3/ The record shows that this plant is jointly owned by the
two investor-owned utilities, with TECO having a 52.5% ownership
interest and CEI having a 47.5% ownership interest (S-151, p. 6).
In accordance with the CAPCO Memorandum of Understanding (S-184)
and Basic Operating Agreement (S-202), the principal responsi- |
bility for the construction, operation and maintenance of this
unit was assigned to TECO (S-151, p. 1).

. -. . ._
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nuclear plants for which certain license applications were

pending with the Commission on the effective date of the

legislation. Section 105c(8), as amended, 42 U.S.C. S 2135

(c)(8). The Davis-Besse Unit 1 application for a construc-

tion permit and operating license fell into this category.

Safety and environmental hearings were held on

the Davis-Besse Unit 1 application in December, 1970, and

January and February, 1971; the Commission issued a con-

struction permit on March 24, 1971. Applicants promptly

began major construction work at the plant site. On July 9,

1971, DOJ, having undertaken an independent investigation

into Applicants' competitive conduct, issued its advice '

letter recommending against an antitrust hearing. See

36 Fed. Reg. 17888 (September 4, 1971).

However, on July 6,1971, Cleveland petitioned to

intervene in the Davis-Besse Unit 1 proceeding and requested

antitrust review, but only with respect to alleged anticom-

petitive conduct by CEI. Inexplicably, the Commission delayed

referring Cleveland's petition to an Intervention Board until

January 1, 1974. It was not until March 15, 1974, more than

two and one-half years after the filing of the petition, that

the Intervention Board granted Cleveland's petition and for the

first time announced that a hearing would be held on antitrust

matters in the Davis-Besse Unit 1 proceeding. See Memorandum

| and Order of March 15, 1974.

!
l
.
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In the same Memorandum and Order, an antitrust

hearing was also announced in connection with the joint

application by TECO, CEI, Ohio Edison Company (" Ohio Edison"),

Pennsylvania Power Company ("Penn Power") and Duquesne

Light Company ("Duquesne") for a permit to construct and

operate Perry Units 1 and 2 (S-154).-4/ This application

had been filed on March 28, 1973; it related to two nuclear

units of 1205 megawatts each, both located near Lake Erie in

Lake County, Ohio, some 35 miles northeast of the City of

Cleveland.

On December 17, 1973, DOJ issued an advice letter

with respect to the Perry application recommending antitrust

review; the focus of this letter was trained exclusively on

the activities of CEI within the corporate limits of Cleveland.

See 39 Fed. Reg. 2029 (January 16, 1974). As to the other

four Applicants, DOJ stated that their " competitive situation,"

outlined in yet another advice letter issued earlier by DOJ

in connection with an application to construct the Beaver

Valley Unit 2 nuclear facility -- which advice letter, like

4/ These two plants are jointly owned by all five in-
vestor-owned utilities, with each utility having the same
percentage ownership interest in each unit, to wit: Ohio
Edison - 35.60%; CEI - 24.47%; TECO - 19.91%; Duquesne -
13.74%; Penn Power - 6.28% (S-205, p. 17). The principal
responsibility for construction, operation, and maintenance
of these units was assigned to CEI (S-154, p. 2). See also
n.3, supra, and the provisions of the CAPCO Agreements
referenced therein.
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the one for Davis-Besse Unit 1, recommeded against antitrust

review (see 38 Fed. Reg. 10659 (April 30, 1973)) -- remained

" unchanged." Intervention petitions seeking a hearing on

antitrust issues were filed in Perry by Cleveland and by

American Municipal Power-Ohio, Inc. (" AMP-O"); they, too,

complained only about activities of CEI. Both Cleveland !

and AMP-O were allowed to intervene. See Memorandum and

Order of March 15, 1974.-5/

Pursuant to the March 15, 1974 Memorandum and

Order, the Davis-Besse Unit 1 and Perry proceedings were

consolidated for purposes of the present antitrust inquiry.

The Licensing Board thereafter issued Prehearing Conference

Order No. 2 on July 25, 1974, in which it set forth two

Broad Issues and eleven Matters in Controversy under those

Broad Issues "for purposes of discovery." In its Order,

the Board categorically stated:
.

5/ The respective petitions of Cleveland and AMP-0, dated
February 11 and 13, 1974 are a matter of record in this pro-
ceeding. On August 15, 1974, Applicants filed a motion for sum-

,

I
mary disposition against AMP-0. The Licensing Board denied this !

motion on November 4, 1974, but granted Applicants leave to 1

refile at the conclusion of discovery. On August 18, 1975, '

Applicants renewed their summary disposition motion. In an
apparent effort to avoid an adverse final ruling on the iso-
lated and fully-framed issue presented by AMP-O's petition
to intervene, AMP-O filed at the last moment on September 12,
1975, a motion for leave to withdraw its petition to intervene
voluntarily. That motion was granted in an oral ruling by the
Licensing Board at the Sixth Prehearing Conference on September
18, 1975. See Tr. 1183; see also sixth Prehearing Conference
Order, p. 1, filed October 2, 1975.

:

1
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The Board will not address issues
and matters in controversy with
respect to remedy until a situation
inconsistent with the antitrust
laws or underlying policies
thereof has been established.
Consequently, at this time, no
discovery specifically directed
to potential remedy is appropriate.
[Prehearing Conf. Order No. 2,
at pp. 13-14.]

,

The discovery period commenced on August 1, 1974,

and continued for one full year until August 2, 1975. During

that period both sides exchanged interrogatorie= and document

requests, along with answers thereto. In response to the

several document requests, Applicants produced over 2,375,000

document pages for inspection and copying. Depositions

were taken of a number of individuals commencing on April 22,

1975, with Applicants taking the' initiative. Since the

only discoverable allegations made against Applicants at

the time concerned Cleveland's claims against CEI, Applicants'

discovery program focused exclusively on those astters; some

25 Cleveland witnesses were deposed. On May 27, 1975, DOJ,

the NRC Staff and Cleveland began their discovery program.

Some 35 employees and former employees of the five utilities

were deposed over the ensuing two and one-half months.

While discovery was in progress in the consoli-

dated Davis-Besse Unit 1/ Perry proceeding, DOJ, on February

14, 1975, issued its advice letter with regard to the joint

_
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application docketed on August 9, 1974 for a license to

construct and operate Davis-Besse Units 2 and 3. See 40

Fed. Reg. 8395 (February 27, 1975). These two units, each

with an output of 906 megawatts, are jointly owned by the

same five Applicants; they are to be located adjacent to
/6

Davis-Besse Unit 1 (S-157). DOJ recommended that an anti-

trust review elso be commenced with respect to these two

plants.

In its Davis-Besse Units 2 and 3 advice letter,

DOJ for the first time charged certain of the Applicants

other than CEI with anticompetitive behavior. It alleged

in general terms " collective refusals" by Applicants "to

allow small systems to obtain interconnection and coordi-

nation benefits via CAPCO pool membership" (40 Fed. Reg.

8396), pointing specifically to responses made by Duquesne

and CEI to the separate requests for membership by the Borough

of Pitcairn in 1968 and by Cleveland in 1973 as support for

its accusation.

6/ Each utility has the same percentage ownership interest
in Davis-Besse Units 2 and 3 as it has in the two Perry units,
to wit: Ohio Edison - 35.60%; CEI - 24.47%; TECO - 19.91%;
Duquesne - 13.74%; Penn Power - 6.28% (S-157, p. 12). The
principal responsibility for construction, operation and main-
tenance of these units was assigned to TECO (S-157, p. 3).
See also nn.3-4, supra, and the provisions of the CAPCO Agree-
ments referenced therein.
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With respect to DOJ's allegations of individual

anticompecitive conduct by a particular Applicant, the

sole reference to Duquesne in the advice letter was con-

tained in a charge that Duquesne had " frustrated Pitcairn's

attempts to engage in coordinated operations with Duquesne
,

over a long period" (40 Fed. Reg. 8396). TECO's alleged

anticompetitive conduct was essentially confined to a claim

that it had " frustrated" the efforts of the City of Napoleon

"to join with Toledo Edison in coordinated development of

generating resources," and had " repeatedly refused to wheel

I/ |bulk power" from Buckeye to Napoleon (40 Fed. Reg. 8396). j

DOJ also asserted that TECO had entered into a wholesale 1

1

territorial agreement with Ohio Power Company. Id. With I

|reference to Ohio Edison, the advice letter complained only

of alleged " unreasonable demands concerning the establish-

ment of four new delivery points" pursuant to the Buckeye

power arrangement between Olio Edison and Ohio Power Company

(40 Fed. Reg. 8396), a claim which has since been dis-

missed from this proceeding in its entirety (Tr. 11754).-8/

7/ A similar wheeling allegation was contained in DOJ's
advice letter with regard to the City of Bryan, but it was
subsequently dropped from this proceeding in response to
TECO's motion at the close of DOJ's direct case when the
Licensing Board required DOJ to restate the allegation so
as to conform to the evidence (Tr. 11752); see " Amendment
To The Response Of The Department Of Justica To Applicants'
Interrogatories" at p. 4, dated June 23, 1,76.

8/ While the advice letter also made a marginal reference
to Ohio Edison's refusal to wheel Buckeye power under
(Cont'd next page)

.
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Nothing was said in the advice letter about Penn Power.

These few new assertions, together with Cleve-

land's repeated allegations concerning CEI (as set forth

in yet another petition to intervene, granted May 6,

1975), completed the set of antitrust charges made against

Applicants by DOJ, the NRC Staff and Cleveland until just

prior to commencement of the present evidentiary hearing.

On July 30, 1975 (the final day of discovery in the Davis-.

Besse Unit 1/ Perry proceeding), the Licensing Board ordered

that Davis-Besse Units 2 and 3 be consolidated with the

ongoing antitrust proceeding. However, responses to Appli-

cants' interrogatories and document requests probing the

underpinnings of the Davis-Besse Units 2 and 3 advice

letter, which had been served upon DOJ on July 15, 1975,

were deferred until September 5, 1975.

On this latter date, all parties other than

Applicants filed memoranda with the Board setting forth

in general terms the nature of the cases they intended to
present. It was in these filings that the allegations of

8/(Cont'd)
the same contractual arrangement which Ohio Power Company
had with other investor-owned utilities (40 Fed. Reg.
8396 n.4), DOJ confirmed during the evidentiary hearing
that this footnote observation had not then been intended
as a separate allegation against Ohio Edison (Tr. 12121,
12125, 12134-35); only in the final stages of the hearing
did DOJ add to its allegations against Ohio Edison a "refu-
sal to wheel Buckeye power" charge, giving Ohio Edison
no real opportunity to respond thereto. See " Amendment
To The Response Of The Department Of Justice To Applicants'
Interrogatories," at pp. 1-2, dated June 23, 1976.
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anticompetitive behavior suddenly mushroomed to include

numerous allegations which were well outside the scope of
the earlier pleadings. With the discovery phase of the

proceeding already closed and the date set for hearing

fast approaching, Applicants had no real opportunity to
investigate the new, unanticipated charges. The possi-

bility of delaying the hearing for purposes of pursuing

another round of discovery on the September 5 filings

was an unrealistic option to Applicants in light of the
projected schedules for commencing commercial operation

;

of Davis-Besse Unit 1 and commencing major construction
of Perry Units 1 and 2. As things now stand, the expected

date for fuel loading for Davis-Besse Unit 1 is in November,
1976, while the Perry schedule for major construction is
targeted to begin in January, 1977.

Accordingly, Applicants went into the evidentiary
hearing on December 8, 1975, without adequate notice of, or

meaningful discovery on, many of the antitrust charges being
made. The unfortunate result was a needlessly protracted

sever.-month hearing which did not conclude until July 2, 1976.

9f While the Board granted Ohio Edison leave to serve
an additional set of interrogatories and document requests
on DOJ directed to the September 5 filing, it limited dis-
covery by permitting DOJ to answer simply by reference to
statements it had made in its filing on September 5, 1975, I

without any explanation therefor, and by identifying docu-
ments already made available in the earlier round of dis-
covery. See Memorandum and Order dated December 16, 1975.

,i
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III. The Legal Framework

As the Licensing Board now evaluates the factual

record which has been developed over these past seven months,

it is important to keep in mind the legal context in which

the present antitrust inquiry is taking place. The admini-

strative review process that permits an evidentiary hearing.

of this sort finds its legislative authority in Section 105c

of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. S 2135(c)).

That statute directs the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, as

to each application on file for a license to construct and

operate a nuclear generation facility, to "make a finding

whether activities under the license would create or maintain

a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws as specified

in subsection 105a." As already noted, Sections 1 and 2 of

the Sherman Act (15 U.S.C. SS 1 and 2) are the only antitrust

laws identified therein relevant to the present proceeding

in light of the various allegations made by the parties.

A. SECTION 105c OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT

Applicants have heretofore discussed in their Pre-

|
hearing Legal Brief the proper scope of inquiry under Section'

105c of the Atomic Energy Act, and we respectfully direct the
!

Licensing Board's attention thereto rather than repeating that

analysis verbatim here. See "Prehearing Legal Brief On Behalf

_. - . . . - - -
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Of The Applicants," at 24-54. In sum, Applicants maintain

that the " situation inconsistent" language in the statute was

intended by Congress to embrace no more than the incipiency,

i

concept embodied in the " tend to" language of Section 5 of

'
the Federal Trade Commission Act (15 U.S.C. S 45). It is

this yardstick, as heretofore applied in other judicial and

Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") proceedings (see, e.g.,

Heater v FTC, 503 F.2d 321, 323 (9th Cir. 1974)), which marks

the outer limit of the " reasonable probability" standard

articulated by Congress (see 3 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin.

News at 4994 (1970)) for measuring what licensed activities
,

run afoul of the Section 105c proscription against inconsis-

tencies with the antitrust laws or the policies thereunder.

On this basis, it is only that conduct associated

with the designated nuclear facilities which can properly

be found to offend -- or by an application of the incipiency
doctrine in Section 5 of the FTC Act to present a reasonable

probability in the near future of offending -- Sections

1 or 2 of the Sherman Act that is deserving of condemnation
by this Licensing Board. See, e.g., FTC v Motion Pictures

Advertising Services Co., 344 U.S. 392, 394-95 (1953).

This would necessarily include licensed activities "which

conflict with the basic policies of the Sherman * * * [Act]
even though such practices may not actually violate [thatl

- . - _ - _ _ _
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law." FTC v Brown Shoe Co., 384 U.S. 316, 321 (1966). On

the other hand, it would not encompass otherwise suspect

activity which poses neither an actual nor a potential threat

to the policy of protecting competition (see Consumers Power

Company (Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2), LBP-75-39, NRCI-75/7,
10/

29, 48 (July 18, 1975),-- notwithstanding that such activity
.

might conceivably conflict with a policy underlying some

other antitrust law not in issue here. See, e.g., FTC v

R. F. Keppel & Brothers, Inc., 291 U.S. 304 (1934).

As for the degree to which the scope of the

Sherman Act is enlarged by reference to Section 105c, the

area of expansion is necessarily circumscribed by the nature
1

| of the statutory prohibitions in question. While Section 1

* f the Sherman Act forbids in absolute terms contracts,o

combinations and conspiracies in restraint of trade, it

is a well-settled principle of antitrust law that Congress

intended this proscription to apply only to those trade
l

l restraints which are determined to be " unreasonable." See

Nocthern Pacific Ry. V United States, 356 U.S. 1, 5 (1958).

Neither the FTC nor any court has yet faulted as being

contrary to the statute or its underlying policy a combi-

nation, for example, merely because it is a combination

| 10/ See also the discussion at pp. 45-49 of Applicants'
| Prehearing Legal Brief.

!

!

|

|
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(incipient or otherwise). Rather, it is the purpose or

effect of the combination which alone makes it velnerable
under the antitrust laws. On these terms, it is no escape

from the reach of Sherman 1 to be "a little bit" unreasonable,
11/

even at the inception.-- Accordingly, Section 5 of the

FTC Act has little independent vitality in this context;

not even the incipiency doctrine goes so far as to condemn

a lawful combination on the basis of sheer speculation that
it may sometime in the future be abusively operated.--12/'

Where Section 5 of the FTC Act does seem to supple-

ment Section 1 of the Sherman Act is in those situations
involving a challenged practice which does not constitute

a conventional Section 1 violation but is analogous thereto

and can be shown to offend the policy underlying that anti-
13/

trust provision.-- A clear example of this is provided

in Atlantic Refining Co. v FTC, 381 U.S. 357 (1965). There,

the practice found violative of Section 5 was a plan whereby
Atlantic sponsored the sale of Goodyear tires, batteries and

-11/ See Reeves, Toward A Coherent Antitrust Policy:
The Role of Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act
In Price Discrimination Regulation, 16 Boston College Ind.
& Comm. L. Rev. 151, 164-65 (1975).

12/ Ibid.

13/ In this regard, Section 5 of the FTC Act operates in
mucE the same way as when applied "to supplement and bolster
(Cont'd next page)

I
_
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accessories to Atlantic's wholesale ana retail outlets, but

left to Goodyear the task of actually selling these products

to the Atlantic wholesalers and retailers at Goodyear's own

price. For its promotional activities, which even included

overt acts of coercion, Atlantic received a commission.
.

-13/ (Cont'd)
* * * the Clayton Act" (FTC v Motion Picture Advertising
Service Co., supra, 344 U.S. at 394). "7Ince the relevant
proscriptions of the Clayton Act, Sect., 3 and 7 (15 U.S.C.
SS 14 and 18) pertain to sales, leases, etc., where "the effect
may be" to substantially lessen competition (Section 3) and
to corporate acquisitions which " tend to" create a monopoly
(Section 7), the Clayton Act may itself embody an incipiency
test. See Oppenheim, Guides to Harmonizing Section 5 of
The Federal Trade Commission Act With The Sherman and Clayton
Acts, 59 Mich. L. Rev. 821, 826 (1961). Thus, Section 5
of the FTC Act serves as a supplement in this context to
those practices which, though not within the Clayton Act
prohibition, flout the policies clearly underlying the statute.
This area of operation has been denominated " jurisdictional
deficiencies." See Report of the Attorney General's National
Committee To Study The Antitrust Laws 148-49 n.78 (1959).
Section 5 would therefore reach a practice that would be
forbidden by Section 3 of the Clayton Act but for the fact
that such practice arose in the context of a loan, not a
sale or lease, or involved a sale of services, not a sale
of goods. Similarly, Section 5 would serve to supplement
Section 7 of the Clayton Act to the extent that a transaction
offensive to the policy of that provision involved an acquisi-
tion of stock, for example, by an unincorporated firm, thus
falling outside the restriction on corporate acquisition.

It is particularly noteworthy to observe in this.

connection that Section 5 of the FTC Act performs precisely
the same purpose that Congress intended to accomplish by
adding the " situation inconsistent" language to the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949. This
language in the latter statute, it should be remembered,
served as the model for the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, and
was incorporated in slightly modified form in the 1970
Amendments thereto, namely, the present Section 105c.
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While recognizing that the Atlantic-Goodyear contract was

not technically a tying arrangement, the Supreme Court

noted (381 U.S. at 369):

* * * the central competitive
characteristic was the same in
both cases -- the utilization of |
economic power in one market to
curtail competition in another.

Accordingly, the Court found that the practice,

which concededly lacked the formal requisites of a prohibited

tie under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, but possessed the

same adverse consequences, offended Section 5 of the FTC

Act. And see FTC v Texaco, Inc., 393 U.S. 223 (1968), wherein

the same rationale was followed to reach a fact situation

distinguishable only for the absence of evidence of overt

acts of coercion. On this authority, Applicants submit that

the incipiency doctrine of FTC Ant, Section 5, impacts on

the Sherman 1 inquiry in this proceeding only insofar as

it includes within the proscribed " situation inconsistent

with" standtid <" Section 105c a situation which, while not

neatly within the conventional Section 1 mold, can nonetheless

properly be analogized thereto, and is found to have the

same undesired effect on the underlying statutory policy

as an acknowledged unreasonable restraint of trade.

Nor is the incipiency doctrine entitled to a far-

reaching application when considered in light of tt.a present

- - - --
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allegations under Section 2 of the Sherman Act. There is

in this context very little distinction between the statutory

prohibition in Section 2 against an " attempt to monopolize,"

on the one hand, and the " incipient monopoly" that is reached

by virtue of an application of FTC Act, Section 5 criteria,

on the other hand. If the latter suggests any enlargement

of the normally forbidden area of conduct, the demarcation

necessarily lies with the divergent probability standards

that are applicable in each case, namely, " dangerous prob-

ability" for attempted monopoly (see, e.g., American Tobacco

,

Co. v United States, 328 U.S. 781, 785 (1946); Swift & Co.
,

v United States, 196 U.S. 375, 396 (1905)), and " reasonable

probability" where the incipiency doctrine is invoked (see

3 U.S. Code Cong. & Admin. News at 4994 (1970)). In all-

other respects, Section 5 of the FTC Act is coterminous with

Section 2 of the Sherman Act insofar as the former reaches

forbidden monopolization, since it evidences a purpose to

curb monopoly power only when such power is unlawfully ac-

quired or wielded (see, e.g., United States v Aluminum

Company of America, 148 F.2d 416, 429 (2d Cir. 1945)), and

Section 2 accomplishes that purpose independently.

This, then, sets the legal boundaries for analysis

of the antitrust charges aired in the evidentiary hearing.

It does not, however, explain the essential elements of the

.
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separate offenses under Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act

that are included within these boundaries. An understanding
i

of such matters is, of course, indispensable to a proper
;

evaluation of the factual record here, and so we must at the

outset focus briefly on the various criteria defining that
i

course of conduct which is forbidden by these particular

statutory provisions.

B. SECTION 1 OF THE SHERMAN ACT

Section 1 of the Sherman Act declares illegal

"[e]very contract, combination in the form of trust or

otherwise, or conspiracy in restraint of trade * * *."

15 U.S.C. S 1. By its terms this provision reaches only

conduct involving the participation of two or more actors.

The violation consists of two essential elements: first,

the existence of concerted action, generally defined as "an
,

agreement between the parties, but the agreement can be tacit

as well as express" (Moore v Jas. H. Matthews & Co., 473

F.2d 328, 330 (9th Cir. 1973), citing Theatre Enterprises

v Paramount Film Distributing Corp., 346 U.S. 537 (1954));

second, a restraint of trade by virtue of such action which

can be shown to be unreasonable (see Northern Pacific Ry. V

United States, supra, 356 U.S. at 5). Both elements must

be proved to establish the offense.
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1. The element of concerted action. It hardly

need be stated that Section 1 is aimed entirely at collec-

tive or joint activity. See, e.g., Modern Home Institute

v Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., 513 F.2d 102, 108

(2d Cir. 1975); Ford Motor Co. V Webster's Auto Sales, Inc.,

361 F.2d 874, 878 (1st Cir. 1966). Under the " conspiracy"

prong cf the statute, the conduct reached has been defined as:

* * * a combination of two or more
persons, by concerted action to
accomplish some unlawful purpose,
or to accomplish some lawful purpose
by unlawful means. [ Lamb Enterprises,
Inc. v Toledo Blade Co., 461 F.2d
506, 518 (6th Cir.), certiorari
denied, 409 U.S. 1001 (1972)(private
antitrust action).14/

By comparison, a " combination" within the meaning of Sec-
.

tion 1 is frequently described more simply as a union of

two or more persons, the underlying connection being a con-

tract or agreement. See Union Pacific Coal Co. v United

States, 173 F. 737 (8th Cir. 1909); Kintner, An Antitrust

Primer 27 (1964). In both cases the common denominator is

the joint commitment and purpose to act in concert.

14/ See also United States v Addyston Pipe & Steel Co.,
85 F. 271, 293 (6th Cir. 1898), affirmed, 175 U.S. 211 (1899);
Duplex Printing Press Co. v Deering, 254 U.S. 443, 465
(1921); United States v National Retail Lumber Dealers Ass'n,
40 F. Supp. 448, 456 (D. Colo. 1941); United States v
Hutcheson, 32 F. Supp. 600, 602 (E.D. Mo. 1940).

|

|
!
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i

Notwithstanding some suggestion that the form

of the proscribed activity may have marginal significance,--15/
|

|

case-law generally finds the statutory terms used inter-

changeably. For example, in Klor's, Inc. v Broadway-Hale

Stores, Inc., 359 U.S. 207 (1959), Mr. Justice Black, writing

for a unanimous Court, after characterizing plaintiff's

claim to be that defendants " conspired to restrain and

monopolize commerce in violation of SS 1 and 2 of the Sherman

Act * * *" (359 U.S. at 208 (emphasis added)), later refers

to the complaint as alleging "a wide combination consisting

of manufacturers, distributors and a retailer." Id. at

212-213 (emphasis added). Similarly, in United States |

v Griffith, 334 U.S. 100, 109 (1948), the Court states

without differentiation: "The appellees, having combined

with each other and with the distributors to obtain those |

monopoly rights, formed a conspiracy in violation of SS 1

and 2 of the Act" (emphasis added). Nor are such over-

lapping references surprising, for, as the Third Circuit

recently observed in American Motors Inns, Inc. v Holiday

15/ See Panel Discussion: New Theories of Price Con-
spiracy, 24 Antitrust L.J. 76, 100 (1964) (comments by L.
Williams suggesting that a lesser showing of proof is re-
quired for a combination than for a conspiracy). No judi-
cial support for this thesis has been found, however.

_._ _ .__ __
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Inns, Inc., 521 F.2d 1230, 1243 (3rd Cir. 1975):

* * * where, as here, the action in
question is ascertained by the finder
of fact to be joint or collaborative,
it is sufficient to constitute a "com-

meaningoftheShermanAct.ggpthe
bination or conspiracy" wit

--

The real concern, then, in connection with

the first element of a Section 1 offense is not legit-

imately over the descriptive terminology employed tu denote

the form of joint action challenged, but relates, instead,

to identifying the participants in and the nature and scope

of, whatever arrangement is under scrutiny. Where an express

written agreement is involved, the definition of the joint

activity and the identity of the confederates is in most

cases readily ascertainable. See, e.g., Northern Pacific

Ry. v United States, supra; Associated Press v United States,

326 U.S. 1 (1945). Absent an explicit contract, however,

one must look to the " course of dealing" among alleged co-

conspirators (United States v Parke, Davis & Co., 362 U.S.

29, 40 (1960)), to determine whether "a concert of action

is contemplated and * * * (whether] defendants conformed to

.

16/ And see Consumers Power , supra, NRCI-75/7, at 49
("When used alone, the term ' conspiracy' includes contracts,
combinations, joint ventures or other forms of conscious
joint action with others, the effect of which is to cause
forbidden injury").

,

:

|
|

. _ . _ , ___ _ __
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the arrangement" (United States v Paramount Pictures, 334

U.S. 131, 142 (1948)).

Where, in this latter situation, the challenged

venture involves participants whose cooperation depends upon

threats or intimidation by the principal actor, direct evi-

dence of such coercion through testimony by the nonvolitional

members of the arrangement ordinarily defines the concerted

activity. See, e.g., United States v Parke, Davis & Co.,

supra; Albrecht v Herald Co., 390 U.S. 145, 149, rehearing

denied, 390 U.S. 1018(1968); Siegal v Chicken Delight, Inc.,

448 F.2d 43 (9th Cir. 1971), certiorari denied, 405 U.S. 955

(1972). If none of the alleged participants to the challenged

conspiracy asserts coercive conduct, however, and there ik no

written agreement to assist the inquiry, proof of both the

existence and the contours of concerted activity must depend

upon circumstantial evidence. On such occasions, there are

several judicial guidelines which have evolved over the years

that bear directly upon the question whether one can, in the

circumstances presented, properly infer the existence of a

tacit agreement which satisfies the first element of Section 1.

As a starting point, it is by now a firmly em-

bedded principle of law that conscious parallelism is not

alone sufficient to support an inference of concerted action.

See, e.g., Theatre Enterprises, Inc. v Paramount Film
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Distributing Corp., supra, 346 U.S. at 540;--17/ This is because

reasonable businessmen will normally act similarly when pre-

~

sented with the same problem. See United States v Borden

! Co., 111 F. Supp. 562 (N.D. Ill. 1953), affirmed in relevant

part and reversed on other grounds, 347 U.S. 514 (1954);

North Carolina v Chas. Pfizer & Co., 1975-2 Trade Cas. 1

60,663 (4th Cir. 1976) ("The antitrust laws were not meant to

! prohibit businessmen from adopting sound business policies

merely because competitors had already adopted the same

policy"); Fanchon & Marco y Paramount Pictures, Inc., 100 F.

Supp. 84, 91 (S.D. Cal. 1951) (" similarity of action, at

! times, may be the result not of previous agreement, but of

solving an identical situation in a similar manner"). Equally

well settled is the proposition that the mere existence of a

legal interdependence among those knowingly engaging in

parallel business decisions cannot convert permissible consci-

ous parallelism into questionable joint conduct. See Northern

California Pharmaceutical Association v United States, 306

17/ Anu see Modern Home Institute v Hartford Accident &
Indemnity Co., supra, 513 F.2d at 110; Kreager v General
Electric Co., 497 F.2d 468, 471 (2d Cir.), certiorari denied,

: 419 U.S. 861 (1974); Delaware Valley Marine Supply Co. v
American Tobacco Co., 297 F.2d 199, 202-03 (3d Cir. 1961),

'
certiorari denied, 369 U.S. 839 (1962); Independent Iron
Works, Inc. v United States Steel Corp., 177 F. Supp. 743,
746-47 (N.D. Cal. 1959), affirmed, 322 F.2d 656 (9th Cir.
1963), certiorari denied, 375 U.S. 922 (1963).

t

!

!

!
|
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F.2d 379, 388-89 (9th Cir.), certiorari denied, 371 U.S. 862

(1962); Bogosian v Gulf Oil Corp., 393 F. Supp. 1046, 1049

(E.D. Pa. 1975). Something more than a showing of similarity

of behavior and mutual dependency is therefore required to

demonstrate collective action which is suspect under Section 1 j

of the Sherman Act.

This "something more" has been described both by

a noted commentator--18/and by the courts in terms of three

variables which tcgether conduce to raise an inference of

concerted action. Perhaps the most succinct statement of

these relevant considerations is found in the initial de-
cision in Overseas Motors, Inc. v Import Motors Ltd.,

375 F. Supp. 499 (E.D. Mich. 1974), affirmed, 519 F.2d 119

(6th Cir.), certiorari denied, 96 S. Ct. 395 (1975), where

the district ceart, after reviewing pertinent judicial

pronouncements on the subject, summarized its conclusions

in the following terms:

Establishing conspiracy as a per-
missible inference, like any empirical
inquiry, is merely an exercise in
inductive reasoning -- inference based
upon the cumulation of consistent data.
*** Examination of the cases reveals
several dimensions along which the

18/ See Turner, The Definition of Agreement Under the
Sherman Act: ' Conscious Parallelism and Refusals to Deal,
75 Harv. L. Rev. 655, 681 (1962).
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evidence can profitably be analyzed.
These may be characterized as motive,
opportunity, and consistency of overt
acts. 375 F. Supp. at 531-32
(emphasis added).

Accord: Harlem River Consumers Co-op v Associated Grocers
,

of Harlem, Inc., 408 F. Supp. 1251, 1269 (S.D.N.Y. 1976).

The " motive" referred to is the motive for col-

lective action. It can be shown to exist by demonstrating

both that the conduct in question is in the self-interest of

all participants therein only when performed in concert,

and that it would be in contradiction of the individual self-

interest of any one participant if he were so to act indepen-

dently. E.g., Venzie Corp. V United States Mineral Products

Co., 521 F.2d 1309, 1314 (31 Cir. 1975) ("The absence of

action contrary to one's economic interest renders consciously

parallel business behavior ' meaningless and in no way indicates

agreement * * *'" (citation omitted)); Modern Home Institute,

Inc. v Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., supra, 513 F.2d

at 111 ("Such actions, only in one's self-interest if done in

concert with others, may also provide the basis for an in-

ference of illegal conspiracy"); Harlem River Consummers Co-op

v Associated Grocers of Harlem, Inc., supra, 408 F. Supp. at

1278 ("Enme 'plus' factors must be present * * * that the

actions taken by any one of the defendants would be in its own
,

economic interest only if taken in concert with all others"); l

l

i

. - _ .-_-- . . . -.
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American Telephone & Telegraph Co. v Delta Communications

Corp., 408 F. Supp. 1075, 1088 (S.D. Miss. 1976) (in ad-

dition to consciously parallel behavior, Delta must show

that actions were " contrary to the economic self-interest

of the networks").--19/As articulated by Professor Turner:
Conscious parallelism is mean-
ingless, and in no way indicates
agreement, in the absence of some
evidence indicating that the paral-
lel decisions of the alleged conspira-
tors were contrary, on the hypothesis
of independent individual decision,
to their apparent individual self-
interest. Turner, supra, 75 Harv.
L. Rev. at 681.

Beyond evidence of " motive," the inference of con-

certed activity depends in addition upon showing an "oppor-

tunity" to conspire. See Harlem River Consumers Co-op v

Associated Grocers of Harlem, Inc., supra, 408 F. Supp. at

1274; Stern v Lucy Webb Hayes National Training School for
i

|

Deaconesses & Missionaries, 381 F. Supp. 1003, 1012 (D.D.C.

1974). Evidence in this area may range from mere communica-

tions, demonstrating an atmosphere conducive to formulating

an agreement, on the one end, to specific contractual arrange-

ments demonstrating an actual exchange of relevant information,

19/ See also Delaware Vall6y .4arine Supply Co. v American
Tobacco Co., supra, 297 F.2d at 206; Milgram v Loew's Inc.,
192 F.2d 579, 583 (3d Cir. 1951); Overseas Motors, Inc. v
Import Motors Ltd., supra, 375 F. Supp. at 533.

- . _ . . . - - .. - . . -
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on the other. Compare Overseas Motors, Inc. v Import Motors

Ltd., supra, 375 F. Supp. at 534, with Interstate Circuit,
!
' Inc. v United States, 306 U.S. 208 (1939), and Eastern States

Retail Lumber Association v United States, 234 U.S. 600
i

! (1964). The bare physical possibility of meetings, however,

if standing alone, is of no probative value of an "opportun-

ity" (Oversets Motors, Inc. v Import Motors Ltd., supra, 375

F. Supp. at 534); there must be some other evidence of con-
,

certed action accompanying it (Venzie Corp. V Uni ted States

Mineral Products, Inc., supra, 521 F.2d at 1313). Since

people often meet together for various reasons, " opportunity"

; cannot always be proved simply by making a showing that the

alleged conspi:ators met unless ther6 is also evidence suffic-

ient to raise an inference that they met for the purpose of

effecting the conspiracy and not for some legitimate reason

having no association to the claimed conspiracy. In this

regard evidence that, following a meeting, a group of competi-
tors independently responded in similar fashion to the same

set of facts is normally not enough. Like responses do not

begin to support a finding of " opportunity" to conspire if

each actor would have given the same response irrespective of

the action taken by his competitors. See Modern Home Institute,

Inc. v Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co., supra, 513 F.2d at

110; Kreager v General Electric Co., supra, 497 F.2d at 471;

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Raitport v Chase Manhattan Capital Corp., 388 F. Supp. 1095,

1100 (S.D.N.Y. 1975). Again borrowing from Professor Turner:-

Conscious parallelism contains no
element of agreement where what is
involved is simply the independent
responses of a gcoup of competitors to
the same set of facts, " independent"
decision meaning a decision that
would have been taken regardless
of what competitors decided to do.
Turner, supra, 75 Harv. L. Rev.
at 681.

The third variable to be factored into the analysis

is " consistency of overt acts." While exact uniformity in

detail is not required (Delaware Valley Marine Supply Co. v

American Tobacco Co., supra, 297 F.2d at 204), the evidence of

sameness of conduct adduced must logically suggest joint

agreement. Independent Iron Works, Inc. v United States Steel

Corp., supra, 177 F. Supp. at 746. Thus, it is necessary not

only to " negate the possibility that the uniformity of action

is merely a ' common business solution of identical problems in I

a local competitive area' (South Side Drive-In Co. v* * *"

Warner Bros. Pictures Distribution Corp., 30 F.R.D. 32, 35

(E.D. Pa. 1962)); there must also be proof that each partici- ,

pant is depending on the others to act in a similar fashion.

Once more the point was made quite well by Professor Turner:

Conscious parallelism may reasonably |
be said to involve an element of I

agreement where the decisions of each
competitor are dependent upon the
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others making the same decision, and
where * * * the situation is other
than that of a near-monopoly firm or

{ of a perfectly symmetrical oligopoly.
.

Turner, supra, 75 Harv. L. Rev. at 681.
!

j If we pause for a moment to work through this

three-pronged test with but one of the suggestions of con--

certed activity made in the present proceeding, it might

provide a better understanding of our future references

to the foregoing analysis. The NRC Staff, and less di-

rectly Cleveland and DOJ, have made reference to collabo-

; ration among Applicants regarding their respective posi-
-20/

tions on general third-party wheeling. - We submit that
i

the record in this case will not permit an inference of

concerted activity in this area.
.

While the term " general third-party wheeling" has

been variously defined, there appears to be basic agreement

that it refers to the general use by requesting entities of

- the transmission lines owned by another company (either at a

charge to be determined or at a postage-stamp wheeling rate)

for purposes of delivering energy to or from the requestor,

in amounts and at times requested, from a power source to

a load center.--21/The charge is that each of the five Appli-

20/ See, e.g., Tr. 8081 (13-17) (NRC Staff); 7424 (13-17),
7425 (3-10) (Cleveland); 8088 (15-19) (DOJ).

21/ See, e.g., S-205 (Mozer) exh. HMM-6, p. 4; Bingham
8265 (10-23).

. _
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cants has refused to enter into such open-ended arrangements

during the relevant period under scrutiny, and there is record
-

'~/22
support for this allegation at least as to some of them. - )

However, neither the NRC Staff, DOJ, nor Cleveland point to

any written contract or agt.eement to suggest complicity among |

Applicants with regard to such refusals. Nor is there evi- ;

dence of one Applicant insisting on the others following a \
;

similar course by means of coercion. The question squarely

presented, then, is whether the evidence will support an in-

ference of concerted activity as to the refusals to engage !

in general third-party wheeling. We submit that it plainly I

wilt not.

In the first place, no motive for collective action

exists. The independent negative response to a request for gen-

eral third-party wheeling by certain Applicants is not contrary {

to the individual economic self-interest of such Applicant
when considered alone. Indeed, both Paul Smart of TECO-~23/

22/ As to TECO, see 3-49; S-50; S-127; Hillwig 23862(13 19), 2388 (6-18), 2402 (12-17). As to Ohio Edison, see
S-30; S-32; Lyren 1905 (9-19); Cheesman 12151 (12-16),
12160 (22-23), 12162 (9-24). As to CEI, see S-70;
Hauser 10590 (20-25); bat compare A-75; A-78; A-84; A-97;
Hauser 10591-92. There is no evidence of such a refusal !

by either Duquesne or Penn Power.
|
)23/ Paul Smart testified as follows: (Smart 10101-02 (19-25& 127)):

(Cont'd next page)

1
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24/
and John White of Ohio Edison- testified that such response

i

was decidedly in the economic self-interest of each company.
<

23/ (Cont'd)
The wheeling, so-called wheeling aspects

'

of the transaction is only one segment of a
very complex pricing relationship and if it
is anything other than the most simplistic
form of transaction, which I previously iden-
tified, it is impossible to price it without
knowing precisely what the source of the
generation is, what our interrelationship
with that source is, what the destination
is, what our interrelationship with that
destination is, we have to know if the
source is a firm power source, meaning
that the source will supply the reserve
capacity, the back-up capacity, the
emergency service, the service during
planned shutdown, the service during
unplanned shutdowns, or are they as an
interconnected customer of ours going to
be calling upon us when that source fails.

24/ John White stated on various occasions that from
-

Ohio Edison's point of view the problem with a request
for general third-party wheeling is that it prevents
Ohio Edison from making the necessary study and evalua-
tion connected with such a transaction since there simply

*

is nothing that can be studied or evaluated (White 9637
(17-23), 9640 (10-16 & 24-25)). Mr. White clearly and
emphatically testified (White 9641 (2-5, 13-23)):

I would not be prepared and I wouldn't
have been in 1974, and I probably won't be in
1984 if I'm still around, in effect to dedi-
cate the transmission system of Ohio Edison
to common carrier transmission service.

* * * *

We have never regarded that system as
available for use on demand by others. We
don't so regard it now and I would not be
prepared to, as I say, to make a dedication

,

(Cont'd next page)
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And this testimony stands uncontested.--'25/ Nor can it be

said that some otherwise unobtainable advantage would be-

derived by virtue of the fact that Applicants acted in concert

in refusing to engage in third-party wheeling, rather than
acting individually. The import of answers by DOJ's own

expert witness, Dr. Harold Wein, was to grudgingly acknowledge

that in a perfectly competitive market the availability or
unavailability of such transmission arrangements would have

--24/ (Cont'd)
of that system to common carrier service or
common carrier type.

That's not to say, and I don't want to
be understood as saying that when specific
requests are made of us at times and under
circumstances and in amounts that we can
accomodate that we won't take those seriously.
We will take them seriously, and we will re-
spond favorably to those to which we think
we can properly make that response.

25/ The NRC Staff introduced correspondence and related
canned testimony for use in an FPC rate proceeding, identi-
fied as S-219, S-220 and S-221, to show that Mr. Smart
had heard of the term " postage-stamp rate" as early as 1973
and was aware of the use of such a rate by other e.'.ectric
utilities. Since the canned testimony was not introduced
for the truth of the matters asaerted therein (Tr. 12417
.(4-5)), as it clearly could not have been on an unsponsored
basis, the most that these exhibir.s show is that Mr. Smart
was aware that an expert witness retained by Mr. Jablon,
then counsel for Bowling Green, made reference in his proposed
testimony to a postage-stamp rate, ano to his understanding
of the use thereof in the industry. The documents do not,
however, address Mr. Smart's testimony as to his (Mr. Smart's)
understanding of the term " postage stamp rate"; nor do they
undermine in any way Mr. Smart's discussion as to the
economic justification for TECO's refusal to enter into a
(Cont'd next page)

-_ _ _.
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no material economic impact on competitors as a group.--26/

Nothing in this record suggests that in the only-marginally-

competitive electric utility industry (see Part IV, infra)

some economic benefit, not available by independent action,

is to be derived by Applicants if they agree with others

to respond negatively to requests for general third-party

wheeling services.

Thus, the motive for collective action is missing.

This alone destroys the inference of a tacit agreement.

There is, moreover, no sound evidentiary basis for con-

cluding that there existed here an " opportunity" to conspire.

While the various utility executives met regularly at CAPCO

meetings, the minutes thereof in evidence suggest no dis-

cussions regarding the treatment of requests for such wheeling

25/ (cont'd)
general third-party wheeling arrangement with municipal
electric systems in the TECO service area. The fact that
some other unknown individaal may not have the same view as
Mr. Smart is inconsequential, especially where, as here,
there is no indication he studied the matter from the same
perspective as Mr. Smart, taking into account all the
variables relevant to TECO's economic decision as to general
third-party wheeling.

s
26/ See Dr. Wein's discussion of wheeling in the context

~

of a hypothetical situation contemplating three companies,
identified by the letters A, B and C, with Company A being
a small municipal system, Company B being a large investor-
owned utility whose system is located between the other two,
and Company C being another investor-owned system (Wein 7102
(9-23)). Further, assume the availability of general third-
party wheeling among the three companies, and that Company

; (Cont'd next page)

r
>
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privileges. Similary, minutes of CAPCO Task Force Meetings,

involving lower-echelon personnel of the companies, are silent

on this point.--28/
'

Furthermore, because the individual negative

responses in this context have been shown to be dictated by

economic considerations peculiar to each company, without regard

to the stand taken by other competitors for their own business

26/ (Cont'd)
C has surplus low cost power it is seeking to sell, Company
B's incremental cost to generate power on its system is above
the cost of C's surplus power but below the incremental gen-
erating costs of Company A. In such a situation, B would bid
for C's power until the price equalled its incremental costs.
Thus, A would never be able to purchase C's power for less
than B's incremental cost at which point A might as well
go ahead and buy the power from B, foregoing the wheeling
transaction altogether (compare Wein 7120 (13-24) with Tr.
7123 (2-5)). The existence of a general third-party wheeling
commi tmen ' will, therefore, have no impact on the competitive
relation . tips among A, B and C.-

27/ See D-98; D-104; D-161; C-20; C-44; C-45; C-48; C-49;
C-50; C-51; C-52; C-58; C-67. The draft minutes of the December
5, 1974 meeting (C-67) bear special mention. Cleveland offered
that document to show that the CAPCO companies did not want
to wheel for municipal systems (Tr. 7424-25). Applicants'
objection to tha offer, on the ground that the minutes only
indicated that tie CAPCO ^ompanies were opposed to a general
third-party wheeling provision as part of license conditions
in this proceeding, was overruled (Tr. 7576). The fact still
remains that a reading of C-67 proves only that in reaching
a decision on the form of proposed license conditions which
eventually resudted in the policy statements found in A-44,

,

Applicants were not in favor of including a license condition '

requiring general third-party wheelino, The document is not
probative as to Applicants' positior.8 on third-party wheeling
outside the context of NRC lic;ase conditions and is certainly |
not indicative of any joint action since the meeting was speci- |
fically for the purpose of discussing this antitrust proceeding
which Applicants were, of course, privileged to do.

28/ See D-162; D-163; D-164; D-165; C-34; C-38; C-42.

.
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reasons, the suggestion of an opportunity to conspire as to

general third-party wheeling is even less persuasive, notwith-

standing the common CAPCO forum for discussion.

As a final matter, the element of consistency of

overt acts is also absent. The only conduct of record that

could conceivably be challenged as a refusal of general third-

party wheeling is that of TECO and, arguably, Ohio Edison.

CEI, by comparison, while for many years philosophically

opposed to the wheeling concept (Hauser 10764 (2-19)), has

now affirmatively agreed to wheel energy generally to the

Cities of Cleveland and Painesville from any outside power

source which is equally available to CEI (Hauser 10768
2_9/

(16-18)). Neither Duquesne nor Penn Power, on the

other hand, has ever refused to engage in general third-

party wheeling; indeed, both have yet to be asked. Such

inconsistency of action further defeats the inference of

tacit agreement. It hardly can be said in these circum-

stances that any of the Applicants' individual positions

on this matter depends upon a like response by all others.
,

1

| 29/ CEI readily admits that its decision was prompted by
' factors other than solely economic considerations. Moreover,

because it has only two municipal systems in its service area,
the general wheeling solution was economically more palatable to
CEI than would have been the case had it been dealing with a
number of small entities seeking carte blanche transmission
access. Also to be noted is that CEI still has placed a limi-
tation on its current wheeling policy: 1.e., it will wheel only
that power which is also available under Taw to CEI.

|
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In fact, since wheeling from or to outside power sources

concerns only the use of the system-wide transmission-

facilities of a single company, which either picks-up or

drops-off the energy at the edge of its system, the wheeling
policies of other adjacent electric tility systems do not

impact at all on the business decision of that company to

engage in, or refuse to engage in, general third-party
wheeling. CEI's refusal to wheel PASNY power into Cleveland

(S-70), for example, does not depend on a like response as

to PASNY wheeling by Pennsylvania Electric Company (see D-9;

D-396; D-397). There is thus absolutely no need for concert

of action in this area.

Accordingly, no permissible inference can be drawn

as to the existence in this case of a tacit agreement among

Applicants, or any number of them, on general third-party
wheeling which would satisfy the first element of Section 1 of

the Sherman Act. At most, the evidence shows no more than

parallel conduct taken independently by certain of the Appli-
cants on the basis of individual, sound, business judgment, and

after a full assessment of relevant economic considerations.
Section 1 promotes, rather than condemns, such behavior. As

stated by the Supreme Court in Theatre Enterprises, Inc. v

Paramount Film Distributing Corp., supra, 346 U.S. at 540,
"* * * ' conscious parallelism' has not yet read conspiracy
out of the Sherman Act entirely."
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In this regard, we would make one final observation

with regard to the element of concerted activity. In the

absence of a sufficient showing of " contract, combination
.

* * * , or conspiracy," the law does not permit evidence of

a refusal by one defendant to be introduced against other co-

defendants. See, e.g., Kline v Coldwell, Banker & Co., 508

F.2d 226, 231 (9th Cir. 1974), certiorari denied, 421 U.S.

963 (1975); Metropolitan Bag & Paper Distribution Association

v FTC, 240 F.2d 341, 344 (2d Cir.), certiorari denied, 355
30/

U.S. 819 (1957). Indeed, even where the first element under

Section 1 has been established, only those individual acts

consistent with, and in furtherance of, the particular arrange-
ment identified can be passed along to the co-conspirators --

unless, of course, some independent conduct outside the cog-

nizable scope of the joint venture is shown to have in fact been

ratified by the other participants. See Kline v Coldwell, Bank-

er & Co., supra, 508 F.2d at 231-33; Northern California Pharma-

ceutical Ass'n v United States, supra, 306 F.2d at 388-89 (9th

Cir.). Thus, with respect to TECO's, and arguably Ohio Edison's,
:

30/ See also Phelps Dodge Refining Corp. v FTC, 139 F.2d
3937 396 (2d Cir. 1943); Household Goods Carriers' Bureau
v Terrell, 417 F.2d 47, 54 (5th Cir. 1969), affirmed in rele-
vant part, reversed in part on other unrelated grounds, 452
F.2d 152 (5th Cir. 1971)(en banc); cf. Vandervelde v Put
& Call Brokers & Dealers Association, 344 F. Supp. 118, 155
(S.D.N.Y. 1972); Riss & Co. v Association of American Rail-
roads, 187 F. Supp. 306, 312-13 (D.D.C. 1960).
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respective refusals to enter into a general third-party wheel-

ing arrangement, for example, these responses are not imput-

able to other members of the CAPCO " combination" without some

independent showing that the combination itself imposed an

unreasonable restraint of trade and that the refusals in ques-

tion were integral to accomplishing that impermissible objec-
tive. This requires a brief examination of the second element

of Section 1.

2. The element of unreasonable restraint of
trade. As already indicated, it is not all concerted activ-

ity which is condemned under Section 1 of the Sherman Act,

but only that collective action which unreasonably restrains
trade. See Northern Pacific Ry. V United States, supra,
356 U.S. at 5. The appropriate benchmarks for ascertaining

whether or not a contract, combination or conspiracy runs

afoul of the second element of this statutory prohibition

have been enumerated by Mr. Justice Brandeis in his usually

precise manner in Chicago Board of Trade v United States,
246 U.S. 231 (1918). As there stated (246 U.S. at 238): !

Every agreement concerning trade,
every regulation of trade, restrains.

i
To bind, to restrain, is of their '

very essence. The true test of legal-
ity is whether the restraint imposed
is such as merely regulates and perhaps
thereby promotes competition or whether
it is such as may suppress or even
destroy competition. To determine
that question the Court must ordinarily I

consider the facts peculiar to the

|
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business to which the restraint is
applied; its condition before and after-

the restraint was imposed; the nature of
the restraint and its effect, actual or

I probable. The history of the restraint,
the evil believed to exist, the reason,

i for adopting the particular remedy, the
purpose or end sought to be attained,

1 are all relevant facts. This is not
because a good intention will save an
otherwise objectionable regulation or
the reverse, but becauno knowledge of
intent may help the court to interpreti

'
facts and to predict conusquences.
[ Emphasis added.]

This so-called " rule of reason" approach for as-

saying alleged Sherman Act, Section 1 improprieties is

precisely what Congress intended when it enacted Section 5

of the FTC Act as a further safeguard of the policy underlying
the earlier antitrust provision. The House Conference Report

accompanying the FTC Act thus similarly emphasized the need

to weigh competing factors in evaluating a challenged practice.
It spoke in the following terms:

* * * Whether competition is unfair
or not generally depends upon the
surrounding circumstances of the
particular case. What in harmful
under certain circumstances may be
benefici under different circum-stancea.g}j

-

Judicial acceptance of this view as the proper mode

for analyzing the reasonableness of alleged actual or poten-

31/ See H.R. Conf. Rep. No. 1142, 63rd Cong., 2d Sess.
19 (1914).

|
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tial restraints of trade under Section 5 of the FTC Act has
become widespread. The Supreme Court articulated the appli-

cable review standard as early as 1935 in A.L.A. Schechter

Poultry Corp. v United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935), when it was

called upon to explain the term " unfair competition" appearing

in the Live Poultry Code of Fair Competition promulgated under

the National Industrial Recovery Act. As there stated (295
U.S. at 532-533):

The Federal Trade Commission Act (S 5)
introduced the expression " unfair methods
of competition," which were declared to
be unlawful. That was an expression
new in law. * * * We have said * * *
that it does not admit of precise
definition; its scope being left to
judicial determination as controversies
arise. What are " unfair methods of
competion" are thus to be determined
in particular instances, upon evidence,
in light of particular competitive
conditions and of what is found to be
a specific and substantial public
interest. [ Emphasis added.]

Accord: Korber Hats, Inc. v FTC, 311 F.2d 358, 360-61

(1st Cir. 1962) (what is unfair method of competition "can

only be assayed in the environmental and marketing context
32/

of the particular practice put in issue").--

.

32/ See also Reeves, Toward A Coherent Antitrust Policy:
The Role <f Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act In
Price Discrimination Regulation, 16 Boston College Ind. &
Comm. L. Rev. 151, 157 (1975); Oppenheim, Guides To
Harmonizing Sectian 5 Of The Federal Trade Commission Act
With The Sherman and Clayton Acts, 59 Mich. L. Rev. 821,
826-27 (1961).
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This same analysis was intended by Congress under

its delegation to the Commission of antitrust review authority

'

in Section 105c. The Commission itself indicated as much
33/

in its first Watorford decision,-- instructing licensing.

boards to proceed in the following manner (6 AEC at 49):

" Careful analysis of the facts in each case is necessary,

particularly in view of the groundbreaking nature of the
,

initial decisions in this new area of the Commission's

responsibility." The Department of Justice, in its 1970
t

testimony before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy, was

equally emphatic with regard to the appropriate review

standard to be followed in this forum. Its representative

thus remarked in a context particularly relevant to the

present inquiry:

Specifically, the industry is now
going through a considerable con-

' troversy over the extent to which,
and the means by which, small
systems should have access to
large new generation and transmission
facilities. As to this, I think
antitrust law provides some general
c'. idance. Companies acting together
to create or control a unique facility
may be required by application of the
rule of reason, to grant access on
equal and nondiscriminatory terms to

33/ See Louisiana Power & Light Company (Waterford Steam
Electric Generating Station, Unit 3), CLI-73-7, 6 AEC 48, 49|

| (February 23, 1973) (hereafter referred to as "Waterford I").

!

_ _
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1
1

others who lack a practical alternative.
(Emphasis added.] 34/

'

Accordingly, in evaluating the Sherman Act, Sec-

tion 1 claims raised in this proceeding, it is incumbent

upon this Licensing Board to factor into its Section 105c

analysis the three basic considerations earmarked in Chicago

Board of Trade as essential to the determination of an

alleged restraint's reasonableness, namely: (1) tna nature

of the industry in which the restraint appears; (2) the

nature and effect of the restraint on competition existing

in that industry; and (3) the purpose or end sought to
1

be achieved by engaging in the challenged practice out |

of which the restraint grew, including, among other things,

the business justification therefor. Not only do traditional

Section 1 cases augur such an approach (see generally United

States v Citizens & Southern National Bank, 422 U.S. 86 (1975);

Silver v New York Stock Exchange, Inc. 373 U.S. 341 (1963);

Gamco, Inc. v Providence Fruit & Produce Building, 194 F.2d

484 (1st Cir. 1952), certiorari denied, 344 U.S. 817 (1952));

it is similarly suggested by the decisions under Section 5

of the FTC Act relevant to the present inquiry (see gener-

,

34/ See Hearings on Prelicensing Antitrust Review of
Nuclear Powerplants Before the Joint Committee on Atomic
Energy, 91st Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1, at p. 128 (1970)
(hereinafter referred to as " Hearings").

_
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ally Luria Brothers & Co. v FTC, 389 F.2d 847 (3d Cir.),
I

certiorari denied, 393 U.S. 829 (1968); La Peyre v FTC, 366

' F.2d 117 (5th Cir. 1966); Asheville Tobacco Board of Trade,

i Inc. v FTC, 263 F.2d 502 (4th Cir. 1959)).

In this connection, we would note as a general

proposition that courts have viewed with disfavor a claim of

unreasonableness associated with arrangements imposing a

restraint of limited scope (see e.g., Chicago Board of

Trade v United States, supra, 246 U.S. at 238-39) which is

" reasonably necessary" to meet a competitive situation

(see, e.g., United States v Arnold, Schwinn & Co., 388 U.S.

365, 380-81 (1967)), or to promote some legitimate business

interest (see, e.g., American Motors Inns, Inc. v Holiday

Inns, Inc., supra, 521 F.2d at 1248-49; Anderson v

American Automooile Association, 454 F.2d 1240, 1246 (9th Cir.

1972); Walt Disney Production v American Broadcasting -

3W
Paramount Theatres, 180 F. Supp. 113, 117 (S.D.N.Y. 1960)).

FuLthermore, no matter how opprobrious in appearance, a

restraint which impacts only on an insignificant element

of the overall competitive situation will ordinarily survive

Sherman Act, Section 1 scrutiny. See Times-Picayune

.

35/ The Supreme Court decision in Otter Tail Power Co.
v United States, 410 U.S. 382 (1973), did not overrule sub
silentio the long-held and well-developed case-law relating
to business justification. See n.66 infra; compare " Staff's
Answer To Applicants' Motions For Orders Dismissing All, Or
Specific, Allegations Made By the NRC Staff" at 9, filed
May 17, 1976.
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Publishing Co. v United States, 345 U.S. 594 (1953) (unit
plan for advertising imposed no unreasonable restraint

where classified ads of competitors declined only 3 per-

cent in a 10-year period, and competitors' general display
lineage declined only 2 percent over a one-year period).

Thus, in American Motors Inns, Inc. v Holiday Inns, Inc.,

supra, the Third Circuit, in vacating part of a judgment
condemning as anticompetitive a contractual prohibition
against the affiliation of defendant's licensees with non-

Holiday Inn establishments, faulted the lower court

decision because (521 F.2d at 1247):
The analysis does not take into
account whether the competition
eliminated by the clause is
significant within the context
of the total competition extant
in the industry, nor does the
analysis attempt in any way to

t

measure the effect of the chal- )lenged restriction on the '

market structure.

- 36/ See also Venzie Corp. v United States Mineral
Products Co., supra, 521 F.2d at 1316 (ban on resale l

,

of fireproofing material by contractors was neither a
Ler se violation nor an unreasonable restraint of trade-

where there is no competition among contractors in the
sale of such material), George R. Whitten, Jr., Inc.
v Paddock Pool Builders, Inc., 508 F.2d 547, 562 (1st
Cir. 1974), certiorari denied, 421 U.S. 1004 (1975)
(" dispositive element" in finding that aggregation of
dirty tricks was not unreasonable trade restraint was
the absence of any evidence of harm to general competition
in the market and a showing of only marginal harm to
(Cont'd next page)
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To meet this well-founded criticism, it obvious-
!

ly is necessary to a proper assessment of an alleged re-

straint's impact on competition to evaluate in the first

instance the nature and extent to which competitive forces

play a role within the market under scrutiny. Such an

analysis is particularly important where, as here, the

antitrust charges are directed at practices in an industry

noted for its " basic natural monopoly structure." Gulf

States Utilities Co. v FPC, 411 U.S. 747, 759 (1973). Free

and open competition in the electric utility industry has

| in large measure been supplanted by pervasive state and

federal regulation (see Part IV, infra). Theoretically,

the aim of regulation is to duplicate (albeit artificially)

the competitive framework in an unregulated market.~-37/ To

i
'

36/ (Cont'd)
Whitten, which managed to gain steadily in sales volume
notwithstanding the loss of some contracts); Tripoli
Co. v Wella Corp. 425 F.2d 932, 938 (3d Cir. 1970) (en-
banc) (alleged restrictions on sale of Wella products
to professionals only; held not unreasonable in absence
of any showing that restrictions sheltered the products
from competitors with other brands).

37/ The desired result, of course, hardly ever occurs.
Indeed, on a more practical level, one can think of many

|

instances where explicit statutory provisions instruct the|

| regulatory body to achieve ends that probably would not
| normally occur in an unregulated market.42 U.S.C. S 580T(g., 42

See, e.
U.S.C. SS 2011, 2013(d) (1970); a) (Supp.
IV, 1974) (declaring a national policy to develop nuclear
power).
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this end, the regulators consistently strive to achieve

the same result that inures with perfect or near perfect
competition, namely: the efficient allocation of resources.
This identity of purpose provides the essential underpinning
both for antitrust and for other regulatory enforcement
policies. As recognized in Northern Natural Gas Co. v

,

FPC, 399 F.2d 953, 959 (D.C. Cir. 1968):

[T]he basic goal of direct governmental
regulation through administrative bodies.

and the goal of indirect governmental '

regulations in the form of antitrust law
is the same -- to achieve the most effi-
cient allocation of resources possible.

See also Latin America / Pacific Coast S.S. Conf. v Federal

Maritime Commission, 465 F.2d 542, 545 (D.C. Cir. 1972).

The means used to accomplish this common objective,
1however, are markedly different. Since the antitrust laws

assume a nearly-perfect competitive market structure, their

principal emphasis is on promoting competition for its:

own sake. See, e.g., Northern Pacific Ry. V United States,

supra, 356 U.S. at 4. But in a regulated industry, where

market conditic.ns are largely unresponsive to competitive

forces, competition is a poor yardstick by which to measure

successful resource allocation. For example, the pervasive

utilization by the states of certificates of public conven-
ience and necessity, or other similar mechanisms, is but

. . _ _ _ . -- - -
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one manifestation of the widely felt need for a limitation

'
of competition within the electric utility field as a means

of resource allocation.

| It is, of course, a part of the task of this

Licensing Board to arrive at the proper " interrelation

of (these] two statutory schemes -- each of which reflects

different historical pressures and different conceptions of

the public interest." S.S.W., Inc. v Air Transport Ass'n

of America, 191 F.2d 658, 661 (D.C. Cir. 1951), certiorari
38/--

denied, 343 U.S. 955 (1952). of necessity, this exercise

will require an accommodation to both concepts, at least

in part. Just as the existence of government regulation

cannot be read so broadly as to immunize entirely from

antitrust scrutiny all practices in the electric utility

industry (see Cantor v Detroit Edison Co., 96 S. Ct.

3110 (1976)), so, too, the underlying purpose of the

antitrust laws to enhance competition cannot be blindly

applied to undermine the very market structure that govern-

ment regulation was devised to protect (see e,.g., Gordon

v New York Stock Exchange, Inc., 422 U.S. 659, 688-91

(1975).
i We discuss at some length in Part IV, infra,'

|

|
the limited extent to which competition is a viable concept

:

I

38/ See also Note, Of Raisins and Mushrooms, Applying The'

Parker Antitrust Exemption, 58 Va. L. Rev. 1511, 1513 (1972).

!

I

- . - __
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in the electric utility industry. That discussion sets the

proper framework for antitrust analysis here. And it is in

that context that the Licensing Board must examine the |

reasonableness of whatever restraints have been attributed

to the conduct of these Applicants, always mindful of the

increasing judicial recognition in recent years of the

need to accord due respect to established regulatory policies

that compete with the antitrust emphasis on competition for

competition's sake.

That emerging judicial attitude finds its first

forceful expression in the prescient dissent to the decision

most often cited by our adversaries in Otter Tail Power Co. Y
l

United States, 410 U.S. 366 (1973), aff'g, 331 F. Supp. 54 (D. '

Minn. 1971). There, a narrow majority of the Supreme Court, I

focusing exclusively on the attempt crime (410 U.S. at 377),

af firr.ed (4-3) a lower court ruling that the appellant had
,

l
attempted to monopolize and had monopolized the retail dis- |

tribution of electric power in the relevant market. In con-

cluding that the private utility's complete refusals to deal

with small municipal systems in its service area offended the

antitrust laws (see 410 U.S. at 372-74), Mr. Justice Douglas

-- influenced, many believe, far more by the egregious facts

presented, than by any cogent legal analysis -- ascribed little
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significance to the extensive state and federal regulatory
controls prevailing in the electric utility industry.

.

'

Mr. Justice Stewart, writing for himself, Chief

! Justice Burger and Mr. Justice Rehnquist, voiced a vigorous

dissent (410 U.S. at 382-95). After reproaching the Court-

for failing to differentiate between traditional antitrust

cases and those involving "a highly regulated, natural

monopoly industry wholly different from those that have

given rise to ordinary antitrust principles" (410 U.S. at

382), Mr. Justice Stewart articulated the basis for his

dissent in the following terms (410 U.S. at 389):

The very reason for the regula-
tion of private utility rates --
by state bodies and by the [ Federal
Power] Commission -- is the inevi-
tability of a monopoly that requires
price control to take the place of
price competition. Antitrust prin-
ciples applicable to other industries
cannot be blindly applied to a uni-
lateral refusal to deal on the part
of a power company, operating in a
regime of rate regulation and licensed
monopolies.

Although a dissenting view normally has little

lasting significance, there are those few noted exceptions

where the dissenters' earlier pronouncements are subsequently

accorded full respect by a majority of the Court. Such is

the case with respect to Mr. Justice Stewart's above re-

marks in Otter Tail. Thus, only two terms later, in United

i

i
|

__ . -,
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States v Citizens & Southern National Bank, supra, the Su-

preme Court rejected a Justice Department suit seeking to1

enjoin the acquisition of five banks -- an acquisition which

had previously been authorized by the Federal Deposit Insur-

ance Corporation pursuant to the Bank Merger Act of 1966,

12 U.S.C. S 1828 (1970). The Department alleged, inter

alia, that the already existing relationship between the

acquiring bank and the five banks to be acquired amounted

to an unreasonable restraint of trade in violation of

Section 1 of the Sherman Act. As to this charge, the

Court intimated that, in the absence of other circum-

stances, the challenged relationship might well have run

afoul of the antitrust laws (422 U.S. at 113-14). How-

ever, Mr. Justice Stewart, this time writing for the majority

and over the dissents of Mr. Justice Douglas and two other

members of the Court who had sided with the majority in

Otter Tail, upheld the practice. In language reminiscent
'

of his Otter Tail dissent, Mr. Justice Stewart stated (422

U.S. at 91):

In applying the antitrust laws to
banking, careful account must be
taken of the pervasive federal and
state regulation characteristic of
the industry, "particularly the
legal restraints on entry unique
to this line of commerce." United
States v Marine Bancorporation, 418

,

U.S. 602, 606 (1974). This admoni-

i
1

||

|

I
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tion has special force in the pre-
sent case, for the de facto branch

-

arrangements and the proposed acqui-
sitions involved were a direct re-
sponse,to Georgia's historic restric-
tions on branch banking.

See also Gordon v New York Stock Exchange, Inc., supra; United

States v National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc., 422

U.S. 694 (1975).

Thus, it now appears to be the prevailing atti-
~

tude of the Supreme Court that regulatory schemes which

pervade the general market structure of an industry -- as

here -- are entitled to considerable deference when prac-

tices within that industry come under antitrust scrutiny.
l

| Indeed, just recently in Cantor v Detroit Edison Co., supra
t

most members of the Court, while sufficiently divided on

other matters,so that Mr. Justice Stevens, writing for a
plurality of the Court, was unable to muster a majority,

seemed in agreement with regard to the natural monopoly

structure of the electric utility industry (see 96 S.Ct.

at 3119 n.33) and the need for an accommodation of state

and federal regulation when applying the antitrust laws

to a regulated portion thereof (see 96 S.Ct. at 3120,
39/

3122).

|
;
'

39/ Since it'was determined by 6 members of the Court
| that the electric light bulb market was not within an
I (Cont'd on next page)

|

_
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This, then, is the general perspective from which

the Licensing Board must in this case assay the reasonable-

ness of the various concerted activities (if any) in which

Applicants are shown to be participants. Nor will the law

permit the examination into this second element of a Sec-

tion 1 offens; to be obviated in the present context by ;

a facile application of the Eer se doctrine.

Perhaps the most concise definition of a per se I

!
violation can be found in Northern Pacific Ry. v United |

l
'States, supra, 356 U.S. at 5, where Mr. Justice Black stated:

{T]here are certain agreements or
practices which because of their
pernicious effect on competition
and lack of any redeeming virtue
are conclusively presumed to be
unreasonable and therefore illegal
without regard to elaborate inquiry
as to the precise harm they have
caused or the business excuse for
their use. [ Emphasis added.]

The types of activities generally considered to be within

the ambit of this definition have been identified by case

law on the basis of " considerable experience with certain

business relationships." United States v Topco Associates,
'

Inc., 405 U.S. 596, 607 (1972); and see White Motor Co. v

(39/ Cont'd)-

area Iegitimately covered by state or federal regulation,
the view of a majority of the Justices was that the anti-
trust laws and underlying polices should be given full
force and effect.
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i

40/
--

United States, 372 U.S. 253, 263 (1963). They include

price-fixing arrangements (see, e.g., United States v

Socony-vacuum 011 Co., 310 U.S. 150 (1940)); the alloca-

tion of horizontal marketing territories (see, e.g., Timken

Roller Bearing Co. v United States, 341 U.S. 593 (1951));

tying arrangements (see, e.g., Fortner Enterprises, Inc. v

United States Steel Corp., 394 U.S. 495 (1969)); and per-

haps on a showing of predatory intent groep boycotts (see,

e.g., Klor's, Inc. v Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc., supra, 359

41/
U.S. at 212).

It is important to note, however, that the per

sjt condemnation of this set of activities is grounded

on a presumed interference with the overriding antitrust

objective to promote competition. Plainly, "[f]ree compe-

tition is a basic postulate of our free enterprise system

***" California v FPC, 296 F.2d 348, 353 (D.C. Cir..

1961), reversed on other grounds, 369 U.S. 482 (1962).

40/ For examples of an application of the per se doc-
trine under the incipiency doctrine of Section 5 oY the
FTC Act, see Atlantic Refining Co. v FTC, supra, 381 U.S.
at 371; Fashion Originators' Guild of America v FTC, 312
U.S. 457 (1941); Adolph Coors Co. v FTC, 497 F.2d 1178
(10th Cir. 1974), certiorari denied, 419 U.S. 1105 (1975).

-41/ References to group boycotts as Ler se violations
-

are Tess than accurate since a proper re Ta ing of relevant
case-law makes it clear that an examination into the
(Cont'd next page)

.
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Nevertheless, as already indicated, competition for its

' own sake "* * * is not always -- in all conditions -- in

the public interest; sometimes regulated monopoly, or a
,

neasure of controlled monopoly is in the public interest."
l

11 The electric utility industry provides but one such
42/ i
--

example (see Part IV, infra).

In these circumstances, an arrangement, the im-

pact of which may be deemed " pernicious" in a competitive

context, may well have an entirely different consequence

in a market structure sustained largely by regulation.
}

And, indeed, the courts have routinely found practices "

normally considered to be offensive to Section 1 of the

Sherman Act as unreasonable per se to be perfectly legi-

timate, and even highly desirable, in a regulated setting.

41/ (Cont'd)
motivation and intent for taking collective action is re-
quired to satisfy an essential element of the offense,
namely: exclusionary purpose for combining. See Joseph E.
Seagram & Sons, Inc. v Hawaiian Oke & Liquors, Ltd.,
416 F.2d 71, 76 (9th Cir. 1969), certiorari denied, 396
U.S. 1062 (1970); De Fillippo v Ford Motor Co., 516 F.2d
1313, 1318 (3d Cir. 1975); E. A. McQuade Tours, Inc. v
Consolidated Air Tours Manual Comm., 467 F.2d 178 187
(5th Cir. 1972), certiorari denied, 409 U.S. 1609.(1973);
Chastain v American Tel. & Tel. Co., 351 F. Supp. 1320
( D.C .C . 1972); and see Areeda, Antitrust Analysis 11 368,
388 (1967). Such an evaluation as to the underlying pur-
pose for an arrangement would not be necessary under a
bona fide application of the per sjt doctrine.

42/ See also United States v Marine Bancorporation, Inc.,
supra, 418 U.S. at 606 (banking industry); Hawaiian Tele-
(Cont'd next page)
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Thus, in United States v Pan American World Airways, Inc.,

193 F. Supp. 18 (S.D.N.Y. 1961), reversed on other grounds,

371 U.S. 296 (1963), the Department of Justice challenged

as anticompetitive a territorial division between Pan

American Airlines and W. R. Grace and Company, whereby

their jointly-owned subtidiary, Panagra, was to have ex-

clusive right to traffic along the W9st Coast of South

America south of the Canal Zone, while Pan American was to

be free from competition elsewhere in South America and

betwe3n the Canal Zone and the United States. The dis-

trict court explicitly rejected the Department's sugges-

tion that it take a per se approach (see 193 F. Supp. at

22); it upheld this market-division arrangement as reason-

able in the circumstances. In a part of its opinion which
43/

wa: not challenged on appeal,-- the court stated:

Consideration of defendants' agree-

.
ment or understanding with respect
to the respective spheres of opera-
tions for the two airlines, when
viewed in the light of the condi-
tions under which they undertook,
as foreigners, to establish an
American system of-international

42/ (Cont'd)
phone Co. v FCC, 498 F.2d 771, 777 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (com-
munications industry); Apgar Travel Agency, Inc. v Interna-
tional Air Transport Ass'n, 107 F. Supp. 706, 709 (S.D.N.Y.
1952) (air transport industry).

43/ The appeal to the Supreme Court concerned only Pan
AmerIcan's atter..pt to impede the ef forts by Panagra to ex-
(Cont'd next page)

!
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aviation in South America, the
policy of this government and its
stake in fostering their efforts,
and the dedication of public monies
involved, as well as the relation of
the parties one to the other and the
nature of the industry itself, compels
the conclusion on our part that it in-
volved no violation of the antitrust
laws.

The defendant airlines had to be
self-contained enterprises involving
large amounts of fixed capital outlay
for facilities that would normally be
made available to them in this country
by governmental authorities. They had
to build their own landing fields,
provide their own meteorological ser-
vice , and maintain tr'. air own communica-
tions system, and in connection with
building up oper:'ing and traffic
organizations the'/ of course had to
maintain offi I in all of these
countries ant stablish cood will
with the govetaments and teoples
through whose territory the lines
must pass. And in addition to'
technical and equipment problems
they contended with substantial
competition for the available traffic
from foreign lines that had established
themselves before the defendants and
who were maneuvering for monopoly
concessions that would have precluded
defendants from their markets. [193
F. Supp. at 33-34 (footnote omitted).]

And see United States v Citizens & Southern National Bank,

supra, 422 U.S. at 100, 112-14 (alleged price-fixing scheme

43/ (Cont'd)
tend its South America service to a United States terminal.
The district court held that such activity was not exempt
from the antitrust laws, and it was this aspect of the
lower court opinion that alone was reversed by the Supreme
Court. See 371 U.S. 296.

2
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reflected in similar rates and service charges of correspon-

dent and associate banks not condemned out of hand as per

set violation but examined and found to be reasonable in
light of the Georgia banking reaalations); Chastain v Amer-

'
ican Telephone & Telegraph Co., supra, 351 F. Supp. at 1321

(scope and nature of control over regulated industry may bring

ITMS action preventing competition in mobile telephone market

within legal boundaries); United States v Morgan, 118 F. Supp.

621, 687-89 (S.D.N.Y. 1953) (syndication agreements containing

price maintenance clauses binding on underwriters and resale

price maintenance clauses binding on selling groups or selected

dealers held permissible because of sui generis situation);

United States v National Football League, 116 F. Supp 319, 321

(E.D. Pa. 1953) (upheld allocation of marketing territerjes

accomplished by a prohibition on telecasting of outside games

into home territories of other teams playing at home); In re

Coca-Cola Co.,, 3 Trade Reg. Rep. 1 21,010 (FTC, Oct. 8, 1975)

(distribution agreements containing territorial allocation

clauses which were binding on bottlers held to be reason-

able restraints).
'

The sound teaching of these cases is that ~he per

se doctrine, which has evolved from experience in a competi-

tive market structure, should not be extended prematurely

to similar types of arrangements among participants operating

9

. . -
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in a much different economic environment, such as the

" basic natural monopoly structure" of the electric utility

industry. Gulf States Utilities Co. v FPC, supra, 411 U.S.

at 759. It has been observed by none other than one of this

Commission's own hearing examiners that this industry em-

braces a " complicated web of interrelationships which exists

among and between* component systems operating in local and

regional markets."--44/ These interrelationships have been

shaped and influenced to a substantial degree by both state

and federal regulatery requirements (see Part IV, infra).

Without first ascertair. ng, through these initial " ground-

breaking" antitrust proceedings (see Waterford I, supra,

6 AEC at 29), what impact, if any, various arrangements do

in fact have upon participating entities and their alleged

competitors, and the reasonaoleness thereof in light of the

public interest considerations that exist in this regulatory

context, it simply cannot be presumed that the per se label
attached in other unregulated settings is appropriate in

this structurally different arena.

Mr. Justice Blackmun recognized as much in his

recent separate opinion in Cantor v Detroit Edison Co.,

supra, 96 S. Ct. at 3126, recommending there, "at least

-44/ See Brebbia, Antitrust Problems In The Licensing
and Permit Authority of The Uniteo States Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission, 26 Mercer L. Rev. 749, 774 (1975). -

- . , . __ .
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,

for now," an application on remand of the rule of reason

standard to test an alleged anticompetitive tie of light

bulbs to electric service.--45/ So, too, should this Licens-

ing Board adhere to the rule of reason approach in evaluat-

ing those concerted activities ascribed to Applicants which

are said to be inconsistent with Section 1 of the Sherman

Act.

C. SECTION 2 OF THE SHERMAN ACT

Turning to Section 2 of the Sherman Act, it pro-

scribes monopolization, attempts to monopolize, and combinations

and conspiracies to monopolize. Each of these offenses con-

tains two distinct elements. For monopolization, it must be

shown that the entity under attack possesses monopoly power

45/ Mr. Justice Blackmun quite properly left open the
possTbility that in time experience with business relation-
ships in this industry may perm!t some application of per
se, rules. In this regard, he s:ated (96 S. Ct. at 3127):

I
No doubt such a rule ^# reason will :

crystallize, as it is applied, into !
various per se rules relating to
certain Kinds of state enactments,,

such as the regulation of the classic
natural monopoly, the public utility. ,

We should not shrink in our general l

approach, however, from what seems
,

to me our constitutionally mandated I
task, one often set for us by con- )
flicting federal and state laws, and i

Ithat is the balancing of implicated
federal and state interests with a

! view to assuring that when these are
truly in conflict, the former prevail. )

l

!
1

! IL 1
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in the relevant market (United Sta_es v Grinnell, 384 U.S.

5(,3, 570-71 (1966)), and has exercised that power in a manner

that permits the inference of a general intent and purpose to do

so (United States v Griffith, supra, 334 U.S. at 105). For

an attempt to monopolize, the requisite showing must include

evidence of a specific intent to monopolize the relevant market

(Times-Picayune v United States, supra, 345 U.S. at 626), and

sufficient market power to come dangerously close to success

(American Tobacco Co. v United States, supra, 328 U.S. at

784). For there to be an impermissible combination or con-

s rracy to monopolize, it must be proved that a combinatione

or conspiracy in fact exists (see discussion at pp. 26-45,

supra), and that the specific intent thereof is to " acquire

or maintain the power to exclude competitors" (American

Tobacco Co. v United States, supra, 328 U.S. at 809).

Common to all three offenses is a measure of market power,

accompanied by activity indicative of an exclusionary

intent (either general or specific, as the case may be)

to acquire, maintain or in some manner exercise monopoly

power in a particular market. Accordingly, there has.

been substantial overlap in the judicial treatment accorded

the elements identifed above.

1. The element of monopoly power. Since both

the " attempt" and the " conspiracy" offenses under Section 2

.

- - -- ,-
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of the She: man Act are essentially designed to reach indi-

vidual or collective " monopolization" in its incipiency,

the starting point for an analysis of these three antitrust-

prohibitions is with the initial interdiction against monopo-
i

lization. The clearest and most often quoted description

of monopolization comes from the Supreme Court's decision

in United States v Grinnel.1 Corp., supra, wherein the offense

i

was defined as including both (384 U.S. at 570-71):

(1) the possession of monopoly power
in the relevant market, and (2) the
willful acquisition.or maintenance
of that power as distinguished from
growth or development as a consequence

,

of a superior product, business
acumen or historic accident. [ Emphasis
added.]

" Monopoly power" is a term of art which has been de-

fined by the Supreme Court to mean "the power to control

prices or exclude competition." United States v E. I. du Pont

de Nemours & Co., 351 U.S. 377, 389 (1956). If achieved as

"the inevitable consequences of ability, natural forces, or

law," it is offensive to neither the letter nor the spirit of

the Sherman Act. See United States v United shoe Machinery

* Corp., 110 F. Supp. 295, 344 (D. Mass. 1953), affirmed per

curiam, 347 U.S. 521 (1954). What is proscribed by Section 2

of the statute is " monopolization," which has uniformly been
,

I

interpreted as conduct to either unlawfully acquire or main-

tain monopoly power (see, e.g., American Tobacco Co. v United

|

I

!
I

l

.
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States, supra), or to wrongfully use such power, although

perhaps legally acquired, to control prices or to exclude

competition (see, e.,q., United States v Griffith, supra).

Within the uaregulated framework of a highly com-

petitive market structura, the existence of " monopoly power"

has sometimes been inferred by the courts on the basis of

predominant market shares. See United States v Grinnell

Corp., supra, 384 U.S. at 571; American Tobacco Co. v United

States, supra, 328 U.S. at 797; United States v Aluminum

Company of America, supra, 148 F.2d at 430. These decisions

have reasoned that control by a single competitor of a large

percentage of the market is indicative of insufficient compe-

tition to place adequate constraints on pricing and marketing

decisions. The " dominant" company is thus said to be in a

position to set its own prices, to exclude competition, or to

exercise its " monopoly power" in any manner it sees fit.

This reasoning has come under repeated attack, |
however. In a number of cases, courts have declined to draw |

such an inference on proof that a company has a statistically
1

predominant share of an openly competitive market (compare |

United States v General Dynamics Corp., 415 U.S. 486 (1974) '

,

(circumstances surrcunding coal industry negative finding

of undue concentration from statistical showing of market
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shares)). Adhering, instead, to the admonition in United

States v E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co., supra, 351 U.S.

at 393, that "Section 2 requires the application of a
,

reasonable approach in determining the existence of

monopoly power just as surely as did (Section] 1 [of the

Sherman Act)," these decisions nave understandably concluded

that "[m]arket share is no holy talisman that alone determines
'

whether a defendant has monopolized an industry." United

States v International Business Machines Corp., 60 F.R.D.

654, 658 (S.D.N.Y. 1973). The Supreme Court took such

{ a stand in Times-Picayune Publishing Co. V United States,
_

supra, 345 U.S. at 612, observing: "Obviously, no magic

inheres in numbers; 'the relative effect of percentage
.

command of a market varies with the setting in which

that factor is placed'" (quoting United States v Columbia

Steel Co., 334 U.S. 495, 528 (1948)). And, in United States

v United Shoe. Machinery Corp., supra;, 110 F. Supp. at 343,

the court remarked that, while relevant judicial authority

"gives some weight to the * * * percentage, * * * [it]

considers other factors as well." See also International
'

Railways of Central America v United Brands Co., 532 F.2d

231, 240 (2d Cir. 1976).

One of these other factors that must be taken into

account is the extent to which the industry in question is

subject to price and territorial regulation. In this context,
<
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where such government regulation has supplanted (either in

whole or in large part) the competitive forces normally at

work in an unregulated marketplace, a showing of statistical

dominance is of no real assistance to the Section 2 analysis.

This is because control over prices and over competitors' j
i

entry into or exclusion from the market -- i.e., " monopoly

power" -- has, by virtue of such regulation, been taken out

of the hands of the private entrepreneur and turned over

to state and federal agencies. See Hawaiian Telephone Co.

v FCC, supra, 498 F.2d at 777. Dominance or ownership

of large market shares is not the exception in these ,

i

circumstances; rather, both economic and regulatory forces !

encourage such a result, recognizing that a basic monopoly

market structure in particular industries is in the public

interest. See generally California v FPC, supra, 296 F.2d

at 353 ("sometimes regulated monopoly, or a measure of

controlled monopoly, is in the public interest"). Moreover,

the underlying premise of many Section 2 cases -- that

something illegal must have occurred because one does

not expect to find a firm with large market shares in

a competitive industry -- is simply inappropriate in

industries where large rather than small market shares

are anticipated.

The existence of government regulation over

prices and other market activities, therefore, will in-
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variably defeat any statistical inference of market power

based on percentage shares of the relevant regulated market,
i

and the courts have so held. See Nankin Hospital _ v Michigan
t

Hospital Service, 361 F. Supp. 1199, 1209-10 (E.D. Mich.

1973) ("we cannot agree with Nankin that Blue Cross possesses

the power to fix prices or competition. * * * Blue Cross may

petition for rate increases but the final determination is'

reserved for the Insurance Commissioner"). And see Travelers

Insurance Co. v Blue Cross, 361 F. Supp. 774, 780 (W.D. Pa.

1972), affirmed, 481 F.2d 80 (3d Cir.), certiorari denied,

414 U.S. 1093 (1973), where the court stated:

* * * Blue Cross is not a monopolist,
for it not only lacks control over
the rate-making effects normally
incident to lawful competition,
but is without power to establish
its own rates * * *

A similar finding is called for as to each Appli-

cant in the present proceeding. In both the retail and bulk

power supply markets, the rates and other conditions of

electric service of each of these investor-owned utilities

are regulated by federal and state authorities. Within this

regulatory framework, none of the Applicants can raise prfces

to extract monopoly profits nor selectively lower prices in a

given area to injure or destroy competition (see Part IV,

infra). The Suprema Court just this past term underscored

both the raisor, d'etre for rate regulation in the electric
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.

electric utility industry (see Cantor v Detroit Edison Co.,

supra, 96 S. Ct. 3119 & n.33 (plurality opinion quoting

approvingly from Mr. Justice Stewart's dissent in Otter

Tail)), and the broad extent of such jurisdiction (see FPC

v Conway Corp., 96 S. Ct. 1999, 2004-05 (1976) (FPC must

consider retail industrial rates in the context of an al-

leged price squeeze in setting wholesale rates within a

permissible " zone of reasonableness")).

The regulatory controls in this area effectively

deprive Applicants of " monopoly power." As the Supreme

Court stressed in United States v E. I. du Pont de Nemours

& Co., supra, 351 U.S. at 392: " Price and competition

are so intimately entwined that any discussion of theory

must treat them as one. It is inconceivable that price

could be controlled without power over competition or vice

versa." And see Moore v Jas. H. Matthews & Co., supra, 473

F.2d at 332; Affiliated Music Enterprises, Inc. v Sesac, Inc.,

160 F. Supp. 865, 874 (S.D.N.Y. 1958), aff'd, 268 F.2d 13 (2d

Cir.), certiorari denied, 361 U.S. 831 (1959).

Even so, it is instructive to note that the regula-

tory authorities have not been content to confine their policing

responsibilities of the electric utility industry to price,

controls alone. In addition, legislative safeguards to protect

against the possible exclusion of " competitors" by other means
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have been enacted and assiduously enforced. Among the laws

which deny Applicant [ the ability to exclude other electric

systems from their respective service areas is Section 202(o)

of the Federal Power Act, which authorizes the FPC to order

the interconnection of two electric suppliers for bulk

power supply purpor:es. See 16 U.S.C. S 824a(b). Under

Section 202(b), tha FPC may require that wholesale service

be provided to a retail distributor which lacks generation

capacity or that coordination power arrangements be entered

into with systems having sufficient generation capacity.--46/

To be sure, the Commission's power under Section

202(b) is subject to limitations, but the limitations do

not restrict the FPC's authority to require any of these

Applicants to coatinue bulk power arrangements with an existing

customer or to jrovide such arrangements to another system

which proposes to replace the existing supplier as a retail

46/ See New Sngland Power Co. v FPC, 349 F.2d 258 (1st Cir.
1965) (firm wholesale power to non-generating retail distribu-
tor); Otter Tail Power Co. v FPC, 473 F.2d 1253 (8th Cir. 1973) !

(coordination with small generating systems); Florida Power |
Corp. v FPC, 425 F.2d 196, 201-03 (5th Cir. 1970), reversed
on other grounds sub nom. Gainesville Utilidies Department v
Florida Power Corq., 402 U.S. 515 (1971) (FPC has identical
jurisdiction to order interconnection with generating and non-
generating entities).

sion /
The language of Section 202(b) itself bars the Commis-41

from compelling a utility to enlarge its facilities or
jeopardize the reliability of its systee.

_ _ .
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,

distributor in a particular area.--48/ The evidence in

this proceeding with regard to the FPC-ordered intercon- ,

!

nection between CEI and Cleveland testifies to the effec- |

tive implementation of this authority (A-18; A-19; A-20-
I

A-21; A-22; A-23; A-24; A-201; A-202), and the continuous !

monitoring of the parties by way of this authority (see A-100;

A-101; A-134; A-136; A-212) Cleveland Electric Illuminating
49/~--

Co., Dkt. No. E-9255 (FPC initial decision, Feb. 9, 1976)).

Another regulatory control over Applicants'

ability to exclude competition is Section 203(a) of the

Federal Power Act, which prchibits the acquisition by

48/ Obviously, in the latter situation, the previous
supplier would possess the necessary generating and trans-
mission capacity to continue service since it would merely he
continuing to serve at wholesale that which it had formerly
supplied at retail. Thus, the limitations on FPC authority
set forth in Section 202(b) would not be applicable.

49/ See also City of Cleveland v Cleveland Electric
Illuminating Co., 49 F.P.C. 118 (1973), affirmed in rele-
vant part and reversed and remanded on isolated rate

- issue sub nom. City of Cleveland v FPC, 525 F.2d 845
( D.C . Cir. 1976). For other demonstrations of a similar
exercise of its Section 202(b) authority by the FPC,
see Village of Elbow Lake v Otter Tail Power Co., 46
F.P.C. 675 (1971), affirmed as modified sub nom. Otter
Tail Power Co. V FPC, 473 F.2d 1253 (8th Cir. 1973);
Gainesville Utilities Department v Florida Power Corp. ,
40 F.P.C. 1227 (1968), 41 F.P.C. 4 (1969), affirmed,
402 U.S. 515 (1971); Crisp County Power Commission v
Georgia Power Co., 37 F.P.C. 1103 (1967), 42 F.P.C. 1179
(1969);. City of Paris v Kentucky Utilities Co., 38 F.P.C.
269 (1967); Shrewsbury Municipal Light Department v New
England Power Co., 32 F.P.C. 373 (1964), affirmed sub
nom. New England Power Co. v FPC, 349 F.2d 258 (1st Cir.
1965).

_-
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one private utility of the facilities of another system

without the prior, express approval of the FPC.-~50/ See 16

U.S.C. S 824b. That approval may be granted only if, after

opportunity for hearing, the Commission finds the acquisi-

tion " consistent with the public interest" (id.). See,

e.g., Citizens of Allegan County, Inc. v FPC, 414 F.2d

1125 (D.C. Cir. 1969). And such a "public interest"

finding may only be made after taking account of any

anticompetitive effects which flow from the acquisi-

tion. See Gulf States Utilities Co. v FPC, supra, 411

U.S. at 757; Commonwealth Edison Co. , 36 F.P.C. '9 27 (1966),

affirmed sub nom. Utility Ust.rs League v FPC, 394 F.2d 16

51/
(7th Cir. 1968), certiorari denied, 393 U.S. 953 (1973).

50/ For example, Duquesne's acquisition of the electric
light system of the Borough of Aspinwall was approved by the
FPC (see Duquesne Light Co., 37 F.P.C. 1051 (1967) (A-263)), as
well as by the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ( A-262) .

51/ Further restraints on the power to exclude competi-
tion through acquisitica can be found in the Public Utility
Holding Company Act of 1935, which has application to Ohio
Edison. Sections 9 and 10 of that Act require approval by
the Securities and Exchange Commission of certain acquisitions
of securities of other public utility companies, 15 U.S.C.
SS 791 and 79j. See Ohio Edison Co., SEC Holding Company
Act Release Nos. 15367 (Dec. 20, 1965) (Lowellville) (A-218);
17703 (Sept. 22, 1972) (Norwalk) (A-223); 17842 (Jan. 5,
1973) (Hiram) (A-220). Reference should also be made to
Section 204 of the Federal Power Act in this regard. That
provision permits a utility to issue securities only after a
Commission finding that the object of the issue is compatible
(Cont'd next page)

-- _.
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In addition, pursuant to Sections 205 and 206 of

the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. SS 824d & 824e), the FPC

may institut2 a proceeding, either upon its own motion or

upon complaint, to investigate the terms and conditions of

any contract on file with the agency. This investigative

power includes, of course, the authority to hear and ad-

judicate any antitrust claims raised with respect to

contractual provisions. City of Huntingburg, Ind v FPC,

498 F.2d 778 (D.C. Cir. 1974) (alleged anticompetitive

effects of interconnection agreement filed as rate sche-

dule). Furthermore, the " rule, regulation, practice or

contract affecting [the jurisdictional] rate" under invest-

igation need not involve jurisdictional activities. FPC v

Conway Corp., supra, 96 S. Ct. at 2005. In Pacific Gas &
'

|

, Electric Co., 51 F.P.C. 1030, 1033 (1974), the FPC has itself
J
1

explained its broad responsibilities in the following terms:
|

We view with deep seriousness and
'

concern the charges made by Cities against |

PG&E and believe they warrant a full and
complete investigation. The Section 206
proceeding herein ordered will allow for
such investigation and provide the appro-
priate forum for the presentation and
development of a complete evidentiary
record concerning the alleged anticompeti-

51/ (Cont'd)-

with the public interest. 16 U.S.C. S 824c(a). In both of
the above instances of Commission approval, the Commissions
must take account of possible anticompetitive effects. See,
e.g., Municipal Electric Association of Massachusetts v SEC,
413 F.2d 1052 (D.C. Cir. 1969); Gulf States Utilities Co.
v FPC, supra.

. _ __ _ - , -. ,
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tive activity and conduct of PG&E. If, for
example, after hearing and decision PG&E
is found, by virtue of contract provisions
subject to FPC jurisidiction, to have
restricted the ability of its customers
to develop their own generation, cr limitedi

customers access to alternate supply
sources, this Commission will not
hesitate to order contract reform or
other measures as are necessary to
eliminate such practices.

See also Indiana & tiichigan Electric Co., 49 F.P.C. 1232

(1973) (FPC required to consider anticompetitive issues

in rate proceeding by giving intervenors opportunity to

lay factual predicate for such allegations).

In the past this authority has been used by the

FPC to investigate among other things, antitrust claims

relating to: (1) the " availability" clause of a whole-

sale contract providing that service thereunder shall be

"for use and resale to * * * ultimate consumers by a

private or municipal utility" (Carolina Power & Light Co.,

49 F.P.C. 645 (1973)); (2) the terms and conditions of a

wholesale contract aimed at preventing duplication of

facilities (Southwestern Electric Power Co., 50 F.P.C.

1597 (1973)); and (3) the various constactual arrangements

between an investor-owned utility and other investor-owned,

!

federal and municipal utilities allegedly strengthening

the investor-owned utility's monopoly over generation and

transmission (Pacific Gas & Electric Co., supra).

1
- ,

i
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Within this framework of extensive regulatory

controls ever pricing and other ma c':eting activities, there

is no room for a finding that these Applicants possess

" monopoly power" -- i.e., the ability to control prices or

exclude competition. Nor can it fairly be said that the
1

Otter Tail decision in any way undermines this conclusion. 1

The district court in Otter Tail inferred, solely on the
,

basis of a statistical analysis of market shares, that the

utility there did in fact have " monopoly power," but only in
,

l
|the relevant retail markets in Minnesota and South Dakota.

United States v Otter Tail Power Co., supra, 331 F. Supp.

Si nificantly, and to be contrasted with theat 58-59. 3

present retai'. situation of these Applicants, " retail

'

rates (were] not (then] regulated by (those] States * * *"

(emphasis added).--52/ In the absence of such regulation,

the district court's determination, although perhaps analy-

tically suspect (see pp. 69-70, supra), is not legally

precluded. See 331 F. Supp at 59 n.2. But it certainly

does not provide support for reaching a like result here

where the regulatory price and market controls in Ohio and

Pennsylvania are so comprehensive (see Part IV, infra).

52/ See Supreme Court Brief For The United States in
Otter Tail, at pp. 62-63. Both states have since enacted
legislttion regulating retail rates of electric utilities.
See Minn. Stat. Ann. Ch. 216B, added by laws 1974, c. 429
(effective January 1, 1975); South Dakota C.L. ch. 49-34A,
added by SL 1875, ch. 283 (effective January 1, 1975).
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|

! In this connection, it is instructive to note

that when concentrating on the wholesale market -- where

i Otter Tail Power Company was then, and is now, subject to

the same regulatory controls as are applicable to Applicants'

wholesale activities -- the Otter Tail district court made no

reference to " monopoly power," but spoke, instead, in terms of

" strategic dominance" (331 F. Supp. at 60). This different

terminology is not merely a matter of semantics. Applicants

here have stipulated to being dominant in generation and

transmission in their respective service areas (Tr. 440-41,

448-49).--53/What they have not stipulated to -- because they

cannot -- is the possession of " monopoly power." See "Appli-

cants' Response To Licensing Board's Order Requesting Clari-

fication," pp. 3-17, July 12, 1974. That is something which

state and federal regulation has been careful to deny them.

It necessarily follows, therefore, that none

of these Applicants can legitimately be accused of "mo-

nopolization" under Section 2 of the Sherman Act. The

admitted predominance in generation and transmission

which each of them enjoys in its respective service area
.

53/ Applicants stipulation with respect to their
| domTEance in generation and transmission went only to
| their respective " service areas," and not to the combined

CAPCO company territories ("CCCT") as incorrectly stated
in Prehearing Conference Order No. 2, p.6 n.5.

_

t
. - ___. .___ __ _ _ _ _ _ - - - - . _ _ - _ - - - - - . - - --
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is a position it has long held (see D-587(Wein) 64

(1-6), 66(1-4), 70(11-18), 74(1-10)). Nothing in

this record, which focuses on the period from September

1, 1965 to the present,--54/ suggests even inferentially |

that this statistical predominance was achieved by means

other than as the " inevitable consequences" of economic

forces in the industry operating within the parameters

cet by state and federal regulatory policies and directives.

As such, Applicants' individual growth patterns

do not conflict with the underlying policy of the Sherman

Act. See United States v United Shoe Machinery Corp.,
|

supra, 110 F. Supp. at 344 (practices that are "the in-
|

evitable consequence of ability, natural forces, or law"

do not contravene the Sherman Act).-~55/And this is so '

notwithstanding the fact that some of the smaller munic-

ipal systems once located within the respective service

areas were unable to survive. See Lamb Enterprises, Inc.

v Toledo Blade Co., supra, 461 F.2d at 514-15; United

54/ See Licensing Board's ruling on objections to
interrogatories and document requests, Order dated
October 11, 1973, at pp. 4-5.

55/ The courts have regularly declined to read Section
2 of the Sherman Act as condemning market predominance
where the large market share was acquired as a result
of: (a) " superior skill, foresight and industry" (United
States v Aluminum Company of America, supra, 148 F.2d
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States v Harte-Hanks Newspapers, Inc., 170 F. Supp.

227 (N.D. Tex. 1959).--56/In this regard, the posture

55/ (Cont'd)
at 430; United States v E. I. du Pont de Nemaurs & Co.,
118 F. Supp. 41, 214-17 (D. Del. 1953), affirmed on other
grounds, 351 U.S. 377 (1956); John Wright & Associates,
Inc. v Ullrich, 328 F.2d 474, 478 (8th Cir. 1964));
(b) economies of scale (United States v Aluminum Company
of America, supra, 148 F.2d at 429-30; Union Leader
Corp. v Newspapers of New England, Inc., 284 F.2d 582,
584 (1st Cir. 1960), certiorari denied, 365 U.S. 833
(1961)); (c) purposive government intervention (United
States v United Shoe Machinary Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp.
at 342; United States v Grinnell Corp., 236 F. Supp 244,
248 (D. R.I. 1964), affirmed, 384 U.S. 563 (1966));
(d) the lack of more than one entrant (Union Leader Corp.
v Newspapers of New England, Inc., supra, 284 F.2d at

; 584); or (e) changes in costs or consumers' tastes which
drive all but one competitor from the market (United
States v Aluminum Company of America, supra, 148 F.2d
at 430).

56/ While the evidence of record makes general refer-
-

ence to a number of pre-1965 municipal acquisitions by
several of the Applicants, (see generally the filed
testimony of Dr. Wein (D-587) and the filed testimony
of A. Gerber (A-189)), no examination was made of the
particulars of those acquisitions. Testimony of a gen-

, eral background nature was introduced by Applicants,
| however -- and was never disputed by the other parties --
| indicating that, due to the sorry state of repair of the

municipal systems by reason of financial and technical
inattention over the years, it was the municipalities ;

who usually initiated discussions concerning the possible !
acquisition of those facilities. Given the option of
raising a large amount of capital to rehabilitate and
maintain'the equipment, or of obtaining much-needed funds
for other unrelated municipal purposes (i.e., education,
city building programs, and the like) through a sale of
the facilities to a private utility, the municipality
frequently chose, for its own reasons and upon its own
initiative, to sell either all or a part of its system
and take power from the purchaser under a wholesale rate.

| See expert testimony of A. Gerber (A-189(Gerber) 20-23;
I (Cont'd next page)
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of each Applicant is somewhat analogous to that of Western

Union, a conglomerate " built up as the result of gradual

consolidating, by various forms of purchase, merger and lease
,

|

* * * " which the district court determined to be nothing ),

"other than a normal building up and extension of a public |

facility of a nationwide coverage which was in the interest of

the public." United States v Western Union Telegraph Co., 53

F. Supp. 377, 383 (S.D.N.Y. 1943). Given the fundamen-

tal nature of the electric utility industry (see Part IV,
1

infra), what was said in Western Union has equal force !

|

here: "it is not to be expected, nor would it be con-
|
'

venient or economical from the standpoint of the public,

that there should be a considerable number of units"
|

(53 F. Supp. at 390).

The existence, therefore, of but a relatively

few dominant private utilities in this industry is no cause

56/ (Cont'd)
Gerber 11493(4-11), 11608-09(23-25 & 1-5), 11617-18).
This testimony was corroborated by Mr. E. Sedlak, who had
repeatedly witnessed this scenario with respect to Penn-
sylvania municipal systems during his 25-year term with
the Pennsylvania Economy League (Sedlak :2325-26, 12378
(2-7)). A similar pattern of inattentie.. was shown to
exist with respect to the Cleveland Light Plant, leading
once again to the total disrepair of that municipality's
electric facilities (see A-136; A-207; A-208; A-209; A-210;
S-45; Hinchee 2757-58, 2829-30; Kudukis 7491-92; Mayben
7630, 7658-60). And the same internal factors led to the
demise of the Norwalk electric system (A-240; Allen 4786-90).

:

_ _ _ _ _ _ ..
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for surprise or alarm. See Gulf States Utilities Co. v FPC,

supra, 411 U.S. at 759; Cantor v Detroit Edison Co., supra, 96

S.Ct. at 3119. As stated in Greenville Publishing Co., Inc. v

Daily Reflector, Inc., 496 F.2d 391, 397 (4th Cir. 1974):

'
The characteristics of a natural
monopoly make it inappropriate to
apply the usual rule that success
in driving competitors from the
market is evidence of illegal
monopolization. See United States
v Griffith, 334 U.S. 100, 105-07
*** This variance allows busi-.

nesses to compete fairly for a natur-
al monopoly market, with assurance
that the winner will not be pena-
lized. John Wright & Associates,
Inc. v Ullrich, 328 F.2d 474 (8th
Cir. 1964); American Football
League v National Football League,
323 F.2d 124, 131 (4th Cir. 1963).

Nor, given the comprehensive regulatory controls already

referred to, should it come as a startling revelation that

these few dominant utilities are without " monopoly power."

That is, after all, precisely the result that regulation

is designed to achieve. See McLean Trucking Co. V United

States, 321 U.S. 67, 85 (1944) (describing industry regu-

lation as "an effective safeguard against the evils attend-

ing monopoly, at which the Sherman Act is directed"); Cantor

v Detroit Edison Co., supra, 96 S. Ct. at 3119 ("public

utility regulation typically assumes that the private firm

is a natural monoploy and that public controls are r.eces-

sary to protect the consumer from exploitation").

|
,

. . _ . . . . _ . - .. ._ - ., _ _ , . , . _ .
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It follows, of course, that in these circumstances

a Sherman Act, Section 2 finding against Applicants of
,

an attempt to monopolize is as impermissible as a finding

of monopolization. The " attempt" crime has as one of its

essential elements the possession of a degree of market
<

power which, although short of monopoly power, is sufficitnt
,

to suggest a " dangerous probability" that the entity under
,

attack will soon acquire the ability to control prices or

exclude competition. See American Tobacco Co. V United

States, supra, 328 U.S. at 781-86; Swift & Co. v United

States, supra, 196 U.S. at 396; Coleman Motor Co. v Chrysler

Corp., 525 F.2d 1338 (3d Cir. 1975); Cliff Food Stores, Inc.

v Kroger, Inc., 417 F.2d 203, 207 (5th Cir. 1966); Bernard

Food Industries, Inc. v Dietene Co., 415 F.2d 1279, 1284

(7th Cir. 1969), certiorari denied, 397 U.S. 912 (1970). Even i

if we substitute the " reasonable probability" standard sug-

gested by our earlier analysis of the " inconsistent with"

language of Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act (see p. 24,

supra), it cannot be said that there exists any real likeli-

hood that these Applicants will, under the existing state

and federal regulatory constraints, obtain monopoly power

in any retail or bulk power supply markets. And this con-

clusion follows whatever the size of their individual market

4

.,- e , - - - ,--
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-/57
shares. The simple fact is that there is no greater

prospect of attempted monopolization in this setting than
58/

there is the existence of actual monpolization.--

This is the case, moreover, whether the inchoate

offense is viewed in the context of an " attempt" crime.

alleged against a single Applicant or is considered from

the perspective of a " conspiracy to monopolize" charge
against several or all of them. To sustain the latter

57/ While the " attempt" cases focus partially on the
size of a company's market-share to evaluate the " dangerous
probability" of monopolization, this analysis has taken
place to our knowledge only in the context of open com-

.

petition in an unregulated market, where percentage shares
may legitimately have a bearing on the question of one's
ability to control prices or exclude competition. Compare,
e.g., Lorain Journal Co. V United States, 342 U.S. 143 (1951)
(99% suggested dangerous probability of monopolization);
Swift & Company v United States, supra, 196 U.S. at 391
(60% suggested dangerous probability of monopolization);
United States v Otter Tail Power Company, supra, 331 F.
Supp. at 59 (91% suggested dangerous probability of
monopolization), with Hiland Dairy, Inc. V Kroger Co.,
402 F.2d 968, 974 (8th Cir. 1968), certiorari denied, 395
U.S. 961 (1969) (20% was inr.ufficient market power);
Sulmeyer v Coca Cola, 515 F.2d 835 (5th Cir. 1975) (22%
was insufficient market power); Huron Valley Publishing
Co. v Booth Newspaper, Inc., 336 F. Supp. 659 (S.D. Mich.
1972) (29% was insufficient market power). In a natural
monopoly market structure, such as the electric utility
industry, a similar analysis would be fruit.~.ess, since,
as already explained, the percentage size c f a utility's
market share carries with it no legitimate inference of
actual or potential monopoly power.

58/ It might be well to point out once again that the
finHIng in Otter Tail of an " attempt to monopolize" (410
U.S. at 377) was confined to the relevant retail markets
which were at the time of the decision free from state
regulation (see p. 79, he above analysis in any respect.

supra). That decision does not
therefore contradict t

_-. _ _ _ . - . - . . . . - . . - _. __ . .- . _ - - - -- - .- -.
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~

contention, it is necessary to demonstrate that the accused

confederates entered into a combination or conspiracy which

had as its specific purpose the acquisition or maintenance of

monopoly power. See American Tobacco Co. v United States,

supra, 328 U.S. at 809, United States v Chas. Pfizer & Co.,

217 F. Supp. 199, 203(S.D.N.Y. 1963).--59/ As we have already

demonstrated, regulatory controls render combining for that

purpose futile. Accordingly, the absence of a dangerous or

even reasonable probability of success, negatives any possible
inference of the requisite specific intent.-~60/ See Hudson

Valley Asbestos Corp. v Tougher Heating & Plumbing Co.,

510 F.2d 1140, 1144 (2d Cir.), certiorari denied, 421 U.S.

1011 (1975).
.

59/ To tne extent that the alleged co-conspirators could
already be shown to have monopoly power, so that their
collaboration was directed at maintaining it, rather than
attempting to acquire it, the offense under Section 2 would
be in all material respects similar to monopolization, but
with the added element of collective action. Since individual
monopolization by any one of these Applicants is not possible
in the ciccumstances, however, the same legal analysis bars
collective monopolization.

60/ This is not to say that the other parties are
legally precluded from making g showing that Applicants I

combined together for exclusionary purposes without hav- I

ing as their specific intent to acquire monopoly power.
,

If such joint action could be proved, and it were shown i

to be an unreasonable restraint of trade, Applicants |would be vulnerable under Section 1 of the Sherman Act
(see pp. 25-66, supra). As demonstrated in Part V, infra, )however, the record in this proceeding will support no

i

such charge.

I

I

.- .
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2. The element of conduct reflecting intent.

While there is no real reason to explore further the elements

of a Sherman Act, Section 2 violation, we hesitate to move on

without some reference to the " intent" requirements. For, in

this area also the precedents which have emerged from an

application of the monopoly prohibitions in a normally competi-,

tive framework most undergo modification when government-

regulation is factored into the analysis.

As a general matter, before an action can beI

condemned as monopolistic under Section 2, "there must

be some affirmative showing of conduct from which a wrongful

intent can be inferred." Union Leader Corp. v Newspapers

of New England, supra, 284 F.2d at 584. And see Interna-

| tional Railways of Central America v United Brands Co.,
l
l supra, 532 F.2d at 239 ("* * * in order to establish such

a section 2 violation, the plaintiff must establish that

the defendant had a deliberate or willful ,ourpose to exer-

cise monopsly power"). With respect to tr* offense of monopo-

lizacion, the showing must be sufficient to support an infer-

ence or general intent to monopolize. See, e.g., United

States v Gri!fith, supra, 334 U.S. at 105; United States y

l Aluminum Company of America, supra, 148 F.2d at 430. The
|

attempt and. conspiracy prohibitions in Section 2, on the other

hand, require a showing of specific intent. See, e.g.,

, . - _ _ .-. . .. _ _ - _ _ _ _ . - . - _ _ . - __
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Times-Picayune v United States, supra, 345 U.S. at 626;

American Tobacco Co. v United States, supra, 328 U.S. at

785.

The latter is, of course, the harsher standard,

and not without logical justification. For, where it can

be shown that one already has possession of monopoly power,

his need to react either offensively or defensively to the
business decisions of his competitors in order to maintain

his market position is frequently less acute than in the

case of a small company which is merely one of several

competitors without the power to control prices or ex-
clude competition. Thus, the alleged business justifi-

cation for market behavior is viewed with a more jaun- !

diced eye in the situation where a company has already

arrived at its monopolistic destination, and is scru-

tinized with more circumspection if the effort to get

there (either alone or with others) is said to be still
underway. See generally United States v United Shoe

Machinery Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp. at 347 ("well as

a monopoly may have behaved in the moral sense, its
|

economic performance is inevitably suspect").

It is on this basis that Judge Learned Hand
|

1

in United States v Aluminum Company of America, supra,

148 F.2d at 432, was able to reason that "no monopolist

,

, _ , _ _ _ . . _. . . ~ . , . , .- - -
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monopolizes unconscious of what he is doing." Since
,

dominance was not expected in the aluminum ingot market,

an intent to maintain dominance could logically be in-

ferred merely from activities that allowed Alcoa to

continue as the dominant firm. Such logic will not,

however, carry the day here, since it is to be expected

that large fully-integrated, natural monopolies -- like

Applicants -- not only exist but will continue to exist

within the electric utility industry (see Part IV, infra).

Thus, the analysis required to find the appropriate
:

intent with respect to Applicants must necessarily

be more probing than that undertaken in Alcoa.

In this regard, any misguided notion that the

courts are ready to read into all conduct of one who

holds a monopoly or near-monopoly position in the relevant

market a general intent sufficient to satisfy Section 2

requirements should be dispelled at the outset. Judicial

authority has, for instance, been somewhat reticent to

attach antitrust significance merely to announcements

of an exclusionary intent if those announcements are

unaccompanied by other affirmative conduct reflective

of the requisite intent. See Dahl, Inc. v Roy Cooper '

Co., 448 F.2d 17, 19 (9th Cir. 1971) (assertion to com-

petitor that it would be driven out of market if it chose

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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to compete held to be "a manifestation of intent to triumph

in the comnetitive market [which], in the absence of

evidence of unfair, anticompetitive or predatory conduct,

is not enough to establish a violation of Section 2");

Scott Publishing Co. v Columbia Basin Publishing, Inc.,

293 F.2d 15, 21 (9th Cir. 1961) (mere sales pitches do

* not alone permit an inference of wrongful intent); United

States v Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 F. Supp. 545,

570-71 (E.D. Pa. 1960), affirmed per curiam, 365 U.S.

567 (1961) (manifestations of mere pique are similarly
insufficient alone to support an inference of an intention

to violate Section 2); and see Hiland Dairy, Inc. V Kroger

Co., supra, 274 F. Supp. at 968.--61/

Clear recognition has also been given to the fact

that, in a natural-monopoly market structure, it is not the

aim of Section 2 to require the dominant firm to remain in a
62/--~

state of " passive stagnation." As pointed out in Ovi-

tron Corp. v General Motors Corp., 295 F. Supp. 373, 378

61/ This is not to suggest that such statements are to
be wholly disregarded. Onequivocal avowals to exclude
competitors, for example, are plainly relevant to both the
general and the specific intent inquiries. See Credit
Bureau Reports, Inc. v Retail Credit Co., 385 F. Supp.
780, 791 (S.D. Tex. 1971), affirmed, 476 F.2d 989 (5th Cir.
1973); United States v Klearfax Linen Looms, 63 F. Supp. 32
(W.D. Minn. 1945).

62/ Attorney General's National Commission, Antitrust
Report 60 (1955).

,
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(S.D.N.Y. 1969): "[T]he natural monopolist is entitled to

compete vigorously and fairly in a struggle for a market

which cannot support more than one supplier." See also

Philadelphia World Hockey Club, Inc. v Philadelphia Hockey

Club, Inc., 351 F. Supp. 462, 511 (E.D. Pa. 1972). And,

once he is successful, it is not the design of Section 2 of

the Sherman Act to bar that dominant entity from continuing

to engage in " active, enterprising and dynamic" business
63/

activity."- Judge Learned Hand acknowledged as much in

|
| United States v Aluminum Company of America, supra, 148 F.2d
|

| at 430 n.2, when he quoted with approval the following re-

marks from Mr. Justice Day's dissent in United States v

United States Steel Corp., 251 U.S. 417, 460(1920):
'

* * * the [Sherman) act offers
no objection to the mere size
of a corporation, nor to the
continued exertion of its law-
ful power, when that size and
power have been obtained by
lawful means and developed by
natural growth, although its
resources, capital and strength
may give to such corporation a
dominating place in the business
and industry with which it is
concerned. [ Emphasis added.]

,

In this market structure as well, therefore, "there must

be some affirmative showing of conduct from which

!
i

63/ Id-

|

[

|
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a wrongful intent can be inferred" before condemnation under

Section 2 is appropriate. Union Leader Corp. v Newspapers of

New England, supra, 284 F.2d at 584.

Accordingly, it is instructive -- even though not

essential to the present analysis of the antitrust charges

made here (see pp. 67-87, supra) -- to examine briefly the

sorts of conduct which permit an inference of general or

specific intent to violate Section 2 of the Sherman Act.

The clearest indication of wrongful intent can be found by

reference to a practice or activity which alone constitutes

an unreasonable restraint of trade. See Maryland & Virginia

Milk Producers Association v United States, 362 U.S. 458, 463

(1960); Pacific Coast Agricultural Export Association v

Sunkist Growers, Inc., 526 F.2d 1196, 1204 (9th Cir. 1975).--64/

This would, of course, include any conduct which, had it been

a part of, or in furtherance of, a contract, combination or

conspiracy, would have run afoul of the reasonableness standard

64/ Such conduct has been relied upon to sustain the
inference of wrongful intent where the challenged situations
involved an acquistion of monopoly power (United States v
Grinnell Corp., supra, 384 U.S. at 570-71); a maintenance of
monopoly power (Schine Chain Theatres v United States, 334
U.S. 110 (1948); United States v United Shoe Machinery Corp.,
supra, 110 F. Supp at 342); or an expansion of monopoly
power (United States v Griffith, supra, 334 U.S. at 106).

,
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under Section 1 of the statute (see pp. 43-44, supra.)

A second category of conduct relied upon by the

judiciary to support the inference of wrongful intent is

that which has been described as " predatory" -- i.e., " showing

a disposition to injure or exploit others for one's own

gain." While not all predatory behavior comes within the

foregoing classification of an unreasonable trade restraint'

(see Schine Chain Theatre v United States, supra, 334 U.S. at

124; cf. Kansas City Star Co. V United States, 240 F.2d 643

(8th Cir. 1957)), there is understandably considerable overlap.

See, e.g., Six Twenty-Nine Productions, Inc. v Rollins Tele-

casting, Inc., 365 F.2d 478 (5th Cir. 1966) (remand for

determination of reasonableness of standards for justifying

agency to place advertisements with television station).

The touchstone for a finding of predation seems

to be evidence of an exercise of, or an overt attempt to

exercise, monopoly power. See Lorain Journal Co. V United

States, supra, 342 U.S. at 148-49 (refusal by town's sole

newspaper to accept advertisements if similar ads were placed

with newly-created broadcasting company labelled a " bold,

.

65/ Webster's New Collegiate Dictionary, 8th Ed., def.
lb (1973).

_ . . . _ _ _ _ _ . . . . - _
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relentless and predatory" act). In such circumstances, the

business justification for the practice, which might other-

wise pass muster under a rule-of-reason standard, may be

outweighed by the actual or potential injury to the

smaller competitors. See, e.g., Eastman Kodak Co. of New

York v Southern Photo Materials, 273 U.S 359 (1927); Poster

Exchange, Inc. v National Screen Service Corp., 431 F.2d 334

(5th Cir. 1970).--66/ Thus, below-cost pricing by one with

monopoly power has frequently been condemned as a predatory

practice. See Greenville Publishing Co. v Daily Reflectot,t

Inc., supra; Credit Bureau Reports v Retail Credit Co.,

supra, 358 F. Supp. at 791; Ovitron Corp. v General Motors

Corp., supra, 295 F. Supp. at 378; Mount Lebanon Motors,

Inc. v Chrysler Corp., 283 F. Supp. 453, 459 (W.D. Pa.
i

1968), affirmed per curiam, 417 F.2d 622 (3d Cir.1969) .

There is, however, no libmus formula for identi-

fying predatcry behavior. Activity which might warrant an

|

66/ This seemed to be the thrust of the reasoning in :
Otter Tail Power Co. v United States, supra, where the i

profit-maximizing business justification given -- i.e.,
that Otter Tail would lose busiaess -- for refusals to
make bulk power sales, to interconnect or to wheel was
found wanting in the face of a determination (which is
not possible here for the reasons already stated) that

,

such practices in the aggregate constitute an exercise
of monopoly power in the unregulated retail markets. Had
Otter Tail's business justification been grounded on economic
or engineering considerations, however, the cases now under
discussion indicate that the company could reasonably have
expected a better treatment by the Court.

i
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inference of wrongful intent in one setting may suggest

sound business policy under different circumstances. For

example, in Southern Blowpipe & Roofing Co. v Chattanooga

Gas Co., 360 F.2d 70 (6th Cir.), certiorari denied, 373

U.S. 844 (1966), the court declined to draw an inference of

wrongful intent from the dominant gas utility's sale of

appliances at below cost (for the avowed purpose of in-

creasing its retail sales) where the evidence showed that

the utility had encouraged others to do likewise and had

offered free servicing of all appliances, including those

of competing manufacturers. Similarly, in Independant Iron

Works, Inc. v United States Steel Corp., supra, 322 F.2d

at 661-62, the rationing of steel supplies by a vertically-

integrated steel producer and fabricator, although having

the appearance of a supply squeeze, was not considered

indicative of an intent to monopolize because the rationing

coincided with a sudden and unexpected steel shortage.

Where the practice under scrutiny is initiated

at a time when a competitor seeks entry into the relevant

market, and it has the effect of discouraging such entry,,

l

( a predatory intent has been inferred. See Michigan Bar
1

Review Center, Inc. v Nexus Corp., 1971 Trade Cas.

I 1 73,700 (E.D. Mich. 1971). And, much the same result
|

can be expected if the timing coincides with the efforts

-_ . _.

-.. . . . . . .,-
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of a monopolist in one market to enter a new market, and
4

the innovative practice eases his entry. See Eastman Kodak

Co. of New York v Southern Photo Materials Co., supra; Poster

Exchange, Inc. v National Screen Service Corp., supra. On the

other hand, similar behavior, if it can be shown to have had

longevity, and thus to have been regularly practiced by

the company under attack, may not support an inference of

wrongful intent, even though the impact on competition may

be the same. See Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc. v

American Society of Composers, 400 P. Supp. 737, 783 (S.D.N.Y.

1975). And, this is particularly so where the referenced

conduct is customarily followed in the industry. See Panotex

Pipeline Co. v Phillips Petroleum Co., 457 F.2d 1279, 1288 l

(5th Cir. 1972). Thus, IBM's deployment of task forces to

study its competitor, Telex, was deemed one of a number of

" ordinary marketing methods," and hence not an act of monopo-

lization. Telex Corp. v International Business Machines

Corp., 510 F.2d 894, G26 (10th Cir.), petition for certiorari

dismissed, 423 U.S. 802 (1975). And see Bailey Bakery, Ltd. v |

Continental Baking Co., 235 F. Supp. 705, 719 (D. Hawaii

1964).
i

What should be clear from this summary of the rele-

vant case law is that the " predatory" determination turns

not only on the nature of the practice complained of, but,

,

m -
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equally important, on an appreciation and understanding of

the surrounding circumstances in the particular market (s)

on which that practice impacts.

There is one final category of conduct which relates

*

to the intent inquiry under Section 2 of the Sherman Act.

Not infrequently, courts have resorted to a grouping analysis

to determine if various practices -- none of which is unreason-

able or predatory by itself -- fit a pattern suggestive of an

impermissible exclusionary scheme by one having or seeking
*

monopoly power. The analysis was clearly articulated long

ago in Swift & Co. v United States, supra, 196 U.S at 396:

The scheme as a whole seems to
us to be within the reach of the
law. The constituent elements,
as we have stated them, are enough
to give to the scheme a. body and -

for all that we can say, to accom-
plish it. Moreover, whatever we
may think of them separately, when
we take them up as distinct charges,
they are alleged sufficiently as
elements of the scheme. It is
suggested that the several acts
charged are lawful, and that intent
can make no difference. But they ;

are bound together as the parts of j

a single plan. The plan may make i

Ithe parts unlawful. [ Emphasis added.]
l
'A4 subsequent decisions have consistently recognized, the

! underpinning for drawing an inference of wrongful intent

on any such basis is the finoing of an unlawful scheme from
|

an aggregation of independently lawful acts. See Continental

!

| !
,

l

)
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Ore Co. v Union Carbide & Carbon Corp., 328 U.S. 690, 707

(1962); American Tobacco Co. V United States, supra, 328 U.S.

at 809; Steele v Bulova Watch Co., 344 U.S. 280, 287 (1952);

United States v Paramount Pictures, supra, 334 U.S. at 152;

Case-Swayne Co. v Sunkist Growers, Inc., 369 F.2d 449, 458-

59 (9th Cir. 1966), reversed on other grounds, 389 U.S. 284

(1967); United States v International Business Machines

Corp., 1975-2 Trade Cas. 1 60,495 (S.D.N.Y. 1975); La Chap-

pelle v United Shoe Machinery Corp., 90 F. Supp. 721, 722-23

(D. Mass. 1950).

This is similarly the clear import of the Second

Circuit's off-cited decision in United Stated v Aluminum
Company of America, supra. There, Alcoa, which had lawfully

acquired monopoly power in the ingot industry as early as
1909, was challenged under Section 2 of the Sherman Act with

maintaining that power by subtle (" doubling and redoubling its

capacity before others entered the field"; 148 F.2d at 431),

as well as not so subtle (contracts with foreign cartels; id.)
means. While such practices have since been said to have

67/
antitrust implications in and of themselves,-- Judge Learned

62/ See, e.g., Kaysen & Turner, Antitrust Policy 107
(1958); Attorney General's National Commission, Antitrust
Reports 58-59 (1955); Roback, Monopoly or Competition Through
Surplus Plants Disposal? The Aluminum Case, 31 Cornell
L. Q. 302, 306-07 (1946).

)
i
)
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,

Hand, "perhaps because he was cabined by the findings of the

District Court, did not rest his judgment on the corporation's

coercive or immoral practices" (United States v United Shoe
!

Machinery Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp. at 341). Instead, he

found Alcoa to have engaged in "a course, indefatigably pursued"

(United States v Aluminum Company of America, supra, 148 F.2d

at 431) which was deemed reflective of the sort of exclusionary

pattern that warranted an inference of general intent to

contravene the statutory proscription against monopolization.

As there described (id.):
It was not inevitable that [Alcoa]
should always anticipate increases
in the demand for ingot and be pre-
pared to supply them. Nothing com-
pelled it to keep doubling and
redoubling its capacity before others
entered the field. It insists that
it never excluded competitors; but
we can think of no more effective
exclusion than progressively to
embrace each new opportunity
as it opened, and to face each
newcomer with new capacity already
geared into a great organization,
having the advantage of experience,
trade connections and the elite
of personnel.

The Department, the NRC Staff and the City have ,

suggested in earlier filings that the Alcoa decision can

be loosely read to support a proposition that individual

practices, lawful when viewed in isolation, may appropri-

ately be condemned under Section 2 of the Sherman Act if
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, perpetrated by one who possesses monopoly power. This

interpretation, however, ignores the cornerstone of Judge

Learned Hand's ruling. As observed by the only licensing

board to have yet completed an antitrust inquiry under

Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act, "Alcoa was found

to have violated the Sherman Act because of an illegal

scheme to maintain its existing monopoly." Consumers Power

Company, supra, NRCI-75/7, at 48 n.4 (emphasis added).'

We know of no final decision which has yet swept out from

under Alcoa this essential prerequisite to its bundling

analysis -- i.e., that the lawful practices in question

be shown to have been "* * * engaged in as part of an il-

legal scheme of monopolization." United States v Inter-

national Business Machines Corp., supra, 1975-2 Trade Cas.

68/
at 1 60,495.

Indeed, the suggestion that Judge Hand intended

less -- that is, that he meant to condemn any affirmative

acts by an alleged monopolist as invariably perpetuating

his monopolistic position -- was explicitly rejected in

68/ Compare Schine Chain Theatres v United States,
supra, 334 U.S. at 130; United States v Griffith, supra, 334
U.S. at 107; United States v Columbia Steel Co., supra, 334
U.S. at 525 n.24; United States v earamount Pictures, supra,
334 U.S. at 174; American Tobacco Co. v United States,
supra, 328 U.S. at 786.
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International Railways of Central America v United Erands

Co., supra, 532 F.2d at 239. And a similar effort

to read the decision woodenly as precluding one with mo-

nopoly power from engaging in all practices except those

of a purely involuntary nature which have been " thrust

upon" him received no better fate in Telex Corp. v Inter-

national Business Machines Corp., supra, 510 F.2d at

925-27. What was said in this latter instance bears

repeating (510 F.2d at 927):

[W]e do not accept the requirement
that the only permitted exceptions,
or that the " thrust upon" shorthand
description means that the events
or acts must be entirely involuntary.
To do so would permit the defendant
corporation to do nothing whatever
by way of change in marketing.
[ Emphasis added.]

As we have already shown (see pp. 91-93, supra), such

is not the intended consequence of the Sherman Act, Section

i 2 prohibitions. Judge Hand himself recognized in Alcoa

that a dominant firm in a natural monopoly market should not

be denied "the continued exertion of its lawful power"

(United States v Aluminum Company of America, supra, 148

F.2d at 430 n.2). And, as more recently made clear in

American Fcotball Lenque, Inc. v National Football League,

Inc., supra, 323 F.2d at 131: "When one has acquired a

natural monopoly by means which are neither exclusionary,
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a

unfair, nor predatory, he is not disempowered to defend

his position fairly."

It therefore follows that no antitrust significance

attaches under Section 2 to isolated practices of a lawful

nature in the absence of a showing of wrongful intent. And

such a showing, if not independently grounded on unreason-

able or predatory conduct, depends upon proof, through the
.

1

bundling together of a series of activities, that the

company possessing or seeking monopoly power was engaged

in an unlawful scheme to exclude competitors.

The law, however, does not permit every act of

a monopolist or near-monopolist to be included in the bundle.

The initial limitation is one of relevance. Because it

is the existence of a scheme which. permits the inference of

wrongful intent to be drawn in the first place, each practice

to be bundled must be probative of and consistent with the

scheme. See Steele v Bulova Watch Co., supra, 344 U.S. at |

287 (essential steps in the course of business); United

States v International Business Machines Corp., supra, 1975-2

|Trade Cas 1 60,495 (S.D.N.Y. 1975) (components of a scheme);

Continental Ore Co., v Union Carbide Corp., supra, 370 U.S.

at 707 (constituent elements of a scheme); La Chapelle v

United Shoe Machinery Corp., supra, 90 F. Supp. at 723

(elements in a plan "of such a nature as to be adopted

L
_. . _ _ _
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to use for the intended purpose so as to give the plan a

body * * *") Of necessity, then, the scheme itself must

be defined as a preliminary matter.

In addition, practices which are undertaken pur-

suant to a state legislative mandate, and thus are immune

from antitrust scrutiny under the doctrine of Parker v

Brown, 317 U.S. 341 (1943), cannot be taken into account.--69/

Nor can those activities which come within the primary'

jurisdiction of another agency's regulatory authority be

considered. See United States v Western Pacific R.R.,
70/
--

352 U.S. 59, 64 (1956). Similarly, behavior designed

to influence public officials, or legislative and judicial

bodies, which under the Noer"-Pennington doctrine is entitled

to free expression without fear of antitrust reprisal,

69/ For a discussion of this doctrine, see Applicants'
PreEearing Legal Brief, at 113-20. We would add only
that the Supreme Court's recent plurality decision in Cantor v
Detroit Edison Co., supra, does nothing to undermine the
Parker immunity doctrine. The Court there dealt with a

'

practice not within the parameters of state regulation and
thus not entitled to the antitrust protection by Parker (see
96 S.Ct. at 3114, 3123-24, 3128). Moreover, the suggestion
of some members of the Court by way of dicta that the Parker

. immunity ~ pertained only to state action by public offieials
I and not to private acts taken pursuant to state law directives

| (96 S.Ct. at 3117) was explicitly repudiated by a majority of

| the Court (see 96 S.Ct. at 3123, 3126, 3132).

20/ In this regard, evidence relacing to an alleged
price squeeze by a private utility based on a comparison of
(Cont'd next page)

|

| \

. . . _ . _. -. _ _
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must remain outside the bundle.--71/And finally, with par-

ticular reference to the jurisdictional requirements of

Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act, practices having

no relationship whatsoever to activities under the nuclaar

nuclear licenses in question should be disregarded.-~72/ By

-70/ (Cont'd)
its Industrial retail rates and its wholesale rates to mu-
nicipalities has recently been recognized by the Supreme
Court as subject to scrutiny by the Federal Power Commission.
See FPC v Conway Corp., supra, 96 S.Ct. at 2005. Until
such time as the FPC has fully considered and passed uponi

such a price squeeze allegation, which is clearly a matter
within its special competence and expertise, the doctrine
of pr'imary jurisdiction should preclude any assessment
by this agency of the antitrust overtones of such rate-
setting practices. See McLeran v El Paso Natural Gas Co.,
357 F. Supp. 329, 331 (S.D. Tex. 1972) ("a rate within
the limits set by the FPC may not be challenged in an anti-
trust proceeding"); United States v Radio Corp. of America
358 U.S. 334, 348 (1959) (antitrust proceeding should not
challenge rate within jurisdiction of regulatory agency
since " sporadic action by federal courts would disrupc
an agency's delicate regulatory scheme, and would throw
existing rate structures out of balance").

71/ The Noerr-Pennington doctrine is grounded on First
Amendment principles as articulated originally in Eastern
Railroad Presidents Conference v Noerr Motor Freight, Inc.,
365 U.S. 127 (1961); United Mine Workers of America v

,
Pennington, 381 U.S. 657 (1965); and California Motor
Transport Co. v Trucking Unlimited, 404 U.S. 508 (1972).

i For a discussion of an application of Noerr-Pennington,.
| see Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief, at 175-85.

22/ While we recognize that the Licensing Board has
already indicated its predisposition to sweep into the
bundle of practices it will consider those activities which
are entirely unrelated to activities under the designated
licenses (see Board's Memorandum and Order dated October 21,
(Cont'd next page)

't
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contrast, however, practices which have been conclusively

determined to be lawful by another agency, and as to which

the doctrine of collateral estoppel bars relitigation,

can be factored into the foregoing analysis bearing on

the intent requirement under Section 2 so long as they

are considered here in a manner not inconsistent with the
prior final agency adjudication.--73/

72/ (Cont'd)
1975, pp. 5-7), we continue to urge thst it reconsider its
position. To be sure, the Supreme Court recently recog-
nized that the FPC could consider facts "related to nonjuris-

,

| dictional transactions" in FPC v Conway Corp., supra, 96 S. Ct.

! at 2001-02, but that ruling was grounded on specific statutory
language in the Federal Power Act which has no ccnnterpart
in Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act. See Section 206(a),
16 U.S.C. 824e(a). Even more to the point, the Conway deci-
sion, to the extent it has any application here, made it clear
that the agency's ability to review "nonjurisdictional" mat-
ters was confined to those practices having "a relationship"<

i to jurisdicti 1al rates (96 S. Ct. at 2005), or, in the words
of the statut( "affecting" jurisdictional rates (96 S. Ct.
at 2005-06)', so that it can be said that such nonjurisdic-
tional considerations are "necessarily implicated" in the
setting of jurisdictional rates (96 S. Ct. at 2004). The,

i evidentiary rule implicit in the nexus requirement of Sec--

tion 105c of the Atomic Energy Act for which Applicants
argue here -- which is not to be confused with the nexus
argument relevant to this Board's separate determination
as to which " inconsistent situations" can pro ~perly be sub-
ject to condemnation under 105c (see discussion at Part V-D,
infra) -- requires no different analysis. We simply urge

; that a similar " relationship," or logical connection, be
; established between each of the bundled practices, on the

one hand, and the licensed activities, on the other hand,
before such practices are included in the grouping analysis.

73/ For a discussion regarding the applicability of the
doctrine of collateral estopnel, see Applicants' Prehearing
(Cont'd next page)
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This all assumes, however, the actual or reason-

ably probable possession of monopoly power, which is in the

present case an untenable postulate in light of the reg-
|

ulated character of the electric utility industry. A '

record analysis of the competitive framework within which

these Applicants operate reinforces this conclusion.

.

|

.

73/ (Cont'd)
Legal Brief, at 195-202. We do not understand this
Board's rulings on CEI's and TECO's respective dismissal
motions, filed at the close of the direct cases presented
by the adversary parties, to constitute a rejection by the
Board of the positions taken therein with regard to the
applicability of the doctrine of collateral estoppel as
to certain of the allegations.

. _ ,. ._ - , . - - -
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IV. The Competitive Framework

Competition is generally understood to be the

rivalry for customers (see Hughes 3676(5-6)). As

accurately perceived by members of the Research Staff of

this Commission's own Office of Antitrust and Indemnity,

however, the economic function of competition in the elec-

tric utility industry is essentially to discipline the

various market participants to provide their energy and

related services skillfully and cheaply. The need for

normal competitive restraints as a check on the exercise

of market power by any single utility has effectively been

removed in this context by regulatory controls. See Penn,
,

i

; Delaney and Honeycutt, Coordination, Competition and

Regulation in the Electric Utility Industry, NUREG -

75/061, at 4 (1975).-~76/ The intended avggestion of these

Staff researchers is thus that the proper focus of inquiry

with regard to the " competitive" behavior of an electric

utility in any designated market should be on performance --

i.e., profitability, efficiency and technological pro-

gressivness -- as distinguished from being on the struc-

tural framework within which that utility interacts with

! other electric systems. Id.

76/ This report is referred to hereafter as "Coordi-
_ nation, Competition and Regulation."

.
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If within a particular market area, effective co-

ordinating of performance is achieved among all supplierst

of electric energy, and the resultant cost savings are passed

on to the customers, the central economic function is accomp-

lished (see Hughes 3878(1-9), 3883(9-11)). Competition for

its own sake serves little purpose in such circumstances.

See, e.g., Northern Natural Gas Co. v FPC, supra, 399 F.2d

at 959; and see discussion at pp. 52-58, supra. Indeed, it

was explicitly recognized by one of the NRC Staff's expert

witnesses in the present proceeding that the promotion of a

market structure which fosters " unlimited competition * * *

has side effects that can be wasteful and can be destructive"
(see Hughes 3771 (1-3)). This is because there exists in the

combined CAPCO companies territory ("CCCT") extant economic

and legal barriers -- which we will discuss shortly -- that

eliminate any real prospect of open rivalry for customers, no

matter how artificially contrived. As Dr. Hughes observed,

the most probable consequence of a change in the present

market structure would be a form of competition that

* * * would have the effect of
leading to duplicating facilities,
to high transaction cost, and
that sort of thing, without pro-
ducing compensating benefits in
terms of a stimulus to greater
efficiency or a more inclu-
sive result in terms of the
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efficiency of the bulk
power system * * *. [Hughes,

3788(12-16).]

Such a developetnt would contradict the very

economic objective that antitrust enforcement policy is

designed to perpetuate, which is "to achieve the most

efficient allocation of resources possible" (Northern

Natural Gas Co. v FPC, supra, 399 F.2d at 959). This alone

should caution against any heavy-handed application of

the Sherman Act in the present proceeding. The extant

state and federal regulation in the industry as a whole,

and more particularly in the CCCT, testifies forcefully to

the inability of competition ger se to achieve the desired

goal of efficient resource allocation. See Hawaiian

Telephone Co. v FCC, supra, 498 F.2d at 777 ("the whole

theory of licensing ans regulation by government agencies

is based on the belief that competition cannot be trusted

to do the job of regulation in that particular industry

which competition does in other sectors of the economy").

As Chief Judge Bazelon of the D.C. Circuit pointed out

with specific reference to the electric utility industry

in Pennsylvania Water & Power Co. V FPC, 193 F.2d 230, 234

(D.C. Cir. 1951), affirmed, 343 U.S. 414 (1952):

(The Federal Power Act] evidences
congressional recognition that
competition can assure protection

|

i

I

|
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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of the public interest only in
an industri setting which is
conducive tu a free market and
can have no place in industries
which are monopolies because of
public grant, the exigencies of
nature or legislative preference
for a particular way of doing
business. *** Rates charged
by such utilities, as well as
the services and contractual
provisions effecting them, must
be "just and reasonable." And
what is "just and reasonable * is
not determined by the pressures
of competition but by the adequacy
of the service to the public, the
fairness of the return allowed upon
the investment in the company, and
the degree to which the congress-
ional objective of efficient use
of the nation's power resources
is served. [ Emphasis added.]

It is on this basis that Applicants have argued

throughout this proceeding that the Licensing Board's

evaluation of the antitrust charges before it must be

guided, not by traditional antitrust theory as applied

in an unregulated market structure, but by the economic

realities that inhere in the existing competitive frame-

work in the CCCT -- a framework which has been shaped and

, influenced in large part by regulatory controls. In

this regard, we are in complete accord with the NRC's

expert witness, Dr. Hughes, that the proper focus under

Section 105c should be on the degree to which all electric

entities in the applicable area have achieved a course of

i

L
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dealing which enables them

* * * to capture the combined
benefits that can be achieved
so that one would have a pattern
of market behavior in the State [s]
of Ohio [and Pennsylvania) that,

would be more inclusive with re-
spect to capturing the full
benefits of coordinating and in-
tegrating development. [Hughes
3771(19-24).]

As set forth in considerable detail in the

'ollowing pages, the record in this proceeding demon-

strates conclusively that Dr. Hughes' goal has been fully

accomplished with respect to all electric entities in

the CCCT. And this is equally true with regard to the

benefits that are anticipated upon issuance of the nuclear

'licenses presently in dispute (see A-44) as it is with any

other betefits said to flow from coordinated development

and operation. A closer look at the competitive framework

involved here is instructive in gaining a full under-

standing of the course of dealing between Applicants and

other CCCT electric entities that has led to this result.

To this end, we will initially examine the industry

production and marketing functions relevant to the present..

antitrust analysis, then describe the economic and legal

barriers to free and open competition among electric

utilities in the CCCT, and finally focus directly on how

those functions, on the one hand, and barriers, on the other
.1

.. i ._
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hand, interact to provide the competitive framework that

sets the stage for this Licensing Board's inquiry.

A. PRODUCTION AND MARKETING FUNCTIONS
IN THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

The end-product of the electric power industry is

a service, namely: the provision of electric energy to

ultimate consumers under specified terms and cor.ditions.

The characteristics of that service differ depending on

consumer needs. Thus, the service to residential customers,

which is the most commonplace, is typically a supply of

firm energy at 120 volts, 60 cycles per second, alternating

current. Commercial and industrial customers, on the other

hand, will take service at other than 120 volts, depending
.

en their size, and in some cases will obtain the energy

on a less-than-firm basis. See D-587(Wein) 97(9-19).

Irrespective of the character of the service pro-

vided, there are three recognized production functions

necessary to its availability. These are the generation,

transmission and distribut'on of electric energy. See

generally A-110; A-116; A-128; and see FPC, National Power

Survey 12 (1964); Coordination, Competition and Regulation,

at 1.--77/ In addition, in order to provide this service

77/ See also Meeks, Concentration in the Electric Power
(Cont'd next page)

_ __ ._ . . . _ _ _ - _.
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!

I

to the ultimate consumer certain marketing functions j

1

are necessary; these take place at one of two broad

levels: either at the retail level or at the wholesale !
.

level. See Concentration in the Electric Power Industry,

supra, 72 Colum. L. Rev. at 81 & 94.
'

1. The production functions. All electric systems

' must provide a means of generating electric energy. This

may be done by planning, constructing and operating (either

alone or with others) one or more generating fecilities,

in which case the utility is sometimes referred to as a

"self-generator," or by entering into contractual arrange-

ments with other power supply sources for the purchase of a

sufficient amount of capacity and energy to meet system

demands. See Concenuration in the Electric Power Industry,

supra, 72 Colum. L. Rev. at 70-71. Within the geographic

area in Ohio and Pennsylvania served by these Applicants, the

major method of generating power is by use of thermal equip-

; ment, and the primary fuel is coal. The coal is typically
l

! burned in a boiler to produce steam which is used to run a

turbine; the turbine generates electric energy (Bingham

| 8151(22-23)).

77/ (Cont'd)
Industry: The Impact of Antitrust ?olicy, 72 Colum. L. Rev.

j 64, 67 (1972) (hereafter referred 0 as " Concentration in
'

the Electric Power Industry").

'
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..
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Aside from the five Applicants, each of which

owns generating facilities (both individually and jointly),

there are only seven electric entities in the CCCT that

presently own any generation at all.--78/ Four of these

are already interconnected with another private utility,

and the other three soon will be pursuant to previously

executed agreements.--79/ Two of the seven entities (Bryan

and Napoleon) have recently stopped generating power

altogether and are purchasing their full demand require-

ments from one or the Applicants (TECO) under a bulk power

78/ They are: (1) Municipal Electric Light Plant
("MELP") of Cleveland -- 180 mw (net demonstrated
capability) (C-161(Mayben) 8(141)); (2) Painesville --
38 mw (installed capacity) (Pandy 3099(8)); (3)
Newton Falls -- 6.8 mw (net capability) (S-44, table
IV-1); (4) Oberlin -- 12.9 mw (net dependable capacity)
(D-594, schedule 16); (5) Orrville -- 39.2 mw (net
dependable capacity) (D-593, schedule 16); (6) Bryan --
23.7 mw (net dependable capacity) (D-590, schedule 16);
(7) Napoleon -- 17.5 mw (net dependable capacity) (D-592,
schedule 16).

79/ Cleveland, Oberlin, Bryan and Napoleon are already |

interconnected with CEI (S-204; A-271), Ohio Edison (S-ll6) |
and TECO (A-36, A-39, A-42), respectively. Cleveland's

'

arrangement with CEI is in the form of an interconnection |
'agreement; Oberlin, Bryan and Napoleon have partial require-

ments wholesale contracts, altho; h the latter two are
.

presently taking their full requirements from TECO (D-587
(Wein) 121-22(25-26 & 1-4)).

Painesville, Newton Falls and Orrville have exe-
cuted contracts for an intercongection with CEI (S-203),

Allarenowinthe{derCompany(A-186),and Ohio Pe re-Ohio Edison (A-231)
process of constructingspectively.

the interconnection facilities.
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supply contract (D-587(Wein) 12' [ 3-4 ) ) ; another (Newton

Falls) intends to go out of the aenerating business upon

completion of its interconnection with Ohio Edison (A-231);

and a fourth (MELP) has recently entered into a firm power

transaction with another Applicant (CEI) which calls for

the purchase of almost 70% of its power needs'(A-271).

The fifty remaining electric entities in the CCCT purchase

their full requirements from other power sources under i

bulk power supply contracts. Thirty-seven are full re-
80/

quirements wholesale customers of one of the Applicants,--'

and thirteen are full requirements wholesale customers of

a non-Applicant electric entity.--81/
|

Thus, it can hardly

80/ All of these entities are municipal, distribution- !

only systems: Those served by TECO are Bowling Green, ,

Bradner, Custer, Edgerton, Elmore, Genoa, Haskins, Montpelier, |
Oak Harbor, Pemberville, Pioneer and Woodsville. Those
served by Ohio Edison are Amherst, Beach City, Brewster,
Columbiana, Cuyahoga Falls, Galion, Grafton, Hubbard,
Hudson, Lodi, Lucas, Milan, Monroeville, Niles, Prospect,
Seville, South Vienna, Wadsworth and Wellington. Those
served by Penn Power are Ellwood City, Grove City, New
Wilmington, Wampum and Zelienople. Duquesne serves the
Borough of Pitcairn.

81/ Eleven of the thirteen are Buckeye member rural
electric cooperatives located in the service areas of
Ohio Edison and TECO: Delaware, Firelands, Hancock-Woods,
Holmes-Wayne, Lorain-Medina, Marion, Morrow, North Central,
Northwestern, Southeastern Michigan and Tri-County. The
other two are Marshalville, which is a full requirements
customer of Orrville, and Tontogany, which is a full re-
quirements customer of Bowling Green (and thus indirectly
depends on TECO's generating capacity and energy).
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be contested that the generation function in the CCCT is

performed overwhelmingly by the five Applicants.--82/

The output from a coal-fired generator, such as des-

cribed above, is typically in the 11-to-13 kilovolt range

(Bingham 8151-52(24-25 & 1-2)). This output voltage is

then stepped-up to 138 kilovolts, or to some other accepted-

transmission voltage, such as 345 kilovolts (Bingham

8154(1-6), 8178(1-12)). At such voltages, electric

energy is placed on a transmission grid or network for
8_3/

delivery to various load centers (Bingham 8156(11-25)).

62/ The total generating capacity of non-Applicant
entities in the CCCT is approximately 318.1 mw. If the
generating capability of Newton Falls (which is planning
to cease generating $ and of Bryan and Napoleon (which |

have already ceased qr_nerating) are subtracted from the i

total, the capacity figure is reduced to 270.1 mw. More-
over, by reflecting MELP's contribution as 25 mw rather
than 180 mw, which more accurately represents Cleveland's
working capacity on a good day, the total non-Applicant
generating capacity becomes a mere 115.1 mw. By comparison,
Applicants' total system dependable capacity at time of
system peak is approximately 12,000 mw and is projected
to be approximately 22,500 mw by 1983 (S-158, pp. CEI-l
and -2, DL-1 and -2, OE/PP-1 and -4, TECO-1 and -2).

83/ Voltage is stepped up prior to transmission in
order to reduce line losses. Line loss is that part of
the electric energy dissipated, usually in the form of
heat, during transmission. By increasing the voltage
and decreasing the current, the same quantity of energy
can be transmitted, but with a significant reduction
in the amount of energy loss (Bingham 8154-56). It
is only with the development of high-voltage and extra-
high-voltage transmission lines that the transportation
of electric energy over long distances has become feasible.
See FPC, National Power Survey 1, 13-14, 149-51 (1964).

_
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Unlike the generation function, not every electric system

need engage in or pay for this transmission function, al-

though as a matter of course most do (cf. Firestone 9232-33

(21-25 & 1-3)). If the source of generation is close to its

intended load center, as in the case of a small municipality

that self-generates !.ts own energy, there is normally no need

to step-up the output voltage, nor to transport the energy

any distance over a transmission system. More likely than

not, however, the generating source will not be immediately

| adjacent to the load center and the transmission function

will be required.
!

Finally, there is the distribution function, or

the delivery of electric energy to the ultimate consumer.

In the case of very large industrial customers, electric

service may be provided directly from the transmission ,

i

| grid (Bingham 8157(1-12)). Not infrequently, the cus-
|

| tomer in such situations will own the transformation
|

| and associated equipment necessary to provide the type
I

and form of service appropriate for its needs. On allt

other occasions, however, the electric utility will have

the responsibility of stepping-down the transmission

,

voltage to a level that is usuable by the customer
1

(Bingham 8171(19-24)). This may require the use of a

single transmission step-down substation with radial

.
--

___ _
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distribution to customers having large loads (Bingham

8171-74). On the other hand, it may call for a series

of step-down facilitis, culminating eventually in a

i
small pole-mounted transformer which reduces the voltage

to 120 volts and from which a secondary distribution line

carries the energy to the residential ~ customer's home

(Bingham 8175-77). While there is no precise voltage1

below which one refers to distribution, typical dis *<.1-

bution voltages in the CCCT are between 4,000 and 13,000

volts (Bingham 8175(19-21)).

The development of the electric power industry

has been such that one entity may perform all three

production functions, or, in the alternative, may perform

some combination of less than all three, relying on u..other :

entity to perform the others. As a result, electric

energy is not marketed in terms of the three production

functions. Rather, marketing of the service is better

described in terms of a retail marketing function and a

wholesale marketing function.

2. The marketing functions. The retail function

in the electric utility industry is to deliver electric

energy to the ultimate consumer. In virtually all cases,

sales at the retail level involve the providing of firm

MV ~
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power, that is, power which is, as a practical matter,

available to the customer on an uninterruptible basis

(D-587(Wein) 97(9-19)). The single exception to this stan-

dard practice concerns that limited class of retail sales of

interruptible power which are made in some instances to large

industrial customers (D-587(Wein) 97-98). Even with this

qualification, however, it can fairly be said that the retail
.

function contemplates the delivery to an end-user of a

reliable source of energy at immediately usable voltage

levels.- This necessarily embraces the distribution production

function discussed above, including any necessary stepping-

down of voltages to subtransmission and distribution levels.

As such, the retail function can be performed by a wide

range of entities, from a fully-integrated (generation,

transmission and distribution) utility to a distribution-

only electric system or even a large industrial customer

taking power at transmission voltages.

The wholesale function, by comparison, is to

deliver energy in bulk to entities performing the retail

function. Since this requires the packaging of energy

and capacity in bulk, and'thus may involve either a

stepping-up or stepping-down of voltages for purposes of

transmission, the process known as the " breaking" of

bulk has been associated with the wholesale function
;

|
|
!
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(D-587(Wein) 98(12-18)). This process should not be

confused, however, with the retail function of stepping-

down voltages to subtransmission and distribution levels

for delivery to the ultimate consumer. The latter procedure

takes place at the end of the production process solely

for the purpose of making the energy available for customer

use; it does not relate to a bulk transfer of energy for

resale. Accordingly, the industry typically views the

final voltage step-down as part or the retail distribution
'

function (see Bingham 8171-77), while recognizing the

break-up of bulk for transmission purposes as an integral

part of the wholesale function (Wein 6625(16-18), 7293

(1-5)).

It therefore follows that not every electric

utility need be a wholesaler (Wein 6668(12-25), 6669

(1-7)). For example, small distribution-only electric sys-
/84

tems in the CCCT presently perform no wholesale function. -

.

84/ While Dr. Wein expressed a contrary view (Wein
6663(17-21)), it appears that his opinion was based on
an overbroad conception of the wh_..- ale function as em-
bracing the step-down process identified with the distri-
bution function (compare Bingham 8171-77). Such a premise
leads to logical inconsistencies, as Dr. Wein himself
showed when he ascribed a wholesale function to large
industrial customers taking power at transmission voltages,
while at the same time accepting those customers as being
properly classified in the retail market (see Wein 7293
(6-12) and 7331 (19-23)).
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Nor does it appear likely that by simply giving such

systems access to Applicants' generating and transmission

facilities they will be in any better position to do so |

in the future.-~85/ For an accurate assessment of the I

marketing capabilities of these and the other CCCT elec-

tric entities, however, we must first examine the economic

and icgal constraints to which they are subject.

B. ECONOMIC AND LEGAL BARRIERS TO COMPETI-
TION IN THE ELECTRIC UTILITY INDUSTRY

There is no doubt that an evaluation of the basis
:

for competition in the electric utility industry must be

grounded on an understanding and appreciation of the

"special conte'xt" in which the entities therein operate

(S-207 (Hughes) 7(15-18); Hughes 3661(12-20)). In the

instant setting, the opportunities for competition are

severely limited by both economic characteristics of the

industry and institutional restraints imposed by all levels

of government.

1. Economic barriers to competition. The

economic characteristics that discourage competition in

the electric utility industry are well known and readily

identifiable. In summary fashion, they are:

85/ See discussion at pp. 170-97, infra.

I

L
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First, the industry is highly capital-
intensive, requiring an investment of $4
to S5 for every dollar of annual revenue
received as compared with an investment
of less than $1 per dollar of annual reve-
nue for most manufacturing industries (A-189
(Gerber) 6(19-24)). See also FPC, National
Power Survey 11 (1964).

Second, the investment is in long-lived
plant and equipment requiring long construc-
tion lead-times, advance forecasting and
planning, and very often expensive and
time-consuming regulatory approvals (A-189
(Gerber) 6(24-26), 10(20-25)).

Third, the plant and equipment so con-
structed are tied to one particular geo-
graphic location and cannot be moved to
serve other locations should customer
demands shift (A-189(Gerber) 10-11 (26 &
1-2)).

Fourth, the service can be provided
only to those customers directly connected
to the supplying utility, requiring in
all cases a continuous electrical and
physical path between the producing facil-
ities and consuming facilities (A-189
(Gerber) 7(12-17)).

Fifth, the energy cannot be produced
until the consuming facility registers
its demand, and then it must be supplied
instantaneously, and without any substan-
tial ability to stockpile or inventory
the energy (A-189(Gerber) 7(17-21)).

Sixth, the industry is characterized by
significant economies of scale, especially
at the generation and transmission levels
(A-189(Gerber) 7(5-11)).

These six industry characteristics dictated the

natural development of relatively large electric utilities

.- . . - _
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| which are, for the most part, vertically and horizontally

integrated (A-189(Gerber) 7-8 (24-26 & 1), 23(12-20)).

A firm is vertically integrated when it produces several

distinct products or services, each of which is an essen-

tial input to the final product or service which the firm

sells (D-587(Wein) 45(3-8)). In the electric utility

industry, a firm is said to be vertically integrated if

it has its own generation, transmission and distribution

facilities (D-587(Wein) 46(10-15)). Each Applicant fits

this definition. A firm is horizontally integrated when

it produces a single product or service at many diffe, rent
locations and sells that product in many different geo-

graphical areas (D-587(Wein) 46(1-4)). Thus, each

Applicant is also a horizontally integrated utility. By

comparison, the distribution-only municipal electric

systems in the CCCT are neither horizontally nor vertically

integrated (see D-587(Wein) 47(7-10)).

The economic characteristics of the industry allow

for significant economies of vertical integration. There

are, for example, obvious planning efficiencies to be realized

by a utility engaged in all three of the production functions.

As described by Dr. Hughes (Hughes 3899-900(25 & 1-2)):

; * * * the natural way to plan,
| develop and operate a bulk power

system is to treat generation and

.

|

|
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transmission together, because
in scaling, sizing, locating
facilities, designing them, they
have to mesh well and good system
planners can put the pieces to-
gether better than separate organi-
zations operating through the
mechanism of the market.

So, in general, generation and
transmission tend to be integrated.

Once you have a territorial
base of individual systems, it is
a logical development for the
transmission in that area to
reflect whoever is generating
and serving the load.86/

In addition, vertical integration gives the generating and

transmission utility direct access to the ultimate consumer '

and thereby permits it to maintain continuous surveillance
,

l

l

I

86/ See also A-189(Gerber)l0 (3-7). While Dr. Wein
attempted to explain away the import of Dr. Hughes' testi-
mony (see Wein 6848-51), he was singularly unpersuasive.
In the first place, Dr. Wein himself recognized the pres-
ence of such planning efficiencies (see Wein 6840(1-14),
6843-44 (23-25 & 1-3)). He suggested, however, that
they somehow lose importance when compared to vertical
economies which arise from physical processes, such as
may be found in the steel industry (Wein 6840(15-22)).
This sort of differentiation ignores entirely the natural
efficiencies that result when one substitutes a single
executive decision for an arm's-length bilateral transaction
(see Wein 6851(5-10)). It was Dr. Wein's off-the-cuff
opinion that such natural efficiencies might not exist in the
electric utility industry, but he admitted that he had
neither made nor seen any studies on the question of
economies to be derived from vertical integration (Wein
6843(2-23). Thus, Dr. Wein was really in no position to
dispute the expert opinions of Dr. Hughes and Mr. Gerber that j
such natural efficiencies do in fact exist.

. _ _.
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over customer load-growths and load-shifts. This capabil-

ity is important to the implementation of sales programs-

designed to achieve an efficient and balanced schedule of

load-growth. It also is valuable to the development of

adequate system design aimed at satisfying service require-

ments and insuring reliability (A-189(Gerber) 10(7-14),

'

11(20-26)).

In a similar vein, the industry characteristics

discussed above, and particularly the significant economies

of scale present, provide economic incentives for horizontal

integration. We need not linger over the historical develop-

I ments in technology that contributed to the substantial

scale economies now available; they are well documented in

the record and elsewhere.--87/These technological advances

did not alone provide the impetus for horizontal expansion,

however; the timing of the improvements as related to the

market situation that existed in the industry when they

occurred was also a contributing factor (D-587(Wein) 43(3-6);

Wein 6841(5-24), 6842(17-25)). Thus, there were in the

eletric atility industry periods when the available scale

economies grew much more rapidly than the rate of growth of

|

|

87/ See D-450 (Kampmeier) 5-9 ; D-587(Wein) 49-51, 52-53;
A-17I(Slemmer) Attach. p. 1; A-22 (Firestone) 4-5; cf. A-189
(Gerber) 8-9. And see I FPC, National Power Survey, -9-10,13-14,
29-30 (1964); II FPC, National Power Survey, 357-58 (1964);

| Breyer and McAvoy, Energy Regulation By The Federal Power
! Commission 90-91 (1974).

.,

!
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the industry as a whole (Wein 6727-28 (15-25 & 1-4)). As

these technological advances made available facilities which

could be sized to accommodate capacity well beyond the

power needs of any single community, the geographic area

served by individual systems was correspondingly enlarged in

order to increase load requirements (A-189(Gerber) 9(18-21)).

This horizontal expansion was accelerated by other
ancillary factors. As service was extended over wider and

wider geographic areas, advantages due to diversity of load-

demand could be achieved (A-189(Gerber) 9(2-9, 14-17)).

Impioved load factors as a result of selling energy to dif-
ferent types of customers (i.e., residential, commercial

and industrial) resulted in further savings (A-189 (Gerber)
8(19-24)). And, locational advantages also became available

with the ability to place large generating facilities at
remote sites (i.e., mine-mouth plants) and thus serve distant

communities free from local resource limitations (particularly
land and water)-that might otherwise have inhibited growth

within a given area (A-189(Gerber) 9-10 (21-26 & 1)). Of

course, as utilities expanded horizontally, it became

necessary for them to do more and more planning, thereby

providing a further incentive for vertically integrating
as well (A-189(Gerber) 10(1-14)).

Accordingly, it'is not surprising to find that

firms within the electric utility industry naturally

__ , .- . _ . _ . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ __ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . , .
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developed as vertically and horizontally integrated enter-*

88/.

prises (D-587(Wein) 52-53; A-189(Gerber) 8-12). Nor, in,

!

'

88/ Dr. Wein, while acknowledging the existence of these
i economic incentives (D-587(Wein) 53(19-23)), argued that
'

organizational alternatives were available to the utilities
which may have been potentially less restrictive (D-587(Wein)
53-55)). His seven proposed alternatives to vertical inte-
gration and horizontal integration (see Wein 6765(10-18))
basically amount to variants of two different organizational
schemes: (1) a single generation-and-transmission company
jointly owned by its retail distributors, including private
utilities, municipal utilities, self-generating industrial

! firms, or some combination thereof (D-587(Wein) 54, subpara.
t (b)-(e)); (2) some combination of generation and transmission

companies selling energy to retail distributors under long-
term supply contracts (D-587(Wein) 53-54, subpara. (f)-(h)).

But what purpose Dr. Wein would see in the develop-
ment of such organizational schemes is not at all clear. His

i testimony on whether he was advocating competing generation
and transmission companies is ambivalent at best (compare
Wein 6856 (2-10) and 6866 (19-23) with 6854-55 (23-25 & 1-7-

and 6856 (14-19)). Moreover, Dr. Wein's careful incorpor-
; ation of the requirement that the retail distributor either
; (1) own, or (2) have a long-term contract with, the generation
j and transmission company, is explicit recognition that the

economic characteristics which prompted the present industry'

structure do indeed impose restraints on organizational
freedom (see A-189(Gerber) 23(12-18)).

Inclusion of such requirements also makes it apparent
that, even under Dr. Wein's proposed organizational schemes,
there would be no greater opportunity for competition in the
electric utility industry than exists at present. Plainly, a,

retail distributor which owns part of a generation and trans-
mission company is not going to look elsewhere for a source of
bulk power. Equally apparent is the fact that a group of
retail distributors each having an ownership interest in,
and all receiving their power from, the same company are not
going to have any basis on which to compete among themselves.
Similarly, while the_long-term contract alternatives might
conceivably be less restrictive than the ownership alternatives,
if the term is on the order of 35 years (as is the case with
(Cont'd next page).

, . - - _ _ - _ - - - --. - -- ..- ., ._ -
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light of the foregoing economic characteristics explaining

this result, is it any more astonishing that the industry has
long been recognized as having a " basic natural monopoly

structure" (Gulf States Utilities Co. v FPC, supra, 411 U.S.

at 759; Cantor v Detroit Edison Co., supra, 96 S. Ct. at

3119), or that it has consistently been dealt with on this

basis by both state and federal regulatory authorities (see,
e.g., Pennsylvania Water & Power Co. v FPC, supra, 193 F.2d

at 234). And see Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief, at 69-

89; A-189(Gerber) 23(18-20)). A natural monopoly is said to

exist in an industry "[w] hen one firm can satisfy total market
demand at lowest cost, but more than one firm would result in

higher total costs * * *" (D-587(Wein) 43(17-20), see also

Wein 6815(13-18); Coordination, Competition and Regulation,

at 9-10). One reason given for such an occurrence is the

nature of the techtiology present in the industry. Certainly,

such an explanation fits in the present case.

Thus, the technology in the electric utility in-

-88/ (Cont'd)
the contracts between Buckeye Power, Inc. and the Buckeye
member cooperatives (see S-188, p. B-8, para. 13)), the like-
lihood of any competition is de minimis at best. See Buckeye !Power, Inc., 38 F.P.C. 253, 255-56, 257 (1967) (35-year
term necessary to minimize investment risk by insuring that ,

I

known existing sales would not be lost t.q alternative supplieu
during the lifetime of the facilities). And cf[. A-189(Gerber)11(5-15). ,

.

I

|

.1
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<

|

|

dustry requires a direct physical connection between customer j

and supplier, and the characteristics of the interconnection |

are such that there are economies in having just one such tie |

j (Hughes 3729(10-20)). To state it another way, it simply is
,

j uneconomic to have two or more utilities supplying the same

load. This is most obviously demonstrated if we look at the
4

1
distribution function in the industry, where even Dr. Wein-

;

recognized that it would be economically undesirable to have

two distribution systems within a single municipality (Wein

7247(21-23); see also S-207(Hughes) 33; Hughes 3729(13-14),

3788(11-17), 3901(4-6); Kaspmeier 5825-26(25 & 1-3);

Coordination, Competition and Regulation, at 1, 9, 14). The

soundness of this assessment becomes readily apparent merely

by reference to the Cleveland situation, where there currently

exists what is generally recognized to be a highly unusual

(see Mozer 3542(12-15)) dual distribution system within the

corporate limits of the city (A-45, p. 2). As a consequence,

both CEI and Cleveland experience distribution costs in excess

of industry averages due to inflated distribution-related

capital requirements and operating and maintenance costs

(see A-207, p. II-18). This necessarily has a direct impact

on the rate structure of both systems, resulting in a higher

cost of service to their customers than would likely be the

case if only one entity were performing the distribution

|

!
,

!

- - - . - .
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function. The public interest would be better served in such

circumstances by the same sort of " careful qualification of the
'

scope of competition" (FCC v RCA Communications, Inc., 346 U.S.

86, 92 (1953)) in Cleveland as has occured in virtually all

other municipalities in the country (see Mozer 3542-43 (17-25 &

1-3).

The same logic which sustains the natural monopoly

structure at the distribution level compels as well the dis-

couragement of open competition with respect to both the

generation and transmission functions. In these latter two

areas economies of scale play an equal'ly important role

(Hughes 3903(8-17)). Moreover, just as with the distribution

function, there exists at the generation and transmission

levels the undisputed characteristic of instantaneous pro-

duction and consumption of energy, requiring a direct physical

connection between customer and generating source (Hughes 3903

(18-24)). Thus, the technology of generation and transmission

similarly gives rise to what Dr. Hughes called " natural market

power," but not necessarily natural monoliths (Hughes 3902).

Dr. Hughes' observations on the technological

peculiarities in the industry, as promoting natural monopcly

power among more than a single entity at the generation and

transmission level, is of importance to a full appreciation

of the position advanced by Dr. Wein (see, e.g., Wein 6815-
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25, 6831-33). Thus, it is true that, within a given

region, industry economic and engineering factors may not
require all generation and transmission facilities to be

owned by a single utility (Wein 6816 (11-14)); and indeed
they are not in the CCCT. On the other hand, one cannot

leap from there to the con' verse conclusion that an area

the size of the CCCT can therefore tolerate active compe-
tition among numerous generation and transmission firms.

A reading of Dr. Wein's testimony on this point confirms

that he did not advocate any such competition (Wein 6856

(2-10)), any more than did Dr. Hughes (Hughes 3902).

Recognition that there can be more than a single company

in the area performing the generation and transmission

functions dues not even remotely suggest that the sep-
arately-owned facilities associated therewith can be

designed and used to serve the same load. This latter

hypothesis is totally impractical in the aforementioned

economic setting which characterizes the electric utility
industry, and such a realization is precisely what gives
Dr. Hughes' concept of " natural market power" so much

vitality.

There is yet another sustaining force to preserving
the existing natura5 market structure at the generation and

transmission level in this case. As Dr. Hughes points out,
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the area served by Applicants is small enough so that a,

single firm could feasibly own all the generation and trans-

mission in the CCCT region (Hughes 3731(19-22)). In such
s

a situation, a measure of how effective and efficient the

CAPCO companies are is to compare their performance against

the anticipated results that could be achieved by a hypothe-

tical singly-owned entity (Hughes 3731-32(23-25 & 1-2)).

On such a comparative basis, it was Dr. Hughes' expert opin-

ion that within the CAPCO framework the Applicants came

exceedingly close to the achievements that could be expected

by a singly-owned electric system (Hughes 3732(11-13)). No

sound reason exists to assume that any greater economies or
I

-

efficiencies can be realized in the same area by introducing '

new competitors or by requiring existing electric systems
to start competing with Applicants for the same loads.

There is no record support to suggest that such an assumption

is warranted, nor can it find any basis in judicial precedent.
See e,.g., FCC v RCA Communications, Inc., supra, 346 U.S.

at 97 ("Merely to assume that competition is bound to be of

advantage in an industry so regulated and so largely closed

as [the communications industry) is not enough"). Even Dr.

Wein recognized the infirmity of such an approach (Wein

6823-24(25 & 1-5)):

[I] f the five firms were satisfying
the entire market demand, the sixth
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i

firm is going to raise costs, be-
cause insofar as it comes in and
competes away some of the business,
it is operating at less than optimal
level and so are the others, so total
cost would go off.

2. Legal barriers to competition. In addition to

the foregoing economic characteristics of the industry that

provide strong disincentives to compete, there are, as we have

earlier indicated, institutional restraints at the state and

federal level that restrict even further the opportunities

for any real competition in the electric utility industry,

and more particular'.y in the CCCT. Conceptually, these in-

stitutional restraints are of two types: passive and active.

In the former category are those constitutional and statutory

directives that restrain the freedom of action of an electric

utility. The latter group includes regulatory controls that

are imposed to administer day-to-day operations.

It is not necessary to repeat here the many legal

restrictions imposed upon Applicants by statute and regulation.
~

That matter was adequately treated in Applicants' Prehearing

Legal Brief, at 69-90, and we respectfully direct the

Licensing Board's attention to the discussion there rather

than set it out again. Before leaving the top ic of " legal

barriers," however, it is helpful to " 04mr!.ets understanding

of the competitive f ramework within scion ..gplii ants operate

to focus on the restrictive impact which the exta;A state
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1

and federal regulation has on the activities of electric I
,

entities in the CCCT.
,

Passive Restraints
i

In this regard, Article XVIII, Section 6 of the
i

Ohio Constitution deserves special mention. This provision
!
1explicitly prohibits any Ohio municipality which owns or

operates an electric utility from selling outside its cor-

porate limits the surplus energy of that utility in excess

of 50% of the kilowatt hours sold inside the corporate limits

(see A-12; and see White 9524-25(25 & 1-5), 9680(14-21)).--89/

The limitation effectively forecloses a municipal electric

system in Ohio from acquiring in the future any significant !
-

quantity of new load outside the corporate limits, and there-

I
by reduces substantially the amount of competition that can !

take place in these suburban areas between the municipality, |
|

|

|
|

89/ The constitutional provision reads in pertinent part
as Yollows: ;

IAny municipality, owning or operating ;
a public' utility for the purpose of sup-
plying the service or product thereof to

,

the municipality or its inhabitants, may 1

also sell and deliver to others * * * the
i

surplus product of any * * * utility in 1

an amount not exceeding * * * fifty per '

cent of the total service or product
supplied by such utility within the muni-
cipality, provided that such fifty per
cent limitation shall not apply to the
sale of water or sewage services.

l
l

l

i

'
. _ . . , _ __ .- - -
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on the one hand, and an investor-owned utility or a rural

electric cooperative, on the other hand (D-587(Wein) 117

(17-21), 118(13-17)).

The constitutional provision also places an upper

limit on the quantity of energy a municipal utility may ex-

change with other utilities in the bulk power market and

precludes municipalities entirely from selling large quan-

tities of wholesale or bulk power to other entities for

resale. Finally, because Article XVIII, Section 6 explic-

itly requires that a municipal sale of energy outside the

corporate limits be made only from "the surplus product,"

an electric system which is taking its full power require-

ments from another utility as a wholesale municipal cus-

tomer (see Guy 3056(17-25)), is effectively barred from

operating outside its corporate limits (White 9525-26,

9681-83), since it necessarily has no surplus product

(Guy 3057(1-4)).

- With regard to the opportunity in Ohio for com-

petition inside the city limits between a municipal utility

and another power supplier, chapter 4933 of the Revised

Code of Ohio addresses that matter. It authorizes muni-

cipalities to exercise their franchise power to preclude

a public utility from providing any electric service what-
,

soever within the corporate limits. Thus, Section 4933.16

entitled " municipal control of electricity," provides that

|

.

, _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ . _ ._ . _ _ _ _ _
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without the consent of the municipal corporation no public
'

utility can place any facility used for distribution or
,

transmissic of electricity within the corporate limits.

See also Ohio R. C. S 4933.03 and 4933.13. This authority

affords a municipality the power to prevent unwanted com- )
petition for urban customers it is serving from its own |

90/
electric system,-- and also allows it to deprive some

outside entity from competing within the city for retail

service that is being provided by some other retail dis-

tributor operating with municipal consent.

One final statutory provision in Ohio worthy
i

of note is Section 4905.261 of the Ohio Revised Code, the

so-called 90-day disconnect or " anti-pirating" provision.--91/

90/ For example, within the City of Painesville, no
retaT1 competition exists between CEI and the Painesville
municipal system, since that city has exercised its power
under Ohio R. C. S 4933.16 to preclude CEI entirely from
serving customers within the city limits (Tr. 451; A-195
(Milburn) 55(7-9)).

91/ This statute provides in relevant part:

Whenever a public utility proposes
to furnish or furnishes electric energy
to a consumer and which consumer is
being furnished or was being furnished
electric energy by another public util-
ity, the latter public utility may file
a complaint with the [PUCO) protesting
the furnishing of service by the other
public utility. * * * In the event a
consumer has been disconnected from the
(Cont'd next page)
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There is no dispute among the parties that this provision --

effectively requiring a customer which is taking power from

one utility to disconnect from that utility for a period

of 90 days before it can commence taking service from an-

other public utility -- applies to all forms of retail

competition between two investor-owned utilities (Tr.

6897(18-21), 6898(7-12)), between two rural electric

cooperatives (id.), or between an investor-owned utility

and a rural electric cooperative (id.). Its impact is

to preclude competition among such utilities for exist-

ing retail customers since the customers desirous of a

change cannot, as a practical matter, do without elec-

--91/ (Cont'd)
lines of a public utility, and electric
energy has not been furnished said con-
sumer for a period of more than ninety
days, no right to file a complaint shall
accrue under this section. The (PUCO] upon
finding that the complaining public utility
has been furnishing or will furnish an
adequate service to such consumer and that
the public utility complained against will
duplicate facilities of the complainant,
shall order the public utility complained
against not to furnish electric energy to
such consumer.'

* * * * *
,

|
Public utility as used in this section

includes utilities which operate their
property not for profit as well as utilities
which operate their property for profit.

I
!
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tric service for the requisite statutory period (D-587
.

(Wein) 116-117; Wein 6901(17-20)).
|
|

While the parties adverse to Applicants have
'
'

suggested that Section 4905.261 does not apply to whole-

sale competition among investor-owned utilities and rural

electric cooperatives (Tr. 6898(2-6)), they have been

unable to point either to statutory language or to judi-
cial decisions in Ohio which support such a reading. More-

over, so to limit the provision would run counter to its
stated purpose, which is to insure that adequate electric

service is provided in Ohio without a needless and wasteful
- duplication of facilities. Wasteful duplication is as likely

to occur at the wholesale level as at the retail level, and

the clear wording of Section 4905.261 underscores the legisla-
tive policy to eliminate it in all respects. Accordingly, the

anti-pirating provision must be recognized for what it really
is and was intended to be: i.e., an institutional restraint
in Ohio upon both retail and wholesale competition for existing
customers among investor-owned utilities and rural electric
cooperatives.

,

If we look to the statutory restrictions upon
electric utility competition in Pennsylvania, we find that

they are even more rigid than in Ohio (Wein 6928-29 (22-25 &
1-2)). For example, no public utility may so much as "begin

--
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to offer, render, furnish or supply [ electric] service" within

the state unless the Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission ("Pa

PUC") first approves such service by issuing a " certificate of

public convenience." See 66 P.S..S 1121. Before a certificate

can issue, the Pa PUC must hold hearings to determine if the

issuance thereof is "necessary and proper." 66 P.S. S 1123.

A certificate is necessary for a public utility to supply

electric service of a "different nature or to a different

territory" (66 P.S. S ll22(a)), to abandon any service in

whole or in part (66 P.S. S 1122(b)), to make any acqui-

sition or transfer of tangible or intangible property in-

volving a transfer of customers, including such transac-

tions with municipal corporations (66 P.S. S 1122(e); see

n.50, supra), or to exercise any power of eminent domain (66

P.S. S 1124).

In addition, without a certificate of public

convenience, it is unlawful for a municipal corporation

"to acquire, construct, or begin to operate" an electric

plant, or any equipment or facilities for rendering elec-

tric service, beyond its corporate limits. 66 P.S.
.

S 1122(g). Its operationc within the city, however, are

exclusive unless it consents to another public utility

serving city residents. 53 P.S. S 47471; and see McCabe

4239(12-15). As a result of this statutory scheme, which
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definitively establishes specific service territories

in the state (Hughes 3673(3-5); White 9504(9-11), 9662

(5-14)), there exists no real potential for any form of

retail competition in Pennsylvania, either inside (53

P.S. 47471) or outside (Wein 6928(8-12)) corporate city

limits.

Nor can it fairly be assumed that there exists

an opportunity within this legislative framework for onc

electric utility feasibly to supplant the wholesale ser-

vice of another. This is because any potential service

to a wholesale customer located outside a prescribed
,

retail area would almost certainly necessitate the in-

stallation of new transmission facilities by the prospec-
-92/

tive supplier. ~ If construction of this line required

the appropriation or condemnation of land (which can be

anticipated), t.e utility would need to go to the Pa PUC

for a certificate of public convenience. But, since the

wholesale customer in question is already receiving whole-,

sale service from another utility, the requisite showing

under 66 P.S. S 1123 of a sufficient need for appropria-

tion or condemnation to j.ustify issuance of a certificate

92/ See, for example, the purported " request" by Ell-
woo 3 city that Duquesne Light sell it wholesale power
(pp. 641-44 , infra).

__. - ..
- --
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could not be made. In this regard, the Pa PUC has at

least what could be considered as de facto jurisdiction

over the certification of wholesale territories (White
9821(2-20)), giving it the ability to foreclose possible

8 competition at the wholesale level as well as at the

retail level (see S-25, S-26, S-27 and S-28).

Active Restraints

Complementing these state statutes prescribing

territorial limits within which electric ecilities may

legitimately operate in Ohio and Pennsylvania, there are

also federal, state and local regulatory controls over

all rates and charges for electric service (see, e.g.,

Wilson 10997(10-16)). These circumscribe the opportuni-

ties for competition even further.--93/

At the federal level, Section 205 of the Federal

Power Act, 16 U.S.C. S 824d, requires schedules to be filed

with the FPC showing all wholesale rates and charges made

for electric service which are subject to FPC jurisdic-
-94/

tion. - The provision also mandates that no change in

93/ Not to be forgotten are the earlier discussed
provisions of the Federal Power Act relating to the fur-
nishing of wholesale service to other electric entities
(Section 202(b), 16 U.S.C. S 824a(b)) and to the acqui-
sition of facilities of another electric system (Section
203(a), 16 U.S.C. S 824b(a)). See pp. 74-76, supra.

94/ See generally Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief,
at 72.

l
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any filed rate be made except upon notice to the FPC and

to the public. The FPC has the authority, pursuant to

Section 206 of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. S 824e,

after a hearing had upon its own motion or upon complaint,'

to determine the just and reasonable rate for the servicei

being provided and to fix the same by order.

,
In Ohio, a similarly broad jurisdiction over

retail rates and charges is exercised concurrently by the

Public Utilities Commission of Ohio ("PUCO") and the local
municipal governments.--95/ Every utility is required to

file with the PUCO a tariff listing all rates and their

corresponding service provisions. R. C. S 4905.30. It

is unlawful for a utility to exact a rate or render a

service different from those specified in the tariff.

R. C. S 4905.32. If the PUCO finds after hearing that

a filed rate will violate the statutory standard, it is

required to determine and fix the just and reasonable

rate. R. C. S 4905.15.

Complementing the PUCO's jurisdiction is the

right of every municipal corporation in which a public

utility provides electric service to fix the rate at

95/ See generally Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief,
at 87-84.

.
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which such service is to be provided to the municipality

and its inhabitants. R. C. S 4909.34; and see Wilson

11021-22(21-25 & 1-2)).-~96/The rate is set by ordinance;

however, the electric utility providing service thereunder

may seek a rate increase by serving upon the municipality

a notice cancelling the existing ordinance (Wilson 11011(14-

20)). In such event, the utility and municipality will

enter into negotiations in an effort to arrive at a mutu-

ally agreeable rate (Wilson 11013(1-4)). If negotiations

are successful, a new rate ordinance is enacted, whereupon

the PUCO is automatically divested of jurisdiction over

the rate. See Ohio Const., Art. XVIII, Sec. 4; and see

Bingham 10195(9-11, 16-20); Wilson 11013(5-7). Where no

agreement can be reached and the municipality passes a

contested rate ordinance or, alternatively, no new ordi-

nance is passed, the utility can seek relief from the

PUCO. The rate will then be set under the procedures

followed in non-ordinance cases. R. C. SS 4909.34 .39;

see Bingham 10195(11-15, 21-25); Wilson 11013(15-25).~~97/

'
l 96/ While this rate-fixing power extends to all forms

of retail sales by the utility, in practice municipalities
that have chosen to exercise this authority within the CCCT

| have done so only as to residential and commercial rates,
'

and not as to industrial rates. See Wilson 11023(4-9).

97/ The legislative authority of the muncipality to
fix rates has had considerable impact on the retail rates
(Cont'd next page)

_ _
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In Pennsylvania, the Pa PUC filing requirement

for a rate tariff is not unlike that in Ohio. See 66 P.S.
9_8/

> S 1142. It is similarly unlawful for a Pennsylvania
t

public utility to demand or receive a " greater or less

rate for any service rendered" than that specified in the

filed tariff. 66 P.S. S 1143. No utility may change a
'

rate in a properly filed tariff except after notice to the

Pa PUC. 66 P.S. S ll48(a). And, as in Ohio, the Pa PUC

may, after hearing upon its own motion or upon complaint,

determine the lawfulness of a proposed rate, and, if it is

found unlawful, may determine and fix by order the just and

reasonable rate. 66 P.S. SS 1148(b), 1149.

While there exists variation in the specific meth-

ods used by the FPC, the PUCO and the Pa PUC to determine the

appropriate rate to be charged, each agency follows a similar |

|
methodology (Wilson 10997-98(23-25 & 1-12)). In all these I

cases, the regulatory body fixes a " rate base" by making an

i

97/ (Cont'd) i

charged by some Applicants (Wilson 11019 (8-19)). This is
because, while the utility understandably desires to have
a uniform retail rate structure throughout its service

,

area for ease of administration, it is not easy to con-
vince all the municipalities that the suggested rates are
equally fair and reasonable for each community (id.). The
bargaining leverage inherent in the utility's strong desire I

for uniformity has not been lost on the municipalities
Wilson 11018 (6-18)).

98/ See generally Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief, at
88-89.

s
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evaluation of the property used in the business (Wilson

.10998(3-5)). Next, a " revenue requirerent" is determined

on the basis of the cost to serve the customer (Wilson
10998(6, 13-17)). An ingredient of this cost element is

an amount allocable to fixed charges, and includes, inter

alia, the cost of raising capital -- i.e., the debt and

equity components of the capital structure (Bingham 8293-
'i

94(25 & 1-12)). It is in this sense only that it can be

said Applicants make a " profit" from the sale of electric-

1 ity (id.). Regulatory agencies do not add on an amount

above costs that can be labelled " profit." Rather, a

" rate of return," usually expressed in percentage form,

is set, and that rate of return is applied to the rate

base to get the allowable cost of capital.

! Obviously, then, rates are not fixed on a profit-

maximizing basis, but are set on a cost-to-serve. basis.

Once the rate base, the rate of return and the revenue re-

quirement are determined, a schedule of rates is designed

so as to produce the needed revenue. In this regard, cus-

| tomers are grouped into various classes based on the differ-
| 99/*

! ent costs to serve each class (Bingham 10180(1-7)).
--

99/ Customers are grouped because as a practical matter
no utility can price the cost of serving each customer in-
dividually (Bingham 10180(11-13)). Furthermore, since the
(Cont'd next page)
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i

Each class is then allocated its share of the costs of the

total expenses to operate the entire system (Bingham 8158-

: 59(18-25 & 1-2)). This is done by determining the charac-

'
.: teristics of each class and using an appropriate measure

to allocate costs based on those characteristics (Wilson'

100/,

11008(6-11))..

|
99/ (Cont'd)

-

rate is designed to fit the average characteristics of the
class, it eliminates obvious problems and inequities that
would result if rates were tailored specifically to an in- !

- dividual customer, as, for example, if one customer were i

immediately adjacent to a transmission line while an other- I

wise similar-type customer were located several miles away !

(Bingham 10180(11-16)). )

100/ Typically, costs are divided into three groups
(Bingham 8164(3); Wilson 11009(15-16)). Demand costs are
those costs incurred irrespective of the exact quantity of
energy sold. They relate to the investment in facilities
and to certain costs of operating these facilities -- for
example, labor. Generally, these costs are allocated on
a peak responsibility (or similar) basis, that is, in
terms of the customers' contribution to the system's peak |
or to some average of system peaks (Bingham 8160-63, 8164 |

'

(3-10); Wilson 11008-09(12-15 & 1-14), 11010(2-6)).
Energy costs are those costs proportional to the quanti-
ty of energy sold -- for example, the cost of fuel.
These costs are allocated on the basis of the number of
kilowatt hours used by the customer (Bingham 8164(1-13),
8166(13-16); Wilson 11009-10(21-25 &l)). Customer costs'

are those costs incurred for particular facilities or ser-
vices directly identifiable with a particular class of

I customers -- for example, metering costs. These costs
are assigned directly to the appropriate class. (Bing-
ham 8164(14-25); Wilson 11009(17-20)).

In designing a cate schedule to reflect these costs,
those large customers for which it is cost justified to re-
cord their electric consumption on demand-meters have a two-4

part rate reflecting both demand and enery charges (Bingham
(Cont'd next page)

,

;
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The restraining impact of this rate regulation on

competition among electric utilities located in the CCCT is

'
readily apparent from the testimony of Dr. Wein. Because

all of Applicants' rates are on file with the appropriate

regulatory agency, and because those rates cannot be changed

i without notice and an opportunity for hearing-(if one is

desired), none of Applicants can ever meet the " rate com-

petition" of another utility by manipulating its rates to

win a new customer (Wein 6905(3-4); Gerber 11490(19-22)).

Nor do any of the Applicants design their rate structure in

response to the rates being charged by some other utility
1

(Wein 6903-04(22-25 & 1-3)), 6905 (4-6)). There is, as

a practical matter, no real incentive for such behavior in

any event. This is because any new load that might thereby

be picked up will be so small when compared to Applicant's

total load that the potential for additional load will not

be sufficient to prompt an Applicant to " redesign" its rate

100/ (Cont'd)
8165-66(24-25 & 1-2), 8184(2-7)). Where only a simple

; watt-hour-meter is used, as in the case of residential
I customers, their bills include only rate blocks based

on energy consumption. However, with proper rate de-
sign those energy blocks will recover the average de-
mand-related costs for that kind of customer (Bingham
8184(8-14)).

I

a ~ - . , . - - - , . , , _- - --y,- -- , w ,,,
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schedule simply to secure that customer (Wein 6905(6-
101/

8)). Moreover, since it is unlikely that the cost

to serve that new load will have any appreciable impact

i
on the average cost to serve all customers in the same

class, an effort to " redesign" a lower rate to meet what

another utility is charging would probably not pass reg-

ulatory scrutiny..

Even assuming that these other disincentives

were not present, however, the far-reaching impact which

such a rate " redesign" would have on each of these Appli-

cant's overall rate structures would be so severe as to

preclude such action (Wein 6899(11-25), 6906(15-24)).

This is because, pursuant to regulatory ratemaking, the

Applicants are required to charge uniform and nondis-

criminatory rates to all classes of customers equally
102/

situated. Thus, the lowering of a rate in a particu-

101/ This is the case not only with respect to resi-
dential customers (Wein 6899(3-8)) and commercial cus-
tomers (Wein 6908(2-11)), but also with respect to indus-
trial loads (Wein 6905 (2-18)), even if they are quite
large (Bingham 8185-86(25 & 1-19)), and municipal whole-
sale customers (Wein 6900(14-23)).

102/ It should be pointed out that, since municipal
electric systems in both Ohio and Pennsylvania are not
generally subject to ratemaking authority of the local
public utility commissions (see, e.g., Craig 2916 (6-
13)), such entities are in fact free to set preferen-
tial and discriminatory rates to secure particular
customers.

-- - - .-.
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lar instance to secure a specific load would compel that
Applicant to offer the same lower rate to all other cus-

tomers similarly classified. That, in turn, would lead

ti a reduction in the overall operating revenues derived

from the affected class, thereby necessitating a hike in

rates to some other class of customers to compensate for

the loss. Such a chain of events is both undesirable and
uneconomic (cf. Lyren 2050-51(25 & 1-16)), and there is

nothing of record in this proceeding that even remotely

suggests it has happened in the past or might happen in
the future.

C. THE EXTENT OF COMPETITION IN THE CCCT

As the foregoing discussion reflects, there is

generally very little competition in the electric utility

industry. See Coordination, Competition and Regulation,

at 13; and see Gerber 11476(8-9). This certainly is the

situation in the CCCT, where the opportunities to compete

have been effectively foreclosed by economic characteris-

tics that have isolated natural market power in a rela-

tively few vertically- and horizontally-integrated private
utilities, which are, ja turn, subject to comprehensive

statutory and regulatory controls at both the state and

federal levels having a direct impact on the manner, type
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and extent of electric service that can be provided. See

A-189(Gerber) 7(22-24). The market structure that has emerged

-- and thus the one that provides the appropriate setting for
!

antitrust analysis here -- is perhaps best understood by

examining in realistic terms the textbook forms of retail and

wholesale competition that one would expect to find if the

extant economic and legal barriers did not exist.

1. Competition at the retail level. The forms

of competition which could theoretically be associated with

retail activities in the electric utility industry conve-

niently fit into five classifications: (1) interfuel com-
petition, (2) yardstick competition, (3) competition to

attract new loads, (4) fringe area competition, and (5)

franchise competition. We will discuss these seriatim.

First, there is interfuel competition, or compe-
1
'tition between electric service, on the one hand, and ser-

vice from alternative fossil fuels, such as natural gas

and oil (Gerber 11487(17-19); S-207(Hughes) 37(1-2)).

While such competition was at one time very intense, it |
|

is of less rignificance today and is likely to continue

on the decline in the future due to the scarcity of natural

gas and oil that has developed since the fall of 1973

(Gerber 11487(19-23); cf. Craig 2847(1-4)). In view of

_
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the fact that the matters in controversy in this proceed-

ing do not have any bearing on considerations relevant to the
.

extent of interfuel competition in the CCCT, there is no need to

prolong the discussion in this area.

Second, there is competition by example, or what

is sometimes called yardstick competition (Gerber 11488(21-

24); Hughes 3675(12-18)). This form of indirect competi-

tion has reference to a process by which performance is measured

through a comparison between and among various electric util-

ities within the industry (Coordination, Competition and

Regulation, at 20). Such competition is recognized as a some-

what different phenomenon from the more typical forms of direct

market competition usually encountered (Hughes 3676(3-4)).

To be meaningful, yardstick competition should

involve comparisons among utilities having reasonably similar

characteristics and not necessarily among utilities that are

merely adjacent to one another (Gerber 11488-89(25 & 1-5)). See

Coordination, Competition and Regulation, at 20, 23 (recognition

that "[c]omparisons between adjacent utilities may be super-

ficial" and thus the "need to limit such comparisons to similar

companies"). In this regard, the suggestion that yardstick

comparisons of rate structures, for example, could perhaps be

made between a small municipal system " competing" in the area

of a large investor-owned utility (see Wein 6902(18-22))
i
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misconceives the concept. This is because the costs experienced

by municipal and investor-owned systems are so disparate as to

defy meaningful comparison. In most cases, the municipal system

t
is unable to produce electricity as efficiently as the investor-

owned utility (Gerber 11484(8-9)). While one would normally

anticipate higher municipal rates as a consequence, it is more
of ten the case that the municipality is able, notwithstanding

its inefficiencies, to undersell the private utility at retail

due solely to its tax and financing subsidies (Gerber 11484

(10-13); A-190(Pace) 17-18(19-26 & 1-2)). But, since these

subsidies are unavailable to the investor-owned systems, the

lower retail rate structure of the municipal systems can

offer no meaningful yardstick against which either the private
utility itself or' a ragulatory body could rationally set lower

rates for an investor-owned system (Gerber 11483-84(24-25 &

1-7)). And, not surprisingly, the experience in both Ohio and
103/

Pennsylvania bears this out.

Equally compelling is the conclusion that municipal

yardstick competition is not available as a measure of an

investor-owned utility's power-production performance where

103/ If one looks at the competitive situation in Cleve-
land, it is clear.that MELP does not and never has acted
as a yardstick on the performance of CEI (see D-329; D-352,
at 5-6). Since 1965, it has been MELP who has first sought
and received rate increases, not CEI (A-133 -- MELP increases
(Cont'd next page)-
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the municipal system is obtaining its supply of power

under a wholesale contract with the investor-owned utility,

or, more directly, is purchasing a share of the investor-owned

utility's generating facilities (Hughes 3676(19-24); A-190

(Pace) 18(3-21)). In such circumstances, the municipality's

power-production efficiencies are only as good or as bad as
i
| its supplier's, and thus no independent exemplary conduct

104/
exists against which a measurement can be made. It is

103/ (Cont'd)
in 1968, 1971 and 1974; CEI decrease in 1965 and increases

| in 1970 and 1974). Morcover, to the extent that MELP's
rates are presently in excess of CEI's rates (A-133), the,

| argument that the former has a restraining influence on
the latter is obviously precluded. If anything, the con-
verse is true, and it is CEI which is restraining MELP's
rates (cf. A-207, at II-18); that, however, would only be
due to direct competition between the two and not because
of yardstick competition.

With reference to the PUCO, there is no evidence
to suggest that, in fixing retail rates for Ohio Edison,
for example, that regulatory body considered on any yard-
stick basis the retail rates charged by any of the munici-
pal systems in Ohio Edison's service area (see A-163, A-164,
A-165). Nor is there anything in the record to suggest that
the PUCO followed any different approach with respect to the
retail rates of CEI and TECO. Even more strained is any
notion that the municipalities in Pennsylvania, given that
state's restrictive legislative framework described earlier,
could have had any yardstick impact on the Pa PUC with re-
spect to the retail rates charged by Duquesne Light and Penn

. Power. In fact, the rates charged at retail by the Borough of
| Aspinwall were consistently higher than those of Duquesne

(see A-120, at 33-35), and the production costs for the
Borough of Pitcairn, when it generated power, were above
Duquesne's comparable costs (McCabe 4204(8-12)).

104/ While there might be some basis to compare customer-
(Cont'd next page)
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therefore, evident that there is no real potential in the

industry for meaningful yardstick competition among municipal

'
and investor-owned electric systems. Moreover, nothing

i in the record indicates that yardstick competition is or

has been present either at the retail or the wholesale leveli

among investor-owned utilities located in Ohio, Pennsyl-

vania or the adjacent states. To the contrary, Dr. Wein, ,

specifically testified that in his opinion there was no

yardstick competition between TECO and Ohio Edison (Wein

6902-03(23-25 & 1-2)), for example, nor between TECO and

Consumers Power Company (Wein 6902(14-17)).

Third, there is competition to attract new loads,

usually large industrial customers, into a particular service

area. See Gerber 11487-88(24-25 & 1-5); S-207 (Hughes)

36-37(24-25 & 1); Coordination, Competition and Regulation, at

16. The prospect for such competition in the electric utility

industry is, as a practical matter, extremely limited. There

are very few industrial firms that would make a decision on

where to locate based upon the cost of electricity. This is

essentially because, for the great majority of such firms, the

|
|

104/ (Cont'd)
service practices and similar distribution-related activities
where a purchase of a share of generating facilities takes
place (Hughes 3676-77 (24-25 & 1)), any such comparison would

;
have only marginal relevance at best to the matters in contro- !

versy in this proceeding. !
i

|

|
.

|
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price of electric energy is but a very small part of their

total costs (Wein 6904(14-18); Gerber 11488(12-20)). Even for

those few industries which can be said to be extremely energy-

intensive, principally the electrometallurgical and elec-

trochemical industries, the competition among utilities

for these loads (such as it is) takes place over an ex-

ceedingly wide geographic area, conceivably encompassing

a number of states and even several regions (see Wein 6903

(16-21), 6904(19-21); Gerber 11488(1-5)).

Dr. Wein did suggest that, if it "ere assumed

that such an energy-intensive industry had decided to locate

in Ohio or Pennsylvania and had the alternative of choosing

between the service areas of two adjacent utilities, it might,

all other conditions being equal, select the service area of

the utility having the lower rates (Wein 6904-05(22-25 & 1)).

Even on that hypothesis, however, the selection process would

be very remote from the antitrust considerations involved in

this proceeding (Wein 6903(9-15), 6905(9-18)). The outside

possibility of attracting an energy-intensive industry into

the area would have no effect on the rate level or rate design

of the utility likely to get the new load (Wein 6903-04(22-25

& 1-3)); nor would it serve as a stimulus for an adjacent

utility to change its rates in anticipation of, or as a

response to, the industrial firm's decision (Wein 6905
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(2-15)). See also pp. 148-150, supra. Thus, even in the

very narrow area where such competition may arguably be
r

said to exist, it has no real relevance to the present
: 105/

antitrust inquiry (see Wein 6905(15-18)).

It should also be noted that, since only large

energy-intensive indaatries are at all responsive to this

limited form of competition, there are relatively few util-

ities of a sufficient size and capability to be realistic

" competitors" (Gerber 11490(5-8)). In fact, of all the

municipal systems located in the CC.CT, only MELP has suf-

ficient nameplate capacity to serve such large industrial

customers (D-587(Wein) 95(8-10)), and its actual operating !

!

capability takes it out of the running (see Mayben 7650(10-16)). i

!

Nor does it appear likely that this situation would be altered |

in any degree if these municipal systems were to build the

needed additional distribution and substation facilities and
to arrange for extra capacity through either wholesale con-

tracts or some form of participation in nuclear units. The

most likely consequence in such event would be that the municipal

system would find service to the large industrial customer
,

105/ Not to be lost sight of is the fact that there is
no evidence that any such energy-intensive industrial firm
has located, or contemplated locating, in the CCCT from
1965 to the present. Nor does the record indicate that
there are any such prospects for the future.
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uneconomic, since the resultant imbalance of industrial to

residential and commercial loads would tend toward low system
106/

load factors. Thus, competition in the form of attracting

new loads into one's service area is, in reality, non-existent

among the municipal and investor-owned entities in the CCCT.

Fourth, there may be direct competition in the

fringe area or on the borderline between adjacest util-

ities (Gerber 11490(8-12); S-207(Hughes) 36(23-24); Hughes

3722-23(18-22 & 1-21)). See Coordination, Competition

and Regulation, at 14. What is characteristic about fringe-

area competition in the electric utility industry, and dis-

tinguishes it from other forms of direct competition in other

industries, is that it is essentially "one-time competition,"

| to determine which utility is going to serve forever a new
i

( 106/ Moreover, if the large energy-intensive utility
| located outside the corporate limits -- which seems rea-
! sonable given the characteristics of the customer -- the
! Ohio Constitution would preclude a municipal from serving
! that customer (assuming it had surplus energy) if it involved

a sale of energy in excess of 50% of the energy sold by the

| municipality within the corporate limits. It is not unreal-
| istic to assume that this 50% limit would in most cases act as
I a bar to the municipality providing such service given the

size relationship of the energy-intensive industries and the
municipal utilities in the CCCT.

It hardly needs restatement, of course, that if '? e

large energy-intensive industrial customer decided to locate
| outside the corporate limits of a Pennsylvania municipality,
| state statutes eliminate all prospect of competition in any

| f orm ( see pp.139-42, supra) .
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customer locating in the area (Gerber 11491(2-4); Coordina-
107/

tion, Competition and Regulation, at 15). This neces-
1

sarily places an upper limit on the amount of competition
i

likely to occur, since it can be anticipated that eventually
all possible customer-locations within a particular border

area will be completed, and each customer will be taking

electric service from one utility or another (Hughes 3746

(1-5)). Thus there simply is not in the fringe area an

ongoing competitive situation similar to that presented by
adjacent supermarkets or hardware stores, for example,

where the customer decides with each purchase where to

take his business. Very clear policy objectives in the

electric utility industry prevent a similar bouncing of

customers back and forth between utilities (Gerber 11157
(22-24), 11586(1-7); Hughes 3875(11-14)).

I

Given the basic nature of fringe area compe-

tition, there is reason to believe that, if overzealously
promoted, it can lead to discrimination and waste. Con-

sider, for example, the case of a customer that locates

100 yards from the primary distrib,ution facilities of

107/ The direct competition in and around the City of
Cleveland between MELP and CEI has not been of a "one-
time" nature, however (Tr. 2694(1-9), 5538(5-10)- Hughes
3722(20-22), 3723(1-4, 11-18)). This unusual situationis discussed below at pp. 166-68, infra.
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Company A and 900 yards from the similar facilities

of Company B. Plainly, it would be most economic for'

Company A to extend its primary facilities the 100-yard

distance to serve the customer. Assume, however, that

the average cost to Company B to serve the class into

which this new customer would be placed is lower than

Company A's average cost to serve the same class. Thus,,

,

Company B offers a lower rate and the customer elects to

take service _from Company B. This may occur even though
.

the total incremental cost for Company B to serve this

particular customer is greater than the incremental costs

Company A would incur.

The impact of such competition would be to in-

crease the total cost to serve incurred by both Company A

and Company B over what it would have been if Company A

had provided the service. This is because Company B must

necessarily build a more expensive facility to reach this

customer than would have been required of Company A.

Moreover, it is not necessary for Company B to recover

the entire cost of that facility in its charges to the

new customer alone. Rather, the cost will be allocated

to the entire group of similarly-classified customers

and recovered as each such customer's shared contribu-

tion to the average cost to serve the entire class. It"

;

k
>

_ _ _ _ _ , _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ . . -. _ _ _ _
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therefore follows that many of Company B's customers will

be underwriting the fringe area competition in the form
,

of higher average rates. In addition, since Company A

lcould have served the customer more cheaply than Company '

,

B, but has lost the potential revenue opportunity from

such service, the rates it charges to its customers in-

' evitably will be higher than they otherwise would have

been.

This economic consequence of competition in

fringe areas perhaps helps to explain why there has been

only limited rivalry for border customers among adjacent

utilities in the CCCT -- with the obvious exception of

Cleveland where the results have been economically harmful.

As a preliminary matter, it should be noted that the CCCT

does not, in strict geographic terms, offer much opportunity

for fringe area competition. Exhibit S-85 indicates the

relative location of the various municipal electric systems

in the referenced territory (Guy 3048(2-4)). The exhibit

does not purport to reflect the relative geographic size

of the area served by each of those systems, however

(Guy 3048(5-11)). Indeed, had that been the objective,

we are told that the geographic areas receiving municipal

service would have been barely visible on S-85, if they

had shown up at all (Guy 3077(14-20)). Accordingly, we

!
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|

know that the geographic potential for fringe area compe-

tition in the CCCT is exceedingly small.

Within and around these minute geographic areas,

] moreover, the opportunities for competition have been few,

if any. Take, for example, the fringe areas between mu-

! nicipal self-generstors in the CCCT and Applicants -- very
1
' little rivalry,for retail sales has occurred anywhere ex-

cept Cleveland (D-587(Wein) 118(13-15)). In fact, the City

of Fevton Falls has adopted a unilateral policy not to

compete with Ohio Edison for any customers (Craig 2910-11

j (18-25 & 1-20)). Even apart from that policy, however,

there has been no real occasion for such competition in

this border area. This is due to the fact that, certain-

ly since Craig's association with Newton Falls (1973),

i no new development has taken place within the surrounding

area uhich is capable of being served on an economic basis

by both systems (Craig 2911(2-8)). Instead, the develop-

ment outside the city has all been sufficiently distant

from the Newton Falls primary facilities that it made

sound economic sense for Ohio Edison to pick up the ser-
4

vice from its closer disribution lines (Craig 2911(8-
108/

14)).

108/ rhe record gives no indication that the history
of IrInge area competition surrounding the cities of
Painesville and Orrville is any different from the New-
(cont'd on next page)

. - .- . - - . - - _ _ _ - -_ . . _ _ _
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The situation with respect to retail competi-

tion in the areas on the tringes of the distribution-

I only municipal systems in the CCCT is not dissimilar.

For example, the City of Bowling Green, the largest
.

wholesale customer of TECO, has not been presented withi

a single opportunity since 1967 to provide service to a

new customer locating just outside the corporate limits -
.

,

(Hillwig 2422(21-25). Even if such an opportunity had

arisen, it is doubtful that Bowling Green .would have

sought to serve the customer, since the city had no

policy to expand its customer base outside the corporate

limits (Hillwig 24'3(18-23)). In point of f act, since

most of Bowling Green's customers outside the city are

located to the south near Fortage, Ohio (Hillwig 2454

(11-20); A-129), where TECO does not 3erve (Hillwig 2454

(4-6)), the likelihood of any measurable fringe area

competition between the two systems is extremely re-
109/ .

mote. Nor is the Bowling Green experience unique.

108/ (Cont *c)
con Falls experience. In fact, the City of Painesville
offered at one time to sell all its fringe-area customers
in Perry Township to CEI to help finance an interconnec-
tion. (S-145: A-195(Milburn) 31-32(23-25 & 1-4)). This
proposal was subsequently abandoned (A-195(Milburn)
32(21-25)).

109/ The testimony given by Mr. Hillwig relating to
the competitive opportunities open to the City of Bowling
(cont'd on next page)
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With respect to all the distribution-only municipal
systers in the TECO area, opportunities for fringe area
competition have rarely, if ever, arisen (Moran 9590

(7-15)), and this record offers no basis for anticipat-
ing any different trend in the future. Moreover, while

there appears to have been a bit more new-customer ac-

tivity outside the city limits of several distribution-

only systems in Ohio Edison's service area, the evidence

demonstrates clearly that this fringe competition almost

always involved isolated instances of a single or small
group of residential customers moving into the area.;

Given the "one-time" nature of the contest to serve these
customers, and the sound economics of providing such ser-

,

vice from the closest and least expensive facilities, it
would be a mistake to ascribe any real antitrust signifi-
cance to these 4.nfrequent situations.

This conclusion has equal force if the focus

turns to the " competitive" situation in Pennsylvania.
We have already pointed out the legislative restraints

*

that eliminate any pos !bility for fringe area competi-
tion in that state (see Fleger 8619(13-19), 8620(-11-13)).

|.

109/ Cont'd
Green is fully confirmed by the testimony of Mr. Moran
(Moran 9908(3-9), 9909(4-5,).

:
!

l

,_ - . _ . - - _ _ _ _ - _-
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Thus, there never has been, and never can be, border compe-

tition between Duquesne and Pitcairn, for example (Fleger

i 8653(7-19)). Indeed, it is difficult to imagine that the

conduct of any Pennsylvania utility could ever be consider-,

ed to have a competitive impact on its neighboring systems.

Given the state statutory framework, a municipal utility
,

could have the most imaginative and efficient system in all
,

of Pennsylvania, enabling it to produce the lowest cost power,

and it still would be able neither to serve outside its

corporate limits nor to influence in any respect the activi-

ties of its adjacent investor-owned system. All of the

traditional concepts of competition are thus meaningless in

this setting.

There remains for discussion one final area for

potential fringe competition. This concerns the borders

around adjacent investor-owned utilities in Ohio. DOJ

perhaps summarized these situations best when it stated

that, "[a]lthough competition between private utilities in
|

Ohio for new retail customers * * * is legally permitted

at the fringes of their service areas, the amount of such
110/

competition is det minimis." Indeed, with respect to

TECO and the surrounding private utilities, there has

110/ See Prehearing Srief of the Department of Justice,
dated November 26, 1975, at 33 & n.18.

__._ _ _ _ _ _ . - .
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never been, except for some ongoing rivalry with Ohio

Power for retail customers in the vicinity of Fremont,

Ohio (Moran 9910(19-25)), any real occasion for fringe

competition, since the border areas are either marshland

or sparsely populated rural areas (Moran 9910-12, 9914)).

And, as to the other Applicants, it is clear that the

sound economics of deferring to the utility whose primary

facilities were closest to the new customer discouraged

engaging in active competition on the borders of their
111/

service area (D-558(P.udolph) 53(16-21).

As we have already indicated, the unusual (see

Mozer 3542(12-15) situation in Cleveland provides the sin-

gle exception to the. foregoing analysis. There, MELP and

111/ Tne discussion in this section assumes that there
are no restraints on competition other than those resulting
from the economic and legal barriers discussed above. Part V
will, of course, treat the allegations to the contrary.
However, we would point out in passing that, to the extent
it is argued that the lack of fringe area competition at
the retail level can be attributed to territorial allocation
agreements between several of the investor-owned ucilities
( see D-513 through D-533 ) , there is no indication in the

~

record that any new retail customers have even moved into the
affected fringe areas since 1965. Moreover, it is clear that
such agreements, if they did indeed exist at one time, have
not been in effect for the past three years (D-617; (White
9536(1-6)). The lack of any real opportunity for fringe
competition among these investor-owned utilities during this
latter period, after the agreements were no longer in operation
( See pp. 534-3 inf ra) , tends to confirm that the competitive
situation on ,tne corders was the result of factors relating to
customer locations and the economics of providing fringe
service, rather than the product of territorial agreements.

_
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CEI are engaged in direct head-to-head competition (Hughes

3723(2-4); Mozer 3542(12-15); A-45, p. 2). As a result,
;

the retail market for electric service in Cleveland is
,

',
both price and reliability sensitive (Tr. 5567(6-11);

112/
10254(13-15); 10255(4-11)). And, in this climate,

both :iELP and CEI have practiced a broad range of com-
,

petitive activities (Tr. 5538(5-10)), which has led to the
!

switching of customers back and forth between the two !

113/ |

compe titor s ( see A-13 2, pp. 2-11) . In spite of this j
|

active competition, however, there is no indication in

this record that the inhabitants of Cleveland receive any

better or less expensive electric service than communities

where no such competition exists. The simple fact is that,

contrary to what one would normally expect in an unregulated

112/ The record does not conclusively establish how
significant the market's sensitivity to price and reli-
ability has been to the competition between MELP and CEI;
nor does it reflect clearly which, if either, of the two
factors has played the more important role (Tr. 5567(6-11); ,

10254(13-15); 10255(4-11)). It is not unlikely that the I

answers to these questions have varied over time.

113/ In furtherance of this competitive process, both
CEI (Tr. 3538(13-18)) and MELP (Hinchee 2697(5-11)) have
had a continuing goal to attract the retail cust,mers I

served by the other system as well as newly-located cus-
tcmers. Moreover, as a measure of performance, the two
utilities have established from time-to-time various stan-
dards, trend analyses and internal objectives of a similar
nature (compare Tr. 3538(13-18) and Hinchee 2787(2-5)).

- -
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market, such competition among electric utilities does not

lead to any greater efficiencies. The Cleveland situation

is dramatic proof of that hypothesis.

Fifth, there is the category we have referred

to as franchise competition, or the potential competition

that exists because a municipality may decide to go into

-

the electric utility business by displacing the retail

distributor presently providing electric service within

the corporate limits (Gerber 11483(19-23), 1 489(20-24);

D-587(Wein) 124-28). See Coordination, Comoetition and

and Regulation, at 17 n.34. Another dimension of such

competition, at least in Ohio, may be where a municipaU.y

already in the electric utility business annexes outlying

areas and chooses to displace the existing retail supplier

(D-587(Wein) 117(21-24)). To fold this latter situation into

the concept of franchise competition is, howevere(somewhat

tenuous, since the decision of a municipality to annex addi-

tional territory is usually not made on the basis of a

potential for increased electric sales. It would be paranoid

to suggest that a municipality would continue to annex wider

and wider geographic areas colely to accomplish such a purpose

(D-587(Wein) 121(17-21)).
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Even so, the ability to exercise the power of.

the franchise does have far-reaching implications. Because

j a municipality can always displace the existing retail

distributor by simply condemning its facilities, it is
,.

impossible for that distributor ever to possess any degree

of monopoly power within the corporate limits (cf. Tr.

11795-96(10-26 & 1-16)). When it is also realized that

municipal entities in Ohio have full authority to regulate

the prices charged by private utilities for their intra-city

electric service (see pp.143-44, supra) , there is simply no

way to conclude that the investor-owned etail distributor has

the ability to set prices or exclude competition in this

setting. If anything, it is the municipality which can be

said to have monopoly power, since by exercise of its fran-

chise authority it can absolutely and totally exclude a

competitor. Nor can there be any question on this record as

to the ability of the Ohio municipalities to exercise such

power (see A-141; A-203; A-204).

The observation must be made, however, that the

actual exercise of franchise '1ower will not lead to greater

competition within the industry. The end result is ob-

viously to replace a regulated private utility having

- _ - - _ _ __ _ _ , _ _ - -
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natural market power with an unregulated municipal monop-

oly. Moreover, such displacement is not associated in any

way with greater efficiencies, either actually or potentially

attributable to the surviving entity, as would be the case

in a freely competitive market. Indeed, given the track

record of the Ohio municipals, the likely result of condem-

nation would be to expa.<d serious inefficiencies (cf. A-189
114/

--

(Gerber) 21-23; Gerber 11616-18). It, therefore, may well

he contrary to the public interest to encourage the exercise

of franchise competition. Furthermore, even if the displac-

ing municipal system were more efficient than the displaced

distributor, there remains no competitive check to insure

that such efficiences will continue into the future. For,

just as in the case of fringe area competition, once the

condemnatien power has been exercised it removes any real

prospect of future competition for the franchise.

2. Competition at the wholesale level. It

has been suggested that there may be a greater potential

.

114/ This is clearly the case with respect to the City
of CIeveland (see A-136, A-207, A-208, A-209, A-210, S-45)
which has recently expressed a clear intention to exercise
its franchise power (A-141, A-203, A-204).

.

_
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'
for wholesale competition in the industry than retail

competition (S-207(Hughes) 35(22-25); Coordination, Com-

petition and Regulation, at 17-20, due to the more complex

organizational and competitive implications of power supplyi

at- the wholesale level, suggestive of a larger variety of.

115/
possible transactions (S-207(Hughes) 34(5-7), 35(13-16)).(

In reality, however, tnere are for the most part just as
,

few opportunities for competition at the wholesale level

in the CCCT as at the retail level (Gerber 11585(1-2),i

11654(1-4)). More particularly, unless one of the non-

Applicant entities is or plans to go into the generating

business for itself -- either through the installation

of its own facilities or through the purchase of a block

of capacity and/or energy from a non-Applicant supplier --
|

it can provide no competition whatsoever to Applicants |

for wholesale markets. (Gerber 11654(7-11, 21-24)). This

becomes apparent upon an examination of the different

possible wholesale purchase arrangements available to the

1

115/ Dr. Hughes acknowledged, however, that even at the
btik power level, this was not "a part of the economy in
which one should have wide open competition" (Hughes 3770
(21-23)).

l

|
t

-- .
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non-Applicant municipal entities in the CCCT and the poten-

tial for competition thereunder.

First, there is the full requirements wholesale
;

contract, which thirty-seven CCCT entities have entered
;

into with one or another of the Applicants (see n.80,

supra). Initially, it should be observed that, since by

definition these entities are purchasing only that amount

j of energy required to satisfy their total system needs --

i.e., the full peak-demand requirements of the entity at

any point in time -- they have no surplus capacity to

sell at the wholesale level (Gerber 11655(1-8); Guy 3037

(1-4)). Thus, there is this very practical barrier to

wholesale competition from these entities. Moreover, at

least in Ohio, the state constitution precludes the resale

of any purchased power not representing the " surplus product-

(see n.89, supra, and accompanying text) .

Even assuming, however, that one of these thirty-

seven entities for some reason purchased wholesale power

under its full requirement contract in excess of its system

needs, there still would be no basis.for competi ion at

*the wholesale level by virtue of a resale of that excess

energy. This is obvious since the full requirements customer

received the excess energy which it intends to resell at a

cost which its wholesale supplier can make available directly

.
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to any new potential wholesale buyer (Gerber 11655(16-21)).

Thus', the municipal entity cannot perform any economic

| function by "re-wholesaling" the purchased power. It

i is, of course, the Applicant, as the initial wholesale sup-

plier, which is responsible for the generation and transmis-*

sion functions associated with providing a sufficient quan-

tity of reliable wholesale energy. The sole function per-,

formed by the full requirements customer in connection ,1th a

.

"re-wholesaling" of that energy is merely changing the name

of the billing party on the invoice that the Applicant would

otherwise have sent to this "new" customer. That ministerial

task introduces no new efficiency into the wholesale market,

and thus aoes not further any legitimate competitive purpose.

Plainly, the insertion in the wholesale process of such a

" middleman" provides no stimulus for greater efficiencies by |

the original wholesale supplier.

i The crucial difference between this situation |

|
and that of a full requirements wholesale customer reselling

|

the power at retail -- and at least arguably " competing" ;

1

at that level with his wholesale supplier (but see pp. )

151-70, supra) -- is that at the retail level, the wholesale

atomer may be performing a meaningful economic purpose

as a participant in the distribution function, and thereby

providing a stimulus for greater distribution efficiencies.

._ - - - -
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4

But no such comparable circumstances are present where

a full-requirements wholesale customer seeks to "re-
116/

wholesale" its purchased power,

Second, there is the partial requirements wholesale

contract, which is applicable to three CCCT entities --

although only one of the three is presently generating any

116/ There is, of course, one situation in the CCCT where
a full-requirements wholesale customer does rewholesale
energy to another entity (Gerber 11669(2-6)). The City of
Bowling Green sells at wholesale to the Village of Tontogany
(Hillwig 2426(9-13, 19-21)). The load of Tontogany is
extremely small, only 2-3 percent of Bowling Green's load
of approximately 25 mw (Hillwig 2397(2-6)), or between 500
and 750 kw (Hillwig 2426(14-18)). The effect of the trans-
action is to give the retail customers of Tontogany the
advantage of coniunctive billing with Bowling Green's load.
In practice Bowling Green's sale to Tontogony is really
no different than if one residential customer disconnected
his watt-hour meter and attached his load to the watt-hour
meter of his neighbor.

While Applicants do not question the lawfulness
of the transaction, there is no evidence in the record to
indicate on what basis TECO tolerates such activity, which
one might label as fraadulent if done by two residential
customers. Nor is there any evidence of record to indicate
what price Bowling Green charges for the power it sells
Tontogony. Thus, from the extremely small example of
Tontogony it is not possible to conclude that such re-
wholesaling would be economically fer.sible if done on a
large scale, or,if economically feasible, that the rates
charged for such re-wholesaling would differ in any mannert

from the present wholesale ratos of TECO. Since the cost
to serve is not altered by means of re-wholesaling the
energy one would not expect any change in rates. These
conclusions are buttressed by the fact that at one time
the wholesale customers of TECO did attempt to negotiate
a combined rate for the total wholesale consumption, but
legitimate physical protlems prevented establishment of
such a rate (Hillwig 23f.8-89(19-25 & 1-22)).
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energy itself (see n.79, supra). The fact that these enti-

ties have entered into such an arrangement with a wholesale

supplier is indicative of one of two situations: either they
'

find a wholesale purchase of part of their load to be less
'

expensive than fulfilling that need by self-generation, or

their generating capacity is insufficient to meet their total

demand requirements and they find wholesale purchase to be-

less expensive than installing additional generating capacity

(Gerber 11655(9-15)). In either event, if a partial require-

ments customer elected to "re-wholesale" energy in excess of

its system needs, the analysis set forth above with reference

tc full requirements customers would be fully applicable.

Third, there is the possibility of a unit power

' purchase of nuclear capacity, pursuant to Applicants' Proposed |

License Conditions (A-44). Conceivably, a CCCT entity could

make such a unit power purchase which would include a quantity

of nuclear capacity in excess of its power needs, and then

attempt to "re-wholesale" the associated excess energy (Gerber
I 11657(22-24)). At the outset, we would question whether the

unit power purchaser could generate much incerest among other

non-Applicant CCCT entities in such a transaction. This is

because it would make better economic sense for such prospec-
!

tive buyers to ignore the middleman and, pursuant to A-44,

obtain the same nuclear energy directly from Applicants

at the same price (assuming absolutely no mark-up by the

!
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middleman) or at a lower price than offered by the

"re-wholesaling" entity.

More importantly, however, since the price of a

unit power transaction reflects Applicants' total planning,

building and operating costs associated with the nuclear
117/

unit in question, a purchase of excess energy on a

unit power basis would give the purchasing entity a cost

for nuclear power identical to the cost to everyone else

who takes power on such a basis from that particular unit

(Gerber 11657-58(25 & 1-4)). There would thus be no

impetus whatsoever for competition as result of an effort

by the unit power purchaser to "re-wholesale" its excess

nuclear energy. Indeed, given the uncontested fact that

the cost of energy from a nuclear plant presently under

construction exceeds the average imbedded costs of energy

on the entire system of the utility participating in that

construction (see pp. 681-84, intra), sud given further that

117/ It should be noted that, by definition, a unit
power purchase has reference to a purchase of capacity out
of a specifically-designated generating unit, as distin-
guished from a wholesale purchase of capacity from the
power supplier's system without reference to the specific
generating source (see S-205(Mozer) exh. HMM-6, p. 4).
Apparently this distinction was not fully appreciated by
Mr. Kudukis, Director of Power and Light of the City of
Cleveland, who indicated at one point that he understood
the term " unit power purchase" to mean tne purchase of a
block of power from the CEI system which would be in excess
of MELP's need (Kudukis 12742-43 (8-25 & 1)).
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wholesale rates are determined on the basis of average
.

imbedded costs ( see pp.145-47, supra) , unit power purchases

[ of excess, nuclear energy would necessarily have to be

resold at a higher rate than the nuclear power supplier'c
,

existi.o wholesale rates if the full costs of the unit

purchase are to be recouped (Gerber 11658(5-11)). Thus,

there appears to be little likelihood that a CCCT entity

could provide any meaningful wholesale competition to

Applicants by choosing to go into the business of "re-

Iwholesaling" excess nuclear energy which it had initially

acquired from Applicants by a unit power purchase.

Fourth, there is the possible purchase of an

ownership interest in one or more of the nuclear facilities,
,

again pursuant to Applicants' Proposed License Conditions )
l

(A-44; see Gerber 11659(1-4)). As in the case of a unit

power purchase, since it is Applicants who are planning,

building and operating the nuclear units, the rea] ' cost

of power from any particular plant would be the same to

all participants (Gerber 11659(5-8)). However, if a mu-

nicipality were to acquire an ownership interest, it could

apply to its share of the ownership the tax and financing

advantages it has relative to Applicants (Gerber 11659(9-11);
118/

A-190(Pace) 17(10-19)). The resultant cost of power

-118/ Applicants would point out that, to the extent
(Cont'd next page) ,
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to the municipal system from any particular . nit in which

it so par ticipated would then be below Applicants' cost of

power from the identical unit (Gerber 11659(12-16); A-190

(Pace) 17-18(20-26 & 1-2)). This could well produce a

price differential between Applicants' shcre of energy

and the municipal's share of energy sufficient to support

some form'of competition at the wholesale level (Gerber
119/

11559(16-18)).

Such competition, however, induced (as would

be the case) soley by virtue of the municipality's tax

and financing advantages and nothing else (Gerber 11659-60

118/ (Cont'd)
municipal entities in the CCCT continue to delay inexcusably
their requests to participate in the nuclear facilities
being licensed, they are losing the tax and financing advant-
ages ownceship participation would confer. For example,
Davis-Beste No. 1 is almost operational. Most, if not all,
the financing for that unit has already been completed by
Applicants. There thus is very little, if any, advantage
that a minicipal system can derive by opting f-~ ownership
participation in that unit.

119/ Even under this hypothesis, there exists a rerious
question under Ohio and Pennsylvania law whether st.ch ccm-
petition is a possibility. Adherents to the view that
municipalities are precluded from participating in these
nuclear facilities under any kind of arrangement that con-
templates a transfer of an ownership interest point to
Article VIII, Section 6 of the Ohio Constitution, to judicial
authority in the State of Ohio interpreting those provisions
as precluding ownership, and to similar constitutional and
judicial authority in Pennsylvania. See D-325 for a uiscus-
sion of the relevant Ohio authorities, and C-149 for an
analogous discussion of Pennsylvania law; but see D-261.

_
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120/
(19-25 & 1-3)), is entirely artificial (A-190(Pace)

20(6-11)). Obviously, the " competitive" edge given to the

municipality in such circumstances reflects no superior,

; efficiencies (A-190(Pace) 18(17-21)); Hughes 3958-59

(17-21 & 1-3), 3961-62(13-25 & 1-18), 3963-66). It thus

finds no analog in the more normal competitive situation,

where the achievement of lower prices can be associated

directly with performance factors (A-190(Pace) 19(15-16)).

Competition is desirable only when it results in lower

prices by inducing greater productive efficiency (A-190

(Pace) 19(15-16)). That certainly is not a consequence of
f

a municipality's ownership participation in the nuclear

facilities. To the contrary, the superficial c,ompetition
that results may well produce a misallocation of resources

by conferring on the more inefficient competitor a cost

advantage through government subsidy (cf. Gerber 11567-68

(22-25 & 1)).

Fifth, there is the alternative of purchasing

capacity and energy from a power source located outside

.

120/ Aside from financing costs, the cost of the power
at the generating facility is determined by Applicants since
they build the facility, and the cost of the power as
delivered is determined by Applicants since they build
the transmission facilities over which the power will
be delivered to the municipal system (Gerber 11659-60
(19-25 & 1-3)'.

.
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the CCCT. Exactly what that source might be has remained

obscure throughout this proceeding, however. To be sure,

the claim has been made that the non-Applicant CCCT entities

need access to Applicants' facilities -- with particular

reference to the transmission facilities -- in order to

take advantage of the many unidentified opportunities for

low cost bulk power outside the CCCT (see, e.g., S-205(Mozer)

71(2-16)). But, with the limited exception of the eviden-

tiary material relating to the cost and availability of

preference hydroelectric power (to which we will return

momentarily), there has been no evidence produced which

quantifies the amount or cost of power available from out-

side sources.

Plainly, such a bald assertion, if it is to be

given any credence whatsoever, should, at the very least,

be supported by a careful engineering / economic analysis of
"

precisely what outside power is in fact available; what would

be the terms and conditions for receiving such power, in-

cluding an informed estimate of the reasonable transmission

charges involved; and how the delivered cost of such power

would compare to the cost of power being offered by Applicants.

Without such an input, it is impossible for this Licensing

Board to do anything but speculate as to what power may be

i lurking on the horizon of the CCCT. Similarly, since no
|

|

|

|
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such information was forthcoming, this Licensing Board is
'

in no position to make a finding that the non-Applicant-

,

CCCT entities, if given access to Applicants' transmission
,

facilities, would either actually or potentially be able to
(

,
procure sufficient, low-cost power from outside sources to

compete at the wholesale level. If that is indeed the thrust
!

of the claim being pressed by our adversaries -- and we-

suspect it is -- they have categorically failed to satisfy

their burden of going forward, let alone their ultimate

burden of proof on the issue.

As a matter of fact, there are strong indications

in the record that whatever potential power resources may

exist outside the CCCT, they are not sufficiently available

to generate any form of realistic wholesale competition among

the non-Applicant and Applicant CCCT entities. In this regard,

we would point initially to the obvious reservation that an

outside entity can be expected to have at the present time

to picking up a non-Applicant electric system as a new cus-

tomer. With incremental costs currently above average

costs, every time a utility adds a customer (or adds load),

the average cost to serve all customers tends to increase,,

and the faster load is added the more rapidly average costs

rise (Gerber 11487(1-6)). This understandably dampens

the enthusiasm of utilities to seek new loads (Gerber 11487

__
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(7-8)), especially in an era of generally rising costs

(such as now), when utilities are particularly careful to

impose their own cost controls so as to avoid being forced

to seek substantial rate increases from regulatory authorities

(Gerber 11485-86(16-25 & 1-2)). The stark reality is that

there thus is a very real disincentive at the present time

among outside power sources to jeopardize their cost control

policies by commencing wholesale service to new customers
121/

such as the non-Applicant CCCT entities.

There is a second observation worth making in this
connection. Since rates are based on average costs, the fact

that a supplier outside the CCCT offers a lower rate is no

indication that its incremental cost to serve the customer in
question is lower than the incremental cost incurred by the
customer's present supplier. Thus, a customer shifting

suppliers may in fact cause an inefficient use of resources

by having the high-cost supplier provide the service. If

.

| 121/ Any addition of new load will make cost control more
, difficult. Customer dissatisfaction is likely to follow in
| such circumstances, and depending on the time and circumstances,
'

could potentially lead to harmful consequences, such as dimin-
ished sales and lost profit opportunities; there is even the
chance that the resultant cost increase could contribute
significantly to public and political pressures sufficient
to cause a loss of franchise authority (Gerber 11485-86(16-25
& 1-2)).
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I
I

that is the case, at some point in time the increased costs

incurred from picking up the new load may cause the average

costs of the new supplier to rise above the average costs of
b

the former supplier, at which point the customer may again

desire to switch suppliers, causing another repetition of

the disruptive effects that accompanied the customer's initial

switch. The impact of switching whole, sale suppliers, there-

fora, is likely to be discriminatory in nature, causing

the existing customers of both the present supplier and

the new supplier to bear unnecessary and excessive costs.

Mr. Gerber expressed the point extremely well when he

testified (Gerber 11603-04(24-26 & 1-9)): i

(I]n the situation where incremental
costs are above average costs, the
shift of the customer burdens the
new suppliers' customers with the
rise in average costs and until the
long term when these costs can be
worked out, the fixed costs of the
former supplier are distributedi

among fewer customers and, therefore,
their average cost goes up and the
one customer who shifts back and
forth is taking advantage of his
opportunity to burden other cus-
tomers with his costs.

If everybody did it, nobody would.

benefit. It can be done only when
one customer shifts back and forth

'

or a few customers shift back and forth.

The implications of this analysis have long been

understood in the electric utility industry. Utilities hold

|
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themselves out to serve and do serve in a specific area within
which they can provide the most economic level of electric

service. In areas where they do not provide service or where

another utility presently provides service, they do not

'
attempt to construct substantial additional facilities

that would duplicate those of the existing supplier (see
D-512, item 4(a), DOJ page 18000071). Dr. Hughes testi-

fled unequivocally that he would not advocate having the

lowest cost bulk power supplier in Ohio provide the needs

of all wholesale customers (Hughes 3768(16-20)). He then

went on to note:

I don't think I would advocate that
any supplier provide all of the
wholesale service. And I don't
think I would go so far in terms
of the ground rules of obligations
of utilities to deal to require them
to deal on a very, very far afield
basis from the areas within let's
say, within which they operate.
(Hughes 3768-69(22-25 & 1-2); see

~

also Hughes 3788-89(20-25 & 1-7)
| (definition of applicable area in

proposed license conditions).]

| The negotiations between tite City of Orrville and

Ohio Power Company provide dramatic illustration of these

concerns. While Orrville was able to negotiate an inter-

connection agreement between itself and Ohio Power, it was

| unable to negotiate a schedule for firm service to be pro-

vided over that interconnection (Lewis 114 27-30 ; A-18 8, 17( j ) ,

_
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|
|

|122/
p. 5). Unfortunately, Applicants' attempt to determine

why Orrville was unsuccessful in this effort was thwarted

by an objection from the NRC Staff (Tr. 11435-37). In any

event, given Ohio Power's unwillingness to enter into a firm,

power transaction with a municipal system relatively close-by,

there is no basis in the record for assuming that the company

would be any more interested in selling fit.' power to any of
i

the other non-Applicant CCCT entities, most of which are

located even further outside the area normally served by
Ohio Power. See also Coordination, Competition and Regulation

at 19 (Ohio Power position on offering wholesale power to

a municipal system outside its service area). Nor is there

an indication in the record that any other investor-owned,

supplier in or outside of the State of Ohio would be so

inclined (see also S-25; S-26; S-27; S-28 (unwillingness of
West Penn Power Company to supply Pitcain)).

This still leaves, of course, those few low cost

power sources that were specifically identified during the (
hearing as willing to provide power to the non-Applicant

CCCT entities,*most notably the Power Authority of the State

of New York ("PASNY") (see, e.g. Lyren 1892(11-12), 2273

122/ Nor was Orrville able to negotiate an economy energy
schedule with Ohio Power (Lewis 11438(1-9); A-188, 17(j), p. 5).

. - - ._ _ - - . - .. . . . .
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(1-14); Hillwig 2434(1-2); Hinchee 2672-73(21-25 & 1-10);

Hart 4691(8-11), 12794-12799). It should be understood at

the outset that PASNY power is the only source of federally

subsidized power available in Ohio and Pennsylvania.

Neither the Southeastern Power Administration ("SEPA")
123/

nor the Tennessee Valley Authority ("TVA") market power

in these two states (FPC, National Power Survey 21-23 & fig.
,

12 (1964)); nor are Applicants aware of any other potential

source of federal power.

With respect to PASNY power, under the terms of

; the Niagara Redevelopment Act, 50 per cent of the power pro-

duced by the Niagara Project hydroelectric facilities shall

be offered on a priority basis to "public bodies and nonprofit

cooperatives within economic transmission distance." 16

U.S.C. S 836(b)(1) (1970). Of that S0 per cent, 20 per cent --

123/ In 1959, Congress approved legislation as part of
TVA's bonding authorization which restricted the territory
in which TVA could serve wholesale and other bulk power
customers. See 16 U.S.C. S831n-4(a) (1970) ( " [ TVA] shall
make r.o contracts for the sale or delivery of power which,

would have the effect of making (TVA] or its distributors,
directly or indirectly, a source of power supply outside
the area for which (TVA] or its distributors were the pri-
mary source of power supply on July 1, 1957 ***"). This
clear recognition by Congress that competition among bulk
power suppliers may not be desirable received judicial
support when the Supreme Court stressed that "one of the
primary purposes of the area limitations in *** the Act
was to protect private utilities from TVA competition."

| Hardin v Kentucky Utilities Co., 390 U.S. 1, 6 (1968).
L
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.

or 10 per cent of the entire Project power -- shall be made

available to preference customers in " neighboring States,"

(16 U.S.C. S 836(b)(2) (1970); C-164 at 4). The nominal
124/

firm capacity of the Project is 1800 mw (C-164 at 27 & n.1).
|

Thus, 10 per cent, or 180 mw, is available for sale to out-

of-state preference customers. Of this 180 mw, prior to

1973 50 mw was allocated to the State of Vermont Public j
i

Service Board ("PSB"),100 mw was allocated to Allegheny |

Electric Cooperative, Inc. (" Allegheny") and the remaining
I

30 mw had yet to be allocated to preference customers.

This last 30 megawatts has just recently been allocated

;

124/ A question has been raised before the FPC whether
the Niagara Redevelopment Act requires that non-firm capacity
be sold to out-of-state preference customers (see C-167
at 13). The claim is that " project pcwer" includes all
forms of capacity and energy, and, if so construed, the
total project capacity is approximately 2400 mw. Thus,
240 mw, rather than 180 mv, should be sold out-of-state.
The FPC has held that " project power" does include more
than firm capacity. The FPC, however, has specifically
refused to determine the '?propriate allocation of any power
in excess of the 180 mw r. ready allocated (C-167 at 15),
and in fact, has held that even if " project power" is greater
than 1800 mw, PASNY is not obligated to sell all 10 per
cent of that out-of-state, "but only that PASNY make a
reasonable portion of project power -- up to 10 percent
-- available to (out-of-state preference customers]" (id.).
At the present time the total power available from PASNY
for sale out-of-state is 180 mw. There is no way of knowing
if the 60 mw potentially available will in fact be sold
outside of New York, or if sold, whether it will be available
in Ohio.

i

- _
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to Allegheny (C-167); prior to that it was being sold to

a non-preference customer under a contract which permitted

withdrawal of the power for reallocation upon two years

notice (A-191, item 4).

By letters of January 19.and 29, 1973, AMP-O applied

to PASNY for allocation of the then remaining 30 mw (D-8;

A-191, item 6). PASNY also received competing applications.

from PSB and Allegheny (A-191, item 4; C-164 at 2; C-167

at 1). Rather than litigate its right to the 30 mw of capa-

city, AMP-0, by telegram of September 26, 1973 (A-191,

item 2) and letter of October 1, 1973 (A-191, item 1),

officially withdrew its application for the power in favor

of Allegheny's application. On October 8, 1974, AMP-O

and Allegheny agreed that should Allegheny be allocated

the 30 mw, and should AMP-O at some time in the future

perfect transmission arrangements sufficient to get the

PASNY power to AMP-0, then Allegheny would relinquish 22.784

mw to AMP-O (C-166; C-164 at 19; C-167 at 4; see also Hart
125/

4699(3-11)). It would still be necessary, of course,
i

|

l 125/ During the direct examination of Mr. Hart by DOJ,
f Mr. Hart testified that "there was bulk power available

in a small quantity to the State of Ohio" from PASNY
(Hart 4692(22-24)); that this small quantity is set forth
in the Niagara Development [ sic] Act and "[w] hen you get
(Cont'd next page)

,

|
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for PASNY to consent to this reallocation of power.

Therefore, under the most favorable circumstances,

the maximum quantity of PASNY power potencially available
126/

in the entire State of Ohio is 22.8 mw. It is incon-

ceivable that so small an amount, less than 4 per cent of

125/ (Cont'd)
to the quantity figure, it was 30 megawatts" (Hart 4693(15-
17)); and that as a result of AMP-O's arrangements with
Allegheny "for a period of ad infinitum Allegheny Co-op
would keep seven and a half megawatts. So the only amount
of power available today to the City of Cleveland from
PASNY would be at [ sic] 22 and a half megawatts" (Hart
4699(7-11)). In light of this unequivocal testimony,
Applicants are at a total loss to understand Mr. Hart's
apparently contradictory testimony given much later in
the proceeding (see Hart 12794-99). In particular, Mr.
Hart was being less than truthful on at least one occasion
when he testified first that Allegheny had locked up
7.5 mw ad infinitum (Hart 4699(7)), and later that "(i]t
is locked up, but it is very questionable for what period
of time it is locked up (Hart 12798(19-20)). There are,
of course, other places in the testimony of Mr. Hart where
Applicants believe he was being less than straightforward
with this Licensing Board (see, e.g., Hart 4875(1-8),
4921-22(19-25 & 1-13), 4954(20-24)).

126/ Some of the power will, of course, be dissipated
as ITne loss because of the comparatively large trans-
mission distance between the Niagara Project and Ohio.
In the FPC proceeding over the allocation of the power
between PSB and Allegheny the average transmission loss
was 7.75 per cent (C-167 at 9). Assuming that the average
line loss to Ohio is not substantially different than to
Vermont or Pennsylvania, approximately 1.8 mw of capacity
would be lost in transmission. Thus, a more realistic

'

figure of the total capacity available in Ohio is 21.0
mw.

.
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127/
the non-Applicant CCCT entities' maximum electrical demand,

could have any appreciable impact on the degree of wholesale
,

competition in the CCCT. Moreover, the record indicates

that the 22.8 mw of PASNY power, if ever available in Ohio,

would be allocated only to Cleveland. This is because,

under the Niagara Redevelopment Act, PASNY may deal with

but a single bargaining agent for each state (16 U.S.C.

5836(b)(2) (1970); Hart 4693(3-6)). In Ohio, that bargain-

ing agent is AMP-0 (Hinchee 2788(12-14); Hart 4695(19-23);

A-191, items 3 & 4; D-11); it alone may negotiate for PASNY

power (Hart 4695(7-9)). And AMP-O has already entered into

an agreement with Cleveland requiring delivery of the 30 mw

of PASNY power to MELP if that quantity can be obtained for

Ohio (Hinchee 2788(19-23); see also D-8; A-191, items 3-6).

Consequently, PASNY is not even remotely a potential power
1

source available to Bowling Green, Orrville, the wholesale
'

customers of Ohio Edison ("WCOE"), or any other entities
128/

in the State of Ohio. In this regard, the testimony of

127/ The direct testimony of Dr. Guy indicates that the
maximum electrical demand for non-Applicant CCCT entities
in 1973 was 598.4 mw, subtracting the demands for East

.

Palestine and Liberty Center which are improperly included!
! in Dr. Guy's calculations (S-133(Guy) 21(5-6) & exhibits

J DG 1, 2 a , 3 &. 4 a ) .
|

128/ Similarly, since Allegheny is the Pennsylvania
bargaining agent for PASNY power, and none of the Pennevivania
CCCT entities are member cooperatives of Allegheny, pas [4Y

|
(Cont'd next page)

%
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witness after witness in this proceeding that they were

all looking for access to PASNY power was assuredly one of

the more amusing and glib aspects of the hearing.

Nor does the record identify any other specific

power sources for AMP-O to tap, with the possible exception

of a questionable allusion to Orrville power (Lewis 11419

(5-8)). The vague reference by Mr. Lewis to "several things

in the mill" (Lewis 11419(9)) could not be explored by

Applicants (Tr. 11419-20), and was carefully left alone by
the other parties. Nothing of record sheds any light on

what, if anything, Mr. Lewis may have had in mind by this
sweeping generality. Certainly, it is not enough, standing

alone, to support any sort of finding by this Licensing
Board that actual power sources outside the CCCT were

readily available.

Indeed, if the PASNY and Orrville examples are

any indication, it is doubtful that the non-Applicant CCCT

entities can count on anything "in the mill." The Orrville
,

1

reference contemplated a potential sale of that cystem's '

excess power; however, a closer look at that possibility

reveals that all Orrville had was a paper " excess" computed

128/ (Cont'd)
is not a potential power source available to Pitcairn or the
five wholesale customers of Penn Power.

.
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by its consultant. Without an interconnection, the con-

sultant's study indicates that Orrville would have no

excess, but, instead, would have a deficit and need to pur-

chase power (A-183, p. 2 of study & Table 5). On the other

hand, according to the study, if Orrville constructed an

interconnection to either Ohio Edison or Ohio Power, and

i maintained absolutely no reserve capacity, it might have .

available between 30 mw to 25 mw of excess capacity on a

decreasing basis (A-183, p. 3 of study & Table 6). Thus,

merely by building an interconnection, and without installing

any additional capacity or paying for such additional

capacity and/or energy, the hypothesis is that Orrville

would be in a position to sell " excess" power.

This presents a classic example of the sort of

undesirable " leaning" and " free riding" to which Applicants

have referred throughout this proceeding (see discussion

at 301-03, infra). What the consultant proposes is that

Orrville undertake no obligation to provide reserves, relying

instead on its interconnected-partner to supply all reserves

over the interconnection. Moreover, unless Orrville calls

on those reserves, it need never pay Ohio Power or Ohio

Edison a single dime for undertaking to fulfill Orrville's

reserve obligations. And even if Orrville does take scme

power over the interconnection and as a result makes a
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payment, it is not likely that the payment will cover the

full cost of providing the power, let alone the total cost

of providing for the unused reserve capacity (see Bingham

8271-76, 8279(1-7), 8287 (12-23)). This is because the

pricing of services in an interconnection agreement is

based on an expected degree of mutuality (see.id.), and

no such mutuality can be found in this case since Orrville

is in no position to provide reciprocal services if it

is maintaining no reserves (see discussion at 260-267, infra).

Furthermore, even if one were to assume that

Orrville did have excess capacity to sell, an examination

of the contracts entered into among Ohio Power, Orrville and

AMP-O indicates that Ohio Power has not agreed to transmit

excess power from Orrville to any other AMP-O patron (see

Lewis 11408-17). The agreement between AMP-O and Ohio Power

provides that, under suitable conditions, Ohio Power will

transmit for AMP-O power from an " Interconnection Point"

to a " Delivery Point" and only in that direction (S-141a,
129/

sch. A, S 2.1, p. 34 & SS 1.01.03 & .04, pp. 4-5). The

agreement between AMP-O and Orrville provides that Orrville

will take the steps specified in Sections 1.01, 1.02 and

129/ While Mr. Lewis disputed that reading of the contract
(Lewis 11408-11), the clear language of the contract confirms
Applicants' understanding. Section 2.1 of the transmission
(Cont'd next page)

. . _ __ __ - - . .
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1.03 of the agreement between Orrville and Ohio Power (A-

186a, S 1.01, pp. 3-4). That latter agreement provides

that Orrville will at its own expense construct a trans-

mission line to the East Wooster substation of Ohio Power
-i

(A-186, S 1.01, pp. 3-4), and that "such point of inter-

connection is to be, and to be deemed to be, a Delivery Point

under Section 1.01.03 of the AMP-Ohio Power Agreement"

(A-186, S 1.02, p. 4; and see A-186a, S 3.02, pp. 6-8

(dealing solely with the establishment of Delivary Points)).

Thus, the parties, by explicitly labeling the Orrville-

Ohio Power interconnection to be a " Delivery Point" and

not an " Interconnection Point," obligated Ohio Power only

to transmit power to Orrville and not to transmit power from

129/ (Cont'd)
service schedule provides that Ohio Power will:

" * * transmit from an Interconnection
Point, established pursuant to Supple-
mental Agreement, to a Delivery Point
established pursuant to such Supplemental

*"* The InterconnectionAgreement .

Point from which any such power and
energy = * " snall be transmitted, and
the Delivery Point to which such power

* shall be transmitted, shall be= "

established by mutual agreement * * *

and the respective locations of said
Interconnection Point and said Delivery
Point shall be set forth " " ".
[ Emphasis added.]

,

|
And Section 1.01.03 defines Delivery Point as a place "toi

i which Ohio Power shall effect delivery of power and energy
to AMP-O or to a Patron of AMP-Ohio for the account of AMP-
Ohio " * "" (Emphasis added).

I

- -
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I

Orrville. Whatever excess capacity Orrville might be i

|

thought to have is therefore not available for use by any

other AMP-O patron in the State of Ohio.

A final example of low cost power sometimes men-
,

tioned during the hearing as being available to the non-
130/

Applicant CCCT entities was power from Buckeye Power, Inc.

Pursuant to the Buckeye marketing scheme, power from the

Cardinal station which a municipal system might want to

purchase would first have to be sold by Buckeye to a member |

l.
rural electric cooperative, and the cooperative would

then in turn resell that power to the municipality (see

D-177, p. 4). Buckeye has shown some interest in marketing j

off-peak, seasonal power in this manner (id.). To this

end, it has developed a seasonal rate tariff (S-3) for

sale of power to a member cooperative (see D-318, pp.

2-5), and a municipal and industrial tariff (G-3) for the

resale of that power by the cooperative to the municipal

system (see id. at 6-7). Review of those tarif fs indicates

that they do not necessarily insure the municipal system

a windfall rate.

130/ For tne purpose of this discussion, it is assumed
that sufficient transmission arrangements have been made so
that Buckeye power is available to all municipal systems in
Ohio who desire such service. The question explored is
whether, under that assumption, the existence of Buckeye
power as an alternate bulk power supply source is likely
to have a significant impact on wholesale competition.

. - _ _
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The most striking feature of tariff G-3 is its

100 percent demand ratchet. Under that rate, the monthly
.

billing demand is the greater of either 200 kw, the maximum

60-minute demand established during the month, or the

metered demand determined to have contributed to Buckeye

Power's last established peak damand. What the third alter-i

native means is that, if a municipal system takes power

! at the time of the Buckeye system peak demand (the exacc

time of which, obviously, cannot be known before it is

established in f act), then, irrespective of the accual de-

mand it has thereafter, the minimum billing of the municipal

system for each succeeding month will be at least for those

number of kilowatts taken at the time of system peak. Thus,

while the Buckeye rate is low, it has a high-risk factor

built into it, and the decision to take service under the

prescribed rate is a gamble. If a municipal system mis-

judges, it could conceivably end up paying -- albeit at a

low rate -- for a great deal of power it neither uses nor

needs.

This may explain, in part, why so few municipal

systems have in fact elected to purchase power from Buckeye.

For example, while Cleveland indicated a desire to purchase

Buckeye pcwer and asked CEI to wheel such power to Cleveland,

it subsequently elected not to take advantage of this option

- . . . _. . _ . -.
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when CEI agreed to provide the wheeling service (see

p. 454 n.257, infra). Instead the city chose to purchase firm

power from CEI (see A-271). Similarly, the City of Napoleon

chose not to disconnect from TECO and take Buckeye power after

the wheeling aspects of that transaction had been worked out

(see pp. ~86-88, infra). And, while Ohio Power has agreed to4

wheel Buckeye power for the benefit of AMP-O patrons (see

D-177, pp. 2-3), the record does not indicate that any-AMP-O

patron has seen fit to take advantage of that " opportunity.-

Given this attitude of the CCCT municipalities when actually

confronted with the gamble built into the Buckeye rate, it can

only be concluded that the attractiveness of this potential

alter, native power supply source has been equally overstated.

One certainly cannot conclude on this record that unlimited

access to Buckeye power -- and it should be remembered that

the Cardinal facility is not an unlimited resource -- would

have any appreciable impact on competition in the wholesale

market.

It should be readily apparent from the foregoing*

analysis of these five alternative forms of bulk power pur-

chase arrangements that there exist few opportunities for

wholesale competition between and among Applicants and the

non-Applicant CCCT entities. It need only be added that,

i

. - . . - - - - . _ _ _ . . . - . , _ , _ _ , - - _ _ - . . - . .. . . , . . . . -
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given the miniscule amount of self-generation by the

municipalities in question (see n.8 2, supra), this
-

avenue to possible wholesale competition is similarly un-

realistic. Nor do any of the non-Applicant CCCT entities<

have firm plans to build new or additional generating

facilities. To the contrary, Cleveland has recently taken

a step in the opposite direction by contracting to take

70 mw of firm power from CEI (A-271). Newton Falls plans

to go a step further and leave the generation business

altogether. Similarly, the WCOE considered building

500 mw of their own capacity, but their consultants recom-

mended instead a form of continued wholesale purchase

(S-44). And even Mr. Lyren testified that the City of

Wadsworth would not be interested in establishing self-

generation, but would prefer to purchase power from an-

other supplier (Lyren 2044(3-14)).
.

Throughout this proceeding, Applicants have

suggested that a viable alternative to access to the nu-
;

| clear facilities would be for the municipal entities to

construct their own small coal-fired stations, in the

1

100-200 mw range (se.e, e.c., Kampmeier 5894-21; Gerber

11541-70). On even the most conservative analysis it
i

|

can be shown that their cost of power out of such units,

, _
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given the municipal systems' tax and financing advantages,

would be comparable to Applicants' cost of power out of
,

the nuclear facilities being licensed (id.). This would

thus provide the non-Applicant CCCT utilities an indepen-

dent power resource on a cost basis that would permit mean-
|

ingful wholesale competition with Applicants -- if that |
131/.

is really desired. It would, moreover, require these
1

" wholesale competitors" to assume much the same planning, |
1

managing and operating responsibilities that Applicants

presently undertake, thereby providing the stimulus to

greater efficiencies that must exist if the competition

is to be viable (cf. A-190(Pace) 19(8-16); Gerber
|

11567-68(22-25 & 1)). Such an approach is, of course,

131/ Applicants seriously doubt that the municipal
entities are nearly as desirous of promoting wholesale com-
petition in the area as DOJ and the NRC Staff appear to be.
Rather, what the record indicates (as the ensuing discussion
will show is that these entities want only preferential access
to some of Applicants' facilities which they believe to be low
cost (see generally A-190(Pace) 17-20). In effect, the goal
is to continue receiving service from Applicants as if the
municipal were still a wholesale customer (and thereby avoid
the burdens and risks from actual entry into the generation and
transmission business) while circumventing FPC pricing standards
through artificial use of ownership and unit power pricing
principles (see Tr. 9042(1-7); compare A-190(Pace) 9-15; Pace
11718-19, 11722-33). If such is the result of this proceeding,
it will defeat the very policies that industry regulation has
for so long protected. The inevitable consequence of giving
these small entities preferential access to the fruits of
(Cont'd next page)

1
|

.
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the method usually employed by a potential entrant to a

market. Rather than running to court seeking preferential

access to the existing or planned facilities of his com-

petitor, the potential entrant goes out and builds his
own facilities and then competes on the basis of the effi-

ciencies he brought to bear by virtue of his independent

resources. No good reason has yet been given why an excep-

tion to that procedure is compelled, or even desired,

here.

*

131/ (Cont'd)
AppITc' ants ' planning , managing and operating ef ficiencies ,
thereby relieving them of the many obligations normally
required in the electric utility industry, will be to
promote the inefficiencies which are already a trademark of
most such systems (see n.56, supra). Such a misallocation of
resources would, moreover, be equally of fensive to the
policies underlying the antitrust laws, without any real
prospect of achieving to any measurable degree the additional
competition that is usually associated with Sherman Act
enforcement.

.
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V. The Matters In Controversy

The foregoing description of the proper legal and

competitive frameworks within which antitrust review must

take place in this proceeding provides the necessary back-

drop to a meaningful discussion of the matters in contro-

versy. It would, we submit, be remiss for this Licensing

Board to approach its evaluacion of the various charges

of alleged anticompetitive conduct by Applicants with the

misguided assumption -- apparently shared by DOJ, the NRC

Staff and Cleveland -- that increased competition within the

CCCT is bound to be advantageous. The few opportunities for

Applicant and non-Applicant CCCT entities to engage in

any meaningful actual or potential competition at either the

retail or the wholesale levels, as a result of natural

economic forces in the industry and firmly established

legal barriers, belies any such hypothesis. And in the

regulated setting of the electric utility industry, re-

spected judicial authority countenances against it. See
132/

FCC v RCA Communications, Inc., supra, 346 U.S. at 97;

California v FPC, supra, 296 F.2d at 353. .

|

132/ Justice Frankfurter's holding in FCC v RCA Com- I
l munications, Inc., supra, 346 U.S. at 92, makes clear !

!that:
(Cont'd next page) J

l

.. -- - - - .- _ _. -
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Accordingly, this Licensing Board would be ill-

advised under the guise of antitrust enforcement to measure

in wooden-like fashion the conduct of Applicants against some

claimed standard of competition. The economic and legal :

realities of life in the CCCT require some tempering of so

stilted an approach. This does not, of course, suggest that

the "special context" of the electric utility industry

renders antitrust considerations irrelevant (cf. Cantor v
Detroit Edison _o., supra, 96 S. Ct. at 3119). But equally

unsupportable is the sweeping proposition advanced by

Dr. Wein that the antitrust laws do not take into account

issues relating to efficiency (see Wein 6698(4-18)), but

look only to see if the challenged conduct does or does not

impact on competition (see Fein 6706(9-20).- but see pp. 151-200,

supra). By comparison, the more modcrate and well-reasoned

132/ (Cont c)
It is only in a blunt, undiscriminating
sense that we speak of competition as an

'

ultimate good. ""=

Prohibitory legislation like the
Sherman Law, defining the area within
which " competition" may have full play,
of course loses its effectiveness as
the practical limitations increase; ac
such considerations severely limit the
number of separate enterprises that can
efficiently, or conveniently, exist, the
need for careful qualification of the
scope of competition becomes manifest.
Surely it cannot be said in these situ-
ations that competition is of itself a
national policy.
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position of Dr. Hughes appears to-strike the proper balance

(Hughes 3662(13-23)):

An antitrust policy ' se an aspect
that is aimed at the competitive pro-
cess itself, and has a pro-competitive
presumption. That is that competition
is a good thing.

Antitrust policy also, as I under-
stand it, applies in cases where com-
petition may not be feasible or even
desirable in that it requires the
actors in the marketplace, where you
can't necessarily have all of the com-
petition that is feasible in some

.

markets, to get the actor in the market-
'

place to behave in such a way and conduct
his business in such a way to product
results that are more nearly in harmony
with what you would expect in competitive
markets.

.

Indeed, it is precisely this attitude which sustains

judicial pronouncements reconciling the "procompetitive presump-

tion" of antitrust enforcement with the underlying economic

characteristics of the electric utility industry. See Utility

Users League v FPC, 394 F.2d 16 (7th Cir. 1968), certiorari

denied, 393 U.S. 953 (1973); Pennsylvania Water & Power Co. V

[ FPC, supra, 193 F.2d at 234. The FPC's observation in

| Petition for Amendment of 18 C.F.R., Part 141, Docket
|

| No. R-432, 49 F.P.C. 588, 589 (1973), affirmed sub nom.
:

Alabama Power Co. v FPC, 511 F.2d 383 (D.C. Cir. 1974),

underscores the point:

In regulated industries, increased
competition may sacrifice and re-

- - . - - . _ - . -_ .-.- _ _. . - - . . _ . .--
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tard the investment required for
orderly growth and development so
as to be contrary to the public in-
terest. Competition among utilities
need not be the primary consideration
in determining how to achieve our
economic, social and environmental
objectives. The application of anti-
trust policy to public utilities
requires a balancing of the public
interest in energy supply at a rea-
sonable price so as to achieve the
most efficient allocation of our

{ limited resources against the poten-
tial anticompetitive effects of the
proposed action.

Nor should the Board be dissuaded from this

| view by our adversaries' panacean reference to the Supreme

Court's decision in United States v Philadelchia National
1

Bank, 374 U.S. 321 (1963), as reflecting acceptance of the
i

idea that increased competition in a regulated .ndustry is a
: 133/

legitimate end in itself. Conveniently overlooked in relying

on this authority is the fundamental distinction between the

banking industry and the electric utility industry, namely:

that intense competition is not only possible but does in

fact exist among banking entities. In Philadelphia National
'

Bank, the Court explicitly found that "(c]ompetition among

banks exists at every level * * * and it is keen; on

this appellee's own witnesses were emphatic" (374 U.S. at
;

368 & n.45). As we have already demonstrated (see Part IV,

133/ See, e.c., "Prehearing Brief of the Department
of Justice," dated November 26, 1975, at 24-26.

__ _ _ _
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supra), the record in this proceeding emphatically testifies

to the fact that no comparable situation exists, or-potential-

ly can exist, in the CCCT. It is in this latter context that

the Licensing Board must assay the conduct of these Applicants,

and nothing in Philadelphia National Bank lends support

for using as a benchmark any preconceived notions as to

the desirability of promoting competition in this industry
134/

for its own sake.

The fact that DOJ, the NRC Staff and Cleveland have

chosen to rely on cases such as Philadelphia National Bank

punctuates their clear misunderstanding of Applicants' basic

position. Applicants do not rely on the mere presence of

government regulation to support their conclusion that anti-

trust enforcement in the electric utility industry must pro-

ceed on other than a " pro-competitive presumption." The

existence of regulation is, as we perceive it, a hallmark

signalling that other important factors prevail in the

industry which deserve careful consideration as an integral
,

134/ Little assistance is provided by Dr. Wein's im-
precise statement that in regulated industries "compe-
tition where economically possible will be of great value.in
achieving the goals for which regulatory agencies were
established by Congress" (D-587(Wein) 20(1-3) (emphasis
added)). The theoretical import of the statement is sound;
it is however, impossible to measure the "value" until
definition is given as to exactly where competition is
(Cont'd next page)

._ ._ _ __ _ _ __
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part vf the antitrust analysis. It is these other industry

characteristics, when coupled with the extant regulation,

that caution against moving too swiftly toward a routine
135/

application of the Sherman Act. What our adversaries

apparently fail to appreciate is that in the banking industry

the basic justification for regulation is not because economic

and legal characteristics result in natural monopoly, but

because th.re is c felt need to protect the customer from
'

unsound banking practices (see 374 U.S. at 327-30). Since the
,

competitive issues are not central to banking regulation, it

is not at all surprising that the Court should measure
,

1

challenged mergers from the more traditional antitrust
,

!

perspective, l

; But such is not the case in the electric utility

industry. Accordingly, this Board's evaluation of Applicants'

questioned conduct must be, not simply in terms of its com-

petitive impact (if any), but more importantly, also in terms
,

of the prevalent economic and regulatory considerations that

134/ (Cont'd)
" economically possible" in the industry. This, Dr. Wein was
apparently unable to do, since his testimony is silent on
the point.

135/ We have already stated why in this context an
application of the per se rationale to the electric,

utility industry, with its irrebuttable presumptien
that increased competition is always desirable, is
particularly inappropriate. See pp. 59-66, supra.

.

1

-_ ,, ,, ._, - ,_ . , . _ . , , _ , . ,r, , --
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support and explain that conduct. In this connection, the

analysis should take full cognizance of judicial authority i>

that recognizes in at least two classes of cases the legiti-

macy of practices carried out under a regime of govern-

ment regulation which might otherwise be deemed suspect under'

,

the antitrust laws: 1.e., (a) private action taken in direct
136/

furtherance of a regulatory policy, and (b) private

action which has the effect of ameliorating regulatory

136/ See generally Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief
at 104-08. The Supreme Court's decision in Cantor v
Detroit Edison, supra, reconfirms the validity of the
position advanced by Applicants in their Prehearing
Legal Brief. In Cantor, the Court held that state ap-
proval of a rate-structure containing an allegedly un-
lawful tie between light bulbs and electric service does
not, under Parker v Brown, supta, immunize the practice
from antitrust scrutiny. The Court found that in Michi-
gan the distribution of electric light bulbs is unregu-
lated, that no investigation of the desirability of a
lamp exchange program or its impact on competition in
the light bulb market had ever been conducted, and as
a result concluded that the lamp exchange program did
not implement any statewide policy relating to light
bulbs. 96 S. Ct. at 3114. In such a situation
Mr. Justice Stevens' plurality opinion ruled that the
showing necessary to support an implied exemption from
the antitrust laws based on state regulation must be at
least as severe as that applied to federal regulatory
legislation. 96 S. Ct. at 3120. Judged under that
standard, the facts " inexorably" required rejection of
Detroit Edison's claim. 96 S. Ct. at 3120.,

Thus, Cantor declared no new law. The plurality
opinion merely applied previously established standards
with respect to federal regulation to a factual context
involving state regulation. Applicants' earlier analy-
sis suggesting that private action in direct furtherance
(Cont'd on next page)
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137/
policy.

These are the guiding principles that will permit

a proper and meaningful analysis of the Matters in Controversy

("M/C") set out in Prehearing Conference Order No. 2. For

convenience of treatment, we have separated the discussion

of the eleven controverted matters into the following three

categories: (1) those issues dealing with market definition
i

and Applicants' ability, either alone or with others, to,

i

hinder or exclude competition within any designated market

(Broad Issue A; M/C 1-4, 8); (2) those issues dealing with

Applicants' individual or collective conduct as suggestive

of an actual or potential exercise of market power in order,

to accomplish some exclusionary or predatory purpose (Broad

136/ Cont'd
of a regulatory policy is lawful, was explicitly ground-
ed on that previously decided case law dealing with
federal regulation. See Silver v New York Stock Ex-
change, supra; Gordon v New York Stock Exchange, Inc.,
supra; Uniteo' States v National Association of Securities
Dealers, Inc., supra. In fact, tne plurality opinion notes

*

that when an electric utility is exercising its natural
monopoly powers -- as it would be if it was acting in
furtherance of a regulatory policy -- its etnduct is to
be judged by regulatory criteria and not antitrust stan-
dards. 96 S. Ct. at 3119. In Cantor, Detroit Edison's light
bulb program was not in direct furtherance of a regulatory
policy, since the Court had already found that Michigan
had no policy on light bulbs. That, however, is cer-
tainly not the case with respect to the activities of
Applicants challenged in this proceeding.

137/ See generally Applicants' Prehearing Legal
Brief at 107-10.

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _. .
_ _
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Issue B; M/C 5-7, 9); and (3) those issues dealing with

Applicants' policies regarding access to the designated

nuclear facilities and the antitrust implications of those

policies under the nexus standard in Section 105c of the

Atomic Energy Act (M/C 10-11). Applicants' responses to

the sundry allegations aired by DOJ, the NRC Staff and

Cleveland during the course of the hearing are, quite

naturally, woven into this narrative under the category
138/

most directly pertinent to the contention made.

A. THE NRC STAFF, THE DEPARTMENT, AND
CLEVELAND HAVE THE BURDEN OF PROOF

We would note preliminarily that it is incumbent

upon the charging parties in this proceeding to demonstrate

by a preponderance of the evidence that an affirmative

response is warranted as to each of the three cate-

gories enumerated above. If, for example, it cannot be

shown that these Applicants have an ability to hinder or

exclude competition in any properly defined market, such

138/ We would observe in passing that the Licensing
Board's Matters in Controversy do not readily lend themselves
to an analysis of many of the allegations made under Section 1-

of the Sherman Act, but seem, instead, to be structured al-
most exclusively to an analysis of a Section 2 case. While
Applicants have not used this inherent limitation in Pre-
hearing Conference Order No. 2 as a reason for leaving
certain of the Section 1 allegations unanswered, it certainly
seems that many-such allegations are not properly before
this Board because they are just not embraced within the
Matters in Controversy.

1

E. -
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a negative response pretermits further inquiry by this

Board. Similarly, even assuming an " ability" can be shown,

if there is an insufficient showing of an exercise thereof
1
'

with wrongful intent, the review process comes to an end.

And, finally, notwithstanditg a proper evidentiary basis for

moving onto the third category, without adequate proof of a
meaningful nexus between the " inconsistent situation" demon-

strated and " activities under the [ nuclear] license" in ques-

tion, this Licensing Board must find in favor of Applicants.

Nor do we think there can be any real doubt that
|

| the burden of proof at each stage in the analytical process
rests with DOJ, the NRC Staff and Cleveland. We have here-

tofore discussed this matter at some length in Applicants'

Prehearing Legal Brief, and we will simply make reference

thereto for the essentials of the argument sustaining our;

| 139/
position. One additional observation is warranted,

however. The NRC Staff -- which appears to be the only
140/

party strenuously seeking to shift the burden to Applicants

j -- places reliance on a recent Appeal Board decision imposing

on Consumers Power Company the burden of proof in a proceeding

139/ See Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief, at,

| 144-49.

140/ See " Answer To Applicants' Motion For Orders Dis-
missing All Or Specific Allegations Made By NRC Staff",
dated May 17, 1976, at 4. We are not unmindful that DOJ,
in its " Memorandum in Response To Applicants' Joint Motion
To Dismiss," at p. 3, cited as governing the dismissal
(Cont'd'next page)

!

|

|

I
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to show cause why its permit to construct the Midland Units
_

should not have been suspended or otherwise modified for

noncompliance with the quality assurance regulations. See

Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant Units 1 h 2), ALAB-315,
.

NRCI-76/2, 101 (Feb. 27, 1976). It was there stated (NRCI-

76/2 at 105):

We concluded in ALAB-283 that the Atomic
Energy Act. intends the party seeking to
build or operate a nuclear reactor to
have the burden of proof in any Commis-
sion proceeding bearing on its applica-
tion to do so. On reconsideration, we
find the basis of that conclusion sound.

An examination of the Appeal Board's analytical

framework in ALAB-283 (the forerunner to ALAB-315) makes

clear that neither ruling can properly be used as control-
141/

ling precedent here. The underpinning for the ALAB-283

140/ (Cont'd)
motion the proposition enunicated in Maine Yankee Atomic
Power Co. (Maine Yankee Atomic Power Station), ALAB-161,
6 AEC 1003, 1018 (1973), that one opposing the grant of
a license "need establish only a prima facie case in
order to shift the burden of proof to the applicant."
We explain in our Prehearing Legal Brief why it is that
such a conclusion in the context of an environmental and
safety hearing has little application to the present anti-
trust hearing. We do not understand DOJ to be taking a,

| contrary view. It refrained from arguing for an applicatin
of the Maine Yankee ruling in a context other than the
one presented by the dismissal motion. Nor did DOJ contest

! on appeal the decision on burden of proof by the antitrust
board in Consumers. We therefore have no good reason to
anticipate any change of position here.

141/ See Consumers Power Co. (Midland Plant, Units 1 & 2),
ALAB-28 3, NRCI-75/7,11 (July 3 0, 1975).
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|

decision on burden of proof was that "a Commission proceeding I

|such as the one at bar, convened to determine whether a
l
iutility is constructing a nuclear power facility in com-

pliance with the Commission's safety regulations falls
I

within * * * (the] exception" (NRCI,75/7 at 17) contemplated .

;

in Section 7 of the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA").
"

'

Section 7 assigns the burden of proof to the proponent of

a rule or order "except as otherwise provided." 5 U.S.C.

S 556(d). In the Consumers show-cause proceeding, the

Appeal Board found the explicit statutory requirement that

the applicant come forward to establish "that the facility
authorized [by the construction permit] has been constructed'

* * * in conformity with the * * * regulations of the
Commission * * *" (Section 185, 42 U.S.C. S 2235), triggered
the " exception" and, therefore, placed the burden on the
applicant. There is, however, no comparable directive in

the antitrust provision of the Atomic Energy Act (Section

105c) placing upon the applicant for a license the obliga-
tion to come forward and make an affirmative showing. The

antitrust board in Consumers explicitly so held (NRCI-75/7
at 45) . Rather, the statute places the onus of demonstrating

that issuance of a license will result in antitrust con-
sequences upon DOJ and intervenors. In such circumstances,

the " exception" language in Section 7 cannot properly be,

;

;

1
-
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relied upon for purposes of allocating the burden of proof,
142/

as the Appeal Board itself seemed to recognize.

Nor can it fairly be concluded that the mere

filing of an application for a nuclear license is a basis

for imposing the burden upon an applicant under the more

general requirement of Section 7 of the APA as a " proponent

of a rule or order." The Appeal Board's reliance in ALAB-

283 and ALAB-315 on the " exception" language of the statute

is clear recognition of the hollowness of such reasoning.

Indeed, were this rationale to be given any credence,

everyone who sought regulatory approval for any action

would, upon a challenge requiring an adjudicatory hearing,

be saddled with the burden of proof -- case-law to the con-

trary notwithstanding. See, e.g., Northern California Power
i

Agency v FPC, supra, 514 F.2d at 189; Western Massachusetts

Electric Co., 39 F.P.C. 723, 738 (1968), modified on other

142/ The Appeal Board in ALAB-283 faulted the licensing
board for relying on New York Shipbuilding Corp., 1 A.E.C.
707, rev'd in part on other grounds, 1 A.E.C 842 (1961)
(AFA places burden of proof upon NRC Staff in show cause
hearing), in assigning the burden of proof to the NRC

* Staff. In reversing the licensing board decision, the
Appeal Board saw no conflict between its ruling and the
holding in New York Shipbuilding, since the latter case
"was a proceeding to revoke an AEC by-product material
license. Consequently, it did not involve the statutory
provisions applicable to construction cases that govern
our decision here. See 42 U.S.C. S 2235" (NRCI-75/7 at 18 ) .

:

|

. -_. - _ ...- .-
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grounds, 40 F.P.C. 296, affirmed sub nom. Municipal Electric

Ass'n of Massachusetts v FPC, 414 F.2d 206 (D.C. Cir. 1969).

For these reasons, as well as those set forth in

our Prehearing Legal Brief, we believe that the antitrust

licensing board in consumers correctly concluded: ,"in accor-
J dance with the usual principles of law and the Commission's

Rules of Practice, the burden of proof rests upon Justice,

Staff and Intervenors" (Consumers Power Co. , supra, NRCI-

75/7 at 45). It is Applicants' firm conviction, that those

parties have failed in this case to carry that burden. We

will now proceed to explain why.
,

lB. THE PROPOSED RELEVANT MARKETS AND
APPLICANTS' INABILITY TO HINDER OR
EXCLUDE COMPETITION THEREIN

As an essential first step in the antitrust analysis
!under this Board's Matters in Controversy, there must be a

precise definition of the market or markets which our ad-

versaries deem.to be relevant to the present inquiry. It is,

of course, incumbent on the NRC Staff, DOJ and Cleveland to

ground their allegations under Section 2 of the Sherman Act on
|

a convincing showing of the appropriate geographic and product

markets on which they propose to rely to sustain any monopoli-
zation claim. A failure to satisfy their burden in this

regard is alone a basis for dismissal of the Section 2

.. - - - -- - .
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charges. See Walker Process Ecuipment, Inc. v Food

'

Machinery & Chemical Corp., 382 U.S. 172, 177 (1965); see

also Marir.a Products v ICI America, Inc., 379 F. Supp. 261
,

(N.D. Ill. 1974).

In ascertaining whether that burden has been met

in this proceeding, we are guided by substantial judicial

authority. For antitrust purposes, relevant markets are

regularly defined in terms of identifiable products bought

and sold within a given geographic area where the litigants

can legitimately be said to be in the business of exchanging

those products. The Supreme Court has made it clear that

the criteria used in defining the relevant product and

geographic markets are " essentially similar." Brown Shoe

Co. v United States, supra, 370 U.S. at 336. In both in-

- stances, the overriding principle is that the markets

selected must " correspond to commercial realities" (id.) and

that determination necessarily " turns on discovering pattern's

of trade which are followed in the practice" (United States

v United Shoe Machinary Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp. at 303).

In this regard, the approach is not to be " formal" or

" legalistic," but rather, " pragmatic" and " factual" (Brown

Shoe Co. v United States, supra, 370 U.S. at 336.'

The products which one looks to for purposes of

formulating a market definition are those which can be said

:

|

|

!
l
I
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I

to have " reasonable interchangeability for the purposes for

which they are produced -- price, use and qualities con-
sidered" (United States v E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co.,

I

supra, 351 U.S. at 404 (emphasis added)). As the Supreme
,

Court explained in the du Pont decision (351 U.S. at 380-81):
* * * Every manufacturer is the sole

! producer of the particular commodity
it makes but its control in the above
sense of the relevant market depends
upon the availability of alternative
commodities for cuyers: i.e., whether
there is a cross-elasticity of demand

-

between cellophane and the other wrap-
pings. This interchangeability is
largely gauged by the purchase of
competing products for similar uses
considering the price, characteris-
tics and adaptability of the competing
commodities. [ Emphasis added.]

!

It is thus the behavior of consumers, i.e.,

" purchaser reaction -- the willingness or readiness to

substitute" one product for another (United States v

Chas. Pfizer & Co., supra, 246 F. Supp. at 469), which

requires careful scrutiny in assa'ying the relevant pro-
duct market. The analysis depends not so much on a

comparison of prices, or physical characteristics of

various commodities or services (id.), as on the "end
,

use" of those items said to be reasonably interchangable.
:Acme Precision Products, Inc. v American Alloys Corp., 484 '

143/ |F.2d 1237, 1244 ( 8th Cir. 1973). Yet, it is also clearly

143/ See also Bendix Corp. v Balax, Inc., 471 F.2d 149,
(Cont'd next page)

.
|
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recognized that " functional interchangeability does not re-

quire complete identity of use" (United States v Chas.
,

Pfizer & Co., supra, 246 F. Supp. at 468). As the Supreme

Court ruled in United States v Grinnell Corp., supra, 384

U.S. at 572, there is "no barrier to combining in a single

market a number ot different products or services where

that combination reflects commercial realities" (emphasis

added).

On these terms, the NRC Staf f, DCJ and Cleveland

have the burden of demonstrating that their product market

definitions reflect the pattern of substitution that ac-

tually exists among consumers of electric energy. Any

other focus is plainly misdirected. See A-190(Pace)

26(11-24). Judge Weinfeld explicitly cautioned against

a different approach in United States v Bethlehem Steel'

Corp., 168 F. Supp. 576, 592 (S.D.N.Y. 1958), pointing

out that "[a]ny definition of line of commerce which

ignores the buyers and focuses on what the sellers do,

or theoretically can do,.is not meaningful."

143/ (Cont'd)
161 n.9 (7th Cir.1972) , certiorari denied, 414 U.S. 819
(1973) (including in a single market two products one of
which sold for twice the price of the other but lasted
10 times longer); Huron Valley Publishinc Co. v Booth
Newspapers, Inc., 336 F. Supp. 659, 662 (E.D. Mich. 1972)
(holding that all advertising was in a single market).

4
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|

By the same token, in delineating the geographic

extent of relevant markets, it is equally inappropriate to

concentrate soley on the sellers' activities. See A-190
,

(Pace) 26-27(24-26 & 1-5). Instead, the recognized stan-

dard requires a " careful selection of the market area in

which the seller operates and to which the purchaser can,

practicably turn for supplies." United States v Philadel-

I phia National Bank, supra, 374 U.S. at 359; and see Tampa

Electric Co. v Nashville Coal Co., 365 U.S. 320, 327 (1961);

Standard Oil Co. v United States, supra, 337 U.S. at 293 n.5.

; This latter consideration requirec that the drawing of geo-

graphic boundaries take cognizance of the economic and legal

characteristics of the industry in question so that the market-

place is not skewed artificially simply tc fit the defendant's

business. See Brown Shoe Co. v United States, supra, 370 U.S.

at 336; United States v United Shoe Machinery Corp., supra, 110,

' F. Supp at 303.

In furtherance of this basic precept, the Supreme

Court has specifically instructed that geographic market

definitions "must take into account the unique federal and

state regulatory restraints on entry into the line of

commerce." United States v Marine Bancorporation, supra,
i

; 418 U.S. at 627. Analyses which have failed to " accord

full weight" to these " regulatory barriers" have not only

.

-, . , ,- - - - , , - .
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144/
"been uniformly unsuccessful in the district courts,"

but have received a similar fate in the Supreme Court as

i
well. Id. at 627-28; United States v Connecticut National

Bank, 418 U.S. 656, 667 (1974). In this regard, the case

last mentioned has particular relevance to this proceeding.
,

There, the Court held that a regulatory framework which
,

creates a " checkerboard of 'open' and ' closed' towns" (418
,

U.S. at 659 n.1) must be accorded full respect in defining

the relevant geographic market.<

An examination of the markets proposed by our

i adversaries here demonstrates their total disregard for
:

i the fundamental principles enunciated above. Not only have

commercial realities been ignored; more dramatically, no

effort has been made to factor into the market analysis
;
t

either consumer behavior in the electric utility' industry

or the impact of regulation on market structure. The

i

144/ See United States v Connecticut National Bank, 362,
F. Supp.'240 (D. Conn. 1973), vacated and remanded, 418 U.S.
656 (1974); United States v United Virginia Bankshares,

;

Inc., 347 F. Supp. 891 (E.D. Va. 1972); United States v
; First National Bancorporation, Inc., 329 F. Supp. 1003

(D. Colo. 1971).aff'd, 410 U.S. 577 (1973); United States
v Idaho First National Bank, 315 F. Supp. 261 (D. Idaho-

! 1970); United States v First National Bank of Maryland,
310.F. Supp. 157 (D. Md. 1970); United States v First Na-
tional Bank of Jackson, 301 F. Supp. 1161 (S.D. Miss. 1969);.

United States v Crocker-Anglo National Bank, 277 F. Supp. 133
(N.D. Cal. 1967).

;

. ,- - , , . .-. _ - . - - , -_
-
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result, not surprisingly, is the same facile proposal
offered by DOJ's expert witness, Dr. Wein, in each of the

NRC antitrust proceedings in which he has heretofore tes-

tified (Wein 6889(15-16)) -- that is, that the relevant

markets for both retail and wholesale sales of electric
.

energy can be defined simply by reference to Applicants'
respective " service areas." See D-587(Wein) 114(8-10), Wein

6888-89(25 & 1-3), 6976(7-11). The product and geographic

definitions have thus been conveniently " tailored precisely
to fit [each Applicant's] business" (United States v Grinnell,
supra, 384 U.S. at 587 (Fortes, J. dissenting). Such,

artificial line-drawing is neither legally nor factually
sound and cannot withstand scrutiny.

1. The proposed retail market. DOJ and Cleveland

contend that it is relevant to this antitrust inquiry to
consider one or more retail markets. The proposed product

definition in each case is electricity for ultimate consump-
,

,

tion. However, even if we were to accept that description
145/as identifying the appropriate product boundaries, the

145/ Neither DOJ nor Cleveland analyzed consumer behavior
in their proposed retail markets in order to demonstrate a
sufficient disinterest in alternative sources of fuel supply,
such as natural gas or oil, to eliminate the possibility of
cross-elasticity. What effect, if any, such an analysis would
have had on the product market definition cannot be deter-
mined from this record.

|

|
_ _ _ _ -~-
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relevance here os any such retail market remains obscure.

The entire import of the present review process is to

ascertain the antitrust consequences, if any, of licensing

the Davis-Besse and Perry units. These are undeniably

t
-

bulk power supply facilities. It is thus the bulk power
,

supply market, not the retail market, that is the focal

: point for the statutory inquiry concerning " activities

: under the licenses." To the extent those nuclear "activi-

ties" may be suspect (which we dispute), the bulk power

supply market obviously feels the direct impact. And,4

while there arguably may be some indirect effect at the

retail level, it is so entwined with the wholesale function

that it will necessarily be resolved upon a resolution of

the nuclear access quescion vis-a-vis the retail distributors.

There is, therefore, no legitimate purpose to be served in

this proceeding by a separate retail market definition.

If retail markets are to be viewed as at all relevant,

however, they clearly cannot be accorded the expansive geograph-

ic definition suggested by Dr. Wein. He proposes five separate

retail markets, one coincident with the retail service territory

of each of the five Applicants (Wein 6888-89(25 & 1-3)). Even

on its own terms, however, Dr. Wein's approach is unpersuasive.

He uses as a theoretical basis for arriving at his geographic

.
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market definition the concept of " prices tending to equality,"

which he explained as

* * having to do with the question*

of the influence of price in an area
and whether there would be mutual
influence so that the setting of a price
in one particular geographic area
would influence the price in another
area. [Wein 6891(6-10).]

But, Dr. Wein himself made it clear that he

failed to test his own theory against actual retail pricing

practices among electric entities in the CCCT or at its

boundaries in order to determine where "the influence of

price" would require the geographic lines to be drawn. Thus,

when asked whether he had examined the retail rates of those

investor-owned utilities adjacent to the CAFC0 companies to

ascertain whether there existed sufficient " price influence",

.

to place them in the same retail market, his response was:

"No, I didn't make that investigation, I didn't consider it

relevant" (Wein 6893(21-22)). Similarly, he made no inquiry

as to whether the retail rates charged by Applicants did in

fact have any influence on the rates a municipal system

charged its retail customers (Wein 6939-40(19-25 & 1-11),

6941(22-24), 6959-60(20-25 & 1-3)). Instead, he was content

to assume such an influence existed in Ohio and Pennsylvania

" based on my experience in Michigan, based on ralxing to pecple

in California municipal systems, based on talking to people
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down at the Public Utility Commission in Ohio and also people

in Alabama" (Wein 6940(13-16)). This sort of theoretical
,

treatment of the market issue is of little practical value
,

unless accompanied by a careful economic analysis of the

geographic area considered. Dr. Wein eschewed such a course.

By choosing, instead, to parrot the same broad generalization

he had offered twice before in the Consumers and Alabama

antitrust proceedings, he provided no substantive basis'

for arriving at the five retail markets suggested.
Even aside from the fact that he neglected to test

his theory, Dr. Wein 's approach must be rejected for the

additional reason that it fails entirely to focus on the

supply options actually or potentially available to retail
power purchasers located within the CCCT. Conveniently

disregarded are the " commercial realities" (Brown Shoe Co. v

United States, supra, 370 U.S. at 336) and " patterns of

I trade" (United States v United Shoe Machinery Corp., supra,

110 F. Supp. at 303) that do in fact exist in the electric
utility industry in Ohio and Pennsylvania. It is in this

regard that the attendant economic and legal barriers dis-
cussed earlier (see Part IV, supra) take on practical signifi-

By virtue of the regulatory framework in these twocance.

states, the geographic markets for retail sales of electric

energy closely parallel the " checkerboard of 'open' and'

-- - -- .- . .. -
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and ' closed' towns" which the Supreme Court held to be

crucial to market definition in United States v Connecticut
National Bank, supra, 418 U.S. at 667. Here, the "open"

areas are those in which retail purchasers currently . ve a

choice of electric suppliers; the " closed" areas are those in

which no choice of suppliers exists, or has any realistic

prospect of existing in the future (id.). And see United

States v Philadelphia National Bank, supra, 374 U.S. at 359
'

(emphasizing that geographic market definition must focus

on the area "to which the purchaser can practicably turn

for suppliers"). These commercial realities compel a

finding of a number of distinctive geographic markets

at the retail level within the CCCT.

In the category of "open" retail markets must

be separately placed the City of Cleveland and each of

the various fringe areas in the State of Ohio immediately

surrounding adjacent investor-owned utilities, municipal
146/

electric systems and rural electric cooperatives. Of

these, the Cleveland situation offers the greatest oppor- .

tunity for direct competition at the retail level; city

inhabitants have a clear choice of electric suppliers be-

tween CEI and MELP. The former has long held the dominant

146/ There are, of course, no "open" retail markets
in Pennsylvania (see pp. 139-42, supra).

.
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position in this market, accounting for approximately 80%

of the retail sales (A-132). But, despite this dominance
,

CEI has acquired no monopoly power. See discussion at pp.

385-407, infra. Not only does it lack any ability to control

prices but, indeed, its competitor, MELP, can set the retail

rates of CEI by municipal ordinance if the City so desires

(Bingham 10191(14-21); c#. Wilson 10997(19-22)..

Similarly, CEI has no ability to hinder or ex-

clude competition. Pursuant to FPC orders, it is obli-

gated to provide power to MELP over a recently completed'

138 kv transmission facility at a rate set by the FPC.
147/

(S-204; A-271). And the Commission has continuing juris-

diction over CEI to insure compliance with those oromas.

Even on a more academic plane, the possible exclusion of MELP

is not within the control of CEI. For, under Ohio law, any

merger, acquisition or lease of MELP facilities by CEI can be

accomplished only after receiving approval of the PUCO R.C.
_

5 4905.48. By contrast, MELP has constitutional authority es

condemn all of CEI's electric facilities used to serve cicy

inhabitants at retail without PUCO approval (Article XVIII,

Section 4), and it has recently expressed a clear intent to

147/ For the past 5 years, CEI has been providing
power to MELP over facilities and at rates specified
by order of the FPC (see S-195).

- . - - . _ -..-. . . .-.
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exercise that authority (A-204, A-205, A-206).

With reference to the other "open" retail mar-

kets in Ohio, we have heretofore explained the extent to

which the economic characteristics of the industry dis-
courage fringe area competition (see pp. 158-166, suora).
Along these lines, even Dr. Wein was of the view that

economic considerations would dissuade investor-owned

utilities from engaging in competition for customers locat-

ing on their borders. Thus, he testified: "So it's my

judgment that they do not do so, attempt to change their

prices in order to get a particular customer, because the
4

consequences of that are very much more severe" (Wein'

6899(22-25)). Moreover, Ohio law makes more theoretical

than real the availability to retail power purchasers

of alternative electric suppliers in these fringe areas.
1

For example, again referring to Dr. Wein's testimony, the

90-day disconnect provision in the Ohio. anti-pirating
.

statute (R.C. S 4905.261) imposes a " legal barrier whose

effect is to preclude any meaningful competition between

private utilities' systems at retail" (see D-587(Wein)

116-17(25-26 & 1)). And this is equally the case in the j

context of retail competition between investor-owned

utilities and rural electric cooperatives, which are subject
I

!

|

|

| |

| |
! l,,

|
-
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.

148/
to the same prevision (see Tr. 6897(14-21-)).

As for the fringe areas surrounding the corporate

limits of a city, we have already referred to the Ohio consti-

tutional provision barring municipal expansion into these

areas except to the extent that it can be accomplished by use

of " surplus product," and then only in an amount up to 50% of

tra electric energy used by the municipality internally ( Art.

XVIII, Sec. 6 of Ohio Const.). And see discussion at pp. 135-36,

supra. This necessarily limits the number of potential

municipal " competitors" in the fringe areas to those few which

have self-generation (see nn.78 & 79, supra). And even as to

them, Dr. Wein observed that all the financial dif ficulties

involved in reaching new loads, such as the construction of
.

new transmission, subtransmission and distribution facilities

and maybe even the building of substations, would, when
.

coupled with the need for approvals from the Ohio Power Siting

Commission, operate as a strong disincentive to expansion

(D-587(Wein) 125-126(1-25 & 1-15)). Nor does this ignore
,

the remote possibility that a municipality might expand its

corporate limits by annexation (R.C. S 709.01, et. sec.;

148/ A further disincentive to rural electric cooperatives
expanding their service are the statutory restrictions on REA
financing, which restrict cooperatives' electric service to
communities of not over 1500 in population. See 7.U.S.C.
S 904.

. - -,
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but see pp. 168-70, supra). For, even taking into account

that alternative, Dr. Wein reached the following conclusion

as to the " competitive situation" in the municipal fringe

areas (D-587(Wein) 118(13-17)):

The competition between the
self-generating munis for
retail sales by the private
utilities is thus very small,
and the legal barriers men-
tiened would keep it small,
since no municipality extends
its boundaries primarily to
capture sales of electricity.

There is no way to ascertain from this record the

extent to which any of these Applicants may enjoy a dominant

position in one or more of the "open" fringe markets just-

149/
described. Accordingly, even on a misguided statistical

analysis (see pp. 69-70, supra), a suggestion of monopoly

power in this context would be entirely unwarranted. per-

haps more important, however, is the fact that Applicants

cannot be said to have monopoly power in the "open" fringe

areas in any event. The retail rates they charge are set
-

149/ While the Applicants entered into a stipulation
regarding their dominant positions as to generation and

| transmission in their respective service areas (see Tr.
! 440-41, 448-49), no stipulation was entered into with regard
| to distribution facilities. Since the fringe areas are by

definition those open spaces between the distribution
j f acilities of two adjacent electric systems, there is
i no basis to infer that either holds a dominant posi-

tion withcut some evidentiary shewing as to location
of actual distribution lines and numbers of retail cus-
temers in the various "open" markets.

!
i

- ~~- . - - ._.. .
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1

by the PUCO, and they have no ability to control the rates

charged by other electric systems which may wish to operate

in the same market, or actually do so (see pp. 148=50 , supra).
;

!

Likewise, none of the Applicants is able to hinder or

i
;. exclude retail competition. Their behavior, and that of

,

the adjacent electric systems, is guided by Ohio law, and
j

it is the state statutory and regulatory restraints, not'

{ Applicants' conduct, which innibit fringe-area competi- )
,

tion in furtherance of a state policy to minimize waste-

ful duplication of distribution facilities (see pp. 135-39,

supra).

The identical conclusion follows in all other
areas in Ohio where reteil power is sold. Because electric

service is restricted by operation of state and local i

f ranchise authority (see pp.135-37, supra) to but a single

electric supplier, each. separate community const utes'

150/
a " closed" geographic market. And this is true through-

out the entire Commonwealth of Pennsylvania as well. There

is no competition whatsoever in these areas. The retail

150/ The dual franchise in Cleveland is due to the
unique circumstance that CEI obtained a franchise from the
state to operate in Cleveland well before the present
franchise statute was enacted. That earlier grant cannot
be abrogated by any sort of retroactive application of the
more recent law.

|
|
|
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rates are subject to state and local controls (see pp.

143-46, supra), and Applicants have no ability to oust

another retail distributor from such a closed market, or even

to serve some of that distributor's customers therein,

without first obtaining permission frem the local authorities

of the community in question. See Ohio R.C. S 4933.16; and

see 53 P.S. 5 47471. To speak in terms of monopoly power

in these circumstances simply ignores commercial reality

(see also A-190(Pace) 28-30).

What the foregoing analysis makes perfectly clear,

of course, is that, however one looks at the retail market

for electric energy sales in Ohio and Pennsylvania, the

institutional framework of the marketplace, both in economic

and legal terms, precludes a finding that these Applicants

ever had, have new, or will in the future have the ability to

control prices or to hinder or exclude competition at retail.

And, the same conclusion holds equally firm at the wholesale

level.

2. The proposed wholesale market. The market

for bulk power sales for resale is not readily conducive

to either product or geographic definition. Very few,

if any, electric utilities are in the business of gener-

ating electricity solely for the purpose of being whole-

sale distributors of power. Rather, bulk power sales

are largely an incident of the retail function, brought

i
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about principally because c.argy is not a commodity which

can be readily stored for later use; it must be disposed

of immediately or it is lost forever. This fact of life has

led utilities to engage in a number of bulk power transactions

enabling them to make good use of their excess generating capacity

not needed to meet their immediate system requirements.

DOJ and Cleveland (but not the NRC Staf f) have
.

discussed the wholesale market in terms of a single service,

i.e., the sale of firm bulk power for resale (see D-587

(Wein) 98(4-16)). In describing his concept of this product

definition, Dr. Wein insisted upon including a category

which he identified as " captive wholesale sales," or those

sales which Applicants make directly to ultimate consumers

at retail (D-587(Wein) 98(18-22)). But this is legally

impermissible, and on this point the case law is clear.

Indeed, only last year DOJ itself successfully argued against

Dr. Wein's thesis in United States v Blue Bell, Inc., 395 F.

Supp. 538 (M.D. Tenn. 1975). There, it maintained that the

sales by garment manufacturers to their own rental laundries
*

should be placed in a separate market from the sales by

the same or other manufacturers to independent laundries.
.

The court agreed, stating (395 F. Supp. at 543):

Not surprisingly, where rental gar-
ment manufacturers and laundries
are under common ownership, the

i

laundries buy the bulk of their
requirements from their affiliated

|
.

\

.
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manufacturer, and other manufac-
,

turers are effectively foreclosed
from competing for that business.
Accordingly, it is not part of the*

market in which there was effective
competition among manufacturers.
It is a well-established principle i

of antitrust law that vertical
foreclosure of this nature may
occur when firms tnat nave a sup- .,

,

'

plier-customer relationship come4

under common ownership. [ Emphasis i4

I
; added.]

This view is in step with the mainstream of judi-

cial opinion in this area. See, e.g., British Oxygen Co.,
+

3 CCB Trade Reg. Rep. 1 20,063 (1975) (industrial gases

made by vertically integrated firms are not in market for

i sale of such gases); United States v Associated Press,

52 F. Supp. 362, 374 (S.D.N.Y. 1943), aff'd in part, and rev'd

in part on other grounds, 326 U.S. 1 (1945) (AP's photo-

graphic service used only by its members not in same market

as independent services); United States v International<

Tel. & Tel. Corp., 324 ?. Supp. 19, 27 (D. Conn. 1970) (sales
,

of sprinklers installed by manufacturers not in same mar-
151/ .

,

; ket as sales of other sprinklers). In short, the '

.

151/ See also Elco Corp. v Microdot, Inc., 360
F. Supp. 741, 748 n.3 (D. Del 1973) (electronic manufac- !
turers who consistently make their own metal plate ;

j connectors not in market for sale of connectors);
Avnet, :nc., 82 F.T.C. 391, 451-54 (1973), aff'd, 511 F.2d
70 (7th Cir.), certiorari denied, 96 S.Ct. 56 (1975)<

'

(in-house manufacturer of parts for automotive electric
(Cont'd next page)

. - -. . - . . .. -
c
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applicable authorities require separate treatment in the
,

i
antitrust market analysis for retail sales made by verti-

.,

! cally integrated firms, such as Applicants. This compels
'

! the elimination from Dr. Wein's product definition for

the proposed bulk power market the category of " captive'

wholesale sales."

As for the relevant geographic boundaries for

wholesale transactions, Dr. Wein has again suggested that

they can be defined in terms of the service territories of

each Applicant's service area (Wein 6976(7-11)). This

description suffers much the same infirmity as his overly

simplistic geographic definition of the retail markets.

As there, Dr. Wein tells us he draw his wholesale lines on

the basis of "the influence of wholesale prices set by

another entity" (Wein 6977-78(8-25 & 1-5)). Yet, no good

reason was offered by the witness as to why, under this

approach, he declined to include ' Ohio Power Company, for

example, in any relevant wholesale market (see Wein 6983-87).

Indeed, Dr. Wein's own theory would require the

inclusion of.this private utility once his product definition

is corrected by the removal of " captive wholesale sales."3

151/ Cont'd
components not in same market as rebuilders). Cf. United
States v Greater Buffalo Press, Inc., 402 U.S. 549 (1971).

I

l

, - --
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The effect of such a product realignment is,

according to the witness himself, to remove about 95 percent

of Ohio Edison's total wholesale market (as he has defined

it) (Wein 6983-84(24-25 & 1-23)). The remaining 5 percent of

non-captive sales is, in Dr. Wein's view, indeed subject to

" price influence" from Ohio Power (Wein 6993-94(1-25 & 1-7)).

As he stated in his direct testimony (D-587(Wein) 133(15-19)):

Even if Ohio Power gained no
Ohio Edison non-captive whole-
sale customers, Ohio Power
would certainly be a company
with adequate resources on
the edge of the non-captive
wholesale market.

Thus, even under the theoretical " price influence" approach, Ohio |

!

Power should have been included at least within the proposed whole- |

sale market for Ohio Edison, as well as within any proposed CCCT
152/

wholesale market. Indeed, in view of the undisputed facts ;

i |

that Ohio Power's transmission f acilities criss-cross Ohio Edison's

service territory (see colloquy at Tr. 6998-99(5-25 & 1-8)), and i
1

that Ohio Power is presently interconnecting wi$n the City of Orr-

ville which is located inside of Ohio Edison's service territory

(A-186; A-186a; Lewis 7940(6-10)), such a result seems far

more consistent with commercial reality.

152/ There is also every reason to believe that Ch c
Power would have a similar " price influence" on the non-
captive sales of TECO, and thus should have been included
within Dr. Wein's delineation of the wholesale market for
that Applicant. |

.
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.

! Of course, with the inclusion of Ohio Power in the

market analysis, the percent of wholesale sales assigned to'

; any of the Applicants placed in the same bulk power market
|

will necessarily be reduced -- the record does not tell us by |,

how much, however. Dr. Wein himself acknowledged that the,

elimination of " captive sales" from the product definition
f

'

would leave both Ohio Edison and TECO with only 50% of the

wholesale market he placed them in. Thus, he testified

(Wein 6991(10-14)):

What I was saying I thought was
that Buckeye's co-ops who happen
to be in Ohio Edison's or Toledo
Edison's territory, that amount
of power which is sold is some-
where in the same order of magni-
tude as the amount which is sold
by Ohio Edison and Toledo to all
its munis. 153/

Ohlo Power would therefore presumably bring the non-captive

wholesale market share of these two Applicants to something

less than the aforesaid 50% figure. Thus, even gauged by

the statistical barometer sometimes employed to assess

153/ Dr. Wein included the Buckeye cooperatives within
the wholesale markets of Ohio Edison and Toledo Edison.
However, on his own analysis, it is unclear how he accomplish-
ed this in view of his opinion that " Buckeye has very little
influence over the prices at wholesale which either Ohio
Edison is selling to a municipality or Ohio Edison is selling
to anyone else at wholesale" (Wein 6980(22-25)). Here
again, Dr. Wein's economic theory falters under practical
application. This is but a further demonstration of the
unsoundness of his market analysis.

,

.. .- .. .. -_- _- .
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monopoly power in an unregulated industry -- where "it

is doubtful whether sixty or sixty-four percent would be

enough" (United States v Alumir.um Co. of America, supra, j

148 F.2d at 424) -- such a market position permits no
1

inference of an ability to control prices or to hinder |

or exclude competition.'

We need not rest our case simply on a percentage

analysis, however. The inability of these Applicants to

obtain monopoly power at the wholesale level adheres whatever

their statistical share (s) of the bulk power market may be.

To understand this, it is necessary to focus directly on the

relevant product definition in this context. Our adversaries

have refused to include within the wholesale market all bulk
power products and services other than firm power sales for

resale. Instead, they have lumped these together in a

separate " regional power exchange" market (D-587(Wein)

99(1-7)). This approach has little semblance to the " pat-

terns of trade" (United States v United Shoe Machinery

Corp., supra, 110 F. Supp. at 303) which actually exist

in the electric utility industry generally, or in the CCCT

in particular. It defies analysis from the parspective ;

of a wholesale purchaser's understanding of what products

and services are in fact reasonably interchangeable at

the wholesale level (A-190(Pace) 30-31). Far more in keeping

with the judicial guidelines for defining product markets
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is the testimony of Applicants' expert witness, Dr. Pace --

testimony which, significantly, our adversaries found

sufficiently persuasive that they questioned no part of

it on cross-examination. Dr. Pace viewed the " regional

power exchange" market as being artificially formulated

in such expansive terms as to be meaningless (A-190(Pace)

30-31(14-26 & 1-9). In his opinion, there is but a single,

wholesale market of any relevance to this proceeding which
i

must be defined in terms of the market where Applicants and

their neighborir.g systems can realistically look for alterna-

tive sources of bulk power supply services (id. at 26-27

(14-26 & 1-5)). In accordance with commercial reality, that

wholesale market should, in his view, be composed of two

distinct submarkets: (1) short-term support power, and (2)

long-term dependable capacity (id. at 31(10-21)). Since this

approach contradicts the concept of a so-called single " regional

power exchange" market, it is perhaps best to examine the two

together.

3. The proposed regional power exchange market.

Dr. Wein described the regional power exchange market as

including reserve sharing, mutual emergency support, main-

tenance support, economy energy, short-term capacity sales,

unit power sales, joint capacity planning and the joint

ownership of facilitics (Wein 7012(14-20)). It was his

opinion that (D-587(Wein) 99(17-23)):
,

i

I

|

|
__
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[T]his market is a very special market,
it is not entered to sell electric
power to the other members for the
purposes of making a profit thereon,
but rather for the purposes of reducing
the costs of generation of firm power
for each pool participant in order
thereby to effectively compete in
final electric power markets.

To our knowlege, there is no decision in the annals of

antitrust law that supports the formulation of a relevant

market on any such basis. Indeed, the NRC Staff's expert

witness, Dr. Hughes, admitted that such an approach was |

3 unparalleled in his experience also (Hughes 4008(10-18)).

By focusing exclusively on " reducing the costs"
1

; of production to the supplier, traditional market concepts

such as "the area in which the seller operates" (United3

States v Philadelphia National Bank, supra, 374 U.S. at

j 359) and the area "to which the purchaser can practicably

turn for supplies" (id.), are conveniently brushed aside.

The confusion that results in trying to arrive at a mean-

ingful, geographic market definition under such circum-
i

stances is amply demonstrated by Dr. Wein's own testimony.

Thus, he described the CCCT as providing the external

boundaries for the regional power exchange market (D-587

(Wein) 140(1-22)), based soley on what he perceived to

be the existing interconnection agreements among and be-

tween the CAPCO companies (id. at 140-41(23-27 & 1-12)). No

logical explanation was given, however, for excluding from |

_ ._ - - , _ .
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his analysis those investor-owned systems external to the
i

CCCT which had interconnection agreements with one or

another of the Applicants. The best Dr. Wein could offer

in this regard was the following (Wein 7032(12-13)):

Now for the purpose of this particular
case, you see for purposes of this
particular case and this particular
analysis, all the entities within CAPCO,
before they can get out to Consumers
Power or PJM or any other company
they have got to go over the transmis-!

sion of some CAPCO company, they have
got to get permission to do so, they
have got to get charges which would
be on a plane of equality.

What relevance this rationale has to Dr. Wein's

market definition grounded upon a cost reduction to the
'

supplier of bulk power is nowhere explained. Nor does Dr.
i

Wein address the obvious question why his market definition

woulc not, on his own terms, have to be altered if Consumers
,

or PJM, for example, were capable of assisting these non-

Applicant CCCT entities in the financing and construction

of jointly planned transmission facilities, or, alterna-

tively, if it were economically _ feasible for such entities

to build their own facilities to an interconnection point

on the edge of Dr. Wein's boundary line (see A-162(Caruso)

-18-19(22-25 & 1-13); and see discussion at pp. 399-405,

infra). Not only were such possibilities not explored by

.- - - - - - - .
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154/
Dr. Wein, but, indeed, in the one study that was under-

taken in this area, Dr. Wein's off-the-cuff opinion is flatly

refuted (see A-162(Caruso) 18-19). No wonder he was more

comfortable approaching the matt,er in the following overly

simplistic fashion: "[t]he way I have defined it, Consumers

'

would have to be a CAPCO company and sign that contract and

oblige (itself) to do everything that is done in that contract"

(Wein 7045(12-15)) before that utility could be considered to

be within the regional power exchange market.

The extent to which this ignores commercial

reality can be seen by Dr. Wein's treatment of Ohio Power.

That private utility, too, was excluded from the power ex-

change market solely because it was not a party to the

CAPCO agreements (Wein 7055-57), notwithstanding the fact

that it has virtually completed construction of an inter-

connection facility tieing it to an entity within the CCCT, ),

1.e., the City of Orrville (A-186; Lewis 7940(6-10)). This

makes no sense whatsoever, even under Dr. Wein's rationale

(see Wein 7035(3-12)). To so circumscribe what has been

denominated as the market for regional bulk power exchanges,

154/ Dr. Hughes, who also used a theoretical argument based
on lack of access to alternative supply sources outside the
CCCT as a basis for his geographical definition of the rele-
vant regional power exchange market (5-207 (Hughes) 21-22)
had likewise made no studies to back up his thesis.

. -
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e and thereby arbitrarily exclude from consideration the other

interconnected private utilities adjacent to Applicant's

systems, is totally artificial. Even Dr. Hughes recognized

that (Hughes 3931(16-20)):

* * * judging from inspection of 'ransmission.

maps and reading of the kind of intercon-
nection agreements that exist, and the kinds
of power exchanges that have occurred, there
appears to be rather substantial intercon-
nection capacity between CAPCO and these
outside areas.

Not surprisingly, Dr. Wein's fall-back justifi-

cation for his geographic delineation of this particular

market is equally hollow. Making reference to the
155/

LIFO-LOFI test, he asserts that the CCCT boundary is

supported by an NRC Staff study ( A-104) which "shows that

roughly 65 percent of all the kwh flowing amongst the CAPCO

members are (utilized by] the CAPCO Pool and approximately 35

percent are coming out" (Wein 7033(5-8)). This information,

he concludes, is "an indication of a proper geographical

market" (id.). However, a closer examination of the referenced

study on cross-examination revealed that the power flows

within and outside of the CCCT area were "approximately

. 50-50" (Wein 7260(10-13)). Dr. Wein admitted that he made
!

155/ As explained by the witness (D-587(Wein) 137(9-15):
"This test * * * states that if for a given product, little

i of that product consumed or sold in the area comes from
outside the area (LIFO), and alternatively, if little goes
out from the ares to be consumed outside the area (LOFI), '

that area marks the relevant geographic market."

_

9
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no independent study to determine the extent of power ex-

changes among Applicants internally as compared with their

similar transactions with outside adjacent systems. When

questioned on this matter, he responded: "* * * I keep on

insisting that that sort of consideration is irrelevant

for this proceeding" (Wein 7035(13-15)). And yet, we are

advised that it is precisely "that sort of consideration" on

which the geographic boundaries were set (albeit as a result

of a miscalculation) at the edges of the CCCT.

What is apparent from the foregoing is that this

Board can attach no significance to the geographic defini-

tion relied upon by our adversaries as depicting the rele-

vant regional power exchange market. In this regard, the

unchallenged observation of Dr. Pace merits reiteration

in its entirety (A-190(Pace) 35(7-22)):

As noted previously, the geographic
area should encompass the area over
which the buyer realistically can
turn for alternative sources of the -

product of service. Within the CCCT
there are a large number of municipals
and cooperatives with an actual or
potential need to acquire long-term
dependable capacity. At the extreme,-

these systems are located some 300
miles apart. It follows that the
area over which one system can turn
for dependable capacity may differ
significantly from the relevant
area from another system's view-
point. Conceptually, then, there
may be as many separate relevant
geographic market as there are
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,

municipal and cooperative systems
in the CCCT. A particular system's
alternatives are limited geograph-
ically by the distance such a
system could reach without incurring-

transmission costs so great as to'

eliminate the alternative source from'

practical consideration.

When we turn to the product definition which
.

has been offered by the opposition for this admittedly

"special" market, we find it to be equally defective. Thei
'

'

a

" patterns of trade which are followed in the practice"

(United States v United Shoe Machinery Corp., supra, 110'

F. Supp. at 303) -- which is the hallmark for a meaningful

analysis in this area -- simply do not support a grouping'

together of the various power arrangements that have been

suggested on any sort.of realistic application of the principle

of " reasonable interchangeability" (United States v E. I. du

Pont de Nemours & Co., supra, 351 U.S. at 404).

As Dr. Pace accurately pointed out, purchasers

of electric energy do not consider emergency and maintenance

power, for example, substitutable for such transactions

as joint or staggered construction of facilities or the

purchase of dependable firm capacity (A-190(Pace) 31(2-9)).

Dr. Wein likewise acknowledged the non-substitutability

of economy energy and joint ownership of units, even though

he insisted on placing them in the same market (Wein 7014

(15-21)). .Dr. P.ughes had the same difficulty with economy

i
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power transactions and unit power transactions (Hughes

4007-08(25 & 1-6)). The suggestion of reasonable interchange-

ability between short-term emergency arrangements and long- |

term coordinated maintenance arrangements were equally

troublesome to him (id. at 4013(9-12)). On the other hand,

Dr. Hughes indicated he would include partial purchase whole-
,

sale power within his concept of the regional power ex-

change market (S-207(Eughes) 17(21-22)), notwithstanding Dr.

Wein's opinion that "* * * if it is ever included, it's

certainly an infrequent' thing" (Wein 7016(17-18)). This

confusion is further underscored by the fact that some of

the products which Dr. Wein insisted upon including in his

product definition were considered by Dr. Hughes as also

being legitimately within a separate market (Hughes 4012-

13(18-25 & 1-8)).

The proper solution to this hodgepodge of tesri-

mony is plainly the one suggested by Dr. Pace, i.e. , a single

wholesale market composed of two separate submarkets (A-190
'

(Pace) 31(10-21)). In the first submarket would be placed

the short-term operating coordination transactions which

consist of emergency power, maintenance power and economy
156/

power. The second submarket would consist of the long-

156/ As Dr. Pace pointed out, while purchasers of electric
energy do not, strictly speaking, regard emergency and
economy power to be substitutable, for practical analytical
(Cont'd next page)

--
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f,

term developmental coordination transactions such as joint

or staggered construction of facilities and sales or pur-
chases of dependable or firm capacity (id.). Such a divisioni

! i.s commercially realistic and far more reflective of, " purchaser
reaction -- the willingness or readiness to substitute"

(United States v Chas. Pfizer & Co., supra, 246 F. Supp. atr

' 469).

!, Having reached this point, however, the record

lends little assistance to the final step in the relevant

market analysis. The NRC Staff, DOJ and Cleveland have

failed entirely to introduce sufficient evidence on which
to determine the proper geographic boundaries for any bulk

power market, either with reference to the short-term support

power submarket or with reference to the long-term dependable
.

capacity submarket (see, e.g., A-162(Caruso) 18-19(22-25

& 1-13)). This was, of course, their burden, and the failure
.

'

to carry it is, as we indicated at the outset fatal to their -

f
,.

Section 2 claims at the wholesale level. Certainly, without a

meaningful geographic definition, any effort to ascertain
-

t

" market shares" for purposes of drawing some statistical

inference as to monopoly power is simply not possible.
L

156/ (Cont'd)
purposes they may appropriately be regarded as in the same
short-term power submarket (A-190(Pace) 31(14-16)). Plainly,
either would fit much less comfortably in the long-term

;

dependable capacity submarket.
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Even so, this Board can be assured that in this

natural monopoly market structure which we have heretofore
;

described, no matter how broadly or narrowly the wholesale |
1

market might have been geographically defined, these Applicants !

possess no ability to control prices or exclude competition
therein. In this regard, we have already set forth with some

degree of specificity the limitations on competition at the

wholesale level due to the economic characteristics of the
,

industry (see discussion at pp. 170-98 suora). To speak of,

hindering or excluding competition in the face of such commer-

cial realities is both unwarranted and disingenuous.

This would, of course, be particularly true with
regard to long-term developmental coordination transactions. -

Arrangements of this sort are viable only to the extent
.

that they are based upon mutuality and reciprocity (A-121

(Slemmer) 8-9(23-25 & 1-20); Slemmer 8964(11-17)). Mr.

Mayben, the expert witness for Cleveland, readily acknow-

ledged this fact (Mayben 7635-36(23-25 & 1-9)). And see

discussion at pp. 256-65 , infra. As such, the entrants or

potential entrants into the long-term dependable capacity

submarket are only those electric systems capable of conferring

scale-related benefits on the other parties to a transaction in

proportion to the benefits received (51emmer 9047-48(16-25 &

1-7))spsThis alone acts as a practical barrier to entry for tr
,

small electric entities in the CCCT. As Dr. Pace explained

|
!

. -
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(A-190(Pace) 34(4-20)):
Both staggered and joint construction
of generating units fall into this
category. The only purpose for any
party entering into such arrangements
is to increase significanly the size'

of the generating units it can install.
A 3,000 megawatt system able to
construct independently 300 mega-
watt base-load units can gain-

very substantially by pooling
loads with another siml'sr system
and building 600 megawatt units.
However, pooling loads with a 100
megawatt system would permit no.

economically significant increases
in the scale of units that could
be constructed jointly. Moreover,

it is unlikely that the small system
- would provide useful managerial and

'

engineering input into any jointly
owned unit. Beyond this, it is
ludicrous to suggest that the large
system should stagger construction
with the small partner, building,
say, 310 megawatt units and buying
power from the small system's 35 megawatt
units.

In short, it is unrealistic to think in terms

of a large electric system and a small electric system

actually engaging in " coordinated" development in any .
,

meaningful sense. Applicants, therefore, have no exercisable

monopoly power which is usable against the non-Applicant
.

CCCT entities in this submarket.

As for the remaining long-term and short-term.

power transactions in the wholesale market -- which effec-

tively pass through to Applicants' wholesale customers

the scaled benefits of developmental coordination (see

-m - p r -.
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A-190 (Pace) 9-11 -- these are fully subject to FPC regula-
tion. We have already described that comprehensive regulatory

scheme in an earlier part of this Brief (see pp. 73-78, 142-43,

supra). As there reflected, the FPC has full authority over

wholesale rates in the electric utility industry. In addition,

it can order interconnections among utilities and, so long

as it does not recuire an expansion of generating capacity,
can mandate the services to be provided over those interconnec-

tions under regulated conditions. This authority extends to

reserve sharing arrangements, emergency, maintenance and economy

power transactions, and such other short-term operating transac-

tions as the FPC may deem desirable and beneficial. Moreover,

if utilities agree to participate in coordination transactions

yielding long-term dependable capacity, FPC approval of the

terms and conditions is necessary. Given these legislative

restraints, Applicants are plainly in no position to con-

trol prices or to hinder or exclude what little " competition"

can be found to exist at the wholesale level.

Thus, there is but one conclusion that can legiti-

mately be reached by this Board: whatever market definitions

may be deemed conceptually possible, both at retail and at

wholesale, it cannot be said that these Applicants possess

exercisable monopoly power in any such markets or submarkets

(A-190(Pace) 32(7-21)). Their inability to hinder or exclude
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competition, either in the past, at present, or in the
foreseeable future, renders further inquiry concerning theirI

conduct in the CCCT entirely academic insofar as the Matters
.

in Controversy are concerned.'

Even so, a fair and impartial evaluation of the

evidence in this proceeding will necessarily lay to rest.

any preconceived notions that this Board may have been

harboring about Applicants' so-called " inconsistent" behavior
,

under the antitrust laws. Whether speaking in terms of their

collective action as members of CAPCO, or in terms of their

in'dividual actions operating independently in their respec-

tive service areas, it is plain that Applicants cannot be

found to have contravened either the letter or the spirit of

Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act.

C. APPLICANTS' CONDUCT PROVIDES NO BASIS
FOR FINDING ANY " INCONSISTENT SITUATION"
UNDER SECTION 1 OR SECTION 2 OF THE
SHERMAN ACT

Applicants have been accused of engaging in con--

certed unlawful conduct as participants in the CAPCO pooling

arrangement. Each has also been attacked individually on

the basis of alleged "anticompetitive" behavior with respect
.

.

to its dealings with other electric entities located in its

particular service area. And there are additional assc:tions
|

that-one or more of the Applicants have entered into illegal

i

|
_
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bilateral agreements with other private investor-owned
utilities. In evaluating the evidence relevant to each

of these allege 2 ions, Applicants urge this Board to adhere

to firmly established principles counselling against imput-
ing to any one of the Applicants the behavior of others

in the absence of a satisfactory showing that they are,

or have been, participants in a combination or conspiracy
j

in restraint of trade. As expressed in Standard Oil Co.

v Moore, 251 F.2d 188, 218-19 (9th Cir. 1957) (private
antitrust action): )

i(E]vidence concerning the acts and
extrajudicial declarations of one
member of an asserted agreement,
comuination or conspiracy are not
to be considered as against other
alleged members unless there is
independent evidence establishing, -

prima facie, that such others were
members of the conspiracy. 157/

~

Moreover, even assuming arguendo that the record

in this proceeding could support a finding of unlawful
,

.

157/ Accord: South-East Coal Co. v Consolidation Coal
Co., 434 F.2d 767, 788 (6th Cir. 1970) (private antitrust
action); Flintkote Co. v Lysfjord 246 F.2d 368, 378-79
(9th Cir. 1957) (private antitrust action); Pennington v
United Mine Workers of America, 325 F.2d 804, 817 (6th
Cir. 1963), rev'd on other grounds, 381 U.S. 657 (1965)
(cross-Claim for antitrust violation); Viking Theatre
Corp. v Paramount Film Distributing Corp., 1961 Trade Cas.
170,051, at 78,214 (E.D. Pa. 1960), aff'd, 320 F.2d 285
(3d Cir. 1963) (private antitrust action); cf. Krulewitch
v United States, 336 U.S. 440, 453 (1949) (criminal antitrust
action); United States v Aeroquip Corp., 284 F. Supp. 114,
115 (E.D. Mich. 1968) (criminal antitrust action).

!
. . _ _
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concerted action against Applicants under Section 1 of

the Sherman Act -- which is plainly not the case -- before

this Board can attribute individual acts of one confederate
.

to any of the others, it must be clear that those acts

occurred within the time-frame of the particular combina-

tion or conspiracy in question (see, e.g., Harms v United

States, 272 F.2d 478, 482 (4th Cir. 1959); Steiner v

Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp., 232 F.2d 190, 192

(9th Cir. 1956); Hall v United States, 109 F.2d 976, 984
.

(10th Cir. 1940)), and that they were committed in further-

ance thereof (see, e.g., United States v Nixon, 418 U.S.

683 (1974); United States v Rodriguez, 509 F.2d 1342 (5th

Cir. 1975); Steiner v Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.,

supra, 232 F.2d at 192; Hoffman v Holden, 268 F.2d 280, 295

(9th Cir. 1959); Neff v World Publishing Co., 349 F.2d 235,

257 (8th Cir. 1965)).
! To ignore these precepts would be fundamental

error. This Board preliminarily ruled'against Applicants'
.

procedural request to limit the receipt of evidence to a-

*

single Applicant, allowing all evidentiary material to
158/.

come in initially against all defendants, over Applicants'

158/ See " Memorandum and Order of The Board With Respect
To Applicants' Request For Procedural Rulings," dated
February 9, 1976.

-. . -- . -.
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" continuing objection." This unfortunate ruling neither

requires nor permits the Board now to disregard its clear

responsibility to evaluate that evidence first to determine
,

'

whether a sufficient showing has been made to establish an

independent Sherman Act, Section 1 violation, and, if so,

to ascertain the participants therein and the nature, scope

and duration thereof. If the NRC Staff, DCJ and Cleveland

have failed to meet their burden with respect to these

1

matters -- and they have -- there is no legal basis for |

faulting any Applicant for the independent conduct of
1

some other Applicant. If, on the other hand, some agree-

ment, combination or conspiracy in restraint of trade

is somehow found by this Board, it is only that indivi-

dual conduct engaged in by one of the participants during

the course and in furtherance of such an unlawful arrange-

ment which is imputable, and then only to those Applicants

who have been found to be confederates.
'

With this in mind, we now turn to an evalua-

tion of the voluminous record compiled during the course

of this seven-month evidentiary hearing. The case centering

around Applicants' formation and operation of the CAPCO Pool

will be examined first, followed by each Applicants' response

to the various allegations directed at the company individual-

ly. What becomes readily apparent after a careful and

conscientious review of some 12,836 pages of testimony and

1

. - . , . . -
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some 1331 exhibits, is that the claims made so stridently by
.

our adversaries are grounded on empty rhetoric, not hard l

evidence.
,

'

The CAPCO Pool

>! On September 14, 1967, the Applicants to this '

I

proceeding executed a Memorandum of Understanding (S-184)

setting "forth the basic understandings reached by and ]

among" the companies as to the formation of the Central.

i

Area Power Coordination Group ("CAPCO"). In order fully
'

to achieve the purposes of the Memorandum of Understanding,

Applicants further agreed that they would enter into defin-'

itive agreements as soon as possible for the " construction,

operation and maintenance of the facilities" specified

in the Memorandum of Understanding (S-184, p. 1). To that

end, Applicants executed the CAPCO Basic Operating Agreement

as of January 1, 1975 (S-202), the CAPCO Transmission Facili-
,

ties Agreement as of September 14, 1967 (S-185), and the

CAPCO Administration Agreement as of September 14, 1967
'

(S-186). A fourth agreement, still under negotiation,
.

the CAPCO Basic Generating Agreement, will complete the

,

contractual arrangements contemplated. See A-122(Firestone)

10(6-14); S-205(Mozer) 18(19-24), 23(18-21).

The basic charge of illegal joint action against

all Applicants is that, through these contractual arrange-

.. -- - ._. .. --._- . - - -
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ments, "the members of CAPCO entered into a conspiracy to

eliminate competition by denying the benefits of coordi-

nated operation and development to other entities located

within the CCCT" (Tr. 8088(16-19)). This unlawful conspiracy
is alleged to have begun "sometime prior to 1967" (Tr. i

8088-89(20-25 & 1-4)); our adversaries have yet to identify

the exact commencement date of the conspiracy or be any
more precise in this regard. Their argument is that the

CAPCO agreements which implement this alleged conspiracy

constitute "an agreement and a combination in violation
of Section 1" (Tr. 8090(5-6)), a " conspiracy in violation
of Section 1" (Tr. 8090(4-5)), and "a concerted refusal to

159/deal in violation of Section 1" (Tr. 8090(14-15)). In

159/ These charges were made by DOJ and specifically
adopted by Cleveland (see Tr. 8096(21-24), 8099(14-18)).
Applicants are still at a loss to understand the actual
position of the NRC Staff. On the one hand, the Staff
alleges joint action or action in concert (Tr. 8075(3-5))
and claims to have proven collective. refusals to wheel
power (Tr. 8081(13-17)) and a group boycott (Tr. 8082(5-6));
on the other hand, it insists that Staff has neither
alleged nor proven a conspiracy under Section 1 of the
Sherman Act (Tr. 8075(14-18)). Particularly confusing
in this regard is the NRC Staff's citation to Gamco, Inc.
v Providence Fruit & Produce Building, Inc., 194 F.2d 484,
489 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 344 U.S. 817 (1952) ("the
failure conclusively to prove * * * a conspiracy is not fatal
to plaintiff's cause as a matter of law"). See " Staff's
Answers To Applicants' Motions For Orders Dismissing All,
Or Specific, Allegations Made By The NRC Staff," filed
May 17, 1976, at 7-8. If the Staff reads Gamco to hold
that clear proof of concerted action need not be shown
to establish a Section 1 violation, its position is legally
(Cont'd next page)

|

|

. _ _
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addition, it is also claimed that the conduct supports a
'

finding of " bottleneck monopolization by the members of

CAPCO" (Tr. 8090(13-14)), supposedly constituting a shared
s

monopoly in violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act

(Tr. 8090(23-25)).

These charges fall under one of'the following three
.

formulations: (a) that the CAPCO agreements, on their face
.

and standing alone, establish a contract, combination or con-

. spiracy to eliminate ccmpetition by denying the benefits of co-
.

ordination to non-CAPCO, CCCT entities; (b) that even if'

the CAPCO agreements are not an unlawful naked restraint

of trade, the facts surrounding the formation of CAPCO
|

establish an exclusionary and predatory intent sufficient

to find an inconsistency with the antitrust laws; and (c)

even if none of that is true, the actual operation of the

CAPCO Pool has impermissibly restrained trade, as evidenced

'

by the manner in which Applicants responded to the purported
'

requests for CAPCO membership by the B'orough of Pitcairn
,

159/ (Cont'd) j
untenable. See. pp. 26-45 , supra. The referenced quotation '

.

from Gamco stands only for the proposition that a failure
to renew a lease of space at a fruit and produce building
so as to enable critical access to railroad transportation
and retail buyers could have been a violation of Section
2. Indeed, the complaint in Gamco alleged a violation of
both Sections 1 and 2. The language immediately following
that quoted by the Staff indicates that the thrust of the
court's observ' tion was not to read the requirement ofa
concerted action out of a Section 1 violation, but rather
to emphasize that unilateral action may violate Section 2.

.--- - - _ - . . _ - _ - - . - - - _ - - .i
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and the City of Cleveland. In order to assess properly

the evidence relevant to each of these contentions, it

is essential for this Board first to understand the basic
principles of power pooling -- that is, the reasons why
utilities enter into pooling arrangements, including the
benefits and obligations attendant to such arrangements

-- and also to be cognizant of the specific means chosen
^

by Applicants to implement those principles through CAPCO.

1. Power pooling concepts. Power pools are

formed when two or more electric systems, whose respective

service areas have a geographic proximity with one another,
4

become convinced, individually and collectively, that through

pool participation they will achieve cost savings and service

improvements which significantly exceed the participants'

total costs associated with pool membership (see A-121

(Slemmer) 7-8(23-26 & 1-8)). Cost savings are typically

achieved by taking advantage of economies of scale in

generation and transmission that would not otherwise be

available to the electric systems individually (see A-122
,

(Firestone) 4(15-16)). Service improvements, usually in

the form of improved system reliability, are achieved by

the sharing of reserve generating capacity between adjacent

systems during periods of forced capacity outages (see

A-122(Firestone) 4(13-14, 18-22)).

|

|
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.

The growing sophistication of power pooling

: arrangements during the 1960's and 1970's represents a
!

.

logical extension in the evolution of interconnections
s

among electric systems, which has been developing over a

period of more than 50 years (see A-122(Firestone) 4(16-.

18); A-121(Slemmer) 20(20-25)). This evolutionary process

] has been given strong impetus from gove,rnment agencies,

particularly the FPC. For example, in 1964, the FPC
.

published the National Power Survey. FPC policy, as ex-

pressed in that report, emphasized measures to exploit
,

more fully the available economies of scale. See, e.g.,

I FPC, National Power Survey 1 (1964) ("the technology of

large scale generating stations and extra-high-voltage

transmission interconnections has now reached the stage

where closer coordination of the construction plans and

operation of individual systems in the industry is highly

feasible and necessary"); see also A-121(Slemmer) 20-21

(24-25 & 1-2); A-122(Firestone) 5(2-8); Hughes 3645(1-11,

19-23).
*

The impact of the National Power Survey was
'

to accelerate efforts aimed at achieving increased inter-

i connection and coordination among electric systems (Hughes

3648(5-8), so as to take fuller advantage of economies of
,

scale and simultaneously reduce generating reserve capacities

(Hughes 364S(19-23)). At the time, reliability of service

4C''
/
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was considered to be of only secondary importance, and

was not intensively studied (Hughes 3645-46(24-25 & 1-5)).
5 However, the Northeast blackout in 1965 dramatically focused
i national attention on the need to improve reliability
.

j (A-122(Firestone) 5(8-11)). The immediate response yas
a

; the formation of reliability councils and the continuation

of the advisory committee structure developed at the time

of the 1964 National Power Survey (Hughes 3648(9-14)).
I These developments added another dimension to that survey

by focusing more explicitly on the ways in which electric

systems could improve reliability through greater coordina-

tion (Hughes 3648(15-18); A-121(Slemmer) 21(2-10); A-122

(Firestone) 5(8-11)).

One of the alternatives to emerge was the electric

power pool (A-121(Slemmer) 20(20-25)). As we noted, utili-

ties enter pools because they believe that the benefits

to be derived from coordinated activity will exceed the

costs of coordination and the resulti'ng net benefit will

be greater than if the utility had gone it alone.

It is not possible, however, for every action
,

of the pool to produce maximum benefits for each individual

pool participant (see Williams 10369(20-23)). The best,

that can be hoped for is that each pool activity will maxi-
mize the benefits to the pool as a whole, and that the

,

total pool benefits will be shared equitably among all '

f

.

.. . . _ . , - . _. . - . -
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of the participants (A-122(Firestone) 8(10-14)). Essential
2

to the pooling concept, therefore, is the willingness of-

each of the parties to the pool to surrender in greater
.

or lesser degree some autonomy in order to develop joint

planning and operating philosphies acceptable to all par-

ticipants, that will maximize pool benefits (A-122(Firestone)*

8(4-10); A-121(Slemmer) 14(21-22)).

On the other hand, since each pool participant :

still retains its own separate identity, it must be assured
4

of the ability to veto pool actions so contrary to its
own self-interest as to compromise the independent fiduciary

responsibilities it owes to its shareholders and to the
public it serves (see pp. 295-96, infra). This ability car-

.

ries with it the risk, of course, that one participant might

use its veto power indiscriminate 1y to stymie all pool

action (see Williams 10386-87(19-25 & 1-3)). As part of
.

a utility's calculation of the net benefit to be derived

from coordinated activity, it must, therefore, satisfy

itself that its fellow pool participants are not of a mind

to veto pool actitns irrationally, and are sufficiently

committed to the joint planning and operating philosophy

to make the prospect of an exercise of the veto power ex-

ceedingly remote.
'

What this suggests is that the power pool is

a very fragile cteature. And this is precisely so. Con-

. . . ._ _ _-
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I

flicting factors hinder the formation of power pools, and

once formed these same factors make operation within the
160/

pool framework a full-time and difficult task. In 1974,

following an intensive study of the electric utility indus-

try, Professors Breyer and MacAvoy concluded: *

[A] variety of managerial, regulatory,
and social factors may have weakened
the incentives toward rationalization.
Of these, perhaps the most serious
consisted of the problems in running
a pooling organization by committee,
combined with the problems in sharing
gains of location and scale among firms.
In any case, the movement toward ration-
alization did not proceed ~very rapidly
in the 1960s. 161/

This is not to intimate that the pooling concept no longer
has vitality. To the contrary, a number of power pools I

are alive and well today. However, the survival of such

arrangements depends upon a common understanding of, and

commitment to, a philosophy of mutuality. In his direct

testimony, Mr. Firestone described the essential ingredient

for viability in the 'Ollowing terms (A-122(Firestone)

9(1-10)):

|
160/ Perhaps the classic example of how fragile the pool

relationship is was the break-up and demise of the Carolinas-
Virginia Power Pool ("CARVA"), terminated on October 20,

,1970. See generally FPC, National Power Survey I-17-2 n.2, '
i

I-17-32 n.18 (1970); Kampmeier 5743-52.

161/ Breyer and MacAvoy, Energy Regulation by the Federal
Power Commission 111-12 (1974).

.. ... .. _
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[El stablish common objectives at the
outset, and then designate individual
responsibilites which will result in
establishing individual conditions which
will maximize mutuality between the
parties thereby permitting maximum
reciprocal transactions. Thus, even,

where there are coordinating parties 1

with a great disparity of size, if they |
;

jointly establish individual responsi-
bilities to achieve mutuality * * * and i

Ithen carry out those responsibilities
the relative benefits will be in balance. 1

(Emphasis added.]

See also Firestone 9221-23. The key, then, is establishing

individual responsibilities to achieve mutuality; this j

is fundamental to any coordination arrangement among inter-

connected utilities. See A-121(Slemmer) 8-12; A-122(Fire-
162/

stone) 6-9. Mutuality is present if the pool partici-

pants can reasonably expect that the benefits one party
derives and the responsibilites he undertakes will accrue in

similar fashion to all parties in the coordinating transac- i

tion (A-122(Firestone) 6(1-7)), and on a basis which will, in

the final analysis, result in a net benefit to each of

the participants and a total net benefit to the pool as
a whole (See A-121(Slemmer) 8-12; A-122(Firestone) 6-9)). ;

.

i

162/ The fundamental role played by mutuality in power
pooling relationships has been recognized by the FPC in its
1964 National Power Survey at page 169 (Vol. I):

Coordination is a vehicle by which
groups of electrical systems through
common action can obtain the benefits of

(Cont'd next page)
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i

' The importance of this concept to pool viability
cannot be understated. Unless a utility can determine

that the arrangement promises to produce a significant

f net benefit to its own system, it will lack the incentive

to make the arrangement work on a day-to-day basis (A-121
1

(Slemmer) 9(4-20)). And, if it is not equally apparent

that a like promise is being held out to all other systems,

in the pool -- so that each of them will have a similar

! incentive to make the arrangement work -- that same utility

will be unable to assure itself that the other pool members

have a sufficient desire and capability to accept and fulfill
their respective responsibilities to guarantee the

| net benefit it originally foresaw from pool membership

(A-121(Slemmer) 9-10(21-26 & 1-5)).
1

-

In this regard, coordinating arrangements are

totally dissimilar from a mere purchase and sale of goods4

; or services between a willing buyer and a willing seller,
,

involving nothing more than the simpie exchange of money
!

i162/ (Cont'd)
it

' economy of size in the planning and devel- iopment of sources of power supply and !
transmission. There are two essential i

prerequisites for full coordination.
One is the construction of adequate I' transmission line interties and asso-
ciated equipment to permit an uninter-
,rupted and economical flow of electric

(Cont'd next page)
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(see A-122(Firestone) 6(7-9)). Monetary compensation is
,

no substitute for the assurance from each pool participant

that it will continuously plan and operate its system so

:
as to further the common objectives of the pool, and, to

that end, will provide mutual assistance to other pcol

members (A-122(Firestone) 6(9-12)). It is the mutual

reliance on each party undertaking and performing specific

responsibilities that lies at the heart of coordinating
arrangements. If those responsibilities can be ignored

upon the payment of a lump sum of money, the arrangement

itself cannot survive. Moreover, any pricing of such

responsibilities would be artificial, since the underly-
'

ing premise of mutuality, which serves to reduce the

price of pool transactions, would necessarily have been

eliminated upon payment (Slemmer 9152(2-19); and see n.176,

infra).

The soundness of this conclusion can be seen

simply by reference to the minimum responsibilities that

162/ (Cont'd)
energy throughout the electrical network.
The second is intersystem planning and
the formulation of agreements between
the interconnected systems to take full
advantage of all of the economic oppor-
tunities for the construction and opera-
tion of facilities that will result in the
lowest overall cost of power, with an
ecuitable sharing of the costs and bene-
fitc. [ Emphasis added.)

.-. - - - . _ . . . - .
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are implicit in pool membership. These have been identi-

fied by the FPC in its 1970 National Power Survey, at

I-17-4 in the following terms:

1. Providing capacity, either from its
own system or by purchase, equal to the
maximum demand of its system plus some*

additional amount for system reserve.

2. Providing some portion of the operating
reserve requirements of the pool either
from its own resources or by purchase.

3. Maintaining its bulk power system in'

good operating condition.

4. Providing, operating, maintaining, and
1

protecting the transmission and inter- ;

connec, ting facilities for its own system. '

5. Furnishing, operating, and maintaining
at its expense, regulating facilities
adequate to control frequency and inter-

'

connection loading within established
limits.

Each of the parties must also furnish and
maintain such communication and telemetering
facilities as may be necessary. In those
instances where the power pool has a single
control area with free-flowin~g intra-system
ties, each of the members is allocated a
portion of the expenses associated with
operating the control area.

See also Hughes 3817-18; Kampmeier 5872-74.

The inability of a system to meet these minimum

capabilities should be dispositive as to the inappropriate-

ness of pool participation. However, even if an entity can

shoulder these responsibilities, there must be a concomitant

willingness on its part to share with others the pool

.

1

- .
. ._.
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benefits on an equitable basis before membership makes

sense. If so much as a single pool participant harbours
I

notions of retaining for itself a disproportionate share of 1

.

pool benefits, coordination cannot succeed. On this point ;

Mr. Slemmer testified (A-121(Slemmer) 14(10-20)):
This [ mutuality] markedly takes

different forms. It manifests itself
in terms of rendering reciprocal
services, of understanding and fully

:appreciating each other's problems,
and having the trust and confidence i

!that the other-members are willing and
able to do their part in the pool
operation -- all these kinds of reci- i

procity and mutuality are required if
the benefits contemplated by the ar-
rangement are to be fully obtained.
Moreover, each of the pool members
must be able and willing to provide
the facilities and personnel that the
pool needs in order to furnish the
services that the arrangement con-
templates.

When we look to see which electric entities are

capable of assuming minimum pool responsibilities, we find,

not surprisingly, that there are scale-related limitations
on the number which can meaningfully become directly in-

volved. Thus, Dr. Hughes notes on page 56 of his article

" Scale Frontiers in Electric Power" that only the largest

20 or so utilities achieve efficient performance by -

way of pool coordination. To the extent that the next

40 or so in size contemplate participation, they should

do so by some sort of " satellite dependency on a nearby

|
|
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large system or minority membership in a tightly organized

multi...teral pool ***; [i]n either case the system would

play a minor role in planning decisions made by the large

neighbor.or the pool" Id. Systems below the top 60 should, '

'

in Dr. Hughes' view, become involved, if at all, "only

as satellites or as weak dependent members of latje pools"

(see Hughes 3801). This is not to suggest, however, that,

| pool benefits are enjoyed only by those relatively few

utilities which are able to participate directly as full

members. To the contrary, those electric entities in a

i satellite or functionally similar status also receive

tangible benefits from power pooling, albeit less di-

rectly (see, e.g., Firestone 9430-31(21-25 & 1-4) (Ohio
Edison's wholesale customers enjoy the full benefits of

power pooling)).

There is no single avenue through which pooling

benefits are passed along indirectly; the method will vary

depending on the particular, circumstances. Conceivably,

it could range from some form of oilateral interconnection

agreement which provides most, if not all, the services -

available in pool participation (see S-204; A-271; S-203)

to a full, or even a partial, requirements whelesale con-
:

j tract (see S-86 through S-104). Arrangements providing
|

| for access to large-scale nuclear generating capacity,

i

|

|

.,s..,r,. - , , . . . - -. .
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.

with appropriate provisions for replacement energy andi

transmission services (see A-44), would clearly fall within

the spectrum, for example. Similarly, the benefits of
,

coordination could be distributed to small, " dependent-
.

satellite" electric entities by way of " wholesale-retail l
|

Ispecialization," where "the retailer in effect relies on
:

another power system to supply his requirements at wholesale

through a firm requirements contract ***" (Hughes 3809(1-3,

1-21)). In its 1970 National Power Survey, the FPC specifi-
S

cally endorsed such a concept:

Systems which serve their growing
needs by power purchases receive
reliability and economic benefits
when their power suppliers partic-
ipate in area-wide and regional
coordination. Direct or indirect
participation by smaller generating
systems in the benefits and respon-
sibilities of coordinated planning
and operation is fundamental if the
most efficient use is to be made of
our resources. However, when their
supplier, alone or in cooperation
with other systems, can. install
large-scale generation, benefits of*

the larger system scale become avail-
able to them.

FPC, National Power Survey I-17-27 (1970) (emphasis

added); see also I FPC, National Power Survey 273 (1964);

Kampmeier 5876-85.

2. CAPCO agreements. It is with an understand-

ing of these basic concepts that we now turn our attention

. . _ . . _ _ -. _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _
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more particularly to the formation of the CAPCO Pool.

It hardly need be stated that pool members traditionally

formalize their coordination arrangements by entering into

a series of contractual commitments which delineate the

; responsibilities and obligations of the parties, define
4

the services to be performed, and specify the prices to

be charged for those services, or at least provide a method

for pricing. In this manner the common objectives to which

Mr. Firestone referred are framed, and the individual respon-
,

lsibilities are assigned.
t

| There can be no doubt that these contracts are
i

as diverse as the parties to such arrangements. The
iagreements vary considerably in the types of transactions '

specified, the degree to which the separate members make
i

use of these transactions, and the accounting and pric-
'

ing methods applied to the various interchanges contem-
163/

plated (A-121(Slemmer) 16(12-18)). This wide divergence

underscores the fact that no two pools are identical, either

in their objectives, the characteristics of their membership,

the degree of integration and control achieved, or the

legal and regulatory restraints under which they operate'

(see A-121(Slemmer) 16(18-22)). In short, the provisions

|

163/ See also D-450(Kampmeier) 10(3-9); D-587(Wein)
'

102(1-6); D-588, pp. 1-2. Indeed, Applicants are not aware
(Cont'd next page)

i
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.

of pooling agreements are understandably tailored to accom-
.

modate the concerns of particular parties and their indi-

vidual circumstances.
,

,

Since it is fundamental to all pooling arrange-
,

ments that the participants must operate in an environment

| shaped by the concept of mutuality, it is on that basis

that the Applicants here agreed to coordinate their genera-

tion and transmission functions within the framework of

the CAPCO Pool. Witnesses in this proceeding have charac-

terized CAPCO as a " tight pool" (Hughes 3732(4-13)) or

a " team pool" (D-587(Wein) 104; see also D-588, p. 3). The

purposes to be served by such a relationship are clearly

set out in the Memorandum of Understanding. As therein

stated (S-184, p. 1):

163/ (Cont'd)
of any dispute among the parties as to the fact that the
various forms of pooling arrangements vary greatly through- i

out the United States. It was for this reason that Appli- '

cants were greatly surprised when, on the second-to-last day
of hearing DOJ proposed to introduce, on an unsponsored
basis, the New England Power Pool Agreement (D-635) and a
great bulk of supporting material (D-634; D-636; D-637).
Applicants believe that such material is of no pgobative
value without testimony on what the provisions mean, how
they were arrived at, how they are implemented, what state
law is and how it impacts on the agreement, or in what ways |L

the New England experience is appropriate for conducting a i

.

pool in Ohio and Pennsylvania (see Tr.'12491-93). This
is especially true since everyone is in agreement on the

'

wide divergence among pool contracts.
(Cont'd next page)

1
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(Applicants] will coordinate the in- i

sta11ation of generating and transmission
capacity on the systems of the parties
in order to enable each party, on an
equitable basis, to:

1. Further the reliability of bulk
power supply through assurance of:

a. An adequate reserve capacity
level with reserve capacity
coordination.

b. An adequate transmission network.

2. Take advantage of such economies of
scale as will be available.

See also Fleger 8617(15-25); Schaffer 8537(6-24); White

.9498(6-15), 9712-14; Williams 10351-E2; A-122(Firestone)

9(20-23).

To achieve these goals Applicants have embarked

on various programs. Chief among these is a construction

program of jointly committed generating units (Schaffer

8535(1-4)). Pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding,

the location, type, size and time for installation of these

facilities is determined jointly by engineering analysis
using a one-system concept (S-184, S 2.2, p. 3; ses also

Schaffer 8535(7-9); A-122(Firestone) 9-10(23-25 & 1-2);

163/ (Cont'd)
over Applicants' objections this material was, however,

received into evidence (see Tr. 12510). When discussing
| specific CAPCO provisions, and where appropriate, Applicants
! will make footnote references to analogous provisions in

the New England Power Pool Agreement. -

.

. .

.
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.

164/
S-205(Mozer) 10(10-20)). That concept is implemented by

|

aggregating the loads and generating resources of all Ap-

'

plicants so that, in planning future generation requirements,

the five separat.e systems are treated as one electric system

(S-205(Mozer) l>J-11(21-26 & 1-2)).

In planning for this hypothetical single system,-

Applicants further agreed in the Memorandum of Understanding |

that sufficient capacity should be provided so that the

dependence on generating reserves of non-CAPCO entities

should not, unless unanimously agreed, exceed one day per

calendar year (S-184, S 4.1 p. 4; see also A-122(Firestone)

10(2-6); Schaffer 8535(9-11)). To achieve that target,

the Applicants make use of sophisticated probability methods

to determine the total quantity of capacity required by the

entire group (A-122(Firestone) 21(14-16); Schaffer 8535(11-
165/

13)). The need for installation of additional capacity

is determined by simply subtracting the then existing or
,

164/ Under NEPOOL, each pool participant has the right
to determine for itself whether, and to what extent, addi-
.tions or charges in its generating facilities will be made
(see D-635, S 10.2).

165/ The NEPOOL agreement delegates to the Management Com-
mittee the responsibility for establishing proper reliability
standards, but does not specify what those standards are (D-635,
S 5.13). Total pool capacity responsibility is established by
the Management Committee so that the established reliability
standards are satisfied (D-635, SS 15.26 & 15.27).

.
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planned generating resources from the total capacity re-

quired to meet the CAPCO reliability standard of one nega-
tive day. Since there is always the risk of a generating

unit being out of service from a planned or unplanned outage,

the total capacity necessary to meet the CAPCO reliabi.lity
'

standard will, in the interest of reliability, be in exceas

of the combined peak loads of the Applicants (cf. Mayben

12582(18-22)). That excess capacity is typically referred

to as a system's installed reserves (see S-205(Mozer) exh.
166/

HMM-6, p. 3).

Having established the total capacity necessary

to maintain the desired degree of reliability, the capacity

is allocated among the individual Applicants "so that each

party's contribution to the reserves of the CAPCO Group is

directly proportional to its potential use of said reserves"

(S-184, S 4.2, p. 4; see also Schaffer 8535(13-16); A-122

(Firestone) 21(17-22)). Again, probability methods are

; |

166/ Installed reserves should not be confused with a
utility's operating or " spinning" reserves, which represent
that amount of capacity capable of being brought on line
rather quickly to provide for load variation and forecast
error, frequency regulation, and loss of generating capa-
bility. See ECAR Document No. 2, reported in FPC, National
Power Survey, II-2-119 through 121 (1970); Gainesville Util-
ities Dep't. v Florida Power Corp., 402 U.S. 515, 518 n.2
(1971).,

.
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1

used in this allocation procedure, sometimes referred to

as the P/N formula (A-122(Firestone) 21(1-9); Schaffer 8535
167/

(13-16)). In discharging its capacity responsibility,
,

each Applicant is first credited with its independent capa-

city resources, that is, those generating units not jointly ,

owned by the CAPCO parties, and next receives credit for
i

its ownership share in jointly owned units which have al- )

ready been committed (A-122(Firestone) 23(10-14)). If no

new generating unit is being committed, any difference be- I

tween the calculated capacity resources of an Applicant and
|

that Applicant's ca' _ .esponsibility is accommodated

through purchase and sale arrangments with other surplus

CAPCO members (A-122(Firestone) 23(14-17); D-372). If a

new jointly owned unit is being committed, the aforesaid

difference is satisfied by a further allocation of capacity

from that new unit (Williams 10378(10-13), 10395(4-13);
168/

D-372).

167/ Under NEPOOL, individual capacity responsibility
is determined under a hybrid formula which allocates 70% of
the responsibility on the basis of annual peaks and 30% on
the basis of monthly peaks (D-635, S 9.2). In addition, if
a pool participant relies on any single generating unit for
capacity equal to more than 30% of its total load, it must
pay a penalty charge to the Miscellaneous Expense Fund (id,.
at S 9.5).

168/ Under NEPOOL, if a participant fails to meet its
capacity responsibility, an adjustment charge is levied
(D-635, S 9.4).

!
!
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As originally contemplated la the Memorandum of

Understanding, an Applicant could discharge its investment

responsibility for the capacity allocated to it from the

jointly ccamitted units in one of three ways: (a) ownership

as tenant in common of an undivided interest in the unit;

(b) commitment to receive capacity from the unit by advance
..

of capital; or (c) commitment to receive capacity from the

unit by payment of fixed charges (A-184, SS 6.1-6.6, pp. 18-

23; see also Schaffer 8544(6-12)). Following the July 6, 1973

Agreement of Chief Executives (D-372), the parties agreed

that for units 7-14, investment responsibility could be

satisfied only by ownership as tenants in commen (Schaffer
169/

8544(13-18), 8555(7-10), 8589(11-16)).

Pursuant to these guidelines, Applicants have

constr"cted, are now constructing, or have committed them.

selves to construct fourteen generating units. Four of
,

.

1

~

169/ Under NEPOOL, if a participant has no right to par-
tici pate on an ownership basis in any generating facility
(D-635, S 11.2). Applicants request this Board to take
judicial notice of the fact that the Massachusetts Municipal
Wholesale Electric Com pany, representing 25 municipal
electric systems in NEPOOL, has, even in spite of participa-
tion in NEPOOL, announced plans to con construct a 390 me .

oil-fired generating station. See Weekly Energy Report 3
| (April 26, 1976). This action by the NEPOOL municipal

entities became necessary because NEPOOL -- unlike CAPCO --I

has no provision for joint construction of generating facil-
ities.

.

|
|

*
s
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these facilities were initially committed in the Memorandum
170/

of Understanding -- two fossil units and two nuclear units.

Of the ten additional units subsequently committed, three
171/

are fossil and seven are nuclear. The CAPCO companies

also have found it necessary to jointly commit three blocks

of short-lead-time-capacity ("SLTC") to compensate for slip-

pages in the in-service dates of the various CAPCO units

(A-122(Firestone) 14(20-25)). Apart from this, there

is also provision for Applicants' peaking capacity, which

is determined jointly on the basis of pool needs; however,

the construction and ownership of peaking capacity is

an individual responsibility and not part of the joint

construction program (Schaffer 8550(2-11)).

Complementing the generation construction program

is another joint program to construgt transmission facilities.

The Memorandum of Understanding requires the parties to

" jointly agree upon and provide adequate transmission facili-

ties to permit carrying out the arrangements described in'

[the Memorandum of Understanding]" (S-184, S 4.3, p. 4). To

170/ The fossil units are: Sammis 7 (625mw) and Eastlake J
5 (625mw). The nuclear units are: Beaver Valley 1 (856mw) i

and Davis-Besse 1 (906mw).

171/ The fossil units are: Mansfield 1, 2 and 3 (825 mw

each). The nuclear units are: Beaver Valley 2 (856 mw);
Perry 1 and 2 (1205 mw each); Davis-Besse 2 and 3 (906 mw |

each); and Erie 1 and 2 (1200 mw each). |

|

, - . . - - .
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this end, it has been necessary to construct facilities suf-

ficient to permit the Applicants to make use of their capa-
city entitlements in the various generating units located:

outside their respective service areas (S-185, S 1.01, p. 2;

Schaffer 8550(15-20)), as well as to afford the member par-

ticipants adequate transmission for back-up support and

the other forms of coordination contemplated by the Memot-

andum of Understanding (Schaffer 8550(21-24); A-122(Fire-

stone) 11(2-8)).

The implementation of this program has been ac-

! complished through joint studies of the CAPCO transmission
,

needs, again using a.one-system concept (S-184, S 4.3.2,
p. 8). Based on such studies, the various Applicants are

assigned construction responsibilities in specific trans-
mission facilities. Each Applicant is obliged to construct

that part of the facility located within its service area; it
' also owns the portion of the facility so constructed (S-185,

S 6.01, p. 19; Schaffer 855.(3-16)). However, all CAPCO

parties, irrespective of legal ownership, may have an invest-.

ment responsibility in the designated CAPCO transmission
,

line, a responsibility which is equal to the fixed charges
and operating expenses associated with that facility (see
S-185, SS 2.07 & 4.02, pp. 6 & 15). That investment respon-

;

sibility, or rental, is allocated among the Applicants on the |

1

- -
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t

basis of'the ratio of the average annual peak loads of each

Applicant for the three calendar years immediately preceding

commitment of the f acility (S-185, S 4.02, p.15; Schaf fer
.

8551(17-18), 8562(3-8)). Once determined, the allocation

percentages apply for the life of the facility (S-184,
S 4.3.4, p. 9), even if the transmission line no longer

serves any purpose (S-185, S 6.08, p. 23). The Applicants

have agreed further that all CAPCO transmission facilities
will be at 345 kv, or higher (S-185, S 4.01, p. 13; Schaffer

8578 (9-13)), and that each individual Applicant will be

responsible for providir.g adequate transformer capacity to

permit integration of its system with the CAPCO transmission

network (S-185, S 6.05, p. 22), including responsibility

for adequate 345-138 kv transformer capacity (S-184, S 4.3.,

p. 8)).

Throughout this proceeding the parties adverse

to Applicants have been under the mistaken impression that,

pursuant to the CAPCO arrangements relating to transmission,
172/

the Applicants " wheel" power for one another. Applicants

.

172/ Applicants assume, b> wever, that the position of
the NRC Staff is in accord with its engineering expert,
Mr. Mozer. It is significant to note that in characterizing
the CAPCO Transmission Facilities Agreement Mr. Mozer did not|

indicate that it provides for " Transmission Services

|
(Wheeling)" (see S-205(Mozer) exh. HMM-4, p. 4, item 16).

|
|
|
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have no desire to engage in sophistic discourse over the

differences between the CAPCO transmission arrangements and
wheeling. From Applicants' perspective, those ar~rangements

do not commit one Applicant to wheel power for the benefit
,

173/of another Applicant (Williams 10390(6-7)). While Dr.,

|

Wein boldly asserted that pursuant to the CAPCO contracts

"Duquesne can buy economy energy directly from Consumers

Power by linking with Toledo Edison's interconnection with

Consumers Power, utilizing the transmission of CAPCO"

(D-587(Wein) 105(1-4) (emphasis added)), this Board can,

search through every FPC form filed by Applicants and

never find such a transaction reported, nor will any such
transaction ever take place under the present contractual
relationships. Consistent with industry practices, if

,

such a transaction is executed, it will be conducted on
a " buy-sell" basis, i,.e., Toledo Edison would buy economy

energy from Consumers Power, and an equal amount of energy

would then be resold through all intervening entities

until Duquesne purchased a like amount of energy from

one of its neighbors (cf. Williams 10391(1-11)). The >.

CAPCO contracts do not alter that industry practice.
,

.

173/ Like CAPCO, NEPOOL's provision for transmission
services is limited to pool-related transactions (D-635,

: SS 13.l(3), 13.2, 13.8).
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.

In light of our adversaries' confusion it is

instructive, however, to note the characteristics of the

CAPCO joint transmission program that distinguishes Appli-
,

cants' arrangement from wheeling. The crucial difference

is that Applicants contracted among themselves to engage

in a construction program, not to provide transmission

services pursuant to a service schedule. While one com-

pany owns, builds and operates the line, depending upon

where it is physically located, the companies have an

investment responsibility in that line paid in the form

of a rental. And the Applicants are liable on that in-

vestment responsibility irrespective o' the use they

individually make of the facility.

There is thus no conceptual difference be- .

tween the CEI-Cleveland interconnection, for example,

and the CAPCO transmission arrangements. Since Cleve-

land built and owns that interconnection -- and there-

fore bears the costs and risks arising from that owner-

ship -- one does not say that CEI " wheels" power for |
|

Cleveland every time it sends energy across the inte'r- |

connection. Similarly, any time CEI puts energy from a

jointly committed generating unit on the CAPCO transmis-
,

sion grid, it does not " wheel" for the other CAPCO com-

panies since each CAPCO company has agreed to bear the

'
|
|
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costs and risks arising from ownership in the CAPCO

transmission grid. Nor, is the situation any different

if, rather than placing energy from a jointly committed

unit on the network, a CAPCO company were to purchase

firm power from a neighboring entity located outside the

CCCT and resell that energy to another CAPCO company by

making use of CAPCO transmission facilities. The point

is that whether or not such a transaction takes place

the CAPCO companies bear the same financial obligation

in their jointly committed transmission grid. Under this,

arrangement, the Applicants need never worry whether the

full costs of the CAPCO transmission facilities will be
i
'

recouped; for that total cost is borne directly by each

company without regard to the use made of the facilities.

That, of course, is not the case with respect to a wheel-

ing transaction.

The decision of the CAPCO companies to jointly
'

censtruct and plan generating and transmission facilities
1

on a one-system basis has necessitated some changes in the

operational coordination of the companies. Prior to the
,

execution of the Memorandum of Understanding in 1967, all of
'

1the CAPCO companies had bilateral agreements with systeps !

|
contiguous to their respective service areas (A-122(Fire- * '

stone) 15-16(24-25 & 1); S-205(Mozer) exh. HMM-4; see,

_
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P

e.g., S-170 through S-183)). Those agreements provided for
i

various forms of operating coordination between the parties

(see generally A-122(Firestone) 16(1-5); S-205(Mozer) exh.

HMM-4). When the first joint CAPCO unit became operational,

it was necessary for the CAPCO companies to coordinate

operations on a multi-party basis (A-122(Firestone) 16(5-8)).

As to those existing bilateral arrangemen*,s with

non-CAPCO companies, the CAPCO contracts were designed so as

not to conflict with any commitment made pursuant to those ;

arrangements (S-184, S 7.0, p. 23). 'As to any future bila-
i

teral arrangements between CAPCO and non-CAPCO entities,
,

each company remained free to enter into such transactions

provided that the new arrangements did not conflict with

the CAPCO contracts (S-184, S 7.0, p. 23; S-202, S 20.01,

p. 40). In practical terms this means that the CAPCO com-

panies are free to, and do in fact, purchase or sell power

to non-CAPCO companies on a day-to-day basis (S-202, S 6.07, ;

p. 25; Schaffer 8557(15-18); Williams 10390(1-4)). However,

if it were determined that a transaction with a third party
|

would adversely affect the other CAPCO companies, it would I

be necessary for the CAPCO Executive Committee to approve j
:

the transaction (Schaffer 8557(5-6); Williams 10449(11-15)).;

Although the question has not yet presented itself, an
7

agreemerit to, construct and operate generation with a non-

|

1

- . , - . - -- .-.. -- . , . . - . -_ |
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7 CAPCO company, or to enter into a long-term firm power

commitment, for example, might require such approval if
the Applicant were to receive credit in CAPCO for such a

capacity addition (Schaffer 8557(2-6, 19-22)). Obviously,

such a requirement is necessary if the advantages of one-4

system planning are to be realized; if individual pool mem-
bers were free to enter into arrangements that would ad-

J

| versely impact on the previously agreed to one-system plan,
i

| that concept would not long survive (Schaffer 8557-5 (23-
4

; 25 & 1-2) ) .
,

; As to those existing bilateral arrangements among
j the CAPCO companies, they remained in effect up to January 1,

,

; 1975, and were used es the mechanism for accomplishing oper-
t

j ational coordination (A-122(Firestone) 16(8-10)). As of

; January 1, 1975, the Applicants executed the CAPCO Basic .

i

) Operating A~greement (S-202). That contract now governs the

| operational coordination among the Applicants (A-122(Fire-
i

j stone) 11-12(21-24 & 1-2), 16(10-16);- see also S-202, SS
174/

] 1.01, 20.01, pp. 1-2, 40; Firestone 9234-38)), and sets

forth the manner in which the parties share installed re-
,.

serves, interchange economy energy, account for and exchange
i \
|

174/ While Article 21 of the CAPCO Basic Operating Agree-
; mest indicates:that the agreement was to have terminated en

March 1, 1976 (S-202, S 21.01, p. 70), a supplemental agree-
i ment has been executed extending the termination date to
; March 1, 1977 (Firestone 9234(6-8)).

|

:. _ _ ._ . _ - _ . . . . _ - _ _ - . ,- _.-_-_
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175/
maintenance energy, and so forth (A-122(Firestone) 12(2-7)).

The pricing provisions of the service schedules

attached to the CAPCO Basic Operating Agreement are another

further indication of the mutuality concept underlying pool

transactions. Service schedule A (Replacement Capacity and

Replacement Energy), for example, is the pricing tariff

pursuant to which Applicants effect the maintenance power

and emergency power transactions contemplated by section 6

of the CAPCO Basic Operating Agreement (see S-205(Mozer)

22(17-19)). That schedule provides no demand charge for

Replacement Capacity. Rather, compensation for capacity
.

and' energy actually received is effectuated through a

return-in-like-kind arrangement under the so-called " bank-

ing principle" (S-202, service Sch. A, SS 2.1-2.2 & 3.1-
'

3.2). The impact of the banking principle is to allow
;

each CAPCO company to replace the power borrowed fromt

another system at its (the borrower!s) own system costs.

Consequently, from an economic standpoint, the situation

175/ Neither the CAPCO Basic Operating Agreement nor any
'other CAPCO agreement provides for one-system dispatch (also

referred to as joint or economic dispatch) of the CAPCO gen- ,

erating units, notwithstanding Dr. Wein's obviously inaccu- |
rate testimony to the contrary. Compare A-122(Firestone)

'

12(23-25) with Wein 7323-24(2-9, 18-25 & 1-17).

;

|

|

|
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gives every appearance of the borrowing company supplying'

its own reserves (Schaffer 8562(12-18)).,

While electric entities that have no real in-
terest in entering the generating business may have little
incentive to establish pricing principles that have the

effect of costing maintenance and emergency energy at the

receiving system's own costs -- probably because they have

so little faith in their own capabilities -- the CAPCO

companies obviously desire that result (see Schaffer 85853

t

(6-15)), and they have structured their contracts accord-
.

ingly (see S-202). An entity ostensibly desirous of join ~

ing the CAPCO Pool which lacks the capability of provid-
ing energy to the bank, would be unable to contribute in-

| like-kind to the other systems when they were in a defi-
t

cit position (Schaffer 8562-63(19-22 & 17-22)). The ab--

1

sence of mutuality in such a situation would undermine

the operation of the banking principle, and, in those

terms, plainly frustrate the original aims of the pool '

176/ !
participants.

1

,

i 176/ More generally, it cannot be assumed that because a
i group of utilities have agreed on a price for a particular

itransaction in the context of a pool arrangement that such a
price is an appropriate or fair price for an analogous trans-,

action consummated outside the pool relationship where mutuality
may not be present (see Slemmer 9165(2-19)). In the pricing
of bulk power transactions, four factors are typically con-
(Cont'd next page)

;

, ,_ . . __ . . .. . ..
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Similar frustrations would most likely result

in other areas as well. The benefits and advantages ac-

cruing to the CAPCO companies from the joint construction

programs and coordinated operation just described are those

originally contemplated in the Memorandum of Understanding,'

i.e., economies of scale and increased reliability. See,

e.g., Schaffer 8537(5-24), 8543(9-15); Williams 10368-69'

(22-25 & 1-12); S-205(Mozer) 11-12, 15-16, 17, 23. But,

as we have indicated, with those benefits go serious |
P anning and decision-making obligations, constructionl

obligations, and financial and operating obligations (Wil-

176/ (Cont'd)
sidered: degree of firmness in the transaction; expected
duration of the transaction; purpose for which the transaction
is being executed; and the degree of mutuality present for
the kind of service being provided (Bingham 8268 (10-17:).
Thus, for example, the true cost of emergency energy supplied
under a service schedule obligating both parties to provide
emergency energy when capable, is not only the out-of-pocket
costs-plus-10-percent normally charged for emergency energy,
but also the cost of capacity required to be maintained so
that the mutual obligation to provide emergency energy to the
other party can be satisfied (Bingham 8280-81(19-25 & 1-18)).
Jf, however, the schedule under which emergency energy was to |

be provided did not obligate the other party to provide |
emergency energy when capable, or if there was no real likeli- I

hood that the other party would ever be able to return |

emergency power, the transaction would be priced on differ-
ent terms and the other factors of firmness and duration
might come into play in costing the particular transaction

j (Bingham 8271-74).

f

'
-- - -.- . - -- _ _ ..._ - - _ . - _ -
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obligations, and financial and operating obligations (Wil-

liams 10369(13-16). And, these must also be shouldered

by any incoming members t0 , reserve mutuality.,

The principal plaaning and decision-making ob-
ligation has already been alluded to -- the surrender of;

some amount of corporate autonomy so that CAPCO faci'lities

can be planned on a one-system basis (see Williams 10369-

70(18-25 & 1-7). As was pointed out before, what might

be best for one Applicant might not be best for all of

CAPCO, and the companies have therefore agreed to forego

pursuing individual plans that do not provide a signi-

ficant benefit to all (id.). Also integral to the plan-

ning and decision-making function is that each Applicant

be obligated to reach final decisions promptly. When the

CAPCO chief executives meet, it is fully understood that they
have come together ready to commit their organizations, and

with full authority to do so, sometimes subject to ratifica-
tion by their respective boards of directors, but, even then,

,

always on an expedited schedule (see Williams 10370-71(22-25

& 1-8)). 'In addition, there is the responsibility of each
company to participate in a meaningful and constructive

manner in the full CAPCO committee structure. (Williams
10371(10-11)). The CAPCO Administration Agreement (S-186)

establishes not only the Executive Committee (art. 2), but |

|

|
|

|

I
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also creates four standing committees (art. 3) and three
177/

interim committees (art. 4). Since its execution, two

of the interim committees have been redesignated as stand-
.

'~

ing committees and two new standing committees have been
178/

established. Each CAPCO participant is responsible

for appointing a representative ( and when necessary

alternates) to each committee (S-186, Sr 2.01, 3.01, 4.01),

and for bearing the expenses associated with his atten-

dance and work (S-186, SS 2.06, 3.05, 4.04). Moreover,

any committee may establish ad hoc or continuing subcom-

mittees, task forces, or other study groups (S-186,
179/

S 5.03). As of the fall of 1973, S-214 indicates that

177/ The standing committees established were: the
Accounting and Finance Commictee, the Legal Committee,
the Operating Committee, and the Planning Committee.
The interim committees established were: the Coal Com-
mittee, the Drafting Committee, and the Interconnection
Agreements Committee. See also S-214; Williams 10371
(16-20); A-122(Firestone) 11(9-20).

178/ The Coal and Interconnection Agreements Committees
were redesignated as standing committees (S-186, Amendment
No. 1, S 1(a)). The Nuclear Fuel Management Committee and
the Public Information Committee were established as stand-
ing committees (S-186, Amendment No. 1, S 1(a) & (c)).

179/ S-214 shows that by 1973 three of the standing com-
mittees had alone set up fifteen subcommittees and working

,

groups with 63 people assigned to those subcommittees and
working gr oups .- Presently there are some 30-odd committees
and subcommittees working on CAPCO affairs (Williams 10371
(13-18)).

-

I

_
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' almost 140 people were assigned by Applicants to CAPCO

committees. Through this committee structure all facets'

of problems facing CAPCO are explored and reported upon

to the Executive Committee for ultimate decision (Wil-
180/

llams 10372(5-7)).
1

: The construction obligations arise as a result

of each Applicant's responsibility, acting as agent for

the other owners, to design, construct and operate the

jointly committed generating units (A-122(Firestone)

14(11-20)); Schaffer 8538(1-5)), and the CAPCO transmis-

sion facilities (A-122(Firestone) 15(15-18); Schaffer

8557(3-14)). At least with respect to the nuclear gen-

erating units, that responsibility also includes apply-
ing for and obtaining all necessary government licenses.

This requires the constructing Applicant (s) to demon-

strate to the NRC its (their) technical qualifications

to engage in the proposed activities (Schaffer 8561(14-

24); see also 10 C.F.R. SS 50.40(b), 50.34(a)(9), 50.34

(b)(6)(i), 50.34(b)(7), 5036(c)(5)). While an applicant

for a nuclear license can, of course, delegate to others

some of the design and construction work, it is still the

180/ For a good example of how this committee struc-
ture works see C-39 and C-40.

__ _ _ _ . _ . _ _ _ ._ - , . . __ .. - ___._
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utiJity filing the application, and not its agents, which.
4

the NRC licenses. Accordingly, it is the applying company
,

or companies which retain responsibility and must be found
'

l by the NRC to be technically qualified. See, e.g., 10'

C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, S I (while applicant can dele-'

gate to others work of establishing and executing quality
assurance program, the applicant retains responsibility).

,

The major financial and operating obligation is,

obviously, to pay promptly for your allocated share of the
CAPCO facilities (Williams 10370(12-14), 10371(9)). This.

.

requires a willingness to pay not merely for the generating

capacity each individual participant believes is sufficient,
but also to pay for that part of the pool's total capac-

ity allocated to the individual participants under the P/N

formula (Williams 10370(9-11)). Mr. Schaffer, President

of Duquesne, testified that at the present time Duquesne

contemplates spending $1.5 billion just to meet its finan- ;

cial obligations to the generation portion of the CAPCO

construction program (Schaffer 8541(11-20)). By way of |

rough comparison, Cleveland with a system approximately

7% the size of Duquesne's could expect to spend on the

order of $100 million to meet similar construction obli-
gations if it were a member of CAPCO.

:

I

, _- - _ _ _ _ _ - _ . _ - . _ - - _ . -
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Each pool participant has the additional finan-
cial responsibility for both the transmission in its

service area and its allocated share of all of the 345 kv,

CAPCO transmission (Williams 10370(15-19)). As for op-
*

erating obligations, each participant has a maintenance

responsibility for equipment on its system as well as an

obligation to provide back-up capacity and energy to alli

pool participants should the need arise (Schaffer 8542(1-i

14); Williams 10373(1-17)). To implen.ent this operational
'

'

support, CAPCO has a Coordinating Office, and each pool
'

participant is responsibile for its allocated share of the

costs associated with the Coordinating Office (A-122(Fire-
stone) 12(17-23); Schaffer 8542(17-21)).,

;

Kno'.fing the historical, technical and economic

factors within which power pools function, and the specif-
ic response of Applicants to those factors, it remains for

i
1

the Board to examine that response to ascertain whether our
.

adversaries have made out a justifiable charge that the
;

CAPCO Pool is inconsistent with the letrar nr the spirit
of the antitrust laws. Applicants think not, and the rec-

ord amply supports that conviction.

3. The CAPCO agreements are not a naked re-

straint of trade. At the outset it should be clear that
the mere coming together of Applicants to form the CAPCO

.

,-- _ sw m.
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'

Pool is no legitimate basis for inferring an unlawful con-
,

' tract, combination or conspiracy. See, e.g., Rooffire
|

Alarm Co. v Royal Indemnity Co., 202 F. Supp. 166, 169.

' (E.D. Tenn. 1969), affirmed, 313 F.2d 635 (6th Cir.), cer-

tiorari denied, 373 U.S. 949 (1963); United States v Pan

American World Airways, 193 F. Supp. 18, 33 (S.D.N.Y. 1961);
.l. 81,/

United States v Morgan, 118 F. Supp. 621 (S.D.N.Y. 1953).

This is even more clearly the case here since increased

coordination among electric utilities and the formation

of regional power pools like CAPCO, contrary to having

antitrust implications, resulted from, and was in harmony

with, the urgings of the FPC throughout the 1960's (Hughes

3649(15-21); see pp. 256-60 , supra).

181/ The decision in United States v Morgan, supra, is
particularly instructive. There the court rejecteo the
government's claim that investment bankers violate the
Sherman Act when they form syndicates to underwrite the
issuance of new securities. Recognizing the need for joint
action to raise large amounts of capital in an orderly
fashion, the court observed, in language equally apposite
here (118 F. Supp. at 689):

They have a common purpose, they work
together toward it, using jointly the
efforts, reputation and experience of
all; and their community of endeavor
has a value in the practical world
which negates any possible inference
that their association is a mere cloak
for'an agreement to fix prices in
restraint of trade.

|
*

I

|
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Equally clear is that the particular provisions

of the CAPCO agreements challenged as inconsistent with

Section 1 must be measured under a rule of reason standard

and not condemned out-of-hand as a per se violation (see
discussion at pp. 59-66, supra). Indeed, even Dr. Wein-

acknowledged that no inherent anticompetitive overtones

should be presumed to emanate from arrangements providing

for coordination and joint ownership of generating facil-

ities (D-587(Wein) 15(17-20)) -- which is precisely what
the CAPCO agreements are all about. In this regard, the

Board should find particularly instructive the remarks

of the FPC as it prepared to undertake an antitrust re-

view of the New England Power Pool Agreement -- an agree-,

ment that DCJ and the NRC Staff seem to regard

as exemplary.notwithstanding the disenchantment of the muni-

cipal entities in New England, which attacked NEPOOL as a

Iggtjgt violation of the antitrust laws. The Commission

in that proceeding resolutely stated (NEPOOL Pool Agree-

ment, 48 F.P.C. 1477, 1482 (1972)):
I

We cannot in the light of Section 202
standards consider a negotiated agreement
between parties establishing a voluntary
power pool as a per se violation of
federal antit ust laws.

The sugge*,cion that Congress would
direct the Federal Power Commission to
encourage and promote regional coor-
dination of facilities in one act and
then make all such coordinations illegal

.- _ - . _-. - _ _ . _ _ _ - _ _ . - - . .-.-
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.

.

in another is inconsistent with reason-
able statutory interpretation.'

While a power pooling agreement as
such is not, therefore, a per se viola-*

tion of the antitrust laws, certain of'

its provisions may be in violation of
;

the antitrust laws. The lawfulness of-

any such provisions must be examined
,

within the framework of a rule of rea-
son pursuant to development of a com-
plete record at hearing. (Emphasis in
original.]

.

The same good sense should prevail here. If

we turn, then, to the particular provisions of the CAPCO

agreements challenged as unreasonable restraints of trade,

at least DOJ seems belatedly to have adopted the view that

the unanimity requirement of CAPCO is somehow inconsistent
182/

with the antitrust laws. An examination of the purposes

and operation of that requirement conclusively refutes any

such contention; unanimity in the situations where it per-

tains is ncither unreasonable, nor can it be said to have a

:

!182/ See " Memorandum Of The Department Of Justice In
Response To Applicants' Joint Motion To Dismiss," filed |
May 28, 1976, at 6. While Applicants do not challenge |
that CAPCO operates on a principle of unanimous consent, j
the scenario laid out by DOJ in the above-referenced memo- i

randum is inaccurate. The Memorandum of Understanding is |
actually silent on the question of unanimity. It does re-
quire that if the one-negative-day reliability standard is
changed, unanimous consent is necessary (see S-184, S 4.1,
p. 4). That is not equivalent, however, to requiring
" unanimity in any decision by Applicants concerning modi-

o fication of 'the allocations of generation and transmission
(Cont'd next page)

|

|
. _ _ - .
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t

i 183/
restraining effect on trade.

I

: 182/ (Cont'd)
capacity by the CAPCO Pool" and therefore " effectively giv-;

[ing] each of the Applicants the power to veto the admission )
!

i of one of its competitors as a member of CAPCO" (DOJ Memo-
i randum, at 6). Ir. fact, that part of the Memorandum of

Understanding dealing most directly with non-members (S-184,4

! 5 7.0, p. 23), provides that the concepts in the Memorandum
! of Understanding shall be implemented so as not to conflict

with existing commitments with non-members, and so as not to
'

prevent future arrangements with non-members provided that
j such arrangements do not themselves conflict with the Memo-

randum of Understanding.
j

| The contractual requirement for unanimity is found
j in section 2.05 of the CAPCO Administration Agreement
: (S-186, p. 3), stating that decisions and determinations
,

of the Executive Committee shall be by unanimous vote.
i The authority generally delegated to the Executive Com-

mittee is found in section 2.04 of the CAPCO Administra-,

tion Agreement, and representation on the Executive Com-
mittee is specified 114 section 2.01 (S-186, pp. 2 & 3).'

DOJ, therefore, incorrectly criticizes the testimony o'
Mr. Williams concerning provisions for compulsory arbi~ti-

| tion (see DOJ Memorandum, at 6 n.8). The Memorandum of
j Understanding does not preclude arbitration; it is silent

on the question, just as it is silent on the unanimity
t question. Where authority is delegated to the Executive

Committee, as in the CAPCO Transmission Facilities Agree-*

ment (S-185) and the CAPCO Basic Operating Agreement (S-202), )
; compulsory arbitration is specifically provided for (see
j S-185, S 14.01, pp. 32-35; S-202, S 17.01, pp. 36-39).
i 1

183/ While NEPOOL does not require unanimity, the impact '

of its voting rules on small systems is similar to CAPCO's.

| unanimity requirement. Voting is on the basis of annual peak
_'

load (D-635, S 5.3); actions of the Management Committee re-'

quire a 75% affirmanive vote, although two members having at
i least 15% affirmative vote can veto any action (id. at S 5.4;
! see also A-270, pp. 14-15. Morecver, voting does not serve j
'

the same function in NEPOOL as in CAPCO, since there is no
; NEPOOL joint construction plan, and each participant remains

free to construct or not construct facilities on its own ort

; with others (see D-635, S 10.2; and see n. 169, supra).

!
:

'

,
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Because of the very nature of the activities'
,

undertaken by the CAPCO members -- that is, the joint-

planning, construction and operation of generating and
'

; transmission facilities -- the decision to pool neces-

sarily requires that the formerly independent utility

companies relinquish a certain amount of their autonomy

(see Schaffer 8586(12-12)). Were this not so, it would be

impossible for them to jointly plan on a one-system basis or

make effective use of the economies of scale and other bene-
fits that come from pooling (see Schaffer 8586(14-14)).

Some pools, not surprisingly, go farther than others and

attempt to make maximum use of the one-system concept so as

to maximize the benefits. As already pointed out, CAPCO

falls into this category. And, to this end, Applicants

agreed to surrender a degree of independence and commit

themselves to a construction program requiring joint agree-

ment by all parties (Schaffer 8608(19-24)).

Given the large sums of money involved in that

program, however, Applicants deemed it ter ribly important

to protect each member company against possibly outrageous

demands on the part of other companies, or demands, however

reasonable from the point of view of the pool, which would

i jeopardize its own financial solvency. (Schaffer 8609(1-2))

-- thus the regtrirement for unanimous executive approval for

I

. . -. _ _ . - . -.
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all major actions (Schaffer 8567(6-10)). Unanimity on this

basis gave each Applicant the ability to exercise its

fiduciary responsibility to its customars and stockholders if

the need ever arose (Schaffer 8567(12-19)). Nor could it be

any other way. While joint plans can always be developed,

before any plan can be implemented the corporate decision to

spend billions of dollars must be made individually by each

company, not through committee action (Williams 10358-59(24-

26 & 1-17)). This is not only a matter of corporate law, but

also a requirement of state regulation (see Arthur 8370(10-
21)).

This very obvious and legitimate reason for re-

quiring unanimous approval of all major actions is more

than adequate response to a claim that an agreement among

private utilities so to operate is unreasonable under Sec-

tion 1. DOJ's glib reference to Associated Press v United

States, supra, as offering an analog in support of its argu-
184/

ment, serves only to expose the weakness of DOJ's posi-
tion. Indeed, the differences between the CAPCO unanimity

requirement and the AP by-laws are greater than their simi-

larities.

184/ See " Memorandum Of The Department Of Justice In
Response To Applicants' Joint Motion To Dismiss," filed
May 28, 1976, at 6-7, 8-9.

.

_. ,.- _, -
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The latter prohibited distribution of AP news

to nonmembers (326 U.S. at 9), and imposed considerably more
,

formidable membership requirements upon an applicant within

the same market as an AP member than upon a non-competing'

185/.

applicant (id. at 10-11). Competitive concerns thus
,

dictated which of the disparate admission procedures would

be followed in considering an application for AP member-.

ship. Without requiring proof of the past effect of

these provisions, the Supreme Court upheld the district

court's determination that they violated Section 1, cit-

ing at one point the lower court's finding that the AP

by-laws were " plainly designed in the interest of prevent.-

ing competition" (id. at 16), and characterizing them

elsewhere as trade restraints " aimed at the destruction of

competition" (18. at 13-14). Significantly, however, the

Court did not take the view that any restriction on ad-

mission would be invalid; nor did it hold that a vote by

185/ For the non-competitor, a majority vote of the AP
Board of Directors would confer membership. For the ap-
plicant in competition with an AP member, it was neces-
sary to either secure approval of the member-competitor
or submit to an election by majority vote at a special
meeting of the Association, and in addition agree to pay
10% of all regular assessments received by AP from its
members in the competitive field since 1900 and relin-
quish any exclusive rights it had in news or picture ser-
vices (id. at 10).

|

. . - . - _. -
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an AP member upon a competing applicant would be impermis-
sible. To the contrary, the Court approved that part of
the district court decree providing that Associated Press

would not be precluded from implementing by-laws (id. at
21, quoting from 52 F. Supp. at 375) :

"which will restrict admission, pro-
vided that members in the same city
and in the same ' field' (morning,

; evening or Sunday), as an applicant
* * * shall not have power to impose,
or dispense with, any conditions upon
his admission and that the By-Laws
shall affirmatively declare that the

; effect of admission upon the ability
of such applicant to compete with
members in the same city and ' field'
shall not be taken into consideration
in passing upon its application."

This ruling in no way suggests that the CAPCO

unanimity requirement deserves condemnation. Unlike the
:

AP by-laws, unanimity of action in CAPCO is required to

implement a broad range of decisions, most of which have

no impact, or, at best, only an attenuated impact, upon
non-CAPCO electric entities. There is a compelling busi-

'

ness need for such unanimity where the decisions being

made concern projects requiring fiscal and manpower

commitments of the magnitude being undertaken by CAPCO,

and thereby by each of its members. Nor is there anywhere

in the challenged agreements the slightest suggestion that

there was lurking somewhere in the background some anti-

competitive purpcse.
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.

Moreover, this record establishes beyond a-

doubt that unanimity of action requirement has no
1

deleterious effect upon any putative competitor of Ap-

i, plicants. In Associated Press, there were two ingredi-

|[
ents beyond the differential membership criterion that

enabled the Court to reach its decision: (1) an assess-

ment that no newspaper could operate viably without ac-

cess to AP news service (326 U.S. at 13-14, 17-18); and
i

(2) the by-law prohibition on distribution of the ser-

vice to non-members, rendering membership the sole

vehicle for obtaining access (id. at 9). No comparable

situation exists here. For, as more fully discussed

,' infra, at pp. 674-91, Applicants' Proposed License

Conditicns (A-44), CEI's offer of access to Cleveland ,

(D-192), the availability of.the wholesale power option

(A-190(Pace) 9-11), and the feasibility of non-

- CAPCO members constructing their own small coal-fired

generating plants, all make it abundantly clear that

there is no legitimate link between the denial of pool

membership, on the one hand, and competitive viability,

on'the other hand. The CAPCO unanimity requirement thus
i

does not' provide any basis for faulting the pooling ar-'

rangement.

i When we direct our attention to the alterna-

tive basis for claiming that the CAPCO agreements impose

a naked restraint of trade, we find the argument no more

l'

;

. . ~ , _ _ _ _ _ . ,_ - _ - . _ _ . . - _ . _ _ _ _
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persuasive. Our adversaries' second line of attack con-

centrates on the CAPCO method for allocating capacity re- |

sponsibility. Appendix A to the Memorandum of Under-

standing (S-184) sketches the procedures used by the com-

panies to implement the principle in section 4.2 of the

Memorandum that " jointly committed capacity shall be al-

located among the parties so that each party's contribu-;

tion to the reserves of the CAPCO Group is directly pro-
portional to its potential use of said reserves." The

'The record in this proceeding shows that this principle

is based on sound economic and ingineering considerations

and is consistent with long-recognized industry practice

for fairly apportioning reserve obligations. Moreover,

the probability analysis used by CAPCO implements that

principle with the same or a greater degree of accuracy
as other methods currently in use.

The uncontroverted testimony of Mr. Slemmer:

i
'

is that, to his knowledge, most pool arrangements

are premised on the expectation-

that each member will provide,

2 emergency support to about the
same degree that it receives it.
Usually this is accomplished by
imposing on each member some in-
stalled capacity obligation, with
a requirement that if a member
does not meet its obligation it
will purchase capacity from other
pool members to cover its defi-
ciency. [(A-121(Slemmer) 17(15-
22); see also Slemmer 9014(11-15).]

_ - . _ _ . - - _ _ _ _ .-. -.
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This thesis merely puts into operational terms the mutuality

concept discussed earlier. Fundamental to any pool arrange-

ment is a provision for reserve obligations. By agreeing to

provide mutual reserve support, pool participants are able to
reduce the total reserve requirements of the group with resul-

tant economic benefits (see A-122 (Firestone) 17-18(13-24
& 1-13)), and at the same time improve system reliability and

gain even further economies by in stalling larger and more.

economic generating units than could be justified on an

individual basis (A-122 (Firestone) 17(4-12)).
The "flipside" of an agreement to share reserves

is a service schedule to provide emergency energy (see S-205

(Mozer) 78(5-8); A-121(Slemmer) 15(26)). In an intercon-

! nected network, a flow of energy between or among systems

sharing reserves will occur automatically in an emergency
'

situation, and the system in trouble will receive support

instantaneously. While there is, of course, no absolute

necessity for an emergency energy service schedule in order

to transmit the power in such circumstances (A-121(Slemmer)

17(3-12); Bingham 8282(11-10)), utilities make reference to'

such schedules to arrive at the compensation charged for

reserve sharing. Under this concept, pool participants

establish a combined reserve for the use of all members and

;

|

1
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charge when a participant draws from that combined reserve

(see A-121(Slemmer) 18(19-20)).

In CAPCO, the rate for emergency service not

returned-in-kind contains no demand charge but is based

solely on average production costs (S-202, service Sch.
186/,

A). Thus, if a system were to make use of this com-
a

; bined reserve disproportionately, it would be obtaining

energy without any investment in the capacity associated

with the energy -- that is, without ever paying the demand-
4 related portion of the costs. The other pool participants

would be shouldering that capacity cost by building, with-;

: out adequate compensation, the generating facilities needed

to maintain reserves at a level sufficient to produce an
acceptable reliability standard for the pool as a whole.

Tne probability, or likelihood, that one system
,

will use this combined reserve disproportionately more
than the others depends upon the extent to which each,

186/ The CAPCO charge for emergency service is
I slightly different from the typical industry practice.

Generally, emergency energy is pLiced at out-of-pocket
costs plus 10 percent (see D-588, pp. 15-17). CAPCO, '

however, uses the average annual production costs
from the most Expensive 15 percent of the supplier's
capacity (id. at 31). If anything, the CAPCO charge
is likely to be less than out-of-pocket costs plus 10
percent, since,CAPCO's charge is based on average costs.

!
'

1

1

I

_ _
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.

member independently maintains proper system reliability

from supply sources other than the pool's combined re-

serves '(A-121(Slemmer) 18(21-25)). Failing to maintain

reserves sufficient to meet the reliability standard

means that a system will be making use of the pool's

combined reserves in greater proportion than its con-

tribution to those reserves (A-121(Slemmer) 19(3-9)). ,

When this happens, such a participant, because it is con-

tributing no investment costs, will be getting a " free-

ride" (Firestone 9445(11-19)), and, its disproportionate

dependence on pool reserves without providing adequate

compensation creates the impossible situation where one

pool member is " leaning" or " riding" on all the other

pool members (A-121(Slemmer) 19(9-14)). It is only by

adherence to the basic principle that a system's contri-

bution to pool reserves should be directly proportional

to its use of the pool reserves that the members can hope

to avoid such " free-riding" and receive adequate compen-

sation.

This, in tur'n, requires that the systems in the

pool have available generating capability and transmission

facilities commensurate with the size and types of their

respective generating units and loads (A-121 (Slemmer)

.- - - .- - . - .. --
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i

187/ !
18-19(25-26 & 1-2)). In determining how best to in-

sure that there are sufficient facilities to guard against
i

! " free-riding", the inquiry turns from whether the princi- )
4

ple of Section 4.2 is appropriate and justifiable, to |
|*

,

j whether the specific method adopted by CAPCO to imple- ;

ment that principle, i, . e . , the P/N formula, does in fact

! produce such a result.

| Pursuant to the CAPCO probability technique,

each Applicant's system is analyzed as though it werei

~

j operating in isolation (A-122(Firestone) 21(22-24)). The

; capacity resources of each Applicant, including self-gen-

eration and any firm purchase of power from outside sys-
,

187/ The alternative to maintaining adequate system
; capability is to re-price the emergency service to ac-

curately reflect the investment or demand-related costs'

of providing that service. In the case'of CAPCO, that
would obviously require restructuring the pool arrange-
ment agreed upon by Applicants. Moreover, there is no2

good reason for such action since the new higher emer-
'

gency rate should recover in revenue the same amount as
would have been spent to construct adequate generating
capability. It is only by hoping that the new emergency

: rate will still be below capacity costs that any entity
: would desire to so restructure CAPCO. But, in that case

compensation will continue to be inadequate and " free-
riding" will still occur. Again, it seems to Applicants<

that what our adversaries seek to do is to misuse in-
dustry pricing principles for the benefit of a specific
class of electric entities and to the detriment of Ap-

i plicants, their customers and stockholders.

d

. . . _ . . -- . _ - . - - . _ _ . . - _ - .-. .
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tems, are described by a probability model on a unit-by-

unit basis (A-122(Firestone) 22(1-2)). This involves

representing each generating unit as a given number of

megawatts -- taking account of maintenance schedules,

seasonal de-rating, etc. -- and associating with those

megawatts a random outage rate characteristic of the

unplanned outages experienced by that particular type of

unit (A-124, p. 4). In addition, the system load charac-

teristics of each Applicant are described by another pro-

bability model in which loads are represented on a daily

peak-hour basis (A-122(Firestone) 22(2-10)). The capacity

model is then merged with the system load model (A-122

(Firestone) 22(10-18)). The output of that process is a

table of daily capacity margins (i.e., positive, zero or

negative values indicating the difference between the

available capacity and the daily peak load), together with

a probability number associated with each margin that gives

the frequency, expressed in days per year, with which one

expects the given capacity margin to occur (1d.).

Each discrete positive capacity margin is then
,

multiplied by the number of days per year that the margin

is expected-to occur. The total for all such positive
f

margins is then summed to give for the system under study

its anticipated capability (in megawatt-days) to provide

J

4.- e .m- ,% - , _ , _ _ y___. # --,-..+m.,_,. .,.m,. . . , , , , - ~ . , , , , . . . _ , , . . . , , - - , , , . - - , , , , _
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capacity assistance to the other pool members (A-124,

pp. 5-6). A similar calculation is performed for the

discrete negative capacity margins, giving the antici-

pated need (in megawatt-days) for help by that system

from the other pool members (A-122(Firestone) 22(18-24)).

The CAPCO companies then take the ratio of the positive

megawatt-days to the negative megawatt-days and adjust

capacity among the parties so that each has the same

positive-to-negative ("P/N") ratio (Williams 10360-61(24-

25 & 1-13)). In this manner, the jointly committed CAPCO

capacity is allocated so that each system's ability to

provide help to the others (the "P" portion of the ratio)

is proportional to its potential need for help from the

others (the "N" portion of the ratio) (A-122(Firestone)

22-23(24-25 & 1-7);- Schaffar 8536(9-23)).

By use of these computational techniques CAPCO

is able to implement the principle expressed in Section

4.2 of the Memorandum of Underctanding (see Williams

10362(1-4)). While the CAPCO approach is by no means

the only possible method, it is a sensible approach to
188/

the problem (A-121(Slemmer) 22(21-23)). It properly

188/ Where other approaches are used, complementary pro-,

visions of the agreements yield similar results. For ex-
ample, in NEPOOL, while equal percentage reserves are
provided, limitations are imposed on the size of units
relative to the peak demand of each participant (see A-270,
pp. 21-25).

__ __ . . __ .. . .
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addresses the factors that have significant impact upon

reliability and establishes individual responsibilities

which assure mutuality _among the parties (A-122(Fire-

stone) 21(1-9)). Among the many factors having an in-

fluence on reliability which are evaluated by the CAPCO

technique are: the size of generating units, mainte-

nance schedules, the random outage performance of gen-

erating units, seasonal and conditional de-rating of
i

of capacity, as well as simulating in detail the annual

load to be supplied (A-122(Firestone) 20(7-15)). Thus,

by using reliability as a common denominator, the CAPCO

method can accommodate widely differing planning and

operating philosophies among utility systems with re-

spect to choice of unit size, maintenance practices,

forced outage experiences, and load characteristics

(A-122(Firestone) 23-24(18-25 & 1-10)).

The economic and engineering bases for the

CAPCO P/N formula refute any claim that such a method

for allocating investment responsibility in generating

capacity is either unreasonable or unduly restrictive.

And that is true whatever the legal standard used to

judge the P/N formula. While the Supreme Court in
,

Gainesville Utilities Department v Florida Power Corp.,

402 U.S. 515, 529 (1971), explicitly refused to decide

- _ - -- - .. . _ _ . _ . . _ _ . _ _ _ - , _ . _ . _ _ . _ _ _-
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whether the FPC could lawfully order an interconnection

'and require compensation based only on the relative.

|

!burdens each system places on the interconnected net- !189/ )
,

! work, the CAPCO P/N formula clearly passes muster |

measured under that standard. The formula makes no
!

attempt to measure or quantify the value to be gained
through reserve sharing (Firestone 9445-46(23-25 & |

1-3)), but rather assigns capacity responsibility so that
the " cost attendant with achieving [an) acceptable level

of reliability for the entire envir.onment is shared on an

equitable basis for the members that make up the environ-

ment" (Firestone 9448(19-22)). Cleveland's own engineer-
i

ing expert, Mr. Mayben, testified that in such circum-,

189/ Apparently the NRC Staff intends to argue that
notwithstanding the Supreme Court's clear disclaimer,
Gainesville requires compensation to be based solely
on burdens imposed (see Tr. 8965(7-12)). Applicants,

~

are unable to find in the language of the Court any
support for such c holding. The reading given to
Gainesville by the antitrust licensing board in Con-
sumers Power Company, supra, NRCI-75/7 at 68-71, ac-
curately sets forth the ratio decidendi of the case.

Moreover, whatever significance the NRC Staff, DOJ,
and Cleveland would attach to the so-called "Gaines-
ville Formula" as mandating equal percent reserves was,

not only dispelled by the licensing board in Consumers
Power Company, supra, but by the FPC itself. See
New England Power Pool Agreement, Dkt. No. E-7690, slip.
op. at 21-24 (FPC, Nov. 24, 1975) (A-270) (equalized
reserves not necessarily required in comprehensive multi-
party pool).

-. -- - . - -- -_. - . , . . - . .-. . . - . - . -_
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|

stances he was not opposed to electric systems bearing

different percent reserves if that was a measure of the
,

burden each system imposes on the common reserves of the

pool (see Mayben 7810(3-21)). And the P/N method, whatever

the differential in percent reserves it imposes, does no

more than reflect each system's differential burden.

Concern was expressed, however, that the prac-

tical impact of the P/N formula on a small system trying
to avoid incurring a large reserve capacity obligation

would be to force that system to install generating units

of such small size as to be totally uneconomical. That may

or may not be the case. There is no evidence of record

that indicates what the reserve obligation for a system,

say, like Oberlin (which presumably operates at an economic

level with 12 mw of capacity divided among 6 generating

units (see S-44, Table IV-1)) would be. Even assuming

arguendo that the argument has validity, however, it
simply " reflects the engineering facts-of-life that, all
other things being equal, a given amount of capacity from

a single unit is less reliable than an equal amount of

capacity from a number of units" (A-121(Slemmer) 24(21-

25)). If a small system chooses to ignore reliability

and install generating units that are overly large for

its system, there is no good reason to require Applicants

i

|

|

.-
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to underwrite that irresponsible decision and incur for

themselves the added costs associated therewith. The cost

of reliability has to be borne romehow. It can either be

shifted entirely to Applicants -- based on the specious

argument that fos the small system to bear its propor-

tionate share would be financially burdensome -- or it

can be shared equitably by all interconnected systems.

If the impact of such equitable sharing is to finan-

cially burden a small system, that is just further rec-
ognition of the inefficiency that results when less than

optimally-sized firms operate in the " basic natural mono-

poly structure" of the electric utility industry.
'

We would note in passing, however, that if

small systems were to avail themselves of the offers of

nuclear' access contained in A-44, they would obtain the

best of both worlds. Pursuant to those offers, small

systems can obtain capacity and energy from large-scale

baseload nuclear facilities -- achieving whatever scale

advantages are associated with those units -- and at the

same time take appropriately sized increments from the,.

i units over a period of years so as not to adversely

affect either the reliability of their systems or the

reliability of Applicants' systems. (cf. Mayben 7734(7-

16)).

:

_ _ . - - _ -. ._ _ -. ._. . . - - , --
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In response to these economic and engineer-

ing reasons supporting the adoption of the P/N method,
'

the other side has concocted a scenario premised on the

assumption that the P/N method was adopted to assist ex-

cluding municipal entities from CAPCO. Applicants find

the sheer logic of that suggestion incredible. Pursuant

to the P/N method, Applicants have in the past allocated,

and will continue in the future to allocate, billions of

dollars worth of investment responsibility in generating

units. To believe that Applictnts would jeopardize the
,

success of that program, and that each would incur its

differentiated financial burens, by adopting a computational

technique, the major purpose of which is, not to properly

allocate capacity among the Applicants, but to inhibit munici-

pal membership in CAPCO, can only be the product of a fertile

mind that has jumped to such a conclusion without an analysis

of the facts.

There is not one shred of evidence to indicate

that the P/N method was not the best and most accurate
tool available for use by Applicants to allocate invest-

ment responsibility in generating units. The evidence

shows that, prior to adopting the P/N meth?d, the CAPCO

|
companies studied and rejected two simple systems in

use at the time of World War II, i.e., largest unit down

|

|
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1

I 190/
(or some multiple of the largest units down) and equal4

; 191/
percent reserves (Williams 10362(9-22)). Both were

f

; 190/ While the largest unit down standard does consider
'

as an additional factor the size of a system's largest
generating unit, it ignores too many of the other rele-

| vant factors to be of much value to Applicants (Williams

| 10362(19-22)).

191/ While Applicants have no way of knowing, if past
'

statements by the NRC Staff, DOJ and Cleveland hold true
to form, those parties can be expected to ask this Li-4

! censing Board to impose some form of equal percentage
reserves on Applicants as license conditions. The rea-;

! sons why Applicants rejected that methodology when form-
| ing CAPCO are equally persuasive for rejecting such a

,

|
: license condition today. '

.

'

Under the equal percent reserves method, installed
reserves are computed by applying some stated percentage,
say 15 percent, to each system's annual peak-hour load

; and requiring each system to provide capacity equal to
,

i that annual peak-hour load plus 15 percent (A-122(Fire- i

stone) 19(7-17)). It is clear that so simple a calcu-
lation ignores many of the variables that impact on;

j reliability -- e.g., the load characteristics at all
timer other than the peak-hour of the year, maintenance,

j schedules, size of units in proportion to total load,
random outage performance of the generating units, etc.

1 (A-122(Firestone) 20(1-17); Williams 10362(12-18); A-121
; (Slemmer) 23(1-10)). Thus, merely by setting reserves-

on an equal percent of load basis, the parties.cannot:

insure that each system will contribute to a pool's;

| reserves in the same proportion it makes use of the re-
j serves, and therefore cannot insure against " free-riding"

] (A-122(Firestone) 19-20(18-25 & 1-2, 17-22); A-121(Slemmer)
23-24). The antitrust licensing board in Consumers Power-

; Company, supra, constructed two hypothetical examples
j (NRCI-75/7 at 67-69 n.7) illustrative of the conclusion
i Applicants believe is a truism, that
,

: applied indiscriminately [the equal
j percent of load formula] is imprac-

(Cont'd next page)

!

L
!
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rejected because they ignored too many factors and there- |

fore were not likely to produce a fair and equitable dis-

|
|

191/ (Cont'd)
tical and may be unfair to either the

1

larger or the smaller party. In other
words, the general statement is:
Sharing reserves on "an equal percen-
tage" basis does not always result in
each party receiving a benefit but may
actually require increased reserves of
one party or the other. (NRCI-75/7 at
68 (emphasis in original).]

In this proceeding Mr. Firestone ran a study show-:

ing that the equal percentage of peak load method
rarely assigns reserve responsibility on an equitable
basis, whereas the CAPCO technique does result in equi-
table assignment of reserves (A-122(Firestone) 24-27; .

A-123(Firestone Addendum) 1-2; A-125; A-126). On cross-
examination, two challenges were made to that study. First,
that small changes in the data resulting from rounding and
computational techniques may produce large changes in the
P/N ratio. The simple answer to that complaint is that
the computer can perform the calculations to any degree
of accuracy desired. In the study run by Mr. Firestone,
while the printed results were displayed only to two ~
significant digits to the right of the decimal point,
the computer performed the calculations in excess of
five significant digits, and even more accuracy could
have been achieved if that was desired (see A-126; Fire-
stone 9452-56, 9466-67).

The second concern raised was that in example 3 on<

page 26 of Mr. Firestone's direct testimony the very
unreliable'large system would be assigned only an addi- .

tional 18 mw under the CAPCO formula if it joined the
pool, which in percentage or absolute terms is far less
than what is required of the very unreliable small
system to enter into the same type of pooling arrange-
ment (see, e. 9449(1-7)). But, as Mr. Firestone
pointed out, g., Tr.in the . example he ran the absolute quantity
of reserves was kept constant, i e., 220 mw. Thus, the.

reliability at the combined very unreliable large plus
(Cont'd next page)

.
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tribution of reserve capacity among the Applicants (id.).
In fact, "[eixcept for the very unique situation where

the coordinating systems are either ident'. cal or are

pr portionately idettical, the equal pe. cent method would

be an extremely poor method of equitably determining the

respective reserve obligations of the coordinating sys-
192/

tems.* * *" (A-122(Firestone) 19(21-25)).

191/ (Cont'd)
very reliable small system (example 3) is much less
than the reliabilit of the combined very reliable large
plus very unreliable small system (example 2); in fact,
it is intolerably unreliable. If reserves had not been
kept constant but reliability had -- as it would be if
system planners were deciding on the necessary reserves
for the CAPCO pool -- the combined very unreliable large
plus very reliable small system would have been assigned
a much greater quantity of reserves and the very unre-
liable large system would have most probably picked up |

the lion's share of those reserves (see Firestone
9434-50; A-125). In fact, the Addendum to Mr. Fire-
s tone's testimony indicates that, within the confines<

of the study he ran, the very unreliable large system in |

,

example 3 picks up all 220 mw of reserves being allocated
iand the very reliable small system has no reserve obliga-

tion (A-123). '

192/ Cleveland apparently believes that Mr. Firestone's"

" admission" that, as CAPCO members jointly install more
units the P/N method will begin to yield results that,

i approach equal percent of peak load (Firestone 9282-84),
somehow legitimizes the equal percent method. See
" Answer Of The City Of Cleveland To Applicants' Motioni

i For An Order Dismissing All Allegations," dated May 28,
, 1976, at 7. Initially, Applicants would note that
*

Cleveland mischaracterizes the testimony. What Mr. Fire-
stone sta+ ad was that such a situation might occur "to
the extent their [the CAPCO companies'] load charac-
(Cont'd next page)

i
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The evidence also shows that, prior to adopting

the P/N formula, the CAPCO companies studied that compu-

,

192/ (Cont'd)
teristics are common or very similar * * *" (Firestone
9283(17-18)). Obviously, to the extent that they are
not, P/N will never yield results similar to equal per-
cent reserves.

But more importantly, and directly contrary to the
conclusion Cleveland would have this Board draw, to
the extent that P/N does approach equal percent re-
serves, that result only confirms Applicants' conten-
tion that the P/N method is the appropriate tool to
use.in allocating capacity responsibility. The fact
that a more complex computational tool gives the same
result as a less rigorous computational technique ~ in a
limited case, i.e., proportionally identical systems,
where it is agreed that the simpler technique will give
valid answers, is one of the standard tests for evaluat-
ing the validity of the more complex technique. It does
not mean, however , that the more complex technique should
be discarded for the simpler method. Without the CAPCO
P/N method to allocate capacity responsibility there
would be no device for insuring that the diverse systems
developed in a manner that would lead to proportionately
identical systems. Cleveland could, for example, under
an equal percent formula, choose to take its entire capa-
city responsibility from a single large nuclear unit.
Without the need to pay any cost penalty for that impru-

| dent decision, Cleveland would have no incentive to build
its system in a responsible fashion, or to build a system
that at some future time would be proportionately identi-
cal to Applicants' systems. Thus , to the ex tent that the
P/N method leads to the development of proportionately
identical systems, that is desirous; it is something that
should be encouraged rather than being condemned, as our
adversaries seem to suggest, as a per se violation of the
antitrust laws.
(Cont'd next page)
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'

tational method on various hypotetical systems to insure

that it produced valid results in all cases (Williams

10366-67). Based on those studies, the CAPCO companies
i concluded that the P/N method "was in fact the most rea-

sonable system we could devise as a method for fairly al-

locating responsibility for generation among~the parties"i

(Williams 10367(5-8)). " ' eland and DOJ note, however,4
<,.

that among the studies ,- d was one dealing with the
' '

i

f impact of the P/N method on a small system modeled after,
:

but not exactly similar to, the municipal system of the
! City of Cleveland (see C-27; C-28; C-46; C-47). They

would conclude from this that the P/N method was devised
so as to inhibit small system from joining CAPCO. Noth-,

ing could be further from the truth. The study was under-

i taken "[t]o develop an equitable allocation technique so
i that each party's contribution to reserves is in the

i same proportion to his dependence on reserves" (C-46, p.2).

; The study showed that a system with a load and generating

i

.

! 192/ (Cent'd)
Moreover because the P/N method evaluates more factors

i than equal percent reserves, it alone is more likely to |'

reward efficiencies in operation and penalize the inefficient
j (Firestone 9410(3-21)), to encourage the careful selection of I

,

; generating equipment (Firestone 9410-11(22-25 & 1-4)), and
! to encourage the preservation of fuel resources (Firestone
j 9411(5-12)).
o

!

.

O

i
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configuration similar to Cleveland's would carry a large

amount of reserves. But since the system would than be able

to " reduce its number of interruptions to that corresponding

to the pool as a whole * * * [t]his general approach [was]

probably the most equitable that could be developed * * *"

(C-47; see also Willams 10367-68(9-25 & 1-16)).

In these circumstances there is a particularly

hollow ring to the claim that the referenced study is proba-

tive of some sinister intent. There is absolutely no evidence

of conduct following the study which.would suggest, even

inferentially, that the particular technique chosen was

selected because it impacted adversely on small systems --

and for good reason, since it has not such eff.ect. Nor is

there any evidence that the particular technig,ue under

study was altered so as to produce a more burdensome result

on certain-sized systems. In sum, nothing of record supports

any inference other th'an that the referenced investigation

was merely made as ' art of an overall study to ascertainp

what the impact the P/N formula would be in a number of'

i

different situations. That certainly hints of no incon-

sistency with the antitrust laws.

As the final chapter of this broadside attack,

Cleveland and DOJ claim that Applicants' purported fail-

ure to use the P/N method among themselves, and their

- _. - . . . . - -- - - - .. .
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switch from a pro rata computation to an investment re-

sponsibility computation, evidences the unlawful nature

of the P/N method. What the record shows, howrver, is

that Applicants have been struggling ever since the in-.

ception of CAPCO to develop, adapt and mold a complex

mathematical technique into a useful and accurate tool

for equitably assigning capacity responsibility. At

times this has required the CAPCO ccmpanies to amend the

allocation procedures. That action has not been taken

for the purpose of excluding municipal membership in

CAPCO, but rather because operating experience indicated
i

that previously agreed upon techniques did not work as

originally conceived, and thus minor changes were neces-,

sdry to assure an equitable sharing of benefits and bur-

dens.

It is not true that the first CAPCO capacity
193/ :allocations were made arbitrarily. In the Memorandum !

.

|

193/ See " Answer Of The City Of Cleveland To Applicants'
Motion For An Order Dismissing All Allegations," filed
May 28, 1976, at 5. Throughout the following discussion,
it is important to understand the distinction between a
company's capacity allocation as expressed by its invest-
ment responsibility and a company'c ownership interest in
a generating unit. Prior to July 6, 1973, investment re-
sponsibility coald be satisfied in any one of three ways,
only one of which required taking an ownership interest.
See pp. 274-75,-supra. There is no doubt that the various
ownership interests taken in the early units represented
(Cont'd next page)

l>
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of Understanding, Applicants jointly committed four gen-

erating units, roughly spaced so each would come on line

at yearly intervals between 1971 and 1974 (S-184, C 2.1,

p. 2). The periods between the projected in-service dates

of the four units were designated PEfiods "A", "B", "C"

and "D", and the Applicants agreed upon the cumulative

capacity allocation for each of those periods (S-184,

S 2.1, p. 3 & exhibit G). The cumulative capacity allo-

cated for Periods "C" and "D" was calculated by use of

the P/N formula (C-49, p. 9; C-50, pp. 8-9; C-44, p. 19).

The allocation for Periods "A" and "B" was not. To leap

to the conclusion that the earlier allocations were

totally random, however, would be serious error. The

" computer correct" results for Periods "A" and "B" were

adjusted during the CAPCO negotiations on the basis of

Applicants' judgment that this sort of modification was

necesscry to assist in the transition to pool operations

193/ (Cont'd)
negotiated amounts (see Williams 10430-31(14-25 & 1-6)).
However, as is clear from the Memorandum of Understanding

; (S-184, S 3.1 & exhibit B), irrespective of actual owner-
ship, each of the Applicants fulfilled its investment ;

responsibility through some combination of ownership or
purchase and sale by advance of capital or payment of !

fixed charges. j

.
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.

194/
(C-24, p. 2) and to overcome as yet unresolved pol-

195/
icy uncertainties and severe logistical constraints. |

|

This reflects nothing more than one of the many compro-

mises which the participating utilities understandably

194/ Prior to the formation of CAPCO each of the companies
had slightly varying cperating philosophies. It was felt,
therefore, that a short transition period would be necessary
while each company altered its individual operating philoso-
phies to conform to the CAPCO one-system concept (see Schaffer
8602-03(20-25 & 1-12); Williams 10429(6-25)). Since the
cumulative capacity responsibilities for Period "C" were
computed by the P/N formula, it was anticipated that the
transition would take only two years, i.e., during Periods

-~

"A" end "B".

195/ The CAPCO companies did calculate a set of numbers
for Periods "A" and "B" by use of the P/N method (C-24,
p. 4). The results for Period "A", however, made absolutely
no sense (C-24, p. 2). As a result, the Period "A" capacity
allocation was simply set at one-half the allocation cal-
culated for Period "B" (C-50, p. 9; C-24, p. 2). It is only
in this limited sense that the original alloc..tions can
be labeled " arbitrary."

A number of factors contributed to making the " computer
correct" results for Period "A" less than accurate (C-49,
p. 9), so as to require slight modification. Harold Wil-
liams noted in a memorandum to Ralph Besse, fcr example,
that while two years had been spent in developing the P/N
method for overall timing of units, only two months were;

available for adapting the method for use in determining
the allocations to specific companies (C-24, p. 4). There
also remained unresolved policy questions affecting exactly )
how the allocations should be made (C-25). Compounding the |
problems was a March 1 deadline for computing the Period "A"
and "B" allocations; this allowed just two weeks for that
computation to be completed. By comparison, nine weeks had
been needed to allocate the Period "C" and "D" capacity
(C-49, p. 9).

- -. -. . ____- - _ _ - -
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had to agree upon prior to executing the Memorandum of

Understanding (Firestone 9426-27(15-25 & 1-10)). This

Board should not find such bargaining, or the results

thereof, difficult to grasp. It is a fact of life that

attends virtually every negotiation, and to a greater

degree the more complex and involved the proposed ar-

rangement is. Such give-and-take in an effort to get

the CAPCO Pool off the ground is not food for the anti-

trust mill. Nor do the carefully negotiated allocations

for Periods "A" and "B" undermine in any respect the

validity of the P/N method or Applicents' commitment
196/,

thereto.

Equally devoid cf substance is our adversaries'
197/

claim that the change from a pro rata computational method

196/ Cleveland also points to a statement recorded in
the minutes of a June 5, 1967 meeting (C-48) by Mr. Dis-
smeyer, reflecting his opinion that, if CAPCO adopted a
formula, it would be more difficult for a municipality
to " demand preferential treatment" from Applicants (C-48,
p. 7; emphasis added). Applicants see nothing inconsis-
tent with the antitrust laws in that view; it does nothing

.

more than indicate a legitimate business concern over the
! possibility of unfair.and discriminatory treatment tha.
!

would be adverse to Applicants' own customers and stock-
holders.

197/ Pro rata describes a computational simulation
used to equalize P/N ratios. See generally A-124, p. 7.
Irrespective of a company's actual ownership in the
jointly committed units, and solely for computational
purposes, when capacity responsibility is calculated a
proportionate share of each jointly committed unit is
(Cont'd next page)

!
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!

198/
to one hinged on the concept of investment responsibility

was designed to hinder the ability of municipal systems j

to join CAPCO. In December 1971, Duquesne circulated4

" Proposal 42" dealing with the matter of allocating ca-
pacity (C-57). In that memorandum, Duquesne pointed out

what it believed to be deficiencies and internal contra-
dictions in the recently adopted CAPCO allocation proce-

; dures. Those concerns stemmed chiefly from the inconsis-

tent treatment CAPCO afforded jointly committed generating
:

; units (where pro ration was applied) vis-a-vis individual-

j ly owned generating units (where pro ration was not ap-
plied). This inconcistency was compounded, in Duquesne's

.

; view, by conflicting planning and operating rules relating

to maintenance responsibility (C-57, pp. 1-2) and emergency
!
z

197/ (Cont'd)!

i assigned to each company's hypotheti. cal isolated capacity
4 model (see p. 273, supra). The proportion is deter-

mined by taking the sum of the company's total capacity*

'

responsibility in jointly committed units and dividing
; that by the total jointly committed generating capacity. <

4

198/ Investment responsibility describes a computational !
,

simulation used to equalize P/N ratios for CAPCO units 7 );

to 14. Rather than assigning a proportionate share of
! each jointly commited unit to each company's hypothetical

.

l'

isolated capacity model, each company is credited with
capacity according to its actual ownership responsibilityi

! in each unit.
-

,

!

,,

i

!

|
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backup support (id. at p. 3); by inappropriate treatment

for retirement of individually owned units (1d. at 4 ) , j

installation of peaking units (id. at 4-5), and purchase !
l

of power (id. at 5); by reallocation computations that
!

degraded the accuracy of the allocation procedure (id,.

at 5); and by capacity allecation procedures that might
,

|

unfairly benefit a new pool participant (id. at 5).
'

It was suggested that the CAPCO Planning Committee under-

take a study of the entire allocation procedure and recom-t

mend modifications for any future allocations of CAPCO

capacity (C-57, p.6).

The Duquesne proposal was, to put it mildly,

totally unexpected by the other CAPCO companies (see

C-37). Throughout 1972 and into 1973 the matter was

studied and considered by the Applicants, both inde-

pendently and in various CAPCO committees (see C-58;
;

C-41; C-42; D-283; D-284). On July 6, 1973, an " Agree-

ment of Chief Executives" was executed' making certain
.

changes in the CAPCO allocation procedures (see D-372).
.

It was agreed that the first six units (i.e., those

j already committed, would be treated on a pro rata basis,
|
'

while the next eight (i.a,, those not yet com 2itted) would

i

i

- ,
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199/
be treated on an investment responsibility basis.

1

This is the chain of events which Cleveland !,

l

and DOJ point to as being motivated by a desire to preclude I

: possible new pool members from obtaining the benefits

| of pro rata calculations. The argument conveniently over-
'

:

looks, however, all the reasons set forth in Duquesne's-

" Proposal #2" that had nothing whatsoever to do with con-

i siderations regarding new members. The present record

offers not one bit of evidence that even remotely suggest
,

; that Duquesne's first six reasons for seeking a change

f (C-57) were not absolutely valid and compelling consid-

erations requiring a change in CAPCO's allocation procedures.

! Applicants do not doubt that the change from pro rata
;

1

;

i 199/ Investment responsibility in each of units 7 to 14
was computed by equalizing P/N ratios on the basis of what

! the projected circumstance would be when unit 14 come on a
line, and then applying that same percentage to units 7i

through 13. The effect of doing the computation in that
manner was to approach the results pro rata would have i

4

! given (see Schaffer 8612(10-13)). Cleveland views this
! result as somehow circumspect. See " Answer Of The City

Of Cleveland To Applicants' Motion For An Order Dismissing'

i All Allegations", filed May 28, 1976, at 6. The impact
; of changing from pro rata to investment responsibility was

to provide an incentive for each Applicant to take an
ownership interest roughly approximating what that interest
would have been under the pro rata hypothetical simulation, j
In this manner planning and operating rules were brought

i more nearly in harmony. Thus, even though the end result
looks similar, the CAPCO companies could achieve that
result only by changing from pro rata to investment
responsibility.i

d
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to investment responsibility .ould have the effect of re-

quiring a new pool member, depending upon the configuration

of its system, to be assigned a larger capacity responsi-'

200/.

bility than would otherwise have been the case. That,

however, is not the relevant question. What is important,

is whether that larger capacity responsibility is justi-
4

fled. Not even Cleveland and DOJ have gona so far out

on a limb as to suggest it is not, and certainly no evi-

dence has been introduced in this proceeding that wouldi

support such an assertion.

Rather, all evidence points in the opposite

direction. As set forth in the Memorandum of Understanding,

the underlying premise for use of the pro rata method was

to simulate accurately the mutual responsibility of all

parties to back up each jointly committed generating unit
|

(S-184, Appendix A, 5 2.b, p. 31). Duquesne's concern was
,

,

that such reasoning drew an unwarranted distinction between,

jointly committed units and individually owned units. The

response in support of the pro rata approach was that, since
,

all the Applicants are committed to a joint construction

200/ Applicants would note, however, that if the
potential new entrant had generating resources sufficient

,

for its own load, the change to investment responsibility ;

would be beneficial to such a system since those generating ,

resources would be treated on equal footing with the jointly |
committed facilities. Under Lro rata the jointly committed
units received what Duquesne felt was preferential treatment. j

|

1
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i

program based on a one-system concept, so long as that j

total program provides sufficient reserve capacity for '

the units being constructed, the actual ownership shares j
4

should not impact on capacity responsibility (see A-124,
,

p. 7). However, that argumert is clearly not valid for

an electric entity that joins the pool in midstream.
,

For purposes of illustration, assume a new member -

joined CAPCO after the first six units were committed but

before the seventh unit was committed. Under pro rata, if

this new member were to take an ownership interest in unit

seven, that ownership share would be simulated in the

capacity allocation computation as the ratio of the owner-

ship interest to the total amount of CAPCO generation

committed in the first seven units. That result is unjust.

The new entrant has contributed nothing to the first six

units; it has borne none of the investment responsibility,

nor will it bear any of the back-up obligations for those

units since that has already been considered in determin-

ing the total amount of capacity needed by the pool when !

the first six units were committed. To apply pro rata

in such circumstances would be to give the new member

a windfall. An application of the investment responsi-

bility method, on the other hand, cures this unfairness.

.
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|

1

We can only conclude that our adversaries' posi-
.

tion is premised on a basic misunderstanding of the situa-

tion or has not been very well thought out. Cleveland,
i

for example, has taken a superficial glance at dates,

and based on nothing more than a coincidental proximity

in time, has boldly asserted that its request for member-

iship in some-manner precipitated the computational change.'

It is not surprising that no effort was made to provide

evidentiary support for this wild and irresponsible specu-

lation. The two events obviously cannot be linked.

Duquesne's original memo seeking a change was circulated

almost one-and-one-half years before Cleve2: nd's request

for membership (C-57). CAPCO's final decision to make

the change occurred prior to Cleveland's formal request

for membership sent to all the CAPCO companies (see D-185).

There were, moreover, numerous engineering and economic

f reasons for the change; not one of these has been chal-

lenged as invalid by Cleveland, or anyone else.

In sum, neither the decision of the CAPCO com-

panies to change from pro rata to investment responsibil-

ity, nor any of the other arguments made by the NRC Staff,

DOJ and Cleveland as a basis for faulting the P/N formula,

stands up to careful analysis. The record in this proceed-

ing was unduly. expanded because our adversaries chose to

i
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air their allegations in this area (as in others) without

first taking the time to do their homework. As the evi-

dence makes clea' had they but undertaken their task

a little more responsibly, the claim of antitrust

inconsistency with respect to this matter would never

have been raised.

4. CAPCO was not formed for exclusionary or

predatory purposes. Our opponents' next arsault on CArCO
.

is that, even if the agreements by themselves do not

unlawfully restrain trade, the formation of CAPCO evidences

a clear intent to exclude municipal systems from membership.

On such reasoning, the Board is told it can dismiss Appli-

cants' economic and engineering justifications for CAPCO

as circumspect. The fundamental weakness in this claim

is the inability of the NRC Staf f, DOJ or Cleveland to
,

establish a factual record sufficient to hurdle the basic
presumption of lawfulness that attaches to the formation

of CAPCO. That presumption cannot be lightly regarded,

for, as we have previously noted (see pp. 257-58, supra),

the formation of CAPCO was entirely consistent with industry-

wide activity in the late 1960's and in harmony with

the urgings of the FPC, as expressed in the 1964 National

Power Survey.

|

I
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There is little doubt caat soth the 1964 National
Power Survey and the 1965 Northeast blackout affected the

thinking and actions of the companies that eventually formed

CAPCO (see Schaffer 8547(15-19); White 9500-01 (2-25 & 1-10),
201/

9651-52(10-25 &l-14)). Nor is there any real question

as to what impact these two events actually had: CAPCO

was formed to improve efficiency, by allowing Applicants

to take full advantage of economies of scale, and to

increase the reliability of their systems (see Fleger

8617(15-25); Schaffer 8537(8-24); White 9498(6-15),

9712-14, 9714(9-14); Williams 10351-52). There was nothing

remarkable about this. The formation of CAPCO represented

no change in the structure of the 'isctric utility industry

(White 9813(3-20)), but rather was just another stage

in an evolutionary process that had been ongoing for

over half a century (A-122(Firestone) 4-5(13-24 & 1-11)).

The charge is made, hcwever, that since no munici-

pal systems were invited to join CAPCO at its inception,

and since no municipal systems have ever been members of
.

201/ Applicants find little relevance in whether there
is a " causal relationship" between those events and the
formation of CAPCO (see Schaffer 8567-68(75 & 1-3); White
9753-57). The important fact is that the National Power
Survey and the Northeast blackout focused attention on the

creased reliability and economies of scale, and,-i.e.,
in-two factors that led to the formation of CAPCO,

further, that
the companies who formed CAPCO were acting in harmony with
the national policy developed at that time.
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CAPCO, this Board can infer that the intent of Applicants

in forming CAPCO was to exclude municipal systems. The

facts do not support this assertion. The present CAPCO

is, in a sense, a survivor organization of a larger and
more loosely organized body established in the mid-1960's

as a fledgling reliability council (White 9497(11-16);
"

Fleger 8618(1-6), 8624(11-15)). During a meeting of this

predecessor group, Mr. Fleger, Chairman of the Board
.

and Chief Executive Officer of Duquesne, expressed an

interest in forming a pool of a type similar to the pre-,

sent CAPCO (Fleger 8618(4-6)). Subsequently, he it. formally
j canvassed this larger group and the five members of the

present CAPCO signified an interest in forming such a

pooling arrangement (Fleger 8618 (7-10)). Each of the |

companies then had planning and operating staff make -

studies preliminary to a meeting of the chief executives

(Fleger- 8618(11-15); see C-21 through C-25; C-27 through

C-29; C-46 and C-47). In early 1967, the chief executives

began meeting in an attempt to negotiate a memorandum

of understanding (Fleger 8618(16-20)). ?

During the course of those meetings the over-

riding concern of Mr. Fleger -- and of Duquesne -- was

to reach agreement on the contemplated pool prior to
.

Duquesne's deadline for ordering a new generating unit
.

1
r
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202/
(Fleger 8618-19(12-25 & 1-5)). As a result, Mr. Fleger

i gave " absolutely no consideration to the inclusion of

other parties to the pool" (Fleger 8613(11-12)), but

instead " concentrated on the key question, could we get

this pool into existence before the deadline that Duquesne

Light had to meet" (id. at 8620(13-16)). His testimony

on this point is unambiguous (id. at 8620(6-10)):

(B]ecause of this deadline ***

throughout all of my thinking it
never occurred to me that it would
be worthwhile to give any thought
to bringing in (to the pooli any
other parties whether they he muni-
cipals or whether they be other
investor-owned utility companies.

See also Fleger 8620-21(24-25 & 1-2), 8625-29, 8650-51
.

(17-25 & 1-6)).
Cleveland and DOJ argue, however, that "during

the negotiation of the CAPCO agreement there was discussion

of the exclusion of municipal systems from the then contem-

plated CAPCO agreement" (Tr. 8088(23-25)). The argument

is disingenuous at best. That there is any evidence at all

to support the cha'rge is only because Cleveland and DOJ

202/ Duquesne's deadline was originally in August or
September, 1967, but it was subsequently able to negotiate

,

an extension of that deadline until October 25, 1967
(Fleger 8620(1-6), 6625(5-14)).

.

-,
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totally mischaracterize the facts ar.d insist on taking !

things out of context. For example, reliance is placed

on the deposition testimony of Elmer Lindseth (see D-568

(Lindseth) 27-28). Rather than being at odds with the

testimony of Mr. Fleger, the referenced excerpt from |
'

1

the Lindseth deposition fully confirms what Mr. Fleger
|

said. When asked directly whether consideration sas

ever given to the inclusion of municipal systems in CAPCO, j
1

Mr. Lindseth responded: )
Well, whereas there may have been
discussion, I don't recall that
there was consideration to the
admission of them. This was a
group of companies, and the con-
sideration was how the companies
might better operate and serve the
requirements of their system.
[D-568(Lindseth) 27(10-14)].

And, then, when asked whether the inclusion of municipal

systems was discussed, Mr. Lindseth responded that, if

the reference to municipal systems was intended to embrace

cooperatively owned systems, he did recall some discussion

on that matter, and such systems were not invited to

participate in CAPCO (D-568(Lindseth) 27-28(17-25 & 1-8)).

Based on this testimony, Cleveland concludes

that "Mr. Lindseth testified that the reason ~ cooperatives

and municipal systems were not invited to join was because

CAPCO was to be an organization limited to investor-owned



I
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I
i

l203/
utilities." This reformulation of what was actually

stated includes two self-serving assumptions which do

not even lurk between the lines: first, that Mr. Lindseth

was speaking about cooperative and municipal systems,!
!'

and second, that Mr. Lindseth gave as a reason for not )
'

extending an invitation to cooperative systems the fact that ;

i

they were not investor-owned utilities. We cannot believe

this Board can put much stock in so blatant a mischaracteri-

zation. Mr. Lindseth's testimony plainly relates only to

cooperative systems; moreover, nowhere does he use the term

" investor-owned utilities." His reference, instead, is to

" utility companies," which, as we understand the testimony,

connotes nothing more than Mr. Lindseth's accurate observation

that the cooperative systems in Ohio did not at that time have

any independent generating resources and therefore could not
204/

meaningfully participate in CAPCO. This is fully consistent

203/ See " Answer Of The City Of Cleveland To Applicants'
Motion For An Order Dismissing All Allegations" filed May 28,
1976, at 4.

204/ It is true, of course, that at approximately the same
time CAPCO was being formed the Ohio cooperatives had reached
agreement with Ohio Power and other Ohio utilities on a plan
to provide their own source of bulk. There was thus even less
reason to look to these entities as possible pool participants.
Cleveland asserts that such reasoning is the product of counsel's
fertile mind and inconsistent with the testimony of Mr. Lindseth.
Id. It seems to Applicants, however, that Cleveland by mis-
characterizing the Lindseth testimony, is setting up a strawman
and then pushing it over.

.

__
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with the testimony of Mr. Williams, who was also a party

to these discussions. Thus, he stated that, at the time

the Memorandum of Understanding was being negotiated,

no particular attention was given to participation by

smaller systems since none of them had any significant

amount of generation -- other than Cleveland with which

CEI was not even interconnected -- and there was no logic

to incorporating such systems into a pool, the primary

purpose of which was the pooling of generation and the

coordination of interconnected operations (Williams

10365(2-25)).

This is not to blink at those portions of the

testimony of Messrs. Lindseth, Fleger and Williams which'

indicate there was some limited discussion about municipal

participation -- although no serious consideration was

given to the matter. Minutes of the meetings of August;

20, 1967 .(C-49; C-50), September 11, 1967 (C-51), and

October 22, 1967 (C-52), confirm this fact. Cleveland

and DOJ attempt, however, to obfuscate the very limited
,

nature of those discussions by taking bits-and-pieces |
1

from the written minutes and analyzing those conversations !

I
outside the context in which they were made. The result,

|
r :

not unexpectedly, is an unconvincing fabrication of what
i

actually took place. |

|

-
.

_ _ . _ , . _
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One clear example is Cleveland's and DOJ's

total mischaracterization of the minutes of the August

20, 1967 meeting (C-49; C-50). That meeting was not
,

held to discuss how best to exclude municipal partici-

pants, but how best to execute a memorandum of understand-

ing prior to Duquesne's latest possible deadline. The

very limited discussion regarding municipalities came

about as an aside to that major issue; and solely in

the context of an expressed concern that municipal. inter-

vention before the FPC might make it impossible to obtain

FPC approval of an executed agreement prior to Duquesne's

planning deadline. The discussion revolved around whether

it was necessary to submit a memorandum of understanding

to the FPC; if so, how probable was municipal intervention;

and whether it was likely that the FPC would redraft the
205/i

agreement. This certainly provides no support for

205/ A detailed analysis of that po'rtion of the meeting
during which municipals were discussed fully confirms
Applicants' interpretation of the meeting. During the
discussion of Duquesne's October 25 deadline, Mansfield
commented that, even if a document was executed prior to
that time, it would be necessary to submit it to ECAR
and then obtain FPC approval. In his opinion, this could
not be done (C-49, p. 5; C-50, p. 2). Fleger said Duquesne
was willing to risk ECAR approval and, depending on the
type of agreement the companies wrote, FPC approval might
not be necessary (id.). At this point White observed that,
if the memorandum of understanding was not submitted to the
FPC, the compan.ies ran the risk of having the FPC modify
(Cont'd next page)

-. . . . -
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the infarence which Cleveland and DOJ would like to
draw.

The September 11, 1967 meeting (C-51) again

confirms that discussion of municipal participation in '

*CAPCO received but passing attention. At an eight-hour

meeting (temporarily adjourned in the middle for dinner),
two days before the signing of the Memorandum of Under-

stood, the question of municipal participation was " raised
briefly" (C-51, p. 4). The view was that participation

was not warranted since none of the-municipal systems
I "were of sufficient s,ize to have a significant impact

an reliability or economy." It is hard to find fault

with that assessment. In fact, the observation as to
!

a municipal system's impact on reliability or economy

is as true today as it was in 1967; absolutely no evi- |

I

205/ (Cont'd) !
'

the definitive agreement at a later time (C-50, p. 3). )Besse inquired what those risks were (C-49, p. 6; C-50,
p. 4), and Williams asked how often did the FPC disapprove
pooling agreements (id.). Mansfield responded that some '

,

municipals such as Hiram, Oberlin and Cleveland might,

file objections (C-50, p. 4). Fleger felt that it.was 1

impossible to appraise the FPC reaction without knowing
what the memorandum of understanding would say (C-49,
p. 7; C-50, p. 5). Mansfield disagreed and stated that
the risk would exist regardless of the form of the agree-
ment (id.). Besse concurred noting that he felt CEI
was "aImost on notice to interconnect with Cleveland
Municipal" (C-50, p. 5; compare C-49, p. 7). Following
that there was no further discussion of municipal par-
ticipation.

1
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dence of record fully supports it. See, e.g., Hughes :

!

3803(3-8), 3805-06(17-25 & 1-2), 3808(3 *i), 3817-19; Wein

7129(11-18); Dcmpler 8667-68(10-25 & 1-3); Williams 10365

(2-25); see also pp. 358-59, infra. And, precisely be-
|

cause it remains untainted, there is no legitimacy |

to the contention that a lack of municipal participants

in CAPCO is indicative of an exclusionary or predatory

intent Gn the part of Applicants.

Finally, the minutes of a meeting on October

i 22, 1967 (C-52; D-280) succinctly sumarizes the various

reasons why Applicants then and now believe that partici-

pation in CAPCO by small municipal systems would be unwise.

The reasons advanced were not predatory; they were based

on an acute understanding of the realities of power pooling

and a keen awareness of the time pressures under which

Applicants were acting. There is nothing of record which

contradicts the conclusions stated in the minutes: i . e, . ,

that consideration of additional parties would have pre-

vented CAPCO from getting started; that inclusion of

additional parties requiring additional generating capacity

would degrade pool reliability; that there were unresolved
,

legal questions regarding the ability of municipal bodies

to participate as co-owners in CAPCO generating facilities;

and that the most appropriate means for municipal systems

- . .- - - -
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to participate in the economic and reliability benefits

of the CAPCO Pool was through sales of energy and capacity

under FPC-approved rates (see C-52). These are not the

sorts of coc~ ' rations on which antitrust indiscretions
are founded.. Yet, that is the extent of the evidence

suppotting the claim that CAPCO was formed for illegal
4

purposes. On so barren a record, only the hyperbole of

Cleveland and DOJ is left to support the charge, and
it clearly fails.

5. Operation of CAPCO has not impermissibly
i

restrained trade. Having faltered badly in their attempt,

to show that the terms of the CAPCO agreements are incon-

sistent with the antitrust law, and faired no better

with their contention that CAPCO was formed for exclu-
; sionary or predatory purposes, the NRC Staff, DOJ and

Cleveland ultimately retreat to the claim that these

Applicants each denied requests for CAPCO membership |4

made by the Borough of Pitcairn and by the City of
j

Cleveland. Those denials, they clamor, evidence a com- '

; bination or conspiracy to unlawfully restrain trade.
Applicants need not repeat in detail that, to establish

such a claim, the other side must prove not only the
.

existence of a combination or conspiracy of the sort

I

.-, - .
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alleged (see pp. 26-45, supra) but also that the purpose

or effect thereof was to unreasonably (and thus unlaw-

fully) restrain trade (see pp. 45-59, supra).

Applicants would, however, once again caution

against a heavy-handed application of the per se ratio-

nale to these alleged denials on the basis that they can

be characterized as an unlawful group boycott. The Com-

mission's antitrust responsibility over the highly regu-

lated electric utility industry, properly viewed in its

basic natural-monopoly structure, simply does not lend

itself to per se analysis, as we have stressed before

(see pp. 59-66 supra). Fqually relevant here,,

moreover, is the fact that the per se doctrine has only

limited effect when a group boycott is alleged. Its

application depends in such a context on a showing of

exclusionary intent as the principal motivation for tak-

ing collective action. See DeFilippo v Ford Motor Co.,

supra, 516 F.2d at 1318; Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc.

v Hawaiian Oke & Liquors, Ltd., 416 F.2d 71, 76 (9th

Cir. 1969), certiorari denied, 396 U.S. 1067 (1970);

Areeda, Antitrust Analysis 11 368,388 (1967). Where

the opportunities for competition are limited -- and

Applicants have previously demonstrated that the extent

of competition between and among electric entities in

;
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.

the CCCT is almost non-existent ( see pp.150-97 , supra)

-- there is little basis for fir q the requisite exclu-

sionary intent. This is especio_1y true where, as here,

the joint venture under attack cannot be faulted as having

been formed for exclusionary purposes (see pp. 328-38 ,

supra), even though some of its later practices have
been alleged to be anticompetitive. See United States

v Pan American World Airways, Inc., supra, 193 F. Supp.
at 33-44. In discussing combinations of this sort, one

commentator has succinctly articulated the rule to be fol-

lowed:

But in the ordinary case these
do not involve combining for: -

'

the primary purpose of coercing
or excluding; rather they involve
combinations of two or more per-
sons to further direct the busi-
ness of the parties to the agree-
ment, and the effect on third
parties and on competition is
indirect. The issue in these
cases is not the existence or
non-existence of concerted re-
fusal to deal, but rather whether '

the purpose and effect of the
operation of the * * * association
* * * was such as unreasonably to
exclude outsiders from participation
in the trade in question. The
principal of the group boycott
cases -- that it is prima facie,

unreasonable for a dominant group
*

\

l

i

!

.
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to combine to coerce --- is not here
applicable. [ Emphasis added.] 206/

Accordingly, we urge this Board to employ the

rule of reason analysis in evaluating Applicants' responses
,

to the requests by Pitcairn and Cleveland foa CAPCO member-

ship. In this context, there are certain fundamental

considerations that should be taken into account. For

example, one obvious fact to be noted is that power pools

are characteristically composed of a limited number of,
,

full members. As Mr. Slemmer testified (A-121(Slemmer)

13(16-23)):

There is a point at which the effort'

involved in accommodating the various
individual positions to achieve an
overall pool benefit becomes too great
due to the number of competing viewpoints
involved. That is one measure of the
limit on the number of pool members.
In short, the greater the number of
pool members, the more compromises are
necessary and the overall effectiveness
of the pool is likely to be diminished.

In dealing with joint ventures of this sort, one cannot

derive a sinister motive from the mere showing of a refusal

to embrace additional members, as the courts have repeatedly
.

made clear. See Silver v New York Stock Exchange, supra,

373 U.S. at 350; Deesen v Professional Golfers' Association,
,

206/ Barber, Refusals to Deal Under the Federal Antitrust
Rev.''47, 876-77 (1955), quotedi Laws, 103 U. of Pa. L. 8

approvingly in Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc. V Hawaiian
Oke & Liquors, Ltd., supra, 416 F.2d at 77-78.

'

!

|
i
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358 F.2d 165, 170-71 (9th Cir.), certiorari denied, 385

U.S. 846 (1966); Rooffire Alarm Company v Royal Indemnity

Co., supra, 202 F. Supp. at 169; United States v Insurance

Board of Cleveland, 188 F. Supp. 949 (N.D. Ohio 1960).

Moreover, as we earlier explained, the foundation

on which any coordination arrangement rests is mutuality

of interest (see pp. 260-65, supra); the CAPCO pool is no
exception (see pp. 266-90, supra). In order for this concept

of mutuality to remain viable, it is essential that each
new member come to the pool with a common purpose to further

the pool objectives, an ability to assume its proportionate
and equitable share of pool responsibilities, sufficient

knowledge and expertise to assist in coordinated planning

and operations, and a willingness to share with other par-
ticipants the net benefits derived from the joint effort
(see A-121(Slemmer)8-9(23-25 & 1-20); A-122(Firestone) 5-6

(21-25 & 1-12)). The inability of either Pitcairn or

Cleveland to meet these requirements, as the record shows,
-

and therefore to demonstrate the requisite mutuality of

interest, provides sufficient business reasons for reject- I
t

207/ !

ing their requests for CAPCO membership. In such circum-

207/ This is especially so where there is involved a
financial obligation to participate in a joint construction:

; program of the dipension undertaken by CAPCO.
i

!

.

|
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stances it cannot be concluded that any denial constituted

an unreasonable restraint of trade. The existence of

"a whole variety of non-conspiratorial motives involving

the exercise of business judgment as to the unattractiveness"

of making Pitcairn or Cleveland full participants in the

CAPCO Pool, precludes a. finding of the requisite purpose

or effect for a Section 1 violation. First National Bank

v Cities Service, 391 U.S. 253, 277 (1968); Dahl, Inc. v

Roy Cooper Co., 448 F.2d 17, 19 (9th Cir. 1971); Modern

Home Institute, Inc. v Hartford Accident & Indemnity Co.,

513 F.2d 102, 111 (2d Cir. 1975).'

And, on a similar note, the existence of legiti-

mate business reasons for denying membership requests

serves to explode the underlying logic necessary to find

the unlawful combination or conspiracy. Since "[r]eason-

able businessmen will act similarly when presented with

the same problem" (Independent Iron Works v United States

Steel Corp., 177 F. Supp. 743, 747 (N.D. Cal. 1959), affirmed,

322 F.2d 656 (9th Cir.), certiorari denied, 375 U.S. 9 22

(1963), quoting United States v Borden Co., 111 F. Supp.

562, 579 (N.D. Ill. 1953)), no antitrust overtones

attach merely because all Applicants reached a similar

conclusion regarding the requests. See also discussion

at pp. 29-31, supra.

g w .- , - _ .
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Turning first to the request by Pitcairn, it
i

came in the form of five similarly-worded letters to

each of the CAPCO companies, written on December 5, 1967,

by Robert McCabe, Solicitor for the Borough of Pitcairn,
making

,

a formal request on behalf of
the Borough of Pitcairn for
discussions with yourself and
other members of CAPCO aimed at
including the Borough of Pitcairn
in the CAPCO pool.

See S-1(Duquesne); S-2(~ECO); S-3(Ohio Edison); S-4(Penn

Power); and S-5 (CEI). As a later letter from McCabe to

i Fleger makes clear, the purpose of the December 5 letter

"was to institute discussions with the variou: companies"

(S-ll). Each company had been contacted only because the

FPC had been unable to provide Pitcairn with any central

office address for CAPCO -- none had yet .*en established

(id.). However, what Pitcairn was seeking to do was "to

discuss [its] participation in the pool with [Duquesne]
or any other member of the CAPCO Pool which could speak

for the group" (M.).

Fleger responded to McCabe's December 5 letter on

January 2, 1968. Based on the technical information and advice

he had received from Duquesne's system planning, operating

and engineering personnel (Fleger 8623(10-12)), Fleger
!

wrote (S-6):

.
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I must advise you that participation
in the arrangement by the Borough of
Pitcairn would be impracticable. The
Borough could not contribute to the
objectives of reliability and economy
for which the pooling arrangement was
created. On the other hand, the par-
ticipation of the Borough would create
complications and difficulties without
any compensating advantages.

In the light of these considerations,
the Light Company believes that no useful
purpose would be served by the discussion
you request.

There is no doubt that Fleger intended this response

to be a refusal of McCabe's request for discussions about

CAPCO membership (Fleger 8624(3-11)). However, Fleger's

intentions st that time are not particularly relevant,

since McCabe's conduct indicates that he did not interpret

the January 2 letter as a refusal to discuss CAPCO member-

ship, and subsequent conduct by the company would support

a finding that the matter was in fact pursued further

(see S-17). Thus, on January 11, 1968, McCabe responded
i

to Fleger and again requested a meeti!g to discuss "in
considerable detail what advantages there would be to

all members of CAPCO as a result of the Borough's partici-

pation (in CAPCO] and what difficulties and obstacles such

participation would present" (S-11).
Fleger's answer was contained in a letter dated

January 22, 1968. On this occasion, while reiterating |
1

.

|
L
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his belief that Pitcairn's participation in CAPCO would
be impracticable, he instructed McCabe to contact Thomas

Munsch, Duquesne's General Attorney, for the purpose of

arranging a meeting if Pitcairn desired to explain its
208/position in more detail (S-12). McCaba did so

by letter dated January 30, 1968, in which he acknowledged
the January 22 letter (D-213), and indicated that he

would attempt in the next couple of days to set up the
meeting suggested by Fleger (D-214).

208/ The lower right-hand corner of exhibit S-12 contains
the following notation in parentheses:

This reply represents the
consensus of the attorneys
for the CAPCO companies.

While there was much discussion during the hearing about
this particular notation, Applicants do not believe it
is particularly probative of anything. McCabe's earlier i

,

letter of January 11 stated that his sole purpose was
to talk to someone about CAPCO, and he had written to l

all five companies only because there was no central
address. It should come as no suprise that in the face
of McCabe's second request for a meeting the " consensus"

!of the CAPCO attorneys was to agree that Munsch, Grec.t- '

slade and White would offer to meet with McCabe. Nor
ishould it raise any eyebrows that the CAPCO attorneys '

had in fact discussed the matter. Indeed, it is incon-
ceivable that a request by anyone to join the organization
would not be thoroughly discussed by all mcmbers and
their counsel. In fact, any notion th'at one or another
of the companies would have pursued negotiations with
an electric entity as to possible membership without
consulting with the others is ludicrous. Clearly, the
simple fact that such conversations took place carries
no antitrust implications.
(Cont'd next.page) ,

!

1

|
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Some three weeks later, on Februarv 21, 1968,

McCabe met with Munsch and William Dempler, Duquesne's

System Planning Engineer (S-17) . Munsch's recollection

of the meeting was recorded by him in a memorandum of

that date (S-17), which McCabe testified was generally

accurate (McCabe 1839(2-6)). On that occasion Munsch

briefly reviewed the correspondence between Fleger and

McCabe; summarized the salient features of the Memorandum

of Understanding, explaining the one-system concept,

the CAPCO generation program and the CAPCO transmission

and discussed the careful consideration thatprogram;

Duquesne had given to McCabe's original letter (S-17,

pp. 1-3). Dempler then explained some of the technical

and economic bases underlying Duquesne's position (id.

at 3-6). McCabe responded by pointing out what he believed

Pitcairn could contribute to the pool (pd.) As the meeting

ended McCabe stated (id. at 6):
.

~

208/ (Cont'd),

Moreover, each CAPCO company had already communicated
|
|

with McCabe, indicating why, in its opinion, Pitcairn's
participation in CAPCO would be impracticable. Yet,

the consensus reflected in the January 22 letter was
to grant McCabe the further discussion and consideration
he desired, not deny it (see also S-17, p. 6). Plainly,

Congress did not intend to discourage such conduct under
| the antitrust laws.

- _
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he had received letters from each
of the other [CAPCO] companies ad-
vising him that a representative
would be willing to talk to him,
but that he did not foresee that
this would be necessary for the
time being in light of his conversa-
tion with Duquesne's representatives.
He said that having had the benefit
of this discussion, he wished to
go back and explore the matter
further with his Borough engineer.
[ Emphasis added.]

The following day, McCabe wrote Munsch to summarize

his impressions of the meeting (A-4). After setting out his
.

# understanding of the CAPCO Pool and the reasons Duquesne

advanced for concluding that Pitcairn's participation in

CAPCO would be impracticable, he concluded (A-4, p.2):

On the basis of our discussion I will
consult with our consulting engineer
so as to get his reaction to the
points which I have outlined above.
After he has carefully considered
them, I will advise you as to whether
or not he feels that we should meet
with you and Mr. Dempler again to
discuss any information which may be
available to the engineer which I was
either unaware or unable to communicate
because of my lack of engineering training..

[ Emphasis added.]
,

McCabe also suggested that Munsch advise him if any of

the understandings set out in his letter were inaccurate.

On March 4, 1968, Munsch responded by clarifying a number

of the overly broad statements in McCabe's letter (A-5).

i

!

!

,
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At this point, it clearly was up to Pitcairn
McCabe had advised that he wouldto take the next step.

discuss with his engineer the points raised by Duquesne

and get back to the company. However, the record shows

conclusively that Pitcairn made no further effort to com-

municate with Duquesne about CAPCO. Thus, even as we turn

to the evidence which relates to the matter of Pitcairn's
possible participation in the pool, this Board has every
reason to presume that Duquesne's technical and economic

reservations to granting Pitcairn membership were not only

totally valid, but, in view of Pitcairn's failure to re-
spond to those considerations, that the borough itself,
on reflection, saw the merit of Duquesne's position and

chose not to pursue the matter further.
In this latter respect, the record provides

considerable support. For example, at the February 21,

1968 meeting referenced above, McCabe stated that he

saw no reason why Pitcairn need become a party to all

pool units, that it would be sufficient if the borough
took a share only in a new unit like Beaver Valley (S-17,

209/
p. 5). Dempler replied that, within CAPCO, it was

209/ It has been alleged that McCabe's reference
during the February 21 meeting to Beaver Valley constituted
a request for access to that nuclear facility which was
(Cont'd on next page)

;

i

|
l
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not possible to pick and choose units in such fashion,
(id. at 5-6). Not insignificantly, McCabe's reference

by example to the Beaver Valley unit is far more in keeping

with Pitcairn's stated desire at this time to secure some
source of power to back up the borough system in the event

of a " double contingency outage" (see pp. 660-62 , infra).
,

If that was McCabe's focus, as his testimony in this pro-
ceeding seems to confirm (id.), participation in CAPCO with

all its associated obligations (see pp. 267-90, supra) was,

clearly not the answer for Pitcairn, and McCabe's failure

to follow-up the February 21 meeting is perfectly understand-
1 able in this light.

His similar apparent disinterest in pursuing
the matter of membership with the other CAPCO companies

is but a further reflection of Pitcairn's true attitude.

209/ (Cont'd)
refused by Duquesne. The minutes of the February 21 meeting
(S-17) indicate, however, that this alleged request was
nothing more than.one aspect of Pitcairn's discussions about
CAPCO. As Dempler's remarks show, Duquesne perceived it,

as an element of the inquiry into CAPCO and responded accord-
ingly (id. at 5-6). Duquesne did not respond as if it had
receiveH an isolated request for access to a particular
unit, and it should certainly not be faulted in that respect,
given the nature of the meeting and the brevity of the discus-
sion about Beaver Valley. In fact, McCabe's interest in
that facility was so tangential to his basic concern of
securing a source of power that he did not know then, and
did not know at the time he testified, that Beaver Valley
is a nuclear facility (McCabe 1638(9-11), 1836-40).

1

4

|
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,

The correspondea"' between each of the Applicants and

McCabe roughly parallels the correspondence with Duquesne.

In response to the December 5, 1967 letters (S-2 through

S-5), each Applicant wrote McCabe and advised for various

reasons, not all of which were identical, that it viewed

Pitcairn's membership in CAPCO to be impractical (see S-10

(CEI, 12/18/67); S-7(TECO, 12/19/67); S-9(Ohio Edison,

1/2/68)). McCabe responded to each company in a manner

similar to his January 11 letter to Duquesne (see A-59(CEI,

1/2/68); A-56(TECO, 1/2/68); A-52(Ohio Edison, 1/11/68)).

He thus advised that the purpose of his earlier letter

"was to precipitate discussions which would tend to show

whether or not the Borough of Pitcairn's admission into

the CAPCO Power Pool was practical or not" (A-59). See

also A-56 (" discussions may in fact prove that you are

correct in your assertion that the Borough of Pitcairn's

involvement would be impractical"). Each letter also

noted, as the Duquesne letter did, that, while he desired

to speak with one company, he was writing to all since

the FPC did not have a central address for CAPCO. *

The Applicants did not turn down McCabe's request

for a meeting; each wrote bac< stating that they were willing

to discuss the matter further if Pitcairn so desired (see
A-60(CEI, 1/30/68); A-57(TECO, 1/25/68); A-53(Ohio Edison,
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1/30/68)). In each instance, Pitcairn failed to follow up
with further discussions. In fact, following his February

21 meeting with Duquesne -- after which he told Duquesne

that he needed to talk with his engineer prior to responding
to the problems Duquesne had raised -- McCabe wrote to both

CEI and TECO on February 29, 1968, indicating that at the

present time he did not desire to meet further with

representatives of those companies (A-5d(TECO); McCabe

4230(11-22) (CEI)). He was quite explicit in stating his

, intentions at that time (A-58':
1

I have discutaed the matter of the
Borough of Pitcairn membership in
the CAPCO Power Pool with the
Duquesne Light Company on a pre-
liminary basis, and feel that the
most beneficial approach would be
to complete my discussions with them

|

before imposing upon your time. !

As soon as I have had an opportunity
to complete these discussions, I will !
be in touch with you if it appears !that the discussions with the other
members of the CAPCO Pool would be .

fruitful. [ Emphasis added.]

Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this

'

statement is that it squarely conflicts with the testi-

mony McCabe gave in this proceeding. When asked why

he did not pursue his request for CAPCO membership, McCabe

responded that it would have been a " useless effort"

'

(McCabe 1725(18-19)) and " fruitless" (McCabe 1845(22-25))

__
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i

l
in-the face of Duquesne's " extremely adamant" position

J

opposing CAPCO membership (McCabe 1725(14-17)). Yet the
.

February 29 letters to TECO and CEI were sent after McCabe ,

!

met with Duquesne on February 21 and explored the company's-
,

| position. Plainly, at that time, McCabe viewed his previous

conversations and meeting with Duquesne as only " preliminary"

and fully contemplated going back and "complet[ing] (his]

discussions with them." Why did he not do so? The ineluc-

table conclusion is that McCabe did indeed come to a reali-i

'
zation that further follow-up would have been " useless," but

,

only because, upon due deliberation, the merit of Duquesne's

" extremely adamant" position came through to him.
.

Perhaps one of the more surprising aspects of

this proceeding is our adversaries' inability, or unwill-

ingness, to be nearly so perceptive. The engineering and

economic testimony in this record supports Duquesne's

po.sition in every respect. While it is unnecessary as a-

legal matter to go into the numerous reasons, all legiti-
,

mate, why membership in CAPCO should have been denied to

Pitcairn, had the matter ever'gotten that far, we will do

so anyway out of an overabundance of caution. However,

this Board should not lose sight of the undeniable fact:

:

that no Applicant denied Pitcairn's request for member-

ship; McCabe never gave the companies that opportunity.

!

l

._ _ . ._ . . - . -. . . - . _ -
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On the evidence presented, there is no basis for finding
a boycott of any sort, let alone a group boycott. But,

then, such would have to be the decision of this Board
'

in any event.

This is because the problem raised by Pitcairn's,

.

participation in CAPCO is, simply stated, that the bo-

rough's electric system totally fails to meet the crite-:

:

ria of mutuality. The evidence shows that Pitcairn could
not by any sketch of the imagination contribute a benefit

i to the pool; instead, it would produce significant costs
and complications for existing pool members. The concept ,

was succinctly articulated in Mr. Fleger's January 2 let-
ter to McCabe. As therein stated (S-6):

<

! The Borough could not contribute
to the objectives of reliability,

and economy for which the pooling
i arrangement was created. On the

other hand, the participation of the
: Borough would create complications

and difficulties without any com-i

pensating advantages,.

Duguesne's judgment in this regard was formulated4

only after careful consideration had been given to McCabe's
>

'

_ letter of December 5 (see S-6). Upon receipt of that initial

inquiry, Fleger solicited advice from Duquesne personnel
(Fleger 8623(10-12)). Among the people whom he asked to

study the matter was Duquesne's System Planning Engineer,

Dempler (Demp'er 8891(12), 8907-10, 8913-14). Demplerl
'

l

.

5
- . .. ... -. . _ _ . . _. __ .
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evaluated the proposal and advised Fleger of his conclu-

sions prior to the chief executive's response to the

December 5 letter (Dempler 8944(1-7)).

The advice Fleger received was that CAPCO par--

ticipation by Pitcairn was impractical (Fleger 8623-24);
it was the conclusion which he had personally thought

210/
would be forthcoming when he initiated the study (Fleger

'

8637(19-23)) -- and for sound reasons.
Most obviously, Pitcairn's available generating

.

capacity was so small that as a practical matter, it could

not be recognized in pool transactions of the magnitude
211/

engaged in by the CAPCO companies. Consequently, the

210/ Duquesne's view was promptly communicated to Pitcairn
(S-6). At the meeting on February 21 between McCabe, Munsch
and Dempler, Duquesne's reasoning was explained at great
length to Pitcairn's representative (see S-17). In a follow-up
letter on March 4, Munsch once again explained in very precise
terms why Duquesne thought Pitcairn's participation in CAPCO
would be impractical (see A-5). Thus, it cannot be said
that Duquesne's position was irrational or hastily arrived
at without full study. Nor can it be said that Duquesne
kept its reasoning a secret. There was a full ventilation
of the issues, and McCabe was given every opportunity to
challenge Duquesne's position.

211/ McCabe did assert that, independent of any contribu-
tion to coordinated operation and development, Pitcairn
could provide Duquesne with dead-start capability and with
an alternate source of power in the Monroeville area (McCabe
1635, 1832-33). However, such ability is not even relevant
to pool operations. Moreover, it was totally valueless even
(Cont'd next page)

. . - - - - . - - - -. - - - _
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evailability of Pitcairn's resources would not have changed
any of the pool requirements (Dempler 8805(13-17); see also

Fleger 8637(19-23); S-17, pp. 3-6). In particular, the

uncontradicted testimony establishes:

First, the availability of Pitcairn's in-
stalled capacity would not have enabled
the CAPCO companies to reduce their
installed reserve requirements (Dempler-

8666-69).

Second, the availability of Pitcairn's
installed capacity would not have enabled
the CAPCO companies to reduce their operating
reserve requirements. (Dempler 8671-74;
see also 8838(2-8)).
Third, the availability of Pitcairn's in-
stalled capacity would not have enabled ,

the CAPCO companies to reduce their
maintenance reserve requiremencr..
(Dempler 8677).

Fourth, Pitcairn's generating costs were
so high (A-3, pp. 7 & 14) that it would
have been uneconomic for the CAPCO companies

211/ (Cont'd)
to Duquesne. The company already possessed generation
which could be started from a dead-out (Dempler 8679).
And, even if Duquesne lacked such facilities, Pitcairn's
generation was so small that it was incapable of starting
Duquesne's stations from a dead-out (Dempler 8681-82).
As to Monroeville, there is nothing of record indicating
that an alternate source of generation in Monroeville was
necessary. And, if an outage had occurred, e.g., a line
down, Duquesne could repair the problem more quickly than
it could accomplish the switching necessary to transmit
Pitcairn power into the area (Dempler 8683).

. .
- . .
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to consider purchasing energy from Pitcairn
(Dempler 8684; see also McCabe 1832(17-20)).212/

There is not much dispute among the parties as
213/

to the worthlessness of the Pitcairn resources. Dr. Wein

unabashedly recognized Pitcairn's inability to contribute

towards coordinated development and operation; in his view,

it was not even worth considering. While testifying about

the general subject of staggered construction, Dr. Wein

volunteered (Wein 7129(11-18)):

* * * he said what would Pitcairn add?
and I said Pitcairn would add 3 mw.
Well, is that important? I said, No,
***

Sure, Pitcairn wouldn't add anything.
It would hardly be worth their while for
either Pitcairn or CAPCO to consider that.

212/ Pitcairn's high cost of power means that, if Pitcairn
had joined CAPCO, any " interchange" of power would, in fact,
only have been a one-way flow, i.e., from the CAPCO companies
to Pitcairn. This, of course, Is~a classic example of
" free-riding" resulting from a lack of mutuality. The prices
set in the CAPCO agreements contemplate receipt of mutual
services (see pp. 301-303, supra). By failing to return like
services Pitcairn could avoid incurring the demand and capac- ,

'

ity charges normally associated therewith (see n.176, supra).

213/ Apparently, the only response of the other side is.

to argue that Applicants are taking an inconsistent position
towards Pitcairn since some Applicants, e.g., Ohio Edison,

-

get credit in CAPCO for generating units as small as 2 mw.
That, however, misses the point. If Ohio Edison had only 2
mw of generating capacity, it, too, would not contribute to the
to the pool. But Ohio Edison does not have only 2 mw of
capacity; the 2 mw is just a small part of Ohio Edison's en-t

! tire resources. And viewed as a whole, those resources make a
! (Cont'd next page)

i

i
! l
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On the other side of the ledger, the costs associ-

ated with bringing Pitcairn into the pool are equally well
established. When as:ted to comment on the costs of includ-
ing in CAPCO a 3 mw system -- which was Pitcairn's total

capacity -- Dr. Hughes responded (Hughes 3807-08(24-25
& 1-10)):

A 3 megawatt addition isolated and by
itself for full membership in a CAPCO
pool, I think the cost of that kind of
accommodation would at least equal the ,

i

benefits and would probably exceed.
i

!That probably isn't the way to go '

about it. 214/
The principal complexity would be the impact that an addi- i

tional entity would have on the CAPCO decision-making pro-

cess (see generally A-121(Slemmer) 12-13). The problem of

accommodating this added entity is all the more troublesome

because of Pitcairn's small size. CAPCO cannot undertake

activity that provides a maximum benefit to each individual

213/ (Cont'd)
'

signIIicant contribution to CAPCO. And even with respect
to the 2 mw units, that was part of a larger Ohio Edison
program of installing 50 mw of peaking capacity (see Dempler
8901(7-16)).

214/ In Dr. Hughes' view, the alternative that is frequent-
ly preferable to full membership in a pool is wholesale-retail
specialization, i.e., providing wholesale service under an
FPC approved tarIfT as Duquesne presently provides to Pitcairn
(Hughes 3809(19-21)).

|

.
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system; rather, the one-system plan adopted by CAPCO at-

tempts to maximize the total of all benefits (see pp.

277, 295 , supra). While Pitcairn's needs and desires

would be represented in the one-system plan, they are not
.

likely to have much, if any, influence on the final plan

because of Pitcairn's small size (cf. Williams 10382(16-19),

10385 (15-19), 10416(3-6)). However, under the CAPCO agree-

i ments Pitcairn would vote like all other members, i e.,.

it would have veto power. Thus, Pitcairn would be able

to frustrate any future development of the pool by a simple
,

negative vote (see Dempler 8924(12-25)). And since Pitcairn's

planning desires will not be included in the plan in propor-

tion to its voting strength, the urge to use its veto power

is likely to be greater than for the present members of

CAPCO (cf. Williams 10384-85(9-25 & 1-14)).

A further major cost would be the expense asso-

ciated with the necessary interconnect. ion. The estimated

cost of a 345 kv interconnection between Pitcairn and

Duquesne -- 345 kv being the voltage at which the present
i

CAPCO companies are required to interconnect (see pp. 276-77,
'

supra) -- was $1.5 million, an economically prohibitive sum

(see Dempler 8677-78, 8933, 8939). Applicants do not doubt

for a moment that there is not the slightest engineering

reason why Duquesne and Pitcairn should interconnect at

.

.- _ - ,--_-,-,#,-- ,,, , - , - . - - . e-
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345 kv. However, if the CAPCO principles, as agreed upon

by Applicants, were to be followed even-handedly, such an

interconnection would be required should Pitcairn partici-

pate in the pool. And the waste involved in building such
~

{

i

an interconnection would burden not only Pitcairn and

Duquesne but all the pool participants since'the facility

would be a pool facility (Fleger 8642-43). This absurd |
'

state of affairs only highlights how ludicrous it is to

contemplate any meaningful participation by Pitcairn in
215/

CAPCO.

Thus, participation by Pitcairn in CAPCO was a

completely uneconomical proposal. The total costs incurred

by the participants in such an arrangement would far out-

weigh the total benefits that they would accrue. And even

if Pitcairn received all the benefits, it would be better

off if it did not participate in such an arrangement.

215/ It is not a sufficient answer to respond that the,

345 kv requirement should be altered in the case of Pitcairn
because of its small size. That is the very point. Thtre
as a whole host of things that would have to be altered
for Pitcairn to participate in CAPCO (see Dempler 8925-28).
Applicants know of no reason why the contracts they agreed
to should be restructured so Pitcairn can participate.
The resulting group would no longer be the "CAPCO" which
Applicants originally formed. If such contract redrafting
is to take place, the most logical alternative would be for
Duquesne and Pitcairn to reach some bilateral agreement. !

That, of course, is what they nave done by way of the pre-
sent full requirements wholesala contract. In Applicants'

'view, that is the responsible way to deal with small entities
like Pitcairn.

|
,
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,

The price it would have to pay the others for the costs

they incurred would plainly outstrip the benefits which
the borough received. That is certainly sufficient justi-

fication for concluding that participation by Pitcairn in

! CAPCO would be impractical.

Nor is the conclusion reached with regard to

Cleveland's 1973 request for membership in CAPCO any less
,

firm under Section 1 of the Sherman Act. On April 4, 1973,

Herbert Whiting, Cleveland Director of Law, wrote to Karl

Rudolph, President of CEI, requesting " admission to and

participation in the CAPCO Power Pool" (D-181). No copies

of this letter were sent by Cleveland to the other CAPCO

companies. One week later, on April 13, 1973, Whiting wrote
.

f

again to Rudolph, this time requesting " access to the Perry

Plant either through the purchase of unit power or through

ownership participation," but making no mention of CAPCO

membership (D-182). In similar fashion, no copies of this

letter were sent by Cleveland to the other CAPCO companies.

Thus, Cleveland made its first request for membership in

CAPCO five ,I1nd one-half years after the Memorandum of
;

Understandi'ng was signed; coupled that request with a

second request to participate in certain select generating

units being constructed by the CAPCO companies; and all

_ - _ . _ _ __ _ _ _. . _
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this during the height of litigation between Cleveland and
216/

CEI before the FPC.

On April 17, 1973, Rudolph wrote back suggesting

that Whiting arrange a meeting with Lee Howley, then CEI's

General Counsel, to discuss both requests (D-183). Simul-

taneously, Rudolph advised the other CAPCO executives by

letter of Cleveland's request, enclosing copies of his
reply, and suggested that the matter be discu.tsed at an

April 27, 1973 meeting of the CAPCO Executive Committee

(D-97). The minutes of the April 27 meeting show only

that Rudolph again explained the nature of CEI's response

to Cleveland and commented upon the status of the meeting

suggested in that response (D-98, p. 9). There is no evi- |

217/
dence that anything further was discussed.

216/ Interestingly, while Cleveland's complaint before
|the FPC was filed on May 13, 1971 (see A-18, p. 1), it was
!not until immediately following the Commission's " Opinion
|and Order Denying Rehearing and Stay" (A-22), filed on
|March 9, 1973, that Cleveland began peppering CEI with re- |

quests of all kinds.
,

217/ The sequence of events clearly indicates that CEI
was acting in a unilateral matter throughout this period.
Rudolph's response to Cleveland on April 17 was independently
formulated, and only after the letter was drafted were copies

J

sent to the other Applicants. Similarly, the meeting of
April 27 was held after CEI had responded to Cleveland and
only for clearly legitimate informational purposes (see e.g.,
D-264). |

|

.

|.
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On August 3, 1973, Whiting wrote Rudolph a third

time, proposing that CEI and Cleveland meet and enclosing a
'

" Proposal for Membership in Central Area Power Coordination

Group and Participation in Nuclear Units" (D-185). Whiting

noted that he had deferred following up on Rudolph's earlier

response pending preparation of the Proposal. A copy of

this letter, with the enclosure, was sent to each of the

other CAPCO companies. Each Applicant was specifically

invited to attend the referenced meeting since Cleveland

believed it " desirable that other members of CAPCO or their
representatives be present." At the urgings of Cleveland,

CEI contacted the other CAPCO companies. The essence of

the informal discussions that ensued was that "somebody

ought to go to Cleveland Muny and talk to them about it,

because we are not sure we un'derstand everything that is
in the letter. The logical somebody was CEI * * *" (Wil- !

!llams 10404-05(25 & 1-3)). These thoughts were communi-
!

cated to Cleveland in a Rudolph-to-Whiting letter dated
Autast 13, 1973. The observation made therein was that,

at least for the purpose nf initiating discussions, it

would be advisable for Cleveland to meet with CEI (A-25).
The confusion presented by Cleveland's proposal

for membership in CAPCO, and its separate request to par-

ticipate in certain specified generating units, becomes

apparent when the City's position is analyzed in terms of

___ _ _ _ -. .
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the CAPCO agreetents. A1.. Tough Cleveland ostensibly pro-

posed " full membership in CAPCO" (D-185, p. 2 of proposal),

the conditions, qual..ications and types of participation -

it actually specified are clearly inconsistent with CAPCO

membership (Williams 10371-74(21-25 & 1-10)), and appear to.

be more tailored to a bilateral arrangement between CEI and

Cleveland. For example, the request to participate in four

specific CAPCO generating units and in specified amounts

(D-185, p. 3 of proposal) is contrarf to CAPCO planning

principles on allocation of capacity.(see pp. 272-73, supra;

Williams 10374(16-18)). Similarly, Cleveland's statement

that it "will dedicate generating capacity to planned re-

serves in proportion to the percentages dedicated by the ;

CAPCO participants" (D-185, p. 5 of proposal) is at odds

with the entire theory of CAPCO reserve planning, which
,

does not levelize reserve percentages among members (see

pp. 304-10, supra; Williams 10374(12-15)). In addition,

while Cleveland states that the six types of service

schedules it is desirous of entering into are identified

"by title only, with the expectation that the terms and

conditions will be worked out between the parties in a

manner consistent with the practices of the CAPCO Group"

(D-185, p. 6 of proposal), inclusion of a partial require-

.

|

|

|
|
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ments firm power service schedule and a transmission ser-

vice schedule obviously contemplate service arrangements
218/

outside the CAPCO framework.
4

Whiting responded to Rudolph's letter of August

13 by sending another letter requesting CAPCO membership

to Rudolph on September 10, 1973, again forwarding copies

to all CAPCO companies (A-61). Pursuant to correspondence

from Howley on September 26 and October 4, 1973, a meeting;

between representatives of Cleveland and CEI was held

October 25, 1973 ( see D-291, p. 8 ) .- At this meeting, three

different representatives of Cleveland claimed that their
219/

real interest was to participate in CAPCO as full members.

Robert Hart, Assistant Director of Law, emphasized CAPCO

membership (see D-291, p. 9), as did Raymond Kudukis, Director

218/ Thus, Cleveland's request to interconnect at 345
kv (D-185, pp. 6-7 of proposal) is consistent with CAPCO
planning guidelines, but the qualification that Cleveland
" proposes to limit its transmission ownership arrangements to
interconnections with CEI, and to pay the other utilities of
CAPCO for transmission service received" (D-185, p. 7 of
proposal), explains Cleveland's earlier reference to a trans-
mission service schedule and confirms that Cleveland is pro-
posing arrangements different from those within the CAPCO
structure (Williams 10374(19-20)).

219/ Applicants believe, and the record supports the
belleY, that Cleveland never has had a bona fide in-
terest in CAPCO membership (see pp. 37-84, infra).

.
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of Utilities, who reiterated that it was pool membership
which Cleveland really desired (see D-291, p. 9). And

Reuben Goldberg, outside legal counsel to Cleveland, stated

that Cleveland was prepared to participate financially the

same as other members of CAPCO (see D-291, p. 9).

Howley responded that, while CAPCO membership had

not been absolutely ruled out, he could not at this meeting
I

speak for the other members of CAPCO or state whether they

would be agreeable to Cleveland's request for membership

(see D-291, p. 11). Goldberg stated that he could understand

that CEI was not in a position to decide on the question of

Cleveland's membership, but that an answer to that question

was necessary before the parties proceeded further (see

D-291, p. 14). It was agreed, therefore, that another i

meeting would be held, at which time a response from CEI

and the other CAPCO companies on Cleveland's request would

be forthcoming (see D-291, p. 14).

Pursuant to Cleveland's desire that all the CAPCO

companies respond to Cleveland's request, Rudolph suggested

a meeting of the CAPCO companies (D-103). Both the nature

of Whiting's letters of August 3 and September 10, and the

tone of the October 25 discussions with Cleveland, suggested
]

such a course. The meeting was held on December 7, 1973.
1

As reflected in the minutes thereof, the result was that
1

_ _ - - _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ . --
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representatives from each of DL, OE
and TE agreed to communicate to Mr.
Rudolph, by December, 10, 1973, their
position as to whether membership
in the pool should be offered to the
City. Mr. Rudolph in turn agreed
to communicate each of these views to,

-

the Ci';y at a meeting between CEI
and City representatives scheduled
for December 13, 1973. (D-104; em-4

phasis added.]

It is therefore clear that no position, no consensus, was

reached at the Deckmber 7 meeting. Each company left to

formulate its individual position on the matter and com-

municate that position to Rudolph so that he could inform
Cleveland of the individual views of the respective com-

panies (Williams 10405(8-22)).

The problem confronting the CAPCO companies, and

thus the need for further action on the matter, was how to
!

deal with the inconsistent requests of Cleveland. The

minutes of the meeting make it abundantly clear what was

troubling the CAPCO executives (D-10,4):

| The City has asked for full membership
i status in the CAPCO Pool, altnough in-

|
consistently, it has asked that as such
a member it become part owner of only'

| certain specific generating units, or
| if prohibited by law from ownership

| participation, that it be permitted to
make purchases of specified amounts of

| capacity from these units.

i Following the December 7 meeting, TECO communi-

cated its position to CEI (D-581(Williamson) 18(15-16);'
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Williams 10406(2)). John Williamson, President of TECO,

testified on deposition, that, while TECO took no firm

position on Cleveland's request for membership, TECO's

understanding and feeling at the time
was simply that the City of Cleveland
was more interested in achieving a
power agreement to buy power with
the Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company than they were in joining the
pool.

Therefore, our position, if we
had orie, was simply that we should
try to find a way of accommodating
that for the benefit of the City of
Cleveland, rather than looking seri-
ously at pool membership per se.
[D-581(Williamson) 17(15-23).]

Ohio Edison's response to Cleveland was also trans-

mitted through CEI (White 9515(21-24); Williams 10406(2)).

John White, President of Ohio Edison, testified that this

seemed like the most natural way of responding to Cleveland

since CEI had been the one who was negotiating with Cleveland

(as well as being involved in litigation with Cleveland)

(see White 9514(9-15)). Moreover, Cleveland's inconsistent
;

requests for full membership, on the one hand, and specific

amounts of capacity, on the other hand, indicated to Ohio

Edison that Cleveland's true desire for participation in

large scale nuclear units was something best handled on

a bilateral basis between CEI and Cleveland (White 9516
(12-16)). A contemporaneous memorandum by D. Bruce Mansfield,

then President of Ohio Edison, fully confirms the testimony
<

of Mr . White ( see C-61) .
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Unlike the other CAPCO companies, Duquesne chose

not to communicate its position to Rudolph; instead, it

wrote directly to Clevitland on December 10, 1973 (D-187;

Williams 10406(1-2)). The evidence surrounding that letter

shows little else excapt that it plainly was a unilateral

effort on the part of Duquesne. John Arthur, Chief Execu-

tive Officer of Duquesnse, testified that the letter was
not written in accordance with any agreement or under-

t

standing among the CAPCO companies (Arthur 8346 (20-23)).

He further stated that, when the letter was drafted, it

was not based upon the positions that the other CAPCO com-

panies might take in response to Cleveland's request

! (Arthur 8392(7-10)). Copies of the letter were sent to

the other Applicants (D-105), but only at$er Duquesne's

position had been formulated and mailed to Cleveland.

Moreover, the letter itself explicitly states that Du-

quesne was responding "only for itself and not for any ,

'

220/
|other CAPCO company.'-~

| 220/ The record shows that the content of the Arthur
letter was dictated to a CEI employee, but only after the
letter had been sent to Cleveland; the dictation was
subsequently put into typewritten form (D-186; see Tr.
7433(9-18)). It is not clear whether Cleveland and
CEI discussed the content of the Arthur letter at the timeit was hand-delivered to Cleveland (Hart 5430-32), although i

l it may well have, in fact, been so discussed. Whether or
not there was actual discussion by CEI and Cleveland of 1

1this dictated version of the Duquesne letter is of no
(Cont'd next page)

|

i
!

i
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|
t

As expressed in the Arthur letter, Duquesne

believed that Cleveland would not be a workable addition

to a voluntary group where non-cooperation by a single i

member could frustrate joint action. Duquesne further be-
!

lieved that participation by Cleveland would present ser-
!

ious obstacles because its characteristics were so dis-
Isimilar from the other CAPCO companies (D-187; Arthur j
.

8378-79, 8382-83). The letter was not intended to be "a

final, definitive refusal of Cleveland's request for mem-
|

!
bership in CAPCO" (Arthur 8347 (5-15)). Duquesne fully

expected Cleveland to respond to the letter (Arthur 8360-

61). While Duquesne's position was that participation in

CAPCO by Cleveland would not be workable, it did not fore-

close Cleveland from seeking alternative means of achiev-

ing its stated objectives. In fact, picking up on Cleve-

1and's specific request for access to particular units,>

Duquesne suggested that a bilateral arrangement with CEI

might be the preferable form of arrangement (D-186).

220/ (Cont'd)
consequence, however; such action by CEI and Cleveland
merely would have been in conformity wit.h Rudolph's prior
statement that he would communicate the individual views
of each of the CAPCO companies to Cleveland.

/
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1

CEI and Cleveland met on December 13, 1973, to
221/

discuss the question of membership further. At that

s'eeting, a letter from Howley to Whiting setting forth CEI's

counterproposal was given to Cleveland (D-188; see D-291,'

p. 18). That letter only sketched in outline form the'
-

bounds of CEI's counterproposal. Attached to a February

[
27, 1974 letter from Howley to Goldberg was a draft " Par-

ticipation Agreement 3etween the City of Cleveland, Ohio
.

and The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company," which

set forth in greater detail the specific counterproposal

221/ Mr. Hauser's running chronology (D-291) indicates
that Howley opened the December 13 meeting by referring to
the Duquesne letter of December 10. Those notes state
(D-291, p. 18):

.

L.C. Howley said that this
letter (the Duquesne letter]'

reflected the fact that the
CAPCO Companies for the reasons'

stated in that letter, that it
didn't make sense for MELP to be
a member of CAPCO, noting par-
ticularly the restr.ictions on
municipalities by statute, charter,
and ordinance.

Given the problems that Cleveland's proposal posed for the
CAPCG companies, it is not suprising that they all had a
similar position as to Cleveland's request for membership.
Such a similarity of views does not, however, establish an
unlawful combination or conspiracy (see pp. 2;9-31, supra) .
Moreover, the phrasing of the chronology makes it clear
that Howley did not state that the CAPCO companies jointly,
and in concert of action, reached such a conclusion, but

,

|
rather, that each company had similar individual views.
That, of course, comports with the facts set out above.

|

I

. . . .. _ - .. .-. - ,
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CEI had in mind (D-192). It did not include an offer to

Cleveland of membership in CAPCO as such (D-188).

On the other hand, given the nature of Cleve-

land's request, it cannot be said that CEI, or, for that

matter, any other Applicant, boycotted Cleveland. Cleve-

land originally made two requests, one for membership in

CAPCO and one for access to the Perry units. At a later

time, Cleveland combined those two requests into a single

proposal. But in so doing, Cleveland presented CEI with a

package that was inherently self-contradictory. If CEI

offered Cleveland membership in CAPCO, then it could not

have agreed to Cleveland's specific request of access to

the four specified nuclear units. Cleveland would most

probably have then come before this Commission and alleged

that CEI had denied access to nuclear facilities. Faced

with a choice of what to offer Cleveland, CEI made a bona

fide counterproposal that it had every reason to believe

gave Cleveland exactly what the municipality was really

seeking.

The underpinning of any group boycott is a re-

fusal to deal. See, e.g., Fashion Originators' Guild of

America v FTC, 312 U.S. 457 (1941); Klor's, Inc. v Broad-

way-Hale Stores, Inc., 359 U.S. 207 (1959). As the evidence !

described above makes clear there was no refusal to deal
i

l
i

.!
!

.
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in the present case. Moreover, the counterpropesal put
,

,

forth by CEI o'ffered greater advantages (and fewer dis-

advantages) than Cleveland would have received from mem-
222/

bership in CAPCO. As Dr. Pace testified, it was " overly

generous in a number of respects" (A-190(Pace) 24-25 (26

& 1); and see id. at 25-26(2-26 & 1-4)). This is especially

significant here because the matters in controversy make,

no reference to membership or denial of membership in power

pools, but instead speak only in terms of access to the

benefits of coordinated operation and developuent. There
;

is nothing sacrosonet about pool membership. CEI's counter-

proposal makes available to Cleveland all the benefits of

coordinated operation and development it desires while allow-

ing it to avoid the disadvantages that pool membership would

present.

Mr. Williams testified in detail why CEI believed

that pool membership was not in the best interests of either
i

Cleveland or CAPCO. He noted: ,

First, adding Cleveland as a member
of CAPCO would make it more difficult
to resolve questions (Williams 10382
(4-8)), particularly since Cleveland's
economic objectives and cost structures

,

are different than those of the present
CAPCO participants (Williams 10382(9-11)).

222/ The details and advantages arising from CEI's coun-
terproposal are set forth below in connection with CEI's
individual narative. See pp. 391-95, infra.

- _ _ - . . - .- - _- . . . . - . - - - . _ - -
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Second, any fixed-charge rate advantage
Cleveland might theoretically bring to
CAPCO would be lost to the pool (and to
Cleveland) due to the relatively insigni-
ficant size of the Cleveland system
(Williams 10382-83(61-25 & 1-4)).
Third, due to CAPCO's complexity, it
would be difficult even to agree on
Cleveland's input data for one-system
planning; an issue that is likely to
be particularly troublesome in view
of the " unique" track-record of -

Cleveland's largest unit (Williams
10385-86(15-25 & 1-7)).

Fourth, because of the significant
differences in size, location and
financing structure between Cleveland
and the present CAPCO participants,
if CAPCO one-system planning did in-
clude Cleveland, the results might
not be in Cleveland's best interest,
making CAPCO decision making-much more
difficult (Williams 10384-85(2-25 &
1-14)).

Filth, if the one-system plan was not
in Cleveland's best interest, one likely
consequence would be an unwillingness
of Cleveland to go forward, thereby
stymieing pool action and degrading
area-wide reliability (Williams '0386-
87(7-25 & 1-5)). .

Sixth, given the extraordinarily long
lead-time to construct generating.

facilities, it is advantageous to
CAPCO to delay reaching a decision to
the last minute and then, when the
last minute comes, acting very quickly
(Williams 10400-01(21-25 & 1-19)).
Cleveland would have great difficulty
doing this (Williams 10402-03(13-25
& 1-12)), further impacting on the
ability of CAPCO to add capacity and
insure reliability (Williams 10401-02
(20-25 & 1-12)).

e
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Seventh, because Cleveland's request
for membership in CAPCO was inconsistent
with the specific requesos for access .

Icontained in that proposal (see pp. 363-70 ,
supra; e.g., participation sought i

only in nuclear facilities and not
coal-fired units), CAPCO would not be
able to take advantage of whatever |

scale benefits the addition of Cleveland
would create when constructing coal-
fired units (Williams 10374-75(21-25
& 1-24)) or oil-fired combustion tur-
bines (Williams 10381(6-16)).

In addition, it is clear that, at the time Cle"e-v

land sought membership in CAPCO, and in many respects today,

it neither had the facilities necessary to meet its respon-
sibilities in CAPCO nor had shown a sufficient capability

to work together with the CAPCO companies. The evidence of

Cleveland's inadequacies is overwhelming, to say the least:

First, within the past five years
Cleveland never has had sufficient
generating facilities to meet its
own load, let alone maintain
adequate reserves (A-19 through
A-23; A-134; A-136; A-207; Mayben
7645-56; Hinchee 2827, 2829-33).

Second, the mismanagement and in-
competence that le6 to Cleveland's
sorry state of affairs is so egreg-
ious as to preclude the CAPCO com-
panies from relying on Cleveland for
mutual assistance in operating and
planning their systems (A-207; A-208;
A-209; A-210; A-211; See also A-159;
A-160; A-200).

Third, Cleveland similarly' lacks
adequate and competently-trained
personnel to participate in CAPCO's
committee structure (A-207; A-208;
A-209; A-210; A-211).

|

|
_ ._. .
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Fourth, at the time of its request,
Cleveland was not interconnected
with CEI or with any other CAPCO
participant, and until an operating
interconnection was put into ser-
vice, Cleveland's membership in
CAPCO was, of course, meaningless
(see Williams 10353(6-11), 10365
(14-17)).

Fifth, Cleveland never has been,
,

nor is today, able to meet the
financial commitments that member-
ship'in CAPCO entail, even though
CEI has repeatedly sought such
assurances (A-23; A-135; A-140
A-211; A-212).

.

The piece de resistance, however, are the admis-

sions of Raymond Kudukis, Director of Public Utilities, the

cabinet officer with overall responsibility for MELP, indi-

cating Cleveland's true purpose in requesting CAPCO member-
!
'

ship. Those admissions show that Cleveland's request for

membership was a sham, only made as a negotiating ploy to

enhance its bargaining position vis-a-vis CEI. On March

5, 1974, Director Kudukis appeared before the Finance Com-i

mittee of the Council of c.e City of Cleveland to give.

testimony relating to the Cleveland's request for partici-
pation in nuclear power plants (Kudukis 12739(15-21); Gaul'

223/
12431(15-20)). The testimony that he gave at that time

confirms, first, that Cleveland had no interest in CAPCO

|

223/ The testimony was tape-recorded and a copy of
1

that recording is in evidence as C-168 (tee Tr. 12717
(8-24)). The tape was played during tbc course of these

|proceedings (see Tr. 12722/25(20-25)), and the transcrip-
tion can be found at Tr. 12726-37.
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membership, and second, that Cleveland did not even have

an interest in participating in all of the options CEI's

counterproposal offered. It is irrefutable evidence that
t

what CEI and the other members of CAPCO perceived to be
,.

the true desire of Cleveland when confronted.with the

City's inconsistent proposals, i.e., some sort of bi-

lateral arrangement between CEI and Cleveland, was pre-

cisely on target. In such circumstances, the post hoc

scenario of counsel, that in offering Cleveland only what

the city desired CEI and the other' Applicants somehow

engaged in a group boycott, is almost laughable.

Indeed, even CEI's counterproposal was more than

Cleveland eve,r seriously contemplated, as is clear from
Kudukis' testimony before city council. Commenting on CEI's

offer, Kudukis there stated (Kudukis 12727-28(24-25 & 1-3)):

Now, in answer to our question,
they in turn came out with a
proposal saying, " Fine. Give
us $70 million or $80 million,
you may have part of it."

We have not replied to that.
I mean, we did not. seek that
proposal. This was their
answer to our complaint.
[ Emphasis added.]

The extended colloquy between Messrs. Gaul and Kudukis

that ensued erases all doubts that Cleveland was only

seeking "to tap some power," rather than harboring any

|

|

1

|

. - _ _ -.
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;

sincere notions about pool membership. The point can

be made no more convincingly than by recounting a siz-

able portion of the exchange itself:

And, Ray, you answerMR. GAUL: * * *
me that we're not, in fact, trying
to buy ownership into. We are, per

.
se, maneuvering for a position to

' be able to tap some power.

Is that a fair statement?

MR. KADUKIS: Yes.

* * So, now, what I askMR. GAUL: *
you -- and I find to be an incor-
rect answer -- is, we're trying
to ascertain a position of owner-
ship participation.

* * * * *

MR. KUDUKIS: * * * Now, just, you
know -- now, when someone goes
into a negotiation with anybody,
you have certain things up your
sleeve. Now, you're asking me
to sit here publicly and to lay
everything out.

* * * * *

You're going to destroy our bare
gaining position at this point,
because we're in the middle of
it.

* * * * *

I told you, you know,'I asked
you to have confidence in me.
I don't think I've ever come
up before this Committee and

,

spoken something, you know, that
is an out-and-out lie. I think
that, you know, we have our dif-.

ferences of opinion, we have

,
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our misunderstandings. But the
fact of it is, you asked me a
question, "Are we going -- are
we dealing, are we going to buy
a piece of that plant?"

l
I told you no.

!
Now, you are here trying to say
that is not the case.

* * * * *

Now, I'm trying to tell you that
possibly that may be a legal
maneuver to arrive at a more
favorable position. Now, I don't
think it's fair to go any further.
I would be willing to discuss this
with you at length.

* * * * *

Assume -- all right. Let me make
a hypothetical situation.

Assume that a situation existed
where we could not by law partici-
pate in ownership.

MR. GAUL: Yes.

MR. KUDUKIS: And assume that there
were certain regulations by a federal
agency that would say that if you ask
for participation, you have to leave
yourself open to A, B and C. You
cannot say, "I only want it one way."
Assume that to be the case.

Then, if our Law Department were to
write a letter saying, "We only want
to buy power. We -- under no condi-
tions can we participate in it," it
would then possibly destroy a posi-
tion that they wanted to attain.
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It may be in a position where
,

ths y're saying yes, knowing damn |
well we'll never buy it because
we can't by law, Frank. |

* * * * *

Frank, we cannot commit the
City for $70 million or $80
million or $90 million with-
out the approval of this
Council. You know that, and I
we know it. |

1

So, you know, you showed me a
letter written by Director
Whiting. [D-185] I state to
you that whatever he is doing,
he is putting it in ,:ertain
legal language. He is taking
a position that is most favor-
able to us to achieve our goal.

You asked me if it is our in-
tention to buy a piece of that
plant, and I told you no, and
I still maintain that position.

1

MR. GAUL: Well, then, we're
using it to bribe somebody to4

get what we want.

Now, is that -- you know, let's |
be fair now. [ Excerpts from
Kudukis 12728(14-19), 12729(16-
18, 23-25), 12730(1, 6-7, 12-21,
23-25), 12731(1-2, 6-21), 12732

I
(5-17); emphasis added.] 224/

l
1

224/ Despite the aspersions that Cleveland, DOJ and
the NRC Staff have attempted to cast on the testimony
of Francis Gaul, the tape recording fully confirms Mr.
Gaul's recollection of the city council hearings. In,

addition, since Mr. Gaul was privy to hearings before
the Utility Committee (of which he was chairman) on
March 4, 1974 (Gaul 12431(9-12)), that were not re-
corded, his testimony on the bona fides of Cleveland
has_ independent probative value.
(Cont'd next page)

I |

|
1

.

__ ___
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!

Cleveland's lame attempt to explain away Direc-'

tor Kudukis' admissions is also instructive as to their
good faith. After hearing the recording, Director Kudukis

testified that, when he agreed that Cleveland only desired

to " tap some power," what he meant was a purchase of unit<

power (see Kudukis 12741(9-19), 12742(2-11)'). Even accept-

ing that at face value -- and Applicants must express some

surprise as to that explanation -- Director Kudukis' ex-
,

planation of " unit power" indicates that what Cleveland
225/

really desired was a firm power schedule. Following

324/ (Cont'd)
Mr. Gaul's testimony indicates that Cleveland was not

trying to become a principal in the CAPCO operations (Gaul
12433-34(20-25 & 1-3)), or to become a part ownet- or take
an equity position in a nuclear power operation (Gaul

j 12434-35(24-25 & 1-9)). Director Kudukis told city coun-
cil that Cleveland was simply trying to be in a bargaining
position to help negotiate for other things that they were
interested in (Gaul 12433-34(24-25 & 1)); that Cleveland
did not have the capability or the intent to participate
in CAPCO or the nuclear units (Gaul 12434(1-3)). In his
own view, as Chairman of the Utility Committee, Mr. Gaul
thought it was ludicrous for Cleveland to be interested
in becoming a part owner in a nuclear power operation in
light of the disrepair of Cleveland's own facilities
(Gaul 12432(15-25), 12435 (3-9)) and the very serious
financial condition of Cleveland (Gaul 12434-35(18-25 &'

1-2)).

225/ The Chairman requested Director Kudukis to define
" unit power", the following colloquy occurred (Kudukis
12742 sa):

| THE WITNESS: I mean that a
! certain amount of power would !

Ibe allocated to the City. We
!, would pay a certain bulk rate

|
(Cont'd next page) |

!

. . -. ._. . - - - , _ - , , - . - . . - ._

.
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an attempt by DOJ to repair this even more damaging tes-

timony, Director Kudukis had to admit that he personally i

!

l

i225/ (Cont'd) !

for that power, and this power
we could do with as we wish.

In,other words, we could use it
or we could -- possibly if we
don't have a full use for it,
we could possibly sell it to
another party.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Would this be
power obtained from a genera-
tion of a particular unit?

THE WITNESS: Not necessarily.
The way I envision ownership
participation would be if we
would take a specific un'it,
contribute capital dollars,
and then pay for all of the
costs except the costs of debt
service and capital dollars,
since we had contributed those
in advance.

That would be my definition of
ownership.

Unit power would be where a
block of power is allocdted
to us and we have an agree-
ment as to what the rates
would be, and that power is
available to us at all times.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: How does
that differ from a purchase
of partial firm?

TPE WITNESS: Only to the ex-
tent that when we purchase
a firm power, partial firm,
we buy what we could use..

(Cont'd next page)

__ _ _ _ _ ._ __
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had not gotten sufficiently involved in the negotiations

to distinguish between unit power and firm power or to

know the costing details of either transaction (Kudukis
i

12753(16-25), 12755(10-17)). But the costing details are

'
the very heart of the matter. While Applicants might be

able to understand that the Mayor of Cleveland does not.

read mail addressed to him relating to Cleveland's numer->

ous requests of CEI (see Hart 4936-3. _i-25 & 1-8)), if

Cleveland's requests were truly in good faith, it is

unthinkable to Applicants that the Director of Utilities

would not be sufficiently knowledgeable to distinguish

between unit power and firm power.

225/ (Cont'd)
In this area we would be
assured of a certain block
of power, and we could, as ;
I said before, either use
it ourselves or sell it pos- !

sibly to another pa,rty. In
other words, we are guaran-
teed that amount.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Under partial
firm, aren't you guaranteed that !
amount? |

THE WITNESS: My feeling was that
that would be only specifically'

;

| for our needs and as the needs i
'

changed, that we could obtain
additional power. [ Emphasis

,

added.] ;
,

|

l,

- . .
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|
|

In any event, whatever Cleveland's real attitude

with regard to a purchase of unit power or of firm power,
it is beyond question that the city does not desire CAPCO
membership. Sound business reasons would, as we have shown !

(pp. 373-76 , supra), have provided ample justification :
1

-

|for denying Cleveland that status under existing circum-
|

stances. However, a bilateral arrangement between CEI and

Cleveland is more than sufficient to encompass the forms of

coordination which the city has all along wanted. That, of

course, was offered. In these circumstances, it would
'

be a grave injustice to f ault Applicants for not acceding
to the negotiating ploy of Cleveland. Neither the policy

underlying the antitrust laws, nor the public interest

which this Commission is charged to uphold, would be served
by such a result.

This disposes of the Sherman Act, Section 1 claims

relating to the CAPCO Pool, and with it the notion that

these Applicants can be considered as participants in an

unlawful combina't.on or conspiracy in restraint of trade.

What remains are the separate charges of alleged individual

misconduct, none of which can legitimately be imputed.to

an uninvolved Applicant by virtue of its CAPCO membership.

This consideration is perhaps more academic than real, however,

since a review of the evidence relating to these o'.her matters

shows that they are grounded on no more substance than the
i

CAPCO-related accusations. |

_ -. - ._ .
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Cleveland Electric
i

The NRC Staff, DOJ and Cleveland allege that
I

CEI's individual course of dealing with the municipal

electric systems of Cleveland and Painesville establishes

a situation inconsistent with Section 2 of the Sherman
226/

Act. When one wades through the mountain of documents

226/ A recent decision by the district court judge
presIHing over Cleveland's civil antitrust suit against
these same Applicants (City of Cleveland v The Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company, Civil No. C75-560 (N.D. Ohio,
filed August 4, 1976) (summary judgment on defendant-CEI's
counterclaims granted) aptly sums up the nature of the
claims.

At the heart of [the matter) is the
commercial relationship, or lack
thereof, between the City (of Cleve-
land] and CEI. The controversy which
resulted in the present action is one
of distant origin. The record * * *
is replete with references to the
long-standing discord between MELP
and CEI, and reflects a continuation
of transactions and confrontations
between the parties involving con-
tracts for the sale and transmission
of MELP by the City and atttempted
purchases of MELP by CEI, continuing
litigation, FPC intervention, etc.,
all of which revolve about an aggre-
gate core of facts * * *, i.e., the
competitive, or anticompetItIve, prac-
tices of both parties in the generation,
transmission and sale of electric
energy in the Northern Ohio area.
(Slip op. at 11.]

A copy of the opinion is appended hereto as Exhibit A.

,

|

!

. .- - .. . . . - _- - . . - - .- -
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and axamines the oral testimony proferred to substan-

tiate the charge, the most striking feature is the total
inability of our adversaries to present even the bare
bones necessary for a finding of monopolization. This

should not, however, come as much of a surprise. The
,

economic characteristics of the industry, the legal con-
straints imposed on CEI and the municipal systems, and

CEI's policy commitments to Cleveland and Painesville --

as expressed in existing agreements and agreements pres-

ently being negotiated pursuant to outst'nding offers bya

CEI -- are not indicia typical of a monopolist.

Thus, while DOJ alleges that CEI has had a long

history of acquiring electric utilities, there is no sup-
port in the record for that. charge. In fact, within the

CEI service area during the period covered by these pro-

ceedings, there has been neither entry nor departure by

any municipal utility, rural electric cooperative or in-
vestor-owned utility. Nor is there even the slightest

indication that the market structure as it had developed
in the CEI service area by September, 1965, was other than 1

the result of natural forces at work (see pp. 122-134,
supra). Specifically, with respect to the market relation-
ship between CEI on the one hand, and Cleveland and Paines-

j

ville on the.other, that, too, has not appreciably changed
within the past decade (see nn. 241 & 260, infra).

,

|
_ _ -_.
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Moreover, rather than taking actions that

might entrench itself as a monopolist, CEI's dealings

! with Cleveland and Painesville confirm that CEI neither

has monopoly power nor reasonably can be expected to

acquire monopoly power. At the present time there is

a synchronous 138 kv interconnection between CEI and,

Cleveland (S-204; A-271). By the end of this summer it

is expected that a synchronous 138 kv interconnection

between CEI and Painesville will be in operation (S-203;

see Pand" 3157-58(1-25 & 1-2); Hauser 10594(17-25)); when

that is energized, Painesville will have available ser-

vice schedules providing for emergency, short term and

limited term power, as well as economy interchange and

coordination of scheduled maintenance (see S-203; Hauser
227/

10602(2-14)). Pursuant to the CEI-Cleveland inter-

connection agreement (S-204; A-271), emergency, short

term, limited term and firm power are available to Cleve-
228/

land. In addition, the parties are actively nego-

tlating a transmission service schedule (see D-177; A-75;

A-76; A-78; A-79; A-80, p. 3; A-83; A-84: A-86: A-96; A-97).

I 227/ CEI has also offered to provide firm power and
a transmission service schedule, if Painesville so desires
(Hauser 10602(10-14)).

|

| 228/ Presently, there are no separate schedules to the
CEI-Cleveland interconnection agreement denominated "short
(Cont'd next page)

!
!

-
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By means of these arrangements all electric

entities in CEI's service area are presently coordinat-

ing their operations with CEI, and therefore, receiving
229/the benefits of coordinated operation. Thus, CEI's

228/ (Cont'd)
term service" or " limited term service." However, an
examination of the terms and conditions under whichClass II and Class III power is provided pursuant to
the emergency service schedule, indicates that such ser-
vice is billed at rates equal to, and provides service
functionally equivalent to, short term and limited term
service. Compare S-204, service sch. A., pp. 3-7 with
S-203, service schs. B& C. Cleveland and CEI are nownegotiating separately identified short term and limited
term service schedules (see A-72; A-80; A-85; A-86; A-94).

229/ The NRC Staff, in particular, challenges the
Cleveland and Painesville interconnection agreements as
in themselves anticompetitive. CEI believes that such a
charge indicates how shallow the NRC Staff's case really
is. The contract terms and rates contained in the Cleve-land agreement were fixed and ordered by the FPC after
investigations, hearings, appeals, and further hearings
(see A-21). The Painesville agreement was reached after
arm's length negotiation between the parties (Hauser 10604
(4-11) ) ; it will be filed with the FPC, (and is subject
to FPC approval) at the appropriate time prior to the com-
mencement of service over the interconnection (Hauser10602-03(18-25 & 1)). If there is an area where this Li-
censing Board should defer to the expertise of the FPC,
this clearly is it.

Moreover, an examination of the NRC Staff's con- !

cern with the two contracts demonstrates the weakness of,

the Staff's position. It is claimed, for example, that
the 100 mva mutual emergency obligation in the Cleveland
contract (see S-204, service sch. A, S 2.1), and the 25 mw
mutual maintenance obligation in the Painesville contract
(see S-203, service sch. E, S 2.11), place unfair and
inequitable burdens on the Cleveland and Painesville mu-
nicipal systems (S-205 (Mozer) 50-56)). There is no claimthat these provisions are unique in the industry -- and
there could not be, since such provisions were modeled
(Cont'd next page)

,
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I

stipulated dominance in transmission and generation (see I
I

Tr. 440-41, 448-49) cannot be equated with monopoly power; |

)
the construction and operation of interconnections with !

,

,

>

229/ (Cont'd)
after similar language in the CEI-Ohio Power Company agree-
ment ( A-195 (Milburn) 6-7(13-25 & 1-3)) -- but only that,
because of their size, Cleveland and Painesville are bur-
dened by such requirements. If that is the case -- and
it is not -- it is just further proof that Cleveland and
Pairasville do not have sufficient capabilities to fulfill
their mutual obligations in an interconnected environment.
However, the claims are not valid; Mr. Mozer totally mis-
construes what those provisions require. His testimony is
less than unequivocal in any event,' stating that the pro-
visions "could" result in unjustifiable burdens because
they "could" require Cleveland and Painesville to main-
tain large reserve margins. It became clear during cross-
examination, however, that Mr. Mozer really did not under-
stand how the provisions operated (Mozer 3447-50). More-
over, Mr. Pandy, who also expressed concern over the
Painesville contract, had to admit that he overlooked
that section of the contract permitting Painesville to
meet any outstanding obligation to CEI through payment of
dollars (Pandy 3200-01(24-25 & 1-4)) . To put the matter -

completely to rest, Mr. Mayben, Cleveland's expert who as-
sisted in negotiations, confirmed that CEI's understanding-
of the provisions, i.e., that they merely place an upper
limit on the obligations of the parties and do not impose
reserve obligations, was, indeed, correct (Mayben 7794-95'

(17-25 & 1-7).

In addition, the NRC Staff claims that the "Spe-
cial Provision" requirement of the contracts (see S-203,
schs. A-C, S 4, service sch. E, S 5; S-204, SS 2.4, 7.0,
service sch. A, S 1.2) provides an " escape clause" which
would permit CEI to withdraw service at any time (see
S-205(Mozer) 74-75). That is preposterous. These pro-
visions are slightly snortened and modified versions of
even more explicit language in the Ohio Power - AMP-O

! contract (S-141a; see Hauser 10610(12-15)), which CEI un-
derstands the NRC Staff to consider the paragon of inter-:

,

| connection agreements in the industry. The provision does
(Cont'd next page)

:
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Cleveland and Painesville negates the " natural market

power" that flows from CEI's dominance. Moreover, be-
.

1cause the interconnection agreements executed by CEI, |

Cleveland and Painesville must be filed with the FPC
(see 16 U.S.C. S 824d(c)), that agency retains continu-

ing jurisdiction over all facets of the CEI-Cleveland

and CEI-Painesville power relationships (see 16 U.S.C.

S 824e). Thus, there is no reasonable probability that

in the future CEI's dominance will somehow blossom into
" monopoly power," or that such dominance will be exer-

cised in a manner inconsistent with the antitrust laws
(see pp. 67-87, supra).

Nor does this record lend any credence to the

' claim that CEI has contrary ideas. The company has of-

fered to Cleveland and Painesville more than the op-

erational coordination found in the interconnection

229/ (Cont'd) -

not permit CEI to unilaterally cancel the agreement (Hauser
10607(4-7)). No matter what CEI contracted for, it could
never have that power, since FPC approval is required prior
to termination of service (id.; see 16 U.S.C. S 824d(d);
18 C.F.R. S 35.15 (notice of cancellation or termination)) .
What the provisions do is make it possible for the parties
to adjust rates, subject to FPC approval, during the term

! of the contract pursuant to the Sierra-Mobile doctrine
(Hauser 10606-07(12-25 & 1-11), 10607-10. See United Gas
Pipe Line Co. v Mobile Gas Service Co., 350 U.S. 332 (1956);
FPC v Sierra Pacific Power Co., 350 U.S. 348 (1956);
United Gas Pipe Line Co. v Memphis Light Gas & Water Di-
vision, 358 U.S. 103 (1958); Richmond Power & Light v FPC,
481 F.2d 490 (D.C. Cir.), certiorari denied, 414 U.S. 1068
(1973).

|

|
|

-- _ _ . - - .. .
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|
'

agreements. It has, as all the Applicants have, also
,

offered the benefits of developmental coordination to
,

,

|

Cleveland and Painesville by direct access to the nuclear ;

4 i
'

| facilities being_ licensed in this proceeding (see A-
230/

44). CEI has even gone beyond the terms of A-44

and made a detailed offer of participation to both
.

Cleveland (D-192) and Painesville (Hauser 10595-600;

A-138). The offer, which was specifically tailored to

230/ CEI and all Applicants filed with the Board
on March 14, 1975, their offer of access to the nuclear
facilities in the form of proposed license conditions'

(A-44). That offer was subsequently extended to cover
access to Davis-Besse 2 and 3. See " Applicants' Reply
to the City of Cleveland's Petition for Leave To Inter-
vene," filed April 18, 1975, p.4 n.4. This offer was
also attached to Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief
(filed on December 1, 1975).and reiterated by counsel
for Applicants during the hearing on April 29, 1976
(Tr. 8335-36) .

The scope and extent of that offer is dis-
cussed in creater detail on a later part of this Brief<

(see pp. C14-91, infra). In very general terms, though,
that offer would grant to entities making timely re-
quest: (a ) the opportunity to participate in nuclear
generation either by an ownership interest, a con-
tractual prepurchase of power arrangement or a unit
power purchase, together with (b) sufficient trans-
mission services to deliver to the participating
entity its share of nuclear power or (when the output
from the nuclear facility is unavailable as a result
of a forced or scheduled outage) an equivalent amount
of replacement power -- which the Applicants have
offered to wheel-in from outside sources on appropriate

,

,

notice..
!

. . . _ . - . - - . . _ - - - - - .
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Cleveland's August 3, 1973, request, provides for either
'

ownership or unit power participation in the four nuclear

facilities identified by Cleveland, and in the quantities

specified (D-192, SS 1.1 & l.13; Hauser 10528(14),

i 10583(22-25); Williams 10388(14-22); Mayben 7782 (B-11) ,

7792(15-17), 7797(16-22)); this participation would be
'

from CEI's entitlements in the nuclear facilities
'

(Williams 10391-92(22-25 & 1-5)). The offer states

further that CEI: (a) will provide transmission services |

|
on its 345 kv ner. work (as requested by Cleveland (see-

D-185, pp. 6-7 of proposal)) (D-192, S 3.1) to deliver

Cleveland's entitlement of power from the nuclear i

ifacilities to Cleveland (see D-192, SS 3.7.1 & 3.8.1) at

Cleveland's interconnection points with CEI (see D-192,

S 3.3); (b) will schedule and dispatch Cleveland's-

j entitlement of power for the benefit of Cleveland and as

; requested by Cleveland (see D-192, S 4.1) ; and (c) will
|~

provide emergency and backup support for Cleveland (see

D-192, S 4.3). Finally, CEI made a commitment to commu--

nicate on a timely and consistent basis with Cleveland

as to future load and power supply plans; to freely ox-

change information regarding planning, engineering,

dispatching, maintenance and fuel supply activities of

each system; and to cooperate and assist Cleveland in

|

|

__ .
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obtaining participation in future nuclear generating units
in which CEI is a joint participant with other utilities'

; (see D-192, S 2.1).
'

These offers to Cleveland and Painesville re-.

move any last doubt that CEI's dominance in. generation,

and in particular, its ability to jointly construct

nuclear generating facilities, permits CEI to set prices
231/

or exclude competition. Indeed, Dr. Pace testified

that CEI's offers "would provide MELP with dispropor-

tionate and therefore discriminato'y access to ther

231/ -Some concern was expressed because the draft
participation agreement requires Cleveland first to make
available to CEI any surplus capacity it might have from
its entitlement in the nuclear units (see D-197, S 1.3).
The "right of first refusal" does not, however, require
Cleveland to make this capacity available without cost
to CEI. The draft participation agreement specifically
contemplated that there would be energt and capacity
charges sufficient to cover Cleveland's costs (|ud. ) .
Moreover, as explained by Mr. Hauser, the right of first
refusal.which CEI was reserving is no different from any
other right of first refusal. If Cleveland goes out and
negotiates a deal with a third party, it must offer the
same deal to CEI first; Cleveland is not obligated to -

sell capacity to CEI on any less favorable terms than
it negotiated with the third party (Hauser 10588(1-11)).
The rearon for the right of first refusal is obvious.
CEI hat antitlement in the facilities well after the
planning for those facilities was completed (Hauser 10588
.(13-16)). That power was originally planned to meet the
needs of CEI's customers (id.). In such circumstances,
it is not unreasonable for CEI to request that if

~

Cleveland has excess capacity, it make that excess
capacity.available to CEI on a first-refusal basis to
alleviate some of the burden caused by Cleveland's tardy
(Cont'd next page)

1

I

|

|
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nuclear units " (A-190 (Pace) 25(6-7)). He noted further

(pd. at 24-25(26 & 1-5)):

The specific offers to MELP are overly
generous in a number of respects. They
go beyond what would be required to neu-
tralize the impact on the market of the
nuclear units under consideration. Such
terms could be expected instead to confer
a significant competitive advantage on
MELP. [ Emphasis added; see generally
A-190 (Pace) 23-26.]

Those offers also go beyond what would be

available to Cleveland if it joined'CAPCO; quite simply,

they are more favorable (Williams 10398(4-6)). The offer

permits Cleveland to pick and choose among units and to

designate the number of magawatts they desire from each

unit -- something that is not available to the CAPCO

participants (Williams 10388(20-24)). Cleveland is not

required to participate in, and take a share of, every

unit -- as is required of the CAPCO participants

(Williams 10398-99)25 & 1-2)). Cleveland was given the
.

231/ (Cont'd)
request (see pp. 447H5 0, infra) . The right of first refusal
is necessary only because Cleveland delayed in asking

i for nuclear participation. It is important to note that
CEI is not asserting that Cleveland's delay is a total
bar to access, but only that, if Cleveland ends up with
surplus capacity, it commit itself to negotiate with CEI
for sale of that capacity back to CEI. Compare Louisiana
Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Generating Station,

,

Unit No. 3), LBP-74-78, 8 A.E.C. 718, 724-27 (October 24, 1974).|

| -

.
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i

option of p'articipating or not participating in nuclear
units long after those facilities were planned and

! commitments set (Williams 10397)5-15)). As a result,

Cleveland not only imposes a significant planning burden,

on CEI (Williams 10397(21-25)), but itself derives a

significar.t planning benefit from being able to choose

participation so late in the game (Williams 10397(25-26)).
,

Moreover, other offers of CEI to Cleveland and

Painesville will assist those entities in coordinating

operations and development with non-adjacent entities,

if that is what they desire. Initially, it should be

noted, howevar, that such far-afield coordination is

not typical in the electric utility industry and certainly

is not available to CEI or the other CAPCO companies.

In this respect, CEI is again offering Cleveland and

Painesville bulk power supply options that could con-

ceivably give those entities a competitive advantage

vis-a-vis CEI. The typical trade practice is for entities

to buy power only from companies they are directly inter-
connected with, and to sell power only to companies they

are directly connected with (Williams 10391(3-7)). That

for example, is the mode of operation in CAPCO (hi.).

In situations ~where an intermediary entity lies between

a company with excess power and a company in need of

,

r. _. - . _ _ . , ,. - - , _ - - , ,
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power, the surplus company will sell to the intermediary

who will, in turn, sell to the deficient company (Williams

10391(8-11)). Pursuant to CEI's interconnection agreements

with Cleveland and Painesville that mode of operation is

clearly and specifically contemplated (see S-203; S-204;

A-271). There has been no showing that Cleveland and

Painesville, or for that matter any CCCT entity, need

coordination arrangements that the rest of the industry

has been able to live without.

But beyond that observation, CEI has offered

to both Cleveland and Painesville transmission service

schedules that would permit either entity to coordinate

with whomever it desired (see, e.g., A-97; Hauser 10595

(1-11)). The " wheeling" policy of CEI, as stated in a

July 22, 1975, letter from Karl Rudolph, President of

CEI, to Ralph Perk, Mayor of Cleveland, is (A-75 ) :

(t]his Company (CEI] is willing to
provide transmission services for the
City of Cleveland under terms and
conditions similar to those contained in
the (Ohio Power'- AMP-O contract (S-141a]
with respect to electric energy as to
which there is no legal or conspiratorial
impediment which would prevent this

!

Company from making a like purchase at'

i a like price.

See also Williams 10388-89(25 & 1-2); Hauser 10491-92
9

(17-25 & 1-5)). This offer to either Cleveland or
|

Painesville remains outstanding and is unconditional

.
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(Hauser 10592(19-25), (10595(8-9)). It would permit

those entities to obtain access to power from other.

investor-owned utilities (e.g. , Richmond, Indiana)
!

(Hauser 10592(7-8)), or rural electric cooperatives
,

(e.g. , Buckeye Power) (Hauser 10592(5-6, 8112)). It

would not, however, commit CEI to wheel hydro-electric

preference power not equally available to CEI (e .g. ,

PASNY) (Hauser 10592(2-3)). -

In the face of these policy commitments CEI's

stipulated dominance in transmission -- just as with

its stipulated dominance in generation -- is not an
232/

indicia of monopoly power. But even apart from CEI's

wheeling policy, there is another, more fundame,ntal

reason why CEI's dominance in transmission cannot be

equated with " control" over transmission (Tr. 473 (1-11) ) .
;

Mere dominance does not preclude an electric entity,

.

232/ Apparently, the other side intends to argue that
CEI's-wheeling policy still does not go far enough since
it does not provide for " wheeling out," i.e., transmission

-

of energy from Cleveland to some outside point. It is .

claimed that when Cleveland submitted the: Ohio Power-
AMP-O contract (S-141a) to CEI, it implicitly made a
request for " wheeling out" and that such request was
refused since neither CEI's draft participation agreement
(D-192) nor the proposed transmission service schedule
(A-97) obligates CEI to provide such services. First,

i it is clear that in Cleveland's August 3, 1973 proposals
no request nor mention was made as to " wheeling out"
(see D-185, pp. 6-7 of proposal). It is not surprising

,

then that CEI's draft participation agreement also made
(Cont'd on next page)
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for example, Cleveland, from constructing transmission lines
i

! - in its own service area, or in the service area of another

entity, for whatever purposes it desires. Since CEI has;

neither the power to exclude or preclude such construction

(see Tr. 450 (2-8)) , other than the " power" of persuasion

i

: (see D-295), CEI does not have the ability to preclude or
.

! hinder competition in the transmission of bulk power.
!

232/ (Cont'd)
no provision for " wheeling out" (see D-192, article 3).
CEI did, however, agree to provide all the transmission
requested by Cleveland on August 3 TIf.).

| As to the claim that the Ohio Power-AMP-O con-
~

tract nrovides for " wheeling out," that is simply not true.'

.
As we have previously seen, that contract actually does not
provide for any wheeling at all (see pp.193-95 , supra).'

It does commit Ohio Power to provide transmission services

| pursuant to supplemental agreement. At.that time the
parties could conceivably agree to " wheel out" power from
an AMP-O patron. But as the Orrville example shows, even4

that need not be the case (id.). To argue in such circum-
stances that submission of the Ohio Power-AMP-O contract

! implicitly constituted a request to " wheel out" is to
; read into that contract more than it provides. Moreover,

if Cleveland's true desire was to have power " wheeled
,

out" it did not do a very good job of communicating that;

j to CEI. Rather than engaging in the wasted activity of
i writing posturing letters, Mr. Hart certainly could have

better represented Cleveland's interest by clearly
stating that Cleveland found CEI's wheeling offers de-
ficient since they did not provide for " wheeling out."4

He, unfortunately, did not do that (compare A-76 ; A-79 ; |

A-83; A-86). In any event, CEI has obligated itself |

to " wheel out" for Cleveland (Hauser 10591(10-17), |
19714(1-18)).

!

I
.

.
1j

|

|

I

l

l
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The expert testimony of H. E. Caruso succinctly
I

,

analyzed the potential of Cleveland to obtain power from

i sources other than CEI which did not depend upon the use

of CEI's transmission facilities. See A-162 (Caruso) 12-22.

What Mr. Caruso did was to study the feasibility of

Cleveland constructing a transmission facility from its ,

Lake Road generating plant to any one of four inter-

connection points with utilities other than CEI: i.e.,

to an Ohio Power Company substation, to a Pennsylvania

Electric Company substation, and to two separate sub-

stations of Ohio Edison Company (A-162 (Caruso) 13 (1-20) ) .

Mr. Caruso concluded that it is today feasible for

Cleveland to construct the four specific transmission

lines he studied and that it was feasible in the past

for Cleveland to construct those facilities. He

testified (A-162 (Caruso) 17-18(21-25 & 1)):
The sooner that any of these alter-
natives were implemented the less
costly they wculd have been, thus
greater savings would clearly have-

been realized especially at today's
high energy costs. In this context,
any of these transmission lines would

' have ~ sen feasible five .or ten years
ago as they are today.

Then, based upon an analysis of the expected cost

of power available to Cleveland had it constructed such
1

.
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I
|

lines in the past, or were it to construct such a line

today, Mr. Caruso concluded that it "was and is feasible"

for Cleveland to have access to non-CEI power sources

using non-CEI transmission facilities (A-162(Caruso) 22

(4-7) ) . Lest there be any doubt over what Mr. Caruso

meant by " feasible," he explained (Caruso 1C936-37 (22-

25 & 1-5) ) :

Practical. That is it is engineer-
ingly feasible, the technical problems
have engineering solutions to them,
the economics of it, the engineering
economics make it feasible and from |

,

my experience in the construction of '

transmission lines for the Illuminating
Company in the same area that the<

City operates in, and along the same
routes that the particular alternative
were laid out, politically feasible.
In other words, 100 percent feasible.233/

|
Mr. Caruso's testimony has particular relevance i

to this proceeding because our adversaries claim that the

CEI transmission system, for example, constitutes an |

" essential resource" under United States v Terminal
Railroad Association, 224 U.S. 386 (1912), and failure to )

233/ The feasibility of such a project is buttressed
by the fact that there presently exists a 138 kv inter-
connection between CEI and Cleveland. That interconnec-
tion would provide the necessary backup support in the
event of an outage on the newly constructed transmission
line (Caruso 10960.62).

|
1

|
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grant unconditional access to that facility is, therefore,

inconsistent with the antitrust laws. We have earlier

explained in detail why so facile an application of the
" bottleneck monopoly" theory to the allegations in this

proceeding is unwarranted, and we therefore will not
234/

repeat that analysis in full here. The essential

point is that, even under the misdirected legal focus
of our adversaries, the facts of record belie their theo-

retical argument. Mr. Caruso's testimony not only

removes the lid from the bottle, it shatters the neck

as well. The availability'of a similar facility at a

different locale (or an equivalent service) which offers

comparable competitive opportunities (see, e,.g.,

American Federation of Tobacco Growers v Neal, 183 F.2d

869, 871 (4th Cir.1950)) , or the construction of a new

facility to gain the access desired (or the establishment.
of a similar service) which presents an economically'

'

feasible option (see, e,.g,., Gamco, Inc. v Providence

Fruit & Produce Building, supra, 194 F.2d at 487)), are

sufficient to preclude a finding of bottleneck mono-

( polization. CEI, through Mr. Caruso's testimony, has

made such a showing.

|

234/ See Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief, at 158-75.

_. . _ _ - - _ - . - -_-
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In response to Mr. Caruso's detailed expert

analysis, our adversaries offer the general, conclusory

remarks of witnesses who volunteered their admittedly

inexpert opinion, without any background study, analysis

or evaluation of the matter, that construction of such

lines would not be a practical option (see Hinchee 2584-
i

: 95 ; Pandy 3174 (2-18) ) . Such self-serving testimony has
i

no probative value. Nor does it gain in stature if made

by a so-called " expert" witness (albeit an expert in

another area), where, as here, it is based on pure con-

jecture reached without ever studying the real situation
i 235/
] (see Mozer 3454-55(25-26 & 1-11); Mayben 7637-38
-+

(18-25 & 1-6)).;

.

.n response, we anticipate that our adversaries

will argue that the recently established Ohio Power

Siting Commission ("OPSC"), and the requirement that,

transmission facilities be approved by that body, renders

) Mr. Caruso's conclusions mcademic. By its terms, how-
)

ever, the enabling legislation limits OPSC jurisdiction

I 'to facilities on which the construction commenced after
October 23,.1974. See R.C. S 4906.05' (S-206). Mr. |

5
'

Caruso concluded that Cleveland could feasibly have built

i

235/ On transcript page 3455, line 11, the word "irrele-
| vant" should read " relevant."
.

9
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transmission facilities long prior to that date. Thus,

to the extant that Cleveland has heretofor shown little

initiative to take such action, it, and not CEI, is to

blame. And, if the OPSC now has the authority to block
236/

construction by Cleveland of a line, that simply

suggests but another of the many regulatory restraints

in this industry which demonstrate the clear error in

pointing at CEI as being the cause of any " bottleneck."

In any event, Mr. Caruso testified that, based on his

experience with the OPSC, even if that body had juris-

diction over facilities constructed by Cleveland, such

authority would not preclude Cleveland from today con-

structing the transmission lines he studied. He ex-

plained his reasoning in these terms (Caruso 10973(15-

23), 10974(11-13), 10975(2-8)):

If I were building a transmission
line, parallel to an existing |
transmission line of another !

utility, maybe that is your
question. If I were doing that,
and I needed that for my purposes
* * * I would present it to the
[ Ohio] Power Siting Commission.

If I had a good story, they
would approve it.

******

236/- There does appear to be a legitimate legal question
whether the OPSC has jurisdiction over municipally con-
structed facilities (see Tr. 3470-80, 3613). In view of
that, it is unclear what, if any, import attaches to this
argument.

|

|

I
- . . .
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No one questions whether
when Ohio Power builds a line,
whether in fact, they could use
the lines of Ohio Edison. They
show a need for their line and
they build it.

******

[If] I needed a line to per-
form a certain function, and there
were other lines on F7mebody else'S
sys, tem it could mat' : less whether
those lines were ft of capacity
or empty.

It is my system that I have to
justify the need for it.

In view of this, the fall-back position will

probably be that CEI has in the past opposed construction

of Cleveland-built transmission, and, therefore, any

failure of the city in this regard is chargeable to CEI.

However, the only support for such a charge are the

repetitious statements of counsel; the record contains

no evidence to verify the accusation. CEI clearly ,

recognized the possibility that Cleveland might build

transmission (e .g. , D-2 95 ; D-510) ', and included that

possibility in formulating its corporate plans. But such

recognition does not rise to an antitrust inconsistency,

nor does it sustain our adversaries' claim. Cleveland,
;

which presumably has within its possession all the infor- |
'

lmation relating to planned transmission facilities, pre- '

sented no evidence showing that the internal position of

CEI on the appropriateness of Cleveland-built transmission |

|

|

.-. _
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impacted in any manner whatsoever on Cleveland's deter-

mination not to even try to go forward with such a con-

struction program. There, thus, is simply no basis for

the post hoc rationalizations of counsel.

The existing interconnections to Cleveland and

Painesville, CEI's offer of participation in nuclear

facilities, CEI's transmission policy, and the ability

of Cleveland to construct its own transmission facilities,

all are factors in addition to the previously described

legal restraints imposed by the FPC, the State of Ohio

and the PUCO that conduce to deny monopoly power to CEI.

Brief mention should also be made of three further local

controls that limit the powers of CEI. The first is

the right of a municipality to exclude CEI absolutely

from providing electric service within its corporate

limits. See R.C. SS 4933.03, 4933.16. Painesville has

already exercised that power to obtain for itself an

unregulated monopoly within the Painesville city boun-

daries (A-195 (Milburn) 55 (7-9) ; Tr. 451 (4-5) ) . Thus,

to speak of CEI's monopoly power vis-a-vis Painesville,

i.e_., its ability to set prices in Painesville or to

exclude competition between itself and Painesville, is

meaningless.

A second, and related municipal power, is the

i

I

- _ .- . . _ , , , , , . - -
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' authority of a municipal electric system to acquire by

condemnation the electric facilities of an investor-owned,

utility located both within and without the corporate

limits of the city. See Article XVIII, section 4 of the

Ohio Constitution; cf,. Tr. 10627(8-20). Cleveland is

now in the process of exercising this power against CEI

(see A-141; A-203; A-204). Thus, it is also meaningless

to speak of CEI's ability to exclude competition between
.

itself and Cleveland. For Cleveland to acquire parts

of CEI requires no regulatory approval; it can, pursuant

to the Ohio Constitution, pass the necessary legislation

and take the appropriate action. Conversely, were CEI

to acquire MELP, approval of both the FPC (see 16 U.S.C.

I 5 824b(a)) and apparently the PUCO (see R.C. S 4905, 48
237/

(B)) would be required.

237/ R.C. S 4905.48 (B) requires PUCO consent and ap-
proval before "[a]ny public utility. may purchase or lease,

the property, plant, or business of any other such public
utility." The defini' tion of a "public utility" appearing
in R.C. S 4905.02 excepts "such other public utilities
as are owned or operated by any municipal corporation * * *"

'(emphasis added). The Supreme Court of Ohio has held that
"[i]t is not essential that a utility be subject to regu-

'
latory control by the [PUCO) in order for it to be a public
utility," Ohio Power Co. v Village of Attica, 23 Ohio St. 2d
37, 261 N.E. 2d 123, 126 (1970), and thus interpreted the
peculiar wording of R.C. S 4905.02 to imply that those
exempted from PUCO regulation were still "public utilities."
Id. Thus, while R.C. S 4905.48(B) would not require
CIeveland to obtain PUCO approval if it acquired CEI --
since Cleveland is exempt -- that section would require CEI4

to get PUCO approval if it acquired MELP -- since MELP is
a public utility, albeit exempt from regulation.

. __ _ . __ _ __ __ _______ __ _ _ ._ - _ _ _ _ _ _ .__ _
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Third, and finally, a municipality has the

authority to establish, at least initially, rates for

service by an investor-owned utility operating within the,

municipal boundaries (Bingham 10191(4-21); see also

pp.143-4 4 , supra). This gives Cleveland the unique

capability to exercise regulatory authority over the

prices charged by its competitor CEI. Cleveland has

in the past exercised this power (Bingham 10192(17-21)),

and is now in the process of once doing so (see A-141).

In such instances, CEI's rights are limited to an appeal

to the PUCO (Bingham 10194(10-25)). Thus, under no

stretch of the imagination can one conclude that CEI
,

possess monopoly power vis-a-vis Cleveland.

Our adversaries failure to prove that CEI has,

or reasonably can be expected to obtain, monopoly power,

of course, obviates any sustained investigation into the

actual conduct of CEI necessary to support a finding of
,

the requisite intent to violate Section 2. However, an

examination of CEI's purportedly unlawful conduct reveals
,

that, here too, DOJ, the NRC Staff and Cleveland, have

failed to carry their burden. The mass of evidence

relating to the conflicting and inconsistent charges

leveled against CEI shows only that our opponents are

. .. . _ . - _. -. - _ _ -
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238/
tilting at windmills.

As an initial matter we would remind this Board

that most, if not all, of CEI's conduct relating to

Cleveland, was fully litigated before the FPC by the |

parties to this proceeding, or their privies, and was
.

finally adjudicated by that agency, as affirmed by the
,

United States Court of Appeals for the District of

Columbia Circuit. See City of Cleveland v Cleveland

i

238/ DOJ alleges, in addition to the charges discussed
below, that since the mid-1960's -- but obviously not at
the present time -- Ohio Edison and CEI had an agreement
that restricted competition between the two systems for
new customers. The only support for the charge is a single
isolated document (D-488), internal to Ohio Edison and

|
clearly hearsay as to CEI. Ironically, the document |itself relates to active competition between the two systems 1
and the problems being caused because both CEI and Ohio |

Edison desire to serve a new customer. What DOJ apparently l
relies on, however, is the statement that at one time " ten i
years or more ago" (the memorandum is dated April 4, 1974), I
as to a particular dispute relating to a boundary customer, '

a resolution of that dispute was reached on the basis -

that "the company with the lowest cost should serve."
It will always be true that when a boundary dispute is
resolved (and because of the nature of the industry spec- |

ific disputes must always be resolved if the customer is
to receive service (see pp.158-59 , supra) ) , an " agreement" |
as to that dispute is reached. Such a resolution does not, '

however, constitute an agreement to restrict competition. !

In this case, the " agreement" reached makes good economic
sense (see pp.159-61, supra; D-558(Rudolph) 53(17-25), '

54 (7-11)) , and certainly should not be condemned.

|
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;

Electric Illuminating Co., 49 F.P.C. 118 (1973), aff'd

in relevant part sub. nom. City of Cleveland v FPC, I

525 F.2d 845 (D.C. Cir. 1976). Accordingly, the doctrine
I

of collateral estoppel precludes a relitigation of the
239/

same matters by the parties now before this' Commission.

CEI's earlier motion to strike from the record certain

documentary and testimonial evidence and to dismiss

specific allegations previc'1 sly litigated was denied by

the Board (see Tr. 11751(4-6)). At this' stage in the pro-

ceedings, if the Board is to look at allegations pre-.

viously litigated, lnd review oral and documentary

testimony relating to those allegations, the doctrine of

collateral estoppel requires, at a minimum, that the

| findings and conclusions made by the FPC with respect
i

to those allegations be given conclusive weight by this
240/

Licensing Board in reaching its decision. See

.

239/ The 1"nal principles on which CEI relies are set
in Applicants' Frehearing Legal Brief, at 195-202, and in
the " Dismissal Motion Of The Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company With Respect To The Allegations Fully Litigated
Before And Finally Decided By The FPC,' filed April 20,
1976. The arguments advanced therein are incorporated by
reference in this Brief.

'

-240/ Specifically, CEI relies on the following findings
contained in the decision of the Administrative Law Judge
-issued on July 12, 1972 (A-20) :

1. The City's past inability to furnish
reliable, dependable service on the

,

MELP system to its own customers has'

(Cont'd next page)

: - _. . _ _ - . _ _ _ ._
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Cromwell v County of Sac, 94 U.S. 351 (1876); Restatement

of Judgments S 68 (1942). With that in mind we turn to the

conduct of CEI claimed to be inconsistent with the anti-

trust laws.
,

240/ (Cont'd.)
been due primarily to incompetent
management and inefficient operations
(;gi. at 16.)

2. The relief provided in this pro-
ceeding should eliminate any con-
tinuing threat to MELP's ability to
provide dependable service, if the City
moves effectively to restore its 206
megawatts of installed capacity to
full production on a dependable oper-
ating basis (jgi, at 16-17).,

3. The customers who switched from
MELP to CEI * * * did so because of
poor services and outages on the MELP
system, occasioned, as the record
discloses, by MELP's incompetent )
management and inefficient operations '

rather than any action by CEI (id. at |

15). ;

4. The charge of CEI's ref,usal to build
a parallel line as an anticompetitive
. practice is ironic in light of this
record which shows clearly that the
City repeatedly turned down such l
proposals in an effort to rrmain self-
sufficient and independent af the CEI
system (id. at 15).

5. Since 1942, when the City rejected
,

FPC's " urging very strenuously that
an inter-connection * * * be set up,"
the City has rejected all proposals for
interconnection on the ground that it
would result in a loss of " independence"
(Cont'd next page)

_
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1. City of Cleveland. There can be little

doubt that the retail distribution of electricity within

the City of Cleveland is a natural monopoly (see pp.

240/ (Cont'd.)
and put the City "at the mercy" of
CEI (id. at 15).

6. CEI has expressed its willingness to
interconnect since 1942. (jgi, at 15).

7. The existing low voltage deliveries
currently being provided to the City
by CEI should be continued along with,

the temporary emergency 69 kv open-
switch nonsynchronous interconnection
provided for in the Commission's order
issued March 8, 1972 (id. at 17;

--

emphasis added).

8. An open switch intertie (on the 69 kv
interconnection) protects the CEI
system from any outage occasioned by
operation of the emergency intertie
(id. at 12).

9. Closed switch or synchronous operation
subjects CEI's Lake Shore 69 kv cable
switchhouse to serve overloading during
any CEI outage on the Lake Shore-
Newburgh line. This would diminish
the reliability of service to CEI's
own customers in the area served by
the Lake Shore switchhouse (jki. at 12).

10. CEI and FPC Staff concern respecting
possible detriment to C2I's system from
a closed switch 69 kv line to MELP is
legitimate in the light of the City's
past record of incompetent and inefficient
operation (id. at 12).

11. 'The public interest does not require
that the City's customers be protected
(Cont'd next page)
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130-31 , supra). Even so, within that market there is

active " street to street" competition between CEI and

the municipal electric system of Cleveland ("MELP")

(Hinchee 2604 (6-9) ; Mozer 3542 (12-15) ; A-45, p.2) . While

240/ (Cont'd.)

from temporary blackouts at the expense
of CEI's customers. Particularly,
since Gunderson's [ Staff witness] testi-
mony shows that " operation of the 69 kv
tie in the normally open * * * mode can
be implemented to avoid any risk of an
outage to MELP beyond two or three
minutes" (id, at 12).

12. The Administrative Law Judge determined
that a 138 kv intertie should be estab-
lished and set forth the terms and con-
ditions thereof (jki, at 4-6).

13. The City's allegations that its diffi-
culties in maintaining service to its
customers are due in whole or in part to
CEI's anticompetitive practices are not
supported by the record in this consoli-
dated proceeding (id. at 16).

14. The Bridges Memorandum does disclose a ,

public relations campaign to encourage
the sale of MELP to CEI by pointing out
the benefits of investor ownership (jud . at
15; emphasis added).

15. [The Bridges Memorandum] also discloses
that "during this period (of MELP opera- ,

ting difficulties] the Company has taken
the position not to join or attempt to
strengthen the attacks on the Muny system"
(M. at 15; emphasis added).

16. The Bridges Memorandum does not support |

a finding of anticompetive practices or
antitrust violations (jki. at 15).
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such competition is " rare" (see Concentration in the

Electric Power Industry, supra, 72 Colum. L. Rev. at

38 n.19), the particular situation in Cleveland is of

long-standing, "well-known," " common knowledge," and

" familiar to anyone in the industry" (Hughes 3723

(2-4)). In such a market it is to be expected that

following the competitive struggle one of the partici-

pants will " win" (i.;e. , gain 100% of the market) , and

one will " lose: (i.e. , be forced out of the market) .

There is nothing unlawful in that result. The court

in Lamb Enterprises, Inc. v Toledo Balde Co., sup3a,

461 F.2d at 515, perceptively noted:

In a natural monopoly situation any
successful competitor gets the
market. Thus, it cannot be " unreasonable
per se, to foreclose competitors
from any substantial market," United
States v Griffith, 334 U.S. 100, 107
(1948) , where such foreclosure is
the natural result of success in a
natural monopoly situation.

Faced with the competitive situation in Cleveland,

,both CEI and MELP have engaged in a broad range of activities
|

| (see Tr. 5538(5-10)) for the purpose of attracting retail
|

[ customers (compare Hinchee 2697(5-11), 2787(2-5)) with

Tr. 3538(13-18). As a result of such activity, and because

the retail product market is both price and ouality sensi-

tive (Tr. 5567(6-11), 10254(13-15), 10255(4-11)), customers

have switched back and forth between MELP and CEI depending

- _. _ _
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on the degree of rate and service differences provided by

the two systems (see A-132). However, the major change

in the retail market between 1956 and 1975 was not the

switching of castomers between MELP and CEI. Rather,

during this period the City of Cleveland experienced a

significant decrease (more than 10%) in the average

number of customers taking electric service from either

OEI or MELP -- over 38,000 total customers were lost of

which more than 24,000 were residential customers (A-132,

pp. 2-3). Yet, interestingly, this high fluidity

resulted in little, if any, change in the respective
241/

market shares of CEI and MELP. Moreover, of MELP's

net decrease in residential and small commercial customers,

241/ The following table indicates the almost negli- i
igible changes in average number of customers, megawatt-

hour sales, and revenue. For each category the table
shows the change between 1966 and 1975 in CEI's percent
of the total retail market (i.e., residential, commercial
and industrial) and CEI's percent of,just the residential
retail market:

Total Residential

Average Customers +2.9% +1.4% i

MWH Sales +0.7% -0.4% ,

Revenue +0.7% -0.6%

Source: A-132, pp. 2-3.

.
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more than 55% of the customers lost were for reasons
242/

other than transferring to CEI service.t

The retail competition that has taken place

between MELP and CEI, including the switching of cust-

omers, is encouraged by the antitrust laws (i . e . ,

Ovitron Corp. v General Motors Corp., supra, 295 F. Supp

at 378). The purpose of antitrust enforcement is not

the protection of individual competitors from the
,

,

effects of competition so much as the vindication, in

those markets where appropriate, of the public's interest

in a competitive market structure (United States v

Aluminum Company of America, supra, 148 F.2d at 429;

Consumers Power Company, supra, NRCI 75/7, at 47). We

have already pointed out why it is not in the public

interest to promote competition in the electric utility

industry (see Part IV, supra), and why application of

antitrust principles to this industry does not require

fostering such undesireable competition (see Part III,

supra). There is no better support for that thesis than'

242/ The table on page 4 of A-132' indicates that
between 1968 and 1974 MELP had a net loss of 6,853

.

_ customers (sum of last column labeled " net change") of
|

which 3,821 were lost for reasons other than transfer
to CEI (sum of third-to-last column labeled "other").'

.

(.

l
- - - - . _ - - - _ - - . . _ _ _ . _ , , _ _
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the allegations advanced by the NRC Staff, DOJ and
i

Cleveland against CEI's individual conduct towards MELP. )
1

That conduct, claimed to be inconsistent with Section 2 |

of the Sherman Act, is legitimate business behavior

iresponding to the competitive situation in Cleveland.
!

By condemning such activity our adversaries'not only I

!

expose how irresponsible their position is, but make '

)
clear their own dislike for the very industry compe- |243/ l

tition that they seem otherwise intent on promoting.
|

For example, in furtherance of the ongoing

competitive process in Cleveland, and as a measure of
,

performance in achieving its policy of attracting new

customers, CEI performed innumerable studies, surveys,

trend analyses, etc. to ascertain whether company goals

were being reached (see Tr. 5538 (13-18) ) . DOJ has seen

fit co encumber the record in this proceeding with much

243/ Further proof of the conceptual problems raised
by the attack on CEI is evident from the conflicting and
inconsistent allegations put forth. Thus, it is claimed
that CEI had a " policy" of eliminating Cleveland and
Painesville by denying interconnections (see Cleveland
September 5 filing at 10; D-334); and that CEI had a
" policy" of eliminating Cleveland and Painesville by
entering into interconnections (see Cleveland September 5
filing at 15; D-509; D-510). Similarly, it is claimed
that CEI's " policy" was accomplished by denying CAPCO
membership (see Cleveland September 5 filing at 13) ; and
that CEI's " policy" was accomplished by granting CAPCO
membership on the basis of a burdensome reserve allocation
formula (see Id.).
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of that material (see, e.g. , D-340; D-342 through D-350;

D-378; D-379). What conclusion they would have this Board

draw from that material is, however, obscure. Those

exhibits are indicia of lawful and active competition.

See Telex Corp. V International Business Machines Corp.,
.

supra, 510 F.2d at 926 (such studies deemed one of a number

of " ordinary marketing methods" and hence not an act of

monopolization). Indeed, had CEI not been so active, we

might expect DOJ to come before this Commission and argue

that CEI and MELP have entered into some unlawful market

division agreement as evidenced by the absence of compe-

tition between the two (gf. Tr. 5511-12 (22-25 & 1-3) ) .

DOJ and Cleveland go one step further and argue

that included among the various material of CEI are

documents studying the possible acquisition of MELP

(see, e,.g., D-355; D-360; C-ll3 through C-118; C-120).

Again the purpose for introducing this material remaIins

veiled. We know of no case where the mere studying of

an acquisition has been held unlawful. Nor is this

material probative of any evil intent on the part of CEI.
In a natural monopoly situation only one competitor sur-

vives; that CEI desired to be that surviving competitor is

not indicative of L intent to monopolize. Reference is

| then made, however, to planning memorandum internal to
|
|

l
- ,_
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CEI which discuss the so-called public relations objective

to reduce and ultimately eliminate the Cleveland and

Painesville municipal systems (see D-509; D-510; S-143).

If our adversaries view these documents as setting forth

some sinister plan to drive MELP out of business, the

documents do not support the charge.

For example, DOJ's claim that elimination of

MELP "was a formal company objective which was set

forth in CEI's annual five-year Planning Report beginning
244/

in 1963," totally misconstrues what the planning

reports state. The "Five-Year General Planning Report
1

(5YGPR1064)" for 1964 (D-509) shows only that the orig-

inal 1963 objective for the public information and legal

group was to " reduce the unfair tax subsidy of the govern-
,

ment-owned facility in the City of Cleveland and estab-

i lish the principle of equality of taxation with respect to

this facility" (D-509, p.2 of Public Information and

Legal Group: Progress Towards Obje*ctives in the SYGPR1063) .

To implement this goal -- which was not to eliminate MELP

as such, but to attenuate the " unfair tax subsidy" re-

ceived by MELP -- CEI studied FPC jurisdiction, the anti-

trust laws, constitutional and statutory restrictions on

244/ See "Prehearing Brief Of The Department of
Justice," filed November 26, 1975, at 72.

.- _ . _ -
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.

interconnections and pooling, and its own rate structure,

as well as encouraging study by others of MELP's tax-free

status (id,. ) . There is nothing the least bit unlawful

about such activity.

The 1964 Report notes further that the most

promising way for reducing MELP's tax-free subsidy is to

suggest an interconnection on the basis of rate equaliza-
tion (see D-509, pp.3-4 of Public Information and Legal

Group: Restated Objectives, Measures, Standards &

Implementation Procedures (5YGPR1064 ) ) . This CEI did;

the offer was, however, rejected (see pp. 425-27 , infra;

D-510, pp. 2.3-2.4 of Public Information and Legal Group).

We again see no antitrust inconsistency in making such an

offer. Its purpose was not as our adversaries would like

this Board to believe to eliminate MELP -- indeed,

effectuating an interconnection between MELP and CEI

would, if anything, have enhanced MELP's viability.

Instead, the stated objective was to redistribute a tax'

subsidy that CEI viewed as unfair. This same desire was

openly expressed in the 1965 Report. There also CEI

announced a continuing interest in reducing MELP's tax

subsidy, an end which it believed could be achieved by

offering an interconnection and " enlist [ing] the active
,

support of clivic, business and educational groups and

public officials" against further expansion of the

:

I
-- - - _ . - . _ _ . _ __, ,_,
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subsidized facilities (see id. at pp. 3.2-3.3). Such

proposals do not rise to the level of antitrust violations,

not even under the incipiency label, cf. Dahl, Inc. v

Roy Cooper Co., supra, 448 F.2d. at 19.

Nor is the " Bridges Memorandum" (S-143) any more

probative as to the purported unlawful intent of CEI.

That document only confirms the analysis set out above.

In fact, the memorandum notes that, as part of CEI's

objective to reduce and eliminate the MELP tax subsidy,

CEI should "[p]rovide effective public communications,

as developed with responsible elements, of the tax ineq-

uities of the Cleveland Municipal Light Plant" (jki. at 24).
The plan of action, rather than some prolix anticompetitive

l
'scheme, was "to stress the company's (CEI's] tax payments

as a contribution of investor ownership and value" (id.).

I Moreover, with respect to the innocuous, and totally lawful,

public relations campaigns all of these " planning" memoranda

set out (gf. Scott Publishing Co. v Columbia Basin

Publishing, Inc., supra, 293 F.2d at 21) CEI even refrained

from such actions during MELP's periods of trouble. As -

the Bridges Memorandum unequivocally states (jki. at 4) :

During this period, the Company hasi

taken a position not to join or
attempt to strengthen the attacks
on the Muny System leveled by
individuals, groups, and press,
radio, and television regarding

. - _ . -
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the Muny System's many outages and
pollution control problems. However,

a concentrated schedule of commercials
and newspaper advertisements continued
to point out the tax benefits of an
investor-owned utility.

The charges by DOJ and Cleveland that these

planning memoranda are inconsistent with the antitrust

law are not new. The charge and the supporting documenta-

tion were previously considered and disposed of by another

federal agency, the FPC. That Commisrion concluded, after

an analytical recitation similar to the one discussed

above (A-20, p.15) :

The Bridges memorandum does not
support a finding of anti-competi-
tive practices or antitrust violations.

.

We believe that conclusion is binding on this Licensing

Board under the doctrine of collateral estoppel. But in

addition, sound reasoning supports the.FPC's conclusion.

What is necessary to support the charge made, and what DOJ
j

and Cleveland have failed to produce, is proof that CEI

took unlawful action for the purpose of eliminating MELP

as a competitor. The planning memoranda, standing by
i
Ithemselves, do not begin to meet that burden; even under
i

the tortured reading that DOJ and Cleveland would give to

the documents they fall short of the mark. Not that this

should come as any surprise, however; for the activity
which our adversaries would weave from whole cloth is flatly

|

-- -_ _ . . _ , . _ __,
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contradicted by CEI's stated policy.

In this regard, Mr. Ralph Besse, CEI's former

Chairman of the Board, set forth during his deposition

testimony the CEI policy in this area. He testified (D-559

(Besse) 184-85(15-25 & 1-6)):

Q. Now, sir, did you ever give consider-*

| ation as to how any situation could be
| produced in which the City would be

required to sell its system to CEI?

1 ***** **
'

I
A. I don't recall any discussion along

1 that line. We were competitive institu-
tions, and this was one reason we wanted
to keep our costs down and our service-

good, and I suppose we were always aware
that the better we performed, the harder
it would be for the Municipal Light Plant,

; to compete with us. I imagine the Municipal
Light Plant had the same philosophy.,

~

If that is what you mean, we tried to

| compete to the best of our ability. i

The accuracy of Mr. Besse's statement is confirmed by the i

1

; actual forms of conduct engaged in by CEI. They are not

what has heretofore been labeled "anticompetitive." On

February 12, 1965, Mr. Besse wrote to Mayor Locher indi-

cating that CEI was "willing to discuss * * * the purchase

Mayor ' ocher's prompt replyof the MELP system" (D-296). L
!

stated that he did not "look with favor" on CEI's proposal

(D-297). CEI's follow-up response a few days later

i reiterating the offer drew no further reply from Cleveland

(D-298). There the matter has rested. Since that time
..

- - , --- - ._ . - . , . _ . . - . . _ . . - - . . - - _ , , ,
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(more than 10 years ago), CEI has made no other offer to |
|

acquire MELP, except in the context of the recent settle- '

|

ment negotiations relating to the civil antitruct suit |
245/

in Cleveland (see n.226 supra). As is clear from the
,

brief exchange of correspondence, at the time CEI was

willing to discuss purchase of MELP, the issue was also

being discussed in the news media (see D-296; D-297) , as

'

well as in a study by the Citizen's Leagua, a Cleveland

civic group (see D-298) ; and the sale of MELP had also

been advocated by a candidate for mayor as part of his

platform (Hauser 10624(3-4)).

| In these circumstances, the action by CEI of

| sending two letters to Mayor Locher adds nothing to the

previously barren record. The stimulus for such action

came from sources outside of CEI who had recommended the

! sale of MELP (Hauser 10622-24); in turn, these outside

" recommendations were influenced by the almost constant

245/ The in camera testimony of Mr. Hauser indicates
that during negotiations with Cleveland to settle Cleveland's
civil antitrust suit, and under the direct and immediate
supervision of the federal district court judge (Hauser

'

10826)l-14)) , CEI proposed to purchase Cleveland's generating
facilities, but not its distribution system or customers.
Those negotiations subsequently broke off. Had they been
successful, CEI would still not have gone through with the
settlement if the federal district court, after hearing

i
' evidence, had fourA the settlement anticompetitive (Hauser

10822(9-16))', or if a similar finding had been made by the
PUCO (id. at 10822(17-19)), or.by the Cleveland City Council

.
(id. at T0822 (20-22)) , or by the FPC (pd. at 10820 (14-16) ) .-

. _ -.. - . . _ - - , _ _ . . . - . . .. . _ . . . -
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|
i,

state of emergency on the MELP system resulting from poor ;
I

equipment, improper maintenance and incompetent management. '

|
; We can do no better than repeat the findings of the FPC, |
' ;

made after full investigstion and hearing. As reported
.

in its Order of April 8, 1974 ( A-2 3, p .1) :

For a prolonged period of time a |
critical energy situation has existed |,

'

with respect to that portion of the !

City served by its Municipal Electric )

Light Plant (MELP). This is due to the ''

fact that MELP is an isolated, poorly'~
deisgned and relatively unreliable
system, with a total installed capacity of
206 MW consisting of generating units
in a " sad state of repair" and a
history of inefficient operations.
[ Emphasis added.]

Cleveland has sougb*, n> wever, to place the blame

! for MELP's condition on CEI - as it attempted to do before
i
'

the FPC -- alleging that CEI's "anticompetitive actions"

were the cause of MELP's problems (comp.are A-20, 11, p.3).

The FPC met this charge head-on, finding after investigation

by its Staff (A-20, p. 3) and following full hearing (pl. at

4) that such a charge was untenable. As stated in the

; Administrative Law Judge's initial decision (pl. at 16-17) : ;

'
Finally, the City's allegations that
its difficulties in maintaining service
to its customers are due in whole or in
part to CEI's anticompetitive practices
are not supported by the record in this
consolidated proceeding. This record ,

indicates that the City's past inability;

to furnish reliable, dependable service
on the MELP system to its own customers

_ . . _ _ . _ _ _ - _ - _ , _ _ - - - - , _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . . - _ , _ . _ _ . - . _ _.__ _ ___., _ .._ _ __ _._
_
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,

has been due primarily to incompetent
management and inefficient operations.
[ Emphasis added.]'

This finding was approved by the Commission on appeal (A-21).

The situation and causes as for 1 to exist by the Commission

in 1973 continue to exist to the present day, as evidenced

by the April, 1976 report of Cleveland's own consultants,

Cresap, McCormick and Paget, Inc. (A-207). The condition

of MELP is of Cleveland's own making, and its cause cannot

be shifted to CEI on the basis of some ill-supported claim

that anticompetitive activites by CEI are the real culprit,
the contrary conc 2usion of the FPC notwithstanding.

However, in view of this Board's order, over
,

CEI's objection, permitting Cleveland to rehash before this

agency the arguments it advanced before the FPC, we find

it necessary once more to plod through Cleveland's litany

of anticompetitive action. It is claimed that CEI has re,-

fused to interconnect with MELP except upon wholly unreason-

able terms and conditions. The fact of the matter is that

CEI is presently int 3rconnected with MELP on terms and

conditions that are wholly reasonable (see S-204 ; ,. 271;

!
see also n.229, suora, and accompanying text.) Moreover,

the record does not even support the claim that at some tite

in the distant past CEI acted as claimed. What the evidence

shows is that between 1962 and 1966 CEI offered to inter-
connect with MELP (D-293; D-295; D-296, D-298; D-399). At

_ _ _ . , -_ - - - - .-.
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no time during this period did MELP request an inter-

connection. The various offers by CEI were rejected by

Cleveland, there is not even any evidence to suggest that

Clevelsnd made any effort to negotiate the offers with

CEI. Indeed, the only evidence of record is the clear

finding of the FPC with regard to this charge. That

agency found (A-20, p. 15):

[T]he City repeatedly turned down
such proposals (to set up a synch-
ronous interconnection) in an effort
to remain self-sufficient and inde-
pendent of the CEI system.

S.'nce 1942, when the City re-
jected k?C's urging very strenously
that an in2*rconnection * * * be set |

up the City has rejected all proposals i

br interconnection on the ground that
it would result in a loss of "indepen-
dence" and put the City "at the mercy"
of CEI. Conversely, CEI has expressed
its willingness to interconnect since
1942. (References to exhibits and
transcript omitted.]

Some of CEI's offers to interconnect did contain

as c. condition that MELP raise its ' retail rates to the
.

lev el of CEI rates. This condition was raised for reasons

tha t CEI considered as making good economic, social and

political sense (D-559(Besse) 162-63(6-25 & 1)). As

explained in the attachment to Elmer Lindseth's 1962 letter

(D-293) :

. The condition under which the Illumi-
nating Company will interconnect with
the Municipal Light Plant is for the
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!

latter to adopt as a philosophy of
operation that it will apply its

i cavings from tax exemption for the,

benefit of the entire community.

This condition was not raised in response to any request
~

by MELP for an interconnection; it quite simply expressed

CEI's views on a matter that it believed to be in the
overall best interests of the citizens of Cleveland.

Realizing that it had failed to prove a request

for interconnection, DOJ attempted to make such a showing

during its rebuttal case by the introduction of D-621 on
246/

an unsponsored basis. That memorandum purports to

recount a July 19, 1966 meeting that took place between

the author of the memorandum (Mr. DeMelto) , another city
.

employee (Director Knuth), and Messrs. Besse and Howley

of CEI, wherein Cleveland claims to have requested an

interconnection with CEI. Mr. Besse, however, testified

that he did not recall meeting with Mr. DeMelto at any

time in 1966 (Besse 12276 (2-5) ) , tMdt ha would not nor-

mally have met with Mr. DeMelto on business matters (Besse

12287(6-8), and that, in particular, he did not recall

!

246/ The strange and questionable history of this
document, which suddenly surfaced for the first time at I

the very end of these proceedings (Tr. 12047), and was not
provided during discovery although specifically requested
(Tr. 12039 (1-12) ) , together with the even more suspect
nature of its " companion" document (Tr . 12039)7-11)),
arouses suspicion. CEI, quite frankly, doubts both the
authenticity and the accuracy of D-621.

. - _ . _. .- .- .-- -.
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meeting with Mr. DeMelto on July 19, 1966. (Besse 12276-

77(21 '!5 & 1)). Similarly, while Mr. Besse recalled

meetir.g with Director Knuth in 1966 on matters that did not

concern CEI-MELP relations, he did not recall ever meet-

ing with Director Knuth on MELP matters (Besse 12276) 6-

20)), and, in particular, he did not recall meeting with

him on July 19, 1966 (Besse 12276-77 (21-25 & 1)). Mr. Besse

felt certain that if he had met with Messrs. DeMelto

and Knuth he would have recalled the meeting (Besse 12277

(2-9)). And even when shown a copy of D-621, Mr. Besse

testified that he still did not recall such a meeting

(Besse 12278 (3-10)) . Finally, Mr. Besse's desk diary

for the year 1966 confirms that he did not meet with

Messrs. DeMelto and Knuth on July 19, 1966 (Besse 12279

(1-15)) or any other date. Put simply, there is no basis

for a finding that Cleveland requested an interconnection

from CEI at any time during 1966.

Between July, 1966 and 1968 there is no indica-

tion in the record that any communications took place be-

tween CEI and Cleveland regarding interconnection. In early

1969, however, Cleveland for the first time approached CEI,

and sought an interconnection for the limited purpose of

providing temporary service while certain MELP generating

units were removed from service to permit installation of

air pollution control equipment (Hauser 10539(2-5)). CEI

.
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responded affirmatively to this request, and engineers from ,

1

both systems met for the purpose of working out a method

to provide the desired temporary service (Hauser 10539(8-11). !

CEI coacluded that temporary service was technically feasible |

(see C-123, p. 1), but also felt that, if possible, a per-

manent parallel interconnection should be avoided (id.).

.

The reason for that concern, as expressed in a June 17, 1969

memorandum from Loshing to Howley, was a fear that CEI would

not be fully or appropriately compensat2d for the emergency

standby service that would be provided over such an inter-
247/

connection (id. at 3). Loshing concluded, however, that

none of his concerns had a " direct bearing on the short term

question of helping MELP * (pi. at 4).* *"

247/ The reasoning of Loshing is instructive because
it illustrates once more a theme that we have previously
advanced, -i.e., the inappropriateness of applying pricing
principles based on mutuality in circumstances where
mutuality is not likely to be present (see pp. 262-63 &
n.176, supra). As Loshing explained (C-128, p. 3):

The charge for emergency standby service
is a most vital point and one that may be
difficult to obtain. Although such a
capacity reservation charge is quite,

l common between private utilities for
short-term reservations, it is not
common for emergency service. The
typical emergency provision is for
mutual support and there is generally
no charge except for out-of-pccket
costs plus 10%. This, of course, is
based on the premise that there is,
in fact, something approaching mutual
(Cont'd next page)
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Unfortunately, prior to agreement on final

arrangaments for providing Cleveland with temporary power,

the MELP system suffered a serious outage during the

Christmas-New Year'c holiday season in 1969 (Hauser 10539

(13-16)). CEI responded to this emergency by proposing

to put in effect immediately the " temporary service" plan

(referred to as " load transfer service") originally

designed to assist Cleveland curing installation of

precipitators (Hauser 10539(12-24)). The load transfer

service to be provided by CEI was the only type of cid

capable of assisting Cleveland in the short time

available to meet MELP's emergency situation (Hauser 10541

(21-24 ) ) . At the time of the emergency, the people in

charge on Cleveland's municipal electric system clearly

recognized as much. Ben Stefanski, Director of Public

247/ (Cont'd.)
standby. In the case of MELP, there
is little or no likelihood that there could
be anything resembling mutual support. This
should but probably won't be obvious to
the FPC. Notwithstanding the fact.that
MELP will not be able to supply useable
emergency back-up to us, it is likely
that the FPC will assume that they can
and will. Thus, they would probably take

'

the position that the only appropriate
charges would be for capacity specifically
reserved and/or capacity and energy used
(Emphasis added.]

.

O
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t

.

Utilities for Cleveland, wrote to Howley on January 15,

1970, regarding the load transfer service (A-198). In

that letter Stefanski listed "the City's proposed loca-4 ,

tions for switching and transfer of load, together with

proposed amounts of load to be transferred," and charac-
.

terized this proposal as "the City's suggestions for the

implementation of a temporary tie-in between the Municipd1

Light Plant and CEI" (id.; emphasis added). Significantly,

and irrespective of Loshing's concerns, CEI did agree at

this time to enter into a permanent, parallel intercon-

nection with Cleveland (A-198 ; Hauser 10539-40(25 & 1-4)).

A letter agreement of January 20, 1970, subsequently

filed with the FPC, formalized the terms and conditions
,

of the load transfer service and also included a commit-
ment to interconnect the two systems permanently (S-195) .

Amendments of June 9 and July 22, 1970, " reaffirm [ed}"
,

CEI's commitment to enter into a per,manent interconnection

(S-195). Negotiations looking to the construction of

that interconnection then ensued (Hauser 10564(5-25 &

1-2)).

CEI's quick, good faith response in coming to

the aid of MELP is now challenged in this proceeding

as somehow anticompetitive. It is claimed, for example,

that CEI ope' rated the load transfer service in an anti-

. -- -- . -
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|
|

248/
competitive fashion by prolonging outage times. The

.

facts do not bear out that assertion. CEI has never
'

stated that load tranafer service was as good as a
. permanent, synchronous interconnection; it was not. The

'

load transfer service was an expedient, the. purpose of

which was to provide the quickest form of assistance

to MELP (see Hauser 10539(12-20)). The outages suffered

by MELP due to the disconnect-reconnect requirement of

1

: 248/ The mode of operation of the load transfer has
! been discussed in detail throughout the hearing (see

e.g., Hauser 10538073; 10683-703). DOJ and Cleveland
:charge that unnecessary and overly long outages resulted

j when load was " transferred" from one system to the
! other. It is true that, by its very nature, load trans-

fer service requires short interruptions in service
when load is connected and disconnected. But those inter-
ruptions were clearly contemplated by the parties when they
agreed to load transfer service, and they were equally
contemplated by the FPC when it directed that "the
approximately 30 mw of load now served by CEI to the2

i City shall be maintained through the existing five load
! transfer interconnection points subsequent to May 17, |
| 1972 until further order of this Commission" (A-19, '

! p.7; emphasis added). At a later date the FPC again
ordered that lead transfer service be continued (A-202;

.i see Hauser 10554(1-4)). Moreover, pursuant to the
continuing jurisdiction of the FPC over CEI-Cleveland
relations, that agency has kept a continuous eye ;

on the mode of operation of that transfer service.
Monthly reports (see A-134 ; A-135) were rendered to the;

j FPC on load transfer service (Hauser 10554(9-20)),
under oath (Hauser 10550(6-7)), pursuant to FPC order
(A-202) . Never once has the FPC found that CEI oper-
ated the load transfer service in an anticompetitive

#

or unlawful manner, or in a manner contrary to the
; intentions of the parties and the FPC.
4

i

4

4.

I
_ . _ _ . _- . . - ., .-. -. - , __ . -
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i

load transfer service were small in comparison to outages
249/

MELP suffered because of its own inefficiencies. Given

the frequency and duration of outages having nothing to do

249/ The outage record of MELP, as " objectively" set'

forth from Cleveland's own records (see A-200; A-159; A-160)
demonstrates that outages related to load transfer switching
were de,minimis in comparison to the frequency and duration
of outages caused by problems strictly internal to MELP.
An Gutage report from Mr. Bergman, Commissioner of Light
and Power, to Mr. Gaskill, Director of Public Utilities,

,

indicates the true cause of MELP's problems in very blunt
and straightforward langc ge. Commissioner Bergman reported
( A-200, pp. 4-5) :

At approximately 11:54 A.M. [on May 30,
1970), Unitbb.6 Boiler, which is our largc iJnit, .

!

lost a tube which caused a complete shutdown
of this unit. At that time we were running'

two additional generators and three boilers
which, in theory, were capable of handling
the load, but due to lack of communications,
confusion, etc. a failure to drop load rapidly
enough to allow the on-line boilers to supply
the required steam, caused a complete plant
shutdown. Due to further negligence in not
having the emergency D-C lubricating oil pump
available when the station became dead, and
the large Ib.llG-E turbo-generator lost its

i lubrication, extensive damage resulted. Upon
i investigation we found that all bearings had

been destroyed and the journal portiens of
the shaft were badly damaged.

* ******

In addition to our problem of trying to
operate with poor equipment, we also have
been operating with a deplorable fuel con-
dition. Our coal has been so bad that many

-

|
times the fire has actually gone out while
the boilers were carrying their full capacity.
(Cont'd next page)

_ _ - - _ _ - - .- _ - . _ _. __ _ , ,
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|

with load transfer service, it is only wishful thinking on

the part of Cleveland to believe that customers who trans-

ferred from MELP to CEI did so because of the load transfer
service.

It is also claimed that CEI operated the load

transfer service in a manner that did not permit MELP to

take its machinery out of service for routine maintenance.

.

249/ (Cont'd)
Not only has the coal been of very poor
qualify insofar as combustion is concerned
but it has been of extremely high fusion,

.

I

therefore causing plug-ups in the ash pits, I

closing of the slag screens which eitner
caused the unit to come off line or operate
at extremely low outputs.

Further :2xcT.ples'of MELP's mismanagement, incom-
petence and negl13ance are found in numerous reports by
Cleveland's own consultsnts. See, e.g., A-207, pp. II-13,
through II-17; A-208 (turbine No. 11 -- the turbine asso-
ciated with boiler No. 6, the 85 mw unit -- unexpectedly
" rusted, pitted and corroded" because "no one at MELP
thought to ' mothball' No.11" when boiler No. 6 exploded) ;
A-209 ("[t]he day to day administration of MELP appears
haphazard and inefficient;" repair of Boiler No. 6 is
complicated because due to a payment dispute between
Cleveland and vendor, MELP has no blueprints of boiler;
compromises made in repair of boiler No. 6 means that
unit's "down time for preventitive and curative mainten-
ance will increase; the reliability of the boiler will
be jeopardized"); A-210 (MELP " operating force is excess-
ive for a 100 mw system and extremely excessive for the
generation that is actually being done"); A-211, pp. 1-2
of May_29, 1976 letter.

.
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The sole basis for this charge is Mr. Hinchee's uncorrob-

orated testimony. The summary of monthly reports made

to the FPC on load transfer service fails to indicate

that CEI ever refused to provide service because it was

requested for maintenance purposes (see A-134). And the

testimony of Donald Hauser confirms that CEI never refused'

load transfer service'except when CEI was itself short of

power (Hauser 10548(6-10), 10898-99(19-25 & 1-4)). In

point of fact, load transfer service was provided on an

almost continuous basis (Hauser 10552(15-25)), and MELP

could easily have made use of such service to perform

routine maintenance on its equipment if it so desired (see

Hauser 10898(16-18)).
;

Certrinly, the criteria that CEI employed in'

determining if load transfer service should be provided

would not have prevented MELP from maintaining its equip-

ment. The test was (a) whether MELP could carry its load

|
without the load transfer service -- and if a generating

unit was unavailable because it was out for maintenance

that would obviously impact on MELP's ability to carry

its own load -- and (b) whether CEI could carry its load

if load transfer service was provided (Hauser 10544(12-17)).

In determining if MELP could carry its load without CEI

assistance, CEI relied primarily on information provided
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to it by MELP operating personnel (Hauser 10884(14-20)).

CEI does not doubt for a minute that MELP failed to under-

take routine maintenance of its equipment while receiving

load transfer service. That failure was due, however, not
.

to any CEI-imposed limitations, but becauselof MELP's

mismanagement. As MELP's own consultant concluded (A-207,

p. II-16):

There is no program for regular,
~

routine maintenance at the Lake
Road Plant. Maintenance work at
the Lake Road Plant typically is
done on a crisis basis. No written *

maintenance schedule is prepared,
and no written records are kept
of maintenance activity against a
a schedule. As a result, it is
difficult to evaluate the adequacy
of maintenance work done, or to

'
justify fully requests for ex-
penditures for additional mainten-
ance manpower or other corrective
actions.

*

Finally, the claim is made that CEI foisted load
.

transfer service on Cleveland in order to avoid a permanent
,

interconnection between the two systems. The fact, of course,
.

is that, in early 1970, both parties realized that to imple-
'

ment the most desirable solution, i.e., a permanent inter-

connection, would require a minimum of two years (Hauser

10541(1-8)). As it turned out, that expectation was

optimistic. It took more than five years to perfect the

permanent interconnection, but not because CEI dallied.

t

, _ _ _ _.
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' Contrary to the claim of Cleveland, the record shows that

the inordinately long time required to interconnect CEI

and MELP was the result of inaction on the part of Cleveland.

As originally contemplated, the construction o.!

a permanent interconnection was to be Phase III in the

MELP,-CEI construction program (Hauser 10564-65(4-25 & 1-2);

A-106). Phase I was the temporary load transfer service

which was effected as soon as possible so as to relieve

.

MELP's emergency situation (Hauser. 10540(1)). Phase II
|

was a firmer load transfer arrangement (Hauser 10540(2)).

This transition period was necessary because some of the

equipment CEI rushed into service to meet MELP's crisis

was required.for CEI's own use. Thus, the location of

load transfer points had to be slightly altered (Hauser

10562-63(10-25 & 1-14)). Mr. Bergman,. commission of

Light and Power, reported to Mr. James, Director of Law,

that by July 15, 1970, approximately six months after

MELP's emergency, Phases I and II had been completed and

CEI was actually carrying "a great deal more of [MELP's]

; load than originally planned" due to MELP operating
250/

problems (A-199). Also on that date Mr. Bergman re-

ported that he had recently met with Howley to discuss

250/ Mr. Hauser testified that, in his view, Phase II

| was probably completed sometime in 1972, since after that
| date no load transfer points were relocated (Hauser 10563

(15-23)).

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . . ._ .-
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Phase III, i,.e., the permanent parallel interconnection,

and they had agreed that engineers from both systems

would begin work on the problem (id.). It was expected

that a report covering Phase III would be available as

; of September 1, 1970 (pd.). Internal memoranda of CEI
|

indicate that the company did undertake a study of the

interconnection; the bulk power planning department pro-

posed five different alternatives for implementing the

interconnection (see D-336; pp. 1-2 and the four one-line

diagrams at end of exhibit).,

On September 30, 1970, Howley wrote to Bergman

to report on the status of Phase III; this report was

transmitted by William Gaskill, Director of Utilities, to

[ Anthony Garofoli, President of Cleveland's City Council

(A-200, pp. 1-3). Howley's letter indicated (id. at 2) :,

; As you know, our respective representatives
have jointly studies engineering, economic,'

! financial, and operating considerations to
provide an interconnection between our twoi

systems to replace the. transfer capabilities
for certain loads at various locations which
we have provided on a temporary basis. Such4

! an interconnection has been referred to as
Phase III.

We understand, based on these studies, a non-
parallel standby interco'nnection is the most *

desirable from the standpoint of the Muni-
cipal Electric Light Plant. [ Emphasis added.]

,

CEI then offered to continue on a permanent basis the load

transfer service; to increase the capacity of such standby

__ ___ _ _ _ _ _
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service to 50 mw by making available "two 10/12 mva trans-

formers that can be operated in parallel to supply [MELP's]

entire Collinwood area load" at an estimated cost of
$150,000; or to continue study on a parallel interconnection

at an anticipated cost of $3 to $5 million (id.). Cleveland

apparently never replied to Howley's letter of September 30,
'

1970.

In early 1971, by which time Warren Hinchee had

become Commissioner of Light and Power, a status meeting

was held on the 138 kv interconnection (Hauser 10565(4-6)).
Hinchee was advised that CEI would not negotiate further

on the 138 kv interconnection until Cleveland made arrange-

ments to reduce the more than $1 million in past due indebt-

edness owed for load transfer service (Hauser 10565(6-11))
Cleveland's continued failure to pay for services received

from CEI has an obvious and justifiable, impact on negotia-
,

tions between the parties -- not just in early 1971 but
251/

throughout the five year period. Rather than making
,

251/ There can be little doubt that CEI's hesitancy
to negotiate with Cleveland #or new forms of service while

.

past bills are outstanding and continuing to escalate is
! justifiable. Almost from the inception of service Cleve-

land became in arrears (see A-135, exh. C). The " policy"

of non-payment -- and CEI views it as a " policy" of
Cleveland's given the failure to pay throughout the last
five years -- continues to the present day with Cleveland

i (Cont'd next page)

i

i

|
L
,
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payment to CEI, Clevel;.nd filed a complaint with the FPC

on May 13, 1971, seeking, inter alia, a permanent inter-

.

connection with CEI pursuant to Section 202 (b) of the

251/ (Cont'd)
'

not simply refusing to pay " disputed" portions of its bills,
but refusing to make payment on all (id.). CEI has at all

-

| times acted responsibly, attempting to enforce its claims
in the courts and before administrative agencies, and not
resorting to "self-help" by refusing to provide service.

To protect its interests CEI filed suit in
February, 1971, in the Cuyahoga County Common Pleas Court

| (Hauser 10565(11-14)) to collect the arrearages, which at
'

that time totalled in excess of $1.3 million. However,
Cleveland's non-payment of bills persisted. On July 22,
1971, in an effort to settle the matter, CEI agreed to re-
fund any disputed amounts if later proceedings should hold
them to have been improperly collected (A-27). Cleveland
still refused to pay. In its April 8, 1974 Order, the
FPC found Cleveland's delinquencies to be inequitable
to CEI (A-23). The FPC stated (id. at 3 & 6) :

The City has failed to comply with
drder No. 644 in several respects.1

; First, the City has not paid its
bills to CEI as provided in Order
No. 644, in spite of its written
promise to abide by the terms of
that Order.

*******

The Commission has thoroughly re-
viewed the record and history of
these proceedings and finds that

,

it is inequitable to require The'

Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Company to continue to provide;

service to the City of Cleveland
while the City continuously fails
to make payments for the services'

previously rendered.

While Cleveland has made spot payments from time
to time, those payments have not even kept pace with the
(Cont'd next page)
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Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. S 824a(b)) (see A-20, p. 2;

Hauser 10565(15-18)).

Throughout the rest of 1971, CEI and Cleveland

met, sometimes under the auspices of the staff of the FPC
252/

in an attempt to settle their differences. On

251/ (Cont'd)
current charges, let along been of such size to reduce back
overdue balances. The situation has deteriorated so that
in December, 1975, the FPC took the almost unprecedented
step of filing suite against Cleveland in federal district
court to enjoin Cleveland from continuing to refuse payment
of the amounts due and owing (A-212). CEI has intervened
in that case (Hauser 10618(14-22)). CEI also coun'.arclaimed
for payment of past due bills in Cleveland's civil antitrust
suit against Applicants (Hauser 10619(9-12)). Just recently, -

Judge Krupansky granted CEI's motion for summary judgment
on that counterclaim, and Cleveland was ordered to pay in
excess of $9.5 million (see Order appended as Exhibit A).
As of May 1, 1976, Cleveland owed CEI aLmost $13 million

|
(A-135; Hauser 10614(11-21)).

I

| 252/ It was also during this period, on July 6, 1971,

j that Cleveland filed its petition to intervene in the
Davis-Besse 1 licensing proceeding. CEI notes that the

f NRC Staff responded to that petition by suggesting that the
intervention be granted and a hearing held, but that the
hearing be postponed until after an FPC decision were
issued. As set forth in " Answer of AEC Regulatory Staff
To Petition Of The City Of Cleveland To Intervene And
For a Hearing," filed February 7, 1972; at p. 4:

It is further recommended that, since
a construction permit has already been
granted under the exemption authorized
in 5105 (c) (8) , any hearing held in this
matter be postponed until the Federal
Power Commission issues a final decision'

on the question of interconnection * * *.
By following this procedure, the record
in the Federal Power Commission proceeding
and the conclusions reached therein should
be available. This could obviate duplica- |

tion of efforts and materially assist
(Cont'd next page)

. __
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February 7, 1972, Cleveland experienced yet another outage

on its system, and the next day filed with the FPC a

request for a temporary emergency interconnection pursuant

to Section 202(c) of the Federal Power Act (16 U.S.C. S

824a(c)) (see A-19, p. 3; Hauser 10566(1-11)). The FPC
.

Lumediately instituted an investigation, and, on March 8,

1972, it issued an order directing the parties to establish

a temporary 69 kv nonsynchronous interconnection. As

ordered in the FPC's decision of March 8 (A-19, p. 6) :

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company
shall permit the City of Cleveland to
establish a temporary emergency inter-
connection at or near C.E.I.'s Lake
Shore facility and, until further

; order of this Commission, shall per-
mit a temporary, 69 kv emergency,
nonsynchronous interconnection, with
necessary switches open until closed
as hereinafter provided, and, when
the switches are closed, to provide
up to 40 mw of emergency service
when, as, and if, C.E.I. has energy
available without impairing service
to it; own consumers and so long as
C.E.I. is not, itself, in an emer-
gency. [ Emphasis added.]

252/ (Cont'd)
the Commission in considering the
antitrust contentions raised in this
matter. [ Emphasis added.]

It is only because Cleveland and the NRC Staff are unhappy
with the decision reached by the FPC, that CEI is forced
to once again litigate the " interconnection" issue. We
believe the NRC Staff was right the first time and this
Licensing Board should be guided by the decision of
the EPC "in considering the antitrust contentions raised"
here, particularly since the type and timing of an inter- |

iconnection between CEI and Cleveland was the direct result
of FPC orders.
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The decision of the FPC requiring a 69 kv

interconnection was necessitated because the parties had

not yet reached agreement on a 138 kv interconnection and

the lead-time to construct the 138 kv interconnection was

too long to meet MELP's immediate needs (Hauser 10567(5-14);

A-19, p. 4). The 69 kv interconnection was not, however,

part of the three phase program (see A-106) . Thereafter,

CEI proceeded with the construction of the 69 kv temporary

interconnection (Hauser 10566(22-24)).

As with the 138 kv interconnection, construction

and operation of the 69 kv line was delayed beyond what

was originally anticipated (Hauser 105070-71(13-25 & 1-7)).

And, as with the 138 kv interconnection, the delay was

attributable to Cleveland (pd. ) . For example, Cleveland

did not let the contract for protective rel'aying equipment

until March 19, 1973 (see A-98; Hauser 10570 (18-23) ) , more

than one year after the FPC's decision ordering the 69 kv

interconnection. And even then, Cleveland did not expect
i

the equipment to be installed prior to the end of 1973

(A-98). Actually, this work was not completed until the

summer of 1974 (Hauser 10570(24-25)), and at that time
253/

the interconnection became operational. Throughout

253/ While the interconnection as ordered by the FPC
was not finished until the summer of 1974, the poles and
(Cont'd next page)

. . - -- -. ,
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'

this period FPC personnel reviewed the status of work on

the interconnection and filed official progress reportsi

(see A-100; A-101).

On July 12, 1972, the Administrative Law Judge

issued his initial decision on Cleveland's original re-
.

quest for a permanent interconnection (A-20) . He found

that all parties were in agreement on the need for a 138

; kv permanent synchronous interconnection and it was so

ordered (id. at 4-6 & 8) ; he dismissed, however, as un-

substantiated Cleveland's allegations of anticompetitive

activity by CEI (id. at 13-15). Cleveland's exception to

the antitrust ruling was denied by the full Commission in

its order of January 11, 1973 (A-21). The Commission

4

253/ (Cont'd),

conductors between the two systems were in place prior
'

to that time and it was possible physically to energize;

the facility (Hauser 10572(5-12)). In December of 1972
i and January 01 1973, Cleveland requested that service be
| provided over the uncompleted facility (Hauser 10572(1-4)).
i After consideration in the company, both requests were-

J granted (Hauser 10572(13-17)). In agreeing to provide ser-
| vice over the 69 kv line, CEI required Cleveland to execute
| a street lighting contract with CEI (Hauser 10572(18-25)).

That our adversaries could characterize such action as
anticompetitive baffles the imaginatio:. . CEI provides
electric service for about half the screet lights in the
City of Cleveland, and has been doing so without a contract
for over a year (Hauser 10572(20-22)). The " condition" im-
posed was that Cleveland execute a contract for that service;
the contract being the same as the contract that every other
community in the CE1 =crvice area had executed, except that
Cleveland's payment terms were more favorable (Hauser 10573
(2-16)).

- . . -_- .- . _ -_ _
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affirmed the order requiring a 138 kv interconnection, and

directed (id. at 9) :

The City shall begin construction
of the 138 kv permanent inter-,

connection facilities in the
shortest reasonable time and
shall have the facilities in
operating condition within a-

period of two years of the issu-
ance of this order.

But, even following the FPC decision, Cleveland

procrastinated on completing the 138 kv interconnection.

CEI submitted a draft of a proposed interconnection agree-

ment to Cleveland on February 7, 19'4 (Hauser 10573(17-25)';7

D-191, p. 3) . A whole series of conversations and corres-

pondence between CEI and Cleveland then followed in an

effort to get some response from Cleveland with regard to

the proposed interconnection agreement (Hauser 10574(1-8);

see A-65, A-66, A-67, p. 2; A-69; A-70). Finally, on

December 13, 1974, Cleveland responded with proposed drafts

of a facilities agreement and an operating agreement (D-315;

Hauser 10574(9-16)). Thus, while Cleveland has continually

accused CEI of delying completion of the permanent inter-

connection, it sat on CEI's proposed agreement for almost

one full year before responding in any form.

Even following the submission of Clevaland's

proposed contracts, s. stained negotiations between Cleveland

and CEI took place taly after the Utilities Committee of

|

.- - . __ . _ . _. __ __- - . . _ - .-_
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the Cleveland City Council initiated investigations and

issued a report on January 20, 1975 (A-136), directing ;

Cleveland to negotiation with CEI over an interconnection

agreement (Hauser 10576-77(9-25 & 1-4)). In the ensuing

three months, the parties were able to negotiate the inter-

connection agreement (S-204) , which was finally executed

on April 17, 1975 (see A-143 through A-157). This last

period of negotiations confirmed once again, however, that

there were still people associated with the MELP operation

who opposed the 138 kv interconnection -- just as Cleveland

had been opposed to interconnection throughout the 1960's --

on the basis that an interconnection would be the beginning

of the end of the Cleveland municipal system (Hauser 10678-79

(17-25 & 1-8); see A-152).

In the face of this brief chronology, the claim
;

that CEI fought a permanent interconnect, or devised a

'
three phase program to " maximize the burdens" is -- to

borrow a phrase from the FPC - " ironic." The three phases

that CEI contemplated were to be implemented expeditiously.

It is only because Cleveland failed to take prompt action
,

that a temporary 69 kv interconnection even became necessary.

Similarly, the notion that CEI desired to prolong load

transfer service so as to financially burden Cleveland is

totally at odds with the facts. The rates for load transfer

'

service were approved by the FPC after hearings (A-202;

:

!

i
. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ._
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A-21). The testimony of William Bingham clearly demon-

strates that, rather than being oppressive, the load

transfer rate was so low as to be CEI's lowest rate,

even lower than its rate to large industrial customers.

(Bingham 10197(6-10); A-132, p. 1). In fact, because the

rate was not compensatory, CEI had a real economic incen-

tive to get the 138 kv interconnection into operation as.

soon as possibla (Hauser 10580(1-19)), and, accordingly,

did everything in its power to accomplish that end. The

true irony of the situ tion, and the fact that exposes

Cleveland's real beliefs as to the oppressiveness of the

load transfer service, is that in early 1975, realizing

the economic windfall it was receiving under load transfer

service, Cleveland urged CEI to continue such service even

after the 138 kv interconnection become operational (see

A-15 0 ; A-15 3) .

Concurrent with the latter stages of the nego-

tiations over the 138 kv interconnection were discussions
between CEI and Cleveland relating to participation in

nuclear facilities. As to the one issus squarely within

the jurisdiction of this Commission, i,e_., access to

i
nuclear generation, no one can claim that Cleveland has

been denied an opportunity to participate (see D-192;

see also pp. 371-72 , supra). We have previously described

the chain of events involving Cleveland's initial request

.

- - . , - , - - - - , - - . - - - . _ . -
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:

on April 13, 1973, to participate only in the Perry
!

facility, their more comprehensive request of August 3,

1973, and CEI's responses on December 13, 1973 and February
,

1 27, 1974 (see pp. 361-72 supra). Consistent with,

t

'
Cleveland's tardy renponse on interconnection, it did

i
not even reply to CEI's participation offer for some ten

months (see A-64 through A-70). Finally, on December 13,

! 1974, at the same time Cleveland sent CEI an initial set
i

! of draft agreements relating to the 138 kv interconnection,
:

) it also sent to CEI a draft participation agreement (D-315).

I Cleveland's delay in responding to CEI's partici-

pation offer was particularly disturbing since it came at

the very time Director Kudukis was telling city council

that Cleveland really did not desire to participate directly

| in nuclear generation (see pp. 376-84 , supra). On April

10, 1974, Mr. Hauser wrote to Mr. Goldberg to inquire spe-
1

cifically about Cleveland's true intentions in view of
,' 254/

the Kudukis statements (A-64). Significantly, there

,

| 254/ CEI's concerns were clearly expressed by Mr. Hauser
in the following terms (A-64) :

i
~

Your letter [A-63] is also disturbing
; because delay in considering the

Participation Agreement would be con-4

sistent with the statements of Raymond
,

! Kudukis, Director-Department of Pub-
l': Utilities at the hearings of the
Public Utilities and Finance Com-
mittees of Council of the City of
Cleveland on March 4 and March 5.

; (Cont'd next page) .

.
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was no response by Cleveland to Mr. Hauser's inquiry.

More than two years after CEI first submitted the draft

participation agreement, Cleveland arranged to meet with

CEI to discuss nuclear participation (see A-71) . And

following that meeting Cleveland's technical consultant,

William Mayben, wrote to CEI seeking specific information

about the nuclear units so he could " finally evaluate for

the City of Cleveland the magnitude of participatory shares

[it] will seek" (pi., emphasis added). The information

requested by Mayben was supplied by letter of June 23,

1975 (A-72; A-43). Cleveland still has not advised CEI

of the quantity of power it wants from any nuclear unit.

In March or April, 1976, a meeting was held to

review the draf t participation agreements exchanged be-

tween CEI and Cleveland. At this meeting, Cleveland

1

|254/ (Cont'd) s

At those hearings he testified t.at
it wc.3 not the intention of MELP
to become a member of CAPCO or to
acquire an Ownership interest or a
Unit Power interest in Davis-Besse
No. 1, Beaver Valley No. 2, Perry
No. 1 and Perry No. 2 Nuclear Units.
Director Kudukis testified that
MELP was only interested in the pur-
chase of power from CEI. Delay
would be consistent with the propo-
sition that the Augu.9t 2, 1973, MELP
proposal and subsequent statements
concerning Ownership or Unit Power
Participation in these nuclear units
were part of the legal maneuver to
improve MELP's bargaining position in
obtaining rate concessions on the pur-
chase of wholesale power.

.
-

_ _ __
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advised CEI that it still had not decided on the desired

quantity of nuclear power. (Hauser 10581(2-17)). Based

on Director Kudukis' total lack of familiarity with the

subject matter as of July 20, 1976 (see Kudukis 12755-56),

Cleveland is apparently no closer to that decision today,

; only a few months away from fuel loading for Davis-Besse

No. 1. And this is so despite the fact that the informa-

tion requested by Mayben to assist in determining parti-

i cipatory shares has been in Cleveland's hands for more

than one year. CEI's offer to Cleveland is, of course,i

still outstanding (Hauser 10587(18-19)). However, judged,

!

by the length of time that other utilities have been re-

quired to keep participation offers open in previous NRC

antitrust proceedings, it can hardly be contested that

Cleveland's nuclear commitment is long overdue. Compare

Public Service Company of Indiana (Marble Hill Nuclear'

Generating Plant, Units 1 and 2), Dkt. Nos. 50-546A and

50-547A (June 15, 1976) .
.

The only remaining charge relating to CEI's

conduct towards Cleveland is the isolated refusal to

wheel 30 mw of PASNY power. On November 27, 1972, AMP-O

wrote a very broad letter to CEI asking generally whether

CEI would "be willing to wheel power" and "at what rates"

(D-508, exh. P, p. 21). Prior to that date CEI had never

received any request for wheeling services from another

.- --. - -. _
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utility (Hauser 10589(12-15)). On January 15, 1973, the

company responded that it would be willing to discuss the

question, but asked for a more specific proposal (D-508,

exh. P, p. 22). AMP-O answered on May 1, 1973, with a

request that CEI wheel to MELP 30 mw of PASNY power (D-10).

CEI responded that it was "not willing to commit itself

to enter into a transmission agreement to wheel power gen-

erated by the Power Authority of the State of New York and

to deliver it in Ohio to the City of Cleveland" (S-70).

There is no dispute over the facts; there remains the legal

question as to whether such action on the part of CEI is

inconsistent with the antitrust laws. We think not.

Preliminarily, CEI would note that the merit or

demerit of its decision in 1973 not to wheel 30 mw of PASNY

power is a matter which has no legitimate relevance to the

present proceeding. Our position as to why that action

bears not the slightest relationship to " activities under

the license" has been adequately set out in papers filed

in connection with Applicants' motion for summary dispo-
255/

sition of AMP-O. Those arguments need not be repeat,ed

here. We would simply note that the past seven months of

hearings fully confirm that the position we took at the

255/ See Applicants' filings referred to in n. 5,
supra.

!

(g i
.
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outset was clearly correct and is as valid today as it

was earlier, especially in view of CEI's offer of access

to the nuclear facilities, including necessary transmission,

as well as LEI's articulated policy with regard to wheeling
256/

power.

Even apart from the nexus argument, however, an

examination of the circumstances attendant to CEI's refusal

to wheel PASNY power demonstrates that such action was not

at all inconsistent with the antitrust laws. The evidence

establishes that CEI's actions had no adverse anticompetitive

effect on Cleveland. First, it has always been feasible

for Cleveland to construct its own transmission line to

receive PASNY power (see A-162(Caruso) 13-14, 18, 20-21,

exh. HEC-4). In 1973, when AMP-O first requested CEI to

wheel for the benefit of Cleveland, the 30 mw of PASNY

power under discussion was then unavailable for at least

the next two years (see A-191, item 4, p.-2). Thus, the

256/ Nor is it a sufficient answer to say that the
refusal to wheel PASNY power can be " bundled" with other
activities to prove CEI's intent. First, we know of
no support for the view that the Commission's " nexus" .

requirement can be circunvented by bundling non-jurisdic-
tional issues with jurisdictional issues (see n. 72, supra) .
Second, as we have shown, our adversaries have failed to
prove that CEI has monopoly power (see pp. 386-94 , supra),
which is a necessary predicate to the Alcoa bundling analysis.
Moreover, since the refusal to wheel PASNY power has not

,

been logically tied to any alleged " scheme" of CEI's, it '

is not probative to CEI's intent (see pp. 98-106 supra).,

|
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transmission line from Cleveland to Penelec studied by

Mr. Caruso could have been built during that period (see

Caruso 10954(6-11)), without Cleveland losing a " drop"

of hydroelectric power.

Second, since well before 1973, Cleveland has

always had available to it an alternative source of power

and practically on a continuous basis -- i,. e,. , bulk power

from CEI. It has been suggested that a commitment by CEI

to wheel PP3NY power would have helped to relieve the bur-

den which the load transfer servica placed on the CEI sys-

tem. That is simply untrue. When load transfer service

was being provided, and in particular between 1973 and

1975, PASNY power would not have been available in Ohio

even if CEI had agreed to wheel (see A-191, item 4, p. 2) .

Moreover, since Cleveland delayed completing the 138 kv

interconnection until 1975, even if PASNY power had been

available in Ohio CEI would still have had to deliver such

power over the 11 kv load transfer points. Thus, the PASNY

power alternative suggested no real engineering relief.

Moreover, quite often the problem with load transfer ser- *

vice was not inadequate capacity, but inadequate trans-

mission capability because of troubles with the 11 kv

.

cables (Hauser 10898-99(25 & 1-2)), and that was not the
|

| sort of problem which the availability or unavailability

of PASNY power would alleviate.

1

t
_ . _ . _ , _ . . _, _ . . _ _ . _ _ . .
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As of today, Cleveland is taking approximately

70% of its pocer requirements from CEI on a wholesale

basis (A-271). Neither Otter Cail Power Co. V United

States, supra, nor, to our knowledge, any other case, re-

quires an electric utility presently supplying wholesale

power to a municipal utility also to wheel power for

that entity. To impose such a requirement on CEI would

be to open the CEI transmission network to " common carrier"

status. No law places such an obligation on CEI, and cer-

tainly not Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act. As it

is, CEI has voluntarily agreed to wheel for Cleveland any

power available to CEI under like terms and conditions

(see p. 396, supra) . Thus, it cannot even be said that

CEI's refusal to wheel PASNY power " ties" Cleveland to

CEI bulk power sources. Cleveland can choose from a
t

whole array of non-CEI power sources, assuming, of course,

that there really exist any such viable options -- which

certainly has not been demonstrated in this proceeding
'

257/
(see pp.179-97, supra) .

257/ On July 9, 1975, Cleveland requested CEI to wheel
power from Richmond, Indiana, and Buckeye Power, Inc.
(D-177). As the correspondence between CEI and Cleveland
indicates, CEI agreed to wheel power form those sources
(see A-75; A-76; A-78; A-79; A-80; A-83; A-84; A-86; A-96;
A-97). However, Cleveland has made no attempt to follow up
its initial inquiry in October, 1975, concerning an
alleged source.of power supply from Richmond, Indiana
(Hart 5389-9'0 (21-25 & 1-5)); nor has the city shown any
(Cont'd next page)

__ _ _ _
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Fundamentally, CEI continues to believe that,

however far-reaching the remedial arm of the antitrust

laws may be once an independent violation has been estab-

lished (but see Part VI, infra), no court has yet condemned

as that independent violation a refusal of a company to'

provide its " competitor" access to a resource (no matter

how " unique") which the refusing company cannot itself

obtain. Such action does not deprive a competitor of any

market advantage which is available to others. Unlike

United States v Terminal Railroad Association, supra,

Associated Press v United States, supra, or Gamco, Inc.

v Providence Fruit & Produce Building, supra, CEI is not,

by its position with regard to wheeling PASNY power, de-

priving Cleveland of access to its transmission facilities

(even apart from the fact that those facilities are plainly

not unique resources (see pp. 397-405 , supra)). Rather, it

has afforded such access, but only to the extent that

Cleveland makes. comparable use thereof. This is wholly con-

sistent with the " equality" concept announced in Terminal

.

257/ (Cont'd)
further interest in Buckeye power since its September, 1975
correspondence (Hart 4942(4-13)), 4944-45(2-25 & 1-19)).
The initial requests coming well after the start of these
proceedings, and Cleveland's failure to pursue these sources
following CEI's stated willingness to wheel such power,
leads CEI to question once again the bona fides of Cleve-
land's actions.

I
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Railroad and adhered to in the later " bottleneck" cases.

The fact that the company has declined to go further and

provide Cleveland a form of preferential access which CEI

itself does not even enjoy suggests no infirmity under the
;

antitrust laws. See DeFilippo v Ford Motor Co., supra, 516

F.2d at 1320-21 (anticompetitive purpose cannot be inferred

from the deprivation of benefits under a contract offered

on special terms).

2. City of Painesville. In many respects the

charges made with regard to CEI's conduct towards Paines-

ville are similar to the Cleveland charges. Thus, it is

alleged that CEI prolonged interconnecting with Paines-

ville, that the terms and conditions of the interconnection

agrccment are anticompetitive, that CEI denied Painesvil!e

access to nuclear facilities, and that CEI had an interest
258/

and intent to acquire the Painesville system. The facts

show, however, thr.t a fair and complete interconnection

agreement has been executed between CEI and Painesville ,

258/ CEI's alleged plan to acquire the Painesville
system was as unsuccessful as its alleged plan to ac-
quire the Cleveland system. Since DOJ and Cleveland
rely on virtually the same documents previously discussed
with regard to the " acquisition" of Cleveland to sup-
port their " acquisition" charge with regard to Paines-
ville, we direct the Board's attention to our earlier
discussion of the matter (see pp. 417-22, supra).

i
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(see n. 229, supra), that the interconnection is expected

''

to be operational shortly, and that CEI has made an offer

of nuclear access to Painesville. CEI candidly admits

that there may have been differences of opinion between'

itself and Painesville. That is to be expected in any*

arm's length business relationship. Those differences do

not begin to rise to the level of an antitrust inconsis-

tency, however, as the record in this proceeding clearly

indicates.

CEI has been discussing interconnection with

Painesville on an on-again, off-again basis for more than
1

ten years. In 1964 or 1965 it was CEI who first proposed.

259/
interconnection to Painesville (A-195(Milburn) 10(1-13)).

|

259/ Mr. Milburn's inability to testify in this pro- !

ceeding because of health problems (see A-195a) and the
" facts" surrounding the signing of his deposition have been
the subject of much discussion. CEI believes there is no
basis for discounting or giving less weight to Mr. Milburn's
deposition based on the " testimony" of Staff counsel or
Mr. Hart. The central role that Mr. Milburn played through-
out the CEI-Painesville negotiations was clearly recognized
by all parties to those negotiations including Mr. Pandy
(Pandy 3184 (2-13)) . Only Mr. Milburn knows the full his-
tory of those negotiations. Mr. Pandy started with Paines-
ville in July, 1971; prior to that he worked for CEI
(Pandy 3096 (5-13)) .

There is no reason to believe that Mr. Milburn's
testimony on deposition is less than truthful, or that he
was not then representing the best interests of Painesville.
(Cont'd next page)
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That offer was turned down (pd. at 10-11(14-25 & 1-3)),

because for many years the municipal electric staff was

oppcsed to interconnection, as were Painesville's inde-
4

pendent consultants (id. at 27(8-25), 34 (1-3) ) , and the

Painesville city council (pi. at 68(2-13)). However,

following a strike in early 1974 both the municipal _

staff and city council changed their views in support ofi

i~terconnection with CEI (id. at 34 (3-6) , 68(5-11)).
;

i Wayne Milburn, former law director of Painesville, read-
4

ily conceded that "a lot of these delays [in effecting an

intercohnection] were our [Painesville's] delays" (pd. at

27 ( 8-10) ) . In an April 18, 1975, letter to Howard Shapar,

259/ (Cont'd)
Not even Mr. Hart's testimony on the hour-long conversa-
tion he purportedly had with Mr. Milburn following the
deposition -- accurately characterized by counsel as more
like Mr. Hart showing Mr. Milburn "the light on the road
to Damascus" (Tr. 12813(13-17)) -- suggests otherwise. In
fact, when asked by the Chairman if Mr. Milburn ever ad-
vised Mr. Hart that his deposition testimony would, if
given a second opportunity to testify, be any different,
Mr. Hart had to say "no" (Hart 12719 (9-12)) . That was
the last and only time Mr. Hart talked with Mr. Milburn
(Hart 12808 (1-3)) . Contrary to the suggestion by Staff
counsel, Mr. Milburn indicated as recently as June 30,
1976, that, as of that date, he would be willing still to
sign his deposition (A-195a). Thus, whatever second
thoughts Mr. Hart of Staff counsel believed Mr. Milburn
harbored were obviously not shared by Mr. Milburn. Not
that this should come as a surprise to anyone -- especially
Staff counsel. For, Milburn's deposition testimony is fully
confirmed and corroborated by the notes that the NRC Staff
took of a meeting with Mr. Milburn almost two years earlier
(A-272; A-27.3). Mr. Milburn's position has remained con-
sistent throughout.

. - - . - . , . .- . - - - _
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Executive Legal Director of the NRC, Mr. Milburn summarized

his position (A-196) :

I was Law Director of the City of
Painesville during the entire period
of time of our negotiations for an

,

interconnection. During the first
three years, there were a number ofi long delays but these were probably
as much as our doing as that of the
CEI. We had two problems: (1)'

financing and (2) political.

An interconnection was going to cost
us about $75,030.00, and we spent a

,

great deal of time attempting to
determine how this could be raised,
including the sale to C.E.I. of a
portion of the Painesville system
in Perry Township. At one time, the
Painesville council had rejected a
C.E.I. offer for an interconnection
on extremely attractive terms and
at nominal cost. It was a political
decision so we were now faced with
the problem of getting a package*

which was politically acceptable.

*******
In summary, I do not know the motives
of C.E.I. but the long negotiations
are possibly no more their fault than
ours. We now have a very fine inter-
connection agreement which guarangees
every benefit which can be claimed by
Ohio Power.

In these circumsgances, for our adversaries to conclude

that whatever delay was involved in negotiating an inter-

connection is attributable solely to CEI, or that CEI

had it within its power to " speed-up" the negotiations,

is to divorce themselves from reality.

.
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It is claimed, however, that negotiations in-

volving discussions about the sale of Painesville customers
260/

in Perry Township evidences anticompetitive conduct.

The record shows only that at one time Painesville proposed
,

a transfer of customers to CEI, together with a sale of

the facilities which served these customers, as a possible

means of assisting itself in financing its share of the

cost of interconnection (A-195 (Milburn) 32(8-17)). Sig-

i nificantly, the proposed transaction was to be a one-shot

deal; there was no discussion about precluding Painesville
.

from seeking to serve future customers in the area (id.

at 33 (1-5)) . In any event, Painesville's proposal never;

advanced beyond a first-look stage. CEI sees absolutely

no antitrust significance in any of this.
!

Next it is claimed that during the negotiations

CEI refused to wheel power to Painesville. The evidence

supporting this charge is minimal at best; a single'

sentence in a June 27, 1974 letter from Howley to Milburn

stating that CEI "cculd not agree to the Transmission
i
.

260/ There is also some indication that in 1962 CEI ;

discussed a customer trade with Painesville (see S-144). |
'

At best, the evidence indicates that it was raised by
CEI and rejected by Painesville. There is no indication4

that the two systems ever traded customers or established
exclusive service areas. Indeed, the situation in and
around Painesville has not changed in any respect since

; well before September, 1965.

_ __ _ _
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Service Schedule which is third party to wheeling" (S-141).

This record does not even indicate what the Painesville>

261/
proposal was. Thus, the Board is in no position to

determine the reasonableness or unreasonableness of,

i Painesville's request, let alone, CEI's response. Obviously,
, .

our adversaries must view any refusal to accede to a wheel-

ing request, irrespective of the nature of the request, a

per se violation of the antitrust laws. CEI cannot accept

that proposition, and there is clearly no law in support

of such a broadbrush approach to the problem (and see'

pp. 500-09, infra). In any event, in this particular

situation, we need not concern ourselves with the legal

ramifications of a refusal to provide general, third-party

wheeling services, since CEI has already offered to wheel
262/

power to Painesville (see pp. 396-97, supra) .

; 261/ With regard to Painesville's request for wheeling
, Pandy testified that he did not know if Painesville had

! labeled a-section of its draft agreement as third-party
sheeling, but the " intent of some of the material we sub-

) mitted as suggested sections of an agreement called for
such service" (Pandy 3129 (1-5)) . What those particular
sections were, or on what terms the wheeling was requested
was never developed in this record.

4

262/ It is also asserted that CEI attempted to condition
j an interconnection with Painesville on a rate equalization

between the two systems. Thit is simply not true (see Pandy
J 3203(2-22)).

:
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|
CEI's negotiations with Painesville over parti- |

cipation in nuclear facilities, similarly, indicates no

delay on that part of CEI. Indeed, the claim that CEI re-

fused to grant Painesville participation hardly merits pro-
longed discussion. Painesville expressed an " interest" in

participating in the Perry facilities on April 11, 1973

(S-136a; Hauser 10595-96(11-25 & 1-11)). Milburn explained

that the " interest" was communicated to CEI because "it

doesn't hurt to put it on the record" (A-195(Milburn) 21 (4-5) ) .

Howley responded to the Painesville " interest" by offering

to meet with Milburn to discuss participation (S-136b).

That meeting was held (A-195(Milburn) 21(15-16)), at which

time Howley pointed out that participation would cost

"several million dollars to even get a small piece of it"

and suggested instead that the interconnection agreement

being negotiated between the two systems could fulfill

the needs of Painesville (id. at 21-22 (17-25 & 1-2);

Hauser 10596(17-21)). Both Milburn,and Pandy the superin-

tendent of the Painesville system, knew that participation

would require large amounts of capital and that Painesville

would have difficulty in financing such participation (A-195

(Milburn) 21(3-4), 23(12-15)). There the matter rested;

Painesville did not then pursue participation any further.

On March 22, 1974, Pandy wrote to Les Nero,

Painesville City Manager, suggesting that nuclear participation
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be discussed further.with CEI (S-136) . It is clear from

the tone of Pandy's memorandum that Painesville had reached

no decision on the desirability of nuclear participation,

5 and that Pandy, for one, was advocating that the matter

i be given more thought by Painesville. He characterized the

discussions with CEI one year earlier as being nothing more

than an exchange of correspondence. Painesville did not,

however, communicate further with CEI in 1974 In fact,.

it was not until the following year, in July, 1975, and

during the Pandy deposition in this proceeding, that

! Painesville indicated to CEI a further interest in nuclear
participation -- a position that was contrary to what CEI

;

had earlier been led to believe was Painesville's true
,

desire (Hauser 10598(8-21)). Painesville was then sent a
'

copy of the technical and economic information previously

suomitted to Cleveland in order to assist Painesville in
.

its consideration of the matter (A-43; Hauser 10598-99(19-25

& 1) ) . CEI heard nothing more during the ensuing six months.

On January 13, 1976, Pandy acknowledged during

his testimony in this proceeding that the ball was then in
Painesville's court, and that it would be up to Painesville

to request further discussions on the subject of nuclear

participation (Pandy 3160 (4-11) ) . Such a request was made

thereafter in a letter dated March 20, 1976(A-137). CEI

; promptly responded (A-138) . Its letter suggested several

,

e -- - - - - , - ~ - . . - , , -,,,n e ----.-,,.-,---,---,--,,.-,,------n-ne--, e w--e,-,
- -
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meeting dates and enclosed a copy of the draft Participation

Agreement previously sent to Cleveland (D-192) as an aid to

i Painesville in preparing for the proposed meeting. On

April 17, 1976, Charles Cannon, Painesville Director of
i

Law, advised CEI that he could not meet on the suggested

dated, but that he would attempt to arrange a meeting on ' I

i

some later date (A-139) . As of May 25, 1976, nothing
'

further had been heard from Painesville on nuclear partici-

pation (Hauser 10598-601).2

The only possible conclusion to be reached on
!

the basis of this negotiating history is that CEI, con-

; sistent with its policy of nuclear access (see A-44);
i

D-192)), has responded in good faith to all of Painesville's

: inquiries in this area, and is now waiting for Painesville

to decide whether nuclear participation is really an

; alternative it wishes seriously to pursue. Such behavior

warrants no adverse finding against CEI by this Board,
'

any more than does the evidence relating to the company's
!

,

dealings with Cleveland. Not only have our adversaries

fallen far short of showing an " inconsistent situation";

they have been equally inept in carrying their burden under

the Waterford nexus test. Accordingly, there exists no

legitimate reason for faulting CEI under Section 105c of
.

the Atomic Energy Act.!

!
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!

I Toledo Edison

The fact case attacking TECO's individual conduct

is equally unpersuasive. As with the other Applicants ini

i this proceeding, TECO is subject to ragulatory restraints

imposed by the State of Ohio and by the federal government

which deprive it of an ability to control retail or whole-

sale rates or to exclude competitors. Its admitted domi-

nance in generation and transmission in its service area

(Tr. 440-41, 448-49), and the natural market power associated

therewith, cannot in the circumstances be equated with
!

" monopoly power," nor even be considered as reflecting a |

|

reasonable probability that TECO will in the near future

acquire monopoly power. See ep. 67-8 7, supra. Accordingly, a

Sherman Act Section 2 case is no more available to DOJ, the

NRC Staff and Cleveland in connection with TECO's conduct

in its service area than it is with reference to the indi-
vidual behavior of the other Applicants in their respective

service areas.

There is, moreover, insufficient evidence of pre-

datory conduct in the record to support an inference of

exclusionary intent on the part of TECO vis-a-vis the muni-

cipal electric systems located within the territory it

serves. What has been established during the course of the

.-. -. __ . _ .
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hearing is that TECO came into being around the turn of the

century through a series of mergers, and thereafter grew

to its present size, at least in part, as a result of

mergers and acquisitions of some 190 companies (D-587 (Wein)

70 (10-18)). To be sure, some of these acquisitions in-,

:

volved municipal electric systems, including four since

'

1960 (Clyde, Waterville, Liberty Center and Stryker)

(D-587 (Wein) 71 (3-6, 8-9) ; D-139; D-139 (a) ) . However,

given the previously described legal and competitive frame-,

!

works within which TECO must operate, such a past history

provides no legal basis for antitrust condemnation. See
;

Lamb Enterprises, Inc. v Toledo Blade Co., supra, 462 F.2d

at 514-15; United States v Harte-Hanks Newspaper, Inc.,

i supra, 170 F. Supp. at 228. Standing alone, it does not

even permit inference of wrongful intent. See United States i

I

v Western' Union Telegraph Co., supra, 53 F. Supp. at 390.
'

; 1. Acquisitions. The crgument will undoubtedly

be made that the referenced acquisitions reflected a long

standing company policy, actively pursued, to buy-up all
i

the municipal generation and transmission facilities in
'

|

TECO's service area so as to eliminate competition. The

fundamental weakness in this position, as we have heretofore

explained (See Part IV, supra), is that this industry's

economic characteristics, coupled with the- extant legal

. - _ , - -- _-.
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,

barriers in the CCCT, provide little opportunity for compe-

tition among investor-owned and municipal systems at either-

the retail or the wholesale levels (see Moran 9909(4-15)).,

This is not to deny that TECO had a continuing interest in
263/

the possibility of acquiring municipal electric facilities,
nor to dispute that the company did on occasion actively'

encourage the sale of municipal systems, albeit with varying
264/

success. But such are not the ".nderpinnings on which an

antitrust case can legitimately be constructed in this

" basic natural monopoly" (Gulf States Utilities Co. v FPC,a

supra, 411 U.S. at 759) setting. Before TECO can be faulted

for its acquisition practices they must be shown to have

had an adverse effect on " competition." It is only that

behavior which can be shown to have an anticompetitive con-
,

sequence which is reached by Section 2 of the Sherman Act

(See Commonwealth Edison Co., supra, 36 F.P.C. at 941) .

And such a finding necessarily depends, in the first in-

stance, on there being some measure of competition in the

market under scrutiny.

263/ See generally D-541; D-576 (Kec) 233; D-577
(Schwalbert) 7, 17-18 ; D-579 (Kozak) 25-26; D-583(Moran) 55.

264/ See D-139; D-139 (a) (Liberty Center) ; D-140 thru4

D-144 (Napoleon) ; D-154 and D-155 (Bryan) ; D-577 (Schwalbert)
34-35 (5-25 & 1-7) (Waterville)) . i

1

|
'

. _ . . _ _ _ . . . . . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - . - _
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Such is not the situation in TECO's service,

area. Municipal systems did not in the past, do not now,

and cannot realistically be expected in the future to

compete with the company on any meaningful basis either,

at retail or at wholesale, for the reasons we have already
,

stated (see pp. 151-200, supra). TECO's acquisition of
i

any municipality, therefore, does not remotely suggest

the elimination of a " competitor." It is, instead, more

i accurately a reflection of the natural economic forces
'

at work in this industry, and specifically in the CCCT,
s .

| which " severely limit the number of separate enterprises
t

that can efficiently, or conveniently, exist * * *"

(FCC v RCA Communications, Inc., supra, 346 U.S. at 92).

And the record in this proceeding bears this

out. Mr. Gerber testified that historically the sale by

Ohio municipalities of their generation, transmission and

even distribution facilities to investor-owned firms was

the result of years of mismanagement of the municipal
,

i

|systems combined with inattention to their proper overhaul

and maintenance. As a consequence, the systems eventually
.

4

reached such a sorry state of disrepair that the alterna-'

i

tive of " selling-out" was economically more attractive ,

than investing large sums of money in a rehabilitation .

effort (see n. 56, supra) . And, the fact that these

|

.
-

_ _
.
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small municipalities could not take advantage of the

scale economies in the industry that were available to

the larger systems acted as a further disincentive to,

remaining in the generating business (see pp. 122-34 ,

supra). Accordingly, it was most often the municipality

which took the initiative and, either through the city

council or some special-interest citizens' group (Moran

9969(3-5)), approached the nearest investor-owned utility

j about an acquisition (gf. Gerber 23(2-10)).
The two most recent TECO acquisitions -- which

in this record are the only ones that provide a basis for -

assaying the company's conduct in this area -- clearly fit
265/

this general pattern. There is no dispute, for example,

that the Liberty Center system had serious " voltage problems"

at the time of acquisition; it "was in poor shape and they'

; didn't keep it up" (D-577 (Schwalbert) 13 (5-6) , 16(11 12)).

265/ With the Se'ptember 1, 1965 cut-off date, the Licen-
sing Board elected net to receive any evidence on the circum-
stances surrounding TECO's pre-1965 acquisitions, including
the acquisitions of Clyde and Stryker. Given the silent
state of the record in this regard, the traditional legalt

presumption that attaches under the antitrust statutes re-
quires as a matter of law that this Board regard TECO's

j early acquisitions of municipal systems to have been entirely:

| permissible and proper under law; no general inferences to
i the contrary can be drawn from such activity.

1
- . - - - - -. .
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|

|

Rather than pumping more money into the inadequate facilities,
'

it was recognized that the system could be sold "to obtain

capital for a needed sewage system" (D-582(Cloer) 35(8-9)).

And this is,the course the city officials decided upon

(D-139(a)). No evidence whatsoever has been introduced to

suggest that TECO ever acted in a manner calculated to

leave Liberty Center no option but to sell its sytems. Nor

is there a basis to infer any undue influence by TECO on

the ultimate decision.

The Waterville experience is an equally telling

example (see S-158, p. TE-37). Again, it is an uncontested

fact that the municipal system provided " poor electric ser-
'

vice" and had "many outages" (D-541, attach. 2, p. 3). At!

the time of acquisition, "[t]here were a lot of people there

that had poor service" (D-577 (Schwalbert) 13(2-3)). Indeed,

the situation had become so bad that "[t]he people couldn't

iron if the lady next door was ironing and things like that"

(j(d. ) . Nor is the explanation for Waterville's predicament

any different from the one Mr. Gerber found to be applicable

to a number of other municipal systems in Ohio: " [T] hey

don't have the resources to maintain their system properly

and tend to let it get run down. They don't have adequate

staff" (jkd. at 19(16-18)).
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The effort by DOJ to blame TECO for the munici-
f pality's electric defic.8,enceis, because it did not at the

last minute jump to enter into a wholesale power arrange--

ment with Waterville, is based at best cn conjectural

afterthought and finds little support in the record. Mr.

Gerber, who included Waterville in his examination of
,

municipal acquisitions in Ohio and Pennsylvania (Gerber

11499-503), and was aware of TECO's general reluctance to

furnish wholesale power to the city (Gerber 11502-03),

stated unequivocally that he found no support for the

hypothesis that the decision to sell-out was tied in any
way to a failure to obtain bulk power supply from another

source (Gerber.ll61C'. Nor war there any evidence intro-

duced to show the presence of a casual relationship.

Rather, DOJ was content to rely on several docu-

ments indicating that TECO was not overly receptive to the

idea of providing emergency or stand-by service to Waterv 'n

under a bulk power arrangement (see D-504; D-615 and D-619)

when the matter was first raised by the city (D-504; D-505
266/

and D-506). The company's reaction, not surprisingly,

266/ Neither the NRC Staff nor Cleveland ~ addressed
this subject matter in their respective cases.
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:

as reflected in the notation at the bottom of D-615, was:

"We have not thought about any load here for years, [and)

don't know if we are interested * * *." This sort of
;

I initial response is but a slender reed on which to hang

the general inference DOJ would like to draw. And this
!

is especially so where the DOJ documents themselves make

it clear that Waterville was no more sure that it desired

"some form of interconnection " (D-504) than was TECO.

In fact, two of the three city counsel members were
!

" opposed" to such negotiations (D-615), and, for all that

can be determined from the record, their influence could

well have signalled the abrupt end of further discussions
,

in this area. Certainly, nothing suggests that TECO broke

!
off the negotiations in order to pressure Waterville to

i

sell its system. The ccmpany has never pursued such a

policy (D-583(Moran) 7 (13-21) ) .

To fault TECO in these circumstances for acquir-
,

| ing the electric systems of Liberty Center and Waterville

would be a serious miscarriage of justice. The two cities

were at the time of acquisition incapable of providing

reliable electric energy to their inhabitants. They had'

allowed their facilities to fall into serious disrepair

and had neither the financial resources nor the engineer-

ing capability to remedy the situation. Nor were they
,

f

__ _
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unique in this respect; their's was a history that had'

been repeated with same frequency, not only in Ohio and

Pennsylvania, but in the industry as a whole (A-189(Gerber)

20-23). By purchasing the municipal facilities, TECO
: did not merely save these cities the sizeable expense they

would have otherwise had to incur in repairing and re-

habilitating their systems (A-189(Gerber) 21-22(26 & 1-9);
Gerber 11526-27(19-25 & 1-5), 11617(18-24)); equally impor-

tant, it provided them with much-needed capital to invest
in other unrelated municipal projects, such as the city

(

sewage system (A-189 (Gerber) 22(12-13); Gerber 11618(4-15));
,

CD-582 (Cloer) 35 (8-9) ) . Moreover, it guaranteed the citizens

of Liberty Center and Waterville reliable electric service,

which they had long gone without. Thus, under.any "public

interest" standard, the acquisitions should be applauded,
267/

not condemned, particularly since, in the non-competitive

:

267/ The fact that TECO, when the subject of a possible
acquisition is broached, undertakes an independent study;

of the situation and participates actively with civic |

groups and before the city council in discussing the
relevant considerations pertinent to the question of
selling the electric facilities (D-544; D-553; D-554;
D-577(Schwalbert) 34-35(5-25 & 1-7)) should not be cause
for concern. No evidence exists that TECO distorted facts
in an effort to influence a decision. Obviously, an in-
formed decision by local authorities is desirable, and
TECO frequently had the resources necessary to compile
relevant data that were not available to the city.

!
|

|
- - .. . - - . - - - .-_ __ - . _ _ - __. .1
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.

market structure in which they took place (see pp. 150-200,
supra), they plainly offended neither the letter nor the

spirit of the Sherman Act.

In this latter respect, we would make the further

observation that, even assuming a competitive market struc-

ture (which, of course, is not the case here), the municipal

systems of Liberty Center and Waterville were not of a si=e

whether considered alone or together (i.e., 18.7 MW depend-

able capacity) that could possibly imbue these acquisitior.s

with antitrust ramifications. (Compare D-541 and D-139,

p. 3 with S-158, p. TE-1). Cases arising under Section 7

of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. S 18, have repeatedly con-
\

cluded that a larger firm's acquisition of a small horizon-

tal competitor or of a small actual or potential customer

may have such limited impact on the marketplace as to be

of no antitrust significance. And this is after measuring

the transactions against the "less stringent" incipiency
268/

st'ndard that Section 7 requires. Brown Shoe Co. va

United States, supra, 370 U.S. at 329 (" foreclosure of a

de minimus share of the market will not tend 'substantially

268/ See discussion in Applicants' Prehearing Legal
Brief,-at 24-54.

.

i

;
. _ _
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to lessen competition.'"). As stated in Ccown Zellerbach,

'
Corp. v FTC, 296 F.2d 800, 818 (9th Cir. 1961):

1 If the acquisitien took out of the
market a concern whose total sales
and competitive impact was so small
relative to all sales and all compe-
tition in the market that it lacked
real importance, then the acquisition
cannot be said to affect competition
in a substantial manner.

A succession of recent Section 7 cases have
,

applied this principle to mergers between companies that .

'.
were vertically related in circumstances where the acquired

,

|

company was small overall or the area of product overlap I
269/ <

between the two companies was not extensive. Acquisi- !
i

tions of this sort *.tave been held to provide no legitimate

basis for inferring monopolistic intent. See United States

v Jerrold Electronics Corp., 187 F. Supp. 545, 566, 568 )

(E.D. Pa. 1960), affirmed per curiam, 365 U.S. 567 (1961).

And, if they take place in the electric utility industry, l

an "anticompetitive effect" is simply not to be found.

269/ United States v Crowell, Collier & Macmillian, Inc.,
361 F. Supp. 983, 994 (S.D.N.Y. 1973); United States v First
National Bancorporation, Inc., 329 F. Supp. 1003, 1059 (D.
Colo. 1971) aff'd., 410 U.S. 577 (1973); United States v
International Tel. & Tel. Corp., 324 F. Supp. 19, 39-40
(D. Conn. 1970) (sprinklers) ; Amt<ican Smelting & Refining
Co. v Pennzoil United, Inc., 7?l'F. Supp. 149, 157 (D. Del.
III9); United States v International Tel. & Tel. Corp., 306 .

F. Supp. 766, 794 (D. Conn. 1969), appeal dismissed, 404
U.S. 801 (1971) (insurance).

|

|

L
._ . _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . _
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Commonwealth E(ison Co., supra, 36 ?.P.C. at 941 ("it does

not appear that Commonwealth's merger with its much smaller

neighbor [7% of Commonwealth's sales] will add appreciably'

to its command of power"). Accordingly, even under the

most traditional antitrust analysis, the Liberty Center

and Waterville acquisitions pass muster.

2. City of Napoleon. When the focus of the

allegations against TECO turns from acquisitions to the
3

company's day-to-day dealings with the municipal systems

' in its service area, it becomes no sharper. Much is made,
i

for example, of an affidavit prepared by William Lewis in

an unrelated F.P.C. proceeding (S-127; Lewis 5617-18) as
'

:

demonstrating improper conduct toward the City of Napoleon.

The conclusory remarks set forth therein, however, take on
,

'

a much different hue when placed in their proper perspec-
.,

tive.

'

Thus, the affidavit makes reference to a series

of three meetings in September and January, 1971, and
"

March, 1972, involving represr7tatives of Napoleon and TECO,

during two of which (September,- 1971 and March,1972) the

latter were purportedly asked whether TECO would be inter-

ested in participating with Napoleon in the joint ownership

|of large-scale generating facilities (S-127 at pp. 6-7).

The affidavit indicates that they gave a negative response

i

|

1

___ - . - - .- . _ - -. .
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(pd. ) . Even at face value, i is Jifficult to understand

what significance our adversaries wish to attach to these

exchanges. We know of no case that has yet suggested the-

antitrust laws can be read so broadly as to impose upon
,

any firm, whatever its size or market position, an affirma-

tive obligation to enter into a joint venture involving the
270/'

construction of new large-scale facilities. TECO was

clearly free to decline such an invitation if it chose to |

do so.

In this regard, Lewis himself make it clear that

the request under discussion did not have reference to any

of CAPCO's planned nuclear facilities (Lewis 5633 (15-20) ;
i

and see Dorsey 5315(19-23)). Exactly what was contemplated
'

is far from clear. Moran's recollection of the matter was

that the subject was raised briefly in the September, 1971'

meeting only, "as (Lewis] was preparing to leave" and "was

putting papers in his briefcase" (Moran 9857 (2-5)) ; it
i

1

occupied but "a few seconds of discussion" (Moran 9915(19-23)). |

.

270/ This is, of course, a much different situation from
the one involved in cases such as United States v Terminal
Railroad Association, suora. The " facilities" there were
already jointly-owned, were in existence at the time of the
request for access, and were found to be a " unique resource"
(see discussion in Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief, at
158-164). Nothing contained in those decisions, or their

| progeny, remotely suggests the " bottleneck" rational can
be stretched to the point of condemning as anticompeti-

|
tive the refusal of one party to join with another party

j upon request for purposes of building large-scale facilities,
i

1

!

_. - . _ . . -
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He could recall no mention of any such joint venture during

Lewis' opening presentation at the meeting, when he out-

lined his proposals on behalf of Napoleon (Moran 98 57 (17-21) ,

10036(23-24) ("none of the plans he showed us involved any

joint operation of power plants")). Indeed, Lewis' own

testimony with respect to the scope of his assignment as

the city's consultant makes no reference to this item

(Lewis 5608 (2-18) ) .

Thus, from all appearances, the Lewis affidavit

blows the entire inquiry as to possible joint ownership of

large-scale facilities way out of proportion. Moreover,

its protrayal of the TECO position as a flat and unequivocal

refusal is highly ;. pect. Moran is confident that he

never told Lewis that TECO would not consider and would

oppose any such arrangement (Moran 9857 (7-16)) . He has

a strong evidentiary record on his side. For example, in

subsequent meetings which Moran had with Roy Dorsey, then

the manager of Napoleon's municipal electric system, the

possibility of TECO and the city participating together

in a new refuse-burning power plant was explored (Moran

9858(14-25), 9859(1-2)). Moran testified (Moran 9859(7-13)):

In my discussions, I told him that
it sounded like a feasible thing to
me. I wanted to review it with our
president before we went further,
and I did so. And we subsequently
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indicated to Mr. Dorsey that we would
be very happy to participate in such

,
an arrangement if the details could be
worked out. We would certainly want to
consider it seriously.*

This hardly sounds like the same man who in the;

.

Lewis affidavit was said to be adamantly against any such

joint project. Nor can the foregoing testimony be' brushed
.

aside as empty rhetoric. After discussing the Dorsey pro-

posal with John Williamson (TECO's President) , Moran assured

the city of the company's " serious interest in (the arrange-

ment]" (Moran 9859-69(14-25 & 1-7)) in a letter dated
September 10, 1974 (D-151). Moreover, when Dorsey suggested

expanding the idea to include both Bryan and Bowling Green

as well, TECO readily endorsed'the plan (D-582 (Cloer) 60(8-25),

62{9-15); A-254; Smart 10156(1-7)). And, the company's

receptiveness to this concept of jointly owning large-scale

facilities with municipal participants was more recently
. 271/

communicated to Dorsey by an independent consultant (A-253).

In the face of this evidence, there is little

reason to linger longer over the hollow allegation that

TECO refused to participate with Napoleon in joint ownership

t

271/ Further confirmation of this attitude is expressed
in correspondence between TECO and AMP-O, where, in response
to a question regarding TECO's attitude toward exploring
the feasibil'ity of a joint venture with AMP-O, the com-
pany indicated a willingness "to participate with AMP-O
in * * * generation * * *" (A-131; and see A-250) .

.
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of large-scale facilities. Even assuming that the Lewis

affidavit could be given credence on this aspect of the

1971-72 meetings -- which we cannot believe -- the sub-

sequent uncontested facts in this record show conclusively

that TECO has for some time now manifested its " continuing

interest" (D-151) in such a concept. Moreover, at no time
~

has TECO indicated any opposition to the municipalities !

l
'in its service area taking an ownership interest in one

of the CAPCO nuclear facilities -- not even in 1971. To

the contrary, the company is firmly committed to oroviding

access on such an ownership basis upon timely request

(A-44). Thus, the alleged " refusal" set forth in the
I

Lewis affidavit -- whatever conceivable infirmity DOJ and l
'

i

the NRC Staff may erroneously believe it suffers -- cannot

be tied in any meaningful respect to " activities under the

(present nuclear] license [s]" so as to satisfy the nexus

standard in Section 105c of the Act. That alone is dis-

positive of the matter.

The Lewis affidavit fares no better when examined

in its other particulars. With reference to the account

of discussions that took place at the three meetings con-

cerning TECO's willingness to establish a delivery point
1

for Napoleon so that the city might receive Buckeye power

from Tricounty Electric Cooperative, Inc. ("Tricounty"),
'

the affidasjt similarly characterizes the company's posi-

tion as a flat refusal (S-127, pp. 4-6). In point of fact,

__- _
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as Moran testified (Moran 9847-49(1-25 & 1-11), 10010(17-19), )

10077(17-20)), TECO's opposition in this area was directed ;

solely to Lewis' alternative proposal (see Lewis 5614(5-20))

that the delivery point in question be located some 10 miles |

outside of the city (Moran 10077(17-20)). The record makes

it clear that the company was unwilling to construct such a

distant new delivery point (id.).-

On the other hand, the more economic, and, even

from Lewis' viewpoint (Lewis 5642(13-16)), preferable pro-

posal that the delivery point for Buckeye power be estab-

lished at an existing substation, where Napoleon was already

taking power at wholesale from TECO, was not rejected out

of hand by Moran. Rather, as he testified (Moran 9926 (6-8)) :

The position of Toledo Edison at
that time was that such a delivery
point would need to be considered
very carefully. We did not say we
would not establish it.

That this was indeed the response given is confirmed by an

analysis of the follow-up discussions to these initial

meetings. A representative of Tricounty was admittedly

not present when Lewis first raised this matter (Moran

9851-52(22-25 & 1)). In subsequent negotiations, however,

Tricounty became actively involved. Both the cooperative

and the city focused their attention exclusively on the

preferable delivery point located at the " existing 69/12 kv
substation owned by * * * Napoleon" (S-128; and see D-148;l

i
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l
1

Dorsey E260-61(22-25 & 1-3)). Not only did TECO give this

proposal careful consideration, it actually advised Tri-

county that the company would provide "a delivery point

at [the) present location for the purpose of wheeling

supplementary power to Napoleon Municipal" (D-201; and

see S-129; A-252).

The cryptic reference in the Lewis affidavit to

TECO's unequivocal refusal to operate its sytem in " contin-

uous synchronism" with Napoleon if *be city entered into a

contract with Tricounty (S-217, pp. 4-6) is similarly

belied by reference to the tripartite negotiations just

mentioned. Moran testified that his negative response to

Lewis at the meetings was not absolute with respect to

this matter, but was qualified (Moran 10078-79(18-19 & 1-5)).

TECO's concern was the the addition of a Buckeye delivery

point at the Napoleon substation would create operational

hazards on TECO's system if adequate safeguards were not

installed (Moran 9935-36 (19-25 & 1) , 984S(5-25),'9849(1-20));

the company was not receptive *o the idea of operating in

parallel with Napoleon under such circumstances (Moran 10076

(12-18)) , and this was the purport of Moran's response to

Lewis (Moran 9854 (10-17) , 10031(10-14), 10091-92(21-25 &

.
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4

272/
l-8)). That this concern was a continuing one is evi-

danced by the marginal note on D-148. It was a matter of

discussion with Tricounty throughout the negotiations for'

the requested delivery point (see S-129; A-252). Nor need

this be a matter left to conjecture; TECO's position in

this regard is well documented. The company was perfectly

willing to cooperate in parallel with Napoleon provided

that Tricounty could assure TECO that adequate safety and

protective equipment would be installed to guard against

potential interruptions in services caused by problems on
273/

the other 's system (i_d,. ) .

With these facts in the record, it is difficult

to give any weight to the Lewis affidavit. What it mis-

characterizes as blanket refusals by TECO were obviously

272/ Moran testified that this concern was not just
directed at the Napoleon substation, but was more general
and would have to be factored into any request contemplating

~

!

the combined use of facilities by TECO and another bulk
power supplier (Moran 10030(7-20)).

|

273/ It was also TECO's position that if Tricounty
shouTT provide electric service to Napoleon over a dual or
two-way feed, rather than a radial or one-way feed, both
of which had been proposed as alternatives by Tricounty
(Dersey 5275(20-24), 5290(21-24)), the two-way feed would
require additional compensation (S-129, Dorsey 5276(17-24)).
This reference to " additional compensation," however, was
based on comparative costs between operating a dual feed
as opposed to a radial feed (Dorsey 5290-91(24-25 & 1-9)).
The dual feed alternative would not have resulted in any
" additional compensation" over and above TECO's compensation
for its existing dual feed to Napoleon (gf. Dorsey 5291(13-81)).

~. . - - _ _ - - - - .-. -. -- .. -- -
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not nearly as negative as the affidavit suggests. To be

sure, Moran did not rush to endorse any of Lewis' plans --

and understandably so. However, as the negotiations with

Napoleon and/or Tricounty on each of the proposals unfolded,

it is equally clear that TECO was not taking a recalcitrant |
'

stand. If Lewis really did leave those initial meetings
274/

with the impression he conveyed in this affidavit, the ;
'

!

negotiating posture of the company in subsequent meetings |
,

would have dispelled any such notions. But, then, Lewis |
,
,

was abruptly relieved of his responsibilites as consultant
i

for the city since the feeling of the local authorities

was that he had " sold Napoleon down the river" (D-147).

That assessment, perhaps as well as anything else, places

the affidavit in its proper perspective.

274/ Even if one were to accept as ture that Cloer,
who accompanied Moran to the meetings, made the " injudicious"
(Moran 9921(18-21), 10012(7-10)) remarks attributed to
him in the affidavit (S-127 p. 4), it is difficult to
draw any meaningful conclusions thereform. Moran was the

'

recognized spokasman for the company as the only officer
present (Moran 9845(2-7)). Cloer was not an officer and
had no authority to bind the company (Moran 9845-46(1-14
& 1-3)). Thus, his purported totally-negative attitude
cannot as a legal matter be imputed to TECO. Moreover, in
light of TECO's actual responses to the various proposals,:

as reflected in the continuing negotiations with Napoleon,
Cloer's declarations to Lewis at the initial meetings, if
made, are of no lasting consequence.

,

!

|

1
|

-

; !

|

|
- - . . _ ._.-_ -
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3. Buckeye Agreement. There still remains the

complaint concerning TECO's insistence upon full compliance ;

with the 90-day disconnect provision in the Buckeye Power*

Delivery Agreement (S-188, para. 1.1, p. 3) before Napoleon

could commence taking Buckeye power from Tricounty. The

company's position on this point has never been a matter

of dispute. Pursuant to the terms of the aforesaid con-

tract, the member cooperatives of Buckeye Power, Inc. and ,

the participating investor-owned utilities agreed explicitly

to adhere to Ohio Revised Code Section 4905.261 (see n. 91, L

supra). That statutory provision, on its face and as con-

strued in Ohio, forbids a " consumer" of electric energy

from receiving service from a new power supplier unless

the recipient has been disconnected from its former supplier

for a period of at least 90 days.

TECO advised Tricounty that the 90-day disconnect

requirement, as incorporated into the Buckeye Power Delivery

Agreement, was an essential prerequisite of the arrangement

*for a new delivery point (S-129; A-252; Dorsey 5262-62;

Moran 9945(3-7)). It was thus made a part of the Tricounty-

Napoleon contract (S-130; Dorsey 5282(10-13)). Furthermore,

when Napoleon asked TECO if the company would waive adherence

to this contract provision, it received a polite but firm
|

| negative response (S-131; D-150; D-542; Dorsey 5269(14-19);

Moran 9945 (8-13)) .

. .. -
- , .- . . - . . ..- - --- -. .-- - - - . - --
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The record clearly reflects that Napoleon, while

unhappy about the prospect of depending on its own generating
,

capabilities for 90 days (Dorsey 5265-66(23-25 & 1), 5269(3-5);

D-302; and ef. D-303 through D-307), had the " confidence in |

[its] generating plant * lto) permit the disconnect to**

take place" (D-309). The city thus advised TECO that it

would adhere to the procedure set forth in its contract

with Tricounty and operate on a self-sustaining basis for

the requisite period (D-149; and see D-308; D-309; A-90;

Dorsey 5264(8-13), 5270(14-16); Moran 9945(3-7)). The

city then proceeded to take steps in that direction (D-308;
275/

D-309; and see D-310).

Just prior to the scheduled disconnect however,

Napoleon decided not to go forward. On August 31, 1973,

Dorsey advised TECO that "the City's municipal electric

system has postponed the scheduled disconnect from Toledo

Edison's system indefinitely" (A-92). Dorsey testified

that this decision was made after the city received from

275/ Dorsey testified that TECO was helpful and cooperative
in explaining the disconnect proceoures and the procedures for

|a reconnection in the event that Napoleon confronted an emer-
gency situation during the 90-day period (Dorsey 5295(8-14)).
While some disagreement arose as to the preferable method for {accomplishing disconnections with TECO and Napoleon, each want-

|
ing to follow that procedure which posed the least threat to

|its system operation (compare Dorsey 5273(2-25) and Moran
9861-62, 9945-46, 9951, 9953, 10073, 10082), resolution
of this difference became academic when Napoleon decided
at the last minute to abandon its plans for other reasons.

'

1
1

|

|

|
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Moran a letter dated August 30, 1973, (A-91) "in response

to my request for a revision of the proposed {{TECC-Napoleon)]
,

,

agreement that would provide sufficient reasoning for me'

not to disconnect" (Dorsey 5297(6-9); and see Dorsey 5274-75
(
. (4-21 & 1-2)). The letter "made some concessions" (Dorsey

5297(15)), including a reduction in the " ratchet demand"

from a 75 percent ratchet to a 60 percent ratchet (Dorsey
276/.

5294(2-8)), and the elimination of a proposed " restrictive"

provision relating to service areas (Dorsey 5294(10-22); and

see Dorsey 5279-80(22-25 & 1-10); Moran 9863-65; and see.

n. 289, infra). When these concessions were weighed against-

"the 100 percent ratchet demand on peak" under the Tricounty'

277/
contract (Dorsey 5292(18-20)), the two-way feed proposal

276/ Dorsey testified that "a ratchet charge is for the
purpose of defraying expenses of initial investment on equip-
ment required to meet peak demand which [does) not have
[an] adequate load factor to pay it off over the long (haul]"
(Dorsey 5295(3-7); see also Moran 10084(1-4)). He described
the effect of a ratchet charge as setting the minimum billing
demand for a purchasing system in ensuing months, so that a
20 kva demand in one month at a 50 percent ratchet would require
a minimum billing demand of 10 kva during the following months
for the term of the ratchet (Dorsey 5289(7-24); see also
Moran 10037-39). But see Moran's testimony as to the limited
impact that TECO's ratchet clause has had in the past 15 or
20 years (Moran 10084(8-17)).

277/ As Dorsey explained to Moran (Moran 9865(6-14)):

The Buckeye rate that had been
proposed to Napoleon by Mr. Lewis
had a rather devious method of de-
termining demand charges, and Mr.

,

Dorsey recognized that it was aI

highly risky rate, in that he might
(Cont'd next page)

|
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of the cooperative (Dorsey 5294(19-20)), the " concern" of hav-

ing to supply 75 percent of Napoleon's requirements during

the winter peak from the city's own facilities (Dorsey 5293

(3-19)), and the possibility during the disconnect period

"of subjecting our customers to loss of power" (Dorsey 5274

(18-19)), Dorsey testified (Dorsey 5294(18-22)):

This is what allowed me to justify
not to make the 90-day disconnect.

* * This was what really sold me*

on not making the 90-day disconnect.
I have to justify not doing it, and
that was justification.

DOJ appears to have focused on this isolated in-

stance, not so much to fault any of the particulars of the

TECO-Tricounty-Napoleon negotiations -- which, we submit,
,

are above antitrust reproach -- but, rather to bootstrap its

way into an attack on the 90-day disconnect provision in

the Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement (S-188). The antici-

pated argument -- which presumably will also make general

reference to some early exploratory discussions regarding

Buckeye power between the City of Bryan and North Western

277/ (Cont'd)
be faced with substantial demand
penalties which would extend over
the entire year, if he had power
usage during the time of the Buckeye
system peak, which, of course, could
not be determined in advance, and so
he felt that this rate was much less
attractive than it had been shown to
be.

And see discussion at pp.195-97 , supra.

|
t
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278/
Electric Cooperative, Inc. (" North Western") -- is that

the requirement to operate on a self-sustained basis for;

so prolonged a period is by its own terms anticompetitive

and worthy of antitrust condemnation because it alone acts
i

',
as a deterrent against " systems * * * turning to Buckeye as

279/
an alternative source of bulk power supply."

We would initially reiterate (see pp. 195-197, supra)
\ that there exist very practical economic considerations which

leave municipal systems with little incentive to enter into

Eppard, the former manag'r of the Bryan electric sys-278/ e
tem, testified as to the city's interest in obtaining Buckeye
power from North Western (Eppard 5455a-56(2-25 & 1-7)), and DOJ
introduced several documents showing that the city and the co-
operative had engaged in some preliminary discussions on the
matter (D-316 through D-320). However, at no time did
Bryan or North Western approach TECO about the possibility
of establishing a delivery point for purposes of implementing
such an arrangement (cf. Tr. 5482-83). To draw from such
a record any inferences as to what TECO's reaction may
have been if approached on the subject, or what impact
(if any) the prospect of a 90-day disconnect period may have
had on Bryan's " interest" is sheer sophistry. It becomes
totally ludicrous with the realization that Bryan had a
wholesale contract with TECO which was in full effect during
the Eppard discussions in 1971 and 1972, and thus the city was
in no position to pursue the matter with North Western.
That contract did not expire until 1974 (S-ll3), well
after Eppard had left the city (Eppard 5451(4-5)). There
is no indication that Eppard's successor had any interest
in Buckeye power at the time the wholesale contract with
TECO was due for renegotiation. Nor, so far as can be

| determined from the record, is there any basis for assuming
| that Bryan has, from the time of Eppard's departure to

the present date, ever considered the matter again.

279/ See " Memorandum of the Department of Justice in
Response to Applicants' Individual Motions to Dismiss," at
29-30.

|

. - - ,
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contracts with rural electric cooperatives providing for

the receipt of Buckeye power during the latter's off-peak
season. And these operate to remove Buckeye Power, Inc.

as a realistic alternative power supply source to entities

within the CCCT wholly apart from the speculative impact of
the 90-day disconnect requirement. But, even o'n DOJ's own

terms, the effort to condemn this contractual provision must

be rejected.

The Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement provides in

relevant part (S-188, para. 1.1, p. 3):

* * * consistent with the desire and
objective of all parties to minimize
any unnecessary or uneconomic dupli-
cation of facilities, there shall not
be included in the Buckeye Power Re-
quirement any quantity of electric
power and/or energy furnished to any
consumer when the furnishing of power
and/or energy to such consumer by a
Buckeye member is proscribed by the
law of the State of Ohio reflected in
Section 4905.26.1, Revised Code of
Ohio, as said Section is in effect
at the date of this Agreement. It
is understood and agreed that the,

term " consumer" as used in said Sec-
tion 4905.26.1 applies to any cus-
tomer of a power and/or energy sup-
plier whether served at wholesale
or at retail.

This language was included in the Buckeye Station Agreement,

the Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement and the Ohio Edison-Ohio
i

Power Buckeye Buy / Sell Agreement (see pp. 610-613 , inf ra) only
1

after.it had first been cleared with DOJ under its business
review procedures (see A-289). In a letter of clearance |

|

#

r
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,

1

,

280/
to counsel for Ohio Power Company, dated December 19, 1967,

; Donald F. Turner, then Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust

Division, stated (A-248):

| k As originally submitted, the Sta-
tion and Power Delivery Agreements

: / contained definitions of Buckeye
Power Requirement which, in effect,'

_

would exclude many municipalities
as customers of Buckeye members.i

The definition of Delivery Points
!Energy in the Ohio Edison Agreement'

would have the same effect. How-
ever, at the December 14, 1967
meeting, you proposed an amended

.

definition, attached hereto as
j Appendix I, which upon agreement ,

of the other parties to the Buckeye
Project would be substituted in thei

Station and Power Delivery Agreement
,

You have represented that***
.

the effect of the amendment would
;

: be to restrict sales by Buckeye
i members to municipalities only in-
i sofar as the present Section 4905.

26.1 of the Revised Code of Ohio
would restrict such sales.

,

On the basis of the information
,

submitted and the representations
which you have made in connection 3

with this matter, you are hereby
',

informed that the Department does
not presently intend to institute
proceedings with respect to the
Buckeye Project contracts as amend-
ed in the manner indicated above.

280/ While the business review clearance letter is addressed~

to E5unsel for Ohio Power, it is clear that the request for
clearance was made on behalf of all parties to all of the

~ Buckeye Project contracts (see A-285) and that DOJ requested
and received back-up material not only from Ohio Power but also

4

from TECO and' Ohio Edison (see A-286; 287). In accordance with
! (Cont'd next page)

|
1

i
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It is, therefore, indeed curious to us that DOJ4

should now be expressing dissatisfaction with the quoted
provision. The suggestion that it is in some manner com-

petitively restrictive displays a fundamental misunder-
|

standing on the part of the present representatives of DOJ

of the very economic realities in the electric utility

industry that Mr. Turner so well appreciated (see generally

pp. 122-134, supra). /
1

Nor, for that matter, can it be legitimately

argued that the requirement of a 90-day disconnect appli-

j cable to those " consumers" desirous of changing suppliers

i had behind it any restrictive purpose (see pp.137-29, supra) .
*

4

Ohio Power Company, for example, was to receive, as part;

of the compensation for the substantial costs it was incur-

ring in providing back-up capacity for Buckeye's single gen-
.

erating unit, excess capacity from the Cardinal Plant over

. and above that used by the member cooperatives (A-284, pp.10-11) .
!

.

! The disconnect provision served to guarantee that compen-

sation by providing "some reasonable assurance that

(Cardinal) capacity which is now included in (Ohio Power's]
i

4 280/ (Cont'd)
DOJ's own regulations (see D-248, attachment), then, both TECO

1

and Ohio Edison can properly rely on the clearance granted ).

in Mr. Turner's letter of December 19, 1967 (and see A-289).

i

.

. _ _ .
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own system p4anning will be available to it in the future

in reasonably predictable quantities" (A-284, p. 26, sub-
'

'

para. 2). Even standing alone, this is ample business

justification.;

But there is also another reason commending |

this particular contract provision: 1.e., "to minimize

any unnecessary or uneconomic duplication of facilities"

(S-188, para. 1.1, p. 3). It is this objective which

similarly underlies the section of the Ohio Revised Code

to which the Buckeye Agreements make specific reference.

The legislative mandate was designed to di.scourage electric

utilities from constructing parallel distribution and

transmission lines to the same loads in an effort to

" pirate" the customers of neighboring electric systems.

It is on this basis that Section 4905.261 became referred

to as the " anti-pirating" statute. That its intended

coverage was to include " consumers" who resold the

electric energy they purchased, as well as " consumers"

who could be classified as end-users, seems plain from

the wording of the provision itself (see n. 91, supra).

To the extent it can be claimed that there exists

ambiguity on this point, however, the argument nt:essarily

. . ._ . . _
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must focus on the term " consumers," which is not explicit-

ly defined in Section 4905.261, or in any other section of
Chapter 4905. Nevertheless, the Ohio Supreme Court has

had occasion to interpret the term as it is used in Section

4905.03(A)(4) of the Revised Code with reference to an Ohio
public utility supplying electric energy. In Shopping

Centers Association v P.U.C.O., 3 Ohio St. 2d 1, 208
,

N.E.2d 923 (1965), it overturned an order issued after

hearing by the PUCO which read the statute as applying

only to public utilities selling electric energy to.

ultimate consumers, and held that, for purposes of PUCO

jurisdiction over Ohio utilities, a " consumer" also
281/

included one who buys at wholesale for resale.

It was, of course, on the basis of this under-

standing of Ohio law that DOJ issued its clearance letter

in 1967 (see A-284, p. 27 ft.). Mr. Turner admonished,

however (A-248):

* * * since there appears to be no
definitive judicial interpretation
whether Section 4905.26.1 of the
Revised Code of Ohio applies to
wholesale sales, we would be re-
quired to reconsider our views
if judicial decisions were to

281/ In a more recent decision, the Supreme Court of
(Cont'd next page)

.
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differ from the interpretation of
the term " consumer" you propose
to incorporate in the agreements.
[ Emphasis added.]

We know of no judicial decision in Ohio which applies to

the term " consumer," as used in Section 4905.261, a re-

strictive interpretation that would limit the reach of the

anti-pirating statute to retail customers.

Nor has DOJ yet suggested otherwise. Rather, it

has pitched its defense of " reconsideration" on the allegation

that Ohio Power, Ohio Edison, TECO and the other investor-

owned utilities seeking antitrust clearance failed to inform

Mr. Turner about other matters at the time the request was
282/

made. Even assuming arguendo the validity of such a

charge -- and there certainly are insufficient f acts in this

record to sustain it -- what significance such an assertion

has to the central issue concerning the 90-day disconnect

provision is not at all clear. Whether or not Mr. Turner

.

281/ (Cont'd)
Ohio reaffirmed its decision in Shopping Centers as to
the jurisdictional reach of the PUCO, and while not called
upon to reach the direct question as to wholesale customers,
it once again declined to give the tern 'eAnsumers" an overly
restrictive interpretation. See gene'.wtiy Mohawk Utilities,

~

Inc. v P.U.C.O., 37 Ohio St. 2d 47- )C7 9.9.2d 261 (1974).

282/ It is DOJ's apparent pcastic that full disclosuree
was not made to Turner in 1967 in that the representations
(Cont'd next page)

- _ __ _ __
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would have acted in similar fashion had he learned of other
4

alleged activities can, at most, impact only on issuance of

f the clearance letter; but it has no particular revelance
4

to the actual validity of the contract provision. That,
i.

of course, is a legal question, and the applicable

282/ (Cont'd)
underlying the request for a clearance letter failed to

;
'

document (1) the formation of CAPCO, (2) the request, by
Southeastern Michigan Rural Cooperative, Inc. for a Buckeye

i delivery point in order to serve the cooperative's customers
in Michigan, (3) alleged territoriti agreements among in-'

vestor-owned utilities, and (4) fears Ohio Power purportedly
had regarding the formation of a competing transmission grid.i

i The specu.1.ation is that had DOJ been advised of such matters,
i the December 19, 1967 letter would not have been forthcoming.
| There is, of course, no basis in the record for assuming

that a full disclosure of the circumstances surrounding each
. of the four referenced topics would have prompted Mr. Turner
! to withhold the clearance letter. Indeed, we are as confi-

dent that a complete airing of the facts as to each matter
'

would have satisfied Mr. Turner that he should clear the
j Buckeye Agreements as DOJ seems to be of the contrary

hypothesis. .
,

4

We would add one further point. To the extent any of i,

; the four items was not discussed with Mr. Turner, either
in the meeting of December 14, 1967, in some other meet'.ng,4

or in telephone conversations that took place in that time4

frame (and, of course, this can't be determined on this
record), the utilities requesting antitrust clearance
certainly are not to' blame. DOJ requested specific infor-;^

mation be furnished in connection with its business review
of the Buckeye Agreements (see A-286), and all of this

! information was provided (A-287, A-288). The request did not
| even remotely embrace any of the matters now relied upon
| by DOJ. Nor can the " full disclosure" requirement of DOJ'S

business review regulations be read so broadly as to cover
| any of the referenced matters. There is thus no conceivable
| way for the parties seeking ar.titrust clearance to be faulted

for making less than full and fair disclosure.

.

, ,.- - y , . - - - - , . - w .w.-- - , - - . - - w ,,eu -. w - ----,w- = ,, w. - -una. ww-- aw e--

.
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authorities simply do not permit antitrust condemnation j

in the present circumstances.

In this regard, Parker v Brown, supra, and its

progeny are directly relevant. Those decisions, as pre-
283/,

viously noted, recognize as being beyond the reach of the
'

federal antitrust laws that activity which " derive [s] its

authority and its efficacy from the legislative command

of the state and was not intended to become effective without
that command" (Parker v Brown, supra, 317 U.S. at 350).

No plainer example of such a situation can be found than a

contractual provision which, as here, has as its effect

to restrict sales by Buckeye members to municipalities" * * *

only insofar as the present Section 4905.261 of the Revised

Code of Ohio would restrict such sales" (Turner clearance

letter (A-248); emphasis added), and for the stated purpose,

consistent with the statutory objective, "to minimize any

unnecessary or uneconomic duplication of facilities" (S-188,

para. 1.1, p. 3).

It should by now be manifest that the State of

Ohio has a "public policy against free competition" in the

electric utility industry, and has elected to " regulate

283/ See p. n. 69, supra; and see Applicants'
Prehearing Legal Brief, at pp. 113-120.

t

|

- __ _
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that industry in order to control or, in a proper case, to

eliminate competition therein" (Asheville Tobacco Board of

Trade, Inc. v FTC, 263 F.2d 502 (4th Cir. 1959)). To this

end, it has, inter alia, prescribed by state statute a

90-day disconnect requirement applicable to all those

purchasers of electric energy who may wish to switch power

suppliers. We thus need not concern ourselves in this

instance with the outer reaches of Parker v Brown, supra.

The contract provision in question falls squarely in the

center of the immunity doctrine there articulated. Its

legitimacy has even been explicitly recognized by the PUCO.

See Nunc Pro Tunc Finding and Supplemental Order in In the

Matter of Application and Petition of Ohio Power Company, et

al., Case No. 34,573 (March 1, 1968)(appended as Exhibit B).

Accordingly, DOJ's attack on the 90-day disconnect

provision cannot prevnil. Nor is there room to argue other-
)

wise on the basis of the Supreme Court's recent decision in !
!

Cantor v Detroit Edison Co., supra. There, the Court de-

clined to extend the doctrine of Parker v Brown so as to

immunize from antitrust scrutiny a utility's unregulated

sales of electric light bulbs. But, the continued vitality

of the doctrine in areas where states has in fact chosen to

regulate was fully recognized (96 S.Ct. at 3119, 3126-27, 3133).
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,

Moreover, while Mr. Justice Stevens' plurality opinion in

Cantor suggested that Parker v Brown, supra, left open the

question whether private action taken under color of state

regulation was entitled to immunity from the antitrust laws

(96 S. Ct. at 3117), a majority of the Justices found such a

crabbed reading of that earlier decision to be singularly

unpersuasive (96 S. Ct. at 3123 (Burger, concurring in part),
3126 (Blackmun, concurring in part), 3129 (Stewart, Powell

and Rhenquist, dissenting)) . It thus is the better accepted

view that action taken in furtherance of state law, whether

by private citizens or by state officials, enjoys antitrust

immunity. The explicit agreement of the parties to the

Buckeye contracts to adhere to Section 4905.261 of the
'

Revised Code of Ohio in implementing their power delivery

arrangements unquestionably falls into this category, and it

thus provides no basis whatsoever for an adverse finding

against TECO in the present proceeding.

4. The City of Bowling Green. Equally

infirm are the allegations relating to TECO's dealings with

the City of Bowling Green as somehow preventing that munici-

pality from achieving the benefits of coordinated opera- |

|

tions and development. The Bowling Green " situation" is i

apparently tied to several record references concerning

- - - _ . -- ,_
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TECO's reluctance to enter into a general third-party

wheeling arrangement with the city, or with its represen-
tative AMP-O, that contemplated compensating TECO for use

of its transmission facilities on the basis of a " postage-
stamp" wheeling rate. (See Hillwig 2386(6-15), 2383-89(3-25

& 1-22), 2402(4-17); and see Smart 10097 (1-14), 10146-47

(3-25 & 1-3)).

The evidence bearing on this matter amply demon-

strates the flimsiness of the antitrust charges that served

to precipitate this extended hearing. Apparently, it is

the belief of our adversaries that, after Otter Tail, the

talisman for antitrust condemnation in the electric utility
'

1

industry is any indication by an' investor-owned system that

it will not respond affirmatively to a wheeling request,

no matter how broadly or nebulously framed. Such an hy-

pothesis wholly distorts Mr. Justice Douglas' decision,

which focused on a series of activities -- one of which

was an absolute refusal to eheel -- to sustain an infer- !

ence of a specific intent to attempt to monopolize the |
unregulated retail markets there in question. There is,

,

as we have pointed out (see Part IV, supra), consider-

able terrain to be covered before that holding can

be given any precedential value in an entirely

different regulated setting where the " refusal to'

wheel" is but a negative response to a general wheel-
.

|

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _
_.
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ing concept having no definition. The Supreme Court has

not yet opened the transmission networks of investor-

owned utilities up to common carrier status.
,

Moreover, the broad-brush approach advanced by

the NRC Staff and DOJ fails, perhaps intentionally, to'

come to grips with the important nexus question in Sec-

tion 105c of the Atomic Energy Act. There has been not

a single shred of evidence introduced in this proceeding

to tie what have been broadly characterized as " refusals

to wheel" to any activities under the nuclear licenses.

No argument has been made -- as it plainly cannot be --

that TECO has refused to wheel power from its nuclear

plants. The undisputed facts in this record are that it

has never been asked to do so (see, e.g., A-17; Hillwig

2453-54(24-25& 1-2); Smart 10150(2-15); Moran 10019-20

(13-25 & 1)). Moreover, it is a matter of record that TECO

is affirmatively committed, if asked, to provide whatever

transmission services are necessary to permit entities in

its service area to obtain meaningful access to the

| nuclear facilities, as well as to get back-up power as

needed when those facilities are down (A-44). And see

discussion at pp. 674-69h infra.

It is, therefore, not at all suprising that the

fact which emerges most clearly from a reading of the
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record is that TECO does not now have, and indeed never

: in the past has had, a general policy against wheeling

power (see, e.g., D-581(W111iamson) 58(1-3), 66-67(22-25 &

1-20); D-583(Moran) 6(4-13); Moran 9929-30(24-25 & 1-2),

9849-51(21-25, 1-3 & 1-20)). It has, for example, been a party

to the Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement since 1968, which
284/

specifically calls for the wheeling of Buckeye Power. In

this connection, we have already demonstrated the company's

general willingness to establish a Buckeye delivery point ror

Tricounty for purposes of wheeling Buckeye power to Napoleon

(S-128; A-252; Moran 10076-77(19-25 & 1-20)). Moreover, by

letter dated December 27, 1972, TECO advised AMP-O -- in

direct reponse to a letter asking for a statement as to company

policy on this as well as other matters (A-250) -- that it

would be "willing to participate with AMP-O in the * * *

a

284/ While DOJ tried to suggest during its cross-exami-
nation of Paul Smart that the Buckeye arrangement was prem-
ised upon a postage-stamp wheeling rate, that plainly
is not the case. The Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement
itself belies any such notion (S-188, Art. 3, pp. 10-13,
and Appendix C); it is further refuted by A-287, Item 4, as,

well as by the testimony of Mr. Smart (Smart 10165(13-16)).'

At the time TECO entered into the Buckeye arrangement it
i knew, for example, the source and approximate quantity of

energy to be transmitted, Ohio Power's back-up commit-
ments, the locations where delivery of energy was to be
made, and the conditions under which new delivery points
were to be established. In comparison the " requests" of
Bowling Green contained none of that information.

|

. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ - - - . - -
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wheeling, accepting and delivering (of] bulk power within

our general service area" (A-131). And, there is also the

affirmative wheeling policy in connection with affording

access to the nuclear facilities, as set forth in A-44.

i

,
on this background, it is obvious that the alleged

" refusals to wheel" on which the NRC Staff and DOJ place

reliance must be examined more carefully to ascertain the,

basis for TECO's position. Such an exanination is par-

ticularly instructive. What it reveals is that Mr. Hill-

wig of Bowling Green, while making a general reference to

refusals by TECO to wheel power to Bowling Green (Hillwig

2386(6-15)), never once suggested that a request had been

made in terms of transmitting a specific quantity of energy

from some identifiable outside power source. Indeed, when

asked what alternative sources of supply were available to

Bowling Green, Hillwig could only speculate as to Ohio
- 285/

Power and PASNY (Hillwig 2433-34(15-25 & 1-2)).

The record is equally fuzzy when we look to wheel-

ing requests made by AMP-O on behalf of Bowling Green. At

a meeting on June 2, 1972, the topic was discussed in the

following terms ( A-17) :

285/ As to Hillwig's speculation regarding the avail-
abiTIty of energy from Ohio Power, see pp. 195-197 , supra,
and from PASNY, see pp. 186-190, supra.

. , ._ _ _ . _ .
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Mr. Hillwig then pointed out that
while AMP-O did not yet have access
to any power. supply sources that
would require wheeling by Toledo
Edison, we hoped to have such sup-
plies in the fairly near future and
that in case that were to develop
we would want Toledo Edison to
wheel such AMP-O power to our
municipals in the Toledo Edison
area.

Mr. Hillwig then asked whether
Toledo Edison would be willing to-

wheel for AMP-O in case AMP-O were
to purchase bulk power or to gen-
erate "on its own." They declined
to give any immediate answer other
than to say that Toledo Edison was
very dissatisfied with the wheeling
arrangement they had with Buckeye
for wheeling Buckeye / Cardinal power
to the co-op substations in the
Toledo Edison area. [ Emphasis
added.]

Hillwig confirmed the accuracy of the foregoing account

(Hillwig 2452(2-24)), as did Moran (10016-18(7-25, 1-6 & 1-
18)). There was no outright refusal by TECO to discuss

the wheeling concept further; rather, it was left that
the matter would be taken under advisement, "Moran would

1

see'what the Toledo Edison position would be and then

let AMP-O know" (A-17; Moran 9890-91(22-25 & 1-7)).
|The TECO response came by letter dated July 3,

; 1972 (S-50). While the major portion of that communica- l

tion dealt with a separate proposal that had been raised at

the June 2 meeting, particular note was made of AMP-O's
,

,

. _ . ._ - _ . . ..
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earlier representation that its member municipal systems

"did not have access to electric power sources that would

be available for delivery by Toledo Edison through any
.

wheeling arrangment" (id.). Even so, TECO expressed its

willingness to meet again with AMP-O for purposes of ex-

ploring "possible avenues of cooperation between (the com-

pany] and the members of your organization" (id.). In a

follow-up exchange (see A-131 and A-250; and see Moran

9891(5-7)), TECO advised AMP-O explicitly of its willing-

ness to pursue the wheeling question "providing equitable,

technological, financial, legally feasible and other arrange-

ments can be arrived at through studies of your proposals"

(A-131). As Moran testified, and A-131 confirms:
.

We told AMP-O that when they had
a specific proposition to make
for delivery of power to AMP-0
members from some source, we
would be willing to determine
the terms m der which we would
sell or wheel power. (Moran
10071(10-12).]

To this date AMP-O has not come forward with any response

(Moran 9895-96(23-25 & 1-2)). ,

It is in this context alone that mention is made
)

in this record of TECO " refusals to wheel." What TECO was j

unwilling to do was sign off on some "open-ended," general, i

third-party wheeling arrangement. But there is no sugges-

tion of any reluctance on the company's part to give serious

. _ _ _ _
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|
!

consideration to a wheeling request from someone who came
1to TECO with "something to wheel" (Moran 10019(22-24)). In- j

deed, the evidence shows just the opposite (Moran 9851(10-20),
!9943(9-23); D-581(Williamson) 58(1-3), 66-67(22-25 & 1-20); |

Smart 10105(4-7), 10121-22(14-25 & 1-3)).

Moreover, the underlying rationale for such a

position is well articulated. Paul Smart, Vice President-

Legal and Secretary for the company, explained fully the

economic reasons for requiring specificity in a wheeling
request (Smart 10100-02(6-25, 1-25 & 1-12), 10107-08(13-25

& 1-4)). Without some clear indication of such factors as
the identity of the outside power source, the quantity of
energy to be wheeled, the time-frame within which and

distance over which the wheeling is to take place, and

the realibility and reserve capacity of the supplier's
system, it is virtually impossible to price the transaction
with any degree of accuracy (see n. 23, supra). Such factors

were all known to the contracting pLrties at the time of pric-
ing the Buckeye arrangement, for rexample, and contributed in

some measure to the intricate formula used there to determine
the transmission use charge (see S-188, art. 3, p. 10 and
Appendix C). TECO'S admitted " dissatisfaction" with that
wheeling rate (A-17; Moran 10016-18(7-25, 1-6 & 1-18), 10071

(1-3)), is due in large part to its disagreement with the " mix "

_ _ _ _
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that was settled upon. As Moran testified (Moran 9853

(14-23)):
The reason that we were unhappy

stemmed from one fact. The
Buckeye agreement provided a com-
plex formula for determining the
amount of money that went to each
of the operating utilities in Ohio
that was wheeling Buckeye Power,
and the starting point for that
computation, the amount of money'

that was to be distributed was
substantially inadequate, due to
the inflation that had occurred
and transmission line expendi-
tures, so the compensation was
smaller than it should have been
and was much less than any other
business that we had.

This experience, as much as any other, prompted

TECO's insistence on specificity. Having suffered finan-

cially as a result of an underpricing of the Buckeye wheel-

ing transaction, the company was understanda'bly not receptive

to entering into another similar arrangement without full

knowledge of the many factors bearing on the economics of
286/

the service requested-(Smart 10100-02(6-25, 1-25 & 1-12)).

286/ During the hearing, it was suggested by the Chairman
that TECO had already entered into an open-ended wheeling
arrangement under the CAPCO Transmission Facil'ities Agree-
ment (S-185) without first pricing the transaction. Such is
clearly not the case, however (Smart 10102-03(13-25 & 1-5)).
The CAPCO companies have no wheeling arrangement. Rather,
each has committed to a construction program with respect to
planned ' transmission facilities whereby each company has ab-'

sorbed an allocated share of the capital investment and op-
erating expenses, without regard to what use it makes of the
(Cont'd next page)

__ _ __ _ __._
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And, thus, Smart would not agree to Mr. Jablon's concept --

put forth in a settlement discussion relating to an FPC

rate proceeding held in August 1975 -- of a general, third-

party wheeling arrangement among TECO and the municipali-

ties in its service area which called for a " postage-
,

stamp" rate (Smart 10097(1-14), 10141-43(1-25, 1-25 & 1),

10146-47( 3-25 & 1-3); and see Hillwig 2453-54(10-25 & 1-
287/

6)).

However, to construe Smart's response as a "re-

|

fusal to wheel", as Hillwig suggests (Hillwig 2402(1-17)),

is grossly unfair. As Smart testified, the particular

discussion did not even take the form of a request for

286/ (Cont'd)
lines in question. This is, of course, markedly different
from the pricing of a wheeling transaction, which, even in
terms of a " postage-stamp" rate, is tied to the anticipated
use of the facilities involved. No such arrangement exists,
even conceptually, among the CATCO companies (see pp. 277-80 ,
supra).

In similar fashion, it would be wrong to point to I

the single 69 kv line running through Bowling Green, which
is used regularly by TECO to transmit power (Hillwig 2367-
70(16-25, 1-21, 1-25 & 1-6); Moran 9887-90(8-25, 1-25, 1-25
& 1)), as rerlecting a wheeling transaction of a general
nature which is priced without reference to the many eco-
nomic factors mentioned in Smart's testimony. Given the
unique placement of that line (Moran 9997(1-8)), compensa- |
tion to Bowling Green was determined, not on the basis of I

actual line use, but in the basis of conjunctive billing
i.e., treating Bowling Green as a single customer,--

ratner than two customers, and thereby reducing its monthly
billing by 5 to 10 percent (Moran 9889(4-20), 10049(16-22),
10085-86(6-25 & 1-3)).

287/ See also p. 39 n. 25, supra.

.
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wheeling as such, but concerned the possibility of filing

with the FPC a rate for transmission services (Smart

10131(1-9)). Smart told Jablon that TECO was amenable

to entaring into wheeling arrangements with the represented

municipal systems provided the complex pricing details

could be worked out (Smart 10105(4-7), 10121-22(14-25 & 1-3)).

Indeed, he specifically agreed to meet with the municipal

systems "and negotiate with them in good faith possible

wheeling rates at their request" (Smart 10114(20-21); see

also Smart 10153(19-22), 10158(5-11.)). To date, no such

request has materialized, however, (Smart 10114(22-24)) --

which lends further weight to our earlier conclusion that

there are in fact no bulk power sources outside the CCCT

desirous of selling wholesale power or energy to the

non-Applicant CCCT entities (see pp. 179-197, supra).

In any event, the evidence introduced on this

subject is plainly not sufficient to suggest behavior by

TECO inconsistent with the antitrust laws. If Bowling

Green, AMP-O, or any other entity in TECO's service area

( comes forward with the sort of specific wheeling request

|
that will permit an accurate pricing of the transaction,

TECO stands ready to entertain the proposal. No principle
1 288/

of antitrust law requires it to do more.

288/ Before leaving Bowling Green, brief mention should
be made of the price squeeze allegation made by DOJ, which
(Cont'd next page)

- - . .
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5. Municipal wholesale contracts. One final con-

tention remains relating to TECO's relations with mun'cipal

electric systems located in the company's service area. Both

.

288/ (Cont'd)
is primarily based on Mr. Kampmeier's superficial compari-
son of Bowling Green's wholesale rate and TECO's rate to
similarly-sized industrial customers (D-450(Kampmeier)
35(15-23)), and on Dr. Wein's equally-empty generalizations
(D-587(Wein) 95(1-8)). It is clear that neither man en-
gaged in a meaningful rate-comparison study to support his.

" theoretical" hypothesis (see Kampmeier 6056(6-25); Wein
6959-60(20-25 & 1-3), 6974(1-3)). Accordingly it is unclear
what conclusion DOJ would have this Board draw froh. the
generalties offered. The testimony of Mr. Wilson on behalf
of Ohio Edison amply demonstrates the impossibility of bas-
ing a finding of price squeeze on so sparse an analysis. See
discussion at pp. 565-71 , infra. !

Moreover, there is little factual support for the price
squeeze theory insofar as TECO is concerned. It cannot be dis-
puted that TECO's wholesale rates are cost justified ( A-261) .
The suggestion that they are designed so as to prevent TECO's
wholesale customers from charging comparable retail industrial
rates is belied by D-166 (see p. 3 and passim), which shows that
TECO's wholesale customers' rates have consistently been below the
rates charged to comparable customers by TECO. And see Hillwig
2431(1-11), confirming that this situation exists in Bowling
Green. See also D-155, p. 5 (Byran's industrial rates 8-10% be-
low TECO's); D-552, p. 2 (City of Elmore's commercial and
industrial rates 15% below TECO's); A-249 and Dorsey 5253,
5256 (Napoleon's industrial rates 5% below TECO's).

On such a record, this Board is in no position to find
a price squeeze " situation" in TECO's service area. Moreover,
the Supreme Court just recently made it clear in FPC v Conway
Corp., supra, that the question relating to the existence
or non-existence of a price squeeze vis-a-vis industrial retail
rates and the rates a private utility is charging its wholesale
customers is a matter within the jurisdiction and special com-
petence of the Federal Power Commission (96 S. Ct. 2005). It
would clearly be inappropriate for thit agency to pass on such
matters in the first instance before the FPC has brought its
expertise to bear on the question. See United States v Western
Pacific R.R., supra, 352 U.S. at 64; cf. City of Lafayette v SEC,
454 F.2d 941, 955 (D.C. Cir. 1971), aTTirmed in part sub nom.
Gulf States Utilities Co. v FPC, supra, 411 U.S. at 755 n.4.

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _- - _. - _ _ _ _ ._. - _ _ -- _ - . - - - ,
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DOJ and the NRC Staff challenge the full-requirements wholesale

contracts entered into between TECO and its municipal customers
289/

in 1966 as being anticompetitive per se. The claim is based

o r. a similarly worded provision contained in Paragraph 8 of said

contracts which prohibits the municipality from serving cus-

tomers located outside the corporate limits of the city --

except to the extent such service can be provided without any

extension of primary distribution facilities -- unless the writ-
290/

ten consent of the company is first obtained. A correspond-

ing restriction on TECO providing service to new customers

within the corporate limits without the prior written consent of

the municipality is imposed by the same Paragraph 8.

We have already cautioned against any blanket con-

demnation of these so-called " restrictive" provisions on the

reasoning that they represent territorial or customer alloca-

tion agreements traditionally considered to be a per sa

289/ The contracts under attack are the following: S-45
(Bowling Green, 1967-1972); S-ll2 (Bradner, 1966-1976); S-114
(Custer, 1966-1976); S-115 (Edgerton, 1966-1976); S-116
(Elmore, 1966-1972); S-117 (Genoa, 1967-1976); S-118
(Haskins, 1966-1976) S-119 (Liberty Center, 1966-1972);
S-120 (Montpelier, 1967-1973); S-122 (Oak Harbor, 1966-
1976); S-123 (Pemberville, 1966-1974); S-124 (Pioneer, 1966-

,

! 1976); S-125 (Woodville, 1966-1975).

The partial requirements contracts with Bryan (S-113)
,

| and Napoleon (S-121) are not challenged since they do not con-
tain the allegedly suspect provision (see S-133(Guy) 16(4-6)).

290/ The Bowling Green contract (S-45) is the only
exception; it does not condition municipal service to
retail customers located outside the corporate limits on
the prior consent of TECO.
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violation of Section 1 of the Sherman Act (see discus-
sions at pp. 59-66 supra). In the situation pre-,

sented by a typically competitive market structure, ex-

perience has demonstrated that an agreement to divide up

territories among horizontal competitors inevitably will
'

;

j have an unreasonable restraining effect on free and open

competition. See generally Timken Roller Bearing Co. v

United States, supra. On the other hand, it is equally

well recognized that a similar contractual arrangement may

have no undesirable antitrust consequences in a market where

competition has been largely supplanted by regulatory con-
I trols due to natural economic forces in the industry. See

United States v Pan American World Airways, Inc., supra, 193

. Supp. at 22, 33-34; United States v National Football League,,

supra, 116 F. Supp. at 321; and see In re Coca Cola, supra.

In view of the economic and legal barriers to

', competition among TECO and its municipal wholesale customers
|

which have already been described (see Part IV, supra), it

'
would be inappropriate in the present setting to presume

without analysis that the contract provisions in question

offend either the letter or the spirit of the Sherman Act.
^

Rather, the proper course is to examine the underlying

purpose and effect of Paragraph 8 in order to assess its

actual antitrust implications, if any. Such an examination

will, we submit, satisfy this Board that the so-called

- _ - _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ -
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" restrictive" provision has been mislabelled and does not

warrant the treatment urged by the NRC Staff and DOJ.

The only conceivable impact of a contractual

limitation on a municipality providing electric service

to customers outside its corporate limits is related to

whatever fringe-area competition might exist just beyond

the city line. As a practical matter, the activity of new

retail customers moving into such border areas has been

de minimis in the TECO service area (Moran 9909(3-15)).

And, the movement of wholesale customers has simply been

non-existent (id.); not even our adversaries have suggest-

ed that TECO has added any new wholesale customers to its

load over the past ten years. Given this virtual inactiv-

'ity on the fringes of the municipalities, and remembering

the "one-time" nature of fringe area competition (see

pp. 158-159, supra), it is difficult to imagine any sort of

restraining effect that Paragraph 8 might have on "competi- )
|

tion." In fact, the evidence shows that the provision !

was "never invoked by either par ty" (Moran 9886(3);

see also Moran 9884-85(21-25 & 1-4), 9908-09(22-25 & 1-5);
l

Hillwig 2422-23(3-25 & 1-14)).

We could, of course, speculate as to the pro- '

vision's possible chilling effect on the municipalities' |
interest in providing service outside the city limits, but ;

i |

f I

!
- .- - - - - . -

1
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without some better indication that there were in fact
customers locating on the borders to generate such interest,

the suggestion of a possible chill makes sense only in
291/

the most theoretical terms. Indeed, the sole support

for such an hypothesis comes, curiously enough, from Mr. -

Hillwig of Bowling Green (Hillwig 2375(15-24)), who in-

; dicated that the city would have expanded its service

beyond the corporate limits "but for" the questioned pro-

vision (Hillwig 2377(16-20)). Mr. Hillwig, and presumably

the NRC Staff and DOJ, conveniently overlook, however, that

the Bowling Green contract placed absolutely no restric-
.,

tions whatsoever on the city expanding municipal service

to the new retail customers moving into fringe areas (see

(S-45). Moreover, it is, plain that the only wholesale

customer to locate on the borders of Bowling Green has been;

the Village of Tontogany, and it has long been receiving its

energy from the municipality (see S-45). Thus, Hillwig's

testimony that Paragraph 8 somehow dampened his enthu-

siasm for going after customers is clearly suspect, and
|

certainly provides no basis for an inference that the

291/. There has been no showing, for example, that either
Napoleon or Bryan, whose contracts with TECO contained no
counterpart to Paragraph 8 (S-ll3 and S-121; S-133(Guy)
16(4-6)), have been any more active in their fringe areas
than have the other municipalities.

_ _ _ .
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challenged contractual provision provided a disincentive
292/

anywhere.

To be sure, there is in theory the argument that

the provision served to discourage municipalities from ex-

tending their primary distribution facilities so as to take

away TECO's existing fringe customers. However, such a

consequence coincides squarely with the clear policy objec-
tives of the State of Ohio to minimize the wasteful dup-

lication of facilities in the electric utility industry

that would necessarily result from such " pirating" activi-'

ties., See generally R.C. S 4905.261. There are, as our

earlier discussion points out (pp. 159-161, supra), sound

economic reasons for insuring that electric energy is provided

to consumers by that utility which has the closest primary

distribution lines and can furnish the service cheapest.

If adherence to this " closest and cheapest" principle is

ignored, the consequence of a higher cost of service impacts

not just on the single customer whc is newly acquired, but

,

is felt by all members of the same customer-class served
,

by the acquiring system. To encourage " competition" for its

292/ The municipalities always had available to them the
option of annexing fringe territory from time-to-time to
expand their electric service. See Paragraph 8 of TECO's

;

wholesale contracts; and see D-583(Moran) 77(6-14)).

1

, . . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ . _ . . . . , . .
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own sake in these circumstances tends to defeat the regu-

latory efforts directed at achieving efficient resource

allocation -- which is, by the same token, equally antithet-

ical to the overriding objective of antitrust enforcement

policy. See Northern Natural Gas v FPC, supra, 399 F.2d

at 959.

And this can also be seen by focusing momentarily

on the former retail distributor. In this capital-intensive

industry (A-189 (Gerber) 6(19-24)), both municipal and investor-

owned utilities make "a substantial investment in facilities"

which they understandably do not want to see " terminated

before its normal life" (D-583(Moran) 82(20-21)). It is

not only in their business interest to guard against such

an occurrence; it is, from an economic view, in the public

interest as well. The increased costs that inevitably
|

result from a wasteful duplication of distribution lines !

are necessarily passed on to the consumer (see pp.

supra). Accordingly, the consumers served by the system
.

which has extended its primary facilities to reach the

new load do not alone feel the economic effects; they are

felt equally by those taking service from the former dis-

tributor whose supplanted facilities now lie dormant

(Gerber 11603-4 (24-25 & 1-6)).

With this understanding of the realities of

of the marketplace, it hardly offends the letter or the

|
|

|
-- . .
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spirit of the Sherman Act to have in this industry con-
tracts which provide for written consent by the investor-

owned utility before its municipal wholesale customer can

extend its (the municipality's) primary distribution lines

outside the corporate limits to serve in the. fringe areas.
1

Moreover, case-law indicates quite clearly that Paragraph

8 cannot be faulted. For, whatever questions it might

otherwise raise if presented to this Board in a normal

competitive setting, the contract provision is here

ameliorative of a more restrictive state constitutional
command, and thus, as a matter of law, it withstands

antitrust scrutiny.
,

We refer, of course, to Article XVIII, Section

6 of the Ohio Constitution, which has the effect of ex-

cluding municipal electric systems from providing electric
service outside the city limits except to the extent that

they have " surplus" energy, and, even then, there is a
limit on how much of that " surplus" is available for ex-

ternal use -- a limit which the Constitution sets at 50%
of the kilowatt hours sold by the municipality inside the

city (see pp. 135-136, supra). Undeniably, a municipality

receiving its energy under a full requirements wholesale
contract -- as is the case with respect to all the TECO

contracts in question -- is purchasing from its bulk

. - -. - ._. .-.
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.

power supplier an amount of energy sufficient to satisfy

the total peak demand on its system at any point in time,

but no more (see Guy 3506(17-25); Gerber 11655(6-8). It

therefore does not have, and necessarily cannot have, any

" surplus product" (Art. XVIII, Sec. 6) available for distri-

bution outside the corporate limits (Guy 3507(1-4)). The,

constitutional pr; vision in Article XVIII, Section 6, operates

as an absolute bar in such circumstances against the full-3

E

| requirements municipal utility furnishing electric energy
1

in the fringe areas.
4

TECO, however, has agreed with its wholesale
\.

customers to abstain from seeking enforcement of that pro-
I

hibition provided that the company's written consent is

obtained prior to any use being made of TECO's bulk power
'

293/
| supply for resale to fringe-area customers. Thus, the

,

1
|

I

293/ The fact that the Supreme Court of Ohio has not yet )
ruled on the precise question of what constitutes " surplus l

product" within the meaning of the constitutional provi-
sion (see White 9525-26(19-25 & 1-3)), leaves that issue as a
matter to be litigated (id.). In agreeing to the consent
procedure, the municipalities received in exchange TECO's
agreement to forego challenging in court the right of a,

full-requirements, wholesale municipal customer to sell4

purchased energy to consumers outside the corporate
limits (compare White 9526(2-6); and see discussion at

t pp. 135-136 , supra). In addition, of course, TECO agreed
'

not to expand its existing electric service within the city
{ - without municipal consent (Paragraph 8 of contracts).

!

l
|
|

+ - - - - - - . , - .., - - , - , . - ,,,.-r--, - - - -
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Ohio constitutional restraint is effectively ameliorated

by Paragraph 8 to permit municipalities having no " surplus

product" to extend their service outside the city, but

under a consent procedure that leaves intact the state

policy of minimizing wasteful duplication of distribution

facilities. The Supreme Court has specifically recognized

the desirability of encouraging such private action, rather

than condemning it under the Sherman Act. See United

States v Citizens & Southern National Bank, supra. And,

it observed in Citizens & Southern that the possibil-

ity that there may have been available a less restrictive

alternative provides no basis for faulting the amelio-

rative action actually taken (422 U.S. at 114-20).

No different result is warranted here. The im-

pact of Paragraph 8 has clearly not been to enhance TECO's

existing market power in its service area. Whatever new

c'tstomer loads it may have picked up in these so-called

fringe areas during the past 10 years are, even in the

aggregate, infinitesimal in comparison with the company's

total load (cf. pp. 474-76 , supra). More to the point, to the

extent that consumer relocations on the municipal b ders,

such as they were, may have offered marginal opportunity

for some' degree of " fringe competition" between TECO and

its wholesale' municipal customers, that opportunity was
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enhanced by the contract consent provision, not impeded.

Without TECO's forbearance from enforcing the Ohio con-

stitutional prohibition, these cities could not have |
|

ventured outside their corporate limits at all. Nor is

there any indication in this record that TECO's consent

has ever been unreasonably withheld (cf. Hillwig 2422(6-13);

Moran 9884-86(9-25, 1-25 & 1-13), 9908-09(2-24 & 1-15)). To

characterize Paragraph 8 as "anticompetitive" in such cir-

l
cumstances simply ignores industry realities. In light of j

these realities, there is plainly no room to conclude that

the contracts in question either created or contributed to

any sort of " inconsistent situation."

Moreover, even under the misguided assumption of

our adverisaries to the contrary, no evidence exists in

this record to support a finding that this " situation"

will be maintained by any activities under the nuclear

licenses involved here. See Section 105c, 42 U.S.C. S 2135c.
;

With the expiration of the existing Genoa contract at the

end of this year, Paragraph 8 will have been eliminated from
294/

all of TECO's existing municipal wholesale contracts. In.

294/ The municipalities will henceforth receive their I

power under a filed FPC tariff which has no similar pro- I

vision. Sec A-35 through A-42; A-259; A-260; Moran 9882-83
(1-25 & 1-11). By the terms of the new tariff (see A-42), a
(Cont'd next page)

I
*
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thess circumstances, no legitimate link can be found con-

necting this deleted provision with the future operation
295/

of the designated units.

6. Alleged territorial agreements. The

-
final broad contention leveled against TECO concerns al-

leged territorial agreements which it is purported to have
entered into at one time with other adjacent investor-

owned utilities. It is perhaps the measure of our ad-

versaries' case that so serious a charge finds so little

evidentiary support in the record. Nor have our adversaries

made any effort to show what relationship this so-called

.

294/ (Cont'd)municipality is classified according to the size of its
load and will receive its energy under one or the other
of two filed rate schedti's (Moran 9882-83(1-25 & 1-11)).

295/ The NRC Staff and DOJ have indicated that there'

is a basis for finding nexus on the theoretical possi-
bility that at some time in the future TECO may amend
its existing tariffs to include once again Paragraph 8.
No showing has been made, however, that there exists any
" reasonable expectation" of such an occurrence, and thus
the hypothesis is entitled to no weight. See Consumers
Power Co., supra, NRCI 75/7 at 63. We would observe,
moreover, that TECO's present tariffs for its wholesale
municipal customers are on file with the FPC, and any
effort to amend them must undergo careful scrutiny by
that agency. See 16 U.S.C. 824(d) and 18 C.F.R. 35.01
et seg.

;

!

I

- _ _
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" situation" is supposed to have to the Board's present

(and indeed only) concern with the antitrust consequences,

if any, created or maintained by issuance of a license for

these nuclear facilities. It is abundantly clear that

the " agreements" referred to, even assuming they once

existed, are not in effect today (D-581(W111iamson) 50

(8-13); D-579(Kozak) 68(5-8); D-577(Schwalbert) 69-71

(10-14, 12-25 & 1-6); Moran 9904-05(16-25 & 1-9)).

The claim is that TECO, in return for recip-

rocal promises, separately agreed with Ohio Power

Company, Ohio Edison and Consumers Power Company

(" Consumers") to confine its electric service to con-

sumers residing in TECO's service area and not extend

its facilities into the respective service areas of the

other companies for purposes of picking up new customers.

There are no signed documents to give credence to such

a contention; rather, the case is built on general in-

ference and vague innuendo. Not surprisingly, given

the naivety of our adversaries as to the economic charac-

teristics of the industry, partial reliance is placed on

several documents indicating a reluctance on the part of

one or another of these. utilities to pick up isolated loads

located outside the immediate geographic areas in which

i

I

l
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|

!

they serve (see D-512, attachments 4 and 8). 'But it is ;

a fact of life in the electric utility business that the !

most efficient allocation of resources can be accomplished

only if the consumer is served by the utility which has

! the closest facilities and can provide the most economic |

service (see D-576(Xack) 206(10-12) ("the customers
should be served, in our opinion, by the utility that is

closest to them and the one that can most economically

serve teem"). And see discussion at pp. 159-160, supra.

Thus, to draw from a unilateral refusal to serve a remote

customer any sort of general inference as to the exis-

tence of some underlying territorial agreement is wholly

unwarranted.

This is particularly so with respect to the

so-called " agreement or understanding' between TECO and
296/

Consumers. The underpinning for DOJ's position rests

essentially on the hearsay remarks of Messrs. Darling and
i

Badner contained in D-108 (6), (7), (8) and (9) (see Con-

sumers Power Co., supra, NRCI-75/7, at 106 (same Darling and

*

j Badner reports labeled " hearsay"), to the effect that, as

296/ See " Response of Department of Justice to Appli-
cants' Interrogatories and Requests for the Production
of Documents," dated September 5, 1975, at 12.

|

. __. __ - _ _ _ , - _ . . _ _ _ . . _ _
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1

representatives of the Southeastern Michigan Rural Elec-

tric Cooperative (" Southeastern Michigan"), they were

advised by Mr. Schwalbert of TECO during two separate meet-

ings in 1966 of an understanding between the two investor-

owned utilities not to " cross the (Michigan / Ohio] state

line into the other company's territory" (D-108(9); and

see Darling 5192-93(20-25 & 1-20)). That this sort of

evidence has no real probative value hardly needs to be

spelled out to anyone with a legal background. The anti-

trust b'oard in Consumers Power Co., when confronted with

the same evidentiary material in support of DOJ's iden-

tical claim there of a TECO-Consumers territorial agreement,

recognized as muC' in correctly ruling: "We find as a

matter of fact that there is no substance to the testi-

mony concerning ' gentleman's agreement'" (Consumers Power

Co., supra, NRCI 75/7 at 106). More particularly, that

board found as a fact that Consumers "has never had an

oral or written agreement prohibiting wholesale sales be-

yond its present service area"; rather, contrary to DOJ's

assertions, the company's " policy not to. sell outside of
297/

Michigan is unilateral" (id. at 89).

297/ DOJ's attempt in this proceeding to suggest other-
(Cont'd next page)

|

<

_ . _ _ _ _
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In the face of such a final adjudication, DOJ

is colisterally estopped from a relitigation of the ident-

ical fac. issue here. See Baldwin v Icwa State Traveling

Men's Association, 283 U.S. 522, 525 (1931); and see

Alabama Power Company (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant,
298/

Units 1 and 2)), 7 A.E.C. 210 (1974). Out of an abun-

dance of caution, however, we would note that the credible

evidence in this record fully supports the conclusion reached ,

1
by the Consumers antitrust board. Thus, both Marvin Keck,

who attended the February l'966 meeting, (D-108(8) and (9)),

and William Schwalbert, who was present at both meetings

(D-108(6), (7), (8) and (9)), stated emphatically under oath

that no mention was made on either occasion of an agreement
.

|

~ 297/ ( Con t'' d )
wise on the basjs of a 1967 agreement between Consumers and
Southeastern Michigan (D-16), introduced "as circumstantial |

*- evidence in support of- the allegation of the territorial i

agreement" (Tr. 4483(21-22)), is singularly unpersuasive. |
Specific reference is made to Paragraph 8 of that agreement '

which prohibits the resale of Consumers' bulk power outside
the state. Plainly, that contract provision was inserted to
avoid FPC jurisdiction, as the disclaimer on the cover page I
makes clear. It does cat remotely suggest the existence of
any agreements between TECO ano consumers. Not insignif- '

icantly, once Consumers became subject to FPC jurisdiction,
that particular provision was deleted from the contract (see
D-16, Supplemental Agreement No. 1, para. 5, dated October
28, 1971).

298/ See also the disc 2ssion appearing in Applicants'
Prehearing Legal Brief at l'.5-202.

*
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or understanding with Consumers which would have prevented

TECO from entering into an arrangement with Southeastern

Michigan to serve the cooperative's Michigan load (D-576

(Keck) 145(13-24), 151-52(11-25 & 1-17); D-577(Schwalbert)

69-71(10-14, 12-25 & 1-6)). They knew of no such agreement

(id.); nor did any other TECO witness who was questioned

on the subject (see D-581(Williamson) 50(8-13); Moran

9903(9-16).

This is not to dispute that TECO was unwilling

in 1966 to supply energy to Southeastern Michigan for use

outside of the State of Ohio (D-108a; D-576(Keck) 140-55;

D-577(Schwalbert) 69-71; Moran 9898(9-21)). But, the es-

sential reason was TECO's desire at that time to remain

free from FPC jurisdiction by not crossing state lines

(D-576(Keck) 143(4-7), 146(2-4), 149(5-7); Moran 9899
299/

(2-10)). To this end, as early as 1930, when the

W~ ile Darling and Badner reported that another299/ n
reason for TECO's refusal in 1966 was the possibility of
some conflict with the Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement
(108(8) and (9); and see D-88; D-90; D-576(Keck) 151
(5-8)), it is clear that any impact which that Agreement
might have on the matter would relate, at most, only to
TECO's ability to wheel Buckeye power to Southeastern
Michigan; it would have no relevance to TECO's ability
to provide electric energy from its own system. Moreover,
(Cont'd next page)
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FPC first extended its jurisdiction to cover interstate

operations the company divested its Michigan subsidiary

(Moran 9899(11-19), 9901-02(18-25 & 1)). It thereafter

resolutely operated only as an intrastate utility, taking

every precaution to insure it had no interconnection over

which power could be received from or delivered to the

State of Michigan (Moran 9899(7-10), 9906(3-13)). The

red-lined provision on page 4 of TECO'S 1952 contract with

Southeastern Michigan, in which TECO agreed to furnish

energy only to the cooperative's Ohio load, amply demon-

strates the point (see D-107). Thus, when asked by South-

eastern Michigan in November, 1965, if the company would

"also supply the wholesale power requirements of our

Michigan-area" (D-108b), TECO understandably responded

(D-108a):

We are an Ohio Company, and our
operations are confined strictly
to the State of Ohio and Ohio
customers. Accordingly, we are
in no position to consider your
request.

Negotiations between TECO and Southeastern

299/ (Cont'd)
the documents suggest that the transaction could presumably
be accomplished even under the Buckeye Agreement by deliver-
ing Buckeye power to the cooperative at a delivery point on
the state border (see D-108(6)).

. -. - _. . - - . . . _ . - . . - . . . _ . _ -
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Michigan in more recent years -- after the company became

subject to FPC jurisdiction by virtue of an intercon-

nection with Detroit Edison Company in 1970 (see D-108(8);

Moran 9903(3-7) 9906(3-14)) -- fully reinforce the fact

that no territorial agt.412nt axists between the two

investor-owned utilities. In 1971, the cooperative again

approached TECO about purchasing energy for its Michigan

customers (D-84; D-86; D-87). At the time, the 34.5 kv

transmission line over which such service would have to

be provided was close to full capacity due to TECO's own

load growth (Moran 9984(13-25), 10086-87(4-25 & 1-3)). The

impact of adding Southeastern Michigan's new load to the

line was carefully studied by TECO's engineers (D-579(Kozak)

5(18-22), 45-47(5-25, 1-25 & 1-20); Moran 9985(1-6)). This

study demonstrated that the facility would need to be

rebuilt and reinforced at considerable expenditure in

order to accommodate the cooperative's request without

jeopardizing the safety and reliability of TECO's system

(D-579(Kozak) 45-47(5-25, 1-25 & 1-20)). Moran was so advis-

ed internally (Moran 9985-86(1-6 & 1-6); D-579(Kozak) 49-50

(14-19 & 22-25)), and the information was relayed to repre-

sentatives of the cooperative (Moran 9984(7-25), 10090(1-14)).

While these engineering difficulties pre-

cluded an affirmative response by TECO in 1971 (D-86;

|

|
.
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D-87), the company did commence the construction work

necessary to upgrade the inadequate 34.5 kv line between

Stryker and the Centennial Substation (see A-129) to 138 kv.
As a result of this effort, the facility is now capable

,

of safely carrying Southeastern Michigan's additional

load, and TECO has committed to provide the direct whole-

sale service into Michigan which the coo, perative requested

(A-255; A-256; A-257; D-580(Bosch) 21-24; D-581(Williamson)
300/

46(3-9), 66-67(22-25 & 1-20); Moran 9905(11-16), 9912(7-14)).

<

300/ We do not understand either the NRC Staff or. DOJ
to be contending that TECO's dealings with Southeas'. era
Michigan have any independent significance in this pro-

,

ceeding. Such a position would seem precluded by their
own reading of the matters in controversy, since they
have selected as the largest relevant market the CCCT,
and Southeastern Michigan is plainly not one of the
"other electric entities" in that market. Moreover,

it is difficult, in light of the cooperative's close>

proximity to Consumers Power and Detroit Edison, to
see how TECO's inability in 1966 and 1971 to provide
the requested Michigan service could on this record

| conceivably support a conclusion that Southeastern
Michigan was prevented from obtaining the benefits of

.
coordinated operation or development. It clearly had

l other available avenues open to it which TECO did not,
! and indeed was in no position to, foreclose. And

fina}1y, whatever else the NRC Staff and DOJ might think
significant about the Southeastern Michigan " situation,"
they have no tenable position on the nexus question.
TECO declined to serve the Michigan load for a number
of years for what we have shown to be legitimate
business reasons. As changing circumstances made it
possible to provide the requested service, TECO agreed
to do so. That is the present state of affairs. And
in that context, there is simply no " inconsistent
situation" to be maintained by activities under this
license.

!

. . . , - _ ._ --
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:

This should dispel entirely any lingering notions about

the existence of some alleged territorial " agreement or
understanding" between TECO and Consumers.

,

Nor is there any better justification for infer-

ring that such an arrangement exists between TECO and

Ohio Power Company. Here again, the direct evidence is

all to the effect that these two investor-owned utilities
! never entered into an agreement to respect the integrity

of the other's service area (see D-579(Kozak) 68(5-8);-

i Moran 9904-05(13-25 & 1-9); D-581(Williamson) 50(8-13)).

This Board is asked to disregard these clear

and unequivocal statements because an exchange of corres-,

j pondence shows that once in 1957, and again in 1964, Ohio

| Power advised the City of Bowling Green that it had no

interest in providing wholesale service to the municipality
(D-512, Attachment 4). The 1964 communication, after noting

i

i that Bowling Green "already is supplied with electric
4

energy," explicitly points out that "* * * service to the
!

City by Ohio Power would require substantial additional

facilities representing a duplication cf those now main-
.

'

tained by another utility" (id.). 'More than two years ,

i
i

; later, William Schwalbert of TECO received an entirely
'unrelated telephone request from the village of Cygnet

to provide that locality with wholesale service upon

the expiration of Ohio Power's existing contract (D-512,

-_-- _

. - _ _ -
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attachment 8). In observing that the village was "not

in the area that Toleca served or proposed to serve,"
,

* explainingSchwalbert declined the invitation, "* *

the service problems and further commenting on the

economics and confusion of having two electric utili-

ties serving the same area on a rotating basis" (id.).

There is nothing in these two isolated in-

cidents that even remotely. suggests that the companies

were operating under a territorial agreement. Nor do

the documents reflecting consideration by TECO and Ohio

Power of a possible customer exchange in the area of
'

Defiance, Ohio, in 1972-73, over six years later, add

anything to DOJ's argument (see D-546 through D-550).
'

Indeed, the whole tenor of these discussions undermines
301/

any such conclusion. Similarly, the fact that TECO

had in its possession a map depicting the distribution

facilities of both TECO and Ohio Power in and around the

301/ ;$',is in an internal TECO. memorandum dated March
24, IF72, Cleer asks Schwalbert: "Is there any possiblity
of an exchange of oustomers with OP?" (D-546), The matter
was raised by TECO in a meeting among representatives of
the two companies on April 20, 1972, and Ohio Power's re-
sponse was that it "would study [the proposal] and call
(TECO] for another meeting" (D-550). However, as reflected
in an internal TECO memorandum prepared some nine months
later: "You will recall some months ago we discussed,

! the possibility of trading customers with OP because of
the possibile annexation of some area on the west side of
Defiance. No response from them to date" (D-548). There
is no indication that a customer exchange ever occurred.

. -
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Fremont, Ohio, area (D-536) proves nothing. No one has sug-

gested that Ohio Power contributed in any way to .the prepara-

tion of the Fremont map. And even the NRC Staff's own expert

witness, Dr. Guy, acknowledged that it is not at all uncommon

for electric utilities to maintain such drawings for perfect-

ly legitimate reasons (Guy 3075-76(23-25 & 1)). Moreover, it

is undisputed that from 1965 to the present, both utilities

have pursued customers locating in the Fremont area (Moran 9910-

11(19-25 & 1-6)). On the facts presented, therefore, tne bald

assertion by our adversaries that TECO and Ohio Power entered
302/

into any sort of territorial agreement is wholly untenable.

With reference to the final part of this general

allegation, there is evidence to support the claim of our
,

adversaries that representatives of both TECO and Ohio Edison

got together in 1964 and 1965 and prepared several maps de-

picting each company's distribution facilities located in the

fringe areas between their respective systems (see D-514; D-

515; D-533). Nor can it be disputed that three maps were

.

302/ While DOJ offered D-519 as further evidence in support
of this assertion (see Tr. 6320-21(22-25 & 1-4)), its reliance
on this document is plainly misplaced, since even under the most
distorted reading of the memorandum, no suggestion is contained
therein of the existence of any " signed confidential maps"
between TECO and Ohio Power. Use of the term "we" in the
final sentence of the fourth paragraph precludes any such con-
struction.

'

;

|
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signed by the chief executive of each utility at a meeting
303/

on November 2, 1965 (D-516; D-517; and see D-519). We

'

cannot accept, however, the conclusion drawn by our adver-

saries that this mapping exercise had the effect of " fore-
304/

closing competition in supplying electric power."
,

Once again, we urge the Board to eschew a per

se approach in evaluating this so-called territorial al-

location agreement, for the reasons we have already set

forth (see pp. 59-66, supra) . If the actual situ-

ation in the fringe areas between these two utilities is

fairly analyzed, it becomes manifest that the distribution

facilities' maps signed in 1965 had no impact on competi-

tion. With reference to the existing retail customers

of the two companies, the Ohio " anti-pirating" statute ,

has the practical effect of foreclosing possible cus-

tomer switches back and forth between TECO and Ohio Edison.

See R.C. S 4509.261; and see discussion at pp. 137-139,

303/ DOJ introduced several unsigned mapr which showed
the TECO and Ohio Edison facilities in the fringe areas
(D-534; D-535; D-537; D-538; D-539; D-540). Whether any or
all of these are identical with the signed maps, or repre-
sent preliminary drawings which served as backup material
for the three maps ultimately agreed to, is not known.

304/ See " Amendment to the Response of the Department
of Justice to Applicants' Interrogatories", dated June
23, 1976, at 2.

i
|

.

!

!
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305/~~-

supra. Thus, it is only the " competition" for new retail

customers locating in that narrow area between the external

parameters of each system's network that could conceivably
be affected by the signed maps. That these potential loads

would not, even ir aggregated, be of sufficient size when
3

compared to each company's total load to have competitive

significance has already been articulated (see pp. 148-150,
supra). Moreover, the practicalities of the situation

have all but precluded any sort of development in these

border areas. The terrain in question is in large part

marshland (Moran 9911(21-24)) which is not conducive to the
building of residential, commercial or industrial establish-

ments, and thus the fringe areas between TECO and Ohio

305/ While the anti-pirating statute would also preclude
a switching back and ferth by the wholesale customers of
each company, as previously argued (pp. 137-39, supra), we have
confined our present discussion to the retail situation,
since the maps in question depict only the distribution
facilities of the two companies, and not the bulk power
facilities (see D-537; D-538; D-539). There is simply no
evidence of any territorial agreement between these two
companies at the wholesale level. We would point out, in
addition, that there is not even the hint in this record
that any new wholesale customer has moved into the fringe
area between TECO's system and Ohio Edison's system (or '

into any other fringe area on the exterior of TECO's '

;
'

rarvice area) in the past 10 years. Thus, to the extent
_ hat the focus of our adversaries' case comes to rest on
the fringe areas between TECO's system and the system of '

an adjacent investor-owned utility, it necessarily must
look at the impact of alleged conduct at retail, not
at wholesale.

.
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Edison have experienced little growth over the past ten

years (Moran 9911(9-20)). What customers have moved into

the area since 1965 have received electric service from

the utility which has the closest facilities and can pro-

vide the least expensive service (White 9751(19-25)), which,

as we have repeatedly pointed out, is the most efficient

allocation of resources (see pp. 159-151, supra).

Thus, the 1965 territorial allecation agreement

between TECO and Ohio Edison, as evidenced by the signed

distribution facilities' maps, is not to be condemned

on the theoretical basis that it " foreclose (es] competition

in supplying electric power." The economic and regulatory

characteristics of the industry forbid any such conclusion

in the present circumstances. Moreover, the record in

this case leaves no doubt that the agreement is no longer

in effect (D-581(Williamson) 50(8-13); White 9536(1-6)).

Both companies have destroyed the signed maps and have been

operating independently without them for at least three

years (D-617; White 9537-8(24-25 & 1-4)). Whatever conceptual

" inconsistent situation" our adversaries would like to manu-

facture concerning this matter has, therefore, long since

ceased to exist; there is thus nothing in this regard to be

" maintained" by activities under the nuclear licenses in any
|

|
ovent. See. Consumers Power Company, supra, NRCI 75/7, Tt 62.

._. _ _ - - _ _
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And, even under the remote -- and en,tirely conjectural --
postulate that perhaps these companies might enter into

a similar mapping exercise sometime in the future, again

charting their distribution facilities for the purpose of

defining the boundaries of their respective service areas,

there would be no basis for Section 105c relief. For, by *

no conceivable stretch of the imagination can any connec-

tion be found between the nuclear access question raised

on behalf of "other electric entities," on the one hand,

and an agreement between investor-owned utilities relat-

ing to retail service on the fringes of their respective

systems, on the other hand.

7. Nuclear access. As the foregoing an-

alysis accurately reflects, NRC Staff, DOJ and Cleveland

have failed to prove the existence of a situation incon-

sistent with the antitrust laws in TECO's service area.

And this conclusion holds whether the various activities
306/ '

scrutinized are considered alone or in a bundle. Unless I
i

this Board insists on operating in the theoretical text-

book world that our adversaries have wandered off to, it

cannot help but find that, whatever restraints of trade '

may have resulted from TECO's conduct, they were by no

means unreasonable given the economic realities of the '

industry and the legal framework within which TECO

1

306/ See n. 72, supra.
I

'

. ._
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must operate in the CCCT. Nor can any inference be drawn

from the evidence that TECO's behavior was guided by some

wrongful intent. Accordingly, neither the letter nor the
..

spirit of Section 1 of the Sherman Act has been offended.

Similarly, no inconsistency with Section 2 of the

statute can be found. TECO neither has, nor can attain,

" monopoly power" in the CCCT. Regulatory controls at the

state and federal level eliminate the ability of any investor-

owned utility in this natural-monopoly market structure to

control prices or exclude competitors. And, in view of the

competitive framework that exists, our adversaries' repeated

refrain that TECO's day-to-day activities have been " anti-

competitive," both in purpose and effect, is simply intel-

lectually dishonest.

There is one other fatal flaw in the analysis

offered by the NRC Staff, DOJ and Clevaland. Section 105c

requires that the " inconsistent situation" -- if indeed
-

one could be shown -- be linked in some meaningful way to

activities under these nuclear licenses. We have shown al-

ready how deficient the evidence has been in this regard as i
|

'

to the specific allegations discussed above. The nexus argu-
.

ment becomes no more persuasive if the TECO " situation" is !

viewed as a whole. The municipalities specifically refer-

enced in the allegation, including the City of Napoleon

i

i
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,

(D-587(Wein) 122(3-4)), are all receiving full requirements

wholesale service from TECO at the filed FPC rate. As ex-

plained at pp. 680-683, infra, this necessarily means that these

communities are obtaining the full benefits of coordinated
|

operations and development enjoyed by TECO, and without having

to assume the responsibilities and risks ordinarily ascociated

therewith. And this " situation" exists throughout TECO's

service area. In addition, the company is prepared to

afford access to the present nuclear facilities to any re-

questing electric entity in its service area on the terms

and conditions set forth in A-44. On this basis, neither4

the facts nor the law will support an adverse finding

against TECO under Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act.

And see discussion at pp. 674-691, infra.

i

+

)

|
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Ohio Edison and Pennsylvania Power

Prior to the September 5, 1975 filings, Ohio

Edison and Penn Power had every reason to believe that the
,

case against them at the time of the hearing would deal
.

entirely with their involvement in CAPCO. This conclusion

was based upon: (1) the charges that were made by our

abiersaries prior to that time, (2) the nature and subject-

of the discovery process, and (3) the fact that nomatts r

municipality or rural electric cooperative operating in the

areas served by Ohio Edison and Penn Power had ever inter-

vened in these consolidated proceedings or ever requested

access to any portion of these companies' shares of the

unit's which are the subject of this proceeding. There had

been no irdication that the case the companies would be

facing at the evidentiary hearing would involve any alleged

impropriety relating to their practices and po' tes vis-a-

vis municipal and cooperative electric systems operating in
307/

their service areas.

Nonetheless, the September 5 filings contained no

less than 20 separate charges of anticompetitive conduct on

the part of Ohio Edison and Penn Power involving their rela-

307/ A single charge had been made by the DOJ in
the Davis-Besse Units 2 & 3 advice letter that Ohio
Edison had unreasonably prevented the establishment
of new delivery points for the cooperatives under the
Buckeye arrangement -- a charge which the Board ulti-

| mately dismissed (Tr. 11754-55).
|
I
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tionships with the municipal and cooperative electric

entities operating in their areas. Thus, the companies !

were forced to defend against a host of new charges with

no real advrace notice and without an adequate opportunity

,to conduct meaningful discovery on these eleventh-hour

claims. As was all along suspected, however, the eviden-

tiary hearing bore out the belief that our adversaries'

objective on September 5 was to overwhelm the Board with

|
quantity and not quality. They blithely, and we believe '

irresponsibly, conjured up charges on anything that might

possibly be viewed as "anticompetitive." Their apparent

theory was that the markets in which these companies operate

are monopolistic, and therefore anything which might somehow

show that these companies had acted to stifle competition,

whatever the context or business justification may have

been, should be made the basis of an allegation in the hope

that the underlying conduct would be viewed as that of a

monopolist. The central flaw in that analysis is, as we +

have earlier articulated, that neither Ohio Edison nor |

1

Penn Power can properly be accused of having or of exer-

cising monopoly power in their respective service areas
!

(see Part IV, supra). The state regulatory framework

in both Ohio and Pennsylvania preclude a finding that

either of these companies has the ability to control prices

|

_ _ - _ . . _ _ - - - - _
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or to hinder or exclude " competition." In this regard,

Onic Edison stands on no different footing than CEI and

TECO, previously discussed, and Penn Power stands on no

different footing than Duquesne Light, discussed hereafter.
.

of equal importance is the fact that the economic charac-
,

teristics of the industry allow for very little, if any,

competition as a practical matter between Ohio Edison
and the other electric entities in its service area, or'

between Penn Power and the other electric entities in

its service area. (see pp. 122-34, supra). Thus, not even
,

the legal underpinnings for the charges made are sufficiens

to justify the sudden mushrooming of allegations.

: Moreover, the factual record reflacts that our
!

adversaries' shotgun approach has completely failed. Of

the 20 charges leveled against the companies in the

September 5 filings, eight have been dismissed and three

others have been modified either by Board order (Tr. 11755)'

or by our adversaries' own action (Tr. 6812). Moreover,

the remaining charges have now been placed in context and

shown to involve conduct which was appropriate at the time
.

and which was based upon the intention of Ohio Edison and

| Penn Power to meet their respective public utility respon-

sibilities rather than upon any anticompetitive motive.

The legislative history of Section 105c and the

, - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ._- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . . .
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Commission's decisions set forth clear guidelines for
these antitrust proceedings. They indicate that the

central question confronting this Board must be how an

applicant has responded to those small systems in its area

which have nequested access to nuclear power and whether

there are any anticompetitive implications of the appli-
cant's response. As of this date, no electric entity in the
areas served by Ohio Edison and Penn Power has ever asked

for such access. In approaching the record of alleged

anticompetitive conduct engaged in by these two companies,

this should be paramount in the Board's mind and should be
,

among the first of its findings with respect to these

companies.

1. Ohio Edison's recent wholesale power con-
308/

tracts. The only provision of the recent contracts be-

tween Ohio Edison and the municipalities which it serves at

wholesale which have been called into question by the

parties opposed to Applicants is the ten-year term for which

most of those contracts were written. Originally, DOJ

308/ It should be pointed out that most wholesale con-
,tracts between Ohio Edison and its municipal customers were

signed in 1965 and had a 10-year term which has recently
,

expired. For the time being, due to the pendency of an FPC ,

rate proceeding, the parties are continuing to operate
under those 1965 contracts as well as under Ohio Edison's ,

recently amended rate schedules.
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1

charged that Ohic Edison had refused to enter into con--

|

tracts for a period shorter than ten years; however, no |

evidence of a refusal by Ohio Edison to agree to a shorter

contract term, nor even a request for same, was ever offer-
309/

ed by DOJ. Accordingly, the Board granted Ohio Edi-

son's motion to dismiss this charge (Tr. 11755). The Board,
;

however, invited DOJ to amend its charges so to reflect

a challenge to the reasonableness of such a ten-year

provision, and DOJ did so by its filing of June 23,

1976.

In the absence of any evidence of a request

by a municipality for a term shorter than ten years, or

of any refusal by Ohio Edison to accede to such a request,

it is wholly unnecessary to reach the question of the rea-

sonableness of such a provision. If DOJ contends that the

term of the contract somehow hindered the ability of the

municipalities to seek alternative bulk power suppliers,
then it would seem that, at the very least, a request by a

_

municipality for a shorter term and a refusal by Ohio Edison
should be shown before reaching the question of whether such

309/ In the one instance ever mentioned in this record
_

where a municipality contemplated switching to a different
power supply (self-generation) during the term of the
contract, Ohio Edison agreed to a modification of the ten-
year term (White 9520-21).

. . _. _
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:
-

a provision is reasonable. Should the Board determine that

it should reach the question of reasonableness , notwith-

standing the absence of any evidence showing that the ten-

year term has in any way inhibited a municipality from ob-

taining an alternative bulk power supply, the record amply
310/

demonstrates that the~ provision is reasonable. More

importantly the parties with the burden on this question

have failed to develop a record demonstrating in any way

tu;; the provision is unreasonable.

While this should conclude the inquiry with regard

to Ohio Edison's recent contracts, we are mindful of the

Chairman's request of the NRC Staff, upon acceptance into'

evidence of several documents, to address whether there should |,

1

be an obligation upon Ohio Edison or any other utility to |
J

|

f 310/ John White testified that a long-term contractual
arrangement is dictated by the amount of planning necessary

j to supply a load (White 9510), the long life of the facilities
required, and the long-term nature of the securities issued
by the Company to finance those facilities (White 9519).
Since Ohio law limits certain municipal contracts to a
ten-year term (White 9518), typically Ohio Edison has sug-
gested a ten-year term for municipal contracts and "by and
large our municipal customers have found that kind of

,

period satisfactory" (White 9519).
'

Mayben indicated that ten-year terms would be
appropriate for full requirements contracts under certain |,

: conditions which provided flexibility to modify the level l
'

'

of firm power purchases (Mayben 7807). Kampmeier stated '

that for a " good-sized investment for a good-sized customer"
a " minimum contract term of say five years or so would
(Cont'd next page)

i
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.

write a contract which imposes no limitation upon the'

amount of power it can be expected to provide, or whether,

in order to protect itself, a utility can include in its

wholesale contracts with municipalities a capacity limi-
,

tation (Tr. 12406). It therefore seems appropriate to

focus briefly on that question. Not even the'NRC Staff

can suggest that an electric utility is required to write
,

an open-ended contract for each of its wholesale cus'tomers.

To do so, a utility would theoretically risk long-term

demand on its system far in excess of its generation.

Such a system responsibility would destroy the concept

of reserves and would make planning for the future needs

of the system an impossible task. (See Firestone 11195-97,

White 9572-75).

Thus, the question really is not whether such

provisions are permissible, but whether in fact those in-
.

cluded in specific contracts are reasonable. Here again,

4owever, the Board should not even reach the question of.

~

310/ (Cont'd)
be not only reasonable, but pretty standard practice"
(Kampmeier 5827). See also A-189(Gerber) 10-11.

In addition to the testimony cited above, the
record also reflects that the need for long-term power .

supply relationships is recognized by the parties to the
Buckeye Agreements whose contracts (S-188; S-190) are for
35 years, a term common for REA projects.

_, --- . _ . _ _ _ - , _ _ _ _ ~.,_ __ ._
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the reasonableness of the capacity provision, since none of |

the parties opposed to Applicants has shown even a single

instance in which a municipality was or will be prevented

from growth by such a capacity limitation, much less an

instance in which a municipality wished to change such a
311/

provision and was unreasonably denied by Ohio Edison.

If the Board concludes otherwise and decides to reach

the question, it is submitted that the record clearly

demonstrates the reasonableness of and the good business

justification for the inclusion of capacity limitation

| provisions.

In this connection, the initial observation tc

be made is that the limiting factors in allowing a cus-

tomer to take electricity may be specific, such as the

capability of a particular line or substation, or general,

such as the systemwide considerations discussed above.

'

311/ The single piece of testimony that relates to a
possible inhibition upon a municipality came at Tr.
2926A, when Craig testified that he would be reluctant
to serve any industrial customer if the 6,250 kva limi-
tation had been retained in the contract, because he '

would need extra capacity to serve such a customer.
However, it is apparent from the question and answer,
as well as by the other evidence, that Newton Falls has
never operated under such a contract, and that one of
the reasons the capacity provision was modified was to
enable Newton Falls to be able to grow and to serve

,

new loads, which it clearly can under the contract as !

signed (A-231).

'
.

L

!

l
L
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In either case, a limitation on the capacity that a

customer can take is essentially a notice provision-

(White 9732). If the customer needs or desires

capacity in excess of the amount of power he normally

would take, his ability to attempt to do so without con-
i i

sulting with, or obtaining permission from, the power

supplier could have dire consequences either in terms of

an overloaded line or insufficient capacity when the in-

creased load is supplied. Either situation could cause

an extended outage for other customers of the electric

utility. (Bingham 8219-22, 8241-44, 8246-47, 8262-65;

White 9573-74).

Mr. Firestone discussed the reason for inclusion

of capacity provisions in his testimony. When asked what

the purpose of such provisions was he replied (Firestone

11196):

Primarily, it is an engineering
consideration, that such a provision
amounts really to a notification provision.
It is quite possible for an industrial
operation to make a decision to expand
its operation which could very easily
double or (triple) the power require-
ments of the plant.

This sort of thing very likely would
require substantial strengthening of the-

power supply facilities.
Substantial strengthening, of course,

very likely would require additional trans-
.

:

-

,
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mission facilities, additional generating
capacity, construction of additional
facilities.

Of course, the construction of addi-
tional facilities involves lead time to
generate the plan that is going to be
undertaken to acquire the equipment that
is necessary for the construction, and
then to do the constructing.

~So that notification and lead time
! are the primary motives that lie behind

| introducing a limit in such a contract.

| When asked whether the capacity restrictions were
1

i in any way instituted to keep potential competitors from
e

i gaining capacity necessary to compete for Ohio Edison cus-

tomers, Firestone replied that to his knowledge "there is

j absolutely none of that" (Firestone 11197). The lack of

; any such motive or intent is buttressed by White's testi-

mony (White 9574), by the fact that such limitations are

j also included in retail industrial contracts (Firestone
11195; White 9560), and by the evidence that in the primary

examples cited by the NRC Staff, Niles and Newton Falls,
312/

there was a specific pk 7e of equipment involved in the

i power supply which would be at or near its capacity at

the contractual limit.
,

'
Thus, the documents introduced with respect

; to the City of Niles demonstrate that Ohio Edison's posi-
+

|

312/ In Niles, it was a transmission line (A-269); in
|

Newton Falls-it was a transformer (Firestone 11199-200).

|

J |

. _
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,

tion throughout the negotiations was focused only on try-

ing to secure adequate notice prior to demand for extra

unplanned capacity. This cannot be faulted as in any

respect unt'easonable. Indeed, the very first proposal of

the company even allowed a " cushion" of 8,000 kva at a

time when the Niles peak was 42,000 kva. When Charles

Burgess, the superintendent of utilities, raised his concern
about the effect of this limitation in his January 30, 1976

letter (A-269), the contract provision was amended to

reflect the legitimate concerns of both parties. In his

letter, Mr. Burgess recognized that the amount of service

received by Niles was dependent in part upon the capability

of the lines supplying the area around Niles (A-269). Ohio

Edison responded internally to the Burgess request by

undertaking to study the technical limitations of providing

greater capacity (A-269).
!

The evidence is that Ohio Edison did redraft the

provision (Craig 2917, A-268; A-269), the relevant portion of
' which now reads (A-268):

Upon construction and placing in

,

operation of the proposed 138 kv
' line to connect to Niles proposed

138 kv substation, however', the
Company believes its facilities
will be adequate to serve reason-
able future requirements of Niles
based upon Niles' representation
that its present requirements are

,

42,000 kva and that reasonable
future requirements would reflect

,

!

,

e

'
- - _ _ _ __ .___. _ _ . _ _ _ . _ . _ _ . . . _ _ . . .
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an annual increase of 7% in energy
and load requirements. Niles agrees
that on or before the 15th day of
January in each year of the contract
term it will give the Company
written notice of expected changes
in energy and load requirements,
specifying the nature of the changes
and when such changes are anticipated.
The Company will endeavor before
and after conversion to 138 kv
service to supply Niles' require-
ments at all times, unless a further
delay in conversion impairs ability
to serve, or unless, as a result of
environmental standards or other
restrictions imposed by any govern-
mental authorities, the Company
should be precluded from operating
its existing plants and facilities,
or by governmental mandate is required
to share its power supply with others
to an extent which impairs the Company's
ability to render service generally
to its customers, including Niles, or
for any reason beyond its control is
not able to finance, construct or
operate new plants or facilities.

All indications are that this provision of the June 28, 1976

version of the contract is agreeable to both parties (A-268,

S-216). This provision clearly provides Niles with the

ability to grow that it sought and allows Ohio Edison

protection in the event of circumstances that do not permit

extra capacity to be delivered. This is a fair and reason-

able solution to the problems raised by a capacity limit-

ation, and it was arrived at through the good faith nego-

tiation of the parties.

1

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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No different conclusion is warranted in the New-

ton Falls situation. Craig was the primary NRC Staff wit-

ness on the issue of capacity limitations in this context,

and his testimor.y dealt almost entirely with Newton Falls'

efforts to obtain an interconnection with Ohio Edison. At

j one point he indicated that he expected the peak demand of

Newton Falls to exceed the proposed 6,250 kva limitation

sometime during the term of the proposed ten-year contract,

but that Ohio Edison was unwilling to modify the provisions

(Craig 2876). The reason for this, as Craig understood it,

was for the sake of uniformity in Ohio Edison's FPC proceed-
.

ings (Craig 2877).

Yet, Mr. Craig told only part of the story and

when the full story developed through the documents and the

testimony of Mr. Firestone it became clear that there had ;

been several modifications of this provision, during the

| course of the negotiations, and that the final provision

as signed and filed with the FPC provided for the legiti-

( mate concerns of both parties.
\:

| Thus, Firestone testified that Newton Falls at
|

| first sought approximately 2,500 kva (Firestone 11199),
: ,

i 1

and later sought 4,000 kva (Firestone 11200). The trans- |
~

former Newton Falls contemplated initially had a capabil-

1
- ity of only 5,000 kva and Ohio Edison at that time pro-

,

_
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posed a contract with c 5,000 kva capacity limitation. At

that point in time Newton Falls could not utilize more

power without overloading its transformer or securing a
new one, and Ohio Edison had an accurate indication of

the maximum amount of power it would have to plan to pro-

vide Newton Falls. Because of enhanced cooling provided

by electric fans, the capability of the transformer ulti-

mntely purchased was 6,250 kva, and this permitted Ohio

Edison to agree to a limit of 6,250 kva (Firestone 11201).

Firestone testified that if Newton Falls wished to have
capacity in excess of 6,250 kva, the City would have to I

make certain modifications in its equipment to be capable

of taking the increased load (Firestone 11203). If it
1

did, Ohio Edison would undertake to serve the City if Ohio '

Edison had adequate notice to prepare for such a load

(Firestone 11203). Indeed, Craig himself admitted that

Ohio Edison . suggested " liberalizing" the language to make

it conform to the capacity provision of the Ohio Edison-

Niles proposal and that the FPC staff supported this change
(Craig 2917).

There is no evidence that any Ohio Edison whole-

ale customer was or will ever be required to operate under
.

a capacity limitation which prevents it from serving a

new load it wishes to serve. There is no evidence that

-. . . . -
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)

Ohio Edison was ever requested to modify such a provision

and refused to do so. There is nc! evidence that the
competitive potential of a wholesale customer was in

any way a factor in the Ohio Edison capacity limitation

proposals. Thus, the record clearly demonstrates that

capacity limitations are necessary and that those proposed

by Ohio Edison have been reasonable.

2. Ohio Edison's earlier municipal wholesale

contracts. Another challenge to Ohio Edison's conduct

with respect to its municipal wholesale customers con-

cerns the provision in its earlier contracts dealing with

customers and geographic areas to be served. This allega-

tion should not be addressed by this Board on a per se

approach for the reasons we have earlier expressed (see

pp. 59-66, supra). Moreover, in view of the undis-

puted fact that all such provisions were removed from

,
Ohio Edison's wholesale contracts more than four years

313/
ago, no legitimate reason exists for delving into this

matter at all. Plainly, it does not present an existing

situation (whether or not deemed " inconsistent" with the

antitrust laws) that this Board need be concerned will
i

313/ As a result of the Company's growng sensitivity |
to the application of the antitrust laws to the electric
utility industry, the Company proposed and the municipali-
ties agreed to the deletion of the earlier contract pro-

! visions dealing with allocation of territories and |

|
customers to be served (White 9531-34; A-10; A-11).

|
1
i

!
l

I
>

_ _ _ _ .
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be maintained by activities under the nuclear licenses.

See Consumers Power Company, supra, NRCI 75/7, at 62 ("If,

in fact, such a situation ceased to exist prior to the
; close of the record, activities under the license cannot
.

maintain the nonexistent situation").
In any event, there is no just reason to fault

the earlier contractual provisions referenced by our ad-
versaries as being an unreasonable restraint of trade

; under Section 1 of the Sherman Act. The only testimony

: concerning the inclusion of these provisions, which was
314/

drawn from first-hand knowledge, was given by John White.

He testified that Ohio Edison believed that these provi-;

sions were included by the agreement of the parties, each

believing that it was in his own best interest (White

9523). In addition, Mr. White testified to believing that

the inclusion of these provisions would be in the public

interest (White 9524):

I thought that they brought
into an area in which there had
been some uncertainty from time

314/ Lyren's testimony touched on this but his knowl-
edge was based solely upon a conversation he had with
his subordinate, Clevidence, nine years before. Lyren
himself described portions of his testimony on this issue
as "second or third hand" (Lyren 2204-12). He admitted
at one point to not even understanding a key term he had
used in relating the conversation (Lyren 2208), and also
admitted he didn't have a good recollection of the im-
portance that'was put on various items in the negotiating
sessions in.1965 (Lyren 2211).

!
|

_ _ _ . _ _ . - - - - . -
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to time and some confusion, a de-
gree of certainty, and elimination
of confusion. * **

I thought it was in the best
interests of all concerned and,
particularly, of Ohio Edison Com-
pany as to this point, that there
be some definition of the area with-
in which th'e company held itself out
to provide public utility service.

I thought that these provisions,
and this is the most important rea-
son, would eliminate or at least
very ,substantially reduce the possi-
bility that there would be duplica-
tion of facilities, that being a
touchstone, so to speak, of public
utility law and practice.

These provisions, I thought, and
the company thought, all tended bene-
ficially in those directions.

No evidence exists that these provisions were

not freely agreed upon, nor that they did not contain
315/

advantages to the municipalities. Moreover, neither

DOJ nor the NRC Staff has indicated that any substantial

competition for customers would have occurred in the ab-

sence of these provisions. DOJ has introduced exhibits

which indicate that the parties generally did operate

in accordance with these contract provisions and sought

permission for service from one another. However,

315/ William Craig, while not directly considering these
| provisions, spoke of the reasonableness of electric utili-
L ties not raiding each other's customers, and he indicated

! that his system had not contested Ohio Edison for the right
to serve new developments locating outside the Newton Falls
town limits because of the proximity of Ohio Edison lines
to these new customers (Craig 2910-11).

;

|
!

!
l
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no anticompetitive motive is revealed in the tone of these

responses which generally resulted in the most logical

party serving the customer in terms of which one had the

closest facilities and could furnish the least expensive

service. See discussion at pp. 159-161, supra. The

evidence reflects that only a few municipalities ever

actually found the need to request Ohio Edison's consent

to serve customers. Moreover, the nature of the correspon-

dence indicates that these few municipalities were somewhat

more aggressive in attempting to serve customers than Ohio

Edison or the other municipalities ('see D-406 through D-414

(Niles); D-441 and D-442 (Hubbard); D-449 and D-456 through

D-461 (Wadsworth); D-481 through D-485 (Cuyahoga Falls);

and see A-215).

The Service Director of one of these munici-

palities, Willian Lyren, did indicate that the operation

of these provisions limited his own desire for new cus-

tomers (Lyren 2267), but his actions belied his words. -

First of all, had the provisions been as important and

restrictive as Lyren would have this Board believe, surely

he would have taken note of the deletion when he signed

the settlement agreement (A-7) which indicated that they

had been deleted (Lyren 2150) and recalled the deletion

while on the stand. Furthermore, although he mistakenly

believed the contracts still to be in effect (Lyren 2142),

,

. _ . _ _ _
_ . . . _ , .
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he nonetheless had several discussions with industrial

customers of Ohio Edison concerning the possibility of

serving them at retail (Lyren 1974-75, 2164, 2266). Finally

to demonstrate the det minimis effect that these provisions

had during their period of operation, no evidence exists of

record that, since their removal from the contracts,
-

there has been any noticeable increase in competition

between Ohio Edison and any municipality for existing or

new customers (see White 9669-9671).

In any event, it must be recognize 6 by this

Board that the provision in question cannot legally be

condemned under the antitrust laws. As already argued in

earlier portions of this Brief, the Ohio Constitution, by

virtue of its restriction upon municipalities providing

electric service outside their corporate limits except

to the extent that they have a " surplus produce" (Art.

XVIII, Sec. 6), has the practical effect of barring any

expansion into the fringe areas by municipal system tak-

ing their power under wholesale requirements contracts

,except by annexation (R.C. S 9709.01 et. seq.). This

limitation was not lost on the parties to these contracts,

as the evidence in this record shows (see White 9525-26).

Indeed, while Mr. White acknowledged that the Ohio Supreme

Court has still to make a definitive statement as to

the meaning of the constitutional reference to " surplus

.. - - -
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product" (see White 9680-81), he also emphasized that

it was the municipalities, not Ohio Edison, which were

reluctant to have the matter tested (id. at 9526).
Accordingly, in exchange for Ohio Edison's

willingness to forbear from instituting court proceed- i

ings challenging the right of its municipal wholesale

customers to serve outside their corporate limits by re-
selling the electric energy purchased from the company

under a wholesale requirements contract, the municipali-
ties agreed to come to Ohio Edison and obtain its consent

prior to any expansion of its retail service into the
)

fringe areas. The evidence shows that this consent was
never unreasonably withheld. Thus, in a very real and

practical sense, the earlier contract provisions under

discussion were ameliorative of the state law in Ohio,

and, both in language and application, were less (not

more) restrictive than the constitutional restraint
,

!relating to a municipality's " surplus product." As

such, they plainly fit within the rationale announced
,

by the Supreme Court in United States v Citizens & i

Southern National Bank, supra, 422 U.S. at 111-120, and

do not deserve condemnation. And this is especially so
,

1

in. view of the extremely limited nature of fringe area
competition in Ohio Edison's service area due to the

basic economic characteristics of the industry (see )

. ._.
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pp. 158-159, supra) which make it clear beyond perad-

venture that, whatever the impact of the consent pro-

visions, it cannot legitimately be characterized as

"anticompetitive."

3. Ohio Edison's position on the financing of,

new transmission facilities. John White's testimony indi-

cating that "the financial crunch" which has existed for

the past several years put Ohio Edison in a situation

where it could not realistically be expected to bear the
i

cost of extending its facilities to meet the needs of new

wholesale customers or new needs of existing customers

(White 9567, 9571) stands unrefuted (and see S-77).

These financial problems, and the give-and-take

of negotiations generally, must be considered in ap-

proaching the Newton Falls, Niles and Orrville experiences

relating to requests for new transmission facilities.

It is undisputed that Ohio Edison favored the

" prepayment deposit" idea it advanced in early negotia-

tions with Newton Falls (S-81). As Craig explained this

proposal, the city would have advanced the capital cost

for the required line and, depending on usage, the entire

amount would be refunded to the city over a five-year

period. This would have been required, according to
|

Craig, before the Company would start construction of

the line (Craig 2878). When Mr. Otto, the city's bond

|-
!

. .
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counsel indicated that it was his opinion that such an

arrangement could not be financed by municipal bonds, Craig )
i

felt that an impasse in the negotiations had been reached

and contacted the FPC to intervene (Craig 2890). |

The consistent opinion of Ohio Edison's counsel

in this matter, Frances McGovern, was that the prepayment

deposit could be financed by municipal bonds (S-76, S-79).

Craig found this plan acceptable and was ready to go

forward if his advice from counsel had been favorable (Craig
2879; S-79). On August 28, 1975, Mr. Bixler suggested that,

in the event Newton Falls could not move forward with the
.

prepayment deposit concept, Newton Falls should build and

finance the line itself (S-81). Thus the " impasse" in the
,

negotiations was solely a result of Mr. Craig's unwilling-

ness to have Newton Falls build and finance the line. This

| is apparent since Newton Falls ultimately did decide to

] build and finance the line after what Craig described as
"our fruitful meeting at the Federal Power Commission"

J (A-33). That meeting occurred on November 4, 1975. The City

has since taken steps to implement its decision (A-32; A-33;
i A-34; Craig 2968).

i

While this arrangement was not the preferred

solution for either party, it did represent a compromise -

which both parties ultimately found acceptable (Craig

2949-50(24-25 & 1-4)) and which Permitted the large cost of
4
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l

|

this new line to be borne by those who would most benefit,

the citizens of Newton Falls.

The same is true with respect to the City of

Niles. Due to the " financial crunch", Niles was also

asked to " bear the cost of an extension of facilities
in order to provide the service they want" (White 9567-68).

One of Bixler's letters (S-217) also indicates that a
prepayment deposit proposal had originally been made

to Niles as well as to Newton Falls. Furthermore, A-268

indicates that Niles has accepted the language of this

provision in the contract it recently signed, and it

appears that both parties are prepared to move forward

with such a prepayment. There is absolutely no evidence

that this provision was not acceptable to Niles from

the very first. It merely represents an attempt by the 1

|

Company to allocate the cost of a facility to those cus-

tomers who will most benefit from it.
As a belated afterthought, DOJ made a similar |

!

allegation of anticompetitive conduct as to the City |

of Orrville, based at least in part on Ohio Edison's

position with regard to financing a requested interconnec-

_
tion. We would observe preliminarily that nowhere has

the conduct of DOJ in presenting its allegations had

a greater prejudicial effect on Ohio Edison than in the
l

case of Orrville. Primarily because of the ever-expanding

.

*

-- - - - - - - - - - - , , , , , ._. _ , . _ . .
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I

scope of the testimony of the imaginative Mr. Lewis,

Ohio Edison has been put in the position of having to

explain why a potentia? customer selected another power
4

company to provide service, and why the Company allegedly

took certain actions at meetings when the minutgs of
those meetings do not even reflect discussion of such

actions. Aside from the last-minute allegation that Ohio
: Edison would not wheel power for Orrville (discussed
' infra), the charges stemming from the Orrville situation

amount essentially to the following: (1) Ohio Edison

refused to provide a permanent interconnection since

the conditions on which it would make such an intercon-
'

nection were so unreasonable as to constitute a refusal,

and (2) Ohio Edison refused to provide a temporary inter-
| connection unless it could provide the permanent inter-

connection.

In fact, Ohio Edison acted in good faith when4

it dealt with'Orrville concerning a permanent intercon-

nection (Firestone 11205, 11209-32; A-174; A-175; A-176),
;

. and the Ohio Edison proposal for a looped interconnection I

rather ~than a T-tap was dictated by technical considerations
1

(Firestone 11211-12, 11215, 11220; A-176). The recommenda-

tion of a " loop" led to a situation wherein higher costs
would be borne by Orrville to receive power irom the Ohio

|'

\'

Edison system than from Ohio Power (Lewis 7960). I

i

|
'

. _ __ -- ._, ,- . _ . - . . - _ . .-
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In discussing the decision by Orrville to

take service from Ohio Power, Mr. Lewis refused to recant
,

earlier testimony that was inconsistent with the documents
.

later produced. This led him during cross-examination.

to adopt a number of incredible positions. For instance,

Lewis was put in the position of indicating that he had

not read the letter of October 1973 (A-183) authored
by h's employee and subordinate, sinott, and did not

agree with the key statement in that letter that "there

would be little difference from Orrville's standpoint

between Ohio Power and Ohio Edison contractual agreements"

(Lewis 11369-71). And this position was adhered to even

in the face of Lewis' own handwrit ten notes reflecting

exactly the same conclusion (A-184). Furthermore, Lewis

maintained that the only comparison between the Ohio

Power and Ohio Edison proposals other than the Sinott

letter was made on June 27, 1974, in a six-page letter

written by Lewis (Lewis 11375) after the Council of the

City of Orrville, on June 10, 1974, had unanimously author-
:

ized the execution of a contract with Ohio Power (Lewis
11377).

The Lewis position with regard to Ohio Edison's

| willingness to establish a temporary interconnection

is no more credible. Lewis refused to reconsider his

earlier statements about Ohio Edison's unwillingness
,

|
,
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to establish an interconnection with Orrville for the purpose3

:

of stand-by service, yet Dawson's letter to Williams of August
j 30, 1974 (A-130), and Lewis' written =.dvice to Williams of

October 29, 1974 (A-185) concerning whether he should sign

] Dawson's letter (Lewie 11396), and Williams' subsequent
.

j signature on that letter, leave little question that Ohio
i Edison was willing to establish such an interconnection even

) after it knew Orrville had contracted with Ohio Power for the
4

; permanent interconnection. (See Lewis 11395-96).
i
: The underlying purpose ascribed to Ohio Edison
1

in its negotiations with Niles, Newton Falls and Orrville
,

| is that the company sought to prevent competition by requiring
j new wholesale customers, or existing wholesale customers

seeking to establish a new type service, to bear the financial,

!

responsibility for the cost of extending that new service. I

>

The record, however, is devoid of any evidence of Ohio Edison I
4-

ever refusing to sell at wholesale, or ever refusing to
provide service to an existing customer at a higher voltage.

s

| To the contrary, the record manifests a willingness on the
1

part of Ohio Edison to serve without the involvement of

competitive considerations. The proposals made by the Companyi

!,

} during the negotiations which have been called into question

were based upon sound business judgment during a time of great

financial difficulty which continues to exist today.i

!

,

'
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4. The " price squeeze" allegation against Ohio

. Edison. The extent to which any competition can reasonably

be said to exist in this industry has been discussed prev-

iously (see Part IV supra). Notwithstanding the inherent

economic limitations in this area, as well as the extant

regulatory barrier at both the state and federal level, DOJ

alleges that it has been the policy or the practice of Ohio

Edison to stifle competition by its municipal wholesale

customers for industrial loads by imposing a price squeeze

or by refusing to file rates for service at higher voltages.

There is no record support to back up such a claim; even more

telling is the fact that no effort has even been made tc

conduct the sort of preliminary study that one would have

thought DOJ would require before lodging such a complaint.

Both of DOJ's expert witnesses, Messrs. Kampmeier

and Wein, addressed the " price squeeze" issue, but in so

superficial a manner that their so-called " expert" conclusions

can be given no weight. Neither one made any sort of price or

rate analysis to arrive at, or even to verify, his conclu-

sions. Instead, both were content to look merely at the filed

rates charged by Ohio Edison to its wholesale municipal

customers at wholesale and to its retail industrial customers

at retail and, on that basis alone, draw the conclusion that a

,

- - . . - . - - . . - - --
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316/
price squeeze exists. The testimony of, and the exhibits

1

prepared by, Mr. Wilson of Ohio Edison effectively refute such
a conclusion. (Wilson 110 44-78 ; A-16 6 ; A-167 ; A-168 ) .

Mr. Wilson stated categorically that one can-
4

'

not determine on the face of the wholesale and industrial
rates whether or not it is economically possible for a

municipality to compete on the basis of price with Ohio

Edison for a given industrial customer (Wilson 11058). :

Rather, he explained, one has to look at how the new in-
1

dustrial load impacts on the municipal's load and its

billing (Wilson 11059). In this connection, exhibits,

A-167 and A-168 reflect the effect on the bill-.

ing of Galion, Cuyahoga Falls and Wadsworth for wholesale
i

; power if those communities were to add to their distribu-

tion systems certain industrial customers currently served
by Ohio Edison. Those exhibits demonstrate that, in

every instance, a municipality being charged Ohio Edison's

wholesale rate can effectively compete on the basis of

price for industrial customers, even in the extremely
i

unlikely event that the industrial customer to be served '

made a 100% contribution to the municipality's peak load. - '

i
1~

; 316/ See D-450 (Kampmeier) 35; see also Kampmeier 6028-
29. -And see D-587 (Wein) 35; 123; see also Wein 6959-60,
6973-74.

.

t

- - - - . .
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Apparently, however, proving the absence of
,

a price squeeze in f act will not suffice in satisfyir.,
our opponents here. The suggestion is that, even if

a price squeeze is not presently in effect, the potential, |',

'

or rate structure, for one exists. This charge clearly'

must fail. It is based upon the false assumption that

Ohio Edison has control over its rates and has the ability

to set them in an anticompetitive manner. Ohio Edison,

of course, does not set rates, it designs and proposes

rates, and as both Wilson (Wilson 11045) and White (White

9635) stated, in doing so it does not even look to the
- present wholesale rate in designing its retail rate.

Rates are established at the retail level by the Public

Utilities Commission of Ohio and at the wholesale level

by the FPC (Wilson 10997; White 9502). To the extent

that Ohio Edison proposes rates to these agencies, those

rates are based on cost of service and reasonable rate

of return (Wilson 11045).
In his testimony leading up to a discussion of

A-163 through A-165, Wilson apprised the Board of the

sort of information required by the PUCO in setting re-
317/

tail rates. In addition Wilson explained in detail the

317/ Of course, not all rates set at the retail level
-'

are set by the PUCO. Ohio's home rule statute permits
(Cont'd next page)

__ __
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procedure a utility follows in requesting a rate change

(Wilson 10997-11038). There invariably is a public hearing

if a rate increase is proposed (White 9649; see also

Wilson 11010) the Ohio Statutes require that the PUCO

fix and determine a just and reasonable rate for wholesale

service (White 9647). Bine. am also discussed PUCO juris-

diction and the normal procedures followed by a utility

applying to the PUCO for a rate change (Bingham 10191).

As is clearly reflected in A-163, A-164 and

A-165, the PUCO does not merely " rubber stamp" Ohio Edison

application for rate increases, but rather examines the

proposed rate of return, the rate base, fuel and tax

adjustment clauses and similar rate matters. The indepen-

dent action that the PUCO takes in establishing rates is
evidenced by its refusal to accept at various times: Ohio

Edison's proposed fuel adjustment (A-163), proposed tax

adjustment (A-164), proposed rate base (A-164), proposed,

method of depreciation (A-165), or its proposed rate of re-

turn (A-165). Nor does the PUCO automatically accept its

staff's opinions on findings as is evidenced throughout

these exhibits (Wilson 11025-28).

317/ (Cont'd)
municipalities who wish to do so to set retail rates

,

within their boundaries. A number of communities served
by Ohio Edison do this (Wilson 10997). However, if Ohio
Edison believes a rate set under home rule is unreason-
able, it may appeal to the PUCO (White 9501, 9646-47).

.

!
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Just as the PUCO fixes the rates for Ohio
Edison's retail customers, the FPC fixes the rates which

Ohio Edison must charge to its municipal wholesale customers.,

Wilson testified about federal regulation of the rates
g

and compared it with state regulation (Wilson 10997-11002).
,

He discussed specifically the mechanism for seeking a

rate change before the Federal Power Commission; including
.

the possibility that a case can be settled, and noted
that, even in such a case, Commission approval is required

318/
(Wilson 11040-42). Mr. Mayben, when he returned to

|
' the stand the second time, highlighted the independent
i

nature of the FPC's decision-making when he described the

value to both sides in settling on the rate issue without a

" full-blown hearing" (Mayben 12558-61). This is a clear

indication that the FPC action cannot be predicted by either

side and that the FPC takes independent action.

Accordingly, there is no evidence whatsoever

that Ohio Edison can fix rates. The PUCO establishes

most of Ohio Edison's retail rates and that the FPC

318/ Section 205 of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C.
S 824d, requires schedules to be filed with the FPC de-
tailing all wholesale rates and requires that no change

,

|
in any filed rate can be made except upon notice to the
FPC. Pursuant to Section 206 of the same Act, the FPC
has the authority to hold a hearing to determine the
just and reasonable rate for the service to be provided
and to fix that rate by order.

|
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establishes Ohio Edison's wholesale rates. Ohio Edison

always makes a detailed presentation of what it believes

to be a fair rate for a particular service (Wilson 11004-06,

11040-42), but the company must abide by the decision

of the regulatory agency as to what rate it may actually
charge (Wilson 11001).

In the final analysis, Mr. Wilson testified

i that, if either the FPC or PUCO were to set both wholesale

and retail rates, wholesale rates would be higher than

industrial rates for the same level of service (Wilson
11046), since municipalities have a greater contribution

,

to Ohio Edison's peak than do industrials (Wilson 11046-
319/ 320/

65), and thus there is a greater cost to serve.

Even Dr. Wein conceded that a " price squeeze" would not

.
be said to exist where the rate differential is cost

!

justified -- even where the wholesale rate is higher

than the retail rate (Wein 6664).
In any event, the Supreme Court's recent decision l

in FPC v Conway Corp., supra, recognizes the responsibility

|
|

319/ The .99 contribution of the municipalities to
peak used by Mr. Wilson in his testimony was later amended ,

I

(Tr. 11969-72) to .96 summer and .94 winter. This, however,
did not change the conclusions reached by Mr. Wilson. '

320/ Wilson's testimony that Ohio Edison's rates are
,

based on cost of service and a reasonable rate of return 1

is not disputed (See Wilson 10997-98, 11003-04, 11032,
11045).

4

4
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of the Federal Power Commission to consider, in determining

wholesale rates, the competitive implications of those

wholesale rates at the retail level. Accordingly, even

without reference to the barren state of the record here
,

on the " price squeeze" issue, we do not believe it is appro-
,

priate for this Board to undertake the sort of sophisticated

comparative price analysis under the guise of antitrust

review that is required in this area. That is the proper

function of another agency which plainly has the competence

and expertise needed for a proper evaluation of such charges,

and it is to that agency (i.e. the FPC) that such matters
321/

should be left for decision.

5. ' Ohio Edison's rate filings for high voltage

service. Another allegation made by our adversaries is

that Ohio Edison has refused to file rates for high volt-

age service upon the request of a municipal wholesale

customer. As we understand the claim, it is not that

Ohio Edison has ever refused to provide the actual service

at a higher voltage, or that it has ever failed to furnish

cost information regarding such service when requested to

321/ Indeed, the question of whether the relationship be-
tween Ohio ' Edison's wholesale rates and its retail rates con-
stitutes a price squeeze to Ohio Edison's wholesale municipal
customers has been raised and is presently being consid-
ered by the FPC (Docket No.E-94-97 ).

- _ _ _ _ __ _ ._ . -.
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:

do so. Rather, the focus of this contention is directed

only at the matter of making the requisite rate filing.

i So viewed, Ohio Edison readily admits that it has on occa-

sion refused to file rates for a new higher voltage ser-
1
; vice, but only pursuant to Section 35.3 of the FPC's Pules

,

of Practice. That provision directs in relevant part that
;

'
rate schedules shall not be filed "more than 90 days prior

to the date on which the electric service is to commence <

and become effective * * *." 18 C.F.R. S 35.3. fhe intent

of Section 35.3 is to prevent the Commission from having

i to take the time to examine and approve rates which would
>

; be solely informational, and either would never become

effective or would be outdated when they did.

DOJ has introduced Exhibits D-415 through*

1 D-421 to support its contention that Ohio Edison re-

fused to file a rate for 138 kv service prior to 1975.

Its position is apparently based on the assumption that

an actual filing is necessary to provide inform'ation on;
,

high voltage rates. However, it is clear from the exhibits

themselves that the company gave interested cities every

indication as to what the anticipated rate would be, even

though it was not in a position to commit to a precise '

rate by making a filing long in advance of the time service ,

| would be taken. White's letter to Duncan (D-421) particu-

c

!
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larly points out the difficulty of early filing and ex-

plains Ohio Edison's position as of that time. It is

evident from Exhibits D-415 through D-421 that discussions

with several representatives of municipal systems includedi

detailed specifics concerning a rate for 138 kv service.i

Mr. Konsevick's minutes of a May 15, 1970 meeting between

Niles and Ohio Edison (D-417) mention the "5% savings which
,

Niles City would derive under the 138 kV rate" and state

that "approximately $66,000 under present load and approxi '

mately $82,000 under future load could be saved annually

by Niles City taking 138 kv service."

At the time of the early requests of Niles and

Cuyahoga Falls for information concerning 138 kv service,

accommodation of the higher voltage would have required

several years of design and engineering work (White 9576).

However, Ohio Edison was receptive to such requests at

all times and willing to make rate and cost' estimates,

such as those in D-417, based upon available figures.

White was sure that the municipalities have known for at

least ten years "that l'38 kv service would be available

to them when they wanted it and that, for estimating pur-

poses as of any time, they had numbers with which they could

work" (White 9578). Although Ohio Edison was unprepared

to file a rate for 138 kv service because the facilities

_ ._ _
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were not in place and no municipal customer was then tak-

ing service at that voltage, Ohio Edison would employ its

industrial rates for 138 kv at least for estimating pur-

poses (White 9576, 9577). In a letter dated December 20,

1970 (D-421), White specifically mentioned the 5% industrial

discount on such service and assured Duncan that Ohio Edison

would study:
.

* * * the question :f an appro-
priate rate for suen service
and design such a rate in light
of conditions as they exist at
the time. While the use of the '

then-effective transmission vol-
tage rate schedule, amended to
provide for a 5% discount, now
seems the obvious and most likely
answer to the question, we be-
lieve we should not foreclose
the possibility that some other
answer will seem more desirable
when the question has been
studied.

It is thus clear that Ohio Edison, while fully cognizant

of the difficulties of filing a rate for 138 kv service

for municipal resale, navertheless discussed with in-

terested municipalities specific figures for possible

discounts and the costs for extension of such service.

|
These discussions occurred at a time when the actual fil-

ing of the rate would have served no purpose and been in
'

violation.of the spirit and letter of Section 35.3 of the

FPC Rules of Practice.

!

. _
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In any event, Ohio Edison presently has on file

with the FPC a rate for service at 138 kv. FPC regulations

require a utility to file rates for service on the terms
I in which it will be provided in the next year of service.

As Wilson explained, 138 kv service to Niles was expected'

to commence during that test year and so the 138 kv service

rate was included in the filing of all Ohio Edison rates

made to the FPC in May of 1975 (Wilson 11043). These rates

were accepted for filing; however, to date no municipality
has installed the facilities required t'o commence receiving

service at 138 kv.

6. Ohio Edison's acquisitions. In its reply

to Ohio Edison's motion for dismissal of certain allega-

tions filed at the close of our adversaries' direct case,

DOJ stated:

As the Department has pointed
out at length on numerous occa-
sions, such acquisitions (of
municipal electric facilities]
are not alleged to constitute
a situation inconsistent with
the antitrust laws, but merely
to be elements of such a situa-
tion when viewed in the overall
context of Applicants' market +

power and anticompetitive acti-
vities.322/

322/ See " Memorandum Of The Department Of Justice In
Response To Applicants' Individual Motions To Dismiss,"
dated May 17, 1976, at 23.

. - _ . - ._
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This analysis once again misconceives the basic natural mono-

poly market structure of the electric utility industry (see

Gulf States Utilities Co. v FPC, supra, 411 U.S. at 759),

and mistakenly operates on the assumptions that there

exists some measure of competition in the market under

scrutiny and that Ohio Edison has the ability to hinder or

exclude that " competition." Applicants' response to these

arguments has been fully articulated already, both in gen-

eral terms (see Part IV, supra), and with specific reference

to the matter of municipal acquisition (see pp. 466-69, supra) .

There is no need to repeat the same points again. What is

worth highlighting, however, is the evidence in this record

relating to Ohio Edison's acquisitions. As can be seen,

the actual facts that are before this Board fully support

the general position we have taken, and expose the emptiness

of the theoretical approact which our adversaries would

like to apply to this industry, but in terms of commercial

reality cannot.

When we examine the charge that Ohio Edison's

market power or activities somehow forced particular munic-

ipalities into a situation where they could no longer |

survive, we find nothing of record to support that thesis. )

Far from it being Ohio Edison's conduct that precipitated

a sale, it has been shown that the municipality itself in

.

- - - , , ,.
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each instance was the cause of the demise of its electric*

system (see, e.g., Allen 4786), and, on the basis of its

own independent studies reached the decision that con-

tinuing in the electric utility business was not an eco-
,

nomically feasible alternative (see A-216; A-219, p. 8;
3

A-221, p. 9). The general pattern in Ohio and Pennsyl-

vania of municipal inattention to the city's own electric

system, and the diverting of revenues received from elec-
tric customers to the general fund for other municipal

purposes (see Sedlak 12326-27; A-189(Gerber) 21-23),

repeated itself specifically in Ohio Edison's territory
(see A-240; Allen 4786). It is thus no surprise that

the Securities and Exchange Commission, in accordance

with its duties under the Holding Company Act of 1935,

determined in approving Ohio Edison's municipal acquisi-

tions that they were " appropriate in the public interest"

( A-218, p. 2 ; A-220, p. 6 ; D-223, p. 2) . It is diffi-

cult in the face of such clear evidence to discern on
what basis our adversaries deem it possible to fault

Ohio Edison in this area.

The policy of the company with regard to its

acquisition of municipal electric systems was explained

by John White. He testified that, if Ohio Edison deter-

mines there is a real interest on the part of a town in

!
!

|

t

|

,

*

O
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selling its municipal system, the company suggests that
,

the town council adopt a resolution allowing Ohio Edi-

son to inventory the system and to suggest a price

j (White 9538). Only after passage of such a resolution

will the company study the system and communicate a

j price to the town council (White 9539). At that point,

if the town council decides to go forward, Ohio Edison
:
'

suggests that they pass an ordinance offering the facil-

ities for sale and permitting competitive bidding (White
: .

9540). If the company's bid is highest and best, it will

then enter into a sales agreement with the city. This1

agreement is subject to approval by the SEC under the

Holding Company Act (White 9540). These steps were;

followed in each of the acquisitions under scrutiny here

(White 9541). In none of those instances did Ohio Edison

initiate the study of possible acquisition (White;

f

; 9542).-

SEC approval in both the Norwalk and Lowell-
;

ville situations came without a hearing although notice:

was given to all interested parties (A-218; A-222; A-223).

There was intervention in the Hiram case and a hearing

was held. The Commission nonetheless made the finding

that Ohio Edison's acquisition of the Hiram properties

was in the public interest (A-220). Regulatory approval
,

1
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.

in each case was based upon a considerably more complete

record than this Board has before it. This situation

should weigh heavily with the Board and contribute to'

3 the conclusion that there was nothing inconsistent with

the antitrust laws or otherwise inappropriate in the
.

Ohio Edison acquisitions.

A closer look at what happened in the CityI

of Norwalk bears this out. Although the allegation

that Ohio Edison refused to wheel power to Norwalk from

Buckeye has been dismissed, (Tr. 11754), it is still a

part of DOJ's case that Ohio Edison refused to buy Nor-

walk's generation unless the entire system was sold, i.e.,

a charge of a " tied purchase". No testimony was offered

in support of this claim; rather, DOJ places its princi-
pal reliance on D-422, a Janaury, 1970, letter from

Gorant to Mount. In that correspondence, Gorant indi-

cated that the company would not be interosted in buying

the city's steam generating units unless the city were to

sell its entire system. While attempting to introduce

this exhibit, DOJ found it necessary to amend

both his offer o" proof and the charge itself (Tr. 6182).

Thereafter, the exhibit was admitted on a " limited-weight"

basis with the Chairman stating (Tr. 6191-92):

t

|

|
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As to 422, the offer of
proof has been amended. The
objection, nonetheless, seems
to survive the amendment.

Once again we come to a
question of weight. The Board
may take some notice with re-
spect to it being reasonable
for Ohio Edison not to wish to
acquire steam generating units,
except under certain conditions.

That may affect any weight
we give this document. But, on

,

a limited weight basis, the ob-
jection will be overruled, and
we will receive 422 into evi-
dence.

In any event, the face of D-422 belies the
,

1

allegation since it documents the willingness of Ohio

Edison to purchase certain diesel generating facilities from i

Norwalk whether or not Norwalk was willing to sell its

distribution system. It is apparent from the letter

that Ohic Edison had no use for the steam generators
|

(see also A-240). The company recognized, however,

that if Norwalk chose to sell its distribution system,
it, too, would have no use for the steam units; thus,

the sale of those units would have to be part of an

overall purchase of the system. White testified that

he had assisted in drafting D-422, that'he knew at the
,

time that Ohio Edison had no use for the steam generat-
.

ing units, but that he felt if the city were to '

sell its whole system, it would wish to sell its gen-
eration as well (White 9543-44; see also White 9696-97).'

--
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DOJ has produced other exhibits dealing with

the Norwalk acquisition (D-423, D-426 through D-438),

arguably in support of the basic proposition that Ohio Edi-
i son set about to acquire Norwalk's system and ultimately

did so. White specifically disputed this. He pointed out-

that discussions of the sale of the system were initiated

by people at Norwalk (White 9698), and, as the documents
,

portray, for sound business reasons. Simply stated, the

Norwalk system was failing, and the townspeople decided it

was a wiser course to sell the facilities rather than make
the sizable investment that would be needed for rehabili-
tation of the system. There is no room for criticism of

Ohio Edison in such circumstances.

No better showing has been made as to Hiram.

In the first place, the charge concerning the 1962 "sub-

sidy" to Hiram College has been dismissed (Tr. 11753).
While DOJ introduced exhibits concerning Hiram'c system

(D-445 through D-448), these show little more than the

fact of acquisition. Moreover, White's testimony concern-

ing Hiram indicates that officials of the College initiated
the conversations on sale of the system (White 9697-99)

In this regard, exhibit A-241 indicates that Hiram considered

several alternatives as solutions to the problems raised by

the status and condition of its electrical system and asked
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Ohio Edison to study these alternatives. In responding

to this request, Mr. Bixler of Ohio Edison, while recom-

1

mending a sale of the system, stated that "all three
{

: methods of service studied by the company represented
isavings" (A-242). '

In view of the clear consideration of several
alternatives by the city, the benefits of the sale of

the system as outlined in A-242, and the intervention of

interested parties in the SEC hearing prior to that |

agency's approval of this acquisition (A-220), the rec- '

ord here provides no legitimate reason for this Board

to find, after all these years, that, contrary to the
SEC's view of the matter at the time, some antitrust

inconsistency can be read into Ohio Edison's acquisi-
tion of Hiram.

t

The same conclusion is required with re-

spect to the acquisition of Lowellville. Indeed, Ohio

Edison is unaware of any evidence concerning this matter

which has been introduced by any of the opposing parties.

All indications from the exhibits introduced by Appli-
.

cants (A-216; A-217; A-218), and from the testimony of

John White (White 9697-99), confirm that, in acquiring
this system, Ohio Edison acted in a reasonable business-

:

like fashion and secured all necessary governmental ap-
provals.

|

|

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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7. Ohio Edison's wheeling policy. Ohio Edi-

son's participation in the Buckeye arrangement permitted

distribution cooperatives in Ohio Edison's service area

t to change their bulk power supply from full requirements

purchasers of Ohio Edison to full requirements purchasers -

of Buckeye Power Inc. (see pp. 609-13, infra) . That situa-

tion represents the single instance in the history of Ohio

Edison when the Company was specifically requested to permit

use of its transmission system for a purpose other than for

Ohio Edison to transmit a reliable low cost bulk power

supply to its own customers, i,.e., the basis upon which

Ohio Edison financed, built and has operated its transmis-

sion system. The parties opposing Applicants, however, have

offered evidence relating to certain negotiations which
'

'

Ohio Edison had with the WCOE and the City of Orrville

to support separate charges of alleged refusals to wheel
. 323/

by Ohio Edison for those entities. An analysis of the

record demonstrates that these charges are untenable.

323/ DOJ's charge of an alleged refusal to wheel from
Buckeye to the City of Norwalk was dismissed by the Board
(Tr. 11754). In addition, although not the subject of
a specific charge, the NRC Staff elicited testimony (Craig
2927-28, 2935-38) and offered documents (S-84, S-210),

i in an apparent effort to establish a refusal to wheel power
! from Buckeye to the City of Newton Falls. Such evidence,

|
however, failed even to demonstrate that Ohio Edison was
approached with such a proposed transaction; thus, no finding
of a refusal on the part of Ohio Edison can be made in

i that connection.
l

- - -__ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _. -_ . - .
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In 1972, Ohio Edison sought to increase its

rates to its wholesale customers. This was the first

such increase after these rates had been ruled to be
under FPC jurisdiction. Shortly after filing with the

FPC for this increase, Ohio Edison met with representa-

tives of the WCOE for the sole purpose of discussing

the proposed increase in the wholesale rate (White

9581-84). At this meeting, Ohio Edison representatives

were handed several copies of a letter (S-30), dated

August 11, 1972, to Mr. White from Mr. Stout, acting

on behalf of WCOE (White 9583). The letter indicated

that the WCOE wished to explore the possibility of a

new bulk power supply relationship with Ohio Edison

which would permit the WCOE to take advantage of the

municipalities' ability to raise capital at lower in-

terest rates than Ohio Edison. After reading the let-

ter, Mr. White stated that it came as a complete surprise,

and that the company did not intend to respond to it at

that time (White 9584) . Included in the letter were

several questions, two of which were as follows:

Would Ohio Edison be willing
to enter into a partnership
arrangement with its present
wholesale customers for future
additions to the company's
power supply facilities?

* * *

- , _ - - - ,,
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Would Ohio Edison be willing to
wheel power from generating re-
sources outside its control aroc.
to each of the municipal wholu-
sale customers connected to the
Ohio Edison system?

.
.

At the next meeting between Ohio Edison and
.

the WCOE to discuss the rate increase proposed by the

company, Mr. White indicated, in response to the first
' question set forth above, that Ohio Edison "would be

willing to endeavor to work out with them such a partner-'

ship arrangement" (White 9585). The reaction of the WCOE

representatives, and in particular Mr. Duncan, was that

they were pleased with the favorable response of the com-

pany. There followed "some general conversation about

the ways in which this might be worked out: Should it be

a Buckeye concept? Should it be ownership by the WCOE

members of particular pieces of particular generating

units? Should it be a unit purchase type of arrangement?

Or what should it be?" (White 9585).
As to the second question relating to the will-

ingness of the company to engage in third-party wheeling

transactions, Mr. White indicated that the company did

not propose to answer the question at that meeting, and

it did not do so (White 9593). Mr. Mayben stated that

the company was in effect refusing to wheel. However,

__ . . _ .
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as Mr. White recalls the colloquy, he replied, "no we are

not refusing to wheel. We are simply telling you that we

have no answer for you * * * yes, no, or maybe." (White
324/

9593). Without any greater specification as to the

identity or size of the outside power source, where it

would be introduced into the Ohio Edison system, or what

the points of delivery would be, and without any indication

as to the duration of the wheeling transaction, the question

posed by WCOE was nothing more than an inquiry of Ohio

Edison to determine whether or not the company was willing

to consider itself a common carrier of electricity (White

9639-41, 9704, 9809-10). Given the general manner in which

the question was framed, it is no small wonder that the

company was unable to formulate a response.

It is submitted that, even taking full cogni-

zance of the Supreme Court's decision in Otter Tail, the

present state of the law is such that the transmission

systems of electric utilities are not open to all comers

to use as they see fit. Mr. Justice Douglas did

324/ It must be remembered that in 1972 the Otter Tail
case was on its way to the Supreme Court of the United
States, and, as testified to by Mr. White (Tr. 9604-05):
" Knowing that that kind of litigation was on the way it
seemed to us a proper and prudent thing to do just to sit
on that kind of question at that' time."

l
l-

*
,
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not even come close to prescribing such a result in the

referenced case. Moreover, as the legislative history

of the Federal Power Act makes clear, Congress has ener-

; ;. getically resisted efforts to render electric utilities

common carriers. See Consumers Power Co., supra, NRCI'

75/7, at 75. Accordingly, for Ohio Edison to have respond-

ed in any other manner to the WCOE open-ended wheeling in-s

quiry would have been less than prudeat, especially when it

is remembered that any wheeling position of the company has

to be weighed against the interests of Ohio Edison's own

customers and stockholders as well (White 9611, 9639-41,

9704 9809-10).

A record examination of the ensuing WCOE negotia-

tions reveals that the focus very definitely turned away

from any third-party wheeling concept. Rather, emphasis

was placed upon studying a possible partnership arrangement,

a course which Mr. Duncan proposed should be agreed to

in writing (White 9593). This suggestien met with no re-

sistance from Ohio Edison, and both White and Duncan inde-

pendently prepared drafts of a statement to reflect that

agreement (White 9593-94). This ultimately resulted in

the Memorandum of Agreement which is Exhibit C to the over-

all settlement agreement of the proceedings before the FPC

(A-7).
I

!

i
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I It is on this background that Ohio Edison be-

lieves the general matter of a WCOE wheeling request must

be considered. Both the company and its municipal whole-

sale customers had specifically agreed jointly to study |

some sort of partnership arrangement which would enable

the WCOE members to take advantage of their ability to

raise capital at lower interest rates than the company.

The possible alternatives for consideration were to

have WCOE participate in Ohio Edison generation, or
;

to have Ohio Edison and WCOE jointly engage in a pro-
i

ject similar to the Buckeye arrangement between Ohio

Power Company and the Ohio rural electric cooperatives.

'

Following this agreement, Mr. Duncan wrote to Ohio Edi-

i
son on June 18, 1974 (S-31), indicating for the first

time that WCOE wished to move forward on the joint study.

and enclosing a list of items to be considered (S-32).

One of the items he listed was general third-party wheel-

ing. At the initial meeting held to discuss the para-

meters of the joint study, Mr. White emphatically stated
,

; that third-party wheeling "was not part of the agreement

nor was it contemplated by that agreement" (White 9600).

He further stated that to include third-party wheeling
,

would only complicate the already difficult problem of

working out the partnership arrangement which was con-

4
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templated by the agreement (White 9600-01; see also Lyren

1918-19). At that point in the discussion, Mr. Mayben

evidenced his concern over the interrelationship of genera-i

tion and transmission and the need for access to both.2 .

; Mr. White testified to the exchange which immediately

followed (White 9601-02):

I said to him that we had
assumed from the beginning that*

if we made some arrangement with
them with respect to generating
capacity a necessary and indeed
an inherent part of that would
be some arrangement whereby we
would provide transmission service
from the generating capacity
in which we agreed with them
that they would have an in-
terest to their delivery points,
that is to say, to the points
at which they would receive the
energy and capacity, the output
of the machine and put it to
their uses. ,

I said to him also that we
'

had assumed from the beginning ;

that it would be necessary that |
we agree upon arrangements with
respect to reserves and backup,
those two things being, of course,
part of any arrangement -- in any
real utilization of generating
capacity.

I said that what we desired
to exclude from the conversation
was third-party wheeling, but that
we were prepared, if our agreement
with them involved the ownership or
contractual right to the output of

I

|

|

-- .
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,

a particular generating unit, one
or more at a particular point to pro-
vide the transmission service from

'

that point to the points at which
they desired to have the power and
to work out appropriate arrangements
with respect to reserves and backup..

! At that point Mr. Mayben said,
that gives us all we need, and we w,ent'

on from there.

The record reflects that the question of third

i party wheeling was never again raised by the WCOE until the

meeting held on August 1, 1975. At that time, Mr. Cheesman,!

1

in response to a general inquiry by Mayor Quirk of Cuyahoga

Falls, stated that the plan recommended by R. W. Beck and4

'

agreed to in principle by Ohio Edison precluded any need for4

third-party wheeling (White 9630; A-178). At the conclusion

of that meeting, Mr. White testified that the following ex-
"

1

change took place (White 9631, see also 9701-02):

Later, as the meeting was
breaking up, Mr. Stout, the
Cuyahoga Falls engineer, said
me, "Well, we're going to want co*

talk about wheeling with you some-
i time." And I said, "When you're

ready to talk, we'll talk."

This conversation was corroborated by Mr. Wilson who overheard
'

the statements (Wilson 11086). <

.

The only other record reference with respect to

Ohio Edison's attitude towards wheeling is the unsubstantiated

and incredible testimony of William Lewis. Solely on the

basis of Lewis' statements, DOJ alleged for the first time

!

!

- . _ . _.
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halfway through the evidentiary hearing that, at a meeting

held on June 11, 1973, convened for the purpose of dis-

cussing a proposed interconnection between Ohio Edison

[ and the City of Orrville, the City requested Ohio Edison

to wheel power on the City's behalf and Ohio Edison refusedI

to consider it. The record demonstrates that Ohio Edison

did not refuse to wheel for the City of Orrville and that
,

the subject of wheeling was never even discussed at that

meeting, or at any other time.

Messrs. White and Firestone were both present

at the June 11 meeting; each testified that the subject

of wheeling was not even discussed-(White 9579-80;

Firestone 11209). Moreover, Mr. Firestone's notes (A-174;

A-175), and the handwritten and typewritten versions of

Mr. Lewis' own notes of the meeting in question do not
325/

reflect that any such discussion ever took place (A-180;

A-127).

On the basis of the foregoing two instances,

our adversaries have attempted to paint a picture that

325/ It should be noted that Mr. Lewis had first
attempted to rely upon a notation in his hand written
notes to reflect the request and refusal to wheel which
did not reappear in the typewritten version of his notes.
(Lewis 11341-42) However, later comments seemed to
indicate that he made no notation to reflect the dis-
cussion of wheeling which he alleged to have taken
place (Lewis 11446).

-- -.. . _ . .-
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Ohio Edison has refusev o wheel upon request, and that,

if Ohio Edison had reacted favorably to such requests,

many transactions could have and would have taken place

over the company's transmission system. The record in

this case, however, will not support either conclusion. *

What the credible evidence shows is that Ohio Edison

has refused to express a willingness to open up its trans-

mission syscem for others to use as they see fit irrespec-
tive of the consequences to the company, i.e., Ohio Edison

has refused to consider itself a common carrier of elec-
tricity (White 9611, 9639-41, 9704, 9809-10). On the

other hand, the company has already indicated that, when

requests are made for purposes of obtaining access to

its transmission system, it is willing to approach such

requests on a case-by-case basis and analyze the consequent
:

burdens and benefits which would result from such a trans-
.

action and respond accordingly.

In this regard, Mr. White testified that, upon

receipt of a specific request to wheel power, Ohio Edison
.

would analyze the following considerations in formulating
a response (White 9609-9611):

[A)s I indicated in response
to a question from Chairman Rigler
yesterday, the threshold question
would be the electrical and physical
feasibility of carrying out the
proposed transaction. That would
involve a study by our engineers of
the size of the transaction, the

i

__ -
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time when it was expected to occur,
whether it was expected to occur,
for instance, for a few days, a
few weeks, relatively permanently,
the points at which the capacity'

and the energy proposed to te
'. wheeled would enter our system,

the points to which it would be
delivered, the effect on the

.

normal flows both at peak and
offpeak on our system, whether
any flows would be created which
would overload linea or trans-
formers or circuit breakers or'

other facilities.
Since I'm not an engineer

my catalogue of the things they
would have to look at is probably
shorter than theirs would be, but
I am sure it vould include all
those matters.

Q. Assuming the engineering
matters could be resolved, what
other considerations are we talking
about?

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: Well, wasn't
your original question what would
the company policy be, and unless
you assume some change in policy I
don't find any basis for concluding
that they would engage in the feasi-
bility study that Mr. White has just
been describing. The testimony is
that in prior years they simply de-
ferred consideration of this, which
would never have led them into the
feasibility study he has described.

MR. STEVEN BERGER: No, no, Mr.
Chairman.

THE WITNESS: Mr. Rigler, I
think you're mistaken.

Mr. Berger is asking me about
a specific request to wheel. I take
it that by that he means that some-
body has said to us "I have arranged
with somebody outside of the Ohio
Edison system to purchase from him
100 megawatts," for instance, 'of

|

|
l

i
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capacity and the associated energy
for a period of one month," and that
month being July of a given year.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right.
But as to that type transaction
your testimony is you have never
received any specific, direct re-
quest. Is that correct?

THE WITNESS: That is correct.
What I'm saying is in effect what
we would do if we got such a re-
quest.

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: All right.
MR. STEVEN BERGER: Mr. White

just outlined the engineering considera-
tions involved that would be looked
at upon receiving such a request.
And my question to him at that point,
interrupting his answer, was:

By MR. STEVEN BERGER:4

Q. Assuming that the engineering
problems could be overcome, what else
would be considered by the company
in formulating a response to that
request?

A. I expect essentially, Mr.
Berger, the next question in our
minds would be who is going to pay
us for this service and how much,
and would the transaction on balance
result in a benefit to Ohio Edison
Company which we could pass on to our
retail customers who are our primary
responsibility or our stockholders,
or both?

Q. In the course of your dis-
cussions with WCOE, did WCOE ever
identify a particular block of power
outside the area of Ohio Edison that
they wanted to consider being brought
into the Ohio Edison area for their
benefit?

3

A. No, they didn't. |

In fact, as we have shown, the record demonstrates

that apart from the Buckeye arrangement, Ohio Edison has

:

|

|
'

, - . _ _ __
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never received a request from any electric entity which con-

tained sufficient specificity for Ohio Edison to make the
,

analysis Mr. White described.

8. Ohio Edison and the WCOE negotiations. As
'
.

indicated earlier, our adversaries have twisted and taken

i

out of context many of the policies and practices of Ohio

Edison. Nowhere, however, has this been more apparent

than in the incredible expansion of the allegations made by'

the NRC Staff as it has attempted to prove its version of

what occurred during the negotiations between the company
,

and WCOS.

From October, 1974 through August, 1975, while

discovery in these proceedings was in progress, Ohio Edison

engaged in good faith negotiations with WCOE in an effort

to work towards a new bulk power supply relationship between

the parties in the form of a partnership arrangement which

would operate to the parties' mutual advantage. This

is precisely what the parties contemplated the object

of these negotiations to be when they signed the 1972

settlement agreement at the FPC. In light of these ongoing

efforts, it understandably came as a considerable surprise

to Ohio Edison to be suddenly hit on September 5, 1975,

with an entirely new charge, made by the NRC Staff, of

alleged refusals to wheel on behalf of the municipalities

it serves at wholesale.
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.

Of course, as was the case with substantially

all of the charges made against the company at that time

and since, the underlying conduct called into question was

not the subject of discovery. The charges of refusals to

wheel were made for the first time only after the comple-*

tion of discovery at a time when the company's need for

these non-grandfathered units precluded it from seeking

a delay in order properly to probe the underlying basis

for the charges and prepare for the evidentiary hearing.

As it turned out, the claim was based upon nothing more

than the company's refusal to consider itself a common

carrier, and rested solely upon a misconstruction of the

nature of the negotiations between Ohio Edison and WCOE.

This has been demonstrated by the previous discussion.

The NRC Staff, however, was not content to stop

at its baseless charge of refusals to wheel in its flagrant

misuse of evidence of the WCOE negotiations. When the |
l

time came for the evidentiary hearing, it apparently

determined that those negotiations could be used to )
show thac Ohio Edison had denied to the municipalities

i

in its service area access to nuclear power or at least

had placed impermissible restrictions upon their assumed

rights thereto. The fact that such treatment of the

WCOE negotiations was ar. afterthought is evidenced by

i

i
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the September 5 filing of the NRC Staff which limited

their charge of denial af access to the benefits of

nuclear power to CEI vis-a-vis the Cities of Cleveland

and Painesville and Duquesne vis-a-vis the Borough of
326/

Pitcairn.

Ohio Edison has attempted throughout the hearing

to place the WCOE negotiations in the proper context and

perspective. Nonetheless, only a matter of days before the

close of hearings, during the examination of Mr. Cheesman,

the Chairman made the following statement (Tr. 12204):

But you're telling us that the
OE version of that agreement is a
partnership in generation and then

326/ As stated in the NRC Staff's September 5, 1975
filing (p. 16):

,

'

"Whether Applicants' policy
or policies with respect to
providing access to their
nuclear facilities to other l

'

electric entities in the
CCCT, that are or could be |

connected to Applicants, de- |
prives these other electric,

| entities from realizing the
benefits of nuclear power."t

{
Staff will deec"Ftrate that the

policies of both the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company with
respect to the Cities of Cleveland
and Painesville and Duquesne Light

| Company with respect to the Borough
'

of Pitcairn deprives the designated
electric entities from realizing
the benefits of nuclear power.
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Mr. Cheesman says, Yes, but cur
partnership rights are limited be-
cause we can't dispose of the excess,
and your comeback to that is, Well,
the CAPCO agreement requires us not
to give away certain rights, and my
answer to that is the Commission simply
won't hear that as a matter of law.
If we determine they are entitled to.

access, then you cannot raise as a
barrier private contractual agreements
and say that those supersede the
determinations of the Commission.

It is respectfully submitted that the Chairman's

statement is based upon a fallacious underlying premise
l

which must be recognized and put aside before the Board

can properly approach its task of making findings as to

the WCOE negotiations.
]

Ohio Edison's participation in the CAPCO arrange-

ment and its intention to participate in the ownership of

the nuclear facilities which are the subject of this proceed-

ing have been public knowledge for many years. At no time

has an entity in the area served by Ohio Edison ever request-

ed membership in CAPCO. On the contrary, the only indication

in this record bearing at all on that matter reflects that the

municip.alities in Ohio Edison's service area did not want

CAPCO membership (White 9615; Mayben 12579). Moreover,

no entity has ever approached Ohio Edison requesting access

to its share of any of these nuclear units, nor has any

electric entity ever intervened in these proceedings to

f
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.

question the conduct of Ohio Edison or to show that the

company's use of its share of these nuclear plants might
,

have an anticompetitive effect, i.e., that Ohio Edison's

activities under license would create or maintain a sit-
uation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

Furthermore, the record is clear that the nego-'

tiations between WCOE and Ohio Edison were not for the pur-

pose of WCOE obtaining access to nuclear power, but rather

were understood by both parties to be for the purpose of
i

! establishing a new relationship between them which would be
327/

of mutual benefit. To now take those negotiations out

! of context and say that what Ohio Edison proposed, discussed
|

| or raised during the give-and-take of those negotiations

constituted restrictions upon the municipalities' right of

access to nuclear power is to so distort those negotiations

that such an account is nothing more than a fantasy, and it

should be recognized as such. If Ohio Edison had ever been

approached by an entity merely seeking access to the company's
j

| share of the units in question, the proposals, counterpropo-

sals, discussions and negotiations would have been far dif-

ferent from the proposals, counterproposals, discussions and

.

327/ The fact that WCOE did not seek access to nuclear
power, but rather a new bulk power supply relationship is
evidenced by Cheesman statement that nuclear was never
discussed in isolation during the WCOE negotiations (Cheesman
12214). Moreover, the R.W. Beck Study mentions nuclear only
in passing as a part of Ohio Edison's resources and fails
to make any statement with regard to the possible advantages
of nuclear power vis-a-vis other forms of generation.
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negotiations which took place pursuant to the settlement
328/

agreement at the FPC. Thus, to the extent that Ohio'

Edison's conduct during its negotiations with WCOE bears

upon this Board's ultimate consideration, the question to

be answered is not whether Ohio Edison placed restrictions
.|

on the municipalities' assumed right of access to nuclear

power, but rather whether Ohio Edison bargained in good,

faith pursuant to the settlement agreement.f

The WCOE negotiations represent a series of
4

imeetings, exchanges of information and correspondence, all

| for the purpose of arrivng at some plan which would be to

the parties' mutual advantage and which they could then

jointly implement. During this exploratory stage, the
.

company, as would be expected in any negotiation, evidenced
,

its concern over how certain plans might work to its dis-

advantage and also made proposals which it believed might

bring about the optimum result. The NRC Staff, however, '

has taken those expressions of concern and proposals made

by Ohio Edison in the context of negotiations and has at-

.

328/ Although Ohio Edison has never received a specific
request for direct participation in its share of any nuclear
plant, A-44 represents the response the Company would give
to any such requesting entity.

|

|

'

1
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tempted to present them as restrictions on what WCOE could.

study and/or as restrictions imposed by Ohio Edison upon,

WCOE's ability to obtain access. It is submitted that

the record clearly demonstrates otherwise.'
'

Lyren and Cheesman both offered testimony which.

i

indicated that Ohio Edison precluded WCOE from studying

certain options for bulk power supply and made offers of
q

access which had conditions detrimental to WCOE. However,

an analysis of their testimony shows that there was con-
siderable confusion by both Lyren and Cheesman about the,

nature of these supposed restrictions, their effect,
!

'|

and exactly how and when Ohio Edison personnel had com-

municated them to WCOE. Their testimony is inconsistent

on many points, and the R.W. Beck Study and related corre-

spondence show that these alleged restrictions were merely

proposals or expressions of concern which were consistent

with the purposes of the negotiations.

Lyren initially indicated that base load power,

including power from the Davis-Besse and Perry units,
was not available for resale by members of WCOE to present

-

industrial customers of Ohio Edison (Lyren 2030-31). How-

ever, he later recanted this testimony (Lyren 2244-45)

because he had baced it upon his understanding of a

contract provision which was no longer in existence.

.

-__ , , - _ - , . . ._
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Cheesme.n testified that the only restriction on resale of
WCOE capacity from Ohio Edison units was that excess

capacity owned by WCOE would have to go to the company

and would not be available for export by WCOE to an out-

side party (Cheesman 12155). With this answer, Cheesman

left no doubt that Lyren's confusion concern?-c the

restriction on resale to industrials was inaccurate, and.

that Lyren's early testimony had been nothing more than
.

an attempt by Lyren and the NRC Staff to expand testimony
,

beyond the knowledge of the witness in an attempt to
injure Ohio Edison.

Lyren was inaccurate again when he explained

that there was a 50 megawatt ceiling on the amount of

power WCOE could take from any Ohio Edison plant (Lyren

2339). He indicated that Ohio Edison had suggested one-

tenth of WCOE's requirement as an appropriate amount to be

purchased from each of ten plants coming on line, and (ac-

cording to Lyren), since WCOE eventually expected to have

a load of 500 megawatts, that resulted in the 50 megawatt i

figure (Lyren 2354-55). Cheesman also refuted this when he
}

testified that the 50 megawatt ceiling and the 10% limit I
;

ihad been separate proposals (Cheesman 12168; see also
. !12151), a conclusion that is borne out entirely by reading

Lynn Firestone's letters of February 28, 1975, and June 17,

.

-,- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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1975, in which these proposals were made by the company.

These letters are appended to the Beck Study (S-44), and
,

p'rovide along with the R.W. Beck Study itself a clear in-

'

dication that there were proposals, alternative ideas, which

'
were not meant to be restrictive and did not in any way pre-

clude study of other alternatives. The H.W. Beck Study it-

self includes each of these " restrictions" as separate and-

mutually exclusive alternatives. Indeed, in the Study, the

10% limitation on participation had been raised to 15% for
a

study purposes, a clear indication that R. W. Beck and WCOE

were well aware of the tentative nature of this Ohio Edison

proposal. The testimony of both John White and Lynn Fire-

stone substantiate what the Firestone letters clearly state

-- P. hat these were proposals and not restrictions (Wh'ite
'

9620; Firestone 1243-49).

Other alleged " restrictions" stem from the NRC

Staff's twisting of statements made by Messrs. White and

Firestone during the negotiations. These statements which

evidenced the company's legitimate concerns over the impact

which an agreement with WCOE would have upon Ohio Edison's
329/

pre-existing contractual responsibilities under CAPCO.

329/ Mr. Mayben apparently recognized this as a legiti-
mate concern and believed that the parties could nonethe-
less develop a new bulk power supply relationship cont,istent
with Ohio Edison's obligations under CAPCO (Mayben 12521-23).

- -_. _ -
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It is in that context that Mr. White testified he was con-
I

cerned over WCOE being able to " pick and choose" the units

in which it sought to participate, for fear that if WCOE

took too large a share from Ohio Edison's share of certain -

i given units it might impair Ohio Edison's own ability to

maintain generation in CAPCO (White 9,620-22; Firestone
i 330/
] 11268). Likewise, the statements ascribed to Mr. Fire-
|

|
stone with regard to WCOE obtaining participation in pre-

sently planned CAPCO units beyond their existing and pro-

jected loads, i.e., excess capacity, and the exporting of
1 331/ <

I that capacity outside the CAPCO area, were based upon I

I
; the very real concern that Ohio Edison and CAPCO reliability
4

I generally might be impaired by an Ohio Edison agreement with
1

WCOE (Firestone 11282-83). I
'

1

Perhaps the most revealing flaw in the NRC Staff's

f attempt to prove wrongful conduct on the part of Ohio Edison
i

i in its negotiations with WCOE is that all of the evidence

submitted deals with expressions of concern and proposals:

330/ Mayben made clear that he viewed this as a legitimate i

; negotiable position by Ohio Edison (Mayben 12566).

331/ It should be noted that although there was much
: in the way of testimony about WCOE's use of excess .

capacity, the.re was no indication in the record what- |

soever that even if such excess capacity was made |
! available, WCOE had any contemplated use for it or

'

- was even desirous of obtaining it (and see discussion at
! pp. 179-97, supra) .

!

i

4

. _ _ _ _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ - . . - . . _ - - _ _ _ . _ _ - - . __ . - -
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.

made by Ohio Edison. In the entire record there is not

a single shred of evidence to show that WCOE made any
,

proposal to Ohio Edison which the company rejected. On

the contrary, the evidence is clear that WCOE presented
' only one proposal for Ohio Edison's consideration, and

that Ohio Edison agreea to advance to the contemplated

second sta e of the negotiations and jointly study the-

legal, engineering and financial considerations involved

in implementing the WCOE proposal.

The R. W. Beck Study (S-44), in Section VII

entitled " PREPAYMENT OF POWER PURCHASES", states forth-

| rightly (S-44, p. VII-1):

This Section of the Report
describes the alternative recom-
mended by the Consulting Engineer.
This alternative would have mutual
benefits for the negotiating parties
and appears to be the alternative
most easily implemented.

A portion of the discussion which followed explained that
|

( id . at VII-1-2) :
The method proposed herein

attempts to eliminate or at least
minimize the Company's return on
net investment and associated taxes
and replace the Company's capitali-
zation rates with those of the WCOE.

|
Since all other charges and expenses

I are allocated at cost, the Company's
| cost-of-service to the WCOE should,

theoretically, be equivalent to that'

cost-of-service of a public owned
utility.

. = . _ . - _ -
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|
'

'

:

Based upon the aforedescribed .

parameters, we assumed that the WCOE )
would make a purchase power prepay- |

Iment equivalent to the net plant
allocated to the WCOE. This pre-
payment, or contribution in aid,

t would eliminate the Company's
. return and associated income taxes j
j on that portion of allocated plant. i

'Since WCOE would contribute an
i amount equal to its allocated net

plant, there would not be capital-
ization costs of net plant allocated

: to the WCOE by the Company. The
| debt service charges for the bonds

issued in making the purchase power
prepayment will be considerably less i

.
than the capitalization charges that

i vould be allocated by the Company
to the WCOE were not the purchase
power prepayment made. 332/

1 This Section concluded that (id. at VII-2):
;

This arrangement is expected
to insure the WCOE members a reliable
source of power at cost which permits

: full utilization of the municipals'
tax exempt status and not for profit
principals to the mutual benefit of
the WCOE and the Company and provide
WCOE an opportunity to exercise
greater control over future power,

supply decisions and costs. ,

It is undisputed that Ohio Edison did offer a re-

sponse to the R.W. Beck Study during the August 1, 1975 meeting,
i

)

332/ The prepayment plan clearly envisions a payment to
be made to Ohio Edison equal to that portion of the Company's i

existing net plant allocated to WCOE. It is submitted that
the submission of such a proposal and the Company's acceptance
of it belle the assertion (Cheesman 12168) that Ohio Edison
precluded the possibility of WCOE participating in existing
generation of the Company.

.

---e -. . , . . , . , - . . . - - - , - .- , - - - m
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and that the essence of the response was that Ohio Edison

agreed in principle with the prepayment concept (Lyren 1992,

2295; White 9628; Wilson 11147). However, there is some

'
indication from the WCOE witnesses, particularly Lyren

(Lyren 2291) and Cheesman (Cheesman 12184), that WCOE wanted

Ohio sdison to do more than this specifically, to evaluaten

each of the other alternatives listed in the R.W. Beck Study.

However, the picture that emerges from Lynn Fire-

stone's notes of the August 1, 1975 meeting (A-178) is that,

although Cheesman mentioned that he wanted Ohio Edison

to consider the other alternatives, Mr. Duncan, who had

been the group's prime negotiator, indicated that the Beck

recommendation was to be considered the WCOE proposal.

After Ohio Edison manifested its agreement to moving forward

on the prepayment concept, Cheesman suggested, and Ohio

Edison agreed, that a memorandum of understanding evidencing

Ohio Edison's written acceptance of the prepayment concept

should be prepared. Applicants Exhibit A-178 makes clear that

Duncan undertook the responsibility to draft such a memorandum

| of understanding. And this is confirmed by Duncan himself in
i
'

his letter of October 31, 1975 (A-16):.

Mea culpal I apologize for my
failure to draft the " Letter of
Intent" following our meeting on
August 1 in Akron.

|
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|

It is apparent that the reason the negotiations
have not gone forward is because WCOE cannot agree intern- I

ally on what it wants and is uncertain of its financing
(Mayben 12546). This is also evidenced by Duncan's letter,
when he explained why he had failed to draft the letter of
intent (A-16):

In the aftcznath of the meeting,
we had opportunity to confer with
some of WCOE's financial consultants,
and as a result, we were going to
take a second look at the Beck rec-

;ommendations with a view to possibly
combining one or more of the alter-
natives as potential concepts.
Specifically, a combination of out-
right ownership of some facilities
combined with pre-payment of capital
was discussed. 333/,

The Ohio Edison witnesses explained that the
;

j failure of Duncan to draft a letter of intent on behalf
;

of WCOE is the basic impediment to going forward with;

I the joint study and with implementation of the prepayment
t

333/ The Staff has tried to advance the idea that the
negotiations have ceased because of Mr. Wilson's failure
to check certain figures in the Beck Study (Lyren 2340,
2360; Cheesman 12183-84; Mayben 12545). This, however,
is readily refuted by Wilson's letter to Cheesman of ,

1/7/76 (A-170), and Wilson's testimony (Tr.11091,
11151-52). In any case there is nothing to indicate

,

that Wilson's desire to " check the figures' was for
any purpose but to satisfy Ohio Edison. No WCOE
action could possible have been contingent upon this
verification.
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plan. (See White 9032; Firestone 11262; Wilson 11048,

11152). Such a view is perfectly understandable:. In the

first place, no other alternative has ever been proposed,

k
,

much less agreed upon by WCOE. Moreover, it is clear from

I numerous comments reflected in the notes of the meeting be-
i

tween Ohio Edison and WCOE that the member municipalities

were not entirely in agreement; there are, indeed, many indi-

cations of WCOE's internal problems and hesitancy in going

forward. These include Cheesman's testimony that R.W. Beck has

not yet been paid for past work (Cheesman 12254), Mayben's

testimony that R.W. Beck has been ordered to cease further

activity on the project (Mayben 12546), and Firestone's test-

imony (Firestone 11272-76) concerning what Ohio Edison knows

about WCOE's ability to go forward. When the negotiations are
|

fairly examined from the foregoing perspective, it should

become abundantly clear that Ohio Edison has not been dealing |

1

with its wholesale municipal customers at the bargaining table

in a manner which suggests any inconsistency with the antitrust

laws.

9. Ohio Edison's dealings with cooperatives.
,

As a result of Ohio Edison's participation in the Buckeye

arrangement, the seven rural electric distribution coopera-

i tives located in Ohio Edison's service area have for the
!

. - . .
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,

y

last several years been receiving their bulk power supply
i

-from Buckeye Power Inc. rather than from Ohio Edison. As

a consequence Ohio Edison has had no direct contractual

relationship with the cooperatives since their changeover

to Buckeye.. DOJ has charged in this proceeding that a

provision of the Ohio Edison-Ohio Power buy / sell agreement

is anticompetitive to the extent that it restricts the
) rural electric cooperatives receiving Buckeye power from
,

reselling to existing municipal wholesale power customers
! of Ohio Edison. Prior to entering into the Buckeye arrange-
i ment, however, all of the investor-owned utilities involved

in the Buckeye transaction received DOJ clearance in the
1

form of a business advice letter on the very provisioni

which DOJ has now seen fit to challenge (A-248).

The propriety of including the " anti-pirating"
provision in the Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement has

already been discussed in the TECO narrative appearing
at pp. 488-99, supra. Although Ohio Edison was not a party
to that particular agreement, any suggestion that DOJ's

advice letter was not intended to extend to the similar I

provision included in the Ohio Edison-Ohio Power buy / sell -

agreement is clearly erroneous. In point of fact, the .

-

letter itself particularizes that the clearance given was.

t

secured only on the ground that the language in question,

!

|>

|
_, - -.
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as it rppears in the Ohio Edison agreement as well, be

amenaed to conform with the Station and Power Delivery

Agreements. Thus, Assistant Attorney General Turner

explicitly stated the following (A-248):

As originally submitted, the
Station and Power Delivery Agree-
ments contained definitions of
Buckeye Power Requirement which,
in effect, would exclude many
municipalities as customers of
Buckeye members. The definition
of Delivery Points Energy in the
Ohio Edison Agreement would have
the same effect. However, at the
December 14, 1967 meeting, you
proposed an amended definition,
attached hereto as Appendix I,
which upon agreement of the
other parties to the Buckeye
Project would be substituted
in the Station and Power Delivery
Agreements and to which the
definition of Delivery Points
Energy in the Ohio Edison Agree-
ment would be conformed. You have
represented that tne effect of the
amendment would be to restrict sales
by Buckeye members to municipalities
only insofar as the present Section
4905.26.1 of the Revised Code of Ohio

|
would restrict such sales. [ Emphasis
added.]

The " Ohio Edison Agreement" was conformed to the language

proposed in Appendix I, to provide as follows (S-190):

Delivery Points Energy means all
the electric energy required by the
Cooperatives for delivery and resale
to consumers * * *; provided, however,
that, for purposes of determining the
amount of the Delivery Points energy

.. .-- .-..-
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: required at any time, there shall not
! be included any quantity of electric

power and/or energy furnished to any
; consumer when the furnishing of
i power and/or energy to such consumer

by a Buckeye Member is proscribed
by the law of the State of Ohio
reflected in Section 4905.26.1,
Revised Code of Ohio, as said Section

| is in effect at the date of this
Agreement. It is understood and
agreed that the term ' consumer' as4

used in said Section 4905.26.1
applies to any customer of a power:

and/or energy supplier whether
served at wholesale or at retail.

On this basis, it simply is inaccurate to suggest
1 that Ohio Edison did not obtain business clearance from

DOJ with respect to the contract provision now under attack.

Plainly, Mr. Turner accepted the Ohio Edison-Ohio Power
,

4 agreement as one of the " Buckeye Project contracts," with
'

!

I respect to which the company was advised, following incor-

poration of the amending language quoted above, that "the
3

Department does not presently intend to institute proceed-
1

4 ings" (A-248). See n.280, supra. We subscribe fully ,

to the arguments already advanced by TECO as to why DOJ
4

should r:ot now be heard to change its mind (see pp. 492-97,
334/ i

supra. Moreover, quite apart from the unseemliness
'

i

9

334/ There have been no requests from either a Buckeye4

member cooperative or an Ohio Edison customer to have
the company waive its rights under the relevant provisions
of the contract.

,

|
4

l

_.__ - - - - . . _ _ . . .
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of DOJ's attack on its own earlier stance, we agree with

TECO that both the inclusion and implementation of the

contractual " anti-pirating" provision cannot be faulted

under the antitrust laws ( see pp. 497-99, supra) . Those'

arguments are incorporated herein by reference, and have

equal application to Ohio Edison.
,

As for the additiona1 charges which DOJ has

aired regarding Ohio Edison's dealings with the Buckeye

cooperatives in the company's service area, they also
335/

are entitled to no weight. Principal among these

is the charge that Ohio Edison and Ohio Power agreed

that if Buckeye failed, the distribution cooperatives

located in Ohio Edison's area would revert back to

becoming wholesale customers of Ohio Edison. However,

DOJ offered no testimony on this issue. In its effort'

P

335/ Many of the original allegations did not sur-

.

vive DOJ's direct case and were dismissed. Thus, the

! charge that in 1966 Ohio Edison attempted to foreclose
competition with Buckeye in supplying bulk power by
offering Firelands Rural Electric Cooperative a new
delivery point if it would withdraw from membershipi

in Buckeye was dismissed (Tr. 11754). Likewise,'

the charge that since 1968 Ohio Edison has repeatedly
refused and/or delayed providing new delivery pointsl

| to rural electric cooperatives thereby inhibiting
their ability to compete for new customers was
also dismissed (Tr. 11754-55). The dismissal of this
latter charge is particularly noteworthy since it was
the only charge that was made against Ohio Edison prior
to September 5, 1975 involving its conduct vis-a-vis the
other electric entities in the area served by Ohio Edison.

- - -_ - - - . _ . _ . - - _
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l
1

to demonstrate such an agreement between Ohio Edison

and Ohio Power, it appears to have placed exclusive
'

reliance on D-490, a November 18, 1965 memo from Clyde

Frederickson indicating that "Mr. Lacopo and Mr. Martinka
!

[both of Ohio Power] agreed that in such case the load |

areas in question would revert back to Ohio Edison."

This passage reflects nothing more than a

consensus of two Ohio Power representatives as to what,

the situation might be. Frederickson stated during his

deposition that he knew of no agreement between the com-.

panies to allocate to Ohio Edison the areas of certain
!

; cooperatives if Buckeye should be disbanded (D-573(Frede-
i

rickson) 224-25). White also indicated that he knew of no

! such agreement, and he outlined what in fact would happen if

Buckeye dissolved and the cooperatives came to Ohio Edison

for service (White 9558). Thus, the allegation stands
4 336/
J totally unsubstantiated in this record.

1

i
i !
'

336/ The efforts by DOJ to bolster this charge by
somehow tying it to information obtained in the so-called
" archive" documents are wholly unpersuasive. Even assuming
those documents demonstrate some sort of an understanding i

in effect at the time between Ohio Edison and Ohio Power '

4 on the issue of who should serve certain new retail cus- t

tomers in the fringe area between the companies, there
is absolutely no evidence to suggest that these two com-

g
panies ever contemplated a division of territory for serving
wholesale customers, such as the Buckeye cooperatives.
Accordingly, no permissible inference can be drawn from !

the so-called " archive" documents to support the existence
|

of an agreem'ent such as outlined in this particular charge. |
|

|

. . . _ . . . - . .. - .
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On the eve of the close of the record, DOJ

was permitted, over strong objection by Ohio Edison, to

amend its charges once again, this time to include an

allegation that Ohio Edison has, since 1965, refused to-

wheel power from Buckeye to the distribution cooperatives

in Ohio Edison's service area. It is alleged that the

refusal, coupled with Ohio Edison's failure to sign the

buyAsell . agreement with Ohio Power until June, 1968,

precluded the distribution cooperatives in Ohio Edison's

area from receiving Buckeye power for a period of at least

six months. The question of whether or not the nature

of Ohio Edison's participation in the Buckeye arrangement

constituted a refusal to wheel has been trected by DOJ in

different ways at different times. In the advice letter

on the application for Beaver Valley Unit 2, DOJ took the

position that, although Ohio Edison did not sign the power

delivery agreement, it " entered a separate agreement with

Ohio Power Company pursuant to which it wheels bulk power

to seven distribution cooperatives located in its service

area" (p. 3). In the Davis-Besse Units 2 and 3 advice let-
ter, however, DOJ took the position that Ohio Edison's re-

fusal to sign the power delivery agreement constituted a

refusal to wheel (footnote 4). When the time came for the

!

|

'

L' _3
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:

!

filing of the September 5, 1975 statement of the nature of |

its case, DOJ apparently concluded that Ohio Edison's par-
ticipation in the Buckeye arrangement was not a refusal to

;

wheel because no such allegation was contained in that fil-
ing. Moreover, during the hearthg, counsel for DOJ took the

position that Ohio Edison's participation in the buy / sell

agreement represented its willingness to wheel (Tr. 6257).

Notwithstanding this record, DOJ asserted

good cause to amend its charges on the basis of one of

the " archive" documents (D-532), claiming that, prior
to receipt of that document, it was unaware that Ohio

Edison had refused to wheel. The document in question,

however, does no more than indicate that Ohio Edison

has refused to sign the Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement,

but has been amenable to working out an alternative arrange-
ment. These were facts which DOJ knew all along. Accord-

ingly, we are hard pressed to understand on what basis

the Board was able to find " good cause" for DOJ's last-minute
amendment. Even so, a review of the evidence of record

demonstrates beyond doubt that Ohio Edison's refusal

to sign the Buckeye Power Delivery Agreement was based
(

,

upon a good business justification and had no adverse
,

effect whatsoever on the cooperatives in Ohio Edison's
,

service area since the company's buy / sell agreement

_ with Ohio Power effectively accomplished the same end.

I
!

!
|

'
__ _ __
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John White testified that the only specific
.

request for wheeling which Ohio Edison had ever received

was a request that the company sign the Buckeye Power,

I Delivery Agreement that other investor-owned utilities

had executed as part of the Buckeye transaction (White

9725). Admittedly, Ohio Edison chose not to sign it,

but, rather, elected for valid business reasons to try
and work out a different arrangement. According to White,

the essential reason why Ohio Edison opted for a separate

arrangement was due to the fact that it believed insuffi-

cient compensation was provided for in the proposed Power

Delivery Agreement (White 9726-27, 9556; cf. Smart 10165).

The deposition testimony of Clyde Frederickson coincides

precisely with Mr. White's observations. As Frederickson

stated (D-573(Frederickson 112-13(24-25 & 1-10)):
A. The only request, if you

would call it that, that comes close
to wheeling, I would think it would
be the Buckeye situation.

Q. Did they ask for wheeling?
A. They asked for Ohio Edison's

participation in the Buckeye agreement.
Q. And what was Ohio Edison's

answer?
A. Ohio Edison's answer was that

as constituted we had some problems
| with the agreement. As a result, we

entered into a buy / sell agreement which
accomplished the'same purposes and over-
came the problems that we had with the
Buckeye agreement.

!

1
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In addition, Frederickson cited both the inadequate compen-

sation for the use of Ohio Edison's transmission f acilities

and the loss of revenues as disadvantages which the Buckeye

Power Delivery Agreement had when compared to the Ohio Edi-

son-Ohio Power buy / sell agreement (id at p. Pl4; see also

D-572(Mansfield) 119-20).

Thus, key company personnel viewed the buy / sell

agreement between Ohio Edison and Ohio Power as providing

the requested transmission service at an appropriate price,

and with less of an adverse effect on the revenues of the

company. The only relevant inquiry in these circumstances

is whether Ohio Edison, by reason of its insistence upon a

separate arrangement with Ohio Power, unreasonably pre-

vented member cooperatives of Buckeye from obtaining

transmission service from a new bulk power supplier.

The clear answer must be no. In this regard, the oper-

ation of the cancellation provisions in earlier whole-

sale cont'racts between Ohio Edison and the distribution

cooperatives is apparently deemed important by DOJ 3

(D-17 through D-23). It is anticipated the argument
.

will be that Ohio Edison unreasonably held its coopera-
I

tive customers to the notice-of-termination provisions

in those contracts, thereby delaying their receipt of

Buckeye power for at least six months. This is poppy-

. ..
___ _ -_____.
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.

cock. A reading of the stipulation contained in D-616,

together with the earlier contractual notice provisions
.

and attached correspondence (D-17 through D-23), will

demonstrate that Ohio Edison was more than fair in the

manner in which it permitted its distribution coopera-

tives to terminate their wholesale power contracts.

Far from insisting upon its contract rights during this

period of negotiation, Ohio Edison four times per- i

mitted the cooperatives to extend the date upon which

they would have to give notice of the cancellation of
337/

their contracts (id.). The cooperatives availed them-

selves of the company's more than reasonable accommodation

and thereby were able to withdraw from their contractual

obligations to Ohio Edison two years after giving notice

of desired termination, rather than having to face the

automatic five-year renewal period (id.).

Ohio Edison may well have insisted on the

cooperatives adhering to the reduced notice requirement.

However, that is a slender reed on which to hang an antitrust

violation. The reasons for relatively-long-term contracts,

: and the importance of advance notice prior to termination,

'

337/ See the nearly identical letters of D'ecember
21, IT66; June 29, 1967; December 6, 1967; and May 17,
1968 which are appended to each of Exhibits D-17 through
D-23.

;

{

!

i l

_

|
'
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have been discussed earlier. It is for these reasons

that the notice provisions were in the contracts in the

first place. Ohio Edison cannot be faulted for requiring

the other contracting parties to live up to their agreed

obligations, especially in light of the leeway it was

willing to allow. If the practical effect of such behavior
, i

was in fact to delay the switchover of its wholesale

cooperative customers to Buckeye Power, Inc., that result i

cannot in the circumstances be considered unreasonable in

any event.
4

10. Ohio Edison's territorial agreements. The

final matter relating to conduct by Ohio Edison which
j

; has come under attack concerns the allegation focusing

on former bilateral territorial agreements between the

company and neighboring investor-owned utilities. DOJ

has not introduced any testimony on this subject, but

has chosen to rely, instead, essentially on the so-called
338/

" archive documents" (D-513 through D-533). However,
'

338/ There is nothing in the archive documents to
substantiate DOJ's charge that Ohio Edison had a terri-;

torial agreement with CEI. Exhibit D-488, the main
exhibit upon which DOJ must rely, is insufficient to '

support this charge by itself. It merely refers
to a single statement by a CEI official to the effect
that ten years before, Ohio Edison and CEI had an

!
understanding that, in the fringe areas, the utility
with the lowest cost would serve. In its response to |

our motion to dismiss certain allegations, DOJ argued
'

(Cont'd next page) !

; e

i

'.. _ -. _ __ _ _ .
|
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John White testified that there are not now any terri-

totial agreements between Ohio Edison and any other

utility (White 9536). This testimony is unrefuted.

Furthermore, there is no indication anywhere in the record

that there was ever any agreement between Ohio Edison and

any other entity concerning service to wholesale customers.

The Orrville situation is one of the rare instances in
which there was an opportunity for competition for a new

'

wholesale customer, and it is clear that such competition

occurred between Ohio Edison and Ohio Power over an extend-

ed period of time (Lewis 7973; Firestone 11210-11; A-182;i

A-186).

While retail customer agreements may have existed

338/ (Cont'd)
that a portion of the deposition testimony of Rudolph
(D-558(Rudolph) 53) confirmed the allegation. How-
ever, Rudolph merely said that the company with the
least cost would serve. He specifically denied that
it was pursua . to any agreement, and said he believed
that this cost of service criteria was the law of Ohio.
Such testimony does not legitimately permit an infer-
ence of a territorial agreement. As we have earlier
indicated, the economic characteristics of this indus-
try encourage the utility which can provide electric
service at the least cost to do so. Moreover, the policy
of the State of Ohio against duplication of distribution
facilities encourages the same result (see n. 91, supra).
Plainly, expressions of such sound buciness judgment
do not portend the existence of an agreement between
investor-owned utilities.

I
-. . . . . . _ . - . - - - ._ . - _ - _-_- -
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1

339/
at one time, they clearly should not be faulted as

per se violations of the antitrust laws (see pp. 59-66, supra);
nor would they warrant condemnation under a rule-of-reason

rationale in light of the commercial realities in this regu-
lated industry (see pp.122-50, supra) . However, the dis-

positive consideration relates, in the final analysis, to
the undeniable fact that Chio Edison has not operated under

the alleged agreements for at least the past three years, if
not longer (White 9538). Thus, they cannot in any legitimate

sense be considered as in any way connected with or, a part of,
'

,

l339/ Even if the Board should conclude that such agree-
ments did exist among certain investor-owned utilities, it I

still must separately examine DOJ's allegation of a similar
territorial agreement with the Holmes-Wayne Cooperative.
The sole support for this charge is a memorandum (D-522),
which is so ambiguous and inconclusive as to deserve little
weight. While reference is made therein to an April 6,
1961 letter agreement, the memorandum is unclear as to who
the parties thereto actually were or what the terms, condi-
tions and subject matter of that agreement were. Even on
a most liberal reading, D-522 reflects only that there
existed a 1961 agreement in form, but that it was not taken
very seriously nor enforced by the parties. Indeed, as to
the matter under discussion in the memorandum, it is plain
that the 1961 agreement (whatever its nature and scope)
had no application. Before any decision could be reached
on customer service in that instance, additional informa-
tion was needed, information which, as D-522 indicates,
went well beyond simply where the customer would locate.
Accordingly, DOJ's reliance on D-522 to sustain the infer-
ence that there once existed a territorial agreement be-
tween Ohio Edison and Holmes-Wayne Cooperatives must fail.

.

|

.

_e -
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,

the situation that exists today in the CCCT. That neces-
j

l

sarily ends the matter for this Board, since there is

no conceivable nexus to be found between the agreements
:

in question (or any situation they may once have been |
'

|

part of) and activities under the nuclear licenses still

to be issued. See Consumers Power Company, supra, NRCI

75/7, at 62; and see discussion at 99 532-36, supra.

11. Penn Power's dealings with municipalities.

Turning to the allegations against Penn Power, which is a
'

wholly-owned subsidiary of Ohio Edison (White 9495; A-214),

these all relate to the company's dealings with its municipal

wholesale customers. It is our adversaries' misguided

view that Penn Power actively competes with the municipal

electric systems in its service area and that, faced with -

such competition, the company.has acted in a manner to

injure or eliminate it as a factor to contend with. Such

an analysis plainly cannot be accepted by this Board, either

as a matter of law or fact.

We have heretofore explained in considerable

detail the legislative framework in the Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania which requires private and public utilities

to serve electric customers only within discrete certifi-

cated service areas (see pp.139-42, supra) . The narrative
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of Duquesne Light, which directly follows the present
discussion, again makes the point. Precisely because

Pennsylvania is an exclusive franchise state, it makes

absolutely no sense to speak of competition at any level
*

(who]esale or retail) among electric entities located

therein. Nor is it meaningful to talk in terms of "re-

stricting competition" or " restraining trade," as our

adversaries continue to do.

!owhere is this more apparent than in the

testimony of Messrs. Luxenberg and Urian, which presum-

ably was intended to bolster the claim that Penn Power's

municipal wholesale contracts had an "anticompetitive"

effect. The general allegation is premised on a con-

tractual provision which, for reference purposes, appeared

in paragraph 4 of the Ellwood Ci'y contract and providedc

that "except with the written consent of the company,

service furnished hereunder shall not be resold for use at
any premises now or hereafter being furnished electric

service directly by the company." (D-71, para. 4). DOJ

'

has characterized this as a customer allocation provision, .

and has suggested that it deserves per se treatment under,

the antitrust laws. We have said before, and will continue

to insist, that any such approach by this Board would be

entirely inappropriate in this proceeding (see pp. 59-66,

i
I

'

. _ _ __
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supra). Obviously, DOJ is unwilling to face up to the fact

that the provisions in question are fully consonant with

state lew which already allocates electric customers and

territories in Pennsylvania (see 66 P.S. SS 1121, 1122,

1141, 1171; 53 P.S. S 47471), and thus under any sort of

rule-of-reason analysis simply cannot be f aulted as being

- either anticompetitive or an unreasonable restraint of

trade.

Both Luxenberg and Urian were unable to pro-

vide any specific testimony which would lend support

to the theory advanced by DOJ that paragraph 4 prevented

or inhibited Ellwood City in its efforts to obtain cus-

tomers. Luxenberg did state that the borough constantly

discussed with Penn Power the question as to which system

should provide service to certain customers (Luxenberg

6440), but he gave no indication that this Board could

legitimately infer those discussions had any antitrust

overtones. While he made reference to a so-called " Louis

B. Round Line," which he viewed as effectively precluding

Ellwood City from annexing certain farmland adjoining

the borough (id.), it is unclear on what information

he based this conclusion, or why, in any event, it is

of any relevance to the contractual provision in para-

1

1

1
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graph 4. There is no evidence in this record that the
borough ever seriously considered annexation.

Urian indicated he was unaware of the borough

ever asking for Penn Power's consent pursuant to paragraph

4 (Urian 4987-88). Indeed, far from acting in any sort

of " restrictive" manner, Penn Power explicitly agreed

that the municipal system could, at its discretion, serve

certain of the company's residential and commercial customers,

as reflected in the letter attachment to D-71. The borough

is presently working with Penn Power to accomplish that

changeover as to the customers it has identified (see I

A-87 through A-89; and see Urian 5018).

|
On these facts, to leap to the conclusion l

1that the Penn Power contract with Ellwood City had any
|
1

sc.rt of anticompetitive impact is to grasp at straws which I

hare long since been removed by operation of state law.

Nor is there one whit of evidence to support such a thesis

as to any of the company's other municipal wholesale

customers. Thus, when perceived in its proper perspec-

tive, the situation in Penn Power's service area suggests f

no inconsistency with the antitrust laws. Moreover, !

in view of the company's unilateral decision to elimi-
|,

nate the questioned provision from future wholesale

contracts (see A-243 through A-247), there is no con-

- --- ... - --
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ceivable basis for concern with this matter in connec-
tion with " activities under the nuclear licenses"
presently being sought. See Consumers Power Company,

i supra, NRCI 75/7, at 62.

The same conclusions hold true with respect

to the empty assertion by Luxenberg that Pe.,n Power had

extracted from Ellwood City during the negotiations for

'the 1966 contract an agreement that the borough would

forego serving industrial customers for a period of ten
years (Luxenberg 6396-6400). All we are told is that

this was Luxenberg's personal understanding of the matter
! on the basis of oral statements made at the time by

,

Dunlevy of Penn Power (id.). Urian indicated he had

no knowledge of any such arrangement (Urian 5008).

And the specific language of the 1966 contract itself,

which specifies that it is the sole agreement among the
parties, completely undermines the contention. In the

absence of any further proof in the record to give cre-

dence to this unsubstantiated claim -- and there is none
-- it offers no basis for this Board to make a finding
adverse to Penn Power.'

DOJ has also attempted to resurrect the charge

that Penn Power refused to file a rate for 69 kv service
to Ellwood City in a futile effort to find something --

. . _ _ _ . . . _ - - .. -
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1

indeed anything -- to latch onto to legitimize its irre- |

sponsible~ initiation of the Commission's antitrust re-

view responsibility. There is, of course, no dispute

that Penn Power did in fact refuse to file such a rate.
Its position in this regard was premised on Section 35.3

of the FPC's Rules of Practice, which clearly states

that such a filing not be made more than 90 days prior

to the time service at that rate was to commence (see
p. 572, supra) .

This very issue was litigated in FPC Docket

No. E-8159, and the orders issued by the FPC are in evi-

dence here as D-626 and D-627. They show that the pre-

siding administrative law judge was of the opinion that,

while Ellwood City was entitled to information by which

a high voltage discount rate could be established, Penn

Power would not actually have to file a rate pursuant to

the formula until 45 days before a municipality was pre-

pared to take service. This resolution of the controversy ,

was upheld by the full Commission (D-627). Penn Power has

I consistently maintained that essentially the same cost

information which was available to the municipalities after
,

the decision had been available prior to the hearing.
i

Luxenberg admitted that he was aware this was part of

the company's position (Luxenberg 6429). Significantly, )

|

.

.
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no municipality has yet given Penn Power notice of be-

ing ready to take service at 69 kv, and the company is

thus not yet in a position to file such a rate under

Section 35.3 (Urian 4980, 5004).

; An apparent effort by DOJ to establish that

Penn Power's refusal to file this high voltage rate was

motivated by a desire to purchase the U.S. Steel substa-

tion was entirely unsuccessful. Luxenberg denied ever

having made this charge before the FPC (Luxenberg 6423).

He testified that he knew Penn Power had discussions with

U.S. Steel, but he had no knowledge of the content of

those discussions and no proof Penn Power was a possible

purchaser of the substation (Luxenberg 6423-26). A letter

from U.S. Steel, in evidence as D-625, indicates only that

Penn Power's Director of Area Development wanted to discuss

with U.S. Steel his interest in finding tenants for the

latter company's industrial park, but that no discussions

had yet taken place as to the " mechanics of election of

(electric] service," and U.S. Steel planned to "have full

discussion with Pennsylvania Power as well as Ellwood City
.

before coming to any conclusion." Not insignificantly,

! DOJ was unable to show that any of the municipal inter-

venors in Docket No. E-8159 considered the Penn Power re-

fusal to file the rate for 69 kv service as indicative of

.

. _ _ - . _ , _ ,- r- - -- --- - , - -, , e--- - - *ve
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any anticompetitive motive. There is thus nothing in this

allegation on which to fault Penn Power.

As a final salvo, DOJ alleges that Penn Power

| refused tc supply maintenance power to Grove City in

1965 and 1966. In response to the company's motion to

dismiss this charge at the close of our adversaries'

direct case, DOJ seemed to shift its focus once again

and recast this contention in terms of a refusal to

provide partial requirements power in sufficient amounts>

to permit Grove City to take some of its generating
340/

equipment off-line for repairs.

The only proof offered to support this claim
'

is DOJ's lengthy examination of Mr. Allen on the issue of

" partial requirements power" (Allen 4768-75). Allen seemed

to think that a request for power had been made, but he

explained that he could not recall "who made the request

specifically" (Allen 4768), when exactly it was made

(Allen 4768), or to whom he spoke at Penn Power (Allen ,

4769). Indeed, there was considerable confusion on

Allen's part as to what he was being asked, causing him
,
1

to state at one point (Allen 4772): "I'm sorry I did
.

340/ " Memorandum Of The Department of Justice In
| Response To Applicants' Individual Motion To Dismiss,"

at 21.

--- _ _ _ - . ---__
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misunderstand that. The request for power, the one I'm

thinking of didn't necessarily deal with partial require-

ments." After several attempts to clarify this testimony,

Allen finally stated: "There was a request for partial

power. It is true" (Allen 4773). However, the witness'

still could not recall any particulars (Allen 4773-74),

although he knew there was "not a written response"

(Allen 4774). As for his recollection of Penn Power's

response, he testified (Allen 4775):

It was pointed out, as I recall,
that the economics of such an arrange-
ment wouldn't be to our advantage.
Other particulars I don' t recall,
but the general approach was nega-
tive to the question.

On cross-examination, Allen admitted that

the discussions concerning partial power requirements

"were preliminary" and that "a lot of things were being

discussed in and about that time frame" (Allen 4784).
In addition, it appears that Allen agreed with the state-

ment that it was "in our best interests not to take par-

tial requirements from an economic standpoint" (Allen

4786-87; see also 4791).

Based upon this record it mi~ght be possible

for the Department to characterize this testimony as

indicating that one of the alternatives considered by

|
,

,-- - ,_.,.3-- - -. -v_. , ,.,-- - ._y,m _.-
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Grove City at this time was repair o' its generation,

and that partial requirements power would hate been
,

i necessary for Grove City if it had selected that option.

; However, based upon this single bit of testimony, there

is no evidence that Grove City ever selected this option,
,

ever sericusly considered and specifically requested this

service, or that Penn Power ever refused to do anything it

was requested. Moreover, given the remoteness of the inci-

dent, the nature of the testimony, and the absence of

any written request or refusal, it is difficult to be-

lieve that the Board can draw from this testimony any

| meaningful conclusion which could in any way impact

upon the ultimate issues to be decided in this case.

12. Nuclear access. Based on the foregoing

analysis of the evidentiary record, the clear conclusion

must be that none of the separate practices of which Ohio

Edison and Penn Power stand accused are adequate, either

alone or grouped in some fashion, to define a situation< -

inconsistent with the antitrust laws. Of equal importance

is the fact that our adversaries have failed entirely to

carry their burden of demonstrating a link between the
,

practices alleged and the activities associated with
i

these nuclear licenses sufficient to meet the nexus

requirement in Section 105c.

i

|

|

!
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On this latter point, it should be obvious

to this Board that the separate allegations discussed

above have nothing whatsoever to do with the question

of nuclear access, and, therefore, ace not properly a

matter of concern in connection with this Commission's
~

licensing responsibility. See Consumer Power Company,

supra, NRCI-75/7, at 51 ("[t] he question of nexus

* * * must be resolved as to each alleged anticompeti-

tive practice"). For example, the alleged "restric-

tive" provisions in Ohio Edison's earlier wholesale

contracts with municipalities are no longer of con-

tinui.1g significance and thus pose no likelihood of

being " maintained" by the nuclear facilities. The

same is true with respect to the alleged territorial

agreements said to have existed at one time between

Ohio Edison and some of its neighboring investor-owned

utilities. Similarly, Ohio Edison's acquisitions of

Norwalk, Lowellville and Hiram are sufficiently remote

in time that future licensed activities cannot be said

to impact on those matters in any respect. And the

various specific allegations aimed at Penn Power's con-

duct some years ago with respect to Ellwood City and

Grove City also fall into this category. Whatever

unwarranted aspersions our adversaries care to cast on

l

i
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|

this sort of stale behavior, it simply cannot be said

|to form part of an existing situation which this Board |

1need be concerned the nucleer facilities "will main- I

tain" (42 U.S.C. 2135(c)). See Consumers Power Company,

supra, NRCI 75/7, at 62.
I

Nor do any of the other specific allegations

have any more logical connection with the licensed acti-

vities. The matters concerning Ohio Edison's and Penn

Power's more recent or current wholesale requirements con-

tracts are not involved with the question 6f nuclear access.

Certainly, the " price squeeze" allegation has no tie to the

plants. Similar'' ^kio Edison's position with respect to

the financing c_ Anterconnection facilities or the filing

of rates for higher voltage service are pricing matters

totally divorced from the relevant nuclear considerations

under Section 105 c. And, nothing has been offered -- as

it cannot be -- to show the requisite link with the so-called

" anti-pirating" restriction on the sale of Buckeye power by
rural electric cooperatives. As for the WCOE negotiations,

we have heretofore set forth fully the proper context of

those discussions. It would be a serious distortion of the
i

facts to recast that situation in terms of any sort of re-
)

quest for nuclear accecs.

i
\

.

-
-
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This leaves only Ohio Edison's wheeling policy
: as a handle on which to hang nexus. However, as discussed

at pp. 675-79, infra, Ohio Edison and Penn Power are affir-

matively committed to providing the transmission services|

t

needed to deliver nuclear power from these facilities to

purchasing electric entities in their service areas, and
:

to wheel in back-up support, on request, when the nuclear

units are down (see A-44). Whatever the attitude of these

companies with respect to providing wheeling services in
'

other circumstances is not for this Board to pass upon. As

reflected in Applicants' Proposed License Conditionn IA-44),

there is no hesitation on the part of Ohio Edison and Penn

Power to grant requesting entities access to the Davis-Besse
;

and Perry facilities in reasonable amounts. The position of

the companies cannot be faulted on the basis thai: it deprives

municipal and cooperative systems of the benefit s of coordi-

nated operation and development associated with the nuclear

f acilities (see discussion at pp.679-91, infra) . In the ab-

sence of evidence contradicting that conclusion -- and this

record contains none -- the finding simply cannot be made

that the present licenses will create or maintain any in-

consistent situation under the antitrust laws with respect
to Ohio Edison and Penn Power, and this Board must so rule.

-- . _ . . . - _- - ._ .-- - - _ - -
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Duquesne Light

The individual case against Duquesne Light is.

perhaps most curious of all. It is basically confined to
,

'

a two-year period between 1966 and 1968, almost a decade

ago, when Duquesne is alleged to have dealt individually,

9

with three separate borough systems in a manner which our
;

adversaries characterize as "anticompetitive." Such a

! charge must necessarily have as its focal point the major

premise that Duquesne and the three boroughs were at the

I time competing with one another for electric service in
;

and around the localities in question, or at least that

i there existed a real potential for such competition.

This alone exposes a glaring deficiency which is fatal
j

to the case presented. For , in the Commonwealth of Penn-

sylvania there simply is no opportunity for competition

; in the electric utility industry -- no opportunity whatso-

i ever; and this has been a fact of life since well before

the 1966-68 period under scrutiny.
i

We have in an earlier part of this brief de- |
:

scribed in some detail the legislative framework which |
1

state authorities have imposed on all utilities operating I
'341/

in Pennsylvania (see pp. 139-143, supra). There is no t

s

341/ And see Applicants Prehearing Legal Brief, at
86-89.

i

! |

|
. . ._ . __ _ -
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need to spell out another time the applicable statutory

provirions in order to make the point -- which cannot be

disputed -- that Pennsylvania is an exclusive franchise

state. See 66 P.S. SS 1121, 1122; and see 53 P.S. S 47471.

Thus, Duquesne Light has a defined service area of approx-

imately 800 square miles in which it provides electric

service in Allegheny and Beaver Counties to approximately

521,230 retail customera (see S-157, Appendix M, pp. 2-3

66 P.S. S 1121; Retail Electric Suppliers Territorial Act

(Act No. 57, July 30, 1975, 15 P.S.SS3277 et seq.). It is

under an affirmative duty to furnish electric energy to all

consumers located therein under filed tariffs, and it may

not discriminate within or among classes of customers in

its rates or services. See 66 P.S. SS 1141, 1144, 1171

and 1172. No other utility, whether privately or publicly

. owned, may enter Duquesne's approved territory to serve

i at retail without permission of the Pa PUC. See 66 P.S.

SS 1121, 1122. By the same token, state law recognizes

the exclusive right of each borough in Pennsylvania to

serve in its own community (id.), free from regulatory

! controls by the PaPUC (66 P.S. SS 1141, 1171). Duquesne

is explicitly barred from serving at retail in these

|
borough " pockets" within its service area without the

express consent of the local authorities. See 53 P.S.

S 47471. In sum, then, Pennsylvania has established a

__ --
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regulatory structure specifically designed to eliminate

competition in the electric utility industry. As an-

nounced in Metropolitan Edison Co. v Public Service

Commission, 127 Pa. Super 11, 20, 191 Atl. 678 (1937):

The policy of this state, relating
to the regulation of public service

'

companies * = * has been that of
regulated monopoly as opposed to
unrestrained competition. Public
utilities, if they rendered adequate
services to the public, at reasonable
rates, could expect to be protected
from unfair and ruinous competition.
***

i

Accord: Painter v Pa PUC, 194 Pa Super 548, 168 A.2d

113(1961) ("In the matter of the public supply of
* * * electricity * * * this Commission has from the

beginning adopted and pursued a policy whereby unneces-

sary and useless competition should be prevented * = -).
To construct in these circumstances any sort of

antitrust theory on the basis that there has been some

injury to competition -- as the Matters in Controversy have
,

framed the issues and our adversaries insist on arguing -- I
:

simply ignores the electric utility market structure in 1

'Pennsylvania. The short of the matter is that there is

'no competition among electric entities in the state. Even

at the wholesale level, to speak in terms of the Pennsyl- '

vania boroughs competing with Duquesne to provide bulk

power service is pure fantasy. If we focus -- as this
|

Board must -- on the Boroughs of Ellwood City, Aspinwall
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and Pitcairn, they had either barely sufficient generat-

ing capability to supply their own load when all equip-'

ment was operating or no generation at all. The possi-

bility of their wholesaling any surplus power was thus
'

nil. While there is perhaps the theoretical postulate

that these communities could have purchased excess bulk

power from Duquesne for purposes of resale, no one has

ever suggested in this record that such a prospect was
342/

even contemplated by the three boroughs. Moreover,

such a scenario would have resulted only in adding an

unnecessary middicman in the bulk power supply chain who

would be performing no legitimate wholesale function (see
i

pp. 171-175, supra). And, since the borough would necessarily

be receiving its energy for resale at Duquesne's wholesale

rate on file with the FPC, the only conceivable "competi-

tion" that it could generate would be on the basis of a

resale of that energy at below cost, which is neither

reclistic nor desirable (id.).

342/ If a borough were to decide that it desired to
go into the wholesale business, it appears that it would
first need a certificate from the Pa PUC permitting it to
operate as a "public utility" outside the borough limits.
See 66 P.S. SS 1101 et seg. Such a certificate may be
granted only upon a showing by the borough that the
existing electric service-in the area into which the
borough intends to expand is inadequate. See 66 P.S.

; 5 1122(g).

l

. - - _. . m-
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i

; It is for these reasons that, as we commence

! our fact analysis of the allegations against Duquesne,
i

j we are still left witi the nagging, unanswered question:
1

i "To what purpose?". Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman
i

Act have as their underlying policy to protect and pre-

| serve competition. See Consumers Power Company, supra, |
4

|

i NRCI 75/7 at 47; Standard Oil Co. v United States, 1

i

j supra, 221 U.S. at 60. But where, as in Pennsylvania, !

1

; clear recognition has been given to the fact "that com-

'

petition cannot be trusted to do the job of regulation
i

i in [the electric utility] industry which competition
4

! does in other sectors of the econony" (Hawaiian Tele-
!

| phone Co. v FCC, supra, 498 F2d at 477), no legitimate

1 interest can be served by a headstrong application of

the antitrust laws from an entirely theoretical per-

spective. This is not a case like Otter Tail Power Co.1

v United States, supra, for example, where the retail

markets in question were not subject to state regula-

I tion (see p. 79 , supra) . Here the state regulatory

restraints sre pervasive. Plainly, Duquesne cannot

under'any reasonable view of the antitrust laws be
; i

j considered to have " monopoly power" -- it does not
i

i have the ability to control electric energy prices or
|

to exclude " competition" (even assuming one can meaning- |

fully talk about excluding " competition" given the state-

!
|

|

t

v , ,. - --.v--- , . - , . - . . _. _ . --, .-. -_. --.. ,.
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imposed regulatory structure) in Pennsylvania, nor has it

any potential to do so in the future (see discussion at
i

Part IV supra). To fault its dealings with the boroughsy
!

in its service area as somehow being inconsistent with

the Sherman Act in these circumstances is legally imper-
.

missible (see 99 79-87 , supra) . And, this is especially so

!
in view of the fact that the challenged activities would

not offend the federal statute even if they had occurred

in the more traditional antitrust setting.

1. The Borough of Ellwood City. The Ell-

wood City claim eloquently demonstrates how strained the

position of our adversaries really is. The broad allega-

tion is that Duquesne Light refused to sell the Borough of

Ellwood City wholesale power when requested to do so in

1966. Even a cursory examination makes it clear that this

charge was irresponsibly contrived by the opposing counsel

in this proceeding in theoretical discussions among them-

selves, without any effort to investigate the true facts

of the situation. When those facts are examined, the ab-

surdity of the accusation becomes apparent.

Thus, Marvin Luxenberg, Borough Solicitor, tes-
d

tified that he attended a convention of the Pennsylvania

Association of Boroughs in Pittsburgh in June, 1966 (Lux-

enberg 6404-05(24-25 & 1-8)), along with the Borough

!
- - _ _ ___ - __ _ - . . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _
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Manager and 1 or 2 councilmen (id. at 6414(16-19)). Dur-

ing an evening gathering of a " semi-social" nature, in

what Luxenberg described as a " hospitality room" (id. at

6405(3-5), 6414-15(13-15, 25 & 1-G)), the Borough repre-

sentatives engaged in a conversation with three represen-

tatives from Duquesne (id. at 6405(3-16)), during the

course of which Luxenberg said he made an oral request

that Duquesne serve Ellwood City at wholesale (id. at

6403-04(18-19 & 13), 6418(5-10)). The Duquesne people2

were described as being " middle management type of per-
,

sonnel * * * [who] weren't pole-climbers and * * * cer-
,

tainly weren't the President or Vice President" (id. at
,

6504(11-12)). Luxenberg could not recall their names -

(id. at 6405(12-16)). The response they purportedly gave

on that occasion was as follows (id. at 6406(5-7)):
[T] hey could not, this was Penn- '

sylvania Power Company territory,
that they wouldn't discuss it with
us. That they couldn't and wouldn't.

It is on the basis of this single conversation,

and this conversation alone, that the NRC Staff and DOJ,

have come forward with a broad antitrust charge of "refus- '

al to sell wholesale power." Such a showing is plainly
'

deficient. As Luxenberg acknowledged, n(ne of the par-

ticipants in that evening exchange, either for the Bor- -

ough or for Duquesne, had been authorized to pursue the

-.
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matter raised (1d. at 6406(5-7), 6417(10-12); and see 53
IP.S. S 46117, which provides that the Solicitor's acts

4

must be authorized by the council or the mayor). More-

|over, notwithstanding Luxenberg's realization that he was

speaking to " middle management" personnel, no follow-up

communication came from Ellwood City asking that the sub-

ject be considered higher up in the company (Luxenberg

6416(12-13)). In short, the matter was simply dropped.

We, therefore, have no way on this record of

knowing what Duquesne's ultimate position might have been

if a formal request had been made in a business context.

This is not to suggest that the final answer necessarily

would have differed. Ellwood City was (and still is) out-

side the company's certificated service area (see S-85;

A-119). Before Duquesne could have provided electric

anergy to the Borough, construction of a transmission

facility some 10 to 12 miles in length, and running in

part across Penn Power's certificated territory, would

have been required (see A-11S; Luxenberg 6413(2-3)). And,

in order to condemn right-of-way clearance for such a fa-

cility, which undoubtedly would be required, Duquesne

would have had to go to the Pa PUC and obtain a certificate

based upon a showing that the service to be rencared was

reasonably necessary in that the existing service being
I

provided to Ellwood City by Penn Power was inadequate.

!

!

. , , - - . . , _ _ . . -- . . _ . -
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See 66 P.S. SS 1123, 1124. Thus, for all practical pur-

poses, it may well be that the initial reaction to Luxen-

berg's inquiry by Duquesne's middle management personnel

was not far off the mark (and see discussion on Aspinwall,

infra).

In any event, as the record in this case now

l
stands, what transpired at that semi-social gathering in ;

a hospitality room in Pittsburgh one evening in June, 1966, I
.

does not begin to rise to the level of a company refusal

to sell wholesale power to the Borough of Ellwood City.

Moreover, even if the referenced conversation were somehow

to be accorded suJh significance, the " refusal" clearly

would not carry with it any antitrust implications. Ell-

wood City was then, and is now, receiving wholesale energy

from Penn Power under a full requirements contract (D-71;

also S-106). Not even the impermissibly broad reading of

Otter Tail urged by our adversaries supports that a Sherman

Act violation can rest on a refusal to sell wholesale power

in circumstances where the requesting municipality already
,

has an alternative power supply source readily available

to it. Nor would the NRC Staff's own expert witness,
,

Dr. Hughes, countenance use of the antitrust laws to force
'

Duquesne Light to serve outside its recognized service

area in such circumstances (Hughes 3768-69(22-25 & 1-2)).

2. The Borough of Aspinwall. Turning next
1

to the allegation that Duquesne Light embarked on a course,

! !
!

,
I

l l

- _ .- -
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of conduct designed to force the Borough of Aspinwall to

sell its electric system, this charge must also fail. It,

tco, has as its essential underpinning the claim of an anti-

competitive refusal by Duquesne to serve at wholesale.

In this regard, the evidence shows that an inquiry

as to a possible purchase frora Duquesne of electric energy

for resale was first made by Aspinwall " informally" in

October 1965 (D-168). Unlike the Ellwood City situation,

hcwever, this initial overture was followed up some six

months later (April, 1966) by several telephone calls in

which the Borough Solicitor expressed an interest in

obtaining from Duquesne a sufficient quantity of wholesale

power "to satisfy all of the needs of the Borough" (D-170).
The company's response to this request, as communicated

by Duquesne's General Attorney, Thomas Munsch, was "defi-

nitely and emphatically" no (D-173, and see D-174). This
,

was confirmed to the Borough Council some four months

later during a public meeting held in August, 1966 (D-201).

It is the contention of the NRC Staff and DOJ
that this refusal was calculated to force Aspinwall into

a position of having to sell its entire system to Duquesne,

and that it had precisely that effect. However, such an hy-

pothesis draws more from the evidence than a fair, objec-

tive reading will allow. The company's position was plainly

not an ad hoc response to the Aspinwall situation. Rather,

J=
i

- - - - - - - ,, - . - - . , . _ . _ _ --,
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the record makes it clear that Duquesne had never furnished

electric service to a municipality in its service area for

general resale (D-169; D-255; Gilfillan 8425(5-13)), and

to alter that practice for Aspinwall would, in the company's

view, "be to give [it] preferential treatment" (D-174; and

see D-171).

While we all could speculate on whether or not

a liberal reading of Otter Tail, had it been decided in

1965 or 1966, might have provided a basis for Duquesne at

least to reassess its position on wholesale municipal ser-

vice, such conjecture at this time seems to serve little

purpose. The fact is that there was no otter Tail deci-

sion at the time of Aspinwall's request, nor even a hint

in the case-law portending such a ruling. Duquesne was

then providing electric service to its customers pursuant

to a filed tariff, one part of which -- specifically- Rule

18 -- precluded purchases for resale (S-211, at p. 118386

and cf. Fleger 8632-33(21-25 & 1-25)). And the Pa PUCc in

approving that tariff provision after a full hearing, ex-

plicitly found that it had not been motivated "by any in- ,

tention to discriminate improperly or to achieve an im-
,

proper objective." Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission

_ _ _ _ . . -. _.
- _ .- _
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343/
v Duquesne Light, C2 Pa PUC Rep. 706 (1966) (see A-264).

As Mr. Gilfillan is :tified, at that time, "Duquesne was in
the business of selling power at retail. Its rates were

designed to provide service to the ultimate consumer" (Gil-
344/

fillan 8426(7-9)).

It is clear that this is what served as the basis
for Duquesne's negative stand on Aspinwall's requested sale- '

i

for-resale transaction, not any sinister motive to deprive !

!the borough of wholesale power in order to force it out of
|

r

343/ Gilfillan also testified that Duquesne " felt that
Rule 18 was based on very sound business practice = * =

(w]e believed that it was unsound business practice to
interpose a middleman between the customer and the com-
pany" (Gilfillan 8426(6-11); and see discussion at pp. 172-174,
supra.

344/ This is not to dispute that Duquesne sold bulk power ;

to other investor-owned utilities in 1966, and thereafter. !

But such sales were pursuant to interchange arrangements
which contemplated the exchange of power when and as needed
to supplement a shortage of generating capacity on one or the
other of the contracting party's systems. This did not put

Duquesne in the business of generating bulk power for distri-
bution to electric entities for general resale, without any
element of reciprocity in kind, and without regard to the
immediate needs of the acquiring system at the time of
purchase. See Gilfillan 8439(18-22), 8478-79(24-25 & 1-4)).
The FPC has recognized the difference between Duquesne's
wholesale-sales transactions and its interchange transac-
tions; and they have always been separately reported to the
FPC. See, e.c., Duquesne's 1973 Annual Report to the FPC,
at 412-413 T"3 ales for Resale") and 424-424a-(" Summary of
Interchange") (S-163).
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business. The company was, to be sure, interested IT pur-

chasing Aspinwall's electric facilities (see D-321) once

it had been brought to Duquesne's attention that the com-

munity was contemplating a sale of its system (D-168). But
1-

to infer from such an interest, a predatory scheme suc.'. as

our adversaries have suggested is more than the law will

allow. See Lamb Enterprises, Inc. v Toledo Blade Co.,

supra, 461 F.2d at 514-515.

Nor is there sufficient evidentiary basis in this

record to support the hypothesis that it was Duquesne's re-

fusal of wholesale service which led the borough to sell its

facilities. As early as August, 1965, some two months before

Aspinwall even made informal inquiry about the possibility

of a bulk power transaction (D-168), the Borough Manager had

requested the Pennsylvania Economy League ("PEL"), an inde-

pendent non-profit orgar.1zation (Sedlak 12297(15-19)), to

undertake a financial and engineering study of the " borough-

owned generation and distribution system" in order "to deter-

mine as near as possible a gain or loss within the system in

the future" (A-265). It was the recollection of Messrs.

Sedlak and Flynn, both of whom actively participated in

the preparation of the PEL study (Sedlak (12308(4-13);

Flynn 12310(10-13)), that during the initial discussions

to scope-out the project, which toGx place within "a month

I

1

.
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.

or so" of the August request (Sedlak 12309(6-7)), Aspinwall

made known its desire to ascertain "what condition (the
borough system] was in and whether they should continue the

operation or whether it would be more economically feasible

( for them to get out of the electric business" (Flynn 12311

(12-15, 21-24); Sedlak 12312(4-13); and see D-168).
4

PEL undertook the study and in April, 1966, is-
3

sued its " Financial and Operating Analysis, Aspinwall Elec-

tric System" (A-120), which recommended as one of two pos-

sible alternatives the discontinuance of borough plant

operations and negotiation of a satisfactory sale of the
,

system to the private utility serving in the area (id. at
345/ .

1). This recommendation was based in part upon the PEL's

independent finding that, as of April, 1966, the Aspinwall

generating plant consisted of three 17-year-old 550 kw

generators and a single 24-year old 1000 kw generator

purchased second-hand in 1962 (id. at 14-15). Sur-

prisingly, the Borough had paid close to $200,000 for

the second-hand unit -- which is almost as much as a new'

unit of comparable size would have cost erected in place

345/ The other alternative recommended was to carry out
necessary plant expansion and continue to operate the system
by " adjusting (the Borough] rate structure upward, or "sub-
sidizing the. electric operation from cther Borough sources"
(A-120, at 11).

i
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in 1968 (id. at 16 and 22)) -- and, from the outset, it

was suitable for standby service only (id. at 16).
In order for Aspinwall to continue in the elec-

tric business, the PEL analysis showed that the community

would have to invest at least $250,000 in its electric

system between 1966 and 1969 (id. at i, 20-23); of this

amount S225,000 would be necessary for new generation and

$25,000 would be required for renovating the distribution

network (id. at 23). Moreover, it was recognized that

"[b]ecause much of the present generating equipment is rel-

atively old, it is possible the capital investment by 1970

could exceed even this amount" (id. at 11). Also, addi-

tional expenditures were contemplated in the future to

improve the borough's distribution facilities which, al-
though " operating satisfactorily," failed to meet modern

efficiency standards (id. at 5). A further investment at

some point in the street lighting circuits and controls

was also anticipated by the,PEL study (id. at 22).
The reasons why such a situation prevailed in

the Borough of Aspinwall in 1966 had nothing whatsoever

to do with the activities of Duquesne Light. To the

contrary, the responsibility rested solely with the

local authorities. As Mr. Flynn testified on the basis

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _
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|

|
*

of his personal analysis, the condition of the electric

system was due to
[f]ailure of the Borough to

.

***
replace obsolete equipment and
failure -- They failed to do this
because the money that was being
generated by the electric system,
any profits, which were dwindling
as it were, were diverted to the
general fund for other purposes,
for other Borough municipal puSW f*5
(Flynn 12327-28(24-25 & 1-4.))

Mr. Sedlak concurred in this assessment based on the :

strength of his first-hand observation, stating (12325-

26(18-25 & 1-10)):
But the problems they get into

when you have revenue-producing
facilities, unless you happen to
be tied into a revenue bond situa-
tion where it's mandated that the
proceeds from the facility, the
revenue from the facility goes
into an account and is held there
for various purposes including
operation, maintenance and replace-
ment, unless you have that situa-
tion is what happens, any surplus
over and above operating costs to
a large extent usually goes into
the general fund.

And it goes into the general
fund to maintain the real estare
tax in the area at a lower rate,
and this continues over an ex-tended period of time until things

The PEL study showed that the borough's Electric346/Fund nad made a net contribution of over $200,000 to the
(A-120, at 31).

General Fund between 1955 and 1964

|

|

. - . .- . - . _ _ _ _ . , . - ,
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are not done and you eventually
end up with a major problem. And
this is (not only) typical of As-
pinwall; it's typical to most --
I was going to say " smaller munici-
palities," but I'll go further than
that. It's typical to most local
governmental units, and I can speak
in Western Pennsylvania with some
authority in that area. It's
very typical. (Emphasis added.]

And see generally A-189(Gerber) 21-22; Gerber 11616-18,
11622-23.

In sum, Aspinwall had milked the electric sys-
tem dry. As a result of years of mismanagement and in-

-

attention to its own facilities, the borough had reached

the point in 1966 where it was face'd with the prospect of

engaging in a sizeable capital expenditure program if it

wanted to continue in the business of generating and dis-
tributing its own electric energy. Moreover, the addi-

tional costs associated with such a program, both in

terms of an enlarged debt service and increased operat- <

ing expenses, would have required the borough to look to

its General Fund for a substantial subsidy, or else raise
}

its rates (A-120, at i, 30). Yet its electric rates were
,

ialready so far above Duquesne 's rates that, had the Aspin-
, i

wall community then been receiving service directly from
,

1

;

Duquesne, it would have realized an annual net savings of !

1

over $36,000.00 (id. at 35). \

And these are the conclusions reached by Aspin ' 6

wall's own outside consultants after independent study and

4
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.

analysis of the borough electric equipment and operations.

Tne record makes it crystal clear that Duquesne Light per-
12317-18sonnel played no part in the PEL study (Sedlak

(15-21 & 7-8); Flynn 12318(5)). While it appears that

then Director of PEL's Western Division
~

Howard Stewart,

(Sedlak 12318-19(24-25 & 1)), telephoned members of the
includingPEL Executive Committee in October, 1965,
12320(13, 18)),Mr. Fleger, President of Duquesne (Sedlak

to report that the PEL had been retained by the Borough

of Aspinwall to study the "possible purchase of the system"
and had asked Fleger in that call if some Duquesne(D-168),

personnel could be made available "to discuss background

information" (id.), Fleger was initially noncommittal (id.).

Every indication on this record is that nothing ever came
those who participated in preparing theof the request;

PEL study neither had, nor knew of, any discussions with

Duquesne's people. (Sedlak 12319(1-6, 13-22), 12345(17-

~

24); Flynn 12320(2-3)). In fact, at the time that the

final PEL report (A-120) was submitted to and approved by

the PEL Executive Committee, Mr. Fleger was not even present
,

at the meeting (Sedlak 12312(4-18)).
4

DOJ, for one, has suggested that, notwithstanding

the absence of any evidence to support a finding of actual

Duquesne involvement in the PEL report, the findings therein
,

;

!

1
1

!
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can be cavalierly disregarded on the ground of " institutional
bias" (see Tr. 12401(15)). The argument is based on the

fact that the company annually contributed to this non-

profit organization in amounts ranging between $15,000 and

$18,000 since 1960 (Sedlek 12352(1-9); D-629; D-630)) --

which, for the record, represents something less than

3 percent of PEL's total annual contributions (see Sedlak
12329(12-16)). Mr. Fleger's participation on the Execu-
tive Committee of the PEL, and, after him, his successor

Mr. Arthur, has also been referred to as a reason for .

drawing such an inference.

How these bare facts, without more, can be deemed

sufficient to show institutional bias is mystifying. Every

non-profit organization is funded by private contributions
(see Sedlak 12800(14-19)). It would, to say the least,
be an egregious example of overreaching if, on that basis

.

alone, the activities of such organizations were subject
to the blanket condemnation of partiality. Moreover, to

strain for such a conclusion here, this Board would have

to disregard the emphatic and unequivocal testimony of Mr. '

Sedlak, whose personal integrity the Chairman specially
noted (Tr. 12401(15-16)). When asked what influence '

Duquesne's annual contributions have had on PEL activi-
i

ties, he stated (Sedlak 12329-30(24 & 1-6):

_ _ . .- ._. . --
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I've been with the League 27 years
and I can say in all honesty that no
one has ever influenced my judgment
as far as my work is concerned.

I'll say further than that, I have-

never been approached by any industry,
by any business at any time during the
26 or 27 years that I have been with

any work that I was doing.3y97 slant
the organization to in any

What must be accepted as established -- and

indeed wholly uncontested -- fact, therefore, is that-

the Aspinwall system was in 1966 in the rundown state

found by the PEL, and that it had deteriorated to its

sorry condition solely because of internal mismanagement,

inattention and a squandering of electric fund revenues.

Duquesne Light was not in any way responsible for this

situation. The inadequacy of system operations was a
.

forgone conclusion well before the borough fir: 2 :;sgan

making last minute overtures to the company to " ball it

out" of its self-inflicted predicament by selling the

community full requirements wholesale power. We know of

no judicial authority that suggests Duquesne should be

faulted in these circumstances for not agreeing to provide

347/ Sedlak was Director of Research and then Director
of PEL's Western Division during the period 1965 to the-

present (Sedlak 12296(6-11), 12318-19(24-25 & 1-2)). As
such, he initially had supervisory responsibility over the
research for all PEL projects in the Western Division before.

assuming full responsibility for the entire Division opera-
tion (Sedlak 12308(4-12), 12319(18-22)).

- . - . .
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the requested service. Even in a conventional market set-

ting, the antitrust laws do not require an entity to go

into an entirely new line of business -- here, the selling

of electric energy to municipalities for general resale

to rescue a " competitor" who is unable or, more to the--

'

point, unwilling to take the steps necessary to survive

on its own. See Lamb Enterprises, Inc. v Toledo Blade Co.,
.

supra, 461 F.2d at 514-15.

Not even the recent decision in Otter Tail sug-
.

gests such a recult. There, by contrast, an inference of
,

wrongful intent was determined only after a showing had

been made that, among other things, the wholesale service

which had once been provided was being discontinued (410

U.S. at 370-71). Indeed, this same finding of a unilateral

refusal to continue providing a service previously furnished

in the regular course of business undergirds the entire

line of cases having any precedential value in this contest.
'

See e.g., Six Twenty-Nine Productions, Inc. v Rollins

Telecasting, Inc., 365 F.2d 479 (5th Cir. 1966); Packaged

Programs, Inc. v Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., 255 F.2d
348/

~

708 (3d Cir. 19S8). Furthermore, even a refusal under

348/ Even in the bottleneck cases, where the refusal -

of access involves a " unique resource" which is jointly
owned by multiple entities, the rationale is based on the
TinHIng that a service or facility to which others already
have access in the regular course of business is being
denied to a " competitor." See, e.g., United States v
Terminal Railroad Association, suora, 224 U.S. at 405;
Associated Press v United States, supra, 326 U.S. at 14;
(Cont'd next page)

|

_ _ _ _ _ .
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those conditions will not alone be sufficient to support

the requisite inference of wrongful intent. In otter Tail

Power Co. v FPC, supra, for (xample, other predatory activi-

ties as well, such as refusals to wheel power and the insti-

tution of sham litigation -- neither of which is involved-

in the case against Duquesne -- were necessary to the finding
.

(410 U.S. at 371-72).
.

Accordingly, under the most traditional antitrust

analysis, Duquesne's dealings with the Borough of Aspinwall

cannot be condemned. And its conduct is certainly above

reproach when we factor into the analysis -- as must be

done -- the existing market structure in Pennsylvania.

Duquesne and Aspinwall were not " competitors" in any sense

of the term. It is uncontested that they each had mutually

exclusive service areas (see pp. 139-142, supra). Duquesne's

greater efficiencies and lower rates, for example, had

no impact whatsoever on customer service in the borough

-- as would be expected in a normal competitive market

structure. State law precluded such a result. Thus, to

! talk in terms of Duquesne's acquisition of Aspinwall's

348/ (Cont'd)
Silver v New York Stock F. change, supra, 373 U.S. at 349
n.5, Gamco, Inc. v Providence Fruit & Produce Building,-

supra, 194 F.2d at 488. No suggestion is made in those
cases that the antitrust laws are intended to reach refusals
to go into a new line of business in order to provide the
requested service.

__
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distribution system as " foreclosing competition" is to ignore

reality. The acquisition plainly had no "anticompetitive"

effect because there was no competition in the first place.

Indeed, given the unfortunate and inexcusable decay of the
,

Aspinwall system, and the existing high rate structure im-
;

posed on the borough inhabitants by their local politicians,
'

Duquesne's acquisition cannot be regarded as being anything

: other than decidedly in the "public interest." And this

was recognized explicitly by both the Pa PUC and the FPC,

who were required to give their prior approval of the pur- I

,

chase and did so. (A-262 (Pa PUC approval); A-263 (FPC

approval)). There is thus no basis for this Board now to

misapply the Sherman Act so as ascribe to the matter anti-

trust significance. Such a result finds no support in

law or in fact.

3. The Borough of Pitcairn. The only other

allegation in the case relating to Duquesne's unilateral

I actions in its service area concerns a request for power
349/

:! by the Borough of Pitcairn. As with the two matters al-

ready discussed, the contention here is framed solely in

terms of a company refusal between 1966 and 1968 to sell

to the borough bulk power for general resale in order to

force an acquisition of the Pitcairn system.

349/ This claim is independent of the contention relating
to Pitcairn's request for membership in CAPCO, which has been
separately discussed at pp. 344-361, supra.

. - - - . . - . ...
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1

i

It is less than clear from the record exactly

how interested Pitcairn was in 1966 in pursuing with Du-

quesne the possibility of entering into a full requirements

bulk power contract. While the current Borough Solicitor,

Robert McCabe, testified that he was sure requests for

wholesale service were made "on an oral basis **= as early
,

as 1966, before I was actually Solicitor" (McCabe 1654(17-21), |
1

the documents indicate that the Borough Council was itself |
|

divided at that time on what course to take (D-245, p. 105108). l

Correspondence between Borough Councilman Donald Fails and

John Merriman of Duquesne reflect that a meeting was arranged

for August 8, 1966 "to discuss the possibility of an intercon-

nection of our systems and pooling of power" (D-239; D-240).

And at that meeting Mr. Fails expressed a personal interest

in obtaining wholesale service from Duquesne (D-242). How-

ever, the other two councilmen at the meeting took the posi-'

tion that Pitcairn wanted, instead, to sell its system to

Duquesne, and John McGinnisn, the Borough Solicitor

j at the time, was also " highly in favor of selling" (id.;

and see D-238).
!

| Merriman's response to Fails was that Duquesne
!

was not then in the business of selling bulk power for
~

resale, had no rate on file to accommodate such a transaction,

and did not intend to get into that line of the electric

, - - _ _ _ . ._ _ __- _. . _ _ _ .
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i

!

utility business (D-242). Immediately thereafter, McGinniss

advised Merriman that Fails might drop the whole idea

(id.) The matter came up again, however, in October, 1966, j

when Pitcairn spoke with an outside engineering consultant

about analyzing the borough's generating and distribution

equipment as a prelude to applying to the FPC for wholesale
4

'

power from Duquesne (D-244, pp. 105111-12). But this

outside study was abruptly tabled when the borough council

learned of the high consulting fee involved (D-245, p.

105107), and, from all indications in the record, the subject

of wholesale service thereafter ceased to be the focal

point of negotiations.

Rather, the next indication by Pitcairn of an

interest in some form of power supply arrangement with

Duquesne came more than a year later in a letter from

Solicitor McCabe dated November 20, 1967 (D-1). McCabe

there made

(a) formal request on behalf of the
Borough of Pitcairn that arrangements
be made for an emergency interconnection
between the Duquesne Light Company ,

and the Pitcairn Municipal Light Plant.
(Emphasis added.]

The company's response was that it would take the matter
~

under advisement and study the feasibility of such an ar-

rangement (A-113). Thereafter, a meeting was held on
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January 22, 1968, at which Duquesne described its Rate

"M" Emergency Schedule to borough representatives and

explained the facilities that would be needed for the

requested service (S-13). In a follow-up letter dated

February 27, 1968, Duquesne expressed its willingness to
.

provide energy to Pitcairn in emergency situations under

its filed Rate "M" (S-18; S-19). There appears to be

no dispute in this record that the company adhered to this

position throughout its negotiations with the borough

(McCabe 1826(9-13, 23-24)).

The argument which Duquesne has been met with,

however, is that Pitcairn did not really want emergency

service but had so framed its request because it knew

the company would not furnish other types of wholesale

power. We would note preliminarily that our adversaries *

speculations as to what the borough's true desires may

have been is not fully borne out by the record. Indeed,

Solicitor McCabe testified explicity that he initiated the

discussions with Duquesne in November, 1967, to determine

"if we could make some reasonable arrangement with Duquesne

Light whereby we could take power from them in an emergency

situation **"" (McCabe 1824(23-25)). He further explained

that the principal concern of the borough was protecting

against a " double-contingency outage" (McCabe 1719(16-22)),

>
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and "[that) was part of the reason we were attempting to

make these arrangements **** (McCabe 1634(13-14), 1641-42

(25 & 1-5)). To be sure, Pitcairn put forward different

proposals as a possible means of achieving such protection

-- such as, for example, McCabe's " request for 3 possible

types of interconnection" (McCabe 1634(4-16)). But, the

negotiating posture of the borough throughout was directed

at obtaining back-up service for its own operation (see,

e.g., S-17, pp. 1, 5), not making a purchase of bulk power

to replace entirely the use of borough facilities. Even

its outside engineering consultant recommended that Pit-

cairn maintain such a stance (A-3, op. 14-16).

This is not to deny that Duquesne continued to

1 advise borough officials of the company's unwillingness

to consider any sort of wholesale power transaction con-

J templating the sale of energy for general resale (see,

e.g., S-13; S-14; S-16; S-18). It consistently gave as

the reason that Duquesne was not in the business of selling

wholesale power, had no filed rate for such a transaction, ,

and did not intend to begin offering such a service
,

(id.) As we have already pointed out in connection with

the company's like response to Aspinwall, such a " refusal"

has no antitrust overtones. Pitcairn had always generated '

its own power operating in isolation (McCabe 1634(4-9)).
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"o Duquesne for bulk power- It had not theretofore looked t
.

; purchases. Thus, Duquesne's position was not one of dis-

continuing or terminating a service previously provided.
.

Nor. was the company declining to provide a service rendered

to Pitcairn which it makes or has made available to other

electric entities in or near its service area (and see n.
344, supra.) Rather, the refusal goes only to initiating'

an entirely new service just for Pitcairn's benefit. The

antitrust laws, even in their " incipiency" stages, do not>

condemn such activity (see pp. 18-25, supra.), particularly

in this sort of natural monopoly market structure (see
,

Part IV, supra.).

| And this conclusion is all the more compelling

,' upon a review of McCabe's testimony. For, he makes it

clear beyond peradventure that the borough's requests of
' Duquesne for some sort of power arrangement -- whether it

be a power exchange, a purchase of base load power or

some reasonable means of obtaining emergency back-up (see
,

|

| McCabe 1824-25) -- were all with a single objective in

to attempt to resolve Pitcairn's problem"mind: "* * *

(McCabe 1825(19)). As McCabe himself testified (id.'

~

at 1824(7-22)):
Let me explain what I had in mind.
The Borough of Pitcairn was attempt-

_

ing to resolve the problems as it

,

|

- - -- ,. . . _ _ . - - - . - . . - . - . . . - . . . - -
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saw its situation as an isolated
generating system. One of the major
problems which we had was protecting
ourselves against the possibility of.

a double contingency outage. *** We
i were faced with either obtaining some

service of wholesale power to help
resolve against this problem or we
were faced with adding additional '

generation. *** Duquesne Light had
indicated to us they would not sell
us power. Therefore, we were attempt-
ing to resolve this, if possible, by
some other route. Duquesne did say
they would sell us emergency power.
[ Emphasis added.]

When Duquesne's " refusal to sell wholesale power"

to Pitcairn is viewed in this light, it becomes no refusal

at all. Duquesne unquestionably did not say to the borough

i officials that it would not provide energy to the community,
i

] Rather, it said that energy would be sold to Pitcairn,

and it would be made available for the very purpose

desired, but Duquesne would agree to provide the energy

only under its filed emergency rate schedule, Rate "M"

(see S-16; S-18; S-19). McCabe explicitly acknowledged

that the service offered was sufficient to resolve the
f

| problems which were of concern to the borough (McCabe

1642(1-5); 4202-03(21-25 & 1-27)).

The dissatisfaction with Rate M was thus not

. over the service Duquesne was willing to provide (see McCabe

1826(9-20)); it related, instead, solely to the question

of price. While "the Borough officials [were] carefully

.

. . - - , , - - - - .-._r . - . - -. - . . - . m- ,_. ,, .-, , . _ .-, ., r.-
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considering the figures which (the] company made available'

|
in connection with the possibility of emergency power' ***

under Rate M," McCabe expressed his personal opinion "that

your filed Rate M is unrealistic" and " seriously urge (d]'

that [it] be reconsidered" (D-2). In this regard, he propsed

as alternatives (A-ll4):

***[an] emergency interconnection
on a negotiated basis independent,

of Schedule M of your puolished
tariffs as well as the possibility
of the Borough of Pitcairn pur-
chasing part of its normal load
from Duquesne Light Company and
thirdly the possibility of an
Interchange Agreement ***.
[ Emphasis added.]

Duquesne declined all three alternatives, stating

"[s]ince the Light Company furnishes service only pursuant

to its tariff, * * * no practical purpose * * * will be
350/

served by * * * engaging in such a discussion" (S-18).
l

This is not contrary to any antitrust principles. Although.

McCabe's " opinion was that "a three-cent kilowatt hourlyd

-- kilowatt hour rate in 1967 was an absurd rate" in that
;

'"it was too expensive for anyone" (McCabe 1826(9-20)),
|

I

350/ By letter of March 19, 1968, Gilfillan further
explained Duquesne's position in the following terms (S-16):

Duquesne Light Company is willing to
provide emergency service to the Borough

(Cont'd next page)

k

.
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'

|

|

.

this rate had been approved as reasonable by the Pa PUC j

I(S-211). To be sure, it was significantly higher than the

rate for wholesale service which Duquesne agreed to in the
!

context of an antitrust settlement with Pitcairn in 1971 !

(compare S-211 with S-22), but, such a comparison is of .

little valuE. In the electric utility industry, the energy

charge is expected to be higher for emergency service than

it would be for full or partial requirements wholesale ser--

vice, and for good reason -- the two services have entirely
different rate structures (Bingham (8271-73(22-25, 1-25 &

1-6)). As Gilfillan explained (Gilfillan 8486 (6-14)):

350/ (Cont'd)
of Pitcairn at rate levels and the terms
and conditions set forth in Emergency
Municipal Service Rate "M". We are not
willing to sell base load electric power
to the Borough of Pitcairn for resale.
We do not presently offer to supply
base load power for resale and have
not done so except in certain limited
cases restricted to landlord-tenant
supply.

We also discussed the question of an
interchange agreement at our meeting on '

March 6th. We are unwilling to enter
into an interchange agreement with
your Borough. An interchange agreement
must, by its very nature, be beneficial
to both parties and we see no advantage
to our Company in such an agreement.
Based on our knowledge of your generating,
and distribution facilities, we feel that
the Borough could not provide meaningful
or reliable capacity to our Company.

!
,

I

1
,\

_ .. - ._ __
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***in emergency, [the customer]
'

might not use [any power] for a whole
i year. He might not use 1 kilowatt hour

for a whole year, but you have dedi-.

' cated and you have available to him
at'an instant's notice the generation
and the transmission that is dedicated
upon call to provide that power. If'

[the customer] is an all requirements,

customer, he is obviously using that
power, hour by hour, day by day, through
the period of the year,'so the structure
of the rate is obviously different for
those two kinds of circumstances.

Similarily, an emergency rate under the sort of

arrangement contemplated by Rate M will regularly be higher

than the rate for emorgency power under an interchange agree-

ment. In the latter situation, the emergency service is not

guaranteed, but is provided only on an "as available" basis;

moveover, there is a two-way flow of power which is factored

into the rate structure as a partial measure of compensation

(see Bingham 8280-81(19-25 & 1-18); A-122(Firestone 6-7(21-24

& 1-27); Slemmer 9165(2-19)). See also nn. 176 & 247, supra.
3

Pitcairn's system, howcVer, was admittedly incapable of compen-

sating Duquesne, either in whole or in part, for a purchase

of emergency power by returning a like service to Duquesne

when the company's system was short of power (Fleger 8648-49

(14-25 & 1-2), 8798(2-7 & 21-23)). McCabe himself acknowledged

this fact (McCabe 1832(17-20)).

Thus, the comparative rate analysis suggested by

our adversaries provides no legitimate basis for faulting

Duquesne for adhering to its emergency schedule under' Rate M

,

I
.- n., - , . . . , - - - . . - e
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on the grounds that the price therein was unreasonable.

Moreover, this Board is certainly in no position on the

basis of the present record to pass on the reasonableness
351/

of the rate. The matter was fully litigated before the

PaPUC at the time Rate M was initially proposed, and the,

1

Pennsylvania Commission found the charge for emergency service

under the terms and conditions of Rate M to be appropriate.<

i

See Pa PUC v Daquesne Light Co., 29 Pa PUC Rep. 674 (1951).

It is entirely in line with the similar FPC ordered rate

for one-way. emergency service which CEI was providing to

Cleveland (Bingham 10257(14-17)). As the Supreme Court

has just recently pointed out, there is with regard to all

i.
electric utility rates a " zone of reasonableness (FPC v

351/ There are, in any event, sound policy reasons
why this Board should not allow itself to become immersed
in such a rate-inquiry. Utility rate regulation is com-
prehensive and exclusive at both the state and federal
levels. The sophisticated analysis necessary to a deter-
mination of the " reasonableness" of a rate is within the
expertise and special competence of those agencies whose
responsibility it is to act in this area. If they are to
be second-guessed by other administrative agencies with-
out the background or experience to pass on rate matters
with the same well-informed judgment, the whole purpose
of imposing regulatory controls in this area is defeated.

*

Not only is the consumer of electric energy the loser;
the integrity of our administrative process is under-
mined as well, on these terms, this Board would be
remiss -- even assuming there was sufficient evidence
of record to permit it -- to wander naively into the
* rate-making" thicket, where it neither belongs nor has
sufficient expertise to make meaningful decisions. See
United States v Radio Corp. of America, supra, 358 U.S. at-

348 (antitrust proceeding should not challenge rate within
(Cont'd next page)

- - - - . -.
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Conway Corp. supra, 96 S. Ct. at 2004) . This Board,

f cannot possibly question the Pa PUC's determination that

(
j Rate M fell within that zone without some clear indication

to the contrary af ter a careful evaluation of a number of
,

factors relevant to Duquesne's overall rate structure, its,

costs of service, the appropriate rate base, etc. (cf. Wilson

11005-7(4-22, 1-25 & 1-7)). However, none of these pricing

considerations is treated even superficially in the evidence.

McCabe may well have been personally disenchanted
352/

with Duquesne's price for emergency service under Rate M.

But his opinion, which stands alone and unsubstantiated,

is clearly not a sufficient predicate on which to base a

finding adverse to Duquesne with regard to this matter.

The company offered to furnish the back-up service which

Pitcairn needed to resolve its problems of operating in

isolation, and the offer was at a rate approved by the PaPUC
'

as being within the zone of reasonableness. In fact, Pitcairn

would obtain under such an arrangement the equivalent of |
1

reserve capacity on a firm, noninterruptible basis (Gilfillan
:
|

351/ (Cont'd)
jurisdiction of regulatory agency since " sporadic action by
Federal courts would disrupt an agency's delicate regulatory
scheme, and would throw existing rate structures out of balance").

1

352/ If McCabs considered Rate M to be " grossly unrea-
sonable" (McCabe 1642(12)), he certainly could have taken l

the matter to the Pa PUC for a re-examination of the rate.
See 66 P.S. S 1149. Indeed, that was the proper course 1

for him to take. Significantly, for all his afterthoughts, |
he never elected to do' so. ;

,

1

i

[
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1

8474(1-8)), and thus would have " stand-by service at a lower 1

1

cost than is possible for the Borough to secure by installing
[its] own generating facilities to supply such a service"

(D-255). No inconsistency with the antitrust laws is suggested
353/,

by such behavior.

4. Nuclear access. Even if this Board should

disagree with any or all of the foregoing discussion, the

record will not sustain our adversaries' contention that
there presently exists in Duquesne's service crea an "in-

consistent situation" which will be maintained by activities
under the contemplated nuclear licenses. The electric dis-

tribution system of the Borough of Aspinwall was long ago

acquired by Duquesne because it was incapable, both finan-

cially and physically, of continuing in the generating busi-,

ness. The residents of that community have since received

electric energy directly from Duquesne under the company's
filed retail rates. The Borough of Pitcairn, on the

353/ The suggestion that Duquesne insisted upon providing
service to Pitcairn under its Rate M Schedule in order
to drive the borough out of the generating business is
no different from the like contention regarding the Borough
of Aspinwall. What we said in response to the Aspinwall
charge applies with equal force here (see pp. 645-647, ,

supra.) The only additional point to be made in this case
is, of course, that Pitcairn has not been acquired by Duquesne.
Presumably, the allegation relating to Pitcairn is therefore
intended to be viewed as an unsuccessful " attempt to mono-
polize." But, given the economic and legal characteris-
tics of this industry, Duquesne cannot be considered to
have even a remote prospect of attaining " monopoly power"
(see discussion at pp. 80-87, supra.) There is thus no
legal basis to sustain such an attempt" charge.

I

. _ _ _ _ _ - - - -
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other hand, continues to operate its own distribution system.
'

Pursuant to an October li, 1971 settlement agreement reached

in an earlier unrelated antitrust case initiated by Pitcairn

(S-21; S-22; S-23; S-24). Duquesne is presently selling
'

full requirements basr-load power to the borough under a
354/

wholesale tariff on file with the FPC (cite).
That is the existing " situation." Whatever view

our adversaries insist en taking with regard to Duquesne's

" refusals" between 1966 and 1968 to sell wholesale power for

resale, eney cannot dispute thrt the ccmpany now has on

file with the FPC a tariff which permits such transactions.

It is currently providing wholesale service to Pitcairn,

and has been doing so for more than five years (Gilfillan

8433(1-4, 21-24); S-21; S-22; S-23). Even the Borough

Solicitor concedes that there is no " likelihood" that
Duquesne will terminate this service (McCabe 1659(16-20)).

Moreover, the officers of the company, who at one time

believed that Rule 18 in the state tariff legally proscribed

wholesale sales (see Fleger 8633(3-25); Gilfillan 8422-23

(10-14, 23-25 &-1-4)), no longer subscribe to that view.

As Gilfillan testified (Gilfillan 8433-34(22-25 & 1-4)):

witE.d/
Altnough Duquesne offered to operate in parallel35

the Borough of Pitcairn (Stark #349(4-6)), the borough
unilaterally decided to ceasa opera .ng its own generating
facilities in 1971 (A-48; A-49).

.-
_ _ - _
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Duquesne Licht recognized really in
1970-71 that federal jurisdiction
exceeded state jurirdiction and pro-
ceeded at that point to assume that,
therefore, the tariff filed with the
State of Pennsylvania, with the
Pennsylvania Public Utilities Com-
mission, did not apply to wholesale
for resale sales to municipalities.
Rule 18 is still in the tariff and
still applies to retail sales in our
service territory.

There is therefore no conceivable tie between
Duquesne's pe;t cractices -- even assuming arcuendo that

they were suspect under the antitrust laws -- and the

nuclear plants here in questic- As pointed out by the

antitrust board in Concumers Power Cnmoany, supra, NRCI-

75/7, at 62: "If, in fact, such a situation ceased to
'

exist prior to the close of the record, activities under

the license cannot maintain the non-existent situation."
And it matters not that here Duquesne's earlier change of

,

policy was prompted at least in part by unrelated antitrust
355/

litigation which resulted in a settlement. The company

355/ Indeed, it is most curious that the NRC Staff and
;

DOJ should now insist upon challenging Duquesne's aoplica-
tion for a nuclear licanse on the same stale allegations

iwhich were the subject of earlier antitrust litigstion I
'

that had been resolved to the satisfaction of the partici- !
pants therein by an agreed settlement and dismissed "with
prejudice" (hcCabe 1655(8-10)). Significarily, it is not
Duquesne's implementation of the settlement which is being

<

(Cont'd next page) |
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has operated since then in a manner wholly consistent

with the terms of the settlement, and nothing in this

record so much as suggests that there exists "some

cognizable danger of recurrent activity" (Consumers
,

Power Company, supra, NRCI-75/7, at 63).

In these circumstances, the nexus requirement

in Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act cannot be blithely

disregarded. The " competitive situation" in Duquesne's

service area, such as it is, is shaped and centro 11ed by

state laws and regulations. To the extent the licensed

activities will " maintain" anything, it is this regulated

market structure as it stands today. Nothing in'this record

provides a basis for concluding such an existing " situation"

is inconsistent with the antitrust laws. Nor has anything,

that Duquesne has done in the past five years been attacked

as " inconsistent." Not only is the company supplying whole-

sale power under a filed rate; it is also committed to

afford to requesting electric entities in its service area

355/ (Cont'd)
chaIIenged; nor are any of the company's subsequent activi-
ties under attack. Rather, the governmbnt's entire case
has focused on conduct between 1966 and 1968. On such
reasoning, an antitrust case can never be resolved. If
the same activity can be dredged uo over and over again
as a basis for faulting a company on antitrust grounds,
in total disregard of the fact that the conduct (although
never found to be suspect) was some time ago altered for
good by a satisfactory settlement of the same charges being
aired currently, our system of jurisprudence serves little
(if any) useful function.
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I
access to the Nuclear facilities presently under scrutiny

on the terms and condition set forth in A-44. That is

i more than a sufficient response to the efforts of our

adversaries to f ault Duquesne under the antitrust laws

in the present proceeding. See discussion at pp. 674-91,
,

infra,

i

.

I

i *

|
t

i

i
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D. NO " INCONSISTENT SITUATIOi" WILL BE
. CREATED OR MAINTAINED BY ACTIVITIES
1 UNDER THESE LICENSES
:

On the basis of the foregring exhaustive analysis.

j of the evidence, Applicants are at a loss to discern what

conceivable " inconsistent situation" might legitimately be

j found to exist in any of their respective service areas,
1

| or, for that matter, in the entire geographic territory

! identified for purposes of the present proceeding as the
CCCT. Even if the NRC Staff, DOJ and Cleveland had suc-

ceeded in carrying their burden in this regard, however,
i

; there would be no cause for this Board to step in and im-
i

! pose license conditions upon these Applicants unless the

i record also demonstrated that the situation or situations
i so proved were sufficiently linked to the Davis-Besse and

Perry nuclear facilities to satisfy the nexus requirement

in Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act (42 U.S.C.

2135(c)). See M/C No. 11.

It is not every " inconsistent situation" which

is reachable under the antitrust review provision that

governs this proceeding. The Commission itself has expli-,

; citly recognized that Congress had no intention of

delegating to this agency broad remedial powers "against

all ..nticompetitive practices throughout the electric

i
i

|-

'
1

, _ - _ . . , _ . . _ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ ,_- __ -~ , _ _ _,
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l

356/
utility industry * * *" (Waterford II, 6 A.E.C. at 620).
Instead, the grant cf antitrust jurisdiction coincides with

the " regulatory jurisdiction" of the Commission, which is,
of course, " limited to nuclear facilities" (id.). And,

thus, it is only those antitrust consequences resulting from

the issuance of a license for such facilities which are the
legitimate concern of this Licensing Board, i.e., those in-

consistent situations which will be created or maintained by

" activities under the license" (42 U.S.C. 2135 (c) ) . As

the Commission admonished in Waterford II, " alleged anti-

competitive practices -- however serious -- which have no
substantial connection with the nuclear facility, are beyond

the scope of antitrust review under the Atomic Energy Act"

(6 A.E.C. at 621) .
We have in previous filings with this Bcard fully

357/
articulated our position on the nexus issue, most

recently in Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief, at 121-143,
,

356/ Louisiana Power & Licht Co. (Waterford Steam Electric
Generating Station, Unit 3), CLI-73-25, 6 A.E.C. 619
(September 28, 1973) (herein referred to as Waterford II) .

357/ See, e.g., Applicants' Memoranda filed with this
Board on the following dates: May 10, 1974; August 15, 1974;
November 19, 1974; April 21, 1975; September 15, 1975;
September 23, 1975; October 7, 1175; October 8, 1975;
October 30, 1975.

|
i
l

l
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.

and in " Applicants' Motion For An Order Dismissing All

Allegations Made By The NRC Staff, The Department Of Jus-

tice And The City Of Cleveland," dated April 20, 1976, at

44-57. Those arguments are incorporated herein by reference.

While Applicants' position throughout has been, and continues

to be, precisely =s stated by the Consumers antitrust board,

i.e., that "the a'on of nexus * * * must be resolved

as to each alleget 3 .apetitive practice" (Consumers Power
358/

Co., _s_upra, NRCI-75/7, at p. 51), the essential focus of

our present discussion is addressed to the more general,

but equally compelling, point that, even on the assumption

nexus is to be judged in relation to the totality of the

practices alleged, our adversaries have failed entirely to

demonstrate that activities under these nuclear licenses

"would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws" (42 U.S .C. 2135 (c) ; emphasis added).

We do not anticipate any dispute from the NRC

Staff, DOJ or Cleveland under the " create" terminology in

the statute. At no time in this proceeding has an allega-

tion been made that the Davis-Besse and Perry facilities

358/ Our prior evidentiary analyses of the various alle-
gations highlight the fact that a good many of the "anticom-
petitive practices" advanced by the NRC Staff, DOJ and Cleve-
land, even if they could have been proved, have no " logical
connection" (M/C No. 11) to the licensed activities and thus
are beyond the scope of this Board's jurisdiction. Nor,
as earlier indicated, do we view the recent Supreme court
(Cont'd next page)

. . - - -
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are alone likely to have antitrust consequences. Nor is

there a scintilla of evidence in this record to warrant suchj

a charge. To be noted, moreover, is that the overriding

purpose for enactment of Section 105c in its present form'

was, as observed by the Commission in Waterford II, to in-

sure "that access to nuclear facilities be as widespread as

possible" (6 A.E.C. at 620). Fully consonant with that

.
objective, Applicants here have adopted an affirmative

policy of affording requesting electric entities in their
,

respective service areas access to the designated facilities
in reasonable amounts and on terms and conditions which pro-

vide for adequate transmission to deliver the nuclear power,

or to furnish back-up support when the nuclear units are

down (A-44). See Tr. 8335-46; and see n. 230, supra. That

certainly removes from the present inquiry all prospective
:

concerns as to what " inconsistent situations" the issuance

of these licenses may create.

Nor is there reason to pause over the sophomoric

| assertions by Staff counsel that Applicants' announced

access policy may be less than bona fide. This claim has

as its underpinnings only that Applicants' Proposed License
.

Conditions (A-44) have not been widely advertised. No

|

358/ (Cont'd)
decision in FPC v Conway Corp.,' supra, as in any way under- 1

mining that position. See n. 72, supra. |

i

!

!
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suggestion is made -- as it cannot be -- that any of the
359/

companies has acted in a manner inconsistent with A-44.

Rather, because Applicants have not approached all electric

entities in the CCCT on an individual basis with an offer of
access, this Board is urged to dorbt Applicants' sincerity.

Conveniently ignored, of course, is the fact -- readily acknow-
360/

ledged by DOJ -- that the non-Applicant CCCT entities

359/ As discussed carlier (sce pp. 596-609, supra), the
negotiations between Ohio Edison and its wholesale municipal
customers did not concern the matter of nuclear access, as
such. If any of the WCOE members should approach Ohio
Edison with a request to participate in the nuclear plants
-- which none has yet seen fit to do -- Ohio Edison's response
won.'.d be as set forth in A-44.

360/ Thus, DOJ advised the Securities and Exchange Com-
mission on April 9, 1974, in its Brief filed in In the Matter
of American Electric Power Company, Inc., Admin. Pro. File
No. 3-1476, at 78, as follows:

The antitrust review process of the
Atomic Energy Commission has already
been in operation long enough to have
given rise to some important opportu-
nities for Ohio municipal systems to
obtain their own bulk power supplies
by participation in large-scale nuclear
generating units. Both the CAPCO
companies and the CCD [Cinncinati,
Columbus and Dayton] companies have
submitted applications which have

j been the subject of AEC prelicensing
| antitrust review. The CAPCO companies
' have three nuclear generating plants

at various stages of the Commission's
1.icensing process. None of the Ohio
municipal interests has sought parti-

. cipation in any of the Units, except
for the Clevelana municipal system, and

| there is some doubt whether that request
| is in earnest. [ Emphasis added. ]

i

t
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have already made it plain that they have no serious inter-

est in participating in nuclear facilities. In any event,

the short answer to Staff's superficial concern is that

Applicants are en record in this proceeding as being recep-

tive to having this Board order the attachment of A-44 to

these nuclear licenses even upon a finding -- as we fully
1

anticipate -- of no " inconsistent situaticn" within the

meaning of Section 105c (Or. 8335-36). That should allay

all doubts as to the firmness of our commitments.

This leaves only the question whather the licenses,

as so conditioned, can properly be said to " maintain" some

hypothetical " inconsistent situation." We think not. In

Waterford II, the Commission cautioned against a broad-brush

approach which rests nexus on the " truism" that nuclear

power necessarily "will be commingled" with other power on an

applicant's system (Waterford II, supra, 6 A.E.C. at 621).
,

,

Yet, that is precisely the analysis advanced by the NRC Staff,

DOJ and Cleveland in support of their " maintenance" position.

Without retreating one step from our strenuous urgings

that this Board be more circumspect in its nexus inquiry,

361/
(see n. 72, supra), we believe that the record here will

not permit a finding of nexus even en our adversaries' terms.

361/ See also Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief, at |

pp. 122-127. l

|

<
_ _ . . .._ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _ . _ . _
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,

For, with the addition of these nuclear facilities to their

systems, Applicants will gain no " competitive advantage"

over other electric utilities in the CCCT. As Dr. Pace

explLined (A-190 (Pace) 8-9(23-26 & 1-9)):

** * when an economic resource
creates the potential for conferring
a significant competitive advantage
on its owner and an advantage which
cannot be obtained otherwise by
rivals, in order to eliminate that
special advantage, what we should
seek to de is neutralize the im-
pact of that facility in the
marketplace -- nothing more and
nothing less.

The most straightforward way
to accomplish this would be by of-
fering to sell at cost a proportion-
ate share of the output of the
nuclear unit to all disadvantaged
rivals. This means making avail-
able to generating utilitLis pro-
portionate access via unit power
transactions and providing " hole-
sale oower to non-generatin'.

~

utilities. [ Emphasis added.]362/

This is precisely what Applicants have agreed to do.

362/ In response to the Chairman's concern that by the
mere addition of a nuclear unit to an applicant's system, a
naxus cvuld -be found, notwiuhstanding the Commission's ruling
to the contrary in Waterford II (6 A.E.C. at 621), on the
rationale that it would " tend to institutionalize prior dis-
crimination" (Tr. 11720(7)), Dr. Pace pointed out the obvious
flaw in such reasoning in the following manner, (Pace 11720-
21(21-25 & 1-13 ) ) :

I don't think so. It seems the past
discrimination is a different problem.
You are [by affording access in the ,

manner recommended by Dr. Pace] keeping '

(Cont'd next page)

|
|

I
.
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Once again we point out that almost all the

municipal electric systems in the CCCT are wholesale cus-

taners of one or another of the Applicants (see nn. 78-80,

supra, and accompanying text). As such, they presently

receive their power at Applicants' systemwide average

embedding costs (A-190(Pace),10(19-22)). Relying again

on Dr. Pace (id. at 10 (22-26)) :
This means that all customers,
wholesale as well as retail,
share in the benefits derived

-~

362/ (Cont ' d)
this nuclear unit from contributing in
any fashion to the creation or main-
tenance because of any direct relation-
ship of an adverse competitive situation.
If anything, in the practical effect in
the example you gave me, it would tend
to better the situation by adding a
substantial hunk of capacity on equal
terms, but it seems to me the key thing
is to keep this nuclear unit from con-
tributing in a meaningful fashion to
such a situation, such an adverse
competitive situation.

. !

I guess what I'm saying in a
sense is you could argue -- if you i

carried the argument to the limit, !

or could almost argue that any- '

ing the firm does to keep it an !

ongoing, viable entity, the fact
it pays its payroll this Friday,
maintains the situation.

But it seems you need a more !
meaningful conr.ection than that.
[ Emphasis added.].

l

i

'

- --. . . . . - .- . -. ..-...-. ,
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from large scale and from ad-
vancing technology and that all
customers shoulder the cost bur-
dens associated with inflation.

I In this manner, " wholesale power transactions provide a

form of access to nuclear units" (id. at 10(18-19)).
|

Moreover, the record reflects that it is now a cheaper
|
j form of access than direct participation by, say, a unit
;

i power purchase. Both Dr. Hughes and Mr. Kampmeier confirmed
i

) that at the present time wholesale power sold at Applicants'
systemwide average embedded ' cost is below the cost of

) nuclear power (Hughes 3660-61(6-25 & 1-6); Kampmieir 6042-
1

j 44)).
!

: The NRC Staff, DOJ and Cleveland have come for-
E

ward with no evidence to indicate that this situation is
;

j likely to be altered in the future. That was, of course,
:

j their burden. The one attempt to make such a cost com-
'

parison on a projected basis fell flat. Dr. Wein, to his
i

*

! considerable embarrassment (and justifiably so) , finally |

'

had to admit that his schematic which showed wholesale costs |

! and nuclear costs approaching asymptotically (D-596; Wein

7270-72) was simply inaccurate. Rather, as he ultimately.

J

l conceded (Wein 7286(9-14)), the correct result was the one

depicted on exhibit A-105: so long as coste continue to

rise the incremontal cost of installing new baseload nuclear
j generation will be above the then existing wholesale race
|

i
i

- -- .. , - _ -. . . ..
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(Wein 7268(1-9)), and the disparity between the two will

widen rather than narrow (Wein 7268(9-14)).
,
:
'

On these terms, the only possible conclusion for

i this Board to reach is that Applicants' installation of

i nuclear generation does not, even under the impermissible

commingling analysis, contribute to the maintenance of any
situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws so long as

the companies offer to other electric entities in their

service areas the option of purchasing wholesale power

(see A-190(Pace) 11(9-12), 14 (7-9) ; Pace 11731(6-10)).

And, as the foregoing discussions relating to each Appli-

cant's individual conduct demonstrates, not only has such

an option been made available to all the non-Applicant

entities existing in the CCCT (see nn. 79-80, supra) ,

but they are for the most part taking full advantage of
363/

it.

.
While Dr. Wein suggests that this may not be a

sufficient response, his reservation is premised on the

assumption that, given a municipal's low cost of money,

an ownership interest in purchasing wholesale power

363/ Only the cities of Painesville and Orrville are
not purchasing wholesale power from one of the Applicants
at the present time.- The former has entered into an inter-
connection a ceement with CEI and sill be receiving energy
thereunder as soon as the construction of the facility is
completed (S-203; Hauser 10594(17-25); Pandy 3120(7-22)).
The latter has entered into an interconnection agreement
with Ohio Power Company (A-186;A-186a).

- . _ - _ _ , . _ _ - -
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364/
(Wein 7268(16-37)). However, if the municipal or

cooperative system which is a wholesale customer were

to make a prepurchase contribution of capital towards

those facilities allocated to the generation of whole-
sale power, it could in that way obtain the full benefits
of its lower cost of money. Indeed, this particular option

was specifically studied and recommended by the independent

consultants retained by the WCOE (see S-44; Lyren 2000-01

(23-25 & 1-11)). Ohio Edison has indicated its willingness
to accept such an arrangement (A-15; White 9628 (1-3) ; Wilson

lil47(8-19)); and there is no reason on this record to

conclude that the other Applicants would give any different
365/

response.

In any event, since it is clear that the muni-

cipal entities in the CCCT have available to them the

wholesale power purchase option as well as (not in lieu of)

the choice of obtaining either ownership or unit power

access to the designated nuclear facilities (A-44), not

.

364/ Once again, Dr. Wein was quite willing to indulge
in uniformed conjecture without taking the trouble to ex-
plore the facts. He made no analysis or study and had no
idea as to how the cost of a new nuclear unit compared to ;the price of wholesale power (Wein 7277-8(18-25 & 1-10)). ;

I365/ In fact, such a proposal was made by CEI to the !

City of Cleveland; however, Cleveland rejected it (see
A-80; A-86).

I

_ - l
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even Dr. Wein's superficial analysis gives ';ur adversaries'
f " maintenance" argument any weight. Compare Municipal Elec-
i

tric Association v FPC, 414 F.2d 1206, 1209 (D.C. Cir. 1969)

! (provisions for access to the hydroelectric plant "sufficiently |
,

guarantee that [the] project will not be used as part of

[a group boycott]").. Indeed, as Dr. Pace observed, without'

so much as a whisper of disagreement from the other parties

( A-190 (Pace) 17 (3-9) ) :
i

Given the subsidies provided to
[ municipal and cooperative] util-
ities, providing proportionate
access to nuclear units via owner-
ship entitlercents would represent
a form of overkill. The impact
of the nuclear unit en the com-
petitive situation would be more
than neutralized -- small muni-
cipal and cooperative systems
would gain a new and very sig-
nificant competitive advantage
over the Applicants. 366/

366/ Dr. Pace explained the basis'for this conc 1'2sion
in the following terms (A-190 (Pace 18-19 (5-26 & 1) ) :

* * * if ownership shares in the
nuclear units are granted to small
municipal and cooperative systems,
who as a result of their subsidies
are unlikely to have annual carry-

- ing charges exceeding 10 percent,
as contrasted with perhaps 15 per-
cent for the Applicants, power from
these capital-intensive nuclear
units will be available to those
systems at a cost substantially
below that obtainable by the

(Cont'd next page)

__ ~ . _ _ . - _ .-
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Nor should Applicants' reserve sharing commit-

ment in A-44 be misread as somehow providing fuel for the

other side's nexus argument. The suggestion has been made

that this provision -- which contemplates that a parti-

cipating system must mafntain reserves at least equ. to

its largest single block of nuclear power (A-44, Commitment

3a) -- imposes too heavy an obligation on a small entity
seeking access to these units. This is, however, an un-

warranted assumption; the most likely result is that the

reserve obligation in A-44 will set the lower limit, not

the upper limit.
.

366/ (Cont'd)
Applicants. Thus, even though pre-
ci-aly the same facility would be
employed by the Applicants and by
the small municipal or cooperative
systems, at precisely the same
real cost, the small systems could
gain a substantial cost advantage.
This advantage obviously would
not reflect any superior efficiency
by the small system -- indeed, since
the Applicants would be the pri-
mary owners, constructors and oper-
ators of these units, the nuclear
units can reflect only the effi-
ciency of the Applicants. Never-
theless, the small systems would
have a very substantial power cost
advantage to exploit in any competi-
tive situation. This is in direct
contrast to the results that would
flow from the competitive situation
generally relied upon to serve the,

; public interest by assuring the
relative expansion of the more
efficient supplier.;

l

. _ _ _ _
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Presumably, electric entities can be expected to

make reasonable requests for access to the nuclear units,

; as contemplated in Commitment 1 of A-44. Certainly, this

Board cannot proceed on any other premise. Since nucleari

power is baseload power, and is economic only when used

as baseload power, it is unrealistic to think that any

entity will seek access to nuclear units in excess of its

baseload needs. DOJ's expert witness, Mr. Kampmeier

acknowledged as much (Kampmeier 5887(3-6)). He further

recognized that the baseload portion of a system's load

curve is unlikely to exceed one-third of its peakload

(Kampmeier 5887(7-17)). Thus, even if a system were to

satisfy 100% of its baseload needs out of a single nuclear

unit, its reserve obligation under A-44 would not exceed

33% of its peakload. And, if that entity were to make the

sounder engineering decision to divide its baseload re-

quiremont among at least two plants (Kampmeier 5944(6-14);

A-122 (Firestone) 25-27), its reserve obligation would be

only 17% of its peakload.

- Such a result is not at all unreasonable. It

is likely to be a reserve requirement below what the sys-

tem would set for itself irrespective of Commitment 3a in

A-44. Moreover, since five nuclear plants are being

licensed in this proceeding, a CCCT entity has the option

_ . _ . . _ . .
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of satisfying its baseload needs (or any portion thereof
|

it_ desires) out of two or more of the facilities over
a period of time to ellow for its projected load growth.

In this manner, the system could reduce even more its )
!

minimum reserve obligation while concomitantly.providing l

367/ i
for itself a more reliable source of bulk power. This

plainly is not suggestive of the " maintenance" of some

inconsistent situation.

Even further eroding such a contention is the

colloguy with Mr. Kampmeier on cross-examination. Although

somewhat disjointed, that exchange indicates that, given

a municipal or cooperative system's lower cost of money,

due to both tax and financing advantages conferred on such

electric entities, a single or small group of such systems

may well be able to build a small coal-fired plant in Ohio

or Pennsylvania and get power at a total cost equal to,

or closely approximating, the cost of power Applicants

will get from the nuclear facilities being licensed.

(Kampmeier 5894-921). Mr. Gerber seemed even more confi-

dent that such could be the expected result (Gerber 11541-70).

.67/ Indeed, this is precisely the effect of CEI offer
of participation to Cleveland in its draft Participation
Agreement (D-192), as noted by Dr. Pace (See A-190 (Pace)
25(7-17)).

t

i
i

,
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See also pp. 198-204 supra. Given that as yet another4

possible option, it is difficult to understand on what

'
basis it can legitimately be claimed that the commingling

! nuclear power on Applicants' systems will " maintain" any

existing situation, be it inconsistent or otherwise.'

Our suspicion is that the argument ultimately

comes down to the question of third-party wheeling. On

that score, we believe our auversaries to be on ro firmer

i
footing, however. Applicants' Proposed License Conditions

(A-44) specifically provide for sufficient transmission
'

services to assure delivery of the nuclear power to the

purchaser and (either on their own or, if requested, by

wheeling-in power from another source) to back-up that .

power during maintenance perio. ; or in times of an emer-

gency (A-44, Commitment 2). Dr. Pace considered this to

be " clearly * * * sufficient" (A-190(Pace) 24(25); and
,

see id. at 21(4-9)). Moreover, as Cleveland's expert

witness, Mr. Mayben, observed, such a tr.ansmission obli-

gation allows entities participating in the units to en-

gage in coordinated operation and development with respect

to those units '(Mayben 7601(4-8)). If " reasonable access"

contemplates participation in nuclear generation for

purposes of satisfying all or part of an entity's baseload'

'

. _ _ _ .-- . ---- . - _
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.

needs (Kampmeier 5887(3-6); A-190(Pace) 8(10-15), 21(14-
368/

15)), plainly no additional transmission is needed.

The effort to fold general third-party wheeling

into the concept of nuclear access goes well beyond any

legitimate understanding of the nexus requirement. Trans-
!

mission services other than those provided for in A-44

involve coordinated transactions having no tie whatsoever

to the nuclear units. To require Applicants to dedicate

their facilities for such unrelated uses would effectively

impose upon them common carrier obligations with regard

to the transmission of electric energy which go far be-

yond anything contemplated by Congress. As pointed out

by the antitrust board in Consumers, "[i]n the electrical

industry, there is no act of Congress requiring wheeling

as a public utility" notwithstanding "[florty years of

effort" to enact such "a requirement * * *" (Consumers

Power Co., supra, 75/5 at 75). This Licensing Board, in

the face of so clear a history of firm resistance to the

development of a nationwide transmission grid, should not

368/ Dr. Pace has counseled that, to avoid " [t]he dis-
criminatory aspects of a uniE power transaction," the
most important guideline to follow is to limit the system
seeking to share in the new unit "to obtaining no greater
proportion of its requirements from the new unit rather
than that which the constructing system would obtain" (A-190
(Pace) 13(19-24); and see id. at 16 (1-14) ; Pace 11721-31)) .

-

This concept of " reasonable access" is unchallenged on this
record.

l

|
1
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allow its Section 105c antitrust review responsibility

to be misused as a bootstrap for achieving such an un-

' desired result.

This is a most fitting note on which to conclude.

We have already dealt in earlier portions of this Brief

with the nexus requirement as it relates to particular

allegations. In addition, we have demonstrated that,

even under the most expansive interpretation of the juris-

dictional inquiry under Section 105c, there is no incon-

sistent situation which will be createi or maintained by

issuanceofthe[icensesfortheDavis-BesseandPerry

nuclear units. While our perception of the evidence in

this record does not permit a finding by this Board of

any inconsistency under the antitrust laws, our optimism
I

is bouyed by the fact that no nexus has been shown. On

this basis, we are confident that a fair and impartial

deliberation by this Board can only result in a decision

in favor of the Applicants.
.

!
1

,

!

!
i
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VI. Remedy

While the Chairman asked the parties to " address

the issue of relief" in their post-hearing filings (Tr. 12684),-

it is unclear to Ap'plicants precisely what sort of discussion

would be fruitful in this area at the present time. When

this Board framed the matters in controversy with respect

"only * * * [to] whether a ' situation' exists" (Prehearing

Conference Order No. 2, at 5), it stated in no uncertain terms

that (id. at 13-14):

The Board will not address issues,

and matters in controversy with
respect to a remedy until a situa-
tion inconsistent with the antitrust
laws or underlying policies thereof
has been established. Consequently,
at this time, no discovery specif-

. ically directed to potential rem-

] edies is appropriate.

This is, of course, the logical and sound way to
*

proceed. It makes no sense to talk in terms of remedying a

situation before any situation has been identified, let alone'

described with precision as to its nature and contours. To

our knowledge, such a " cart-before-the-horse" approach to

the question of remedy has not been taken by any NRC anti-
4

trust review board thus far. In Waterford, for example, the

matter of remedy was considered only after the parties had

entered into a stipulation as to the dimensions of the incon-

.
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sistent situation to be cured. See Louisana Power & Light

Company, supra, 7 A.E.C. at 718-19. The Alabama antitrust

board deferred consideration of relief altogether until

after the liability issue has been resolved. See Alabama

Power Co. (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Units 1 and 2) , Memorandum

and Order, dated September 3, 1974. And, in Consumers, of

course, the whole issue of remedy became moot with the li-

censing board's ruling in applicant's favor. See Consumers 1

Power Company, supra.

This is not to suggest that there looms in this

proceeding the prospect of a full-blown evidentiary hearing

at the remedy stage. Applicants are all too aware of the

considerable time pressures imposed on the present antitrust ,

review process as a result of the fuel-loading schedule for

Davis-Besse No. 1 and the projected construction date for
.

|
l

Perry Nos. 1 and 2 (see p. 17, supra). It'was precisely

this consideration that prompted their decision to eschew

a bifurcated hearing (Tr. 1079). But this Board should not

misunderstand Applicants' position on bifurcation as indi-

cating a willingness on their part to forego the opportunity

to address separately the question of remedy if it should be

determined that there exists one or more " inconsistent" sit-

uations. That is a fundamental right that Applicants have

never relinquished.

__ _
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:

'At this stage, the most that Applicants can do

is offer a few general observations regarding the matter of
,

relief. The remedial authority of this Commission is con-

tained in Section 105(c) (6) of the Atomic Energy Act (42
,

U.S.C. 2135 (c) (6) ) . Neither the statutory lanugage, nor

the legislative history underlying it, contains any sugges-
tion of a congressional intent to grant powers under this _

subsection that were specifically withheld from the Commission
in the general delegation in Section 105c. Just as Congress

did not confer on this agency broad review responsibility
with respect to all conceivable antitrust inconsistencies

e

in the electric utility industry (Waterford II, supra, 6 A.E.C.
at 620), so, too, there is no indication that it intended
the Commission to ov'.creach the legitimate bounds of its~

369/ '

jurisdiction at the remedy stage.

The task assigned to the NRC is to insure that an

applicant's activities under the license issued by the Com-.

mission do not contribute to a situation contravening the
antitrust laws (pd.). To accomplish this, the mechanism

employed by this agency has been the attachment of conditions

to a nuclear license. It follows both from the jurisdic-

tional reach of Section 105c and the logic of the remedy pro-

cedure selected, that the understanding of the legislators
and the regulators has always been.that relief would be con-

369/ See Applicants' Prehearing Legal Brief at 122-127.

I

_ . . _ _ _
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fined to matters relating to the participation in, and

operating arrangements of, the specific licensed facilities

under consideration. This, we think, marks the outer bound-
\

ary of the Commission's remedial powers. Had Congress in-

tended otherwise, it certainly would not have been content

tL remain so silent, or to communicate its real desires in

the obscure manner suggested by ou adversaries.

Such an understanding of Section 105c does not

unreasonably hamstring the ability of this Board to devise

an appropriate remedy (if one be needed) to cure whatever

" inconsistent" situation is found to exist. Since that sit-

uation must perforce be one that is created or maintained

by the nuclear activities, an ability to condition those

activities is adequate remedial authority. Indeed, any other

suggestion would create the anomaly of having this Commission

impose license conditions well beyond its own enforcement

capabilities. That is plainly an undesired result.

Beyond these general principles, Applicants' po-
'

sition on remedy necessarily depends on this Board's resolu-

tion of the essential issue now before it, i.e., whether

there exists any situation (s) inconsistent with the antitrust

| laws. We do not anticipate an affirmative response to this

question for the reasons we have heretofore articulated

(see Part V, supra). However, if this Board should somehow

,

c -
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conclude otherwise, the appropriate relief would necessarily
depend on the nature of the offense (s) identified. Each

of the Applicants is confronted with markedly different

cases directed against its individual behavior. What might

be considered adequate relief in one instance, could well

be inadequate in another. In addition, there is a general,

claim of conspiracy which, if upheld, will call into play
entirely separate remedial considerations. Quite obviously,

the public interest is best served by this Board's tailoring
,

its license conditions to fit the particular inconsistency
that it finds is in need of a cure. And this, of course,

is the paramount consideration with respect to any remedy

devised (see Section 105c (6)) . It is especially important

in the present context, since, in view of the fundamental

nature of the electric utility industry (see Part IV, supra),

any more sweeping approach to the remedy question could well

defeat the very "public interest" objective trying to be,

achieved.

We can only add that, while it is Applicants' view
'

that their proposed license conditions (A-44) are more than

adequate to remove the possibility of an adverse finding of

" inconsistency" here, if this Board should disagree, the

question of remedy will no longer revolve around our policy

commitments. In those circumstances, the imposition of any

.
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;

relief which embraces such natters as CAPCO membership or-

general third-party wheeling -- neither of which has a

" logical connection" (M/C No. 11) with the licensed activ-

ities -- would be outside the remedial powers of this Board..

What would be appropriate, on the other hand, can only be

determined after the situation (s) to be cured has(have) been

identified. It is entirely possible, and indeed probable',
that a different set of license conditions would be appro-

priate for different Applicants. See, e,.g., Kansas Gas &

Electric Company and Kansas City Power & Light Company (Wolf

Crcek, Unit 1), Docket No. 50-482A, 39 Fed. Reg. 44269-72

(December 23, 1974). If we ever have to speak to that mat-

ter -- which we believe to be highly unlikely -- it must be

after this Board has resolved the liability issue.

*
,

|
|

. - - - - . _ - . ,- - .
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VII. Conclusion

For ._ of the foregoing reasons, Applicants sub-

mit that the present antitrust inquiry should be resolved

in Applicants' favor in all respects and that this Licensing

Board should find that the activities under the Davis-Besse
and Perry nuclear licenses will neither create nor maintain

any situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. In so

concluding, this Board could, if it so desired, order that

these licenses be conditioned in the manner set forth in
Applicants' Proposed License Conditions (see Tr. 8335-36) .

Whether or not that step is taken, however, Applicants fully
intend to operate these units in accordance with their stated
policy commitments in A-44.

Respectfully submitted,

SHAW, PITTMAN, POTTS & TROWBRIDGE

m
h >bk \ -Ct-

-'

Wm. Bradford ReynoldsOf Counsel: Robert E. Zahler
Jay H. BernsteinSQUIRE, SANDERS & DEMPSEY

FULLER, HENRY, HODGE Counsel for Applicants
& SNYDER

REED SMITH SHAW & McCLAY
WINTHROP, STIMSON, PUTNAM

& ROBERTS

Dated: August 30, 1976.
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THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
"i2

. .

''d
. [' THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF CHIO

E i . . . ') EASTERN DIVISION.

I

CITY OF CLEVELAND, ) CIVIL ACTION NO. C75-560-

).' Plaintiff ),

)

| v. )
)>

| THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC )
l ILLUMINATING COMPANY, et al., )

)
Defendants ) 0RDER

|
j KRUPANSKY, J.
i

|

This is an antitrust action instituted by the

plaintiff City of Cleveland (City) against defendants Cleve-'

land Electric Illuminating Compar.y (CEI), Duquesne Light

Company, Ohio Edison Company, Pennsylvania , Power Company,

and Toledo Edison Company charging a consp racy to violate
,

the Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. $$1 and 2. The juris-

diction of this Court is properly invoked pursuant to Sec-
i

tions 4 and 16 of the Clayton Act, as amended, 15 U.S.C.

$$15 and 26.
'

The Complaint, alleging certain acts of conspiracy

; to monopolize and restrain trade, was filed on July 1, 1975.

| Thereafter, on December 1, 1975, defendant CEI filed its
:

Answer and two Counterclaims alleging certain anti-ccmpeti-

tive acts on the part of the City as well as the failure of

'

the City to compensate CEI for electric energy supplied

pursuant to Federal Power Commission (FPC) Orders Nos. 644'

,
.

and 644-A, dated January 11, 1973 and March 9, 1973, an,d a

contract between the parties incorporating the aforesaid

j orders. Plaintiff filed its Reply to these Counter:1 aims on

|
.

I
i

7443.s ree-se-e.e.se-sese .ees
I

, _ k,
'

l .

i
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,

December 22, 1975. Thereafter, defendan* sought and
!

obtained leave to file an additional Cou.. 4rclaim, styled

Count 3 of its Second Counterclaim, and the same was entered
,

as a part of the record of these proceedings by Order of the

; Court dated June 11, 1976. Plaintiff has failed to reply to
:

Count 3 of the Second Counterclaim.

In separate Motions, defendant CEI has moved this

Court to enter summary judgment on Counts 2 and 3 of its

*

Second Counterclaim. Plaintiff has responded to the first

Motion, opposing summary judgment on Count 2, but has failed

to respond to the Motion for Summary Judgment on Count 3

which was filed on June 16, 1976. The Court, recognizing
*

the substantial identity of the facts and issues presented,

in Counts 2 and 3, as more thoroughly discussed infra, finds

||
,

iit appropriate to consider concurrently the two Motions for

Summary Judgment.
,

A brief chronology 'f the events and proceedingso
|

prompting defendant's Second Counterclaim serves to illumi-i

| | nate more fully the allegations and issues presented there-
|

in. The history of these proceedings dates back to May 13,

1971 when plaintiff City filed a Complaint before the Federal.

! I

| Power Commission, (docket No. E-7631), alleging certain'

*
|

{, anti-competitive acts by defendant CEI, and seeking, inter
i

. alia, a permanent electrical interconnection between CEI and

the City's Municipal Light Plant (MELP), pursuant to Section

: 202(b) of the Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. $824(a). As a
i

result of these proceedings, there issued on July 12, 1972

the Presiding Etaminer's Initial Decision in Consolidated'

Proceeding which found unsupported by the evidence the

City's charges of anti-ccapt itive conduct. The Presiding

Examiner nonetheless ordered the installation of a 138KV

*
.

***** - . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
:*

-
.

.

m
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i
j permanent synchronot.s interconnection,, with a capacity of

| t 100 MVA, connecting plaintiff's Lake Road Plant, MELP, and

the Lake Shore Plant of CEI. The Examiner's order was
i
8 explicit in directing implementation of the interconnection,

in allocating the installation costs of the interconnection,

I in prescribing the maintenance and metering of the power

flow, and in establishing a basic rate structure with late

payment penalty charges for the 138KV interconnection as

well as an existing 69KV open-switch emergency interconnec-. ;

tien. The order was modified in part and adopted by the

l
' Commission on January 11, 1973 in FPC Opinion and Order No.

644, which increased the kilowatt hour billing rate, reduced
,

| the late payment penalty charge, and included the State of
|| Chio Excise Tax in the amount due for electric. energy con-
;;

I sumed by the City. The foregoing orders were reaffirmed on'

|-

March 9, 1973 by FPC Opinion No. 644-A which denied the

City's application for a rehearing.

I Upon failure of the City to remunerate CEI for .

f power supplied over the 69 KV interconnection in compliance-

| with the foregoing orders, CEI filed motions with the FPC on
'

.

July 13, 1973 and January 30, 1974 seeking enforcement of

the payment provisions of the FPC orders. On April 8, 1974,
,

' II
I the FPC issued its CrJer Direc*ing Compliance with Previous

|
Orders and Denying Motion, therein oirecting the City to

!

!
|,

f make payment to CEI of all undisputed sums for past and

! future services, with ac'erued interest, if any, and to
1

I deposit into a special escrow account all disputed sums for

! |
!

, . past and future services.

|
i Thereafter, on January 20, 1975, Emersency ordi-
|

|
nances Nos. 20-75, and 21-75 were enacted by the Council of

! the City of Cleveland which authorized the Director of

!'
,

t

|e.e4 s.. , . - . . . . . . . . . . . .

!.

,,., .
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} Public Utilities to contract with CEI for the installation.

of the 138KV interconnection and for the purchase of power,,

| by the City.e

Enabling legislation was enacted that same day
4

in Emergency Ordinance No. 23-75. The FPC order and Council

legislation were subsequently reduced to a contract between

I the City and CEI on April 17, 1975, and on May 4, 1975, the

138KV interconnection was energiced and service was initi-

*
ated.

In the interim, prior to the initiation of service

and just two days after the execution of the contr'act, the

City sought review of the September 12, 1972 FPC Decision

and Orders Nos. 644 and 644-A before the Court of Appeals
.

for the District of Columbia Circuit, (Civil Action No. 73- *

1282). The FPC orders were, on January 6, 1976, affirmed by ;

the Court of Appeals in all respects relevant to defendant's i

Counterclaims. ,

In Count 2 of its Second Counterclaim, CEI states

that it has complied with the orders of the FPC and fulfilled

its contractual obligations in establishing the 138KV syn-,

chronous interconnection; that notwithstanding performance

by CEI, the City has failed to tender full payment to CEI,

as required by the FPC orders and the subsequent contract,
!

'or the construction of the aforesaid interconnection, andf

is currently indebted on account to CEI in the amount of.

$15,241.00 therefor; that the City has failed to tender
i

payment to CEI, as required by the FPC orders and the sub-

sequent contract, for electric energy consumed by the City
~

,

{
by means of the 138KV interconnection, from the inception of

f ervice on May 4, 1975 through Novemb.er 30, 1975; and that

t t.- City is currently indebted on account to OII in the
,

amount of $5,808,593 11, including principal and. interest,

.

***a , , , . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .

. g. .,,, .. .

.. . ,.
,

.
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therefor. In Count 3 of the Second Counterclaim, CEI alleges ,

that by reason of the City's continuing failure to remunerate
CEI for power consumed over the 138KV interconnection for'

the period beginning on December 1, 1975 and ending on
t

f February 29, 1976, the City is currently indebted on account
t to CEI in the amount of $3,701,233.39, including principal

and interest which is 1_n, addition to the $5,808.593 11,'
~ nj,

previously alleged due and currently owing to CEI.'

I In its Motion for Summary Judgment on Count 2 of

its Second Counterclaim, defendant CEI seeks judgment against

the City in the amount of $15,241.00, plus interest at the
l' rate of 6% per annum dating frem July 31, 1975, the due date

for payment of installation costs, and judgment against the
| I

City in the amount of $5,808,593 11 with interest accruing, -'
,

5 as provided in the FPC orders and incorporating contract, at'
'

,

the rate of 1% per month from November 30, 1976, until paid.

! Appended to the Motion'is the affidavit of Donald H. Hauser,
|' General Attorney for CEI, in support of the demand for

,

| summary judgment.
t In its Motion for Summary Judgment en Count 3 of*

,

its Second Counterclaim, defendant CEI seeks judgment against

the City in the a=ount $3,701,233 39 with interest accruing,-

|

as provided in the FPC orders and incorporating contract, at

|, the rate of 1% per month from February 29, 1976, until paid.
As with the first Motion, there is appended to the second

Motion the affidavit of Donald H. Hauser, in support of the
|

! demand for summary judgment.

I Plaintiff City opposes only the first Motion for

| Summary Judgment asserting that this Court lacks jursidic-
|
i

h tion to entertain the Counterclaims in the present action.
.

i

| !
|

It is the contention of the City that the Counterclaims do

'

h,

s

.! _ . . . . . . . . . . . ...
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not meet the requirements of Rule 13, Ped. R. Civ. P., as to

compulsory counterclaims, and that as permissive counter-
i

claims they lack independent federal jurisdictional founda-,

tion. Upon consideration, the Court concludes that the

City's arguments are without merit. '

Rule 13, Ped. R. Civ. P., as it relates to com-.

pulsory and permissive counterclaims, provides:-

(a) Compulsory Counterclaims. A pleading
shall state as a counterclaim any claim which
at the time of serving the pleading the pleader
has against any opposing party, if it arises out
of the transaction cr occurrence that is the sub-
ject matter of the opposing party's claim and
does et require for its adjudication the pre-'

sence of third parties of whom the court cannot
acquire jurisdiction. But the pleader need not

i
state the claim if (1) at the time the action

*

I was commenced the claim was the subject of
another pending action, or (2) the opposing
party brought suit upon his claim by attachment
or other process by which the cou-t did not
acquire jurisdiction to render a personal
judgmer.t on that claim, and the pleacer is
not stating any counterclaim under this Rule.

.

13

(b) Permissive Counterclaims. A pleading
may state as a counterclaim any claim against
an opposing party not arising out of the trans-,

action or occurrence that is 'he subject matter,

of the opposing party's claim.

Compulsory counterclaims, because they arise out
! of the transaction er occurrence that is the subject of the
I

opposing party's claim, rest upon th'e ancillary jurisdiction<*
t

j of the Court. Moore v. Nes York Cotton Exchange, 270 U.S. '

593 (1926); creat Lakes Rubber Corporation v. Herbert Cooper '

I; Company, Inc., 286 P.'2d 631 (3rd Cir. 1961). United Artists e.

Corporation v. Masterpiece Productiens. Inc., 221 P.2d 213 '

# (2nd,Cir. 1955). This is not so, however, for permissive
' counterclaims.

l
.

*

M,e9
F50 W.98.4849..D 64

l
.. . ,

.
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I Although a compulsory counterclaim may
) be interposed without meeting jurisdictional
! requirements because it is auxiliary to the,

'

|
ori; inal action, a permissive counterclaim8

requires independent jurisdictional grounds.
|

Chance v. County Board of School Trustees ofa

Menonry County, Illinois, 332 F.2d 971, 973
.

(TCn Cir. 1964).
|

'

See, Pevere Copper and Brass. Inc. v. Aetna Casualty and
I Surety Company, 426 F.2d 709 (5th Cir. 1970); Diamond v.

.erminal Railway Alabama State Docks, 421 F.2d 228 (5th Cir.

1970).j
The requirement that counterclaims arising out of

|
the same transaction or occurrence that gave rise to the

I opposing party's claim "shall" be stated in the pleadings.

I

"was designed to prevent multiplicity of actions and to
achieve resolution in a single lawsuit of all disputes

* arising out of common matters." Southern Construction Com-'
a

i

pany. Inc. v. Pickard, 371 U.S. 57, 60 (1962). See, United'

,

| States v. Heyward-Robinson Company. Inc., 430 F.2d 1077 (2nd
'

Cir. 1970), cert. denied, *00 U.S. 1021 (1971)., -

,

i In determining if defendant's Counterclaims arise

out of the same transaction or occurrence that is the sub-
!

|
ject of plaintiff's claim, which in turn dete-mines the
jurisdictional requirements placed thereon, the Court has

i

1 | reviewed and considered a number of relevant definitions and
|
; standards applied t* this issue. Perhaps the most signi-.

-
.

ficant of these is found in the language of the Supreme

Court in the Moore case, suora:

" Transaction" is a word of flexible meaning.
It may comprehend a series of many occurrences,*

depending not so much upon the immediateness
of their connection, as upon their logical
relationship. Moore v. New York Cotton Exchange,

f

t.
supra at 610.

|
: .

i !
! l
!

m.a.. . . . . . . . . . . . .

l
. . . . . . .

e J
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j i

k The Second Circuit Court of Appeals, reiterating and expand- |

{ ing upon the foregoing analysis of the Supreme Court, stated

| Chat in practice "this criterion has been broadly inter-
i I

*

i preted to require not an absolute identity of factual back-

*

' grounds for the two claims, but only a logical relationship

between them." United Artists Corporation v. Masterpiece

Productions, Inc., supra at 216.
,

This element of a " logical relationship" was fur-

ther explored by the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in the

'

Revere Copper case, supra:

j From the application of the doctrine of
ancillary jurisdiction to these joinder devices,,

it appears that a claim has a logical relation-
ship to the or.ginal claim in two senses: (1)

i that the same aggregate of operative facts.

serves as the basis of both claims; or (2)4

I that the aggregate core of facts upon which the -.

! original claim rests activates additional legal
rights in a party defendant that would otherwise.

remain dormant. Revere Copper and Brass, Inc.>

v. Aetna Casualty and Surety Company, supra at
715

The Third Circuit Court of Appeals, in Creat Lakes Rubber,.
,

supra, offered the following interpretation of the' Supreme,

! Court definition: .

| (A] counterclaim is logically related tot

the opposing party's claim where separate'

: trials on each of their respective claims
I would involve a substantial duplication of

effort and time by the parties and the courts.
,

Where multiple claims involve many of the same.
! factual issues, er the same factual * and legal,

issues, or where they are offshcots of the*

same basit controversy between the parties,
fairness and considerations of convenience
and of economy require that the counter-
claimant be permitted to maintain his cause
of action.". Great Lakes Rubber Corporation

.,

i i v. Herbert Cooper Ccmpany, Inc., supra at
634

[ Two additional factors were injected by the Dis-
,

trict Court of the Northern District of Chio in Non-Ferrous
,

1
1

m e.e . . . . . . . . . . . .

4

".

'4**
,

|
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! Metals. Inc. v. Sarsmar Aluminue. comoany, 25 F.R.D. 1021

(N.D. Chio 1960):
' ,

! Cne of the reco*;nized tests to determine'

whether a counterclaim arose out of the
| same transaction or occurrence is whether

the same evidence will support or refute the5

opposing claims. Another test is whether,
if defendant fails to assert his claim in
a counterclaim, will the doctrine of res
judicata bar him from presenting it in a
future action. (citations omitted). Id.

! at 105
''--

|
! The Court, applying the foregoing pronouncements to these

proceedings, must carefully examine the Complaint to deter-

mine the existence, er non-existence, of a logical relation-

ship between the claims of the Complaint and the Counter-,,

| b
' claims.

In substance, the Complaint charges that defen-

li dants combined and conspired: to refuse to wheel or to allow

U; the transmission of electric power and energy to MELP frem
I

h other power and energy suppliers, or frcm MELP to any other
0 *

;' electric utility system which is an actual or potential
G

|| competitor of any of the defendants, over transmission lines
F

d owned or controlled by the defendants or any of them; to
1

i boycott and refuse to deal with plaintiff and others in the

power exchange market, except on terms that would maintain

domination and exclusive control by the defendants over
ti

g electric bulk power supply in the a'ea served by each, andr.

'i
upon conditions that would be harmful to the interest of thee

plaintiff and other actual and potential competitors at
,

'

wholesale or retail; to refuse to admit plaintiff to member-,
,

1

I ship in the Central Area Power Coordinating Croup (CAPCO) or
h to otherwise permit plaintiff to have access to the benefits

" of coordinated operations and development or any. other
l
b tenefit of power pooling or power exchange services; and to

!
";

r

bO f.0-SP-G.Ge f S4949 Stel

|

.?.. '

- . . .

'
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engage in other activities for the pufpose and ' tith tne
i

effect of restraining and eliminating competition in the

f sale of electric power and energy.

| Plaintiff City specifically alleges that in their
I

; attempt to monopoli:e the electric poder market, the defen-
dants have prevented the City from:

,

' '

(a) Obtaining an interconnection for operation
normally-in-parallel;

(b) Purchasing power and energy from sources
other than CEI;

(c) Maintaining its generating units in good
operating condition;

(d) Expanding its own generation with bulk
power supply which participates in econo-
mies of scale evailable from access to the
power exchange market;

j (e) Competing for industrial loads;
(f) Issuing bonds to finance improvements and

extensions of its system;

(g) Utilizing the only available transmission
grid to obtain firm electric power in bulk
from acurces other tnan defendants;.

,

(h) Utili=ing the only available transmission
grid to participate in the power exchangei

market;

(1) Constructing transmission lines to inter-.

connect its system with the electric systems
of the Cities of Painesville and Orville to
effect the limited power exchange arrange-
ments available thereby;

(j ) Providing continuous service to its customers
' with CEI's knowledge, of the anticipated and

actual effect of service interruptions on
I the ability of the City to retain its cus-
I

tomers while CEI held itself out to provide
| service with few interruptions to these same
| customers;
I:

(k) Retaining as its customers a substantial
number of retail, industrial and large com-
mercial customers who switched their patro-
nage to CEI as a result of frequent service

| interruptions; and
-

,

I
.

i'
I

>

I
i

.

*=
. -
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(1) Achieving the growth in load it would havo
j achieved absent any anti-competitive restric-

| [
tion in power exchange services.

( Placing in perspective the antitrust claims raised in the

|ComplaintandthecontractclaimsraisedintheCounter-
k i

| claims, the Court concludes that there does exist a logical
f f

|
relationship between these opposing claims.

! At the heart of plaintiff's antitrust claims and

defendant's contract claims is the commercial relationship,
j

or lack thereof, between the City and CEI. The controversy

which resulted in the present action is one of distant

origin. The record in this proceeding is replete with
,

references to the long-standing discord between MELP and

CEI, and reflects a continuum of transactions and confron-
tations between the parties involving contracts for the sale'

.

and transmission of electric energy, attempted sales of MELP

!

}
by the City and attempted purchases of MELP by CEI, con-

tinuing litigation, FPC intervention, etc., all of which )
i-

revolve about an aggregate core of facts upon which the ,
*

' original claim is anchored, i.e. the competitive, or anti-'

competitive, practices of both parties in the generation,

! transmission and sale of electric energy in the Northern

Chio area.

f Moreover, the allegations of the Complaint, in and I

* of themselves, encompass and embrace the allegations of the'

Counterclaims. In paragraph 7 of the Complaint, plaintiff

asserts that it has operated and continues to operate an

j- j. 1solated bulk power supply system, listing as two exceptions
' !

;
' to said isolated system, the 69KV temporary non-synchronous

; I

| interconnection with CEI and the 138KV permanent synchronous*

interconnection with CEI. In that same paragraph, plaintiff |

|
'

i
-

|

| !
.

~ . . I _ . . . . . . . . . . . .

h |
.
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,

|
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. refers to its action against CEI before the FPC, as well as
'!

7PC Orders Nos. 644 and 644-A which directed the establir.n-
; ment of the 13BKV interconnection and the maintenance of the
a i
: 69KV interconnection pending completion of ths larger inter-
|

connection.
I

Plaintiff alleges that CEI engaged in anti--

,''

competitive acts in the course of establishing the 69KV

interconnection by refusing the City " permission to synchro-
nize prior to the transfer, insisting on dead load transfer

with the intent and anticipated effect of causing plaintiff's

retail customers to be dissatisfied with their electric
service and to seek CEI's service instead, " There-. . . .

after, in the same paragraph 7, plaintiff charges CEI with

establishing the 138KV interconnection "for the supply of

emergency power only by CEI to plaintiff on terms unsuited,

1tomeetplaintiff'sneeds." .

; Plaintiff City alleges further, in paragraph 42(a)
I

of its Complaint, that defendants have prevented the City

from " obtaining an interconnection for operation normally-
,

in-parallel." However, in paragraph 4(d) of the Complaint,,

plaintiff defines "normally-in-parallel" as a means of

' operation "sometimes referred to as operation in synchronism

or synchronous operation." Taken in conjunction- with the

allegatiens of paragraph 7, plaintiff has placed itself in

the illogical and contradictory pos(tion of asserting the
t . - '

existence of a synchronous inter:onnection between MELP and,

'
CEI while at once asserting the non-existence of such an

interconnection. *
;,
1;

{ It is incumbent upon defendant CEI to raise as an
I issue the existence of FPC Orders 644 and 644-A, as well as
!

| the April 17, 1975 contract between the City and CEI, in its
j defense to the allegations in paragraphs 7 and 42 of the

_

6

.se.em-e.g. ,s.s ees.e s s e
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I
. 1

Complaint. The aforesaid allegations of the Complaint have

placed in issue the allegations of the Ccunterciaims and

quite conclusively activate additional legal rights in

behalf of defendant CEI that might otherwise remain dormant.
,

The Counterclaims are therefore compulsory in nature and the

'

Court must extend its ancillary jurisdiction to include them

within the ambit of the current proceedings.

Contrary to the inference raised by plaintiff, the

Court is not barred from entertaining these Counterclaims by

the provision of Rule 13, Fed. H. Civ. P., which states that

the pleader "need not state the claim if . . . at the time

the action was commenced the claim was the subject of another
.

pending action . The validity of the FPC Crders"
.. .

Nos. 644 and 644-4 was finalized en January 9, 1976 by the'

opinion of the Court of Appeals for the District of Co.~.umbia

Circuit which affirmed the FPC Crders in all respects rele-
.

vant to the instant Counterclaims. The issues of these
Counterclaims were not, on July 1, 1975, the date this

action was commenced, the subject of another pending action..

Although the FPC did finally seek enforcement of its Crders

in the District Court of the District of Columbia, this

later action was not ecmmenced until December 12, 1975,
.. *

!
| eleven days after CEI filed.its initial ecmpulsory Counter-

.' I
i claims.

Ncr is this Court barred from entertaining these

h Counterclai=s by the doctrine of primary jurisdiction.

Although this doctrine is not squarely placed in issue by

the pleadings, .he City did allude to it in its brief in

oppositien to CEI's earlier Motion for Preliminary Injunc-

tien. It was plaintiff's centention, therein, that by
|

|.

* .

I

ws a m~,........,

.
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|5 reason of the doctrine of prinary jurisdiction, CEI could.

l. '
- i
not invoke th'.c Court's equity jurisdiction to enforce FPC

|
e

- - ' - . 4, .s 6u . j ala tau Ly tro: consw.iltag

|powersuppliedbyCEIoverthe138KVinterconnection.1 .

As

ha 'the City correctly nottPd in that brief: "The Second Counter-'

:(
claim is a classic one of a product sold and delivered.

h Damages, if any, are liquidated and certain." The City*

affirmatively asserted thereafter that the rate for power

- Jonsuded is fixed and that CEI had an adequate remedy at

law.
l Indeed, the rate for power supplied by CEI is

'
;j fixed by FPC Orders Nos. C'S and 6h4-A and the April 17,
t

i 1975 contract. The disput- over the fixed rates and the

inclusion of the Ohio excise tax wac resolved by the Court
i

of Appests for the District of Columbia Circuit. This

t. .

p Court, moggver, does not impinge upon the jurisdiction of,

I the FPC in entertaining defendant's Counterclaims, fer the' *
,

.

Court is not prevailed upon to enforce the orders of the
;

~
'

FP::, but rather to render judgment in an action on an account
,

to satisf7 a debt for goods and services sold.

An action on an account is one founded in contract

or cuantum meruit, and " exists to avoid the multi.311 city of

suits necessary if each transaction between the parties (or
,

item on the account) would be construed as constituting a*

,

separate cause of action." American Security Services. Inc.

v. Baumann, 32 Ohio App. 2d 237, 242, 289 N.E. 2d 373 (1972). -

As further stated in'the Baumann case:
In an action on an account, the word " account"

has reference to the type of relationship between
the parties and not to a particular book or record.
As stated above, an action on an account is founded

- upon contract. When placed in issue by the answer,
the plaintiff is required to prove all the necessary

i

.p..........e44a .

-
.

., .3. a . . . . . . . . . ... .
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!

elements of a contract action, and, in addition,- i
! to prove that the contract involves a transaction

,

g or transactions that usually form the subject'

. o# - beo% aacmtet. !b evi.denco , othertrice compe-*

! tent, is rencered inadmissible because the action
is en an account.

I In Ohio, actions on an account are not limited

( 3 to book accounts. 'dere actions on accounts limited
to book accounts, the existence of a written record
kept in the ordinary course of business would be an

, '
i j essential requisite. Since an action en an account

is not so limited, the existence of such a written'

i

I record is not a requisite, nor is it required that
! some written record be introduced into evidence in
- order to prove the existence of an account. Id.
I at 245.

t

It is generally held that an action may be main-

I
a tained in the short form on an account even though it is

f
founded wholly upon a special contract, if that speciald

contract has been fully performed.
.

d (Plursuant to the rule applicable to an action *

i of'assumpsit generally (Assumpsit, Action of,

i f 59 CS C.J. p 1386 note 71]), an action on an
! account will lie where plaintiff has fully
i performed the special contract on his part, and

a t nothing remains to be dcne but to compute the
I items of the account, and for defendant to pay
I the money due; the special contract, not being -
q
'

declared on, does not constitute the cause of
i action, but can be used merely as evidence of the

indebtedness. The statutory form of action on
; account may be used for goods sold and delivered
3 or services rendered, whether there is a special
y agreement or not to pay a specified sum therefor.
g Although goods were sold, or work done, or money

Ji furnished, under a special contract, an action
on an account annexed will lie if the contract

I has been fully, or substantially performed.
,

(footnotes omitted). 1 C.J.S. Action on Account
' 52e. at 582-583 (1936). -

.

' h See, City of Cincinnati v. Cameron, 33 Chio St. 336 (1878);

fGilbert v. Kemp, 116 N.E. 2d 213 (Ohio Ct. App. 1952); C. E.
sg Riley Co. v. Levy Overall Manufaeruring Co., 10 Chio App.

,

261 (1919).
i I
3

I Presently before the Court are a number of docu-
|

|
ments in support of tue allegations of the Counterclaims and

i Motions for Summary Judgment, including, but not limited to,
,

t
.

i
|
; . _ . . . . . . . . . ._ , . .

!
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.
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%

copies of the Initial Decision and Orders Nos. 644 and 644-A' , . . -- - .

| of the FPC, the Ap il 17,15i$ contract b::te.wn tne parties,
,u

*
- ~

several affidavits of Donald H. Hauser, General Attorney for
,

'
CEI, and a Billing Memorandum detailing by month the number ,

of kilowatt-hours of electric power supplied by CEI to the -

g City and charges therefor. These documents provide an
* adequate foundation for proceeding upon defendant's Counter- *

f
| /

'
I claims as an action on an account and the Court does no ',

|violencetothedoctrineofprimaryjurisdictioninenter-
|

-

taining these Counterclaims.'

Lastly, plaintiff contends that the Counterclaims

!! are fatally defective for failure to include allegations of
li

h jurisdiction, as required by Rule 8(a), Fed. R. Civ. P. Rule
'

! (8(a)provides,inpertinentpart:
.

A pleading which sets forth a claim for
i relief, whether an criginal claim, counterclaim,

crcss-claim, or third-party claim, shall contain
- (1) a short and plain statement of the grounds

upon which the court's jurisdiction depends, . .

unless the court already has jurisdiction and the
p

claim needs no new grounds of jurisdictica to. ,,

support it. :. . ..

|I Since, as determined above, the Court already has ancillary
ki jurisdiction over defendant's Counterclaims, which need no

-

.

. new grounds of jurisdiction in their support, plaintiff's .

N
i f contention must fail. .

-

.

*

/ The $5,806,593 11 counterciaim demand by CEI , . -

i, .aepresents accumulated charges for electric power supplied
8

-

1 to the City over the 13SKV interconnection from the date s'
'

.

;.

I i service x&s initiated, May 4, 1975, through November 30,
F s

! 'l 1975 It also includes late payment penalty charges of 5: e'

|\ . /
'

of each monthly billing not paid within 45 days after
,

.

,

!; receipt of the bill and 1% cf each monthly billing not paid
*

|
;
is

:
- ' .

.

.

. - . . . . . . . . . . .

.....

..
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|
1

kwithin60daysafterreceiptofthebillthroughNovember
|
j 30, 1975 Defendant further demands continuance of the 1:

,

:

;
late payment charge from November 30, 1975 until full pay- |

t ment is tendored. The $3,701,233 39 counterciaim demand i

|' '

! represents accumulated charges for electric power supplied
k i

'- to the City from December 1, 1975 through February 29, 1976.
I
| f As in the Count 2 demand, this figure includes late payment'

penalty charges of 5 of cach monthly billing not paid with-

g in 60 days after receipt of the bill through February 29,
4
; 1976. Defendant, further demands continuance of the 15 late'
,

! payment charge from February 29, 1976 until full payment is
i

tendered.

| In his effidavits in support of CEI's Motions for
I

Summary Judgment, Donald H. Hauser states that he is the

Central Attorney for CEI; that he has been employed by CEI

as an attorney for more than 24 years; that he is familiar

l with the present litigation and Orders Nos. 644 and 644-A of

the FPC; and that the $5,808,593 11 and $3,701,233.39 amounts'

currently due and owing to CEI were calculated in accordancer

*
.

,

i with the foregoing orders of the FPC. The party moving fori

i summary judgment may rely upon affidavits already in the
il

record, McCullough Tool Cemeany v. Well Surveys, Inc., 395

F.2d 230 (10th Cir.), cert. denied 393 U.S. 925 (1968), and*
.

| the Court, upon review of the Presiding Examiner's Initial'

'; .

" Decision of July 12, 1972, FPC Crders Nos. 644 and 644-A,*

,
I

| the contract dated April 17, 1975, and the previously men-

tiened Billing Memorandum detailing irrearages and int,erest(

|i due on the MELP account, all of which were appended to the

4 affidavit of Donald H. Hauser filed in this action en Decem-
1

hber2,1975,findsnothingtodisputeMr.Hauser'sassess-I
;

|
I, ment of the $5,309,59311 and $3,701,233 39 stated to be due

!
t

'. and~owing to CEI.
! -

I4
1

-i
,

"**$' m...........
- |
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ine City, in its Decenoer 22, 1975 Reply to CEI's,

! $ original Counterclaims, admits the following:
!
' 1. That "the Federal Power Commission ordered the
!

establishment of a permanent 13SKV synchronous

interconnection (between CEI and MEI.P) to be used,
*

' however, only to provide emergency service . "
. .

to the City.

2. That "the rates for such service were prescribed
by the Commission in Opinion No. 644."

3 That "a contract dated April 17, 1975. for emer-
A

gency service over the interconnection was entered

.into between Plaintiff and CEI; "
. . . .

4. That a "138KV synchronous interconnection was

energized on May 4, 1975; . . . . "
I

5. That the City "has not paid all the c.'sts of the

| interconnection and all of the bills submitted by
I

CE1 for 138KV service and avers that the propriety ,
of some of the billings are in controversy before

, the United States Court of Appeals for the Dis-

trict of Columbia . . ." (As the Court has.

I previously observed, the decisier on this appeal
was reached on January 9, 1976).,

6. That "a small cmount of t.$e total cost of the.

138KV interconnection has not been paid by Plain-a
|I

tiff."

Plaintiff did, however, deny that its debt to CEI totaled, , .

that amount asserted in the Counterclaims. As earlier
noted, plaintiff has not replied to Count 3 of the Second

! it Counterclaim. .

n

; The City did not support its response to CEI's
Motion for Summary Judgment on Count 2 with affidavits.: -

I
. ' - .

P W 9 99 09.. .B.$
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4 opposing the !!auser affidavits or otherwise demonstrate that-

I
"

g there is a genuine issue as to any material fact asserted in
.

the Counterclaims. While plaintiff did, in its opposing'
,

f !
' brief, challenge the Hauser affidavit for failure to assert
h'

the verity of the $1'!,241.00 claim for costs of installing'

I I the 138KV interconnection, it did not, even in its opposing

j brief, challenge the $5,808,593 11 calculation for power
I services rendered. Plaintiff did not respond at all to'

i
; defendant's Motion for Summry J tdgment on Count 3 of the

: Second Counterclaim.
!

Rule 65(e), Fed. R. Civ. P., treats specifically'

I upon the necessity for opposing affidavits and provides, in

pertinent part:

When a motion for sumary judgment is made
and supported as provided in this rule, an
adverse party may not rest upon the mere .

.

allegations or denials of his pleading,j
but his response, by affidavits or as other-

}i

1 | wise provided in this rule, must set forth
! specific facts showing that there is a-

! genuine issue for trial. If he does not so .

| respond, summary judgment , if appropriate,*

shall be entered against him.

When, as here, the movant has submitted affidavits in sup-

port of his motion for summary judgment, the opposing party'

must respond, as stated by the rule, with opposing affida-
t

vits. S_e_e,, First National Bank of Aricona v. Cities Servicei ee

| C,,o_. 391 U.S. 253 (1968); Stevens v. Barnard, 512 F.2d 876
. .

i (101:h Cir. 1975); Careta v. American Marine Coreeration, 432

F.2d 6 (5th Cir. 1970). Plaintiff's failure to so oppose

CEI's sworn allegations, especially in light of the fore-
,

! going admissions of liability, lead this Court to the ines-
capable conclusion that'sumary judg ent must be accorded ,

| | defendant CII in the amounts stated in Counts 2 and 3 of its
!

'

I ! Second Counterclaim.
6 I

|
.. , _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.
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'

Acccrdingly, defendant CEI'h Motions for Summary '

j vudgment on Counts 2 and 3 of its Second Counterclaim are
I granted and .'T IS $0 CRDERID that summary judgment De, and

the same is hereby, entered in favor of defendant Cleveland

Electric Illuminating Company on Count 2 of its Second

Counterclaim, in the amount of $15,21 1.00, with accrued

I interest at the rate of 65 per annum from July 31, 1975

until paid, and in the amount of $5,808,593 11, with accrued

interest at the rate of 15 per month from November 30, 1975

until paid, and IT 'S FURTHER ORDERED that summary judgment;

be, and the same is hereby, entered in favor of defendant

Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company on Count 3 of its

Second Counterclaim, in the amount of $3,701,233 39, with
:

accrued interest at the rate of 1% per month from February
29, 1976 until paid.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

~.

J MM
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EXHIBIT B

Before
Tl!E NBLIC UTILITIES CCIRISSION OF OHIO

In the matter of the Application and )
Petition (a) of OHIO PTER CCIEAirl and
CARDINAL OFERATIm CC!EAIrl for approval
of the Station Agreement pursuant to

Section 4905 31 of the Revised Code of
i Chio, (b) of OHIO PGER C0!EAITI, TIE

CIUCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC CCIGAUY, Formal Case No. 34,573
; COLUMBUS A!:D SCUTHERN CHIO ELECTRIC

C0!@ANY, T}9 DAYTOU PCUER AIID LIGHT
CCI@ANY, McHOUGAHEIA PGER CCMPAITI and
TIE TOLEDO EDISCN CC!GAITI for approval

; of the Pouer Delivery Agreement pursuant
to Sections 4905 31 and 4905.h8 of the
Revised Code of Chio, and (c) of
BUCKEYE PCUER, In:. for the granting of
the approvals specified above.

NUUC FR0 TUUC
FINDIUG AUD STJPPLEI21STAL CEDER

The Con =ission ec=ing nov to consider the Supplemental Application and
Petition herein, filed by Chio Pcuer Ccepany (hereinafter referred to as ddo
Power) and Cardinal Operating Cc=pany (hereinafter referred to as Operating
Company), and The Cincinnati Gas & Electric Cc pany, Columbus and Southern Ohio
Electric Ccepany, The Dayton Pcuer and Light Company, Monongahela Pcwer Cc=pany
andTheToledoEdisonCo=pany(hereinafterreferredtoastheotherCc=panies),
and Buckeye Pcuer, Inc. (hereinafter referred to as Buckeye) finds:

That on June 13, 1967 this Cc==ission in its Order in this proceeding
!(1) auttai:ed Ohio Power and Operating Cc=pany to enter into a proposed agree-

ment described and designated in the original Application and Petition as the
Station Agreement; (2) approved said Station Agreement and each and all of tha
arrangements, variable rates and charges, cini=us charges and financial devices
provided for therein; (3) authorized Chio Pouer and the other Ccmpanies to enter
into an agree =ent described and designated in the original Application r.nd
Petition as the Power Delivery Agreement; and (4) approved said Power Delivery
Agreement and each and all of the arrangements, variable rates and charges,
minimum charges and the transactions between public utilities provided for
therein. ,|

That on February 26, 1Sc8, Chio Pouer, Operating Cc=pany, the other
Ccmpanies and Buckeye filed a Supple =' ental Application and Petition in this pro-
ceeding asking this Cc==ission to issue a Supple = ental Order herein, (a) speci-
fically approving the arrangements, variable rater end' charges, min!rn:=
charges and financ!al devices provided for in a proposed Station Agrec=ent, as
revised,in the form attached to the Supplemental Application and Petition,
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FINDIIr, AND SUPPLDEUTAL ORDER
FORIRL CASE UO. 34,573
Page 2.

(b) specifically approving the variable rates and charges and minimum charge:
provided for in a proposed Pouer Delivery Agreement, as revised, in the form
attached to the Supple = ental Application and Petition, and (c) specifically
approving said proposed Pcwer Delivery Agreement, as revised, in the fora
attached to the Supplemental Application and Petitien, as a contract n= ens Ohio
Power and the other Companies enabling them to operate their lines and plante
in connection with each other as therein provided and specifically authorizing
Ohio Power and the other Cc=panies to operate their lines and plants in
connection with each other in accordance with the provisions thereof.

It appearing to the Cct=icsion frem the verified Supplemental I.ppli-
cation and Petition and the other docu=entary evidence attached thereto and the
Co= mission's independent investigation as evidenced by the report submitted by
its chief accountant, that the taking of oral tectimony herein is unnecessary,
the Consission being fully advised in the premises, finds that:

1. Except as to the change reflected in the revised
Station Agreement and the revised Pouer Delivery
Agre'ecent, the findings =ade by this Co==ission
in its Order dated June 13, 1967 have not been
affected; and

2. Ohio Pover, Buckeye and Operating Cc=pany prepose
to enter into the proposed Station Agreement, as
revised, to evidence their respective rights and
interests in a generating station constructed by
Ohio Pouer near Brilliant, Ohio, consisting
initially of two 615,000 kw generating unite, and
known as the Cardinal Station, upon acquisition by
Buckeye from Ohio Pcuer of one of said generating
units and certain related property, property
interests and facilities;

3 Ohio Power and the other Companies propoce to enter
into the proposed Power Delivery Agreement, as
revised, with Buckeye pursuant to which Chio Power
will provide bulk transmisrion facilities frem the
Cardinal Station, and the other Cc=panies will =ake
available or provide power delivery facilities
adequate to deliver the requirements of the Buckeye
Members for electric pcwor and anergy frem the hulk
transmission facilities of Ohio Power to points of
connection with the distribution systems of the

Buckeye 11 embers;

4. The arrangements, variable rates and charges,
minimum charges, and financial devices provided for

.

.-,

. . - - _
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in the proposed Station Agreement, as revised,
are reasonable, practicable and advantageous to
the parties interested and to the public;

,

5. The variable rates and charges and minimum
charges and other arran6ements provided for in
the proposed Pouer Delivery Agreement, as revised,
are reasonable, practicable and advantageous to
the parties interested and to the public; and

Each and all of the prayers of the Supplemental
Application should be granted.

It is, therefore,

ORDERED, that the proposed agreement to be entered into between Ohio
Power, Buckeye and Operating Ccmpany described and designated in the appli-
cation herein as the Station Agreement, as revised, is hereby approved and
filed with this Comission. It is further

ORDERED, that the arrangements, variable rates and charges, minimu::1
charges and financial devices provided for in the proposed agreement described
and designated in the application herein as the Station Agree =ent, as amended,
are., and each of them is, hereby approved. It is further

CRDERED, that the applicants, Ohio Power and Operating Company, are
hereby authorized to enter into the proposed Station Agreement, as revised,
and to carry out the terms and provisions thereof. It is further

ORDERED, that the proposed agreement to be entered into among
Buckeye, Ohio Power and the other Companies described and designated in the
application herein as the Power Delivery Agreement, as revised, is hereby
approved and filed with this Cc. mission. It is further

ORDERED, that the arrangements, variable rates and charset , minimun
chargos and the transactions between public utilities provided for in the
proposed agreement described and designated in the application herein as the

,

Power Deliv.ery ACreement, as revised, are, and each of them is, hereby
approved. It is further

CRDERED, that the applicants Chio Power and the other Companics are
hereby authorized to enter into the preposed Power Delivery Agreement, as
revised, and to carry out the terms and provisions thereof, It is further

CRDERED, that when the Ohio Fever-Buckeye Agreements, as amended,
are signed, that conformed executed copies of said agreements will be filed
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with this Cc==ission. It is further

ORDERED, that the applicants, in accordance with Section 4905 31,
Revised Ohio Code, will upon execution of the proposed agrcements, file with
this C-ission all schedules or arrangements pertaining to the operation of
the agreements, as revised, together.with any authorized changes, alterations,
or modifications thereof, and cancel any prior special arrangements now filed
which are superseded by said agreement. It is further

ORDERED, that jurisdiction be and hereby is retained for all latM
purposes. It is further

ORDERED, that, except as set forth in this Supplertntal Order, the
terms and provisions of this CO- ission's Order in this proceeding dated
June 13, 1967 remain in full effect. It is further

ORDERED, that this Order shall beccme effective frcm and after thic
date.

THE FUBLIC UTILITIES CCt2ESSION CF OHIO

C ' "_ . O: ' : C N Chairman '

!*:.X:"~.' : . C. ;OMNSTON
.

ELI.'.ER A. KELLER

Co=missioners.

Entered in the Journal:

l'/iR 1 - 1938
A true copy:

k - Hi.. I
-n

Sam Nicola, Secretary.

.
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I hereby certify that copies of the foregoing

" Applicants' Joint Brief In Support Of Their Proposed

Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of Law" were served by

hand on each of the persons listed below, on this 30th
,

a
day of August, 1976:

Douglas V. Rigler, Esquire
Chairman, Atomic Safety and

Licensing Board
Foley, Lardner, Hollabaugh

and Jacobs
Chanin Building - Suite 206
815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20006
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4350 East-West Highway
Bethesda, Maryland
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* By order of the Licensing Board, on September 8, 1976,
copies of the Brief will be served upon all persons listed
on the Service List used throughout this proceeding.

.
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ERRATA SI' '.7 FOR PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT
AND CONCEFEl0NS OF LAW 0F NRC STAFF

1. Page ii, heading VII.A.l.c.: Change " Applicant's" to " Applicants'"

2. Proposed Finding, of Fact ("PFF") 1.023, last line: Change "kva"
to "ky".

3. PFF 1.024, 2nd line: Change " served" to " serves".

4. PFF 1.035, line 3: Delete the period after " refusal".

5. PFF 1.039, line 13: Chan
and insert conna after ")ge "" prohibition"" to "' prohibition'""

6. PFF 1.050, line 7: Change "is" to "in".

7. PFF 1.053,1st line: Change the period after "1968" to a comma.

8. PFF 1.062, line 6: Change "balck" to " black".

9. PFF 1.055, line 1: Insert "a" between "of" and " meeting"

10. PFF 1.086, last line: Change " entities" to " entity".

11. PFF 1.116, line 1: Change "Painesville" to "Painesville's".

12. PFF 1.133, line 4: Change the comma after "2" to a semi-colon.

13. PFF page 60, footnote 6: Change "followed" to "following".

14. PFF 1.158, last line: Insert quotation marks after "CEI.".

15. PFF 1.170, line 1: Insert "'s" after "Painesville".
16. PFF 1.170, 4th line after the quote: Insert a period after " communities".

f

17. PFF 1.177, line 4: Insert a period after " access".

18. PFF page 79, footnote 19: Change "40" to "16".

19. PFF 1.205, line 4: Change "that" to "there".

20. PFF 1.220, page 87, last paragraph: Change " forsee" to " foresee".

.
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21. PFF 1.233, line 3: Change the period after " reached" to a comma.

22. PFF 1.235, line 1: Inscrt quote marks before " lease".

23. PFF 1.247, line 6: Change " office" to " officer" and change "used"
to "use".

24. PFF 1.252, line 1: Insert the following after "3.": "The financing
restriction is designed to prevent competition for industrial loads."

_

25. PFF page 102, footnote 26: Change "caluse" to " clause".

26. PFF 1.259, line 4: Change "it" to "its".
.

PFF page 108: Insert "1.265" before " Third" at the be27.
first full paragraph and insert "1.266" before "Thus" ginning of theat the beginning
of the second full paragraph.

28. PFF 1.268, line 3: Delete the comma after " contracts";
line 6: Change "was" to "were" at the beginning of the line ;
line 10: Change " restriction" to " restrictive".

29. PFF 1.273, lines 6-7 of quote: Change parentheses to brackets.

30. PFF page 130, footnote 33a: Change " Carl" to "Karl" and change " Martin"
to " Masters".

31. PFF page 140, footnote 36: Change "Duquenre" to "Duquesne". '

32. PFF 1.341, line 4: Add quotation marks after "CAPCO."

33. PFF 1.343, line 10: Change the semicolon after "(Dempler)" to a period.

34. PFF page 72, line 7: Insert "a" between "by" and " member".

35. Proposed Conclusions of Law ("PCL") page 26, line 2: Insert quotation
marks before "The".

36. PCL page 28, line 2: Change "his" to "this".
*

37. PCL page 30, line 14: Insert " provisions in" between "anticompetitive"
and "interconnectio1s" and change ," interconnections" to " interconnection".

38. PCL page 31, line 10: Change " acquisition" to " acquisitions" and
add " acquire" after "to".

39. PCL page 32, second line from bottom of the quote: Change " monopolists"
to " monopolist".

.

- _ _ --
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40. PCL page 48, line 17: Change "atidally" to "atically".

41. PCL page 51, line 6 of PCL 7.09: Change "1921" to "1912".

42. PCL page 56, second line from bottom of text: Change " Commission"
to " Commission's".

43. PCL page 57, line 10: Insert "a " situation" inconsistent with"
between "between" and "the" and insert quote marks after " activities".

44. Relief, page 1, footnote 3: Add "This Board has stated that "the relief
must be reasonably related to the activities which affect the situation."
Ruling of Board with . respect to Applicants' Proposal for Expediting the
Antitrust Hearing Process, June 30, 1975, footnote on page 8."

45. Relief, page 7, line 13: Change "that" to "if"; delete "did"; change
"come" to "came".

46. Relief, page 7, line 14: Change " offer" to " offered".

47. Relief, page 7, last line: Change "coorective" to " corrective".

48. Relief, page 12, line 7: Change " laws" to " law".

49. Relief, page 20, line 8: Change " share" to " range".

50. Relief, page 20, Part B, line 5: Change " acts" to " matters"..

51. Appendix II, page 4, line 6: Insert a comma after " reasonable" and
change "and (" to "(and".

52. Appendix II, page 7, last line: Insert a period after " power" and
change "for" to "Such sales shall be".

|
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INTRODUCTION

This prelicensir.g antitrust review proceeding is the con-

solidation of three separate proceedings, Davis-Besse 1, Perry
2/

1 and 2, and Davis-Besse 2 and 3. -3/Consolidation of Davis-Besse

1 and Perry 1 and 2 was ordered on March 15, 1974, with further

consolidation of Davis-Besse 2 and 3 with Perry 1 and 2 and Davis-
4/

Besse 1 on July 30, 1975. -

Davis-Besse 1

The Applicants in Davis-Besse 1 are The Toledo Edison Company

(TE) and the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (CEI). Davis-

Besse 1 is to be a pressurized water reactor of 906 MW(e) capacity
4

located in north-central Ohio on the shore of Lake Erie approximately

21 miles east of Toledo. It will be jointly owned by the two appli-

cants (TE: 52.5%; CEI: 47.5%) and operated and maintained solely by

TE.

On March 24, 1971, a construction pemit was issued for Davis-

Besse 1. That permit was conditioned, pursuant to section 105c(8) of
5/

the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended - (Act), to provide for an

antitrust review subsequent to the issuance of the constr.uction

permit. I

,l_/ The Toledo Edison Co. and the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co.
.

(Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, Unit 1), Docket No. 50-346A. !
2_/ The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co. , et al. (Perry Nuclear

Power Plant, Units 1 and 2), Docket Nos. 36-ROA and 50-441 A.
3/ The Toledo Edison Co. , et al. (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station,

Units 2 and 3) Docket Nos. 50-500A and 50-501A. '

4/ See Memorandum and Order of Consolidation, July 30, 1975.
T/ F U.S.C. 562011 et seg.
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On July 6,1971, the City of Cleveland filed a petition to

intervene in the Davis-Besse 1 matter and requested a hearing on

the antitrust aspects. An amended petition was filed on July 27,

1971. By a letter of July 9,1971, the Attorney General, pursuant
.

to 5105c of the Act, advised the then Atomic Energy Consnission that

an antitrust hearing would not be required if Applicant CEI and the

City of Cleveland could settle differences which were then under

negotiation. After consideration of Cleveland's petition to inter-

vene and the Attorney General's advice letter, the Staff believed

that antitrust questions were raised and reconrnended that the

intervention should be granted and a hearing held to determine whether

the activities under the license would create or maintain a situation

inconsistent with the antitrust laws. -6/The City of Cleveland's

petition was granted March 15,1974. (A petition to intervene filed

by the American Municipal Power-0hio, Inc. (AMP-0) was denied on

January 21,1974). In addition, the NRC Staff is a party and the

State of Ohio is a participant in the proceeding under 10. C.F.R.

52.715(c). -7/
Perry 1 and 2

The Perry 1 and 2 Applicants are CEI, TE, Duquesne Light

Company (DL), Ohio Edison Company (0E), and Pennsylvania Power Company

(PP). These companies comprise the CAPC0 pool. Perry 1 and 2 are

to be two boiling water nuclear reactors to be located near Lake Erie

in Lake County, Ohio, approximately 35 miles northeast of Cleveland.

,6] Answer of the AEC Regulatory Staff to Petition of the City of
Cleveland to Intervene and for a Hearing, February 7,1972.

7/ See " Statement on Participation by the State or' Ohio" filed
November 7, 1975.

xi
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Each unit is designed to produce a net electrical output of

approximately 1205 MW(e).

The Attorney General advised the AEC in a letter of December

17, 1973, that the Perry 1 and 2 application raised antitrust

questions and therefore recommended that an antitrust hearing be

held. Petitions to intervene were filed on February 13, 1974, by

the City of Cleveland and AMP-0. The State of Ohio petitioned to

participate as a matter of right on February 15, 1974. On March 15,

1974, Cleveland's petition to intervene was granted. AMP-0 was

granted leave to intervene on April, 15, 1974, and the State of Ohio

was allowed to participate under 10 C.F.R.12.715(c) on April 15,

1974. In addition, NRC Staff and the Department of Justice are

parties to the proceeding.

Davis-Besse 2 and 3

The Applicants in Davis-Besse 2 and 3 are CEI, TE, DL, OE

and PP. These units will be located at the site of Davis-Besse 1

and will be pressurized water reactors with a capacity of 906 MW(e)

each.

On February 14, 1975, the Attorney General recommended to the

AEC in a letter that the Davis-Besse 2 and 3 application raised anti-

trust questions and therefore an antitrust hearing should be held.

Separate petitions to intervene were filed by Ohio and Cleveland on

March 31,1975. On May 6,1975, Cleveland was granted leave to inter-
i

vene and Ohio was allowed to participate. The other parties are the
.

Staff and the Department of Justice.

xii
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On Septert,er 10,1975, Aff-0 moved for leave to withdraw its-

petition to intervene from the Davis-Besse 1, 2 and 3 and Perry 1

and 2 proceeding. The motion was granted at the Sixth Prehearing

Conference on September 18, 1975. The parties remaining in this

proceeding are: Applicants - TE, CEI, DL, OE, PP; NRC Staff; the

Department of Justice; Intervenor - City of Cleveland; Participant -

State of Ohio.

THE PARTIES

The Toledo Edison Company

The Toledo Edison Company (TE) is an electric utility incor-

porated in Ohio. Its business inclujes the generation, purchase,

sale, transmission and distribution of electricity in a 2,500 square

mile area in northwestern Ohio. TE's retail customers are located

in 48 municipalities, the largest of which is Toledo. In addition, TE
:t

sells to retail customers in rural areas and supplies daolesale power

to 15 municipally owned electric utilities. As of 1973, TE had, approx-

imately, a net dependable capacity of 1045 MW(e), a net generation of

5,376,325 PWh, and 493 pole-miles of 69 kV and above transmission

lines. During 1972, TE's revenues exceeded $118.5 million and its net

income was more than $19 million.

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company

The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company (CEI) is an electric'

utility incorporated in Ohio and serves customers in a 1700 square

8] 1d,.

xiii
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mile area which includes the Cities of Cleveland and Painesville
and 87 other municipalities. CEI does not supply wholesale power

.

to any municipality. As of 1973, CEI had, approximately, a net

capacity of 3896 W(e), a net generation of 17,326,640 Wh, and

632 pole-miles of 69 kV and above transmission lines. For the

year ending December 31, 1972, CEI's operating revenues were over

$293 million and the net incame exceeded $4k million.

Duquesne Light Company

Duquesne Light Company (DL) is an electric utility incorporated

under the laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. It serves retail
customers in 196 municipalities in 800 square miles of western

Pennsylvania including the City of Pittsburgh. It also sells whole-
sale power to one municipality in Pennsylvania. DL, as of 1973, had

a 2528 W(e) capacity, a net generation of 12;978,530 MWh, and 380

pole-miles of transmission lines 69 kV and above. In 1972, its total

operating revenue was $220,765,012, and it had a net income of

$45,993,021.

Ohio Edir n Company

Ohio Edison Company (0E) is an electric utility incorporated

in Ohio serving 7,425 square miles of northeastern and central Ohio.

It sells directly to customers in 131 municipalities and in rural

areas and sells wholesale power to 20 municipal systems. As of 1973,

OE had a net capacity of 3,658 N(e), a net generation of 18,285,057 Wh, I

and 2,795 pole-miles of 69 kV and above transmission lines. For 1972, its |

:
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operating revenue was $343.2 million and its net income was $53.4

million.

Pennsylvania Power Company

Pennsylvania Power Company (PP) is a wholly owned subsidiary

of OE, incorporated in Pennsylvania. It serves an area of 1,515

square miles, selling retail to customers in 41 municipalities and

in rural areas and selling wholesale power to five municipalities.

PP, as of 1973, had a 608 MW(e) net capacity, 2,830,997 MWh of net

generation, and 453 pole-miles of 69 kV and above transmission lines.

PP's revenues in 1972 exceeded $45.8 million and its net income

exceeded $6 million.

CAPC0

The Central Area Power Coordination Group (CAPCO) is a power

pool consisting of the five Applicantr: TE, CEI, DL, OE, and PP. As

of 1973, the total CAPC0 net dependable capacity was 11,735 MW(e),

the net generation was 56,797,504 MWh, and it had 4,753 pole-miles of

transmission lines 69 kV and above. The CAPC0 structure and
*organization is set out in detail in NRC Ex. 214.

'

.
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The City of Cleveland

Ti.e City of Cleveland, Ohio, is a manicipal corporation which

owns and operates electric generating and distribution facilities

through Municipal Electric Light Plant (MELP). MELP is a small,

isolated system in competition with CEI in CEI's general service area.

MELP generates and distributes. its own power, except for emergency

purchases from CEI, serving about RO percent of the City of Cleveland's

electric market.

The Other Parties

In addition to the Applicants and the interv'' City of

Cleveland, the State of Ohio is a participant in this proceeding

under 10 CFR 12.715(c).
1

The Department of Justice is a party to this proceeding by

virtue of section 105c(5) of the Act which states:

Where the Attorney General advises that there may
be adverse antitrust aspects and recommends that
there be a hearing, the Attorney General or his
designee may participate as a party in the pro-
ceedings thereafter held by the Commission on
such licensing matter in connection with the
subje:t matter of his advice. 9/

Finally, the NRC Staff is a full party to this proceeding

and has developed a full evidentiary record in this proceeding.*

t
,

i

9/ R105c(5) of t,a Act.
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I. APPLICANTS' DOMINANCE AND ABUSE THERE0F

A. The Relevant Markets */
1.001 The relevant markets in an antitrust case, which are

the basic arenas of competition, are defined by considering the con-

text in which dominance, or market power, is to be measured for the,

purpose of resolving antitrust issues. (NRC Ex. 207, Prepared Direct

Testimony of Dr. William R. Hughes (hereinafter cited as "Hughes"), p.14.

The boundaries of the relevant markets are delineated both in terms of

products or services and by geographic area. (Hughes 14.)
1.002 The relevant product market encompasses all the

relevant goods, services, and resources, and their reasonably inter-

changeable alternatives, that limit or prevent the abuse of dominance

or the exercise of market power by the firms under analysis, in this

case the Applicants. (Hughes 14-15.) For the relevant product mar-

ket to include al'. relevant competitive alternatives, goods and

services which are viewed by demanders as interchangeable in use

should be grouped into the same product market. (Hughes 15.) But the

relevant product market should not be so broad as to include

alternatives that are not reasonably interchangeable with the offerings

of the firms in question, because only interchangeable alternatives

can constrain those firms' abuse of dominance or exercise of market

power. (Hughes 15.)

1.003 The relevant product market must also be complete;

i.e., the scope of the relevant product market must include all of

the necessary elements of the product that make it of value to

users.(Hughes15.) A complete and well-defined product or service

*/ See Broad Issue A and Matters In Controversy (1)-(3).

.
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should have an application or purpose that distinguishes it from

other products, and all of the elements of the product necessary

to serve that purpose should be included in the relevant product

market. (Hughes 15.)

1.004 The relevant product market in this proceeding consists

of bulk power services required for producing a reliable and economical

bulk power supply. (Hughes 17-18.) Bulk power services may be defined

generally as any portion of the economic output of the bulk power

supply system. (Hughes 17.) These bulk power services include: bulk
.

power generation and transmission; coordinated planning and development;

interconnections; coordination of reserve capacity levels; coordinated

operation, including econonly interchange, coordination of operating

reserves, coordinated maintenance, emergency energy exchanges, and

generation dispatch; other power and energy, including firm power and

energy at wholesale for resale and other capacity or energy for coordi-

nating expansion of bulk power supply, either by contract or by common -

or joint ownership; and " wheeling" or other use of the transmission

services of one power entity by other power entities. (Hughes 17-18; NRC
i

Ex. 205, Prepared Direct Testimony of Harold M. Mozer, P.E. (hereinafter

cited as "Mozer"), pp. 69-72, 75-80; Mozer Exhibit HMM-6; Hughes: Tr. 4006-

15.) '

l.005 Bulk power services is the relevant product market
;

from the standpoint of the three considerations of relevance,
t

inclusion of interchangeable competitive alternatives, and inclusion

of all elements of a product with a unique purpose or appli-

-1/ Thus included within the bulk power services market are wholesale
contracts. A fortiori, any restrictive provisions included within
such wholesaTe contracts can also be examined within the bulk
power services market. '
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cation. (Hughes 19.) Bulk power services are relevant because this

proceeding is concerned with the licensing of a bulk power facility,
,,

and the activities of the Applicants that are in question involve

access to types of service that all fall within the " bulk power ser-

vices" product market. (Hughes 19.) Bulk power services include

the competitive alternatives in bulk power supply that are reasonably

interchangeable because . power entities, in providing for their overall

requirements for bulk power and energy, choose the best mix of the

options available to them to obtain the most efficient and reliable
'

overall result, and these options consist of different mixes of the

e emenfio?, or types of, service identified supra (Proposed Finding

of Fact 1.004) as constituting the bulk power services market. (Hughes

19-20.) For example, a power entity may choose to purchase its entire

bulk power requirements from a single supplier under a firm contract,

it may generate a portion of its requirements, or it may find i,t

advantageous to participate with others in coordinated development of

power supply sources and to purchase or sell various forms of bulk

power service (such as wheeling, or power and energy under unit contracts)

from whatever different sources offer the best mixture of options.

(Hughes 20.)
.

,

Bulk power services constitute a complete relevant1.006

product market because included therein are all the necessary elements

for the purpose of having the common function of acting as inputs to

producing a reliable and economical bulk power supply. (Hughes 20.) The

elements of bulk power service identified supra (Proposed Finding of

Fact 1.004) have a distinct and common application which justifies
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their grouping; it would be artificial to separate them in defining

a relevant product market. (Hughes 20; Hughes: Tr. 4044.)

1.007 The relevant geographic markets include all relevant

alternatives that are reasonably interchangeable with the offerings

of the firms whose dominance and abuse thereof, or market power and

exercise thereof, are to be assessed. (Hughes 15.) In the electric

utility industry, control over transmission is the key to determining

relevant geographic market boundaries, because economical transmission

is essential to the. supply of bulk power services. (Hughes 21; Hughes: -

Tr. 4035.)

1.008 There is a relevant geographic market for considering

the dominance or market power of each Applicant in its individual market

activities. (Hughes 21.) The area reached by each Applicant's trans-

mission facilities is the relevant geographic market for assessing the

dominance or market power of that Applicant acting individually and

for considering bulk power services transacted directly with that '

individual Applicant. (Hughes 21-23; Hughes: Tr. 3638-39, 3789, 4030.)

1.009 In addition to a relevant geographic market for each
,

individual Applicant, there is also a relevant geographic market for

considering the dominance or market power of the Applicants in their

bulk power activities as a coordinating group of systems in the CAPC0

pool. (Hughes 21; Hughes: Tr. 3653-54, 4038.) It is necessary to

consider a relevant geographic market for the Applicants as a group

because access to the benefits of efficient large scale bulk power

. supply by systens in the CAPC0 area requires coordinated action by CAPC0

- w
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as a group. (Hughes 24; Mozer 10-14, 70-71; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10;

Hughes: Tr. 4030-31, 4038.) Additionally, CAPC0 plans generation and
'

transmission additions on a "one-systent basis (Mozer 10-11),and

CAPC0 has been the vehicle for achieving the benefits of large scale,

coordinated bulk power development in its area. (Mozer 15-16). Finally,

coordination through CAPC0 is so important to achieving economies of

scale and integration by the Applicants that it is natural to determine

whether Applicants as a group dominate a relevant geograptiic market

and whether Applicants as a group have the power to deny and in fact

have denied access to these benefits to non-CAPC0 systems in a relevant

geographic market. (Hughes 24.)

1.010 For any non-CAPC0 system within the overall CAPC0

area, the innediate points of access to economical bulk power

services must be the transmission facilities of the CAPC0 system

or systems immediately adjacent to the non-CAPC0 power entity in

question. (Hughes 21.) For access to the bulk power services of

CAPC0, a non-CAPC0 system within the Combined CAPC0-Company

Territories (CCCT) must obtain the cooperation of the Applicant in

its local area and also the cooperation of CAPC0 acting as a

group. (Hughes 22.) For access to bulk power sources outside the
' CAPC0 area, the cooperation of one or more CAPC0 system is required

to provide for the necessary transmission, and the cooperation of

the CAPC0 systems as a group may also be required. (Hughes 22.)

1.011 In considering the dominance or market power of the

Applicants acting through CAPC0, the relevant geographic market is

the geographic reach of coordination among the CAPC0 members. (Hughes

22.) The geographic reach of coordination among the CAPC0 members
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is coextensive with the area reached by the Applicants' combined

transmission facilities. (Hughes 22; Mozer 8,10-45; NRC 205, HMM

Exs. 1-8.) Thus the relevant geograpnic market for the coordinated

bulk power services of the Applicants as a group (i.e., CAPCO) is

the area reached by the Applicants' combined transmission facilities. '

(Hughes 22-23; Hughes: Tr. 4030-31, 4038. ),

1.012 Thus, the Combined CAPCO-Company Territories (CCCT)

is an appropriate geographic market for analyzing the possible

creation or maintenance of a situation inconsistent with the antitrust
.

laws or the policies underlying those laws. (Hughes 21-23, 44; Mozer

8-45; Hughes Tr: 4030-31, 4038; Proposed Findings of Fact 1.009-

1.011.)

.

.
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B. A)plicants, Individually and as a Group, Dominate
tie Relevant Markets */

_

1. 01 3 Applicants explicitly have admitted that they dominate>

the relevant markets: With respect to the generation of bulk

power, Mr. Charnoff, Counsel for the Applicants, stipulated:

[E]ach of the applicants dominate [ sic] the
generation of bulk power in their service
areas... Each of the applicants is dominant
as to the generation of power in their ser-
vice areas ... I don't think we could dis-
pute that even if we wanted to. (Tr. 440-41.)

Counsel for Applicants also stipulated to Applicants' control of

bulk power transmission facilities:

Each of the Applicants is clearly the largest
in its service area in terms of miles of trans-
mission line and in terms of capacity of its
transmission lines. (T: . 448.)

Counsel for Applicants stipulated before the Board that Applicants

have close to 90% of the transmission lines in their service areas

and certainly "over 75" percent. (Tr. 449,474-75.) He further

admitted:

[I]n terms of size, in terms of capacity and
distance, ... they are dominant. (Tr. 473.)

1.014 Market power is the ability of a firm to influence the

market to achieve results other than those that would occur in a per-

fectly competitive market. (Hughes 8; App. Ex.190, Prepared Testimony

of Joe D. Pace (hereinafter cited as " Pace") p. 28; Hughes: Tr. 3678.)

Market power can be exercised in veious directions: for example, charging

excessive prices, excluding competitors, refusing to engage in economically

efficient transactions, restricting output below the competitive level,

or engaging in discriminatory market practices. (Hughes 8.) In this case,

*/ See Broad Issue A and Matters In Controversy (4)-(5), and (8).
_
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the aspect of market power that is at issue is the use of market

power, or the abuse of dominance, by the Applicants so that other

electric power systems in the relevant market lack access to certain

bulk power services. (Hughes 8.)

1.015 To have market power a firm must enjoy an advantage

over actual or potential competitors, such as control over the supply

of an essential resource or facility. (Hughes 9; Hughes: Tr. 3637.)

Where a firm has no such advantage, market power is prevented by

competitive alternatives. (Hughes 9. ) Market power is always exercised

with respect to some identifiable group of participants in the market:
.

for example, the customers or potential customers of the firm in

question. (Hughes 9.) To say that a seller has substantial market

power implies that the relevant customers lack competitive alternatives

to the actual or potential offerings of that seller or other sellers.

(Hughes 9.)

1.016 In the electric power industry, the economics of bulk

power generation and tr.Insmission give rise to substantial market -

power for large, strategically located systems. (Hughes 12; NRC Ex.

133, Prepared Direct Testimony of J.D. Guy, Ph.D. P.E. (hereinafter cited
i

as " Guy") p. 22; Mozer Exs. HMM-4,10.) In bulk power markets, the

basic factors affecting the market power of a system are the size of the

system relative to other systems in the market area, the system's

coordination arrangements with other neighboring systems, the system's '

control over transmission, and the system's location in relation to
,

other systems. (Hughes 12; Mozer 8-9; Hughes Tr. 4032; Mozer: Tr. 3270;

DJ Ex. 587, Direct Testimony of Dr. Harold H. Wein (hereinafter cited as

"Wein") pp. 99-107; Hughes: 4093-94.) A system's size affects the extent

to which it achieves the economies of scale and integration of bulk power

networks. (Hughes 12.) Large integrated or coordinated bulk power systems
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and networks have very substantial economies of scale that give such

large systems (or groups thereof) very great advantages in relation to small
s

systems. (Hughes 12; Mozer 11-12,14-17, 20, 23, 25, 32-33, 49-50,

61-62, 68-70: Mozer Ex. HMM-10: Wein 145-47-) A system's coordi-

nation arrangements extend its ability to achieve economies of scale
,

and integration of coordination beyond what it would achieve alone.

(Hughes 13.) Control over transmission is important because trans-

mission is an essential resource that can constitute a bottleneck

limiting the ability of affected power systems to achieve the potential

economies of scale, integration, and coordination of bulk power net-

works. (Hughes 13, 21-22, 32; Mozer 8-9,14, 60-71, 78; Mozer Exhibit

HMM-10; See Proposed Findings of Fact 2.01-2.05, 2.07-2.08, infra. )

The location of the system's facilities in relation to the location of

other systems is important because it affects the cost and feasibility

of access to the system's bulk power services in comparison with the cost

and feasibility of competitive alternatives. (Hughes 13.)

1.017 In addition to the basic factors affecting the market

power of a system (discussed supra in Proposed Finding of Fact 1.016),

a measure of market shares for Applicants as a group (CAPCO) in the

overall CCCT and for individual Applicant systems in their respective

market areas is indicative of the degree of market power which Appli-

cants ..;sess. (Hughes 25.) Three basic measures, pole miles of trans-

mission of 66 KV or above, megawatt hours generated, and megawatts of

generating capacity, taken together, provide a reasonable measure of

| bulk power services as a whole. (Hughes 25.) When examined, these
i

three basic measures demonstrate that each Applicant, as well as CAPC0,
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has a significantly large share of the market. (Hughes 25-26, unnumbered

page following p. 26; Guy 28.) These large shares are indicative of

the substantial market power enjoyed by the Applicants with

respect to bulk power services in the relevant market areas. (Hughes

26.) In particular, the market share figures indicate that the CAPC0

group and the individual Applicants are the source of most of the

bulk power and energy supplied within their respective relevant market

areas. (Hughes 26.)
~

1.018 In summary, each Applicant individually has substantial

market power within its relevant market area, and Applicants as a
.

group (CAPC0) have substantial market power in the relevant geographic

market denoted by the CCCT. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.014-1.017;

Hughes 26-27; Wein 75; Guy 28; Hughes: Tr. 3640, 3678, 3711-12.) As a

result, Applicants individually and as a group have the ability to

grant or deny power supply options at will to non-Applicant CCCT

entities. (Id.) The substantive basis for this conclusion is tnat
.

the Applicants' size, location, coordination arrangements, and in

particular their control of transmission in the relevant market areas,

give them an advantage over other sources from which other power '

entities in the area might obtain bulk power services. (Hughes 28.)

As noted, there are very large scale econorrty advantages enjoyed by the

Applicants in relation to the other, much smaller, power entities in

the area. (Proposed Finding of Fact 1.016.) These small entities can

obtain the bulk power benefits that the Applicants enjoy only if the

Applicants are willing to provide them access to a full range of bulk

power service options. (Hughes 28-29, 32; Mozer 61-62, 68-71, 78;

.-
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Mozer Exhibit HMM-10. ) Also, to most non-CAPC0 systems in the relevant

market areas, the nearest Applicant system controls the gateway to
' large scale, efficient power supply, because it is generally only

through interconnection with the transmission system of an Applicant

that another power system in its area can gain access to the large

coordinated bulk power network of which the CAPC0 systems are a part.

(Hughes 28-29, 32, Mozer 61-62, 66, 68-71 ; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10. ) In

effect, the Applicants' control over transmission is a bottleneck that

can and does limit access by other systems to bulk power services from

the CAPC0 systems and other sources in this larger network. (Hughes

13, 21-22, 28-29, 32; Mozer 8-9,14, 60-71, 78; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10;

See Proposed Findings of Fact 2.01-2.05, 2.07-2.08 infra.)

1.018 Small scale generating facilities (which are utilized

by the non-Applicant CCCT entities which are not full requirements

wholesale customers) lack the ecpnomies of scale enjoyed by the

Applicants. (Hughes 29; Mozer 14-16, 25, 68-71; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10;

Wein 145-47.; Mozer:Tr. 3318.) Bringing in bulk power and energy to

these small systems in the CCCT without using Applicants' transmission

systems would require the construction of a redundant transmission

system that would be impractical and inconsistent with good planning

and engineering. (Hughes 29; Mozer 35-36; 57-58; 64-69; Mozer: Tr.

3270-71, 3357-58.)
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1.020 In examining a single firm's dominance and abuse

thereof, the courts have used the phrase " monopoly power,"

where monopoly power is the power to detemine prices, to

exclude competitors, or to engage in practices which would not be

possible under competitive market conditions. (Wein: Tr. 6919.)

Applicants, individually and as a group, have the power to exclude

competitors. (Wein: Tr. 6923, 6929-35.) Applicants' size and con-

trol over generation, transmission, and distribution are sufficient

to exclude any potential entrant into the business of grerating,
,

transmitting and distributing electricity in the relevant markets. '

(Wein: Tr. 6923, 6929-30.) In fact, Applicants as a group (CAPCO)

have a shared monopoly. (Wein: 143-44; Wein: Tr. 6930-35.) The

CAPC0 pool makes-it more difficult for anyone to compete with Appli-

| cants in the CCCT because CAPC0 is a close group of coordinating

electric utilities which has a greater power to exclude competitors

from the CCCT than each individual Applicant has in its respective
.

relevant market. (Wein: Tr. 6930.)

1.021 Applicants, individually and as a group, dominate the
.

I relevant markets. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.013-1.020.)

Jaf See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.03 and the discussion thereunder.a
!

!

i
t
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C. Each Applicant's Abuse of its Dominant Position
in the Relevant Market *j

1. Duquesne Light Company

1.022 The Borough of Pitcairn (Pitcairn) is the last remaining

municipal electric utility in the area served by the Duquesne Light

Company. (McCabe: Tr.1690). In approximately the last ten years,

Duquesne acquired three municipal systems in the area it serves,
,

Aspenwall, Aetna, and Sharpsburg. (McCabe: Tr. 1689. )

1.023 Today, Pitcairn is a full requirements customer of Duquesne.

Pitcairn, today has no generating facilities. Pitcairn does maintain

its own substation and takes electrical power from Duquesne at 22

kva. (McCabe: Tr. 1555. )

1.024 The electrical facilities of the Duquesne Light Company

physically surround Pitcairn and Duquesne served all areas surrounding

Pitcai rn. (McCabe: Tr.1701-02; NRC 19.)

1.025 Pitcairn serves approximately 2200 residential and comercial

customers and no industrial customers. (McCabe: Tr.1554 ) It has a peak

load of approximately 2000 kw. (McCabe: Tr. 1749. )

1.026 Duquesne Light Company has acquired a franchise to serve and

does serve a small number of customers within the corporate limits of

the Borough of Pitcairn. (McCabe: Tr. 4235.) In 1967, Pitcairn requested

that Duquesne discontinue service to the customers physically located

within the Borough. Duquesne relying on its franchise refused to

discontinue service to them. (McCabe: Tr. 4235.)

*] See Broad Issue B and Matters in Controversy (4)-(10).
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1.027 Other than with the cooperation of Duquesne, Pitcairn at

present has no other alternatives or access to bulk power supply.

(McCabe: Tr.1699-1700; NRC 25-28.)

1.028 Prior to becoming a full-requirements customer of Duquesne

as the result of the settlement of a lawsuit in 1971, Pitcairn

owned and operated its own generating plant which had capacity of
<

.approximately 3,000 to 3,100 kilowatts. It was an isolated system.

(NRC19). Its peak load did not exceed 1700 kilowatts. It experienced

minimum loads as low as 450 kw. (McCabe: Tr. 1634. ) Conseouently, it
,

'
'

carried installed reserves of approximately 1300 kw. (McCahe: Tr.1847.)

Pitcairn was experiencing in 1968 a load growth factor of approximately

5 percent per year. (McCabe: Tr. 1579-80. )

1.029 Pitcain added generation as late as 1963, which generating

unit was subject to regular maintenance and repairs. (McCabe: Tr. 1809.)

Duquesne's Refusals To Sell Bulk Power For Resale
To Pitcairn

1.030 As early as August 8,1966, pursuant to a written request
.

to sell wholesale power to the Borough of Pitcairn, of July 19, 1966,

Duquesne refused to sell wholesale power to Pitcairn. This early

refusal is described in DJ 242, a Duquesne internal memorandum:

The meeting was opened by Mr. Fails stating that
they were not interested in selling their plant, rather |
they would desire purchasing power from Duquesne Light |

Company on a wholesale basis and distributing thru their
own system. We assured Mr. Fails that we do not have
such a Rate and did not intend to get into the business
of supplying municipalities wholesale power. From this
point on I explained our interest in acquiring their
electrical distribution system and what they stand to
gain by considering the selling of their plant.
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1.031 DJ 245, includes an internal Duquesne memorandum dated
'

November 30, 1966 to Mr. Gilfillan, vice-president of marketing

and customer services (Tr. 8408), clearly stating not only the,

position of Duquesne, but the intensity of that position of

refusing to sell wholesale power to Pitcairn:

It is our belief that with careful handling it
is possible that the Borough can be induced to
sell their distribution facilities to our
Company. In our discussions, our representatives
made it very plain that we will not sell the
Borough power for redistribution and that we
would resist any effort forcing us to do so with
all the resources at our command.

1.032 On January 22, 1968, a meeting was held at the Pitcairn

municipal building relative to another request of the Borough of

Pitcairn to purchase wholesale power from Duquesne. As Mr. McCabe's

testimony established:

At that time we were advised as we had been
advised on numerous occasions in the past
that Duquesne Light was unwilling to sell
wholesale power to the Borough of Pitcairn
for resale.

We were told at that time..., that this was
a policy decision of the Duquesne Light
Company. . . (Tr. 1616) .i

,

Duquesne's summary of that meeting (NRC 13) confirms Mr. McCabe's

testimony:
Attorney McCabe and Councilman Fails asked several
questions as to whether or not Duquesne Light
Comoany intended selling the Borough wholesale
pc. . . . The answer to each of ,their questions per-
taining to wholesale power remained the same at
all times that Duquesne Light Company has not
in the past nor does it intend to in the future ,

to supply power to Miinicipalities on a wholesale
basis.

i

-_
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During the course of conversation Mr. Merriman
and Mr. Heisley were able to inject all of their
good points relative to the Borough selling
their facilities to the Duquesne Light Company.

1.033 At that meeting, Mr. McCabe directed three questions at

the instruction of the Pitcairn Light and Power Committee (See

NRC 13) to Duquesne. These questions Pitcairn asked of Duquesne

were:

1. Would Duquesne Light sell electric power
to Pitcairn on a wholesale basis?

2. Is Duquesne Light willing to enter into an
interchange agreement with Pitcairn?

3. Is Duquesne Light willing to supply the Borough
of Pitcairn with standby service under a
negotiated rate other than the .present emergency
municipal service Rate "M"? (hRC 14; McCabe: Tr. 1619.) '

These questions were also contained in a letter from Mr. McCabe

to Duquesne, sent January 23, 1968. (McCabe: Tr. 1619, 1622-23.)

1.034 On March 19, 1968, Duquesne Light formally responded to
2/

Pitcairn. ~(NRC16). In that letter Duquesne responded to all

three questions in the negative. Specifically regarding the request

for wholesale power, the language was:

We are not willing to sell base load electric service
to the Borough of Pitcairn for resale. We do not
presently offer to supply base load power for resale
and have not done so except in certain limited cases
restricted to landlord-tenant supply. (NRC 16). i

2/ Oral negative responses to all three question: had been earlier
communicated to Mr. McCabe. (Tr. 1627-28).

.

"
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This formal refusal to sell power at wholesale represented Duquesne

Light's policy. (Gilfillan: Tr. 8425; NRC Ex.15.)

1.035 Duquesne's refusal to sell power at wholesale was done in

the face of, and in expectation of,the ramifications of that

refusal. (NRC -19; last para. , p.1); but as NRC Ex.19 indicates:

Duquesne has never furnished wholesale basa load
service to any municipality. Its profession of
public service to municipalities has been limited
to emergency standby of the type furnished under
Rate M.

Anticompetitive Effect Of The Refusal To Sell Wholesale
Power

1.036 The result of Duquesne's refusal to sell the Borough of Pitcairn

wholesale power was to leave Pitcairn as a completely isolated electric

utility. (McCabe: Tr. 1652-53. ) There were no alternat.ve suppliers

of bulk power. (McCabe: Tr. 1652-53.) There were no alternative

potential suppliers of bulk power. (NRC Ex. 25-29.)

1.037 Accordingly, Pitcairn had to continue as an isolated system

which detracted from the reliability of the system and added to the

costs of operation. (Tr.1653). As a result, brown-outs and black-

outs occurred, and it became necessary for Pitcairn to request its

customers to reduce the amount of electric power that was being

consumed. (McCabe: Tr. 1653-54.)

1.038 As a result of the refusals to sell wholesale power (as well

as other anticompetitive conduct of Duquesne to be discussed),

Pitcairn instituted a civil antitrust action against Duquesne. (Tr.

1655). Included in the settlement of that matter, Pitcairn was able

to contract for the purchase of wholesale power for reesle from

!

f

- _ . . - -- -
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Duquesne (Tr.1685) for a period of three years beginning October

13, 1971 and from year to year thereafter (NRC 23; McCabe: Tr. 1659-

60.) Pitcairn, however, has ceased self-generation as a result of

Duquesne's refusal to operate in parallel with Pitcairn during

the course of that settlement. (See Proposed Findings of Fact
,

1.087-1.090 infra. ).

1.039 Duquesne has attempted to defend its refusals to sell whole-

sale power for resale to Pitcairn on a number of grounds. Fi rst,

it has argued that it could not sell wholesale power under state
1

law. Mr. Gilfillan has admitted that Duquesne does sell wholesale

power to Pennsylvania Power which Pennsylvania Power either re-

distributes or resells to its customers. (Tr. 8438-Tr. 8439). Further,

Mr. Gilfillan admitted that Duquesne itself receives power from

Penn Power which Duquesne in turn resells (Tr. 8439). Mr. Gilfillan

further admitted * .at during the same period Duquesre was refusing

to sell wholesale power to municipalities, other electric utilities

in Pennsylvania did sell power for resale to municipal electric
3/

systems. (Tr. 8445). - (Duquesne also discussed the necessity "to
,

call on Mr. Munsch or somecle else to " attempt to explain the state law

" prohibition" (Tr. 8425-8426; Tr. 8431) but such a witness was never j

called). !

, 11.040 Another Duquesne defense was based on +S business reason !

(See Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.06 and the disc %sion thereunder)

that selling power at wholesale might cause a fragmented distribution

system. (Tr. Gilfillan: Tr. 8449). Even if this defense

) See for example NRC 106-110, wholesale municipal contracts
of Pennsylvania Power. )

O
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were legally adequate, at the time of the refusals there

were no other municipal electric systems that had distribution
at

systems within Duquesne's service territory (Tr. 8449). Further,

there were no commercial complexes that had their own distribution

systems "because we did not Pnnit it in accord with our rule

against resale". (Tr. 8449, Gilfillan).

1.041 Duquesne argues that its own tariff 18 (NRC-211) which prohibited

the resale of power by its customers prevented it from selling

wholesale power. That is, Duquesne's own restrictive provisions

were a bar to Duquesne! Therefore, Duquesne need only have amended

its own tariff to eliminate this restraint on alienation, thus

permitting wholesale sales. Tariffs allowing wholesale sales were

on file with tN Pa. P.U.C. (App. 264, p. 722, n. 4) Thus, Duquesne's

tariff rules were promulgated by Duquesne, not by state law. (App. ',
264, pp. 724-725). Further, Duquesne's Rate M (NRC 211) which was

on file with the Pa. P.U.C. did not prevent municipalities from re-

selling emergency power. (Gilfillan: Tr. 8449.) Last, as App. 263 makes clear

on pp. 3-4 thereof, in 1967, the FPC had made a finding that Duquesne

was a public utility subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Power

Act; that jurisdiction clearly includes wholesale sales. (See Proposed

Conclusion of Law 7.05 and the discussion thereunder.)-

1.042 Duquesne argues that its refusals to sell power at wholesale

are irrelevant because pursuant to state law, retail service areas

were established thus precluding competition for retail customers.
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The deficiency with that argument is that the refusals took place

with respect to the sale of wholesale power. State law is not

applicable to wholesale sales (See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.05

and discussion thereunder; also Prehearing Fact Brief of the Duquesne

Light Co., p. 49.)

1.043 Finally, Duquesne argues that emergency r er under Rate M

was offered and was therefore an acceptable sul..itute for wholesale

power. (The anticompetitive terms and conditions of Rate M will be

examined in an ensuing section). Duquesne itself has always dis-

tinguished between wholesale power and emergency power. As Mr.

Gilfillan testified, "Normally, I would not think that the municipality

would wish to use it (Rate M), if they did not have emergencies on

their system. (Tr. 8465 (Gilfillan); also Tr. 8478; Tr. 8480).

Duquesne has consistently distinguished the two types of service.

(NRC 14, 15, 16, 18 and 19; DJ 1, 2, and 247). Mr. Gilfillan acknow-

ledged that he didn't think Rate M was intended for use other than

for emergencies. (Tr. 8406). It would seem difficult for Duquesne

to argue now that Rate M power and wholesale power are substitutable.

Duquesne's Refusals To Interconnect With Pitcairn

1.044 The second of the three questions Mr. McCabe directed to

Duquesne in January of 1968 was:

Is Duquesne Light willing to enter into an
interchange agreement with Pitcairn? (NRC 14;
Tr.1619; NRC 13; Tr.1622-Tr.1623).

.

-
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On June 23, 1968, Duquesne orally denied this request for inter-

connection which request had been made by letter from Pitcairn

dated November 20, 1967. (McCabe: Tr.1825.) By letter dated March 19,

1968 (NRC 16) Duquesne confirmed this refusal in writing:

We are unwilling to enter into an interchange
agreement with your Borough. An interchange
agreement must, by its very nature be beneficial
to both parties and we see no advantage to our
company in such an agreement. Based on our
knowledge of your generating and distributing
facilities, we feel that the Borough could not
provide meaningful or reliable capacity to our
conpany.

That refusal was also based on a decision by company management.

(NRC15).

1.045 Pitcairn's response to the refusal to interconnect is

contained in DJ - 2 at p. 105,006, a March 25, 1968 letter from

Mr. McCabe which includes the following paragraph:

The Borough of Pitcairn was disappointed to learn that
the Duquesne Light Company is not interested in an
interconnection with the Borough's electrical systems.
We feel that our excess generating capacity could be
a great benefit to you, especially in those facilities
in the Monroeville area where you require a standby
source of power. We also feel that an interconnection
with your facilities would be beneficial to the Borough
of Pitcairn's light system.

Duquesne never responded to Mr. McCabe's March 25, 1968 letter, either

to rebut or contest his description of potential benefits to

Duquesne by an interconnection. (DJ - 2, p. 105,004).

.
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1.046 Mr. McCabe testified that he was aware that there was a

legal requirement that certain schools and public buildings in Monroe-

ville, which completely surrounds Pitcairn (Tr. 4209), required an

alternate source of power in the event of a power failure. (McCabe: Tr.

1836; Tr. 4210). Inasmuch as Pitcairn had available distribution,

lines, in the Monroeville area, and inasmuch as Duquesne had an

emergency line serving the Pitcairn school system for which Pitcairn

provided primary service, Mr. McCabe pointed out the possible

benefit to Duquesne (and certain schools and public buildings in

Monroeville) of Pitcairn providing similar backup for Duquesne.

McCabe: Tr. 1836.)

1.047 At that time, Pitcairn had approximately 3,000 or 3,100 kw

of generating potential, with a peak load of approximately 1700 kw.

There were times when Pitcairn's loads were as low as 450 kw, leaving

Pitcairn with approximately 2500 kw of excess generation. (McCabe:

Tr. 1634. ) Accordingly, Mr. McCabe also mentioned to Duquesne that

another possible advantage to Duquesne of interconnectina with Pit-

cairn was emergency power. (McCabe: Tr. 1834. )

Pitcairn also had the financial ability to pay its share of

interconnection costs. (McCabe: Tr. 1746-Tr. 1748. )

1.048 Pitcairn's need for an interconnection was based on it being

an isolated generating system. (McCabe: Tr. 1824. ) Thus, it had to >

protect itself against a double contingency outage.

.
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1.049 Duquesne had an interconnection with the Westinghouse Electric
,

operation in East Pittsburgh. Pitcairn's electric system was com-
t

parable to the Westinghouse facilities in East Pittsburgh. (McCabe: Tr. 1826.)

1.050 No explanations for Duquesne's refusal to interconnect

with Pitcairn that were consnunicated to Pitcairn appear in the record
I

_with the exception of NRC 16 to the effect that Duquesne felt that

an interchange agreement must be beneficial to both parties, and
,

Duquesne saw no advantage to it. (NRC 16). However, Apolicants'

expert on interconnections and power pooling, Mr. Slemmer is of a different

view 'is that with respect to emergency service interconnections,

dollars can be adequately used as payment for emergency service and

interchange energy. (Tr. 8997-Tr. 8998). Mr. Slemmer further

agreed that in allocating the costs of an interconnection, the

relative burdens as well as the net benefits must be considered.

(Tr. 9015-Tr. 9016). He further was of the view that there should

be a willingness to share benefits with interconnection partners.

(Tr. 9044). In this instance Duquesne was not willing even to discuss

relative benefits, and clearly did not make the required burden vs.

benefit analysis (See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and the discussion

thereunder.)
.

1.051 Staff will not dissect in detail certain of the after-the-fact
studies that were made to justify the refusal to interconnect. (App.

117,118; DJ 608-610), except to note that such studies were prepared

(i) approximately two years after the fact. (Tr. 8906-Tr. 8910

(Dempler); (ii) expressly for antitrust litigation (Tr. 8088 (Dempler

redirect) with the likely assistance of and revisions by counsel.

(Dempler: Tr. 8750-52, 8758.)
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Duquesne Refused To Sell Pitcairn Standby Service For
Emergency Popr On Reasonable Terms */

_

1.052 The third of the three questions Mr. McCabe directed to

Duquesne in January of 1968 was:

I's Duquesne Light willing to supply the Borough
of Pitcairn with standby service under a negotiated
rate other than the present emergency municipal
service Rate M? (NRC 14; McCabe: Tr.1619; Tr.1623. )

On January 23, 1968, Duquesne orally denied this request for standby

service on a negotiated basis. (McCabe: Tr. 1627-Tr. 1628. )

1.053 By letter dated February 27, 1968. Duquesne advised Pitcairn

in response to a Pitcairn proposal that Duquesne furnish standby

power to a Pitcairn substation at a location adjacent to the Light

Company's facilities that "the Company cannot take any responsibilities

to meet an emergency except in a situation in which a contract under

Rate M has been previously executed." (NRC 18). The letter continues:

Mr. McCabe's letter .. requests a meeting with
representatives of the Light Company to discuss
provisions for service to the Borougn on a
negotiated basis independent of Rate "M". Since
the Light Company furnishes service only p;rsuant
to its tariff, I can see no practical purpose that
will be served by my engaging in such a discussion.

1.054'On March 19, 1968, Duquesne reaffirmed that it would not

provide emergency service to Pitcairn other than pursuant to the

terms and conditior.s set forth in Rate M (NRC 16).

,*/ One of Duquerne"s defenses to its refusal to sell wholesale
power is its fillingness to sell emergency power under Rate M.
(Proposed- Finding Fact 1.043 supra.) This section is also a
rebuttal to that Rate M defense.

P

W
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Rate M

1.055 NRC 15,a memorandum to Mr. Fleger, describes the operation

of Rate M:

...tha minimum annual charge, as determined by Rate
"M", would begin as soon as Duquesne Light would
connect up to Pitcairn's substation and the minimum
annual charge would continue for the minimum term
outlined in Rate "M" of not less than three years.

1.056 Duquesne advised Pitcairn that under Rate M with a contract
,

demand of 1600 kva, the minimum annual charge to Pitcairn for

interconnecting pursuant to Rate M would be $23,400. (NRC 18).

1.057 Duquesne did not advise Pitcairn that under Rate M the

minimum annual charge would continue for a minimum term of 3 years,

(NRC 211; NRC 15) thus contractually obligating

Pitcairn to pay Duquesne $70,200 before any energy was deliver:d

over the interconnection. This was confirmed by Mr. Gilfillan at

Tr. 8472. Further, the Minimum Annual Charge of $23,400 would under

"Special Terms and Conditions" of Rate M increase for the remainder
,

of the contract if at any time during the contract the customer

received emergency service in excess of the Contract Demand, 1600

kva. (NRC Ex. T1.)

1.058 The Energy Charge under Rate M is 3 cents per kilowatt hour

(NRC 211), or 30 mills. Duquesne's cost of anergy production at

this time was 2-5 mills. (Tr. 8684 Dempler). Thus, Rate M was to be

sold at up to fifteen times the cost of production.

1.059 Pitcairn's cost of energy production at that time (without

the benefit of economics of scale) was 15 mills (Tr. 8684 Dempler).

Thus, Rate M standby-service to Pitcairn would have been twice as
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expensive as the cost of Pitcairn's self-generated power.

1.060 Mr. McCabe established that in addition Rate M "provided

energy at 2 cents a kilowatt hour, which was four times what they

were selling it to their general service custoners at that tine. I ,

deemed it to be grossly unreasonable."(Tr.1642). He added,"in

1967 it was an absurd rate." (Tr.1826.) He also added, "I think it

was too expensive for anyone ... It was approximately 10 times their
.

cost of production." (Tr.1826).
1.061 On further cross examination Mr. McCabe indicated that

although certain boroughs had purchased power from Duquesne unoer

Rate M, he continued:

It was also my understanding that they couldn't
pay the bill under Rate M and that the bill was
negotiated as part of the purchase price of
their system. (McCabe: Tr. 1646, 1827-1848.)

1.062 As a result of the refusal to provide emergency

standby service on reasonable terms and conditions, and as a result

of the refusal of Duquesne to negotiate any variations in the Rate

M tariff, including the location at which service would be delivered

(NRC-18), Pitcairn found itself isolated and without emergency
I

standby power, resulting in brown-outs and balck-outs which forced cur-

tailment of load. (Tr.1653-Tr.1654). Duquesne did not sell
,

Iemergency power to Pitcairn independent of Rate M. '

i

*

..
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1.063 In the Fall of 1970 while performing scheduled maintenance,

Pitcairn's largest generating unit (700 KW) broke a crankshaft

putting Pitcairn in a perilous condition. (McCabe: Tr. 1654. ) Pit-

cairn on an informal basis, and due to the " emergency" then existing.

on its system requested a temporary emergency interconnection with ;

Duquesne at the Federal Power Commission." (Tr.1654.) As a result I

i- of a meeting with the FPC Staff, Duquesne undertook to provide

emergency service to Pitcairn, on a non-synchronous basis, on terms ;

independent of Rate M. (NRC 212.) j

1.064 Duquesne's adamant stance and refusal to provide standby
;

service to Pitcairn except pursuant to unreasonable terms and

; conditions operated to deny Pitcairn the benefits of coordinated

i operations. An adamant stance " offering" to provide standby service pur-

suant to unreasonable terms and conditions is equivalent to no offer at

all. (See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and the discussion thereunder.)

Duquesne Light Refused Access To Pitcairn To Nuclear
,

Generating Units

1.065 NRC 17 is a summary of meeting between Mr. McCabe (and the

secretary of the Borough of Pitcairn) and Mr. Dempler and Mr. Munsch,

of Duquesne, the individuals designated to represent Duquesne

(NRC 17 - Tr.1636-1638, Tr.1839-1840.-) NRC 17 was prepared by and
.

signed by Mr. Munsch. The first five pages of NRC 17 establish Pit-
,

cairn's request to join the CAPC0 pool and the response Pitcairn

received (See Proposed Findings of Fact 1.325-1.346 infra.)

I
:
|

)
,
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1.066 Pages 5 and 6 of NRC 17 set forth Duquesne's responses to

the only entity in its area who could utilize nuclear power; and

indicate that Duquesne's representatives understood Mr. McCabe

to be making a request for access "to the new Beaver Valley unit "

(Beaver Valley 1 and 2 are both CAPCO nuclear units):

McCabe said that he saw no reason why Pitcairn would
need to become a party to all of the pool units, but
that it would be enough that if, for example, Pitcairn

; could take a share of the new Beaver Valley unit.

, Dempler replied that the pool was not created on the
I basis of companies simply taking shares of particular

units, but that consideration was given to continuing
overall needs. He pointed out that each of the parties
to this pool went in with the complete understanding of
sharing all the risks and benefits of the pool, and
hence no party could select any choice part of the
facilities to accomodate his own desire. (See also,
McCabe: Tr. 1637-38. )

Thus, the response of Duquesne to Pitcairn's request to participate

was negative. (McCabe: Tr.1637.) Mr. McCabe's request for participation at

the February 1968 meeting was consistent with a previously expressed

" desire to explore the possibility of Pitcairn participating in

the recently announced joint generation program of the company" of

November 24,1967 (DJ 247, p.105,103).

1.067 The Borough of Pitcairn is currently interested in access to

bulk power from one of the current CAPC0 nuclear plants (McCabe: Tr.

1716)), and is interested in general in access to nuclear generation. i i

(Tr. 1718.) !

1.068 Since April of 1975 no one from Duquesne has approached Pit- |

cairn advising Pitcairn that Duquesne "has new policies or committed

themselves to policies offering access to nuclear plants." (Tr.1718).

.

O
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Since Pitcairn continues to be interested in access to nuclear

facilities, Mr. McCabe was asked why Pitcairn had not recently

requested access. His answer was:

The Borough of Pitcairn has been reluctant to
undertake additior.al extensive litigation which
we have felt would be necessary to acquire
access to such units. (Tr.1718).

1.069 Duquesne's past refusals to provide access to nuclear base-

. load facilities coupled with their failure to offer access has

had a chilling effect on possible future requests for access.

1.070 The 1970 settlement agreement of the private antitrust action

between Duquesne and Pitcairn did not grant access "to the Beaver

Valley unit" which had previously been requested. (Tr.1657). That

settlement provided Pitcairn with wholesale power.

1.071 Mr. McCabe was then asked, "How would Pitcairn be better off...

with CAPC0 membership tiian with purchasing power at wholesale from

Duquesne Light?" The response was:

As I envision (it), either purchasing membership
in CAPC0 or participation in a nuclear unit would,

involve Pitcairn actually buying a portion of
that unit and taking power from that unit at the
production cost subject to certain wheeling charges.

I would anticipate those charges would be less than
the price which we currently pay Duquesne Light for
power supply. I therefore would envision an economic
benefit. (McCabe: Tr. 1738. )

.

-
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1.072 Although explored at length on cross examination, it is

clear Pitcairn has the financial ability to finance its participation

in these units. (McCabe: Tr.1636-Tr.1637; Tr.1746-Tr.1748. )

1.073 Duquesne has argued that there is no evidence of prior or later

interest in nuclear access. DJ 247, as previously discussed clearly

indicates a past desire to participate and Mr. McCabe's testimony

(Tr.1718) indicates although Pitcairn was and is interested in

nuclear access, Pitcairn was unwilling to undertake litiaation in order

to obtain access.

1.074 Duquesne also contends that what Mr. McCabe had really re-

quested was access to a fossil unit as opposed to a nuclear unit. (If

that were true, Duquesne would have denied access to Pitcairn of

the benefits of large-scale generating units). The record is

reasonably clear that Duquesne interpreted the request as a request

for access to "the new Beaver Valley unit." (NRC Ex.17, pp. 5-6.) Mr.

Munsch and Mr. Dempler would not have confused that new unit with the CAPC0

fossil units, i.e., the Mansfield unit.

1.075 Duquesne has thus denied access to Pitcairn To Nuclear Genera-

ting Facilities. (See Proposed Ccnclusion of Law 7.06 and the discussion

thereunder.)
Acquisitions And Attempted Acquisition Of Pitcairn

t

1.076 The NRC Staff has alleged as anticompe'.itive the historical '

relationship between Duquesne and municipal electric entities resulting

in the present situation in which only one other electric entity,

Pitcairn, remains in operation in the territory served by Duquesne.

;

.
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1.077 As early as August of 1966, it is clear that Duquesne's

intention was to acquire the Pitcairn system and to refuse to sell
;

it wholesale power (DJ 242 and DJ 243).

1.078 In November of 1966 while recognizing that Pitcairn nay have

a need for power, Duquesne documents indicate:

It is our belief that with careful handling it
is possible that the Borough can be induced to
sell their distribution facilities to our
company. In our discussions, our representative
made it very plain that we will not sell the
Borough power for redistribution and that we
would resist any effort forcing us to do so with
all the resources of our Company. (DJ 245, p.
105108).

1.079 On December 5,1966 Mr. Gilfillan of Duquesne recommended the
,

acquisition of Pitcairn's electric system to Mr. Fleger, Chairman of the

Board:

I believe it would be to our advantage to continue
these conversations which could lead to negotiations
to purchase Pitcairn's distribution system. This
would clean up the remainina municipal electric
system in our service area. (DJ 245 (emphasis supplied).)

1.080 On December 6,1966, a plan of acquisition of Pitcairn "along
3 the lines we followed on the case of Aspenwall" was approved by Mr.

Fleger, then Chairman of the Board (DJ 246).

1.081 The Pitcairn acquisition plan was to follow the successful

Aspenwall plan. That plan had ten basic steps (DJ 321);

1. Lay the groundwork for acquisition with the*

community over time.

2. Establish a clear company plan for acquisition.

3. Determine which company employee will be specifically
involved in guiding the negotiations.

4. Have a study made of the municipal electric system.
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5. Through periodic timely suggestions have the
municipality request a study of their
municipal electric system by the Pa. Economy
League.

6. The utility (i.e, Duquesne) should establish a
reasonable basis for the value of the municipal
system; "some value (should) be assigned to the
fact that we got rid of a municipal system with

| all of its future potential implications" (DJ 321,
p. 00139769).

7. With the Pa. Econonly League study recommending
that the municipality sell its facilities begin
acquisition negotiations.

8. Refuse repeated requests to sell the municipality
wholesale power.

9. Cultivate the press for additional support that the
municipal sell its system.

| 10. At a public meeting, advocate the benefits to the
citizens of selling the system.

1.082 As a result of the plan, representatives of Duquesne frequently

j discussed the sale of the Pitcairn system to Duquesne with Pitcairn

representatives, (McCabe: Tr.1647; Tr.1604; Tr.1685), many times in con-

junction with refusals to sell Pitcairn wholesale power. (NRC 13;

NRC 57).

1.083 In furtherance of the plan, Mr. Merriman, Director of Duquesne's

Governmental Sales Department contacted Mr. McCabe, and Mr. Rizzo a

newly elected Pitcairn Councilman, and provided them with a Duquesne

. brochure describing the " advantages effered the Borough of Pitcairn"
\

| of selling its system. (Tr.1685; NRC 57; DJ 248.)
;

-

i

i
l
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1.084 In addition to the benefits to Pitcairn, Mr. McCabe noted

Mr. Merriman pointed out potential " benefits" to Mr. McCabe

personally:
.

I might even note that Mr. Merriman called to my
attention the personal benefits to myself as
3alicitor with respect to the size of the legal
fees which I could charge in connection with such
a transaction, the sale of the system. (Tr. 1685;
also Tr: 1751).

1.085 Mr. Merriman also pointed out to Mr. McCabe the futility of

Pitcairn's request for wholesale power, inasmuch as the Aspenwall

solicitor had been Speaker of the Pennsylvania House and couldn't

get Duquesne to sell power to Aspenwall. (Tr.1751.) Further, contacts

to Councilman Rizzo were also used by Duquesne through fir. Rizzo's

employer. (ficCabe: Tr. 1753. )

1.086 Thus, in terms of matters in controversy 7, Duquesne exercised

their ability to hinder or preclude competition for the purpose of

eliminating Pitcairn as an electric entities in the CCCT.

Duquense Refused To Operate In Parallel With Pitcairn

1.087 During the course of the settlement of the private antitrust

action against Duquesne, as part of that settlement, Duquesne finally

agreed to sell Pitcairn wholesale power, but Duquense refused to operate

in parallel with the Pitcairn generation in 1971. (McCabe: Tr. 1,658;

Tr. 4169-Tr. 4170; Tr. 4176. ) Duquesne had operated in parallel with -

Westinghouse (Tr. 4170) but refused to do so in connection with Pitcairn's

request for a temporary emergency interconnection with the FPC in

1970. (Tr. 4176; riRC 212.)
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1.088 Duquesne insisted in connection with the antitrust settle-

ment that there be no connection between the Pitcairn generating

equipment and the Duquesne line (McCabe: Tr. 4169) and that parallel operation

would require extensive protection equipment to be installed by

Pitcairn. (McCabe: Tr. 4176.)

1.089 This refusal occurred at a meeting in Mr. McCabe's office

attented by representatives of Duquesne and Pitcairn (Tr. 4176).

Pitcairn's consulting engineer advised that less protective equip-

ment than the elaborate and excessivly expensive equipment required

by Duquesne was required. (Tr. 4177). The result of the refusal to

operate in parallel was for Pitcairn to discontinue the use of its

generating equipment. (Tr. 4169). Thus, Pitcairn become an all-

requirements customer of Duquesne. (Tr. 4177: App. 48).

1.090 Mr. Stark of Duquesne confirmed Pitcairn's request for parallel

operation (Stark: Tr. 8948) but at the meeting which he attended,

at the Reed, Smith law offices, Duquesne took the matter under advise-

ment. Mr. Stark never attended meetings with Pitcairn prior to the

single February meeting in the Reed, Smith offices and was not in a
'position to testify as to whether there had been a prior refusal.

(Tr. 89S1). He never attended the meeting in Mr. McCabe's office

at which the refusal occurred.

Denial Of Access To Coordinated Operation And Development
By Denying Pitcairn CAPC0 Membersh_i_p_

1.091 By letter dated December S,1967 Pitcairn formally requested

I of Duquesne CAFC0 membership (NRC Ex.1; McCabe: Tr.1561.) By letter

dated January 2,1968 (NRC 6) Duquesne denied that request. The circumstances,

1
-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____
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agreements, and boycotts in connection with this refusal are dis-

cussed at Proposed Findings of Fact 1.325 - 1.345.
! 1.092 The above proposed findings indicate that Duquesne has
' refused to sell bulk power for resale to Pitcairn; refused to

interconnect with Pitcairn; refused to sell Pitcairn emergency

power on reasonable terms, refused access to Pitcairn to the

economies of scale of nuclear generating units; refused to operate

in parallel with Pitcairn; engaged in a pattern and plan of

acquisition including an intended acquisition of Pitcairn; and re-

fused Pitcairn CAPC0 membership. Thus with reference to Matters

in Controversy 6,7,9, and 10, it has been established that

Duquesne has (i) exercised its ability to prevent other electric

entities in the CCCT from achieving the benefits of coordinated

operations and coordinated development with Applicants; (ii)

exercised its ability to prevent other electric entities in the CCCT

access to the benefits of economy of size from large nuclear genera-

ting facilities. Further, Duquesne has exercised its ability to

hinder or preclude competition for the purpose (Pitcairn) and
4

effect (Aspenwall) of eliminating these electric entities,

i

|

i

I
i
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2. The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company

a. Cleveland

1.093 Cleveland's Municipal Electric Light Plant (MELP and the

City's electric system serves approximately twenty percent of the

electric customers in the City of Cleveland. The remaining

electric customers are served by the Cleveland Electric Illuminating

Co., (CEI). (Hinchee, Tr: 2783.) The City also serves a few

customers outside of the Cleveland city limits. (Hinchee, Tr. 2723.)

The City and CEI are in direct competition for residential and

industrial electric customers throughout the City's service

area. (Hinchee, Tr. 2783.)

1.094 MELP, located in the City of Cleveland, is completely

surrounded by CEI and thus is electrically isolated from utilities

other than CEI. (Hinchee, Tr.: 2726-27.) Accordingly, if the

City needed or desired access to power supply sources outside

its own system and CEI's, then CEI would have to agree to transmit

that power over its transmission system to Cleveland. Similarly,

if Cleveland had exce:s capacity or desired to coordinate its

electric operations with Painesville, Ohio, for example, CEI would

have to agree to transmit the power over its transmission system

for Cleveland.

i

|

.

--
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1.095 According to Warren Hinchee, former Commissioner of Light

and Power for the City of Cleveland and presently the General

Manager of Public Service Department, Burbank, California, because

of the City's isolation third party wheeling over CEI's trans-

mission system is necessary in order for the City to remain a

. viable competitor of CEI. (Hinchee,Tr: 2621-22.) Yet, CEI has refused

to provide third party wheeling for Cleveland (Hinchee, Tr: 2579,

2581) and for competitive reasons! (NRC Ex. 70.)

1.096 Cleveland, frustrated in its business relations with CEI

(see findings below) and able to obtain only emergency power from

CEI,(Hinchee,Tr: 2797-98) sought through its agent, American

Municipal Power-0hio ( AMP-0), to obtain an alternative source of

bulk power supply. (Hinchee, Tr: 2572-73.) AMP-0 secured a committ-

ment of 30 MW of PASNY power for Cleveland in early 1973. (Hinchee,

Tr: 2577, 2791.) AMP-0 planned to deliver the PASNY power to

Cleveland over existing transmission lines and accordingly reached

an agreement with the Pennsylvania Electric Company (PENELEC) the

only intervening electric system between the State of New York and
t

CEI. PENELEC agreed to wheel the PASNY power from the State of New

York to its interconnection with CEI near the 0 hie - Pennsylvania

state line. (Hinchee, Tr: 2578-79.) CEI then refused to wheel the

PASNY power from PENELEC to Cleveland. (Hinchee, Tr: 2579, 2580,

2581, 2583; NRC Ex. 70.)
.

I
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1.097 In addition to the PASNY power situation, Cleveland in

its efforts to seek a source of bulk power supply during Mr.

Hinchee's tenure as Comissioner, also contacted the Ohio Power

Company, a subsidiary of the American Electric Power Company, in

Canton, Ohio. (Hinchee, Tr: 2780.) Ohio Power readily agreed to

supply power to Cleveland if Cleveland could arrange the

necessary transmission through CEI's service area. (Hinchee, Tr:

2595, 2780-81.) According to Comissioner Hinchee, such transmission

was not feasible. (Hinchee, Tr: 2595.)

1.098 During the PASNY power and Ohio Power situations described '

above and during the first few weeks of Comissioner Hinchee's tenure,

Cleveland studied a variety of ways to obtain or construct trans-

mission that would place it in contact with a power system other

than CEI. (Hinchee, Tr: 2594-95.) However, examination showed that !

Cleveland's MELP was completely surrounded by high density residential

and comercial areas and that construction of separate transmission
i

lines from MELP was simply not feasible (Hinchee, Tr: 2595.),
!

!
particularly in view of the fact that it would duplicate already I

existing and operating CEI frd11 ties. (Hinchte, Tr: 2595.) In addition,

the PASNY power and/or the Ohio Power was needed imediately, not

after the planning and construction of a redundant transmission ; i

system. (See Staff's Proposed Findings of Fact 1.019 and 3.10 cor.cerning

duplication or redundant transmission systems.)

.
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1.099 At the time Mr. Hinchee became Commissioner of Light and

Power for the City of Cleveland (April,1971), a portion of MELP's
i

load was being served periodically by CEI over approximately five

load transfer points on an 11 KV system. The load transfer points
4
'

were electrical connections with substation feeders that could be

switched either to Cleveland's system or the CEI system, but could

not be served by both systems. (Hinchee, Tr: 2523-2524.)

1.100 Originally, the load transfer arrangement was set up to

supply MELP with maintanance power while MELP installed environmental

control equipment on its boilers in 1969. (Hinchee, Tr: 2525-26,2801.)

After that, CEI refused to. supply MELP anything other than emergency

power. (Hinchee, Tr: 2801.)

1.101 The refusal of CEI to supply MELP with maintenance power

(Hinchee, Tr: 2798) coupled with its refusal to wheel bulk power

(discussed in Proposed Findings above) made it impossible for MELP

to pe-form needed maintenance and frustrated Commissioner Hinchee's

planned efforts to rehabilitate MELP's generating plant.

1.102 In addition to restricting the 11 KV transfer system to

emergency situations only, CEI imposed severe operating problems,

unnecessary restrictions and administrative delays on Cleveland before

it could utilize the transfer system. (Hinchee, Tr: 2526, 2761.)

1.103 Whenever Cleveland realized the need for emergency power and

the necessary activation of a load transfer point Cleveland was

required to contact CEI and obtain the necessary clearance. CEI

personnel would then have to obtain additional clearances within the

!

>
_
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CEI hierarchy before entering the field. After obtaining the

clearances CEI would then dispatch a single crew (instead of two

crews to coordinate the dual switching operation) to the designated

substation to manually switch over the system. (Hinchee, Tr: 2561,

2566,2760-61,) On one occasion the manual switch over

took as long as 35 minutes. These delays were frequent, damaging

to Cleveland's relationship with its customers and brought into

question the reliability of the Cleveland electric system (especially

when Cleveland's customers were without electricity in cold

weather).(Hinchee, Tr: 2526,2566.)

1.104 According to Consnissioner Hinchee, CEI's arbitrary load trans-

fer procedures were not only cumbersome, but antiq. ated and not

in keeping with modern prudent engineering p ?ctices. (Hinchee, Tr:

2565.) Commissioner Hinchee established t :.ne administrative delays

were not necessitated by the actual operadon of the sys.+.em and

there was a more efficient way to operate the load transfer system.

(Hinchee,Tr: 2565.) He further testified that any switching operation

could be accomplished with only a three to five second interruption without

jeopardy to either system. (Hinchee, Tr: 2565.)

1.105 In addition to cumbersome administrative procedures and out-

moded practices , CEI' operated the 11 KV system on an all or nothing

basis; in other words , Cleveland either had to supply all of the power ;

or none of it. Consequently, whether Cleveland needed 1 KW or a

1000 KW it was necessary to energize a 5000 KW substation and pay i

for all the power even though at times MELP had the capacity to supply

|

.
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a portion of the load. (Hinchee, Tr: 2763.)

1.106 Cleveland's efforts to improve the load transfer system

and make it more efficient during Commissioner Hinchee's tenure

were rejected by CEI. (Hinchee. Tr: 2761-62,2565,2567.)

1.107 Cleveland's problems in ucilizing the subsequently constructed

69 KV interconnection with CEI were similar to the problems described

above concerning the 11 KV load transfer system, and at times the

problems were worse. (Hinchee, Tr: 2570-71.) To begin with, Cleveland

had to go to the Federal Power Comission in order to obtain the

69 KV interconnection. (Hinchee, Tr: 2567-68,2768.) Early in

Commissioner Hinchee's tenure at Cleveland he proposed a synchronous

69 KV tie-in between the systems; however CEI war opposed to any

proposed interconnection. (Hinchee, Tr: 2768.) Although the 69 KV

interconnection was constructed to operate synchronously, the FPC

order required only a non-synchronous tie-in. (Hinchee, Tr: 2569-70.)

1.108 After the FPC Order, CEI arbitrarily adopted a policy that

required a~ l of the load transfer points on the 11 KV system to be

energized before Cleveland could receive any electric service over

the 69 KV intercc'inection. (Hinchee, Tr: 2570,2803-04.) This re-

quirement reduced Cleveland's flexibility in operating its generating

equipment. (iiinchee, Tr. 2803-04.) Finally, administrc.t ce delays

by CEI in energiring the 69 KV were much longer than the administrative

delays encountered with the 11 KV system. Connection at 69 KV required

CEI exscutive clearance and would at times require up to 12 hours

noti- before CEI would take any action on Cleveland's request.

(Hinchee,Tr: 2570-71.)

!

|
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1.109 In view of its isolation from utilities other than CEI,

Cleveland had no alternatives but to continue to accept the type

of electric service described above. (Hinchee, Tr: 2567.)

1.110 There is no evidence in this record to show that CEI rendered

similar electric service to any utility,other than Cleveland. In

any event CEI certainly did not operate in the arbitrary and abusive

manner described above with any of its CAPC0 partners. The reason

for this treatment is set forth below.

1.111 During Mr. Hinchee's tenure t.s Coninissioner of Light and Power,

CEI continually attacked the reliability of the Cleveland electric

system. This was a hard hitting publicity campaign with numerous

references in the newspapers aout an antiquated and unreliable -

municipal electric system. (Hinchee, Tr: 2610,2785-86.) At the same

time, there was a positive effort by CEI to take customers away

from Cleveland,and prior to Commissioner Hinchee's tenure Cleveland

in fact experienced a severe loss of customers to CEI. (Hinchee, Tr:

2596-97.) After a service interruption on Cleveland's system CEI

representatives would call upon Cleveland's customers who had

experienceJ the service interruption and solicit their business on

the basis of Cleveland's lack of reliability. (Hinchee, Tr: 2597,

2602-09.)

.

.
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1.112 In view of the above it is clear that the arbitrary manner

in which CEI insistad on operating the 11 KV and 69 KV interconnections,

including the lengthy delays that occurred in obtaining electric

service, were all part of CEI's deliberate attack on the reliability

of the City's system and was designed to hinder and eventually

eliminate Cleveland as a ccmpetitor. (See Proposed Findings of Fact

1.099-1.111 and NRC Ex.143 (Bridges Memo.))

1.113 Shortly after Mr. Hinchee became Commissioner of Light and

Power (April 1971) for the City of Cleveland he made an oral request

to CEI for City participation in the Beaver Valley, Perry, and Davis-

Besse nuclear units and for CAPC0 membership. (Hinchee, Tr: 2612.)

Mr. Hinchee made the request to Mr. Lee C. Howley, Vice President and

General Counsel of CEI. Mr. Howley tended to disregard the request

and replied, in effect, where would Cleveland get the money to pay for

its share? (Hinchee, Tr: 2781-82.) (Other requests by Cleveland for

access to CAPCO's nuclear units in 1973 are discussed in Proposed

Findings of Fact 1.347-1.361.)

1.114 CEI has abused its dominant position in the relevant markets

by denying to Cleveland access to alternative sources of power sr Ty
A

and engaging in unfair methods of competition in the operation of the,

11 KV load transfer service, the 69 KV interconnection, and the

assault on the reliability of MELP. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.093-

1.113.)
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b. "ainesville

1.115 The electrical system of the City of Painesville ("Paines-

ville") serves electric customers in the City of Painesville and

in nine other communities around Painesville. Painesville has

owned and operated an electric system since 1888. Painesville has

a coal-fired generating station located in Painesville that has

38 MW of installed capacity, 21.5 MW of which is firm capacity. The

Painesville System peak is over 25 MW. In addition, Painesville

owns 150 miles of distribution lines and has a present annual

revenue of $4.5 million. (Pandy: Tr. 3096-97.)

1.116 Painesville electric system serves parts of Painesville

Tranship, Perry Township, Perry Village, North Perry Village,

Concord Township, Madison Township, Mentor Headlands, Grand River,

and Fairport Harbor, in addition to the City of Painesville

proper. (Pandy: Tr. 3097.) Painesville Electric System serves

approximately 130 industrial customers. (Pandy: Tr. 3097.)

1.117 CEI serves customers in the same areas that Painesville

does. Painesville is in direct competition with CEI particularly

in the areas (nine communities) outlying the City. (Pandy: Tr. 3097.)

1.118 The Painesville Electric System is isolated and is presently

not interconnected with any other electric system. Accordingly,

the Painesville Electric System does not have any means of obtaining

electrical energy other than through self-generation. (Pandy: Tr. 3092.)

6
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1.119 CEI has transmission lines that run through Painesville

from East to West. These CEI transmission lines occupy land

wi cin Painesville. The CEI transmission lines are of 345 kv,

133 ki and 33 kv. These transmission lines are part of CEI's

large interconnected transmission system. (Pandy: Tr. 3099.)

1.120 CEI's transmission lines completely surround Painesville.

(Tr. 3099; NRC 134.) If Painesville desired access to sources of

bulk power supply other than through self-generation, access
'

through CEI transmission lines would be required. (Pandy: Tr. 3099;

NRC 134.), as Painesville could not practically construct its own

transmission lines. (NRC 205, Mozer 56-60, 70, 74; Pandy: Tr.

3174.) Similarly, Painesville's access to economies of scale

of generation would require use of CEI's transmission lines. (Tr

3101.) Thus, if Painesville desired to obtain access to sources

of bulk power outside its own system, CEI would have to agree to

transmit that power to Painesville. Similarly, if the City of

Painesville had excess capacity, CEI would have to agree to trans-

mit that power out of Painesville for Painesville to market such

excess. (Tr. 3101.) Thus, the CEI transmission lines are essential

resources. (See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.09 and the discussion thereunder.)

1.121 Painesville has markets and customers for excess capacity.

(Tr. 3102.) Those markets include, the Cities of Cleveland and

Orrville,0hio and the Diamond Shamrock Corporation (Pandy: Tr. 3101. )

All three (Cleveland, Orrville, and Diamond Shamrock) have approached

Painesville concerning purchasing power from Painesville. (Pandy: Tr. 3103. )

. _ _
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1.122 In order for Painesville to sell excess capacity to Cleveland

or Orrville, Painesville would require access to the CEI transmission

lines to transmit that power. (Pandy: Tr. 3103; NRC 205, Mozer

56-60,70,74.) In addition to C~I providing transmission,

service in order for Painesville to sell excess capacity, an inter-

connection between CEI and Painesville :vould be required. (Pandy: Tr.

3104.)

1.123 During interconnection negotiations w'th CEI in 1974,

Painesville requested third party wheeling. (Tr. 3128-Tr. 3129

(Pandy); Tr.10,719 (Hauser). CEI refused to provide third party

wheeling to Painesville by letter dated June 27,1974 (NRC 141.) Mr.

Hauser's testimony confirmed the fact that during the negotiations

between Painesville and CEI for an interconnection agreement, Paines-

ville requested a transmission service schedule which CEI rejected.

(Hauser: Tr.10,719 )

1.124 Painesville could not build its own transmission lines to

either purchase or sell power to or from Cleveland or Orrville.

(Pandy: Tr. 3174.) Third party wheeling would have also afforded the

City of Painesville the opportunity to receive power from entities
.

Other than CEI at a likely cost savings. (Tr. 3129-Tr. 3130.)

1.125 If Painesville had wheeling, this could &ffect the size !

of the new generating units that Painesville might install since
J

wheeling would open up alternatives for larger scale generating ;

units as wheeling would allow Painesville to plan for generation

with other parties, (Pandy: Tr. 3130-313 ; NRC 134) as well ,as sell

such power to other utilities and to industrial concerns. (Pandy: Tr. 3130.)

.
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1.126 By refusing to provide Painesville with third party
I

wheeling as requested. CEI has denied Painesville (i) access to
,

alternative sources of bulk power supply, (ii) access to new
'

markets to sell excess capacity, and (iii) the opportunity to

participate in coordinated planning and development with other

utilities.

CEI's Territorial Allocation Proposals and
Proposed Agreements Not to Compete

|

1.127 From 1961 to 1970 Dale F. Helsel served as the City Manager

of Painesville, Ohio (Helsel: Tr. 3622.) On March 21, 1962, Mr. Helsel

met with Karl Rudolph of CEI. At that meeting Mr. Rudolph on

behalf of CEI proposed the following customer allocation and

territorial agreetent to Painesville:

1. An exchange of customers between Painesville
and CEI, involving the transfer of 600 customers
between the two utilities on a customer for
customer basis. (Tr. 3623; NRC 144.)

2. Establishment of exclusive territories, for
operation of each utility. Painesville's
territory was to include the City of Painesville,
a section of East Painesville Tcwnship, and
portions of Concord Township. CEI's exclusive
territory would be the remainder of Painesville
Township, the remainder of Concord Township and
all of Perry Township. CEI carved out the
territories. (Tr. 3624;Tr. 3624-A; NRC 144.)

1
,

3. The territories would be exclusive and the LEI
proposed agreement "would preclude either
utility from operating in the territory
assigned to the other." (Tr. 3624; tiRC 144.)
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4. In the event there were more customers in
one territory then another, the CEI proposal
would provide for a direct cash payment to
be made for the excess customers. (Helsel:
Tr. 3624-Tr. 3625; NRC 144.)

1.128 In 1964 or 1965, Lee Howley of CEI re-introduced a

similar proposal to painesville, (Tr. 3625-Tr. 3627; Tr. 3628-

Tr. 3629.) as the Painesville City Counsel took no action on the s

prior proposal. (Tr. 3624-A.) One of the reasons City tbnager

Helsel was opposed to this proposal was the exclusive

territory desired by CEI was "the only place I could see where

there would be growth of the Painesville system." (Tr. 3624-A.)

1.129 Again in late 1972 or early 1973, CEI initiated a proposal

for the exchange of customers and allocation of territories

with Painesville. (Tr. 3185.) This time Lee Howley, Vice President

and General Counsel of CEI, made the proposal both orally (Pandy: Tr. 31e5)

and in writing. (Pandy: Tr. 3187-88.) This CEI proposal was discussed sub-

sequently at "four or five meetings" between Painesville and CEI

which Staff witness Pandy personally attended. (Pandy: Tr. 3190-3191. )

CEI personnel attending those meetings included Mr. Howley, Mr.

Bingham and Mr. Hauser (Pandy: Tr. 3191.)

~]4/ Messrs. Bingham and Hauser testified as CEI witnesses in this
proceeding and never contradicted testimony relating to CEI's
proposed customer allocation provisions. Mr. Howley, who made
a number of the proposals was inexplicably never called by CEI.

.

9

O
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1.130 Again in 1974 CEI made a proposal for the exchange of

customers and territory. NRC 141, a June 27,1974 letter frcm

Lee Howley to Painesville Law Director Milburn contains the

following language:

It is still our thinking that we would build
the line up to your property in exchange for
certain described territory and customers
(emphasis supplied).

CEI proposed that Painesville give up custdmers and territories

in order to get an interconnection with CEI. (Pandy: Tr. 3134.) The

transaction contemplated was again exclusive territories and

agreements not to compete in the Perry Township area. (Pandy: Tr. 3134. )
,

1.131 Mr. Pandy testified that Painesville could not agree to CEI's

proposal to allocate customers and territory in Perry Township in

exchange for certain interconnection facilities for four reasons.

1. The value of the interconnection facilities was
not sufficient to offset present revenue from
serving existing customers in Perry Township,
as well as future potential revenue in this
area that wa's expected to grow. (Tr. 3177-3178;
Tr. 3193.)

2. Concern on the part of Painesville as to the
legality of such a transfer. (Tr. 3178, Tr. 3193.)

3. Concern on the part of Painesville as to the public
relations aspects of such an arrangement because*

Painesville had provided electric service in these
areas at the request of the Perry Township
residents. (Tr. 3178, Tr. 3193. )

4. Concern that elimination of the annual revenue of
$139,500 (NRC 146) by trading away customers
would violate a provision of Painesville's bonded
indebtedness which required adequate revenues to
maintain debt service. (Tr. 3178, Tr. 3193.)
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1.132 Thus, it has been established that since 1962, CEI has

attempted to (i) allocate and establish exclusive territories

with the City of Painesville; (ii) trade customers pursuant

thereto; and (iii) extract agreements not to compete in the ex-

clusive territories. CEI's actions in this regard are in further-

|* ance of a plan to assure no further expansion of the Painesville

system's territory (DJ 369; DJ 371; City 86.) These actions are

per se illegal and therefore inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

(See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.07 and discussion thereunder.)

Need For and Negotiations For An Interconnection
With CEI

1.133 Painesville has recently installed a 25 MW generating

unit. Due to costs involved, this new generating equipment

| addition "will not be competitive with the applicants in terms of
1

j cost of power from the generatioq standpoint." (NRC 134, p. 2,
1

Pandy: Tr. 3105-06.) Paineaville " doe not have other bulk power

supply purchase alternatives other than by coordination with CEI."

(NRC 134, p. 2.) Further, environmental regulations make it difficult

to install new generating capacity that is coal-fired or oil-fired in

the Painesville area. (Tr. 3119.)

1.134 Painesville attempted to reach an interconnection agreement ;

with CEI in recent history, beginning at least in June of 1971.
,

(NRC134,p.1.)
I

1.135 NRC 138 is a letter dated September 16, 1974 from Wayne

Milburn to the Department of Justice. In that letter Mr. Milburn

|
reports:

,

>

O

r
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l'pon receiving your first letter I notified CEI
that I would like an immediate answer as to whether

. we had reached an agreement. I wanted to tell you'

either that we did or did not since I have been
working on this for five years. (i.e. since 1969).

* * *

At the end of five years, I am forced to the
conclusions that there is some reason why I get
everything but the contract itself. My relation-
ship with Mr. Howley is very good but he may be
having trouble with others since for years it was
an avowed goal of CEI to take over the Painesville
Plant.

* * *

In summary, I continue to receive assurance that
we will get a contract - but I don't get one. I
now believe it would be even more difficult to
obtain if they got the green light on the Perry
plant and an 0.K. from the Justice Department.
It has taken me a long time to arrive at the con-.

clusion.

1.136 Wh'~ e CEI was negotiating an interconnection agreemelt

with Painesville, one of its corporate goalr as stated in 1970

was "To reduce and ultimately eliminate the tax-subsidized ...

Painesville Municipal Electric System." (NRC 143, p. 24.) That goal,

the elimination of the Painesville plant is first documented in DJ

509, the 1965 CEI Five Year Planning Report. Item 7 on page 3 of the

section of that report dealing with the "Public Information and Legal

Group" provides:

" 7. Painesville Municipal Plant - To plan and take
action to eliminate and acquire the Painesville
government owned electric system within the
ensuing five years."
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1.137 As Mr. Rudolph, president of CEI testified on deposition

(DJ 558 at page 36):

Long range objectives are fomulated by a
comittee on planning which consists of the
upper level officers of the company who meet
on a regular basis to renew the adequacy of
company planning, and these five year plans
would have been based on these meetings.

1.138 CEI while negotiating an interconnection agreement with

Painesville maintained the corporate objective set by upper level

officers of attempting to acquire the Painesville system. CEI's

efforts toward this objective were obvious to the Painesville

representatives. (Tr. 3140-Tr. 3141 (Pandy); Tr. 3627 (Helsel);

App.195, p.15,17 and 20 (Milburn).) This interest of acquisition

and actions in furtherance thereof are further documented in

DJ 362; DJ 363; and DJ 364; (1970 interest in acquisition);

DJ 366-DJ 367; DJ 368 (1972 acquisition study); DJ 369 ("a

comitment to insure no further expansion of the Painesville

service territory would be advisable."); DJ 560 Deposition of

Clement Loshing p. 116 (1973).

1.139 The delays since 1969 in achieving an interconnection agree-

ment worked in furtherance of CEI's plan to eliminate or acquire

the Painesville Electric System. (Tr. 3141-42.) As f1r. Fandy

established:

A speedy interconnection agreement would not have
been in the interest of this stated goal of elimi-
nation, because to provide us with an interconnection
would provide us with greater reliability to our
customers. . . (Tr. 3142. )

.
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Mr. Pandy further established that the reliability of the Painesville system

was a factor in the competition between CEI and Painesville:

We lose customers after we have big outages.
It is also a point of discussion with potential
customers. We get into the business of arguing
which system is more reliable. (Tr. 3180.)

1.140 In addition to intentional delay coupled with efforts to

acquire the Painesville system, one of CEI's additional conditions

precedent to reaching an interconnection agreement with Painesville

was that the City of Painesville raise its rates to a level of

equivalency with CEI rates in the area. (Tr. 3152-Tr. 3153.) As

Mr. Pandy estabhshed,Mr. Howley who was serving as CEI's principal

negotiator explained, to the Painesville representatives:

The purpose of this rate equivalency was to eliminate
the possibility of the city taking power via the
interconnection from CEI and then selling it at a
rate below CEI, in effect competing for customers
at a rate that would be advantageous to the city.
And that, in his view,one of the conditions of an
interconnection agreement would be that our rates
would be at a level essentially identical to CEI,
essentially equalized to CEI. (Tr. 3152-3153.)

The rate equivalency condition to an interconnection is consistent

with CEI planning documents (DJ 369 (1972); City 86 (1972). The

rates that CEI required Painesville to equalize as a condition

precedent to interconnecting referred to all classes of rates

(residential, commercial, and industrial). (Pandy: Tr. 3175.)

:
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This rate rise condition precedent to an interconnection agreement

was stated by Mr. Howley of CEI in late 1973 and 1974 to Painesville

on more than one occasion. (Tr. 3175.) Painesville did in fact raise

certain rates in June or July of 1974. (Tr. 3175.)

1.141 Also during the interconnection negotiations, CEI proposed,

!

that Painesville not serve present customers in the Perry Township

| area, and to also agree not to compete in the future in that area by

rebuilding lines. (Tr. 3142, Tr. 3143; Tr. 3198; see Proposed Findings

of Fact 1.127 through 1.133 supra.)

1.142-1.143 Also _ during the interconnection negotiations, CEI

eliminated Painesville's access to alternate sources of emergency

or reserve power through an interconnection with Diamond Shamrock.

NRC 146 establishes that in 1973, Painesville had "very promising

interconnection negotiations with Diamond Shamrock" "which would have

strengthened Painesville's negotiating position with CEI since

Painesville would no longer have been a completely isolated system."

(NRC 146; Pandy: Tr. 3156.) Diamond Shamrock is an industrial

customer of CEI located in Painesville. (Pandy: Tr. 3172.)

,

:

I
!

|
|
|

i

i

.
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:

!

i.144 The interconnection negotiations between Diamond Shamrock
>

and Painesville (referred to in NRC 146) resulted in an agreement

on terms for interconnection between Painesville and Diamo.id

Shamrock. (Tr. 3172.) The interconnection with Diamond Shamrock

would have provided Painesville with " black start capability"*

(dead-start), thus giving Painesville a "means of getting electrical

energy onto our system in the event we were down flat." (Pandy: Tr. 3156.)

Painesville would have no longer been a completely isolated

system, thus greatly improving its bargaining position with CEI. (Tr.1156.)

1.145 Subsequent to the interconnection agreement reached between

Diamond Shamrock and Painesville, Mr. Pandy established:

I was advised by the works manager of the Painesville
works (of Diamond Shamrock) that they would not be
able to interconnect with us, that their corporate
management had been contacted by top management of
CEI and had been told that if Diamond Shamrock inter-
connected with Painesville that it would joepardize
their relationship with CEI,... (Tr. 3172.)

,

I
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Mr. Pandy concluded, "So at that point we dropped the negotiations

with Diamond." (Tr. 3173.)

1.146 Thus, CEI purposefully delayed interconn' ting with Paines-

ville for approximately seven years while Painesville was in need

of an interconnection, even to the point of having to curtail loads
;

(Tr. 3098); this delay working to the detriment of Painesville's

reliability and cost of power. CEI also planned and attempted to

acquire and/or eliminate the Painesville system during the course

of the interconnection negotiations; pre-conditioned interconnection

on a requirement that Painesville raise its electric rates; attempted

to extract territorial allocation agreements and agreements not to

compete for present or future customers from Painesville; and elimin-

ated Painesville's only alternative source of emergency or reserve

power.
l

The Terms of The CEI-Painesville Interconnection
Agreement /.re Anticompetitive

1.147 The City of Painesville signed an interconnection agreement -

with CEI as of January 13,1975 (NRC 140.) The interconnection

when constructed will be at 138 kv. (Tr.10,594 (Hauser)). As of

May 25_ 1976, it was scheduled to be operational in late summer

of 1.976. (Hauser: Tr. 10,594. ) Thus, approximately seven years after

interconnection necotiations becan, Painesville remains an

isolated electric utility.

|

|
,

*
1

|

- - ,
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1.148 Even after reaching a written agreement there have been

material disputes between CEI and Painesville. These disputes

included such topics as which party should bear the cost of certain

equipment required on the CEI system as a result of the inter-

connection, and whether Painesville could contact CEI's 33 kv

pole lines with their 13.2 kv circuits (Tr.10,873 (Hauser)). Some of

these disputes remain currently unresolved, (Hauser: Tr.10,873-10,874.)

In fact, in October of 1975, Mr. Hauser of CEI, wrote Painesville,

stating that as of that time CEI would not proceed on the inter-

connection until Painesville agreed to bear $100,000 of additional

cost; by itself. (Tr.10,875; Tr.10,876). Thus , Mr. Hr.cler was ,

in effect exercising the ability of CEI to grant or deny power supply

options at will. In 1976, after Mr. Pandy testified in this proceeding,

the $100,000 dispute was apparently resolved and CEI agreed to bear

$30,000 of the $100,000. (Hauser: Tr. 10,875-76.)

1.149 Pursuant to the ,qterconnection agreement, Painesville has

proceeded in good faith to enter a total of ten contracts for

equipment and construction of the interconnection substation. (Tr.

3120 (Pandy)). Painesville has also purchased property from CEI

for the substation site, leased railroad property, and completed

other physical work associated with the interconnection.

1.150 The Painesville interconnection agreement is an illusory

contract based on two provisions of it. (See Proposed Findings of Fact

1.151-1.62 infra and Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and the discussion

thereunder.)

- - _ _
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1.151 First, all service schedules of the agreement (Schedules

A,B,C,D, and E) contain, in Section 5 of each, the following
language:

SECTION 5 - SPECIAL PROVISION

Each Party to the Agreement recognizes that
inflationary pressures and cumbersome administrative
procedures which are required under some circum-
stances by statutory provision and/or administrative
rule may, unless special precautions are taken,
inhibit the Parties from effecting interconnections
and transactions which might otherwise be effected
pursuant to the provisions of the Agreement and this
Schedule. The Parties accordingly agree that --

- 1particularly since the transactions contemplated by '

this Schedule are intended to be reciprocal in '

character when it is in the interests of both Parties
so to be -- either Party may at any time and from
time to time in the future take such action under
the Agreement as such Party shall consider to be in ,

the best interests of such Party, including action )
to file any tariff or rate schedule designed to super-
sede this Schedule in its application to such Party
as a supplier of electric service.

1.152 CEI drafted the special provision and incorporated it into

the contract. (Pandy: Tr. 3123.) Painesville attempted to negotiate the

Special Provision out of the contract but was unsuccessful. (Tr. 3123.)

1.153 Under this provision, either party could take any action it

deemed to be in its best interest, including cancelling a service,

schedule, on the grounds it was no longer in its best interest to
:

!provide the service. (Tr. 3124.) As Mr. Mozer established, "there is

no certainty as to the permanence of the power supply services...
,

,

because of the escape clause in the service schedules..." (NRC 205,

p. 74, Q. 196).
'

.

,, "
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1.154 Applicants' contend that this Special Provi; ion language

is required by the FPC pursuant to the Sierra-Mobile doctrine.

(Hauser: Tr.10,606.) Such a contention is incorrect as a matter of
'

law. (Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and discussion thereunder.)

'

Why did Painesville agree to the special provision?

Because we needed the interconnection badly. We
were desperate to get an interconnection. We
had been negotiating for approximately four years
that'I had been working with it. We were under
a great deal of pressure to have another source
of power available to our system. (Pandy: Tr. 3124-
Tr. 3125.)

The agreement reflects the inequality of bargaining positions

between the parties and is a contract of adhesion.

1.155 In addition, Section 2.11 of Service Schedule E of the

agreement, which provides for maintenance power and energy states:

2.11 For the purposes of this Service Schedule
Maintenance Period shall mean a calendar year. During
each Maintenance Period, at different intervals
determined as provided for under Subsection 2.12 below,
each Party shall have the right to call for and take
delivery of not more than the total of 20,000,000
kilowatt hours from the other. Delivery of such energy,
subject to the provisions of this Subsection 2.1, may

be taken at such times and at such rates of take as
the receiving Party may elect up to a maximum rate of
take of 25,000 kilowatts. (emphasis supplied.)

1.156 Under this provision both Painesville or CEI would be

entitled to receive up to 25,000 kw of maintenance energy, thus

obligating Painesville to provide up to 25,0L6 kw to CEI upon

request.(Pandy: Tr. 3125.) The 25,000 kw requirement represents 100

percent of the capacity of the Painesville system, making it unlikely
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that Painesville could n.eet a request by CEI for such maintenance

energy. (Pandy: Tr. 3126-3127.)

1.157 If CEI requested 25 MW of maintenance energy from Paines-

ville or CEI has a right to it under the contract, and Painesville
5/

could not provide 25 MW, CEI, under contract provision 8.2
6/

could regard the failure by Painesville to provide the 25 MW

as a breach and terminate the Agreement upon ninety (90) days
7/

notice.

1.158 Staff expert witness Mr. Mozer in his prepared direct

testimony (NRC 205) analyzed Section 2.11 of Service Schedule E
.

and observed that "The burden of the 25,000 kw requirement is many

times greater for the small system of Painesville as compared with

the large system of CEI. (NRC 205, pp. 53-54.)

1.159 When asked "If Painesville is entitled to receive 25 MW,
I

why shouldn't they be obligated to provide 25 MW," Mr. Mozer

answered:

5/ Under 2.11 of Service Schedule E, each party has the right
to call for an amount up to 25,000 kw.

6/ "If either Party hereto breaches a material provision of this
Agreement, the Party adversely affected may, at its optioa, ,

terminate this Agreement upon ninety (90) days written notice
of intention to do so and the Agreement shall so terminate
unless, during the sixty-day period immediately followed such
notice, the violation is corrected.'' I

7/ The expectation under Section 3.1 of Service Schedule E is
that a party shall deliver the same number of kwh that it
takes. Section 3 also provides for a combination of
arrangements leading to a cash settlement, but the agreement
of both parties to the cash settlement in lieu of maintenance
energy is required.

..
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No, not for maintenance energy, because the 25-
MW requirement could be equivalent to a reserve
requirement. This could impose a particular
hardship on Painesville because there is no pro-
vision in the agreement for transmission services
to outside sources, other than CEI. Thus, in my
opinion, Painesville could not shop for short-
term power and energy and, therefore, could be
saddled with the equivalent of a demand charge
for the whole year to provide the necessary
capacity for short time periods. (NRC 205, p. 54.)

Thus, Painesville would be subject to the demand charges whereas

CEI, in effect, would not, because the 25-MW requirement is only

a very small percentage of the total reserves normally carried by

CEI. (NRC 205, p. 54.)

1.160 Therefore, the Painesville-CEI interconnection agreement

is not only illusory, and a contract of adhesion, but imposes

unfair and burdensome reserve responsibilities on Painesville which

Painesville cannot practically meet, with the rightof CEI to

terminate the agreement in any event.

1.161 In addition, the proposed terms of Service Schedule B,

"Short Term Service" of the CEI-Painesville agreement are both

unreasonable and anticompetitive. Under section 3 of Service

Schedule B, CEI would'be compensated for short-term power sold to

Painesville at 110%-115% of CEI's out of pocket " cost of supplying"

such power (Section 3.13) plus a demand charge (Sections 3.11 and
,

3.12) . Power purchases from CEI by Painesville under this schedule

would result in a net loss to Painesville of 3.5 mills on every

kilowatt purchased. (NRC 147; Pandy: Tr. 3165-3166.)

,
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1.162 As previously discussed, CEI refused to provide a third party

wheeling schedule to Painesville. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.121-

1.126.) The interconnection agreement provides no obligation on CEI to

deliver to Painesville power from outside sources. (NRC 104, Section 2

of Service Schedule D; Pandy: Tr. 3176-Tr. 3177. ) Further, under the
,

agreement, CEI is not required to wheel out any excess power that i

Painesville may have available for sale. (Pandy: Tr. 3177. ) As a

result of the agreement, as Mr. Mozer testified, "Painesville cannot

reach for alternatives beyond CEI until it receives access to the

integrated transmission system" of CEI. (NRC 205, p. 74, Q.196.) Such

alternatives would give Painesville an opportunity to reduce its costs

and be less dependent on CEI. (NRC 205, p. 56, Q. 162.)

CEI has Denied to Painesvi_lle Access To Large Scale
Nuclear Generating Units

1.163 Painesville's only access to economies of scale in generation

would require transmission services by CEI. (Tr. 3101 (Pandy); NRC 205,

p. 68, Q.183 (Mozer).

1.164 The current costs of installing self-generation to Painesville

are not competitive with CEI and the CAPC0 companies. (NRC 134; Pandy:
'

Tr. 3105-06, 3108. ) Yet, Painesville competes with CEI. (See Pro-

posed Findings of Fact 1.117 and 1.136 4.139 supra.)

!

1.165 The Perry nuclear plant is located less than one mile from

Painesville's electric distribution systems (Tr. 3113) in an area pre-

viously served by tne Painesville Electric System. (NRC 136A.) In
'

fact, Painesville had to remove part of its electric distribution

.

L
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system in order for CEI to construct the Perry plant. (Pandy: Tr. 3113.)

Thus, electrical line losses would be minimal as would transmission

costs (Pandy: Tr. 3119) if Painesville had access to Perry.

l'166 In April lith of 1973, Painesville wrote CEI and requested

access to the Perry Nuclear Power Plants. (NRC 136A.) The language

of the Painesville request for access is:

It is our understanding that you are planning
the construction of a nuclear power plant in Perry,
Onio, in an area which is presently served by the
City of Painesville's Electric Division.

It is our intent, by means of this letter, to
express our interest in participating in the develop-
ment of this plant on a shared capacity basis,
similar to the arrangements for other units by the
CAPC0 pool.

Please advise at your earliest convenience as
to how we may proceed to make such an arrangement.

Although CEI responded that they would discuss the request (NRC 1368)

their substantive response to Painesville was negative:

I received ;n acknowledgment of my letter; a
statement that it would involve millions of dollars
in cost; a statement that other investors would have
to be consulted if we were to participate. In short,
I got neither an acceptance nor a refusal. In
subsequent talks with Mr. Howley he asked why did we
want to own a part of the facility when they were
offering us a tie-in that would sc ve the same
purpose and would not cost the n ney. Of course, I
have no way of knowing what the cost will be.

1.167 Thus, CEI's substartive response to Painesville's request for
'

access to Perry was threefold:

1. Cost would be prohibitive ("It would involve millions
of dollars") . App. Ex. 272, p. 2, in which the figure;

| CEI mentioned for nuclear participation was $10
| million; A tie-in would cost $750,000 (App. 273.)
| App. 273, an NRC Staff memorandum confirms this,
| "Milburn stated that he felt ownership in Perry
| was out because of prohibitive costs."
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2. Other investors would have to be consulted. (Not
only would they have to be consulted but under the
CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding; NRC 184, pp. 4-
10 of App. A, unanimity is required in any decision
by Applicants concerning modification of the
allocation of generation and transmission capacity
by the CAPC0 pool).

3. A tie-in to purchase power from CEI would be
equivalent to access.

1.168 Mr. Hauser testified that CEI told Painesville after Painesville's

request for access to Perry that what Painesville was really after,

rather than access to Perry, was an interconnection agreement with

CEI . (Tr. 10,868. ) The impact of CEI's 1973 response to Painesville's

request for access troubled Painesville. Mr. Milburn wrote to the

Atomic Energy Commission in 1973 (NRC 137):

The only independent utilities in the area are
the City of Cleveland electric plant and the City
of Painesville electric utility. The C.E.I. which
is already a grant is allied n ith four other equally;

| big facilities.
.

Unless they a_re compelled to sell us power from the
_

Perry nuclear plant they will, within a very few
,

year:, effectively monopolize the distribution of'

| electric energy in this entire area. It is one of
the company's declared objectives to " eliminate" the|

Cleveland and Painesville plants.

! 1.169 Not only did CEI argue to Painesville that what Painesville
l 1

| really wanted was an interconnection rather than direct access, CEI
I

contended to Painesville that an interconnection "was the same as ,

direct access to the Perry Plant" (Pandy: Tr. 3116.) CEI's responses

and arguments to the Painesville 1973 request for access to the Perry

nuclear facility, a facility virtually located in Painesville, con-

stitutes a denial of access to nuclear facilities. (See Proposed Con-

clusion of Law 7.10 and discussion thereunder.)
.

O
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1.170 A year later, in 1974, Mr. Pandy wrote to Painesville

City Manager:

[N]uclear generating capacity is one of the
alternatives for the future which we should be
considering now, because of the long lead times
involved in construction, be it for fossil,

fuel plants or nuclear.

. ..Upon completion of current expansion, our
firm capacity will be 38 MW, which capacity will
be exceeded by our system loads in 1980. There-
fore we must have additional generating capacity
scheduled to come "on line" in 1980 which is the
scheduled completion date for Perry.

* * *

CEI and the other CAPC0 companies have obviously
determined that the most economical generation
alternate for the future is the nuclear unit.
Therefore I believe it will be in the best
interests of the City to explore their reasoning,
and to participate in the development if it is
feasible. (NRC 136.)

Painesville desired access to Perry because it believed nuclear

to be "the most economical, environmentally acceptable and reliable

type of power for the city to have, to serve its future loads,"

(Tr. 3117: and Painesville's loads included nira communities (See Proposed

Finding of tact 1.116.) The " future loads" that Painesville would

serve with nuclear power if it had access to Perry would likely

include new 'ndustrial loads which CEI and Painesville compete

for. (Pandy: Tr. 3117-Tr. 3118.) One of the competitive factors which

makes access to Perry competitively attractive to Painesville is that
:

|
)

_ _ . . . .
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power from Perry is likely to be "much more reliable" than the
8/

generating equipment Painesville presently owns. (Pandy: Tr. 3118. ) ~

1.171 Finally, due to environmental restrictions in the Paines-

ville area, it is very difficult to install new coal-fired or

oil-fired generating capacity, making the nuclear alternative

much more attractive and possible from the environmental stand-

point than fossil fuels. (Pandy: Tr. 3120.)
,

1.172 The City of Painesville could not construct or finance its

own nuclear plant and does not have the opportunity for participation

in nuclear units other than with the cooperation of CEI. (Tr. 3120;

NRC 205, p. 68, Q. 183 (Mozer).

1.173 Painesville's interest in nuclear continued notwithstanding

CEI's three arguments against Painesville's participation in

Perry. On July 9,1975, during his deposition by subpoena in this

proceeding, Mr. Pandy testified that Painesville still was interested

in access to Perry. (Hauser: Tr. 10,869-Tr. 10,870. )

1.174 Even though Painesville had previously made formal requests for access

and access had been discussed in continuing interconnection negotiations

between CEI and Painesville, and even though in March of 1975 counsel

for CEI (and all applicants) represented that applicants had unilaterally

adopted license conditions regarding access to Perry 1 and 2 and

Davis-Besse 1 in the form of " policy commitments" which " license

][/ System reliability is a factor in competition with CEI.
(Pandy: Tr. 3180-81.)

.

--
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,

9/
conditions represent policies observed by each Applicant," --

,

CEI didn't bring their "new policy commitments" regarding access

to the attention of Painesville. (Tr.10,369 (Hauser).)

1.175 After Mr. Pandy's 1975 deposition where he testified

Painesville still was interested in access to Perry CEI provided

Painesville not with the proposed license conditions (App. 44) or

anything resembling such conditions but merely sent Painesville a

listing of units, approximate dates, and approximate cost ranges of

the units. (Tr.10,870 (Hauser)).

'

l.176 Mr. Pandy testified in this proceeding on January 13, 1976

that Painesville remained interested in direct access to Perry

(Tr. 3158) and had not, as of January 1976 been offered access to

Perry (Tr. 3158). Painesville had only been furnished "with infor-

mation regarding the plant and its capabilities and estimated

costs." (Tr. 3158).

1.177 On March 26, 1976 Painesville again wrote CEI and requested

an opportunity to discuss in detail the technical and financial

information regarding the Perry plant (App.137.) Painesville thus

renuins interested in access (App.139.) CEI has agreed to nothing,
1

and has provided nothing to Painesville other than a copy of a 1974

participation agreement CEI submitted to MELP, (DJ 19EJ(Hauser:

Tr. 10,601-02.)

-~9/ Applicants' Proposal For Expediting the Antitrust Hearing
Process, p. 5, n. 3 (March 14,1975).

_

_ , _ _ , _>-
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1.178 The Participation Agreement, of course, provides for delivery

of nuclear power only at 345 kv and no other transmission services

(Hauser: Tr.10,718 Tr.10,719: Article 3 of DJ 192.) (the proposed

Painesville interconnection is at 138 kv); limits nuclear participation

taken together with existing city generation to the City's

" reasonably foreseeable system requirements" (Section 2.1.3, DJ 192);

specifically excludes participation in existing or future coal, oil,

pumped hydro or natural gas-fired units owned singly or as a tenant

in comon by CEI (Section 2.2 of DJ 192); does not assure the required

consent of the other CAPC0 members to participation in nuclear

units (Section 5.7); and finally, establishes a right of first
'

refusal of CEI on all power not required by City's retail customers.

(Section1.3). None of the limited coordination services contained

in App. 44 are contained in DJ 192. In fact, Mr. Hauser admitted that

the limited coordination services contained in App. 44 were not even

discussed with Painesville. (Tr.10,872-Tr.10,873).

1.179 In fact, mere inclusion in a letter (App. Ex.138) of a draft

participation statement relating to MELP with the statement, "it might

provide some assistance to you..." does not constitute an offer of access.

(See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and the discussion thereunder.)

Thus, CEI continues to prevent Painesville from achieving the benefits

of (1) coordinated operation and development, and (ii) meaningful access

to economies of scale from nuclear generating facilities. CEI also

continuas to deny Painesville access to alternative sources of bulk power

supply through wheeling and access to other markets to sell excess capacity. )

! .
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The Terms and Provisions of the CEI - Cleveland 138 kv
Synchronous Interconnection Agreement Impose Unfair
Reserve Requirements on the City of Cleveland

1.179a NRC 235 is the April-17,1975 synchronous intercon-

nection agreement between CEI and the City of Cleveland. Section

2.1 of Service Schedule A (Emergency Service) provides in pertinent

part:

... in the event of a breakdown or other
emergency in or on the system of either
party which impairs or jeopardizes the
ability of the party suffering the emer-
gency to meet the loads of the system,
the other party shall deliver to such
party electric service in snounts up to
and including 100 MVA ...

This provision thus imposes on both CEI and the City a reserve re-

sponsibility of 100 MVA. (NRC 205 (Mozer) p. 51. The effect of this

provision is to require the City to carry a reserve margin of approx-

imately 100 mw, representing a reserve margin of approximately 70

percent (NRC 205, p. 51). 100 mva represents but 3 percent of CEI's

projected 1975 peak,(NRC 205, p. 51) As a result, an unusual and un-

justifiable reserve margin is placed on the City,(NRC 205, pp. 51-52).

A fair method of establishing mutual reserve support would

have been to impose an obligation on each party to provide emergency

power on a best-effort basis up to the limit of the capability of the

interconnection,(NRC 205, p. 52).

1.179b Failure of the City to deliver such reserve power to
~

CEI when requested could result in a breach of the agreement giving

__
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Cil the right to cancel the agreement after giving 90 days written

. notice. (NRC 235, p. 21). The only exceptions to this are where
!

the breach is remedied within 60 days (NRC 235, p. 21) or where the

City cannot deliver the reserve. power to CEI because of an emergency,

on its own system. (NRC 235, p. 2 of Service Schedule "A"; NRC 205,

p. 51).

1.179c As witness Kampmeier further pointed out, if the
i

emergency causes a' drop in frequency of two and one-half percent,

the interconnection is opened. (DJ 450, Kampmeier, p. 45; NRC 235, p. 5).

.i

9
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3. The Ohio Edison Company and The Pennsylvania Power
Company

1.180 With reference to Matter in Controversy (6), Staff will establish'

t below that Ohio Edison has prevented, and without appropriate license

conditions has the ability to continue to prevent other electric'

entities in the CCCT from achieving the benefits of (i) coordinated

operations and development, and (ii) meaningful access to economies of

size from large scale nuclear generating facilities.

1.181 With reference to Matter in Controversy (5), Staff will establish

below that Ohio Edison has refused to wheel for, or discuss wheeling

with other electric entities, (or to admit that it wheels for such

other utilities,) and thus had denied, and may continue to deny

access by the other electric entities in the CCCT, to opportunities to,

obtain alternative sources of bulk power supply by refusing to provide
,

necessary transmission services.

1.182 Mr. John White, President of Ohio Edison testified on direct

examination in the context of the negotiations between 0.E. and the
i

Wholesale Consumers of Ohio Edison ("WCOE") that R.W. Beck (engineering

consultant to WCOE) was " perfectly free to include in that study any

subject matters that they chose to consider or to include in the study"

(White: Tr. 9759)
---10/

of "re-aligning their long term supply relation-

ships" with WC0E pursuant to an FPC settlement, (See Proposed Findings

of Fact 1.188-1.193 infra.). Yet, he had just conceded that at the
i

initial October 1974 meeting between OE and WCOE subsequent to the FPC

10/ At Tr. 9783 he added, "and I assume that they did so."
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settlenent that OE hao told WCOE and Beck:

1. WC0E could not pick and choose the future
CAPC0 baseload units that WC0E wanted to
participate in; (White: Tr. 9616.)

2. OE would not agree that third party wheeling
was includable in the study (White: Tr. 9600,
Tr. 9759.) 11/

3. OE had no intention of jointly developing a
plan for financing the WC0E participation in
any new arrangement, (White: Tr. 9614-15) or as,

serving as a banker for WC0E. (White: Tr. 9759.)

1.183 Although Mr. White did not recall a discussion of whether

WC0E would be able to wheel-out excess WCOE capacity, (Tr. 9767)

Mr. Firestone testified on cross-examination that it was in fact
discussed but was "put on the shelf." (Tr.11,291; 11,293. ) Mr.

Firestone did, however, recollect with respect to wheeling-out:

I suppose I made statements ... that any plan we
developed to achieve their objectives would be one
in which the reliability of the 0.E. systems and
its associated reliability commitment to the CAPC0
partners could not be degraded and if portions of
OE capacity greater than those necessary to some of
the WCOE load wpuld be involved and would be exported
from CAPC0 , that would degrade the overall relia-
bility and that would in itself violate OE's obliga-
tions and commitments under CAPCO. (emphasis added.)
(Tr. 11,282. )

1.184 Mr. William Cheesman, manager of R.W. Beck's Indianapolis t

office, who signed and supervised the Beck Study (NRC 44)
!testified that at a series of meetings beginning in October 1974

and lasting through August 1975 between OE and WCOE representatives

11/ (Mr. Firestone testified that OE "did not want to consider---

wheeling in the context of the study." Tr.11,306.)

.
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OE imposed restraints and restrictions on Beck's study of a new power

supply relationship between WC0E and OE. (Cheesman: Tr. 12,149-50, 12,166. )

There are 9 such restrictions:*

1. No Third Party Wheeling. Cheesman testified that OE said

that third party wheeling "would not be possible." The company did
' not want anything to do with it." (Tr.12,167.) Further, staff wit-

ness Lyren confirmed that OE refused to discuss or provide any form

of wheeling to WC0E. (Tr. 2022.)

2. No picking and choosing units. Ohio Edison would dictate

the future units available, and the units not available, (Cheesman:

Tr. 12,152, 12,167-8) to WCOE.

3. No Capacity From Present Baseload Facilities. Mr. Cheesman

testified that WCOE couldn't have access to any existing OE

generation (except through the wholesale power rate). (Ibid.)

lla/
4. No OE Financing. As Applicant's witness (by subpoena) Mr.

Mayben explained it, capital would have to be available "the instant

an agreement was reached, which would have been a little onerous

under the circumstances." (Mayben: Tr. 12,567. )

5. No wheeling out of excess WCOE capacity. (Cheesman: Tr.

12,154.) Thus, development of a new seller's market by WC0E was

prohibited by OE.

lla/ Tr.12,252 provides a good example of how this restriction
works. See also White: Tr. 9614-9615, 9759.

.

.-
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6. Resale of Excess Capacity From Baseload Units. Any excess

power from the baseload units that OE would permit WCOE participation

in must be sold back to OE. (Cheesman: Tr'. 12,155.) Such excesses

would therefore not be available for export by the WC0E to an outside

source. Staff witness Lyren also established that OE refused to make

available baseload power from the nuclear units if that power was to

be resold by member of WCOE to present industrial customers of OE.

(Tr. T' 31; Tr. 2338.) The possibility of WCOE having excesses was great

because although capacity had to be acquired to meet WC0E's peak, at
,

non-peak times, and during non-peak seasons, there would be excess

capacity available for sh' ort-term sales. (Cheesman: Tr. 12,229.) Not

only would OE not wheel out excesses, inherent in this restriction is

the fact that OE would not permit the export by any method of excess

capacity by WC0E.

7. Wheeling between municipals of WCOE source power was deleted

by OE. (Cheesman: Tr. 12,154.)

8. Even in the new units, (as opposed to existing units which

was disallowed) capacity available to WCOE was seriously limited. At

one point this limitation was 10% of WC0E's estimated peak load, (Chees-
t

man: Tr. 12,170-71) thus taking 30 years for WC0E to achieve self-

sufficiency in generation. (Cheesman: Tr. 12,217. ) Later the limitation
1

was 50 MW per unit, but with a requirement that WCOE participate in
12/

every CE unit, whether they desired it or not. (Cheesman: Tr. 12,154.) ~-

-~~T27 Also see Proposed Findings of Fact 1.198-1.201 supra.for Mr.
Mayben's analysis of this restriction.

.

.
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9. The CAPC0 P/N reserve formula ---13/would have to apply to

any of the capacity additions participated in by WC0E, resulting in
! initial excess reserve requirements (plus cost, plus necessity of
'

purchasing excess power from OE) of 280%. (Cheesman: Tr. 12,153,

12,158-12,159.) An analysis of the impact of the CAPC0 P/N method on

WC0E acquisition of 50 MW of capacity.in each CAPC0 unit is contained

on page V-2 of NRC 44, the Beck Study. The last paragraph of that

page includes the following sentence: The validity of the company's"

requisition compelling WCOE to meet CAPCO requirements is open to
I

ques tion. "

The Impact Of These Restrictions,

1.185 Both Mr. Mayben and Mr. Cheesman concluded with respect to

the impact of these 0.E. restrictions on the outcome of the Study:

Mr. Cheesman: The scope of the studies as originally
contemplated were considerably narrowed with these
restrictions to which - we come to the logical con-
clusion of the pre-payment concept. (Tr.12,188.)

Mr. Mayben who only attended the October 1974 meetirg however was

able to offer the judgment, based on the restrictions imposed at that

meeting that he had concerns at that time that it could result in

a hybrid sort of power supply relationship other than the classical
'' ownership and operation of generating plants on a joint coordinated

development basis. (Tr. 12,345.)
i

1

---13/ The CAPC0 P/N reserve formula is discussed in detail in |

_ . Proposed Findings of Fact 1.309-1.324 infra.
|

._.
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1.186 Thus, OE so limited the study by WCOE of re-aligning

their long-term power ' supply relationships with OE so

as to force a result of either prepayment (into the

rate base) or maintenance of the status quo - all requirements

customers. Even Mr. Firestone recognized this. At Tr.11,278

he noted, "From the engineering standpoint, the Cheesman proposal

appears to be precisely the same as the existing situation that

we would be planning for in the way of producing generation and

transmission facilities...."

1.187 According to Mr. Cheesman, WC0E wanted to develop

a power supply program over which they (WC0E) could
be able to ... maintain some degree of control or at
least have some degree of input into the implemen-
tation and operation of that power supply program...
Their goal - a power supply program other than being

i a total requirements customer of the company.14/
(Tr.12,195 (Cheesman)).

Origins And Scope Of The Study

1.188 Mr. Mayben testified that he and Mr. Duncan, along with

membersof WCOE,went back over their recollections of the FPC 1972

rate case settlement meetings, reviewed documents relative to the

settlement, reviewed notes of questions and answers between OE and
1WCOE, reviewed the settlement agreement itself, and formulated a

TJ Tr.12,195 (Cheesman).

1

9
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list of study objectives. (Mayben: Tr. 12,530. )

The set of objectives ... represented our
view of what was intended by the settlement
agreement. (Id,.)

That outline is contained as an appendix to NRC-44, as part of the

June 18, 1974 letter from E. Duncan to J. White. That outline did

include third party wheeling, financing, picking and choosing

capacity from units, etc.

1.189 In the FPC " Order Approving Rate Settlement" (Attached to

App. Ex. 9, p. 2.) the FPC summarized its understanding of the study:

(3) The parties agree to undertake a joint study
and effort for the purpose of realigning their
long-term power supply relationships, involving
studies of the feasibility of joint ownership or
other contractual agreements, relating to gener-
ating capacity.

1.190 There is also in evidence several months prior to that order

a " Settlement Agreement" (App. Ex. 7.) which was filed with the FPC,

which also refers to a joint effort to "re-align their long-term power

supply relationships." A Memorandum of Agreement is attached to that

pleading, but not to the FPC order. However, with respect'to that

Memorandum as John White frankly acknowledged on cross-examination by

the NRC Staff, there is nothing in the Memorandum of Agreement which

on its face limits generating capacity in which WC0E could participate*

to generating capacity of Ohio Edison. (Tr. 9777.) It was WCOE's

understanding that generating capacity included generating capacity

that might be available to WC0E outside of the CAPC0 pool. (Cheesman:

Tr.12,185.)

__ _
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'

l.191 And Mr. White also recognized, that the Beck study did not
i

review any power supply alternatives that had been excluded by

OE. (Tr. 9782.)

1.192 Mr. White further agreed with the language of Mr. Duncan in

his June 18, 1974 letter to Mr. White (NRC 44) that "we both would

agree, I'm quite certain, that we do not wish to explore, independently

or together, courses which we can assume would be unproductive." Thus,

in App. Ex. 14, a letter dated August 19, 1975 Beck wrote to its

clients WCOE (on p. 1):

After several meetings with the WC0E Committee and
Ohio Edison (Company), we have narrowed our efforts
to seven (7) alternative methods of power supply in-
cluding the present arrangement whereby all the
WCOE members (with the exception of Newton Falls and
Oberlin, Ohio), purchase their total electric power
requirements from the Company.

1.193 The WCOE-0E agreement to conduct a joint study came at a

critical time in the 1972 rate case negotiations prior to hearing.

WCOE felt that it could not accept OE's last rate settlement proposal;

accordingly WC0E agreed to OE's rate proposal when OE agreed to

the joint study. (Tr. 2058 (Lyren)).

i

.
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As Mr. Lyren testified:

Q: So the inclusion of that study was accepted by
WC0E in place of the possibility of lowering
the rates, is that right.

A: Very definitely (Lyren: Tr. 2058.)

1.194 The level of settlement as far as the numbers in the rate

case were concerned was certainly advantageous to OE. (Mayben: Tr.

12,559.) A principle advantage to WCOE in the settlement of that

rate case was "that they could start the development or the creation

of a new power supply relationship" with OE. (Tr.12,559 (Mayben)).

1.195 OE's first proposal is included in the Appendix to NRC #44

and is a letter from L. Firestone to E. Duncan and B. Cheesman.

That proposal is based upon, and includes the following restrictive

provisions:

1. It dentes WC0E 200 MW of participation in Beaver
Valley 1 and Mansfeld 1, expected to come on line
in 1975. (NRC 44 Appendix, p. 2 of letter, initial
para.)

2. It obligates WCOE to participate in every CAPC0
unit, (Ibid, para.1) thus denying freedom of
choice, and increasing costs.

.
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3. It limits capacity from any CAPC0 unit to 10%
of WC0E's peak load. (Id.)

4. As a result, it would take 30 years for WC0E
under this plan to achieve self-sufficiency in
generation. (Cheesman: Tr. 12,217. )

5. It requires utilization of the CAPC0 P/N formula
for allocation of capacity responsibility and
reserves. (NRC Ex. 44, Appendix, p. 2, para. 2,
p. 3, para. 6. )

This formula is inherently unfair to small electric
systems as it disproportionately burdens small
systems; it discourages the most intelligent
coordinated planning and development and is therefore
inappropriate and unacceptable when applied to
small systens. (Kampmeier: Tr. 5702-03. )14a/

6. It does not permit purchase of power from any source
other than from OE. (NRC Ex. 44, Appendix, p. 2,
para. 3.

1.196 Ohio Edison's second proposal to WC0E is contained in the

appendix to NRC 44 in the June 17, 1975 letter from L. Firestone

to Messrs. W. Cheesman, C.E. Duncan and C. Stout. This proposal was

also analyzed as Alternative 6 of the Beck Study.

14a/ See the Staff's discussion of the CAPC0 P/N formula for
allocating capacity in Proposed Findings of Fact 1.309-1.324.

.
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1.197 This proposal, of course, was made three months after Applicants

claimed that they had " offered" access to Davis-Besse 1 and Perry 1

and 2 through the vehicle of the proposed " license condition commitments",

Applicants Ex. 44, as " policies observed by each Applicant." --'15/

l.198 The June 17, 1975 letter contains the following restrictions:
16/

1. It requires participation in 11 CAPC0 units. ~~~

2. " Participation", (i.e. , not energy) is limited to
50 MW. 12/

3. OE will determine the scheduling of capacity and
energy from the units.

Notwithstanding a requirement to purchase 50 MW from
all 11 CAPC0 units, energy available from these
units would not be 50 MW but would be proportional
to OE's consumption from the CAPC0 units. Thus , if
OE purchased 70% of the available energy from CAPC0
units, and provided the remainder of its energy
through non-CAPC0 self-generation or through its
interconnections, '! 0E would only be entitled to 70%
of 50 MW or 35 MW of energy from the CAPC0 unit,
while paying for 50 MW. 18/

4. OE's monthly charges to WCOE include not only the fixed
charges actually incurred by WC0E on its 50 MW owner-
ship in CAPC0 units but also "one half the difference
between the WC0E fixed charges actually incurred by
WCOE on its ownership in CAPC0 units and the combined
amount of OE fixed charges on the same capacity." 19/

15/ Applicant's Proposal For Expediting the Antitrust Hearing Process
n. 3, p. 5, dated March 1975.

16/ NRC 44, Appendix p. 2 of letter, para. D.
T77 Id.
T8/ Td. paras. 3 and 4, Tr.12,570-12,571 (Mayben).
]]/ 5upra. note 40, p. 3 of letter, para. C.
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1.199 Thus Alternative 6 not only results in extremely high costs

of capacity and energy to WC0E, -20/but also "results in an energy

deficiency in the supply of energy to WC0E." (Tr.12,571 Mayben.)

1.200 What would WC0E then do under Alternative 6? As Mr. Mayben;

testified, it was contemplated that WC0E would have to purchase the
i deficit amount of energy from OE under its wholesale rate schedule,

, (Ibid.)
i
| 1.201 A result of the second OE proposal would be a requirement
^

to purchase 50 MW from each of 11 units, while not allowing the

utilization of a similar amount of energy from these units. (Mayben:

Tr. 12.572.) As Mr. Mayben analyzed the proposal, there is the

" possibility of (WCOE) bearing the cost of capacity in excess of
,

what they might get under a fully-distributed, all-requirements

rate. (Mayben: Tr. 12,572.) Yet, WC0E's goal was to develop a power

supply program other than being a total requirements customer and

over which WCOE could maintain some degree of control over the

implementation and operation of their power supply.

20/ NRC 44, pp. I-10 and Table I-1, $820,635 (in thousands).

I
'

|
.
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Third-Party Wheeling

1.202 OE's refusal to consider providing its wholesale customers,

access to alternative sources of bulk power supply through wheeling

at the October 1974 meeting was the result of over two years' of

deferring responding to a request for wheeling by the wholesale

customers. For NRC-30, the August 11, 1972 letter to John White

specifically asked:

Would Ohio Edison be willing to wheel power from
generating sources outside its control area to
each of the principal wholesale customers connected
to the Ohio Edison system?

Would Ohio Edison be willing to wheel power from
generating resources of one or more of the municipal
wholesale customers to other such customers connected
to Ohio Edison's system?

And what was Ohio Edison's response to these requests? According to

John White, Ohio Edison refused to answer this request. (Tr. 9593 "...

we did not propose to answer them and we did not." (Tr. 9695. "We

have no answer.")

1.203 It was not until October of 1974 at a meeting with WC0E that

OE responded. As Mr. Cheesman testified, OE said, in the context of

the WCOE negotiations, that third party wheeling "would not be

possible. " (Tr.12,167. ) "The company (0E) did not want anything to

do with it." (M.) As witness Lyren testified, OE refused to discuss

or provide any form of wheeling to WCOE. (Tr. 2022.) OE would not

even discuss the subject of +.hird-party wheeling with WC0E, after WCOE

waited over two years for a response. This constitutes a refusal to

wheel (See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and the discussion thereunder.)
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1.204 What 0E wanted was " specificity", and according to OE,WC0E

never identified a particular block of power outside the area of

Ohio Edison for wheeling. (Tr. 9611 (White)). If WC0E had so

identified a block of power what would OE have done? John White

testified, "Oh. Yes, we'd have considered it." (Tr. 9613.) But, Mr.

White never told WCOE that OE would consider " specific" requests

for wheeling. (Tr. 9706-07.)

1.205 Further, the notes of Mr. Codispoti of OE of the October 1974

WC0E-0E meeting (DJ 628) reveal a specific mention of the possible

availability of federal hydro-power to WC0E. As Mr. Cheesman testified

that was an alternative power supply available to WC0E from the Federal

project known as PASNY, (Tr. 12,260) and that at the time of the power

supply study Mr. Cheesman had the exact amount of capacity in mind.

(Tr.12,269.)

1.206 In addition to the hydro-power, witness Cheesman testified

that there was an availability of off peak power from Buckeye to

WC0E. Both the Buckeye Power and the hydro power were discussed with

OE by WCOE representatives, and both of which were declined by OE on

the basis that third party theeling would be involved to deliver the

power to WCOE. (Tr.12,250 (Cheesman)).

1.207 The question becomes, how much time and how much specificity

does OE need before it will respond to a wheeling request? John White

testified that OE needs "all engineering details." (Tr. 9611.) With

such details the test OE would apply according to Mr. White is "would

the transaction on balance result in a benefit to OE which we could

pass on to our retail customers or our shareholders, or both. (Tr. 9612.)

.
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1.208 OE's position on wheeling has always been clear. OE has agreed

to wheel for Ohio Power, (NRC 190, p. 5) for all other CAPC0 members,

(NRC 193, p. 6 of Amendment No.1) and for its subsidiary Pennsylvania

Power Company. (NRC 171, p. 3 of second amendatory contract.) But

OE refused to discuss the wheeling of specific blocks of third party

power for WC0E for three years and thus refused to wheel. (See

Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.06 and discussion thereunder, infra.)

1.209 In addition, OE has refused to wheel for Orrv111e, Ohio and

refused to deliver Buckeye Power to municipal electric systems in

OE's service territory. (See Proposed Finding of Fact 1.210-1.224 infra.)

1.210 William Lewis testified concerning a June 11, 1973 meeting

between representatives of Orrv111e, Ohio (on uhose behalf he was

acting as a consulting engineer) and Ohio Edison at the offices of

Ohio Edison in Akron, Ohio. (Tr. 7985.)

1.211 Orrville was an isolated generating system, which decided to

seek an interconnection because it was experiencing outages due to

problems in generating units and problems due to weather conditions

which would cause flooding of the generating station. (Lewis: Tr.

7940.)

1.212 Orrville was fortunate enough to be near both the lines of

Ohio Edison and Ohio Power Company, a subsidiary of ASP.

.
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1.213 Ohio Edison was represented at the June 11, 1973 meeting with

Orrville by Mr. Mansfield, Mr. White, and Mr. Firestone. (Lewis: Tr.

7942.) This was no casual meeting with an isolated system for

OE was represented by its President, its general counsel, and its

chief engineering vice-president.

1.214 At that June 11, 1973 meeting, Ohio Edison refused to provide

wheeling tervices for Orrville. (Lewis: Tr. 7959.) The refusal

dpplied to both wheeling Buckeye Power to Orrville, and wheeling

out to AMP-0, excess Orrville generation. (Lewis: Tr. 7958-7959. ) The

availability of the Buckeye Power would have provided not only Orrville

but the AMP-0 members an " economical source of bulk power supply."

With respect to the wheeling out of excess Orrville generation, "it was

intended that this excess capacity would be made available to other

patrons of AMP-0." (Lewis: Tr. 7959.) OE refused to agree to wheeling

out and therefore denied to Orrville an opportunity .to sell its gener-

ation to new markets, but this same OE refusal also denied to each

AMP-0 member individually, (including many existing full-requirements

customers of OE) the opportunity to ;'urchase bulk power supply from

sources beyond the control of the dominant utility - OE.

1.215 In addition, at that negotiation, Orrville also had in mind

as a source of power the availability of power from the Zimer nuclear !

unit that would be available to AMP-0. (Lewis: Tr. 7984; Tr. 7981. ) '

.
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1.216 On recall for cross-examination after producing his notes of

the June 11,1973 meting, Mr. Lewis again confirmed his prior

testimony from his present recollecti6n that Mr. Mansfield, of OE

refused the request for wheeling by Orrville at the June 11, 1973
i

meeting. (Tr.11,345. ) When requested to refer to his notes of the

June lith meeting, Mr. Lewis did in fact point to the portion of his

notes reflecting his request of Orrville for wheeling, and Mr. Mans-

field's refusal. (Tr. 11,341-11,342.) In any event, Mr. Lewis again

confirmed that he had an independent present recollection of Mr.

Mansfield's statement at that meeting that OE would not wheel power

for Orrville. (Tr. 11,444-11,445.)

1.217 And how specific was the block of power that Orrville wanted

to have wheeled in, and the excess capacity that Orrville wanted to

be wheeled out by OE? Mr. Lewis testified that prior to the June

lith meeting there had been discussions and exchanges of letters

; between Orrville ar ' AMP-0 that Orrville would make certain blocks

of power available, "even to the extent of a schedule as their

projected load requirements would increase and what they could ~6r

available." (Tr. 7997.) And this detail was specifically commun'4 'ed.

to Mr. Mansfield during the discussions on June 11, 1973. (Lewis: Tr.

7998.) Further, as to wheeling in, "there was a block of short-term
.

!
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power available on a weekly basis that Orrville could have used at

the price they would have been willing to pay, and particularly,

Mr. Chairman, Orrville was desirous af a block of emergency power

being made available to them." (Lewis: Tr. 8000.) The witness

further testified that this was discussed with officials of OE at

the June lith meeting, (Lewis: Tr. 8002) and OE specifically refused

to wheel limited term emergency power from AMP-0 to Orrville at the

June lith meeting. (Lewis: Tr. 8002-8003.)

1.218 With respect to these refusals to wheel, OE was not able to

raise the spurious . defense of lack of specificity. (Proposed Conclusion

of Law 7.06 and the discussion thereunder.)

1.219 What DE relied on at the meeting was the apparent lack of '

benefits to OE in the proposed transaction. (Lewis: Tr. 8003.) Thus,

as in the case of WC0E, OE was attempting to justify its refusals to
,

deal on the grounds of insufficient benefits. There is no such defense.

(Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and the discussion

thereunder.)

1.220 At about the same time, Newton Falls, an isolated municipal

electric system in OE's service territory, who did not have a

reasonable physical proximity to Ohio Power as did Orrville, became

.
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interested in buying bulk power to supplement self-generation.

On November 13, 1973 Newton Falls wrote to the Executive Manager
.

of Buckeye Power, Inc. to inquire about purchasing power from

Buckeye. That letter (NRC-210) states in part:
'

Our local private utility has for various reasons
not been enthusiastic about the prospect. It has
been suggested that Buckeye, might be interested
in talking to us on this ....

On November 21, 1973, Buckeye responded (NRC 84):(emphasis supplied)

Through direct contractual arrangements with six
of the investor-owned electric utility companies
in Ohio and an indirect arrangement involving
the Ohio Edison Company, power and energy is
transmitted for the account of Buckeye from its
generating unit located at the Cardinal plant
near Brilliant, Ohio to its member cooperatives
throughout the state.

***

For your information, I am enclosing a map showing
the service areas of the rural electric systems in
Ohio. I believe it will be apparent to you that
the City of Newton Falls is far removed from the
service area of any of the Buckeye member
cooperatives. Because of this and because of our
limited arrangements for the transmission of power
in the service area of the Ohio Edison Company, we
do not forsee the possibility of any of our member
cooperatives being in a position to sell supple-
mental power and energy to the City of Newton Falls.
(emphasis supplied.)

I

.

|
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,

OE presently transmits Buckeye Power to seven cooperatives in (0E's)

service territory. (Tr. 9554 (White)).
1.221 The Newton Falls inquiry to Buckeye concerning the possi-

a

bility of purchasing power was at the same time as the Newton Falls

inquiry to OE. (Craig: Tr. 2927.) A subsequent meeting between Newton *

Falls and Buckeye did not yield any different results. (Craig: Tr. 293'/.)
'

l.222 Mr. Craig was asked whether he ever contacted any individual

members of Buckeye and request bulk power from them. His answer

was that he did not because " based on this letter (NRC 84) it seemed
to be fruitless." (See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and the dis-

cussion thereunder.)

1.223 It is significant to note here that Buckeye, the potential

competitor of OE was precluded from becoming an actual competitor
i

by the market power, i.e. , entry barrier of Ohio Edison, through

denial by OE of access to its transmission system.

1.224 With respect to Brcad Issue B, the Staff has established
2

that OE has engaged in the anticompetitive activity of imposing

financing restrictions and long-term capacity restrictions in

contracts and future (proposed) contracts with its wholesale

customers which restrictions have an adverse effect on the oper-

ation and growth of the systens of its wholesale customers in a

manner inconsistent with the antitrust laws. (See Proposed Conclusion

of Law 7.06 and the discussion thereunder.)
.

O
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A. Financina Restrictions,

1.225 The OE financing restriction whi::h Scaff has alleged is

anticompetitive has been established in this record as having

been required in contracts by OE with Orrville,
'

Norwalk, Newton Falls, and Niles, Ohio. The financing restriction

has three elements:

1. A requirement by OE that it (rather than the
municipal electric system) must own a new:

interconnection line or facility built to
serve the small utility.

2. A requirement that the small utility pay for
the interconnection line or facility that OE owns.

3. A 'equirement that the interconnection line or facility
be paid for by the small utility prior to con-
struction of the line, by OE. (emphasis supplied.)

1.226 NRC 79, the August 8,1975 memorandum of the FPC investi-

gation of the Newton Falls - OE situation clearly explains the -

components and results of the OE financing restriction. As the

FPC memorandum points out:

The proposed contract required the municipal to
pay for constructing the line and the company to
refund the cost. . . . The company was to own the
line.... (NRC 79, p. 1.)

1.227 The memorandum also points out that during the course of

| the FPC investigation "Miss McGovern of OE was also adamant re-
I ' garding the company owning the line..." (NRC 79, p. 2, emphasis supplied.)

|
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1.228 The memorandum also quotes Mr. Bixler, the OE division

manager saying that "the contract reflected current company

policy and that it was the same kind of contract presently being

offered to other municipal:: in the state, e.g., Niles, Ohio.

The memorandum contained:

She (Miss McGovern) also indicated that the Ohio
Edison policy of arranging for interconnection on
a refunding basis was a policy of long standing...

1.229 The result of this anticompetitive financing restriction

is seen in NRC 77, the June 5,1975 Squire , Sanders & Dempsey

(SS&D) opinion letter, which it rendered to its municipal bond

client, Newton Falls:

In order for the City to obtain the electric power
it requires the Ohio Edison Company has to extend
its 69 KV line from an existing point on its system
to the City's proposed substation. In the ordinary
course of events, the Company would pay the costs
of such a line extension and recoup the costs thereof
over a period of time, along with the costs of other
capital improvements, from its customers by means of
the rate it charges for its services.

Due to fiscal circumstances, tne Company is either
unwilling or unable to finance this line extension.

In order to induce the City to provide the funds
necessary to finance the construction of the line
extension, which will serve both the City and other
Company customers along the way aH, therefore, will
benefit the Company generally, the :ompany has agreed
to repay the costs of construction by refunding, each

.
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year over a period of 'ive years or less, 20%
of the revenues generated by the City's purchasing
electric power from the Company.

It appears to me that, absent additional facts
of which I am not aware, the legal relationship
between the City and the Company does not change
whether one labels the transaction as a loan, as

I did in my letter of May 15, or a charge for
services, as it is labeled in Mr. Bixler's letter
of May 28.

If the payment is a payment for services, it becomes
questionable whether the City can issue general
obligation bonds, and notes in anticipation thereof,
for such purpose, inasmuch as general obligation
bonds and notes can be issued only to pay costs of
permanent improvements. See Section 133.24 of the
Ohio Revised Code. Similarly, mortgage revenue
bonds issued under Article XVIII, Section 12 of the
Ohio Constitution can be issued only for constructing
or extending the City's utility.

The essential problem then is that the City is
providing capital funds for a capital facility which
it will not own and will have no legal interest in.
This is the problem on which we all must focus and
attempt to resolve.

The SS&D, May 15th opinion letter (NRC 74) states:

As I indicated to you, absent additional facts of
which we are not aware, this arrangement appears
to fall squarely within the provisions of Article
VIII, Section 6 of the Ohio Constitution, which,
in substance, prohibits the City from raising
money for any corporation in this manner.

;

I
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1.230 Thus, a financing requiretient that 0E own, but the municipal

electric syst?m prepay the construction costs of the interconnection

line prevents the municipal electric system from financing the

anticipated cost of the line for either (or both) of two reasons:

1. Article XVIII, Section 12 of the Ohio Constitution
'

only permits the issuance of mortgage revenue
bonds "for constructing or extending the City's
facility," (NRC 77) thus mortgage revenue bonds
cannot be used for constructing or extending the
company's facility.

2. In the event there will be a refunding of the
prepayment (Newton Falls), Article VIII, Section
6 of the Ohio Constitution " prohibits the City
from raising money for any corporation in this
manner. (NRC 74. )

1.231 Yet, OE would not alter the terms of the contract,(including

OE's financing requirement) when requested by Newton Falls. OE's

insistence on the financing restriction was defended by OE on two

grounds. The first ground war conpany policy, and the second

was "the degree of uniformity tnat OE had to follow with the

FPC." (Tr. 2890-2891 (Craig)). Thus, OE was not only " adamant that

OE must own the line", but also was unwilling to negotiate changes in

the financing restriction (and other provisions). (Tr. 2256; Tr. 2876
Craig)).

1.232 The effect of this financing requirement was, as Mr. Otto

stated in his letter, and as Mr. Craig testified, is that the pro-

posed contract could not be legally implemented through bonding. (Tr.

2890.)

|

|

|
|
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1.233 The NRC Staff does not dispute that OE's defense of their
4

use of the financing restriction represents company policy. As to the FPC
I

requirement of uniformity, because an impasse had been reached. the FPC

called a meeting in Washington concerning the OE-Newton Falls situation.4

(Tr. 2912 (Craig)). Keeping in mind OE's ' defense that OE could not

change its standard contract provisions because of "FrC required
,

uniformity", at the OE-Newton Falls meeting at the FPC in November of

1975, the Federal Power Commission Staff was not only not resistent

to contract changes, the FPC Staff made three specific suggestions

as to changes in the contract" that might help the matter." (Craig:

Tr. 2913.) First, the FPC Staff suggested that the existing 23 KV

circuits already serving Newton Falls might be utilized for the pur-

pose of interconnection. (Craig: Tr. 2915.) This, of course, would

greatly reduce the need for new construction and thus reduce costs.

1.234 Second, the FPC Staff suggested that there could be a rate

surcharge added to the Newton Falls rate in order to compensate OE
21/

for constructing the tie line." (Craig: Tr. 2915. ) -

1.235 Thirdly, the FPC suggested a lease and buy-back arrangement"

which would in effect circumvent the constitutional problem. That

proposed arrangement wouid work as follows: The City would purchase

the line. The Edison company would lease it for a fee and then in

| 2l/ This was very similar to Newton Falls' own proposal (NRC 80;
Tr. 2900-2901.)) and likely was based on that proposal. (Craig:
Tr. 2896-2897i

;

1
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effect, purchase it from the city at the conclusion of a span

of years. (Craig: Tr. 2915.)

1.236 Thus, the FPC not only would accept contract provisions re-

lating to financing different from that required by OE, (Tr. 2918.

Craig, on clarification by Board) but itself proposed alternatives.

1.237 And what was OE's response to the FPC Staff's own suggestions?

As Mr. Craig testified:

Q: What was the position of Ohio Edison with
respect to the three Federal Power Commission
proposed changes to the contract at the
meeting?

A: Well, they were not receptive to it.

Chairman Rigler: Did they advance any reason?

The Witness: On the 23 kv line, they indicated that
that was currently at the lines load.
There was insufficient capacity to do
this. 22] As I recall, they did not wish
to vary the rates charged to municipal
customers for several procedural reasons
They saw no reason to enter a lease and
buy-back arrangement. This was a dis-
cussion that lasted for a couple of hours.
(Tr. 2915-Tr. 2916.)

1.233 Of course, OE saw no reason to enter a lease and buy-back

arrangement with Newton Falls. Newton Falls needed power. (Craig: Tr.

2926-2927.) OE had recently studied the NF system. (Craig: Tr. 2847.)

Alternative sources of purchasing power were not available. (Craig: !

Tr. 2927; 2937.)

2_2/ OE subsequently did not permit the City to use its existing
23 kv line or the FPC suggestion. It is important to note that
this FPC Staff suggestion was made subsequent to an investigation
of the situatia. Presumably the FPC Staff could not make
suggestions not technically feasible.(Craig: Tr. 2921-2922.)

1
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1.239 Serious discussions between OE and Newton Falls commenced

in July of 1973. (Craig: Tr. 2846.) For over two years, nothing

had been reached but an impasse. (NRC 80.) The only method OE

would permit financing of the necessary interconnection to receive

power could not be legally implemented by Newton Falls through

bonding. (Craig: Tr.2890.) And if the sum was not available through

bonding because of OE financing restrictions, the sum wasn't avail-

able at all:

As a practical matter, a sum of that magnitude,
amounting to between one-third and one-half of
our annual gross, is not the kind of money that
we have available to spend. It would have to

-

be gained through bonding. (Craig: Tr. 2EY0,
(emphasis supplied)).

OE knew this. That's why it insisted on it. They insisted on it
'

both before and after the Newton Falls impasse. --23/

Financing Restrictions - Niles

1.240 The FPC investigation of the Newton Falls-0E impasse (NRC 79)

contains the following language on p. 2 thereof:

Mr. Bixler said the contract reflected current
company policy and that it was the same kind of
contract presently being offered to other municipals
in the state, e.g., Niles.

.

23/
On December 12, 1975, two and one-hal' years after Newton Falls
began negotiations for power with OE, three months after Mr.
Craig had testified as an NRC Staff witress in this proceeding,
and one month after the FPC summoned reprasentatives of OE
and Newton Falls to a meeting in Washingtoe, OE sent Newton Falls

t
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l1.241 NRC 216, is a May 5,1976 letter from Mr. Bixler of OE t

to the Solicitor of the City of Niles. Attached to Mr. Bixler's

letter was a proposed (and signed) contract in essentially the

same form as prepared for final execution (See App. 268). Para-

graph 1 of that contract provides that OE would own and construct

the 138 kv transmission line with the municipal electric system

required to prepay the estimated cost of construction of the 138

kv line.

1.242 The fact that OE must own the 138 kv line is implicit from

paragraph 2 of that contract which in underscored part refers to

the operation "of the company's transmission line."

1.243 Thus, OE a year after the Newton Falls situation, and the

Squires, Sanders opinions of which it was provided copies

continues to implement the same financing restrictions as it did

in the Newton Falls contract. NRC 217, indicates a July 11, 1975

23/ a draft contract (NRC 83) which in paragraph 3, thereof, OE
permitted Newton Falls, for the first time, to " provide, own
and operate the requisite 69 kv line." It is significant to
note that as Mr. Craig testified, the City's estimate of the
construction cost was but half of the OE estimate, which had
been given a year earlier (Tr. 2923-Tr 2924) OE's present
policy concerning financing restrictions sith respect to
other municipal electric systems financing of needed
facilities has not changed; OE must own, and the municipal
must prepay the amount prior to construction. See Tr.
9800-9806 (White); NRC 216.

.
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earlier proposed contract, the first draft, wherein OE proposes
..

in paragraph 4,

"Before the Company starts to construct the line,
' Niles shall pay to the Company the then estimated

cost of the line. When the actual cost is known,
Niles shall pay the additional cost, if any, or
the company shall immediately refund an amount
equal to any reduction in cost, if any, to Niles."

Paragraph 5 makes it clear that OE will own the line.

1.244 The difference between the Niles contract and the Newton

Falls impasse is that in Newton Falls, OE required that OE own

the line, but that Newton Falls prepay the entire amount before

construction. With Newton Falls, the prepayment was subject to a

five-year refund. At Niles, the OE financing restriction is the

same, (CE must own, Municipal must prepay) except there is

no refund, i.e., the entire expected amount of construction is pre-

paid without refund. Neither version of this device can be financed

under the Squire , Sanders opinion letter (NRC 77 and 74) for a

municipal corporation cannot issue mortgage revenue bonds for ex-
'

tending the company's facility under Article XVIII, Section 12 of

the Ohio Constitution (NRC-77). Similarly, a municipal corporation:

cannot lend its credit or raise money for a corporation, i.e., the
i.

refunding, pursuant to Article VIII, Section 6 of the Ohio Con-

stitution (NRC-74) or section 133.24 of the Ohio Revised Code (NRC-77).
I

1.245 This policy denies Niles the opportunity to bond itself

to raise necessary capital for the interconnection. If the

cost of the line is more than the amount of funds Niles has on hand,

the restriction precludes the municipal system from financing the
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needed interconnection.

Financing Restrictions - Norwalk

~

1.246 On August 29, 1975, Mr. Craig inquired by letter (NRC-82)

of Mr. Bixler:

The (SS&D) opinion... concluded that no municipality
could bind itself for the purpose of constructing a
privately-owned utility line. You further state
that the company's offer "is consistent with offers
made to other municipalities." Perhaps this whole
matter could be speedily resolved if you advise me
which municipalities have accepted such an offer....

1.247 Mr. Bixler advised Mr. Craig during the week of September 8,

1975 that "Only Norwalk deposited funds ($125,000) for a temporary

connection..." (NRC 82; Tr. 2907-2908 (Craig)). But the Division

Manager (Mr. Bixler) declined to make any changes as requested by

Mr. Craig in the financing requirements of the contract. (Id.) The

Norwalk financial office subsequently advised Mr. Craig that he used

on-hand funds "since he could not borrow for these purposes." (NRC 82.)

1.248 The Norwalk system was of course subsequently acquired by

OE. Thus, the OE financing restriction was also applied to Norwalk

in the instance of a temporary interconnection.

Financing Restrictions - Orrville

1.249 As previously discussed (proposed Findings of Fact 1.206-1.219,

'supra.) on June 11, 1973 the top management of OE was meeting with

representatives of Orrville, Ohio to discuss interconnection. Mr. Lewis,

Orrville's engineering consultant testified that not only did OE re-

quire unreasonable engineering facilities for the 138 kv interconnection,

.
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i.e., a double circuit 138 kv line (Lewis: Tr. 7977) at a cost of

$1,500,000.(Lewis: Tr. 7973) but in addition,

"0hio Edison insisted that they own the inter-
connecting facilities - that is, the double-

circuited transmission line and oil circuit
breaker and terminating facilities at Orrville.
I recall that they wanted Orrville to cone up
with the money and they wanted Orrville to pay-

them O&M expenses (for their line which Orrville
had paid for) each year, but (0E) wanted to own
theline.(Lewis: Tr. 7960.) *

.

And so Orrville just couldn't go along with that
even though it was further for them to inter-
connect (ion) with Ohio Power Company and required
the purchase of right of way that they had a
great part of if they had interconnected with
Ohio Edison. (Lewis: Tr. 7960.)

1.250 Orrville, physically located on a border had a choice. It

finally reached an interconnection agreement with Ohio Power (App.186).

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: What portion of those facilities
will be owned by the City of Orrville?

THE WITNESS (LEWIS): All of them except we will turn
over the transfers of distribution

| facilities that are presently
funded by Ohio Power Company back
to them after they are transferred
to the transmission poles.(Lewis:
Tr. 8015.)1

.
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Orrville was able to finance its interconnection with Ohio Power

with municipal bonds. (Lewis: Tr. 8013. )

1.251 Thus, OE applied the same anticompetitive financing

restriction to Orrville, Ohio.

1.252 The Anticompetitive Effects Of The OE Financina Restriction:

1. The interconnection cannot be financed by municipal

bonds. Due to the costs involved, if a municipal electric system

co't finance needed improvements, or improvements which OE re-

quires as a condition of taking service from OE, then the municipal

cannet pay for the interconnection facility. Thus, an " offer" to "

provide an interconnection by OE which OE has reason to know cannot

be accepted by a municipal electric system in its service area due

to OE's financing restrictions, is a vacuous offer equivalent to no

offer at all. (See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and discussion

thereunder.) In addition, when OE is adamant that the financing

restriction is the only way that OE will go fomard, that constitutes

a refusal to deal. (See Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.06 and discussion

thereunder.)
i

2. A second result of OE's financing restriction is that
t

interconnection negotiations or negotiations relating to upgrading

facilities requirements of wholesale customers (actual and potential)
t

will i>e necessarily prolonged. This delay, in the case of a municipal

electric system who needs power (Newton Falls), jeopardizes the

ability of the small utility to function, thus making it ripe for
,

| acquisition (Nomalk).

O
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3. Mr. Lewis testified in connection with Orrville, the

effect of the aspect of the financing restriction that OE must own

the line, "came up with the fact that Ohio Edison would own the line

right through the heart of Orrville's service area." (Tr. 7980.)

As Mr. Craig testified, if Ohio Edison were to own the line, Newton

Falls would continue to be precluded from serving industrial customers

located outside the city based on existing facilities. (Tr. 2925-

2926.) Newton Falls does not serve any industrial customers, (Craig:

Tr. 2846) but has been approached by an industrial customer

inquiring if Newton Falls could provide service to it. That industrial

customer (as are all industrial customers in the Newton Falls area)

is served by OE. (Craig: Tr. 2925; Tr. 2846.) But if the municipal

owned the line it would be in a better position to serve present

industrial customers, as well as future industrial customers located

outside its corporate limits. (Craig: Tr. 2925.)

Not only does OE serve all the industrial load, but it serves

approximately 150 customers within the corporate limits of Newton Falls.

(Craig: Tr.2910.) To maintain its dominant position including the

exclusive service of industrial customers OE has an illegal customer

allocation agreement with Newton Falls. As Mr. Craig testified:

'

24/ In addition, there have been new housing developments con-
structed outside the City of Newton Falls in the past three
years, but they have been served entirely by Ohio Edison.

-
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I can't recall soliciting new customers outside.
We don ' t ra te
We have an unwr[ raid] each other for customers.itten agreement. Mr. Bixler is
reasonable on this matter that we don't try to
rob each other of customers or switch people
back and forth between systems. (Tr. 2910-2911.)

(Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.07 and discussion thereunder on

Customer Allocation Agreements.)

4. Imposition of the financing restriction on municipal

electric systems represents the current policy of Ohio Edison. (Tr.

9800-9806 (White); NRC-216.)

B. Long-Term Capacity Restrictions

1.253 John White testified that OE has a habit of writing its whole-
25/

sale contracts for a term of ten years; (Tr. 9518.) its industrial
contracts have renewable terms of one year. (White: Tr. 9717.)

1.254 In addition to a term of ten years, these current wholesale

contracts contain a set capacity restriction for the entire ten years

and are full requirements contracts, obligating the municipality to

purchase all of its power from one source, i.e., OE. (White: Tr. 9574-9575;
26

NRC 86-NRC 104. ) ~~/

1.255 Over one year after Newton Falls " formally" requested power

from OE, Newton Falls was presented with a copy of a proposed contract

_25] See also DJ 613 ("The contracts are for 10 years certain (two
year cancellation clause applies only to municipalities seeking

,

'

to generate...) In addition he testified that there were a few '

wholesale contracts permitting termination by the municipal two
years after it gave notice it was going to self-generation, one
of which provided that the self-generation notice could not be
given for five years. Tr. 9522. Quere, what about partial require-
ments from OE and partial self-generation? Quere also going to
total self-generation has never happened, is it therefore impossible?

26/ Applicability caluse of Attachments to " Municipal Resale Service,"
provides, " Service purchased hereunder shall be all the electric
service required for the operation of the municipality's electric
distribution system, and such service shall not be used for auxilliary
or stand-by purposes."

.
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from OE (NRC-73.) (Craig: Tr. 2855.) Page 2, paragraph 2 of that

contract contained the following provision:

The company shall furnish to the Municipality
up to 6,250 KVA of electric service. Additional
capacity will not be furnished except with further
written consent of the Company and only if such
additional capacity and the necessary facilities
are available.

The contract of course had a 10 year term. After Newton Falls

received the contract in April of 1975, through November of 1975 -

Newton Falls attempted to negotiate or modify the 6,250 KVA

capacity restriction. (Craig: Tr. 2876.) The attempt was made to

modify the capacity restriction because Newton Falls previously had a

peak demand of 4500 KVA. (M.) As Mr. Craig testified:

Looking at a term of a ten year contract, it would
be anticipated that our demand during the term of
that contract would exceed 6250 which was the
proposed limitation.

We were concerned about either changing the figure
or changing the qualifying language which in the
draft says, " Additional power shall not be pro-
vided unless. 1, 2, 3." (Craig: Tr. 2876.)

And what was the response of OE to the attempts of Newton Falls

to negotiate or modify the restrictive capacity provision?

|

.

$
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They were unwilling to change that figure or
language. (Tr. 2876-Tr. 2677. )

The reason given by OE for the refusal was "for the sake of uniformity"

in their contracts with other municipal entities. (Craia: Tr. 2P.77. )
1.256 And what was the view of the FPC Staff with respect to the

capacity restriction at the November 1975 FPC meeting with OE and

Newton Falls?

There was considerable discussion of this... as
to how it was necessary and why it would be applied
in that fashion. They were in favor of liberalizing
the language. .. (Craig: Tr. 2917.)

Prior to the FPC meeting OE displayed to Mr. Craig capacity language

it was going to send to Niles, Ohio, which was "more favorable

language on this matter and he indicated that...they could expect

similar language..." (Tr. 2917.) Thus, OE fully realized that Newton

Falls capacity language was not favorable, in fact, restrictive (see

Mansfield deposition discussed in Proposed Finding of Fact 1.259-
1.260, infra. )

The Contract executed by Newton Falls in December of 19751.257

(App. 34) contains the following capacity language on p. 2 thereof:

The Company shall furnish to the City up to 6,250 KVA
of electric service. The Company's facilities are
adequate to serve up to 6,250 KVA of electric .

jservice. If the City requires additional capacity the
Company will, upon sufficient notice produce

i
'

such additional service unless, as a, result of envir-'

onmental standards or other restrictions imposed by
any other governmental authorities, the Company should,

! be precluded from operating its existing plants andi

facilities, or by governmental mandate is required to
share its power supply with other electric utilities, or
for any reason beyond its control is not able to finance,
construct or operate new plants or facilities.

.
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Paragraph 3 of NRC 216 contains the Niles Capacity language.

(for a proposed 10 year term):

Upon construction and placing in operation of
the proposed 138 KV line to connect to Niles
proposed 138 KV substation, however, the
Company believes its facilities will be adequate
to servo reasonable future requirements of Niles
based upon Niles' representation that its present
requirements are 42,000 KVA and that reasonable
future requirements would reflect an annual in-
crease of 7% in energy and load requirements.
Niles agrees that on or before the 15th day of
January in each year of the contract term it will
give the Company written notice of expected changes
in energy and load requirements, specitying the
nature of the changes and when such changes are
anticipated. The Company will endeavor before
and after conversion to 138 KV service to supply
Niles' requirements at all times, unless a further
delay in conversion impairs ability to serve, or
unless, as a result of environmental standards or
other restrictions imposed by any governmental
authorities, the Company should be precluded from
operating its existing plants and facilities, or
by governmental mandate is required to share its
power supply with others to an extent which impairs
the Company's ability to render service generally
to its customers, including Niles, or for any reason
beyond its control is not able to finance, con-
struct or operate new plants or facilities. (emphasis supplied.)

The Chilling Effect Of The Long-Term Capacity Restrictions

1.258 Mr. Craig had testified that Newton Falls had previously

attained a peak demand of 4500 kva. Newton Falls served no

industrial customers.In 1985, after the ten year term of the Newton

Falls-0E wholesale contract, Newton Falls projected an annual peak of

6330 kva. (NRC 44 (Beck S'udy) Table III-1.) This projection was based on

historical load growth, (NRC 44, p. II-1) and Newton Falls had no industrial
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26a/
customers. The conclusion is that OE was only proposing to

provide power to Newton Falls in the amount of 6250 kva, which would

not permit full service of projected load and which did not permit

acquisition of any industrial load or new housing developments.

As Mr. Craig testified:

I would be very reluctant to serve any industrial
customers if I were unable to obtain more than 6250.
(Tr. 2926-A.)

1.259 The long-term capacity restriction thus has a " chilling effect" on

competition for industrial loads. The long-term capacity restrictions

(and financing restrictions) in present contracts and future con-

tracts of OE with it wholesale customers have an adverse effect

on the operation and growth of the systems in a manner inconsistent

with the antitrust laws. OE has a past and present policy of

effectively preventing competition between itself and its wholesale

customers for industrial loads. This is one of the purposes of the anti-

26a/ On April 12, 1976 approximately two months after Mr. Craig
testified, OE sought to modify the capacity clause (clause 2)
of the Newton Falls wholesale contract (App. 234 attachment).
That clause provides for 4150 kw, at present, with an annual
increase of 69 upon 1 year's notice to OE. Such annual increases
of- but 6% still would not permit acquisition of significant
industrial load or new housing developments since such
permissable annual increases would be less than (approximately)
35 kw per year.

.
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competitive policies. DJ 572, the deposition of Bruce Mansfield,

retired President of OE contains an admission of the chilling effect

of these capacity restrictions. Mr. Mansfield testified on depo-

sition that the rural electric cooperatives (which had been served

by OE) were " limited in expansion" "because their contracts (with

then supplier OE) didn't provide them with unlimited power." (DJ

572,p.151.)

1.260 He continued, "the contract was rather specific in the amount

of power that they were buying." (Id_.) OE is therefore applying now

the same anticompetitive practice to its wholesale customers as it

did apply to its former customers, the cooperatives.

1.''il Looking at the Niles Contract language, Niles projected growth

rate is 11.6%. (NRC -44, page II-2.) OE is only allowing it a growth

of 7% in its " liberalized" capacity restriction language, contained in

NRC 216.

1.262 In its previous contracts with its wholesale customers (DJ 25-

29; DJ 31-33; DJ 35-36; DJ 38; DJ 41-42), OE did not rely on capacity

limitations to " limit expansion:" those contracts contain instead

customer allocation agreements. (See next Proposed Finding of Fact.)

1.263 Thus, in regard to long-term capacity restrictions four matters

are clear: First, wholesale customers must be assured the availability

of capacity and energy from OE so as to eliminate the " calling effect"

intended by the long-term capacity restrictions.

1.264 Second, tne amount of capacity and energy available should not

be pegged to the historical load growth, which load growth has reflected

competitive restrictions (particularly with respect to industrial loads

and new housing developments) imposed by OE.

:

1
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Third, as Mr. White testified. OE rerves industrial loads

that are larger than the total of its munic.' pal wholesale

customers. (Tr. 9717.)

Q. Can you give me the range of the terms of
the contract with those industrial loads?

A. In most cases those are one . year contracts
with evergreen clauses. (Id.)(Annual renewability).

Thus, a contract of that term can be written by OE.

Fourth,0E's Municipal Resale Service Schedule contains in the

" Applicability" clause a requirement that the service taken be full

requirements service. (For example NRC 86-89.)

Thus, what is required to remedy the capacity restriction

is a new capacity clause requiring OE to offer ("shall offer")

capacity and energy for full or partial requirements to the municipal

without restrictions as to resale. The term of the contract should

be either a one-year renewable contract or a term contract up to

but not ordinarily exceeding a five-year term. (See Kampmeier,

Tr. 5827-28.) The wholesale customer should have the right to give

reasonable notice of expected increases or decreases in its energy

requirements. OE, however, should not require notice in excess of ,

"one year.

!

.

.
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Customer Allocation Agreements

1.267 The NRC Staff has established that the Ohio Edison Company has

had a policy of requiring its wholesale customers to participate in

customer allocation agreements:

1.268 Initially, OE overtly prohibited its wholesale customers

from acquiring most industrial customers. Restrictions in con-

tracts, prohibited the municipal electric system from serving

industrial loads whose peaks range from 50-150 k.v.a. (DJ 25-29;

DJ 31-33; DJ 35-36; DJ 38; DJ 41-42.) The amounts of the restriction

was tailored to the particular contract. Stap two was the 1965

wholesale contract. Once OE had acquired the industrial load, OE

allocated service territories in all of its municipal contracts as of

1965. (Tr. 9523 (White); NRC 35; DJ 44-DJ 65. The testimony of Mr.

Lyren (Tr. 2322-Tr. 2323) confirms this.) The illegal restriction

provisions provide, in part:

Other:

Except with the written consent of the Company,
service furnished hereunder shall not be resold:
(a) for use at any premises now being furnished
electric service directly by the Company ...
(b) for use at any residential or cormercial
premises located within the corpe.'it.e limits of
the municipality and capable v in'r.g ferved by
the secondary distribution 'M W as of the;

! Company without extensfor p: 'S, esent primary
distribution facilities, 94 (b) na use at any
premises located outside tnd corporate Emits of
the municipality as of October 1,1965, ad not
being furnished electric service by such munici-
pality on such date, unless such premises are
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capable of being served by the secondary dis-
tribution facilities of the municipality without
extension of its present primary distribution
facilities, or, unless such premises consist
only of a single dwelling or a single building on a
single subdivision lot, part of which lot lies
within the corporate limits of the municipality...
(NRC 35, Exhibit A. Mozer 3 and 4.)

As a result, OE captured all of the industrial load it wanted.
>

1.269 What was the basis for the inclusion of these illegal customer

allocations? Mr. White testified, "I guess the basis is simply the

agreement of the parties." (Tr. 9523.) According to Mr. White, "the

most important reason [for inclusion of the custr ner allocation pro-

visions] would eliminate or at least very substantially reduce the

possibility that toere would be duplication of facilities, that being

a touchstone, so to speak, of public utility law and practice." (Tr.

9524.) If that is the case what occurred in 1972 between the City of
;

Wadsworth, Ohio and OE is particularly important. In 1972, the Ci ty
'

of Wadsworth made a request of OE pursuant to the restrictive pro-

visions of its wholesale contract to serve a subdivision known as the

Sheraton Park Estates Development; this was a subdivision of approx-

imately 11 of the 26 lots.(Tr. 2052 (Lyren)). As witness Lyren
f'

testi fied:

i

.
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1

We asked the company's permission to serve the
balance of the subdivisions. The company refused
and in turn asked permission to serve the 11 that
we had the right to serve.

Reaching no agreement, the company built about a
mile of transmission line, double-building or over-
building, parallel building our facilities, and put
in underground in the development to serve the
fourteen lots...

Through about half of this extension that the
company had to build to reach the development the
City already had a primary line on one side of the
road and the telephone company had a line on the
other side. So they had to construct a facility in
addition to our facility in order to accomodate
transmission to that development so they were
duplicating electrical service along the highway....
(Tr. 2052-Tr. 2053 (Lyren)).

1.270 Indeed, the purpose of the illegal customer allocation

provisions which OE required in all of its wholesale contract was

stated in a memorandum to John White, "Our idea was to have the

terms that bind municipalities live on after the 10 year contract

expired." (DJ 613 emphasis sucolied).

What's in the rate schedule on territory:

(a) limitation on municipalities' extensions
outside their boundaries,

(b) limitation on municipalities right to service
premises served by us in 1965. (Id. Of course as
a result of the pre-1965 contracts, OE served all
industry (see Proposed Finding of Fact 1.268, supra.),

1.271 The intent to bind municipalities is also clearly expressed

in another OE document, DJ 410. That document concludes:

. -.
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In order to insure that Niles Municipal cannot
extend their facilities west of Broadway, per-
mission is requested to build the line shown
in green. We believe, by building this ex-
tension, Niles would be unable to extend their
facilitie west of this area plus this will
enable u: to serve a commercial development
slated for the J&J DeTrite Property.

.

OE's interest in 1973 was to drop its territorial restrictions

on the municipality so it could " slide...snoothly into dropping

our parallel commitments in the contract." (DJ 624.) For OE had,

to the words of its own legal department, " outsmarted ourselves."

(DJ 613.) Respecting the territorial provisions, "we put those that

bind us in the touchable contract ---27/while those that bind munici-

palities are in the rate schedule which is subject to change. Our .

idea was to have the terms that bind municipalities live on after the

10 year contract expired." (DJ 613.)

1.272 OE vigorously enforced the customer allocation agreements

which it extracted by two methods:(a) refusing to consent to a

request for extension of service by the municipal customer or (b)

requiring, as a condition of consenting,a trade of customers (pur-

suant to a banking of customers arrangement).

.

27/ For example, NRC 35, p. 2, para. 4.

.

i

.
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i 1.273 Mr. White testified that based on documents which counsel.

had shown him prior to testifying, "there were probably something
,

i

like 25 or 30 such instances from ...'65 into '72" (Tr. 9528) where

requests were made by the municipality for the consent of OE under

the contract to serve a customer in an area allocated to OE. Of

course as Mr. White acknowledged:

...the only way I had of knowing to what extent
those provisions had been operative was by reference
to my knowledge of the number of occasions in
which consents had been requested.

Obviously I could not tell you how many times
somebody didn't do somethina because they (the
customer allocation provisions) were there.
(Tr. 9669.)

1.274 In addition to the refusal to consent to Wadsworth's request

with respect to the Sheraton Park Estates Development

0E, refused to consent to the request of Niles, Ohio to serve an

industrial load, the computer center of the Jones & Laughlin Steel

Corp. (DJ 613, p. 00218582) "who has made a request to the City of

Niles to furnish electrical service," (DJ 413, p. 211529) in a)

situation where OE had "no distribution voltages in the area" to serve

) the relocated Jones & Laughlin computer center. (Ibid.) Other examples

{ of refusing to consent to a municipal's request are contained in
,

DJ 407 and DJ 409.

i

_
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1.275 With respect to OE's second method of enforcing its illegal

customer allocation provisions, conditioning a consent on a customer

exchange, this is clearly established in NRC 63 and NRC 64 which

contains the similar language, "The condition of this. consent is

that Wadsworth trade us a like customer at a future date.", (NRC 64.). To I

the same effect are NRC 36-40, NRC 65-NRC 66; DJ 459-DJ 460- !

IDJ 463-DJ 466; DJ 467-DJ 473 (Village of Hudson); DJ 474-DJ 475

(Hudson); DJ 481-DJ 482 (Cuyahoga Falls).
i

1.276 Mr. Lyren's testimony confirms the operation of this

procedure.

There is also a provision here whereby the City
can request ... of the company permission to
serve or to extend primary

This procedure was followed on a number of occasions
whereby we felt that we were in the best position
to serve the customers at the extremities of our
system and we asked the company's permission to
do so.

The procedure was then for the company to decide
and in writing give us permission or conditional
permission to extend our primary and serve
additional customers.

The company on a number of occasions conditioned
their approval of our extansion of primary upon
paying back in the future the customers that we
so acquired. (Tr. 1926.) 28/

-28/ The unconditioned OE approval appears only twice. DJ 441-DJ
' 442; DJ 499-DJ 500.

1

!

l
- -
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The term used to describe this paying OE back for OE's approval of

the municipal's extension of primary on condition that the municipal

customers go to OE in the future was " banking of customers." (Tr. 1926-1927.)

1.277 The banking of customers requirement as explained in detail

operated in the following manner: When the municipal had the

opportunity to reasonably extend its primary and serve a potential

customer, it made a request in writing as required by the contract

to OE for permission to serve the customer.

The company would grant us that permission under
this condition that at some future date, we pay
back to the company the value of that customer.
This practice usually on a single customer basis
proceeded until the customers in the bank became
five, six, seven, eight customers. Eventually
the company requested verbally to sit down with
the city and discuss this matter and try to equal-
ize the credits that had been accrued and we had
some in 1970. We traded some existing customers
that we had on our system, sold inventory, sold *
the inventory associated with those customers in
consideration for the customers that were in the
bank as well as some other areas that were not
presently served. (Tr.1940 (Lyren)). 29/

1.278 NRC 39 indicates that the agreements attending banking of

customers settlements extended to trading of entire service areas in the

form of proposed developments. Once a service area was traded, there

were agreements not to compete between OE and the municipal for

future customers. (Lyren: Tr. 2261-64.)

;

---29/ In addition, "There has been in recent years a trade of I

|customers or a trade of facilities with the Hudson Municipal
System." (White: Tr. 9530.)
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Anticomnetitive Effect of the Customer Allocation
Agreements and Practices *] ,

'

1.279 Although the illegal contractual provisions were unilaterally

removed by OE effective September 1,1972 (App.11), there has been

one instance in the record (totally unrebutted by OE) of the contin-

uation of the same policies after September 1,1972 (DJ 485 and

DJ 486) and into the present pursuant to oral agreement. (Tr. 2910-

Tr. 2911 (Craig)). Further, OE's wholly owned subsidiary continues to

this day to impose illegal customer allocation provisions in its five

wholesale contracts, (DJ 106-DJ 110; DJ 584; Tr. 9536 (Whitei) although

on May 25,1976 (App. 243-App. 247), Penn. ~0wer unilateralTy initiated

steps to eliminate thosa written provisions, the existence of said

customer allocation provisions into 1976 being a mere " oversight or

failure of comunication." (Tr. 9695 (White)). The anticompetitive

effect of these provisions in the wholesale contracts of both OE and

Penn Power is clear:

1. The provisions have restricted the growth of the ~

munic' pal electric systems. (Lyren: Tr. 1921-22 ;
Tr. 2143-44.)

2. Prevented expansion of the service area of the
municipal electric systems. (Lyren: Tr.1923; Tr. t
2264.)

3. Caused duplication of facilities. (Lyren: Tr. 2052-
2053.) !

*j See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.07 and the discussion thereunder.

t
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4. Prevented actual competition between OE and the
municipal electric systems. (Lyren: Tr. 2048 1

5. Prevented potential competition for industrial
loads. Mr. Lyren testified did not attempt to
serve Ohio Brass Co. , because Wadsworth did noti

want to get involved in paying back customers.
As Mr. Lyren testified "can you imagine how
many residential customers we would have to give
to the company to compensate for serving Ohio
Brass?" (Lyren: Tr. 2267.)

CHAIRMAN RIGLER: I want to make sure I understand this.
Your testimony is that in the performance of your duties
you avoided or did not pursue opp ertunity to go to nearby
customers because you thought the agreement would prevent
you from supplying these customers even if they agreed
to take service from the City.

THE WITNESS (LYREN): Yes. In fact the agreement was in
effect in the period we are talking about. It was prior

to 1972 or prior to 1973 . . . . (Lyren: Tr. 2264.)

1.280 OE has not made any assurances with respect to whether it will

in the future elect to reinstate the customer allocation provisions

in effect in its 1965 wholesale contracts. (Lyren: Tr. 2324.) Dr. Hughes has

specifically addressed himself to the voluntary discontinuance of

anticompetitive acts, such as imposition of customer allocation

agreements, and the impact of that on the future:
,

.

t
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Q: Now, assume that the existence of anticompetitive
acts is representing an exercise of market power.
Assume also the voluntary discontinuance of those
acts. But assume the absence of public control
relating to the voluntary discontinuance of those
acts, and the absence of public control enjoining
those acts in the future.

Could market power still be exercised in the
future, in your opinion, as it had been in the past?

A. Yes, it could. (Tr. 4073.)

1.281 Thus, it has been clearly established that OE has had a

policy of requiring its wholesale customers to participate in customer
,

allocation agreements which are inconsistent with the antitrust laws,

indeed which are per sjt violations of the antitrust laws. (See Pro-

p'osed Conclusion of Law 7.07 and the discussion thereunder.) OE has

a present oral agreement, to the same effect with Newton Falls.

Presently, Pennsylvania Power (0E's wholly owned subsidiary) includes

illegal customer allocation provisions in its five wholesale con-

tracts. In addition, one of the many anticompetitive effects of '

these customer allocation agreements is to frustrate and prevent

competition for industrial loads.

.

- , -
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4. The Toledo Edison Company

Refusals to Wheel

1.282 The City of Bowling Green, Ohio, more than once has

requested Toledo Edison Company (TE) to wheel power to. Bowling Green.

(Hillwig: Tr. 2386, 2388, 2402; Smart: Tr. 10,097, 10,099, 10,100;

NRC Ex. 49; App. Ex.17.) TE's consistent response has been to

refuse to wheel power to Bowling Green.(Hillwig: Tr. 2386, 2388,

2390, 2394, 2402-03, 2452; NRC Ex. 49; App. Ex.17; Moran: Tr. 10,015-

18; Smart: T r. 10,100-02. )

1.283 On June 2,1972, in the Holiday Inn in Bowling

Green, Ohio, there was a meeting between representatives of the

City of Bowling Greu, Ohio, and the Toledo Edison Company.

(Hillwig: Tr. 2386; Moran: Tr. 10,014. ) Present were, among
.

others, Robert Hillwig, Transmission and Distribution Engineer

for the City of Bowling Green, and Royse Moran, Vice President of

TE.(Hillwig: Tr. 2363, 2383, 2387; Moran: Tr. 10,014. ) At that

meeting Mr. Hilluig, on bel .lf of Bowling Green, personally re-

quested that TE wheel power to Bowling Green. (Hillwig: Tr. 2388.)

In response, TE refused to wheel for Bowling Green because, according

to Mr. Moran, TE was dissatisfied with an existing contract

between TE and Ohio Power Company which provided for TE's wheeling

of Buckeye Power. (Hillwig: Tr. 2388, 2390, 2394; NRC Ex. 49;

App. Ex. 17; Moran: Tr.10,015-18.)

[

l
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1.284 On August 27, 1975, at the Ramada Inn, Reynolds

Rd., Toledo , Ohio, there was a meeting between representatives of

TE and several municipal electric systems in Toledo Edison's

service area, including Bowling Green. (Hillwig: Tr. 2401; Smart:

Tr. 10,094-95. ) Robert Jablon, an attorney, represented some of.

the municipals, including Bowling Green. (Hillwig: Tr. 2401; Smart:

Tr. 10,095.) Paul Smart, Vice President of TE, Legal, represented

TE and was the spokesman for TE. (Hillwig: Tr. 2401-03; Smart:

T r. 10,093, 10,097. ) At that meeting, Mr. Jablon, on behalf of -

Bowling Green, requested Toledo Edison to wheel power to Bowling

Green. (Hillwig: Tr. 2402, 2453; Smart: Tr. 10,097, 10,099, 10,100. )

Paul Smart, on behalf of Toledo Edison, refused to wheel for Bowling

Green when he responded tc, the request by stating that due to

Toledo Edison's future planning of loads and financing of ruclear

plants in CAPCO, Toledo Edison would be crazy to concede to have a

contract for wheeling with any municipality. (Hillsig: Tr. 2402-03, '

2445-47.)

1.285 The City of Bowling Green presently purchases all

its electric power from the Toledo Edison Co. (Hillwig: Tr. 2365.)

Bowling Green, however, has consid: red alternative sources of bulk

power (Hillwig: Tr. 2404.) For example, Bowling Green sought

alternative sources of bulk power supply through AMP-Ohio. (Hillwig:

Tr. 2433.) AMP-Phio, in turn, made efforts to obtain bulk power

through Ohio Edison, Ohio Power, and PASNY. (Hillwig: Tr.

2433-34.) In particular, AMP-Ohio requested Ohio Edison to wheel

power to municipal electric systems in the Ohio Edison area and

;

.
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possibly to other municipals in the western part of the state.

(Hillwig: Tr.2439-40.) This request was in effect denied

i by Ohio Edison. (Hillwig: Tr. 2440.)

1.286 Bowling Green also requested bulk power from

Ohio Power Co. (Hillwig: Tr. 2404.) Ohio Power's response was

that it would be pleased to have Bowling Green as a customer.

(H'llwig: Tr. 2404-05.) But Bowling Green's receipt of power from

Ohio Power would have required Bowling Green to construct a

transmission line to Ohio Power. (Hillwig: Tr. 2405.) Because

Bowling Green was not financially capable of building a trans-

mission line to Ohio Power, or any other alternative source of

bulk power supply other than TE, Bowling Green could not get any

power from sources other than TE unless Toledo Edison agreed to

wheel the power to Bowling Green. (Hillwig: Tr. 2405-07.) As noted
.

suora, TE refused to wheel any power to Bowling Green. (Proposed

Findings of Fact 1.282-1.284.) As a result of TE's refusals to
,

,

wheel power, Bowling Green is, and remains, c. captive full require-

ments customer of TE; Bowling Green simply does not have the means ,

l

of getting power from any alternative source. (Hillwig: Tr. 2505-07.) j

Furthennore, if Bowling Green had access to alternative sources of

bulk power through wheeling, Bowling Green would have approached
'

others to serve them as customers, because the alternative power
'

would have been cheaper than that purchased from TE. (Hillwig: Tr. 2424.)

i

I

|

|

!

!

.
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1.287 TE's refusals to wheel and denials of access to

alternative sources of bulk power supply are deliberate, intended

policy decisions because in making a decision on whether to grant
|or deny a request by anoth, r electric utility for TE to enter into

a transaction with that utility, TE considers the ccmpetitive

effect of that decision, i.e., TE considers what effect the trans-

action might have upon someone who is a competitor of TE. (Moran;

Tr. 10,021-28. ) For example, in deciding whether or not to wheel

for another electric utility which requested TE to wheel power to
;

it, TE would consider the competitive effect of that decision on the .

requesting utility. (Moran: Tr. 10,021-28. ) In particular, in

deciding how to respond to Bowling Green's June 2,1972 request

for wheeling from TE, TE wanted to study and discuss the request

in its home office. (Moran: Tr. 10,028. ) That study would include

the competitive effect of TE's response. (Moran: Tr. 10,029. )

1.288 Toledo Edison's officers have conceded that it -

would be possible for Toledo Edison to agree in principle to wheel,
i

subject to working out specific details. (Smart: Tr. 10,105.)
,

Further, Toledo Edison's officers have conceded that it would be

possible for Toledo Edison to agree in principle to wheel for

Bowling Green or any other municipal electric system, subject to

working out specific details. (Smart: Tr. 10,121 -22, 10,150. ) But
|

in fact TE woula not and did not agree in principle to wheel for

Bowling Green, subject to worx.ng out the details, when specifically
requested to do so. (Hillwig: Tr. 2386, 2388, 2390, 2394, 2402-03;

NRC Ex. 49; App. Ex.17; Moran: Tr.10,015-18; Smart: Tr. 10,100-02,
10,150.)

l
i
;

-
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1.289 TE has used, is using, and without appropriate

license conditions, could continue to use, its ability to preclude

any electric entity within the CCCT from obtaining sources of bulk

power from other electric entities outside the CCCT. (Hillwig:

Tr. 2386, 2388, 2390, 2394, 2401-07; NRC Ex. 49; App. Ex.17; Moran:

Tr.10,015-18,10,021-29; Smart: Tr. 10,100-02, 10,150, Proposed

Findings of Fact 1.282-1.288.)

Denials of Access to Alternative Sources of Bulk Power Supply

1.290 As noted supra in Proposed Finding of Fact 1.285,

Bowling Green sought alternative sources of bulk power supply through

AMP-Ohio. (Hillwig: Tr. 2433). And AMP-0 has made efforts to obtain

bulk power _through Ohio Edison, Ohio Power, and PASNY. (Hillwig:

Tr. 2433-34.) As a result of Toledo Edison's refusals to wheel,

Bowling Green was denied access to these alternative sources of bulk

power supply. (See Proposed Finding of Fact 1.292, infra.) Excess

generating capacity was also available to Bowling Green (and the

other wholesale customers of Toledo Edison) from the municipal

electric system of Hamilton and Orrville, Ohio. (Hillwig: Tr. 2434.)

Bowling Green and other municipals also made efforts to coordinate the

exchange of pcwer among themselves. (Hillwig: Tr. 2433-34.) This

coordination was prevented by Toledo Edison's refusals to wheel.

30/ See Matter in Controversy (5).

i.
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1.291 Neither Toledo Edison nor any other Applicant infomed

Mr. Hillwig or anyone in the Bowling Green electric system at any time

that they had accepted any policy offering access to nuclear power

and/or related transmission services. (Hillwig: Tr. 2409-10.) And

Toledo Edison stated on at least two occasions that it would not

consider joint ownership of large scale generating facilities by

Toledo Edison and any municipal system. (NRC Ex. 127.)

1.292 Because of TE's refusals to wheel and denials of access

to large scale generating facilities and to alternative sources of buik
.

power supply (See Proposed Findings of Fact 1.282-1.291), and because

of the absence of eny evidence of a change in TE's policies regarding

wheeling, it can be said that Toledo Edison has exercised, is exercising,

and intends to exercise, its ability to prevent other electric entities

in the CCCT from achieving: (a) the benefits of coordinated operations,

either among themselves or with Applicants; (b) access to the benefits

of economy of size from large nuclear generating facilities, and/or
,

(c) any other benefits from coordinated development, either among

themselves or with Applicants. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.282-1.291;

Hillwig: Tr. 2433-36, NRC Ex.127.) It can also be said that Toledo

Edison has exercised control over bulk power facilities to deny other

electric entities in the CCCT: (a) access to the benefits of coordinated ,

operation, either among themselves, or with Applicants, or with others

outside the CCCT; (b) access to the ber.efits of e:onomy of size of large

3_1/ See Matter in Controversy (6).

i

.

'
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electric generating units; and/or (c) access to any other benefits

from coordinated evelopment, either among themselves, or with

Applicants, or with others outside the CCCT. (Proposed Findings of
32/

Fact 1.282-1.291; Hillwig: Tr. 2409-10; 2433-36; NRC Ex.127.)~~~

1.293 TE's May 3, 1967, wholesale contract with Bowling

Green contains a provision 7 concerning TE's use of the Bowling

Green transmission line that runs across the City. (NRC Exs. 45, 51;
*

Hillwig: Tr. 2365-68, 2412.) That transmission line, which is owned

and was paid for by Bowling Green, is an important link in the TE

transmission system. (Hillwig: Tr. 2367, 2412-13; App. Ex.129.)

While TE refuses to wheel over its system for Eowling Green, TE uses

Bowling Green's transmission line to transmit Toledo Edison power

between various points on the TE system, and does so without compen-

sating Bowling Green in any way for the use of that line. (Hillwig:

Tr. 2368, 2413-15, 2419; NRC Ex. 46.) TE thereby abused its dominant

position in the relevant market by refusing to wheel for Bowling Green

(Proposed Findings of Fact 1.282-1.292) while at the same time not

compensating Bowling Green for Bowling Green's wheeling of Toledo

Edison power over Bowling Green's 69 KV transmission line. (Hillwig:

Tr. 2365-68, 2412-15, 2419; NRC Exs. 45,46,51.)

Customer Allocation Agreements
.

1.294 icledo Edison considers its wholesale customers to be
,

competitors of Toledo Edison. (D.J. Ex.166, pp. 30011018-19.) The

1967 wholesale contracts between Toledo Edison Company and its whole-

sale customers contained customer allocation provisions. (NRC Exs.

111-112,114-119,122-125; Moran: Tr. 10,042, 10,043-44. ) Toledo

Edison ' included these restrictive provisions in these contracts, and

32/ See Matter in Controversy (9).

. - -
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designed them, to prevent others from taking customers away from

Toledo Edison. (D.J. Ex. 583 (Deposition of W. Royse Moran) pp. 82-83;

Moran: T r. 10,060. ) An example is the May 3,1967 wholesale contract

between Toledo Edison and Bowling Green. It contains a provision 8

with respect to competition between TE and Bowling Green for customers.

(NRC Ex. 45; Hillwig: Tr. 2371.) This provision, during the term of

the contract, restricts Bowling Green from competing with TE for

customers outside the corporate limits of Bowling Green. (NRC Ex. 45;''

Hillwig: Tr. 2371.) If it were not for this provision, Bowling Green

in fact would have competed with TE for customers ou- side Bowling

Green's corporate limits. (Hillwig: Tr. 2372, 2417, 2422-23. ) Bowling

Green considered this provision restrictive because it prevented the

expansion of Bowling Green's electric system, and without the expansion

of Bo* . ing Green's electric system, the city itself could not grow.

(Hillwig: Tr. 2375,2406-07.)

1.295 In an April, 1972 meeting in Mr. Hillwig's superior's

office, Mr. Hillwig, on behalf of Bowling Green, informed Toledo

Edison that Bowling Green preferred to enter a contract with TE

which did not contain a provision such as provision 8.(Hillwig: Tr.

2378.) Mr. Royse Moran was present and represented TE. (Hillwig:

Tr. 2379.) A second meeting regarding a new contract, and

provision 8 in particular, was held between Messrs. Hillwig and

Moran, among others, in May 1972. .(Hillwig: Tr. 2379-80.) At

that meeting, Mr. Hillwig submitted to Mr. Moran the original proposed

contract which TE presented to Bowling Green, but on which Mr. Hillwig

had crossed out, i.e. , deleted, provision 8. (Hillwig: Tr. 2380-81;

NRC Ex. 46, Moran: Tr. 10,046. ) This deletion was suggested by Mr.

.
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Hillwig because Bowling Green did not want to enter a contract which

contained reestrictive provisions. (Hillwig: Tr. 2381.) Toledo Edison

did not delete the restrictive provision 8. (Hillwig: Tr. 2382, 2424;

Moran: Tr. 10,047. ) No agreement was reached on a new contract and

consequently since 1972 Bowling Green has been purchasing its

electricity from Toledo Edison without a contract. (Hillwig: Tr.

2408, Moran: T r. 10,047. ) Since-Bowling Green is a captive full require-

ments customer of Toledo Edison (See Proposed Finding of Fact 1.286) and

has no access to alternative sources of bulk power supply except with

the cooperation of Toledo Edison (See Proposed Findings of Fact 1.289-

1.293), Bowling Green must purchase its full requirement of power from

Toledo Edison either pursuant to a contract which contains restrictive

provisions or pursuant to a tariff unilaterally filed by Toledo Edison.

(Moran: Tr. 10,047. )

1.296 Toledo Edison's dominance of bulk power generation in

the relevant market gives it the ability, and Toledo Edison has used

that ability, to hinder or preclude competition in the bulk power
33/

services market. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.294-1.295.) -

1.297 The Toledo Edison Company has abused its dominant

position in its relevant market. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.282-

1.296.)

33/ See Matter in Controversy (8).3

._.
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D. Applicants' Abuse of their Dominant Position in the
Relevant Markets by Joint Action *j

The CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding

1.298 The CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding is the contract between

CEI, OE, Penn. Power, and TE establishing the "CAPC0 Group", i .e. ,

the CAPC0 power pool. (NRC 184, p. 1). That agreement, inter alia,

provides to the Applicants, by virtue of their membership in CAPC0,

the benefits of coordinated operation and development, of generation

(including nuclear generation), and extra high voltage transmission.

The agreement, inter alia, also allocates jointly committed generating

capacity (including nuclear generating capacity); allocates investment

responsibility; and provides for joint principles of operation, in-

cluding operating reserve requirements.

1.299 The CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding requires unanimity in all

decisions by the CAPC0 companies concerning modifications of the

allocations of generation and transmission capacity. (NRC 184, pp. 4-

10 and App. A.).

1.300 Further, under the CAPC0 arrangements a CAPC0 company cannot

enter into an understanding with a non-CAPC0 entity to construct and

operate generation without unanimous approval of the executive board
|

of CAPC0. (Tr. 8557 (Schaffer)). In addition, under the CAPC0 arrange-

ments, a CAPC0 company cannot enter into a transmission agreement with !

a non-CAPC0 entity without unanimous approval of the executive board

of CAPCO. (Tr. 8558 Schaffer).

,

*/ See Broad Issue B and Matters in Controversy (4)-(l0).
~

|

.
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1.301 Further, since sales of CAPC0 capacity by a single CAPC0

member can result in a shortage to the CAPC0 seller thereby necessitating

an adjustment in the allocation of CAPC0 capacity in the event of
,

sales, unanimous CAPC0 apprc, val is also required when such sales

necessitate adjustments of allocation of CAPC0 capacity. (Tr.10,

459 (Williams)).

1.302 The effect of the CAPC0 unanimity requirement gives each of the

Applicants the power to veto (i) admission of a new member to CAPC0

(as that would require a modification to CAPC0 allocations); (11)

joint construction and operation of generation by any CAPC0 member

with a non-CCCT entity. (Tr. 8557 (Schaffer)); the entering into a

transmission agreement with a non-CAPC0 entity by a CAPC0 member;

(iii) sales of power by a CAPC0 member to a non-CAPC0 entity where

those sales may require a re-allocation of capacity (Tr.10,459

(Williams)); and (iv) sales of unit power or purchase of ownership

interest in any CAPC0 unit by a non-CAPC0 entity where such purchase
'

! or sale could require a re-allocation of CAPC0 capacity.

1.303 These CAPC0 arrangements are per 3 violations of the antitrust

laws and consequently are inconsistent with the antitrust laws. Al-i

though it is not to necessary as a matter of law to inquire into the

implementation of such an agreement, its implementation has been es-,

tablished on the record. For example, while CAPC0 companies have
'

agreed to provide, and do provide transmission service in the form
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33a/
of third party wheeling for each other no CAPC0 company wheels for

3_4_/
a non-CAPC0 CCCT entity, thus denying to such entities, access

to alternate sources of bulk power supply from other electric en-

tities outside the CCCT. (Matter in Controversy 5).

1.304 This agreement has also been implemented to deny meaningful

access to CAPC0 generating capacity (including nuclear facilities)

to non-CAPC0 entities within the CCCT. For example, Duquesne de-

nied access to the Beaver Valley nuclear unit to Pitcairn (Proposed

Findings of Fact 1.065-1.075) the only electric entity in Duquesne's

territory who could participate in this unit; CEI denied access to

the Perry plant to Painesville, Ohio (Proposed Findings of Fact

1.179); Ohio Edison's proposals to its wholesale customers con-

cerning participation in CAPC0 units were so restrictive so as to

deny meaningful and reasonable access to its wholesale customers after

participation in nuclear generation was "specifically contemplated"

by an FPC rate case settlement (NRC 222). Toledo Edison infonned

representatives of municipal electric systems that it would "not con-

sider" joint ownership of large scale generating facilities with them.

(NRC 143). And all Applicants acted in co'nbination and in concert to

33a/ DJ Ex. 558 (Deposition of Carl Rudolph) p. 213; DJ Ex. 567
(Deposition of William D. Martin) pp. 44-45.

34/ For example, TE has refused to wheel for Bowling Green (Tr. 2404-
2407 Hillwig); CEI has refused to wheel PASNY power for the City
of Cleveland (Tr. 2583-Tr. 2594 (Hinchee); (NRC 70) and for
Painesville (Tr. 3128-Tr. 3129 (Pandy), Tr.10,719 (Hauser) NRC
141; OE has refused to wheel for its wholesale consumers (Pro-
posed Findings of Fact 1.184,1.202-1.208) as well as Orrv111e
(Proposed Findings of Fact 1.209-1.219); and Pitcairn was re-
fused CAPC0 membership (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.305-1.327).

.
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(i) deny access to nuclear units and CAPCO membership to the City

of Cleveland (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.347-1.361) and (ii) deny

CAPC0 membership to the Borough of Pitcairn. (Proposed Findings of

Fact 1.325-1.346) .

The Long Lead Time for Withdrawing from CAPC0

1.305 Theoretically, members of CAPC0 who become unhappy with CAPC0

decisions can withdraw from CAPC0 membership. (Firestone: Tr. 9227)

But a withdrawing member would still have to perform all the obli-

gations of existing members that arise from the present construction

program which carries through 1986. (Fires.;one: Tr. 9229-32) Those

obligations would extend throughout the life of the generating units

that had been committed while he was an active member of CAPCO.

(Firestone: Tr. 9229-32) Assuming a 40 year life time for a nuclear

generating unit, the withdrawing member would thus continue to have

CAPC0 obligations through the year 2026' Additionally, a withdrawing

party must carry the CAPC0 P/N reserve requirement for the life of

the CAPC0 units. (Firestone: Tr. 9332)

1.306 There is no CAPC0 contractual provision for members buying out

the share of an existing member who wanted to withdraw; thus CAPC0 is

structured so that a member can't withdraw and obtain generation else-

where. (Firestone: Tr.9230-31)

1.307 In short, CAPC0 is structured so that as a practical matter,

withdrawal would be a very serious and unlikely event. (Firestone:

Tr. 9232.)
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1.308 The long lead time for withdrawing from CAPC0 inhibits non-

applicant CCCT systems from joining CAPC0 since once such a system

becomes a member, it is virtually impossible to withdraw; thus the long

lead time constitutes a barrier to entry into CAPC0. (Proposed Findings

of Fact 1.304-1.307.)
.

The CAPC0 P/N Method of Allocating Capacity

1.309 CAPC0 uses a " probability-reliability method" of sharing reserves
(the CAPC0 P/N Method of Allocating Capacity). (App. Ex.122, Pre-

pared Testimony of Lynn Firestone (hereinafter cited as "Firestone")

pp. 4, 21; App. Ex.124. ) But in order for a snall system to achieve a

high degree of reliability, and thus incur a "small" reserve requirement

under the P/N method of allocating reserve responsibility, its system must,

be comprised of very small units, incurring high costs for the production

of electricity; fewer, larger, more economical units would decrease the

reliability of the system and hence increase the required reserves under

the P/N method. (Firestone 24-27; App. Exs. 123, 124; Firestone: Tr. 9324-

36.) In particular, as a small system attempts to enjoy economies of

scale by moving to larger units, they degrade their reliability, according

to the P/N method, and thus are, in effect, financially penalized by

P/N requirement of higher reserves. (Firestone: Tr. 9326.) Furthermore,

any non-applicant system in the CCCT, especially a small system, can
.

I
have the reserve requirement resulting from the application of the

.

P/N method, in part at least, determir.ed by the existing CAPC0 members,
1because the reliability of such a (small) system is affected by the '

activities, policies, and conduct of the CAPC0 companies. (Firestone: Tr.

9278-80, 9303; 9468-72.)

|

.
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1.310 In his Prepared Direct Testimony, Mr. Firestone, by

way of three examples, compares the CAPC0 P/N method of reserve
,

sharing to the equal percentage of annual peak load method. (Fire-
|

stone 24-27 (App. Ex.122); App. Ex.123.) With respect to the
,

second and third of the three examples whose results appear at the

top of page 26 of Mr. Firestone's Prepared Testimony: When the
'

small system is very unreliable, the CAPC0 method yields a reserve

requirement of 87 MW for the small system as compared to a 20 MW

reserve requirement by the equal percentage method. (Line 11.) So

if we compare the CAPC0 reserve requirement to the equal percentage

method reserve requirement, the CAPC0 figure is approximately 400%

higher than the equal percentage figure. Now when the large system

is very unreliable, the CAPC0 method yields a 220 MW reserve require-

ment for the large system as compared to the 200 MW reserve

requirement yielded by the equal percentage method. (Line 15.) In

this case, the CAPC0 figure is only 10% higher than the equal percen-,

tage figure. Thus, because "the unit configuratiors for the large asi .

compared to the small system are identical within the respective

reliability categories except for the 10 to 1 scale factor" (Firestone,

25, lines 8-10.), the CAPC0 method produces about a 400% increase over.

; i

the equal percentage method for the very unreliable small system but

j only a 10% increase over the equal percentage method for tne very
' unreliable large system solely because of the 10 to 1 scale factor. ]

|

(Firestone 25; Firestone: Tr. 9324.) |

|

| |
,
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1.311 Now comparing the first and third examples, both of I

which consider the small system to be very reliable, when the large

system is unreliable, 'the CAPC0 method yields 220 MW,as compared to

202 MW where the large system is very reliable. (Firestone 26, Lines 5,

15.) In other words, the CAPC0 method only requires an 18 MW increase

in capacity for the very unreliable large system as compared to the

very reliable large system. But comparing the first and second

examples, both of which consider the large system to be very reliable,

the CAPC0 method yields 87 MW capacity for the very unreliable
,

small system but only 18 MW for the very reliable small system.

Lines 6, 11.) In other words, the CAPC0 method requires a 69 MW

increase in capacity for the very unreliable small system as compared

to the very reliable small system. In short, the CAPC0 P/N method

requires 69 Mi more capacity for a very unreliable small system over

a very reliable small system but only 18 MW more capacity for a very

unreliable large system over a very reliable large system.

1.312 Considering the small 100 MW system, if it were very

reliable, the reserve requirement using the largest single unit

method would be 10 or 15 MW. (Firestone 24,25; App. Ex.125; Fire-
,

stone: Tr. 9320-24.) If the small system were very unreliable, tne

reserve requirement would be 50 MW using the large:t single unit method.
,

(Firestone: Tr. 9327-28.) So using the largest single unit method,

the very unreliable small system has a reserve requirement which is

35-40 MW more than the very reliable small system. Recalling that in

the first and second examples, the CAPC0 method required a 69 MW in-
F

1

|-

. - -
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crease in capacity for the very unreliable small system as co.:;2 red

to the very reliable small system, (Proposed Finding of Fact 1.311

it can be seen that as the small system goes from very reliable to
! very unreliable, the CAPC0 method requires almost twice the increase
'

in reserves that would be required by the largest single unit

method (69 MW as compared to 35-40 MW).

1.313 The CAPC0 P/N method allocating reserves is inherently

biased against small systems in that it either imposes unreasonaoly

excessive reserve requirements on the small system or it forces the

small system to achieve greater reliability by having many smaller,

more costly units, thus precluding the small system from achieving

economies of scale via larger generating units. (Proposed Findings

of Fact 1.309-l.312; Kampmeier 44; Kampmeier: Tr. 5702-08; see also the

colloquy between Chairman Rigler and Mr. Firestone at Tr. 9324-36.)

1.314 Since 1967, there has been concern among

the Applicants (CAPC0 members) that municipal systems in the CCCT

might desire CAPC0 membership. (Cleveland Exs. 49, 50; DJ Ex. 679.)

Because of that concern, CAPC0 examined the effect of applying the P/N

method to municipal systems, specifically to the City of Cleveland's

MELP. (Cleveland Exs. 27, 28, 46; DJ Ex. 278.) That examination

demonstrated that if a small system joined CAPC0 and was required to

use the P/N method, it would have an inordinately high reserve burden.

(Cleveland Ex. 46.) One of the reasons, therefore, why the P/N method

- -- . . . .
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was chosen was because it would have an inhibiting effect on municipals

joining the CAPC0 pool. (Cleveland Ex. 48.)

1.315 CAPC0 itself did not always use the P/N method of

allocating reserves, but' rather arbitrarily allocated reserve respon-

sibility initially in order to reduce the impact of that method on the

CAPC0 members. (Cleveland Exs. 30, 31, 44, 48, 49; Firestone: Tr. 9424-

26.)

1.316 The P/N formula also was not used initially by CAPC0
.

because each CAPC0 company entered CAPC0 with different amounts of

capacity and different reserve levels, and so a period of time was
.

needed for equalization of the systems. (Schaffer: Tr. 8602-03.) Although

it was recognized that such a transition period was needed for the original

CAPC0 members, it was also recognized that a rigid formula should be

adopted so that if a municipal system wanted to join CAPC0, CAPC0 could

insist on application of the rigid formula to the municipal without -

permitting any transition period for that municipal system. (Cleveland

Ex. 48.)

1.317 In 1972, Duquesne Light Company recommended that CAPC0

change the method of representing units within the context of the P/N
,

,

method from pro rata to investment responsibility. (Cleveland Ex. 57.)

A basic reason for the proposed change was that the use of the pro rata
;

method was too favorable to small systems that might want to join CAPC0

because the pro rata method permitted systems to carry less reserves than

otherwise would be required. (Schaffer: Tr. 8588-92; DJ Exs. 283, 372.)

I
1
1

.
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bi July 1973, CAPC0 adopted the inves' ment responsibility method and

thus removed from potential new members of CAPC0 the benefits

associated with the pro rata method. (DJ Ex. 372; Schaffer: Tr.

8588-92.)

1.318 All the existing CAPC0 members would have to agree

to the admission and accomodation of a new member into CAPCO.

(Firestone: Tr. 9398.) If a new member were admitted to CAPC0,

the P/N method would be used to detennine that new member's reserve

re:mensibility. (Firestone: Tr. 9398.) Finally, if a smali system
i

wanted to join CAPC0 but couldn't meet the reserve requirement

determined by the P/N method, that small system would be excluded

from CAPC0 membership. (Firestone: Tr. 9399-9400.)

1.319 The CAPC0 P/N method of allocating reserve responsibility

is, and was adopted in part because it is, exclusionary and a barrier

to entry into CAPCO. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.309-1.318.) Indeed,

because P/N calculations are always rounded to the nearest 5 mega-

watts, the P/N method, as it is used by CAPC0, can't be apolied to

systens smaller than 5 MW. (White: Tr. 9506-07.)

1.320 The P/N ratio is extremely sensitive to small changes

or errors in the denominator. (Firestone: Tr. 9348-49; 9365-67, 9390.)

In fact, a small change or error in the denominator has a substantial

effect on the P/N ratio. (Firestone: Tr. 9390-91.)

1.321 In actual practice, the input to the P/N computer

calculations is rounded to even megawatts. (Firestone: Tr. 9480-81.)

_ . _ __ _
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During the course of the computer's internal computations, figures

are rounded, and allocation answers are rounded to the nearest

five megawatts. (Firestone: Tr. 9393.) In fact, rounding of numbers

occurs throughout the P/N computational process. (Firestone: Tr.9392-94;

White: Tr. 9506-07; App. Exs.123,126. ) In particular, calculations

were always rounded to the nearest 5 megawatts. (White: Tr. 9506-07.)
1.322 Except for the admissions by Mr. Firestone regarding

rounding and the effect of numerical errors on the P/N ratios

(see Proposed Findings of Fact 1.321-1.322), there is no evidence
,

in the record regarding the type, extent, or results, of any error

analysis associated with the development or application of the CAPC0

P/N method or the iterative technioues and como' uter orocrams used therewith;

rather, according to Mr. r **estone, an associate of his, one Codosooti,

was responsible for checking computational errors and input errors.

(Firestone: Tr. 9475-76.) Mr. Firestone did not even know if Mr. Codosooti

conducted an error analysis, only that Mr. Codospoti told Mr. Firestone

that there were no errors. (Firestone: Tr. 9476.)
1.323 The assignment of capacity responsibility by the pure

Application of the P/N formula only began sometime during 1974; prior

to that time the assignments of capacity were determined by negotiation

among the CAPC0 members. 'tirestone: Tr. 9424-25.) This negotiation
,

was part of a compromise that resulted in the execution of the CAPC0

Group Memorandum of Understanding (NRC Ex.184). (Firestone: Tr. 9426.)

It was a condition to the execution of the Memorandum of Understanding

.

, *
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and was insisted upon each CAPC0 party in order for each party to be

aliccated what it considered the proper benefits and responsibilities.

(Firestone: Tr. 9426-27.)

1.324 The P/N method of allocating reserves is an unsatisfactory-

and inherently discriminatory method of allocating reserves and was

found so by the CAPC0 members themselves. (Proposed Findings of Fact

1.315-1.317.,1.320-1.323.) It was intended to be and is a barrier to

the enjoyment of coordinated operations and development by non-applicant

electric utilities in the CCCT. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.309-1.323.)

1
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Applicants Acted In Combination And In Concert
To Deny Pitcairn CAPCO Membersnip

1.325 The Borough of Pitcairn an isolated electrical utility with

self-generation, through its solicitor on December 5,1967 wrote

separate letters to the Presidents of the five CAPC0 companies
*

stating that it had been " studying the advantages of cooperating

with other electric producers so as to make our operation more
35/

reliable and reduce consumer costs." - The letter continued:

| In this regard we feel that a power pooling
arrangement could be very much to our advantage.
We also feel that our membership in a power pool
could be to the advantage of other members of
the pool. We would therefore like you to consider
this letter a formal request on behalf of the
Borough of Pitcairn for discussion with yourself
and other members of CAPC0 aimed at including the
Borough of Pitcairn in the CAPC0 pool. (NRC 1,2,3,
4, 5; Tr.1557 (McCabe)).

1.326 On December 11,1967, "the drafting representatives" -36/of each

of the CAPC0 companies met in Cleveland and discussed the Pitcairn

request for CAPC0 membership. Prior to that meeting all. companies

except TE had received the Pitcairn request. (DJ130).

.

-15/ NRC 184, "CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding" section 1.0, to
"Further reliability" and to "Take advantage of... economies
of scale. . ."

--36/ J. White & G. Frederickson - OE; V. Greenslade & F. Brooks - .

*

CEI; T. Munsch, W. Dempler and W. Wardzuski - Duquense;
L. Henry & M. Keck - TE. This drafting committee then con- -

sisted of " counsel for the ... CAPC0 companies ... together
with an engineer from each company. . . (Tr. 9509, White).

.
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1.327 On December 18, 1967, the Engineering and Operating Task

Force of CAPC0 met in Cleveland, reviewed the discussions of the
i

Drafting representatives and again discussed the Pitcairn request

for CAPC0 membership. Also on December 18, 1967, TE and CEI-

I drafted similar two-paragraph refusals to Pitcairn and sent their

proposed replies to Duquesne. (DJ 237).

1.328 Duquesne also prepared drsft responses (DJ 202-DJ 204) to

Pitcairn . One of the Duquesne draft responses to Pitcairn appeared

in TE's files with the following cover memo from L. Henry,(outside

counsel to TE and a participant at the December 11, meeting), to the

TE president:

This goes into detail contrary to consensus at
last meeting. It is to be discussed at Thursday
meeting. If you have any thoughts call me
Wednesday. (NRC 53).

,

1.329 Shortly thereafter, CEI and TE responded to Pitcairn denying

the request using similar language (NRC 7 (TE) and NRC 10 CEI;

McCabe: Tr. 1573-Tr. 1575) .
I

1.330 By letters dated January 2,1968 (after informing Duquesne

on January 1,1968 that he had not received a response) (NRC 57),

Pitcairn received letters refusing its request for CAPC0 membership

from Duquesne (NRC 6), and Ohio Edison and Penn Power (NRC 9)*.

The Duquesne refusal flatly stated that "the Borough could not (.on--

tribute to the objectives of reliability and economy for which the

pooling arrangement was created" It concluded that "no useful purpose

would be served by discussions..."
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1.331 Pitcairn wrote to CEI (DJ 110) and TE (DJ 125) again re-

questing discussions stating that "no determination on the matter

of practicability is possible without serious discussion." (DJ 110).

On January 11, 1968, Pitcairn as:'- irote OE (App. 52) and Duquesne

(NRC 11), requesting discussions.

1.332 CEI dictated the Pitcairn letter to Duquesne shortly after

its receipt. (DJ 270). The Pitcairn letter to TE was mailed to Duquesne

shortly after receipt by TE (DJ 233). OE sent copies of Pitcairn's

January lith letter to all other Applicants. (DJ 227).

1.333 A second meeting of the CAPC0 drafting representatives (CAPC0

Drafting Committee) was held on January 17, 1968. Mr. Greenslade's

recommendation to Mr. Rudolph and others was, "I suggest that any

decision relating to the form of reply to the Borough's letter be put

over until after the January 17 meeting."(DJ 288).

1.334 By letter dated January 22, 1968, Mr. Fleger of Duquesne,

pursuant to the " consensus" reached at the January 17, 1968 meeting

with all the CAPC0 companies, again refused Pitcairn's request for

CAPC0 membership and designated Duquesne's General Attorney as a

person for Pitcairn to contact. That reply represented the consensus

of the CAPC0 companiet. (NRC 12 DJ 211, DJ 212).
l

i

i

! .
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1.335 On January 25, Toledo Edison replied to Pitcairn and on

January 30th CEI and OE, PP likewise replied. All three letters

were similar to Duque:ne's " consensus" reply.

1.336 Pitcairn then promptly infonned Duquesne and Duquesne's

General Attorney (a member of the CAPC0 Drafting Comittee) of its

desire to meet. In anticipation of the meeting with Duquesne,

the Pitcairn solicitor requested a copy of the CAPC0 Agreement

'to that both myself and our engineer may study the Agreement and

be in a better position to discuss with you all matters dealing

on (sic) the feasibility of the Borough of Pitcairn's admission into

the pool." (DJ 215). Pitcairn sent similar requests for copy

of the "CAPC0 Agreement" to the three other CAPCO membres. (DJ 222

(CEI)): DJ 229 (0E); DJ 127 (TE); Tr.1724-Tr.1725).

1.337 Illustrative of CAPC0's real purpose in suggesting a meeting,

i.e., to give Pitcairn an opportunity to be heard but to continue

the refusal, each CAPC0 company declined to furnish Pitcairn a copy

of the "CAPC0 Agreement" (DJ 217 (Duquesne)); DJ 112 (CEI): DJ 230

(OE); DJ 178 (TE).

1.338 The pro-forma meeting was held on February 21, 1968. Duquesne's

minutes of that meeting are contained in NRC 17. At that meeting

Pitcairn pointed out th:t its objectives in requesting admission to

CAPC0 were to improve reliability and decrease the cost of producino

electricity. Thus, Pitcairn felt it had a similarity in certain
objectives with CAPCO. (Tr.1631; NRC 17).
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1.339 At that meeting, Pitcairn again requested a copy of the

"CAPC0 Agreement". It was again refused a copy . (Tr.1632).

1.340 In support of its request to join CAPC0, Pitcairn pointed

out the following benefits it was willing to share:

1. Lower costs of financing and ability to raise
capital . (Tr.1632-Tr.1633; NRC 17, p.1. ).

2. Excess generating capacity in a range of
1600-2500 kilowatts. (Tr. 1634).

3. Dead start capability. (Tr.1634).

1.341 At that meeting, Pitcairn was again refused CAPC0 membership.

(Tr.1636; NRC 17, p. 6). Further, "the other participants in the

meeting were in no way interested in ... Pitcairn having any partici-

pation whatsoever in CAPCO. (McCabe: Tr. 1633) . Pitcairn was also refused

participation in the Beaver Valley nuclear unit at that meeting.

(NRC 17, p. 5.) In light of the adamant stand taken at the meeting

and the continued refusals, Pitcairn abandoned its quest for CAPC0

membership.

1.342 At present, Pitcairn remains interested in CAPC0 membership.

(Tr.1728-1729; Tr.1738), as Pitcairn feels it would be better off

economically if it had the option of financing participation in CAPC0

or a CAPC0 nuclear unit rather than buying full requirements wholesale

power. (McCabe: Tr. 1738) . !

:

.

O
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1.343 Applicar.:s have offered shallow reasons for their refusals.

First they argue that CAPC0 is only interested in companies 'that,

have the capacity to supply bulk power at 345 kv thus, "it would
'

.

be obviously impracticable to tie the Borough of Pitcairn to a 345 kv

transmission system." (NRC 17, p. 3, App. 4). Diluting that argument,

they contend that the disparity between Pitcairn's distribution

voltage "and the 145 volt transmission facilities of the companies

is so great as to make pool membership impracticable. (App. 5).

However, the CAPC0 memorandum of understanding does not require

interconnection at 345 kv. (Tr. 2787; Tr. 8793-8794 (Dempler); Further,

at that time Duquesne itself had no such interconnection, an/ Cd

not attain one until two years later. (Tr. 8784-8785 (Dempler)) .

Today, Duquesne has no 345 kv step up transformers and thereft ec

cannot deliver power into the CAPC0 transmission network. (Dempler:

Tr. 8850-51) . Last, Mr. Slammer, Applicants' expert on power pooling

and interconnection believes that electric utilities with generation

but with no transmission beyond their own distribution lines can be

a cor.tributing member of a power pool. (Tr. 9038).
'.3?4 Applicants also contend that the inclusion of Pitccirn into

the Jool "would create complexities without any compensating advan-
,

tage." (NRC 17, p. 3). Mr. Slemmer, however, does not feel that

coordination arrangements should be denied smaller nr publicly owned,

electric systems (Tr. 9054) and was aware of viable power poolswhich

included both investor-owned and publicly-owned power systems. (Tr.

9108). Although Applicants apparently do not, Mr. Slemmer would

view receipt of revenue as a benefit. (Tr. 9021).
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1.345 Third, Applicants argued that Pitcairn's generation and

reserves was too small to contribute to the pool. (NRC 17, p. 3,,

|

Dempler Tr. 8805,8669-8677). Applicants contend that to have

any effect on the plans or commitments of CAPC0 members with

respect to reserve capacity, a unit would have to be around 10 MW

i in size. (Tr. 8857 (Dempler)). Yet, Applicants receive CAPC0

credit for units (including one seasonal unit) ranging in size

from 2 MW to 8 PW (Tr. 8856, Tr. 8736, Tr. 8782-8783 (Dempler));

Tr.10,299 (Bingham); Tr.10,062 (Moran). In principle, the size

of the generating unit has no effect on whether the CAPC0 member

| is given credit for it. (Tr.11,312 (Firestone).

1.346 Thus, it is clear that Applicants have acted in combination

and in concert to deny Pitcairn CAPC0 membership. Such c'oncerted

refusals to deal are per se_ violation of the antitrust laws and

consequently constitute a situation inconsistent with the antitruct

laws. (See Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.08 and the discussion

thereunder).

Applicants Acted in Combination and in Concert To
Deny the City of Cleveland CA'C0 Membership and
Access to Nuclear Generator Facilities

1.347 On April 4,1973, the City of Cleveland (the ninth largest

electric utility in the State of Ohio) requested " admission to and
|

| participation in the CAPC0 Power p'ool." Said letter (DJ 181) was

sert to Mr. Rudolph, President of CEI. On April 13, 1973, the City

of Cleveland requested by letter to Mr. Rudolph, access to the Perry

nuclear plants (DJ 182).

1.348 On April 14, 1973, Mr. Rudolph replied (DJ 97, p. 305067)
|
1designating Mr. Lee Howley of CEI to discuss the matter with the
j|
1

*

|

__
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City and indicated "If it then appears that further discussion would

be appropriate, we will pursue the subject with representatives for

all the CAPC0 companies.
.

1.349 On that same date, Mr. Rudolph sent copies of the correspon-

dence to each of the CAPCO companies (DJ 97). Mr. Rud.,lph's letter

(with copies to the other CAPC0 companies) was addressed to John M.

Arthur, Chairman of the Duquesne Light Company with the statement

"I believe this is a matter we should discuss at our April 27 meeting,

and I hope you all will be able to include it on the agenda (DJ 97).

f1r. Arthur was at that time, Chairman of the CAPC0 Executive

Comittee (NRC 214. " Standing Committees p. 2 of 5").

1.350 Cleveland's request for CAPC0 membership, (as well as the re-

quest for access to the Perry Plant) was discussed at the April 27,

1973 CAPC0 meeting in Cleveland (DJ 98 (p.9); Tr. 9512 (White)).

1.351 The City thereafter "in order to make the [yet unscheduled]

meeting more meaningful and productive", prepared a specific pro-

posal for membership in CAPC0 and participation in the Perry, Davis-

Besse 1, and Beaver Valley nuclear units. The City again requested

a meeting to discuss its proposal for membership J access to nuclear

units and sent a copy of its proposals to Mr. Rudolph and all CAPC0,

members. (DJ 100, DJ 185).

1.352 On August 8,1973 a CEI meeting was held to discuss the City's

request. Mr. Hauser's minutes of that meeting (DJ 291, p. 3) provide:

W '
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|

At a meeting in the Corrpany on August 8,1973,
at which Messrs. Rudolph, Ginn, Williams, Hauser, t
Lansdale, Charnoff, Davidson, and Lester attend-

|ed, it was decided that the Company should re-
fuse the request of. AMP-Ohio to wheel PASNY power

,

or wheel power from any other third party. It '

was decided that the Company should refuse to
agree P Cleveland becoming a member of CAPCO.
It was also decided that the Company's position
should be to refuse access to Davis-Besse and
Beaver--Valley No. 2. On the other hand it
was agreed that the lawyers should advise the
Justice Department, after it was cleared with
the other CAPC0 Companies, that the City of
Cleveland would be allowed to participate in
the Company's allocated portion of the Perry Units.

1.353 On April 17, 1973, CEI advised the Department of Justice of

these policy decisions. (DJ 291, p. 4). The City was apparently not

advised of these refusals by CEI.

1.354 On September 10, 1973, the City again renewed its request

for admi:sion to CAPC0 and participation in Perry, Davis-Besse, and

Seaver-Valley by letter to Mr. Rudolph with copies to all CAPC0

nmbers. (DJ102).

1.355 On October 25, 1973, management representatives of both the

City and CEI met in Cleveland. (DJ 291, p.8). At that meeting the

City reiterated a stror.g desire to participate as a member of CAPC0.

The City indicated that it desired access to CAPC0, to provide more

reliable power to its customers, since CAPC0 was the only pool to
;

which the City could have access. (DJ 291, p. 001433). The City's ;

c m Itant, Mr. Mayben stated that the City m s facing a power ex-

pansion program "which it could not fulfill within the system and

would have to go outside." (DJ 291, p. 00014332).

.

_ _ __ _
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1.356 At that meeting, the City did not receive a response to its

request for CAPC0 membership and access to Beaver-Valley, Perry and

Davis-Besse. (DJ 291, p. 00014333).

1.357 A special CAPC0 Executive Committee meeting was requested by

CEI (DJ 103) and was held on December 7,1973 in Cleveland to discuss
,

the City's requests for CAPC0 membership of and the City's request for access

to the Beaver Valley 2, Davis-Besse 1, and Perry 1 and 2 nuclear units.

(DJ 104; Tr. 9514-9516 (White)). The Chief executives and legal

officers of all CAPC0 companies attended. (DJ 104, p. 300585).

1.358 At the December 7,1973 meeting, representatives of each

CAPC0 company agreed to coninunicate their positions to CEI prior to the

December 13, 1973 City - CEI meeting. (DJ 104, p. 300584). Each

CAPC0 member did communicate their position to CEI prior to th'e

December 13, 1973 City - CEI meeting (City 61(0E); DJ 581, p.18-(TE);

City 63 (stipulation Tr. 7433 (Duquesne).

1.359 On December 13, 1973, at the City - CEI meeting, Mr. Howley

spoke for CAPC0 and communicated the position that CAPC0 took with

respect to the City's request for CAPC0 membership and access to

nuclear units. (DJ 558, p. 245). That CAPC0 response is contained in

a letter from John Arthur, then Chairmar, of the CAPC0 Executive Com-

mittee, which response refused the City's request for CAPC0 member-

ship and refused its request for participation in the Perry 1 and 2,
' Davis-Besse 1 and Beaver Valley 2 nuclear units. (DJ 186). That

letter reflected the joint CAPC0 position (DJ 291, p.100014340).

..
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1.360 CEI and Duquesne also sent separate refusal letters to the

City. The Duquesne letter was identical to the CAPCO position.

(DJ 187). The CEI letter, (DJ 188) constitutes a refusal and

counteroffer from CEI to the City and " committed" CEI to " enter into"

negotiations with the City for participation in nuclear units, from

CEI's entitlement in those units, on the condition precedent, inter

alia,that the City withdraw its petition for antitrust review in any

administrative or court proceedings (See also DJ 291 p. 00014340-

00014343).

1.361 Thus, it has been clearly established that the CAPC0 companies,

acting together, agreed to deny and did in fact deny CAPC0 membership

and access to nuclear units to the City of Cleveland, thereby denying

to the City by joint action (i) access to the benefits of coordinated

operation and development, (ii) access alternative sources of bulk

power supply, and (iii) the economies of scale of large nuclear gen-

erating units.

;

i

I
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II. APPLICANTS' CONTROL OF ESSENTIAL RESOURCES AND DENIAL OF ACCESS THERETO

A. Applicants, Individually and as a Group, Control Access
to Essential Resources which Cannot Practically Be
Duplicated by Other Electric Entities in the Relevant

Markets *j.

2.01 In the electric power industry, bulk power services

are required for producing an economic and reliable bulk power

supply. (Hughes 12-20; Mozer 8.) These essential bulk power services

include: bulk power generation and transmission; coordinated planning

and development; interconnections; coordinated operation, including

economy interchange, coordination of operating reserves, coordinated

maintenance, emergency energy exchanges, and generation dispatch;

other power and energy, including firm power and energy at wholesale

for resale and other capacity or energy for coordinatino expansion

of bulk power supply, either by contract or by convr.cn or joint

ownership; " wheeling" or other use of the transmission services of one

power entity by other power entities. (Hughes 17-18; Mozer 69-72,

75-80; Mozer Exhibit HMM-6.) Contici si cnese bulk power services by

a large, strategically located system necessarily gives rise to sub-

stantial market power, the magnitude of which is determined by the

size of the controlling system relative to other systems in the market

area, the extent of the system's coordination arrangements with other

neighboring systems, the extent of the system's control over trans-

mission, and the system's precise location in relation to tne other

systems. (Hughes 12.) The size of a system which controls bulk power

services determines the extent to which it can achieve economies of

scale and coordination, large systems having great advantages over

*/ See Broad Issue A and Matters in Controversy (4), (5) and (8).
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smaller ones. (Hughes 12; Mozer 11-12,14-17, 49-50, NRC 205, Mozer Exhibit

HMM-10, Wein 49-59,105.) A system's coordination arrangements in-

crease its ability to achieve economies of scale beyond what could

be attained without coordination. (Hughes 13; Wein 145-47.) Control

over transmission is an important factor in determining market

power because transmission itself is an essential resource that can

constitute a bottleneck limiting the ability of affected power systems

to achieve the potential economies of scale, integration, and

coordination of bulk power networks. (Hughes 13; Mozer 49-50; Mozer

Exhibit HMM-10. ) And the location of a system's facilities in re-

lation to the location of other systems is important because it

affects the cost and feasibility of access to the system's bulk power

services in comparison with the cost and feasibility of competitive

alternatives. (Hughes 13; Mozer 49-50; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10.)

2.02 The benefits of efficient, large-scale, coordinated

bulk power operations and development in the CCCT have in fact been

achieved by the Applicants, among themselves and with others, primarily

through CAPCO, as well as through numerous coordination arrangements

with others. (Mozer 8-9,15-16; Wein 131.) CAPC0 and the other coordi-

nation arrangements provide Applicant' with ma'iy power supply optionss

from which they have developed a reliable and efficient bulk power

supply system. (Mozer 8-46; Mozer Exhibits HMM l-8.) These same or '

equivalent power supply options are not available to other electric

entities (non-applicant CCCT entities) in the area served by Applicants.

(Mozer 8; Wein 145-47.)

.
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2.03 Access to these same benefits by non-applicant systems

in the CCCT requires coordinated action by CAPC0 as a group. (Hughes
:

24; Mozer 49-50; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10.) In addition to self-generation

and coordination among non-CAPC0 utilities, each non-applicant CCCT-

entity has two possible sources of bulk power services: Applicants,i

individually and as a group, and bulk power sources outside the CCCT

area. (Hughes 21-22.) Access to the bulk power services of one or

more Applicants requires the cooperation of those Applicants and also

the cooperation of CAPC0 acting as a group. (Hughes 22.) For access to

bulk power sources outside the CCCT area, the cooperation of one or more

Applicants is also required to provide the necessary transmission, and

the cooperation of CAPCO as a whole is likely required. (Hughes 22;

Proposed Findings of Fact 1.298-1.303.)

2.04 Thus, for the non-CAPC0 systems in the relevant markets,

the nearest Applicant controls the gateway to a large-scale, efficient

power supply, because it is only through interconnection with the trans-

mission system of an Applicant that another electr utility in that

Applicant's area can gain access to tt.o large, coordinate bulk power

network of which the Applicants (and CAPr0 as a whole) are a part. (Hughes

28; Mozer 70-71; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10.) Transmission then is an

essential resource and the Applicants' control over transmission is a
i

bottleneck that can and does limit access by other systems to economies

of scale and to bulk power services from the CAPC0 systems and other'

sources in the larger network. (Hughes 13, 21-22, 28-29, 32; Mozer 8-9,

14, 60-71, 79; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10.) Examples of this fact were admitted
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by Counsel for Applicants:

As to presently existing lines, transmission lines,
the City of Cleveland and the City of Painesville are
both entirely surrounded by CEI's, and insofar as either
one of those cities would like to transmit power in or
out, thay would have to use presently existing lines

[ sic] construct new ones. (Charnoff: Tr. 450.)or -

* * *

In tenns of the municipal electric light power of
the City of Cleveland and in terms of Painesville ...

t

yes, we have all of the transmission lines surrounding
those two cities today. (Tr. 473.)

2.05 Furthermore, the non-CAPC0 systems in the relevant mar-

kets lack the economies of scale enjoyed by Applicants. (Hughes 29;

Mozer 68-69.) Acquisition of bulk power by a non-CAPC0 entity without

the use of Applicants' transmission systems would require the construction

of redundant transmission systems that would be impractical and incon-

sistent with good planning and engineering. (Mozer 35-37, 56-60, 65-68,

70, 74; Hughes 29; Proposed Finding of Fact 1.120. )

2.06 Nuclear power has physical, economic, environmental,

safety and reliability characteristics which are different from other

generating sources and which make nuclear power a superior source of

electricity in many ways. (Hughes 30; 61-62; DJ Ex. 450, Kampmeier 24-

25; Wein 49-50.) Nucleat- units have lower and more stable overall costs

than fossil fuel plants and therefore provide a more assured cost base

for long-range power supply. (Mozer 61; Kampmeier 4-25.) And nuclear -

power by definition avoids the use of fossil energy resources. (Mozer

61-62; Wein 49-50.) Furthermore, nuclear units differ from conventional

units with respect to the timing of their scheduling. (Hughes: Tr. 3657;

Kampmeier 24-25.) Inoced, within the time frame that the Davis-Besse

.
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and Perry units are expected to be in operation, nuclear units will

constitute the only baseload capacity planned by CAPCO. (Hughes: Tr. 3657.)

In addition, because of economic, environmental, and reliability

characteristics, nuclear power is considered by some systems as'

essential in order to compete with Applicants and meet their future

loads, (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.169-1.172.) Thus nuclear power

itself is an essential resource. (Mozer 61-62; Kampmeier 24-25; Wein

49-50; Hughes 30; Hughes: Tr. 3657, 3888.) The addition of nuclear

plants to Applicants' systems will enhance Applicants' dominance by

giving Applicants control of another essential resource which clear'y

is unavailable to the relatively small non-CAPC0 entities in the CCCT.

(Wein 145-47; Hughes 30-31.)

2.07 Applicants, individually and as a group, control access

to essential resources, namely transmission and nuclear power, which

cannot practically be duplicated by other electric entities in the

relevant markets. (Proposed Findings of Fact 2.01-2.06.) 6a/

B. Applicants, Individually and as a Group, Have the
Power to Deny and In Fact Have Denied Access to
Said Essential Resources */

2.08 Applicants, individually and as a group, have the power

to grant or deny access to essential resources, namely transinission

and nuclear power. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.017-1.021,2.03-2.07.)
,

J

36a/ See flatters in Controversy (4) and (8).
*] See Br6ad Issue B and Matters in Controversy (4) - (10).

!
j
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2.09 The Duquesne Light Company has in fact denied access

to an essential resource: Specifically, Duquesne has denied the

Borough of Pitcairn, Pennsylvania, access to nuclear units. (Proposed

Findings of Fact 1.065-1.075.)

2.10 The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company has in fact

denied access to essential resources. Specifically, CEI generally hat,

refused to wheel power to Cleveland's MC.P, and specifically refused to

wheel 30 MW of PASNY for competitive reasons. (Proposed Findings of

Fact 1.095-1.098.) CEI also refused to wheel power t'o Painesville, Ohio.

(Proposed Findings of Fact 1.115-1.126.) Furthermore, CEI has denied

Painesville access to nuclear units. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.163-

1.179.)

2.11 The Ohio Edison Company has in fact denied access to

essential resources: Specifically, Ohio Edison has denied the Wholesale

Consumers of Ohio Edison (WC0E) access to Ohio Edison's transmission

system for the purpose of wheeling power to, from, or among the municipals

of WCOE. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.184-1.192,1.202-1.208.) In

addition, Ohio Edison has refused to wheel for Orrville and efused to

deliver Buckeye power to municipal electric systems in OE's service

territory. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.209-1.219.) Ohio Edison also

prevented Buckeye from becoming a competitor of 0E's by denying access

to OE's transmission system. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.220-1.223.) i

Thus non-applicant CCCT entitiet in the area served by Ohio Edison

have been denied access to Buckeye Power.

.
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2.12 The Toledo Edison Company has in fact denied access

to an essential resource: Specifically, Toledo Edison has denied the

City of Bowling Green, Ohio, the use of Toledo Edison's transmission

system for the purpose of wheeling power to Bowling Green. (Proposed-

Findings of Fact 1.282-1.284,1.288.) Toledo Edison's refusals to

provide transmission services for Bowling Green has resulted in: the

denial to Bowling Green of access to alternative sources of bulk

power supply, Bowling Green's existence as a captive full requirements

customer of Toledo Edison, and the reduction or elimination of

competition between Bowling Green and Toledo Edison. (Proposed Findings

of Fact 1.285-1.287,1.289,1.292.)

2.13 Applicants, as a group have in fact denied access to

essential resources: Specifically, Applicants have denied access to

the Davis-Besse Unit 1 and Beaver Valley Unit 2 to the City of Cleveland.

(Proposed Findings of Fact 1.346-1.360.) Further, Applicants as a

group, by denying CAPC0 membership to both Pitcairn and the City of

Cleveland, denied access to both transmission and nuclear generation

to those entities. (Proposed Finding of Fact 1.305-1.327;1.346.)

_3_7/ See Matters in Controversy (5), (6), and (9).
!
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*/
III. NEXUS

3.01 Applicants have numerous coordination arrangements among

themselves and with other electric utilities. (NRC Ex. 205, Prepared

Direct Testimony of Harold M. Mozer, P.E. (hereinafter cited as "Mozer")

at 8, 10-11, 22, 27, 31; 34, 37-46; Mozer Exhibits HMM l-8; Wein 99-107,

131; Hughes 28; Hughes: Tr. 4093-94.) These coordination arrangements

provide them with many power supply options from which they have developed

a reliable and efficient bulk power supply system. (Mozer: 8-46; Mozer

Exhibits HMM l-8.) These same or equivalent power supply options are not

available to other electric entities (non-applicant CCCT entities) in

the area served by Applicants. (Mozer 8; Wein 145-47.) *

3.02 Large nuclear units such as Perry 1 and 2 and Davis-Besse

1, 2 and 3 are significant power supply options available to the

Applicants. (Mozer 8.) These are not, however, practical options for the

non-Applicant CCCT entities unless made available to those small utilities

by the Applicants. (Mozer 8, 68-69.) Even then, effective utilization of

nuclear power requires other power supply options which would be available

except from the Applicants through Applicants' transmission system.

(Mozer8-9,14;69-70; Mozer Exhibit HMM-10.) The transmission systems

of the Applicants will be increased in capacity substantially in connection '

with the addition of the Perry and Davis-Besse nuclear power plants.

(Mozer 8-9, 26; Mozer Exhibit HMM-1; Mozer: Tr. 3270.) It is not practical
~

for small utilities to construct major transmission facilities. (Mozer 9;

j */ See Matter in Controversy (11) and the Board's ruling thereon in its
Sixth Prehearing Conference Order, October 2,1975, p. 5.

j
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Wein 49-50, 53.) Therefore, the additional transmission to be con-

.structed and operated in conjunction with the nuclear power plants will

assure further Applicants' ability to deny or restrict power supply

options available to small utilities in the areas served by Applicants.

(Mozer 9; Mozer: Tr. 3270.)

3.03 There is a definite relationship between the generating

plants, including the nuclear plants, and the transmission systems of

the Applicants and the ability of these utilities therefore to limit

the power supply options of smaller electrical entities in the areas in

which the Applicants serve. (Mozer 9, 12, 14, 18, 25, 60, 64-69; Mozer

Ex. HMM - 3, Mozer: Tr. 3357-58.) The existing loads and generation of

the Applicants have provided a need to construct and operate the trans-

mission network now in the area. (Mozer 60.) The need to add nuclear,

power plants and other powerplants in the region in turn creates a clear

need to greatly expand and increase the capacity of this transmission

network. (Mozer 9, 12, 14, 18, 25, 60, 64-66; Mozer Ex. HMM - 3. ) Because

of the existing transmission system which is being strengthened and

expanded to acccmmodate the nuclear plants that are being installed, it

becomes increasingly difficult for a small electric utility to obtain

the necessary approvals to construct its own transmission system which

would in essence duplicate portions of the already adequate transmission

systems of the Applicants. (Mozer 57-58, 60-61, 64-69; Mozer: Tr. 3357-58.)

Since it is unlikely that any of the small electrical entities could con-

struct its own transmission, then the Applicants, as owners of virtually

all of the transmission and load control facilities in the region, have

the ability to plan and construct these facilities and either to permit or
1

l

}
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to deny access to their use by the small electrical entities. (Mozer

57-58, 61, 64-69; Mozer: Tr. 3357-58.)

3.04 Nuclear power is a supply option that an electrical

entity, such as MELP, Painesville, or other snall electrical entities

such as the other non-Applicant CCCT entities, want to consider. (Mozer 61, *

68, 69; See as just an example Proposed Finding of Fact 1.170.) A

nuclear power plant is among the most important alternatives for an

electrical entity's baseload power supply and is an especially attractive

option today. (Mozer 61.) Nuclear power has a lower overall cost at

many locations than other alternatives. (Mozer 61.) Nuclear units tend

to be higher in initial cost per kilowatt than similar size fossil-fuel-

type plants, but have lower and more stable overall costs than the fossil

fuel plants. (Mozer 61. ) For this reason a nuclear plant provides a more

assured cost base for long-range power supply. (Mozer 61.) This is an

important factor which now attracts electric utilities to nuclear power-

plants. (Mozer 61.) An additional factor which makes a nuclear power-

plant especially important, and increasingly so, is that a nuclear

powerplant avoids the use of fossil e,nergy resources. (Mozer 61-62.)

3.05 The need for coordination is especially important when

a utility has a nuclear powerplant. (Mozer 62.) Usually a utility in-
'

stalling large nuclear units, such as Perry and Davis-Besse, finds

it essential to operate in a coordinated way with one or more of its

neighboring utilities. (Mozer 62, 69. ) There is, therefore, a strong

relationship between a utility's nuclear powerplants and its coordination

arrangements. (Mozer 62.)

,

e
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3.06 If a utility has nuclear power as a portion of its

power supply, either by ownership or by purchase of a unit share of

power, there are certain additional power supply arrangements that
,

the utility must have before nuclear power can be used fully and

effectively in its system. (Mozer 62, 69; Hughes 32; Mozer: Tr. 3350-52.)

A nuclear powerplant is most economical when operated on a utility's

system e.s much of the time as possible. (Mozer 63.) When the nuclear

plant operates, it normally generates at a fairly uniform load. (Mozer

63.) On the other hand, an electric utility load is not usually

uniform throughout the day or through the various times of the year;

rather the electric utility load tends to vary and have what are often

called " peaks and valleys." (Mozer 63.) Generally, a well designed

system will have only enough nuclear power so that the nuclear power does

not substantially exceed the baseload. (Mozer 63.) This requires that '

the utility have additional power resources which can supply the inter-

mediate and peak loads; the utility must have so-called " intermediate"

and " peaking" resources on its system or must obtain all or a part

of them from neighboring utilities. (Mozer 63,168-69; Hughes 32; Mozer:

Tr. 3350-52.)

3.07 In order to utilize nuclear power, as with any other

power supply, a provision must be made to carry a certain level of re-

; serves. (Mozer 63, 68-69; Hughes 32.) The level of reserves that must

be carried can be reduced substantially if the utility can pool reserves

with neighboring utilities through arrangements for sharing emergency

and maintenance capacity and energy. (Mozer 63.) A nuclear unit requires

scheduled shutdowns for maintenance and for refueling. (Mozer 63.) If

_
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the nuclear plant is supplying a major portion of the baseload, then

when the plant is shut down for any reason, some power supply source

must be found to carry this load during the shutdown period of the

nuclear unit. (Mozer 63-64.) Therefore, in order to fully utilize a

nuclear powerplant, a utility must have either replacement capacity on

its own system to operate during the period of nuclear plant shutdown,

or perhaps better, it can arrange to share with one or more of its

neighboring utilities the necessary reserves to cover their respective

maintenance and forced-outage shutdown periods. (Mozer 64; Mozer: Tr.

3351-52.) Additionally, unless the nuclear powerplant is located

immediately adjacent to, or in, a utility's service area, the utility

will need transmission services to deliver power from the nuclear

plant to its system. (Mozer 64; Mozer: Tr. 3351-52. )

3.08 The non-Applicant CCCT entities could not effectively

utilize nuclear power in their systems without transmission inter-

connections and arrangements for transmission services. (Mozer 61-70,

78; Hughes 32; Mozer: Tr. 3350-52.) Each non-Applicant CCCT entity would

require transmission of nuclear power to its system. (Mozer 65,69-70,78.)

Some may integrate a nuclear supply , th their own present generation,

but they would have limited opportunities to take advantage of alternatives

without interconnections. (Mozer 65.) i

3.09 There is a relationship between the Perry and the Davis-

Besse nuclear plants and the transmission systems of the Applicants.

(Mozer 61, 65, 69-71; Mozer: Tr. 3357-58.) Since the basic purpose of
,

transmission is to move a large amount of electric power from one point to

another, usually from a generating station to a load center, it then follows

.
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that when a very large generating station, like a nuclear powerplant,

is brought into service at a location remote from major load areas,

a transmission line or several transmission lines must be built. (Mozer

61, 65, 69-71; Mozer: Tr. 3270.) As a practical matter with the Perry

and the Davis-Besse plants, the transmission lines being planned by

the Applicants are designed to operate in a fully coordinated manner

with the existing transmission systems. (Mozer 65.) The nuclear

powerplants, therefore, require that major transmission be constructed;

good planning and good engineering requires that this transmission be

fully integrated into the existing transmission systems of all of the

interconnected utilities. (Mozer 61, 65, 69-71; Mozer: Tr. 3270.)

3.10 It would be impractical for any of the non-Applicant

CCCT entities to construct any transmission lines where such transmission

lines would have to traverse areas now carrying transmission lines of

the Applicants. (Mozer 66; Mozer: Tr. 3357-58.) With the addition of the

Perry and Davis-Besse nuclear plants, Applicants must greatly strengthen

their transmission systems and, therefore, the overall transmission

network. (Mozer 67; Mozer: Tr. 3270.) By providing this greatly

strengthened transmission system, the possibility would become even more
,

likely than it is now that any line proposed by any of the non-Applicant

CCCT entities would duplicate existing transmission facilities. (Mozer

68; Mozer: Tr. 3357-58.) Therefore, the construction of the transmission

system additions required in conjunction with these powerplants have a

direct connection with, and a definite influence on, the increasing

inability of the non-Applicant CCCT entities to construct independent
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transmission facilities, to acquire coordination benefits, and to act

independently in order to maximize the number of power supply options

to which they can take advantage. (Mozer 66: Mozer: Tr. 3270; 3357-58.)

3.11 There is a relationship between the proposed Perry

nuclear plant and the delivery of PASNY power to the MELP system.,

(Mozer67.) It has been requested that the PASNY power be wheeled to

MELP over the CEI system. CEI has capacity to wheel this power over

its existing transmission system; inasmuch as there is capacity to wheel

the PASNY power over the existing CEI system, there is little justifica-

tion that MELP could give for constructing its own facility to transmit

this power. (Mozer67.) Such construction by MELP would be duplication

of facilities and would likely not be permitted. (Mozer67.) Therefore, at

the present time, MELP cannot obtain power from PASNY, unless it is wheeled

over the CEI system. (Mozer 67.) After the increased transmission capacity

associated with the Perry project is constructed, CEI will continue to

have ample capacity in its system to transfer 30 MW of PASNY power to

MELP. Inasmuch as the transmission lines constructed in co1 junction

with the Perry Nuclear Plant will maintain the situation whereby CEI

has ample capacity to wheel PASNY power to MELP, and also strengthen

the CEI transmission network, then after Perry is in cperation MELP
'woul. appear to have even less likelihood than it does not of being

able to get approval to construct an independent transmission line to

deliver PASNY power. (Mozer 68.) It follows, therefore, that the

construction of the Perry nuclear plant maintains and even strengthens

.
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the situation whereby MELP is unable to obtain 30 MW of PASNY power

unless wheeling over the CEI system is permitted by CEI, the con-

struction of the Perry plant and the attendant need to strengthen the

CEI transmission system, therefore, weakens the opportunity for MELP

to take advantage independently of any attractive alternative power

supplies. (Mozer 68.)

3.12 Not every electric utility can consider installing a
,

nuclear plant as a resource toward meeting its future power supply

needs. (Mozer 68.) A nuclear plant is an option that most utilities

would like to have the opportunity to consider, but it is an option

which is not available to the small electrical entity, except through

participation with others. (Mozer 68; Hughes 30 Jein145-47.) Nuclear

powerplants are most economical only in relatively large sizes -- approx-

imate,1y 800 to 1,300 MW. (Mozer 12,68-69.) A small or relatively

moderate size utility, of say 100-MW load, can't now consider independently

constructing a nuclear powerplant of 800 MW or larger to take advantage

of the economy of scale available in large plants. (Mozer 69.) There-

fore, in order for nuclear power to be a valid option for the utility

that cannot justify constructing a full-scale plant of its own, the

utility must have an opportunity to participate with one or more other

to provide the necessary reserves, maintenance backup, and other

supplemental power supply services. (Proposed Finding of Fact 3.06-3.08;

Mozer 69; Wein 145-47.)i

|
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3.13 If a small electrwal entity has access to nuclear

power by means of participating in a small share of a large powerplant,

this entity will still require transmission services to obtain access

to various power supply options. (Mozer 69; Hughes 32.) It will be

necessary that the nuclear power be delivered to the entity's system;

the delivery of the nuclear power should be a fundamental part of any

arrangements permitting participation in the nuclear powerplant by the

small s/ stem. (Mozer 69.)

3.14 To make practical and economical use of the nuclear power,

the small system should have access to a group of additional power supply
options. (Proposed Findirtgs of Fact 3.06-3.08; Mozer 69-70.) All of

these power supply options are important to maximize the utilization

of nuclear power, and they can be accomplished only with access to

transmission services to permit the coordination with one or more

other utilities. (Mozer70.)

3.15 There is a strong and direct physical and functional

relationship between Applicants nuclear units and their 345 KV trans-

mission network. (Mozer 17-18.)

3.16 There are important economic relationships between the

Applicants' nuclear units and their possession and use of market

power. (Hughes 30.) The ability of the Applicants to add nuclear

plants such as Perry and Davis-Besse confers an added economic advantage

upon Applicants over systems that are unable to add nuclear capacity

because of their small size. (Hughes 30.) Nuclear power has different

economic characteristics from other generating sources, characteristics

.

-
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which give nuclear units an advantage in particular situations. (Hughes

30.) For instance, nuclear units have particularly low operating

costs making them highly suitable for base load operation. (Hughes 30.)

Nuclear units also differ from other generating modes with respect

to their environmental effects, safety features, the reliability of

fuel supply and other factors. (Huahes 30.) The Perry and Davis-

Besse nuclear plants will contribute to the effectiveness of the

Applicants' bulk power supply systems and enhance the economic ad-

vantage these systems enjoy over alternative sources, thus enhancing

their market power. (Hughes 30-31.) Where nuclear generation is the

superior base load choice, the cumulative effect on market power of

a sequence of nuclear plants will be greater than the impact of any

one plant alone, because each successive nuclear addition will confer

an incremental advantage. (Hughes 31.) If it should turn out over a

period of years that nuclear power persists as the superior base load

choice in the CAPC0 area, access to the benefits of nuclear power by

non-CAPC0 systems will become increasingly important. (Hughes 31.)

Under a scenario of the economic superiority of nuclear base load power,

the absence of a license condition requiring access on reasonable terms

to the benefits of each new unit would leave the Applicants free to

exercise progressively greater market power as nuclear generation in-

creased its share of the total generation in this area. (Hughes 31-32.)

The economic feasibility and benefits of access to bulk power services

provided by the nuclear units themselves depend on access to other bulk

power services from the Applicants. (Hughes 32; Mozer 62-65, 69-70.)

Not on1.y transmission services, but other services such as reserve

. , _. . .
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sharing or access to peaking sources will often be important. (Hughes

32; Mozer 62-65, 69-70.)

I
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IV. THE ATOMIC ENERGY ACT REQUIRES THAT THE NRC
DETERMINE "WHETHER THE ACTIVITIES UNDER THE
LICENSE WOULD CREATE OR MAINTAIN A SITUATION
INCONSISTENT WITH THE ANflTRUST LAWS"

4.01 Section 105c of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as
'

amended, (Act) requires the Nuclear Regulatory Comission

(" Commission" or "NRC") to conduct a prelicensing antitrust review

i of each applicant for a license and to "make a finding as to whether

the activities under the license would create or maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws." (5105c of the Act.)
.

A. " Activities Under The License"

4.02 " Activities under the license" encompass the totality

of activities which are related to or affected by the planning,

building, and/or operation of the nuclear facility authorized by the

license, as well as the integration of such facility into the

applicants' bulk power supply system. (Kansas Gas & Electric Co.

and Kansas City Power & Light Co. (Wolf Creek Generating Station,

Unit No.1). ALAB-279,1 N.R.C.I. 559 (1975) (Wolf Creek); Louisiana

Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Generating Station,,

Unit 3), CLI-73-25, 6 AEC 619 (1973) (Waterford II).)

Discussion: The most extensive discussion to date of the

meaning of the phrase " activities under the license" is contained in

the Appeal Board's Wolf Creek decision. -2/That case held, inter alia,

1/ 42 U.S.C. 92135(c) (1970).
l/ Kansas Gas & Electric Co. and Kansas City Power & Light Co.

(Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit No.1), ALAB-279, 1 N.R.C.I.:

| 559' (1975) (Wolf Creek).

|

|
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i

I
that the phrase " activities under the license" should not be

construed as limiting the Comission's antitrust considerations |

|

solely to the operation of a nuclear power plant in isolation. -3/

The Appeal Board stated:
1

The Comission has never considered itself limited
under Section 105(c) to evaluating the anticompetitive
aspects of any nuclear facility in vacuo. On the con-
trary, the Ccmission has reiterated that far more is

required of it by that provision. 4_/
,

The Appeal Board also noted that one passage from the Joint

Comittee Report -5/suggested that since the Comission's antitrust

authority is limited to license applications, "...the Comission's

antitrust mandate extends only to anticompetitive situations inter-

twined with or exacerbated by the award of a license..." ~6/

Further support for such an interpretation of " activities

under the license" is found in the Comission's Waterford II decision.

There the Comission stated that the phrase "whether the activities

under the license would create or maintain a situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws" is not " automatically limited to the con-

struction and operation of the facility to be licensed." -8/ The

3/ Id. at 569-70.
T/ Td. at 573.
_li/ 3 Rep. No. 91-1247, 91st Cong. , 2nd Sess. , at 31 (1970) (nere-

inafter " Joint Comittee Report")
6/ Wolf Creek, supra note 2, at 569 (emphasis added).
7/ Louisiana Power & Light Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Generating

Station Unit 3) CLI-73-25, 6 AEC 619, 620 (1973) (Waterford II).
8_/ Id. at $20,

.
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Comission further stated: "The relationship of the specific |

nuclear facility to the applicant's total system or power pool
9/

should be evaluated in every case." -
|

Thus the Staff views " activities under the licer.se" as

encompassing the totality of activities which are related to or

affected by the planning, building, and/or operation of the

nuclear facility as well as the integration of such a facility into

the applicants' bulk power supply system. It is this totality

of activities, taken as a whole, which must be considered in

determining whether the " activities under the license" wou.d create

or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

Any suggestion that various, individual " activities" can be

separated from the rest and each viewed in isolation to determine

if it alone would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with

the antitrust laws is squarely at odds with the decisions interpreting

section 105c of the Act. Furthermore, such a suggestion is incon-

sistent with the language of the Act itself. If the Act directed

the Comission to determia.e whether "any" activity under the license,

or "each" activ.ty under the license, would create or maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws, then clearly an

activity could properly be considered in isolation. But the Act reads

in terms of " activities under the license" and that unequivocally

9/ Id. at 621 (emphasis added). It should be noted that in the case
at bar, the Licensing Board's " Ruling of Board with Respect to
Applicants' Proposal for Expediting the Antitrust Hearing Process",
June 30, 1975, contained this quoted passage and then the state-,

i ment: "It was with that guidance in mind that this Board originally
framed the issues in controversy in those proceedings." (pp. 4-5).'

|
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1

means that the " activities" (plural) must be considered together
10/

as a whole for purposes of antitrust review. - Indeed, this

Licensing Board has ruled that:

Matter in Controversy #11 [the nexus issue of Pre-
hearing Conference Order No. 2, dated July 25,
1974] should be read as relating to aggregate
activities necessary to define a ' situation'
and not as limited to individual nexuses
between Matters #1-10 and the activities under
the license. 11/

B. " Create or Maintain"
l

4.03 Section 105c of the Act requires the Conunission i

to determine not only whether the issuance of an unconditioned

license would " create" a situation inconsistent with the antitrust

laws, but also alternatively whether an unconditioned license

would " maintain"a pre-existing situation which is inconsistent with

the antitrust laws before the issuance of the license. (5105c(5)

of the Act; Wolf Creek, supra.)

C. " Situation" |

4.04 Applicantt.' policies and conduct and positions in I

the relevant markets must be considered as a whole to detennine if

a " situation" inconsistent with the antitrust laws exists. (Alabama |
Power Co. (Joseph M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and 2), 6 AEC

,

85 (1973); Wolf Creek, supra; United States v. IBM Corp. , 2 Trade Reg.,

.

Rep. (1975 Trade Cas.) Paraaraph 60,495 (S.D.N.Y. Aug, 6,1975).)

10/ See generally Wolf Creek, supra note 2, at 565-70.
--TT/ Sixth Prehearing Conference Order, October 2,1975,

|p. 5 (emphasis added). !

1

|
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Discussion: The question of the meaning of " situation" was
12-/considered by the Licensing Board in Farley:

t

The purpose of receiving [all relevant] evidence...
would be to permit this Board to understand what,

the "sitLTtion" in the appropriate market is, so
, that the ' situation" can be measured against the' antitrust laws specifically enumerated in Section

105a of the Act and to make a determination as to
(1) whether the situation is, or may become, "in-i

consistent" with those laws, and (2) if so, whether
the " activities under the license" would " create
or maintain" said situation. It should be emphasized
that the statute does not require us to determine
whether the Applicant's " activities under the
license", or any other activities of Applicant are
or are not " inconsistent" with those laws. It is
the competitive " situation" as a whole (with, an
emphasis on the structure of the market, as the
word " situation" clearly suggests), not particular
individual parts thereof, which we must measure.13/

More recently, the Wolf Creek Appeal Board held:

[The] Commission's antitrust mandate extends only
to anticompetitive situations intertwined with or
exacerbated by the award of a license...

* * *

[T]he legislative history of section 105c does not'

support the applicant's argument that the Commission
must consider the operations of each nuclear plant
in isolation when making its prelicensing antitrust
review. On the contrary, the Commission's statutory
obligation is to weigh the anticompetitive situation-
which to us means that operations in an " air tight
chamber" were not intended. A review conducted under
the artificial restraints suggested by the applicant
would allow long understood and well recognized
patterns of anticompetitive conduct to evade Commission

12/ Alabama Power Co. (Josegh M. Farley Nuclear Plant, Units 1 and
2) 6 AEC 85 (1973).i

l 13/ Id. at 86 (emphasis added).

l

|

I
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notice. It is far too late in the day to dispute
that it runs counter to basic antitrust precepts
to exercise monopoly power - however lawfully
acquired initially - to foreclose competition or
to gain competitive advantage, or to use dominance
over a facility controlling market access to ex-
clude competition and preserve a monopoly position.
Electric utility companies are no more free than
others to engage in those practices; their unjusti-
fied refusals to wheel power to or to interconnect
with smaller entities in tha field have regularly
been called to account as violative of antitrust
policies. It was a key purpose of the prelicense
review to "... nip in the bud any incipient anti-
trust situation." We can therefore perceive no
valid reason why the Comission should wear blinders
when confronted by such matters. 14/

This is analogous to the recent case of United States v.

International Business Machines -15/wherein the court held that in

a monopolization case the defendant's practices as a whole, if

part of a scheme of monopolization, should be considered, rather

than each isolated practice.

It is, therefore, clear that just as the " activities under

the license" must be considered as a whole, so too must the " situation"

be taken in totality for purposes of prelicensing antitrust review.

D. " Inconsistent"

4.05 The Act does not require that the Comission find

that applicants' conduct violates the antitrust laws; the Comission

need only find that applicants' conduct is inconsistent with the

antitrust laws. (!i105c(5) of the Act; Joint Committee Report at 14;

Wolf Creek, supra.)

14/ Wolf Creek, supra, note 2, at 569, 572 (emphasis in original;
footnote omitted).

15/ 2 Trade Reg. Rep. (1975 Trade Cas.) Para. 60.495 (S.D.N.Y. Aug.
6, 1975). See the discussion of this case in Part VII B., infra.
regarding " nexus".

.

.-. r -
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Discussion: " Inconsistent" is defined as: "(a) not in

agreement, harmony, r accord; incompatible; (b) not uniform, self-

contradictory; (c) not always holding to the same principles or

practice; changeable." The word " violation" is defined to

include: "(a) infringement or breach, as of law, rule, right,
17

e tc . " --"/Accordingly, to establish that certain conduct is incon-

sistent with the antitrust laws is quite different from establishing

that such conduct violates the antitrust laws.

The Staff's fundamental position is that the burden of proof

required by section 105c does not reach the level of the establish-

ment of a violation of any of the laws enumerated in section 105a of

the Act. Rather, all that need be shown is that there is a

reasonable probability that the " situation" is inconsistent with

those laws. This position is fully in accord with the legislative

history:

The concept of certainty of contravention of the
antitrust laws or the policies clearly underlying
these laws is not intended to be implicit in
[the] standard; nor is mere possibility of incon-
sistancy. It is intended that the finding be based
on reasonable probability of contravention of the
antitrust laws or the policies clearly underlying
these laws. It is intended that, in effect, the
Commission will conclude whether, in its judgment,
it is reasonably probable that the activities under
the license would, when the license is issued or
thereafter, be inconsistent with any of the anti-
trust laws or the policies clearly underlying these
laws. 18/

16/ Webster's New World Dictionary of the American Language 712
(2d College Ed. 1972).

17/ Id. at 1585.
_T6_/ Eint Committee Report at 14.

_ _ _ . . _ _ . .._
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E. " Antitrust laws"

4.06 The Act requires the Commission to determine "whether

the activities under the license would create or maintain a situation

inconsistent with the antitrust laws as specified in subsection

105a," namely the Sherman ~~19/ ~~20/
Act, the Clayton Act, and the Federal

21/
Trade Commission Act. --' (55105a and 105c(5) of the Act.) Further-

more, the Act requires the Commission to consider not only the

antitrust laws themselves, but also the policies underlying those

laws (Joint Ccamittee Report, supra; Louisiana Power & Light Co.
.

(Waterford Steam Electric Generating Station, Unit 3) CLI-73-7,

6 AEC 48 (1973) (Waterford I); Waterford II, supra; Wolf Creek,

supra.)
,

Discussion: The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended, re-

quires the Commission to find "whether the activitf es under the

license would create or maintain a situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws as specified in subsection 105a." ~~~22/The antitrust

laws specified in section 105a are the Sherman Antitrust Act, --~23/
.

24/ 25/
the Clayton Act, and the Federal Trade Commission Act. Since

19/ 15 U.S.C. 551 et seq. (1970)
2D/ 15 U.S.C.1512. et seq. (1970).
7T/ 15 U.S.C. 5641 et seg. (1970). |
227 5105c(5) of the Act (emphasis added). |737 15 U.S.C. til et seq. (1970) I

23/ 15 U.S.C. 5512 et seg. (1970).
2][/ 15 U.S.C. 5541 et seg. (1970).

,

1
1

-_.
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the brcad standard of " unfair methods of competition" under section

5 of the Federal Trade Commission v.cl 'ncludes a proscription

against conduct which would violate either the Sherman or Clayton'

I

Acts, that broad standard is the appropriate stradard to use in

determining whether applicants' activities create or maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

The Joint Committee Report demonstrates that it indeed was

specifically intended that the Federal Trade Commission Act provide

a frame of reference for the Commission in making the required section

105 c (5) finding. As stated in the Report:

It is important to note that the antitrust laws
within the ambit of Subsection 105c of the bill are
all the laws specified in Subsection 105a. These
include the statutory provisions pertaining to the
Federal Trade Commission, which normally are not
identified as antitrust law. Accordingly, the focus
for the Commission's finding will, for example, in-
clude consideration of the admonition in section 5 of
the Federal Trade Commission Act, as amended, that,
" Unfair methods of competition in commerce, and unfair
and deceptive acts in commerce, are declared unlawful."2f/

:

Thus, it is clear that an inconsistency with the broad standards

of the Federal Trade Commission Act can appropriately be used to

establish a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

Staff further believes that the Act requires the Commission

to consider not only the antitrust laws themselves, but also the

1 policies underlying those laws. The Joint Committee stated:
,

i
'2p/ Joint Committee Report at 14.

|
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4

It is intended that, in effect, the Commission
p will conclude whether, in its judgment, it is
t reasonably probable that the activities under

the license would, when the license is issued'

or thereafter, be inconsistent with any of the
,

antitrust laws or the policies clearly under-
4 lying those laws. 27/
;

And as stated in Waterford II: "The Commission is determined...

to assure that AEC - licensed activities accord with the antitrust
laws and the policies underlying those laws. -~~28/>

V. THE BROAD STANDARDS ESTABLISHED UNDER THE FEDERAL TRADE
'

COMMISSION ACT PROVIDE THE PROPER STANDARD OF CONDUCT FOR
DETERMINING WHETHER THE ACTIVITIES UNDER THE LICENSE WOULD

; CREATE OR MAINTAIN A SITUATION INCONSISTENT WITH THE
: ANTITRUST LAWS
i

5.01 The broad standards established under the Federal Trade.

| Commission Act and the policies underlying that act pro' de the
;

proper standard of conduct for determining whether the activities;

under the license would create or maintain a situation inconsistent

! with the antitrust laws (Joint Committee Report, supra; Waterford I, -

supra; Waterford II, supra; Wolf Creek, supra.)

Discussion: The clear language of the Act and its legis-
.

lative history support the Staff's position that the broad standards

established under the Federal Trade Commission Act (FTC Act), or

the policies underlying that act, should be the basis of this Board's
i 28a/
,

finding "a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws."
i

27/ Joint Committee Report at 14 (emphasis added)..

TE/ Waterford II, supra note 7, at 620. (emphasis added). See also
4 Wolf Creek, supra note 2, at 574-576; Louisiana Power & Light
2 - Co. (Waterford Steam Electric Generating Station, Unit 3), CLI-

73T7 6 AEC 48, 49 1973
28a/ App 1fcants agree wit (h the) Staff.(Waterford I).; See Prehearing Legal Brief on-

Behalf of the Applicants, part III A.2. , filed December 1,1975.
,

i

s.

-., - --- --, ,. - - - - - , , , - - , c , - - - - - - , -, . , - .-
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Within the parameters of Section 5 of the FTC Act is conduct

which amounts to violations of the anerman or Clayton Acts as well

as conduct which, while not actually violative of the Sherman or

Clayton~ Acts, is unfair or, if allowed to go unabated, will amount

to a violation of these statutes ~~~29/or will be inconsistent with

the policies of these statutes.
.

30/
In FTC v. Cement Institute, ~~ the FTC challenged a pricing

system as being an instrumentality for price fixing and thus a

violation of Section 5. The government had previously moved against

the same system under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, but had failed

to prove a combination or agreement to fix prices. -~~31/Referring to

the overlap of the two statutes in relation to collusive practices,

the Supreme Court in Cement Institute stated:

...[A]lthough all conduct violative of the Sherman
Act may likewise come within the unfair trade practice
prohibitions of the Federal Trade Commission Act, the
converse is not necessarily true. It has long been
recognized that there are many unfair methods of
competition that do not assume the proportions of
Sherman Act violations. 32/

Thus, the Court in Cement Institute held that not only did the FTC

have the power to declare unlawful practices which violate the

Sherman Act, but it also had the power to declare unlawful practices

which did not necessarily violate that Act.

29/ See Fashion Originators' Guild of America v. FTC, 312 U.S.
457 (1941).

30/ 333 U.S. 683 (1948). |

3T/ Cement Manufacturers' Protective Ass'n v. United States, 268 I,

---

U.S. 588 (1925). I!
i 32/ 333 U.S. at 694. I

1
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The scope of Section 5 was further expanded in FTC v. Motion

Picture Advertising Service Co. -33/ In that case, the respondent

and three similar companies held exclusive agreements with three-

fourths of all the theaters in the United States for the showing of

their films. Ne concerted activity was alleged; the complaint

challenged only the legality of unilateral action by each respondent.

The court held that Section 5 was violated. In discussing the scope

of Sectran 5, the Court stated:

The " unfair methods of competition" which are condemned
under Sec. 5(a) of the Act, are not confined to those '

that were illegal at common law or those that were
condemned by Sherman Act .... Congress advisedly left
the concept flexible to be defined with particularity
by the rayriad of cases from the field of business ...
It is also clear that the Federal Trade Coannission Act
was designed to supplement and bolster the Sherman Act
and the Clayton Act ... to stop in their incipiency
acts and practices which, when full blown, would
violate those Acts ... as well as to condemn as " unfair
methods of competition" existing violations of them. 34/

The Supreme Court has upheld FTC findings of " unfair" practices

where the anticompetitive impact, as determined by the Commission,
.

was characteristic of the anticompetitive impact caused by conduct

specifically proscribed under Sherman and Clayton Act standards. In i

35/ 36/
FTC v. Brown Shoe Co. and Atlantic Refining Co. v. FTC, the

Court upheld the FTC's proscription of practices which had the same

anticompetitive effect -- market foreclosure -- as exclusive dealing

33/ 344 U.S. 392 (1953).
HfId.at 394-95 (1953). This case also held that "...[A] device i

,

Wich has sewed up a market so tightly for the benefit of a few
!falls within the prohibitions of the Shennan Act and is therefore I

an unfair method of competition within the meaning of the Federal
Trade Commission Act."

35/ 384 U.S. 316 (1966).
H/ 381 U.S. 357 (1965).
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and tying arrangements, but which violated neither the Sherman

Act nor the Clayton Act. The Court said in Atlantic Refining,
,

"All that is necessary in 95 proceedings ... is to discover

conduct that runs counter to the public policy declared in the

act." -37/

In Brown Shoa, the Court recognized that the Comission's

power under Section 5 was a "... broad power... particularly well

established with regard to trade practices which conflict with the

basic policies of the Sherman and Clayton Acts even though such

practices may not actually violate these laws." --38/

The Federal Trade Comission Act does not speak in terms of

" monopoly", " contract", " conspiracy", or " agreement"; it speaks in

terms of " competition". Section 5 of the FTC Act prevents in the

37/ Id. at 369.
,

38/ 384 U.S. at 321. After finding that Brown's contracts con- <

flicted with tne central policy of both Section 1 of the Sherman i

Act and Section 3 of the Clayton Act, the Court rejected I'

respondent's argument that the Comission was required to prove !

a substantial lessening of dompetition or a tendency to create I

a monopoly, as would be required under Section 3. It acknow-
ledged that such proof would be necessary to establish a

i

violation of Section 3, but felt it inappropriate under Section )
5, because the Comission is empowered "to arrest trade )restraints in their incipiency without proof that they amount j
to an outright violation of Section 3 of the Clayton Act or
other provisions of the antitrust laws." _Id. at 322.

_ _ _ _
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incipiency anticompetitive acts and conditions before they become

full-blown violations; it does not simply proscribe well-defined

anticompetitive behavior. In FTC v. Sperry & Hutchinson Co. , -39/

Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act was determined to

have a substantive reach which permits the Commission to challenge

practices not specifically enumerated in the Clayton Act nor for-

bidden by the Sherman Act. Section 5 of the FTC Act gives the

FTC broad powers to prevent unfair methods of competition and unfair

or deceptive acts or practices beyond those which violate the
.

letter or the spirit of the Sherman and Clayton antitrust laws.

As stated by the Coirt:

! [T]he Federal Trade Commission does not arrogate
'

excessive power to itself if, in measuring a-practice
against the elusive, but congressionally mandated
standard of fairness, it, like a court of equity,
considers public values beyond simply those enshrined
in the letter or encompassed in the spirit of the
antitrust laws. 4_0/

As a guide to the public policy, the Federal Trade Commission -

may look to the antitrust laws themselves and to the decisions under

them. In addition, it may act to remedy a situation which involves

incipient violations of the antitrust laws. -42/ Finally, the antitrust

laws were " designed to be a comprehensive charter if economic liberty

| aimed at preserving full and unfettered competition as the rule of

| 39/ 405 U.S. 233 (1972).
! 40/ Id. at 244.

TT/ ii6rthern Pacific Ry. v. United States 356 U.S.1, 4 (1958).
_4f/ FTC v. Brown Shoe Co.,384 U,S. 316 (1966).

|

|
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trade." ---43/According to one noted observer, "Section 5 [of the

FTC Act is] an extremely flexible instrument for correcting
44]

abusive conduct."

In summary, the Staff believes that the Federal Trade

Commission Act provides the proper standard of conduct for

determining whether the activities under the license would create

or maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. In

this regard, it is important to note that: (1) every violation of

the Sherman and Clayton is a violation of -the FTC Act; (2) every

violation of the FTC Act is not necessarily a violation of the

Sherman and Clayton Acts; (3) these premises apply also to "in-

consistencies"; (4) the Atomic Energy Act refers to inconsistencies

with any of the antitrust laws enumerated therein.

VI. A SITUATION INCONSISTENT WITH THE ANTITRUST LAWS EXISTS
IF THERE IS A REASONABLE PROBABILITY THAT APPLICANTS'
CONDUCT CONTRAVENES THE BROAD STANDARDS ESTABLISHED
UNDER THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION ACT

6.01 A situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws exists

if there is a reasonable probability that the Applicants' conduct

contravenes the broad standards established under the Federal Trade

Commission Act. (Joint Committee Report, supra.)
.

43/ 356 U.S. at 4.
~~-TI/ F. Scherer, Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance

517 (1971).

1

)
,

- _ . _ . . _ . . . - . _
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Discussion: The Staff believes that the standard of

" reasonable probability" required under Section 7 of the Clayton
~/45

Act, should be applied to determine whether the Applicants'

conduct contravenes the broad standards established under the

FTC Act. The legislative hit: ry of the 1970 amendments to the

Atomic Energy Act makes it clear that this " reasonable probability"

standard was intended by Congress to apply to prelicensing antitrust

review. In its final report on the 1970 amendments the Joint

Comittee on Atomic Energy stated:
-

The legislation proposed by the comittee provides
for a finding by the Comission "as to whether the
activities under the license would create or maintain
a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws as
specified in subsection 105a." The concept of
certainty of contravention of the antitrust laws or
the policies clearly underlying these laws is not in-
tended to be implicit in this standard; nor is mere
possibility of inconsistency. It is intended that
the finding be based on reasonable probability of
contravention of the antitrust laws or the policies
clearly underlying these laws. It is intended that, in
effect, the Comission will conclude whether, in its ,

judgment, it is reasonably probable that the activities
under the license would, when the license is issued or
thereafter, be inconsistent with any of the antitrust
laws or the policies clearly underlying these laws.

- + + + t

The comittee is well aware of the phrases "may be" ~

and " tend to" in the Clayton Act, and of the meaning
they have been given by virtue of the decisions of the
Supreme Court and the will of Congress -- namely, reason- .able probability. The Comittee has -- very deliberately --
also chosen the touch-stone of reasonable probability for i
the standard to be considered by the Comission under the
revised subsection 105c of the bill. ,4_6/

45/ 15 U.S.C. 518 (1970).
T_6] Joint Comittee Report at 14-15. (emphasis added).,
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In the Section-by-Section Analysis of the amendments, the

Committee, in its report, re-emphasizes its reliance upon the
'

standard of reasonable probability as the appropriate guide for

the section 105c determination. In detailing the finding which*

the Commission must make in an antitrust review, the Report

explains:

With respect to the above finding, although the
words " reasonable probability" do not appear in the
standard, the concept of reasonable probability is
intendad to be a silent partner to the factors in
the standard. The standard must be considered in
the focus of reasonable probability -- not certainty
or possibility. 47/

In light of this clear language, there can be no question that the

reasonable probability standard must be utilized in prelicensing

antitrust review proceedings.

In developing the standard under section 7 of t,he Clayton

Act, the Supreme Court has relied upon market share statistics,

concentration ratios, anc'. industry concentration trends to establish

that there is a " reasonable probability" that the activity will

substantially lessen competition. Equal consideration has also been

given by the Supreme Court to other elements of market structure

and performance, such as ease of entry, the strength of remaining

firms, the character of supply and demand in the market, the vigor

of competition, and the scarcity of resources and facilities.

47/ Id. at 31.
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48/
In Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, the Supreme Court

~~

emphasized that Congress intended to check lessening of competition

and tendencies towards concentration in their incipiency and, to

this end, the Court rejected "...the standards for judging the
49/

legality of business coinbinations. .." -- applied in the Sherman

Act cases. The Court stated that Congress did not provide any

"definits qualitative or quantitative tests" ~~~50/for determining

whether a given merger may substantially lessen competition or

tend toward monopoly and that by using the words "may 'e substantiallyu

to lessen competition," Congress indicated its " concern was with .

51/
probabilities, not certainties." --~

The Wolf Creek Appeal Board noted that Congress had the same

inter.t in passing the 1970 amendments to the Atomic Energy Act. The

Appeal Board stated: "It was a key purpose of the prelicense review
52/to ' nip in the bud any incipient antitrust situation.'" --~

53/
The Philadelphia National Bank case ~~~ illustrates the

.

position the Supreme Court has taken with respect to the burden of

proof under section 7. In that case the Court stated:

4

48/ 370 U.S. 294 (1962).
ED/ Id. at 318.
30/ lif. at 321.
ET/ lif. at 323.
]Q/ Wolf Creek, supra note 2, at 572, citing Joint Committee Report

at 14.
53/ United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 374 U.S. 321 (1963).
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Having determined the relevant market, we come
to the ultimate question under 57: whether the effect
of the merger "may be substantially to lessen
competition" in the relevant market...It requires
not merely an appraisal of the immediate impact of the
merger upon competition, but a prediction of its impact
upon competitive conditions in the future; this is
what is meant when it is said that the amended 57
was intended to arrest anticompetitive tendencies in
their " incipiency."

* * *

This intense congressional concern with the trend toward
concentration warrants dispensing, in certain cases, with
elaborate proof of market structure, market behavior, or
probable anticompetitive effects...[A] merger which pro-
duces a firm controlling an undue percentage share of
the relevant market and results in a significant increase
in the concentration of firms in that market is so
inherently likely to lessen competition substantially
that it must be enjoined in the absence of evidence
clearly showing that the merger is not likely to have
such anticompetitive effects. 54/

The Staff contends that if the relevant market is concentrated

to the extent that an Applicant (or Applicants as a group) dominates

the generation, transmission, or distribution of electric energy and

if that Applicant uses its market power to protect its dominant

position by precluding other systems in the market from obtaining

the benefits of nuclear power, or from having access to alternative

| sources of bulk power supply, or from obtaining economies of scale

associated with nuclear power, then there is a " reasonable probability"

that a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws exists.
|

54/ Id. at 362-63. The Court said that a merger resulting in a firm
controlling 30% of the relevant market threatens undue concentration.
Id. at 364-65. See also A. Neale, The Antitrust Laws of the U.S. A.

4T2 (1970). "They Lthe courts] must deal ultimately with facts,
and where the fact is that a concern shows itself to be intent
on market dominance, this is proof enough of violation of the
Sherman Act, whether or not that dominance has already resulted
in unduly high prices or bankrupt competitors." See also United
States v. Continental Can Co. , 378 U.S. 441 (1964); U_nited States
v. Pennzoil, 252 F. Supp. 962 (W.D. Pa. 1965).
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VII. APPLICANTS' ACTIVITIES UNDER THE PROPOSED LICENSE
WOULD MAINTAIN A SITUATION INCONSISTENT WITH THE
ANTITRUST LAWS

A. The Situation

1. Applicants' Dominance and Abuse Thereof
1

a. The Relevant Markets

7.01 The relevant product market in this case is bulk power

services. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.001-1.006; Brown Shoe Co. v.

United States, 370 U.S. 294 (1962); United States v. Philadelphia

National Bank, 374 U.S. 321 (1963).)
.

7.02 The area reached by each Applicant's transmission

facilities is the relevant geographic market for assessing the

dom,inance or market power of that Applicant acting individually and

for considering the bulk power services of that Applicant. In addition,

tne relevant geographic market for considering the dominance or market

power of the Applicants in their bulk power activities as a coordinating

group of systems in the CAPC0 pool is the Combined CAPC0-Company
.

Territories (CCCT). (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.007-1.012; Brown Shoe

Co. v. United States, supra; Tampa Electric Co. v. Nashville Coal Co.,
'365 U.S. 320 (1961); United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. , 353

O.S. 586 (1957); United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, suora.)

Discussion: The relevant product market in this is bulk power
!55 /

services. The Staff's definitions of the relevant product and geo- ~

,

graphic markets are fully supported by Supreme Court decisions.

55 / That relevant product market inherently includes restrictive
provisions in wholesale contracts. (Proposed Finding of Fact 1.004.)

.

\z
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With respect to product markets, in Brown Shoe Co. v. United
55]

States the Court said:

The outer boundaries of a produc.t market are
determined by the reasonable interchangeability of
use or the cross-elasticity of demand between the
product itself and substitutes for it. 57f

* * *

[T]he boundaries of the relevant market must be
drawn with sufficient breadth to include the
competing products of each of the... companies and
to recognize competition where in fact, competition
exists.5_8f

In discussing the product market in United States v. Phila-
59

delphia National Bank,
/
the Supreme Court stated:

We have no difficulty in determining the "line
of consnerce" (relevant product or services market)...
[T]he cluster of products (various kinds of credit)
and services (such as checking accounts and trust
administration) denoted by the term "coninercial
banking",... composes a distinct line of commerce. 60/

The Court further stated that, "In sum, it is clear that

coninercial banking is a market 'sufficiently inclusive to be meaning-
61

ful in terms of trade realities.'" ' / Thus, it was not the component

3_/ 370 U.S. 294 (1962)._6
57/ Id. at 325.
W/ H. at 326.
M/ 374 U.S. 321 (1963).

~

M/ Id. at 356.
'6T/ R. at 357, quoting Crown Zellerback Corp. v. FTC, 296 F.2d

MO, 811 (9th Cir. 1961).
,
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parts of consnercial banking (e.g. , checking accounts, personal

loans, savirgs accounts, etc.) separately which formed relevant

product markets, even though each of these banking services is

distinguishable from the other, but " commercial banking" as a

whole which was the relevant product market..

Just as "consnercial banking" as a whole was a relevant

product market in Philadelphia National Bank, " bulk power services"

as a whole is a relevant product market in this proceeding. Just

as checking accounts, personal loans, and savings accounts were
,

not separate relevant markets in that case, coordinated planning and

development, interconnections, coordinated operations, and wheeling are not

separate relevant markets here. Rather, these various bulk power

services are so closely interrelated that it would be artificial

to separate them.

Relevant geographic markets are detennined by criteria which

are essentially similar to those used to define relevant prnduct -

markets. -62/In addressing the problem of defining a geographic mar-

ket, the Supreme Court held:
1

[T]he geographic market selected must ... both " correspond
to coninercial realities" of the industry and be econom- ,

ically significant. Thus, although the geographic market
in some instances may encompass the entire Nation, under
other circumstances it may be as small as a single
metropolitan area. g/

'

g/ Brown Shoe Co. v. United States, supra, note 56 at 336; United States v.
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. , 353 U.S. 586, 593 (1957).

;

-63/ 370 U.S. at 336-7., quoting American Crystal Sugar Co. v.
Cuban-American Sugar Co. ,152 F. Supp. 387, 398 (5.D.N.Y.1957),
aff'd, 259 F.2d 524 (2d Cir.1958).
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b. Applicants' Doninance

7.03 Applicants, individually and as a group, dominate

the relevant markets. Each Applicant's substantial market power

within its relevant market area and Appl ^ cants' substantial

market power in the CCCT constitute dominance of the relevant

markets. (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.013-1.021; United States v.

E.I . du Pont du Nemours & Co. , 351 U.S. 377 (1956); American Tobacco Co. v

United States, 328 U.S. 70 (1946); United States v. Aluminum Co.

of America,148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir.1945); United States v.

Philadelphia National Bank, supra; United States v. Grinnell Corp.,

384 U.S. 563 (1966); International Boxing Club v. United States,

358 U.S. 242 (1959); United States v. Besser Manufacturing Co.,

96 F. Supp. 304 (E.D. Mich.1951), aff'd, 343 U.S. 444 (1952);

United Banana Co. v. United Fruit Co. , 245 F. Supp.161 (D. Conn.*

1965),aff'd, 362 F.2d 849 (2d Cir.1966).)

Discussion: In light of Applicants' stipulated dominance
64/

and the evidence Staff introduced establishing dominance in fact,

Applicants' dominance also constitutes " monopoly puwer" as that term

is used by the Courts. In United States v. E.I. du Pont de Nemours
65/

& Co., " monopoly power" was defined as the power to control
66 /.

prices or the ability to exclude competition. - Practically speaking,

b4 / NRC 207, Hughes 25-26A; NRC 133, Guy Exs. JDG-1, 2a, 2b, 3,
4a,5.)

65 / 351 U.S. 377 (1956).
W/ This definition was affirmed in United States v. Grinnell Corp.

384 U.S. 563 (1966).
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it is clear that the requisite power may be found to exist even

without any showing that prices actually have been fixed or that

competitors were actually excluded. The question is whether

the power exists to accomplish such ends.

Although the amount of market power needed to constitute

a monopoly has not been quantified precisely, it has been tailored
f

to the factual situation. Clearly where a party controls more than

67/ 351 U.S. at 389.
-ET/ American Tobacco Co. v. United States, 328 U.S. 781 (1946).

,

-

In connection with this case, consider Eugene V. Rostow's linterpreti, ion in his book, A National Policy for the Oil
|Industry 13(1948):
)

"When three companies produce so large a percentage of I

market supply, that fact alone is almost sufficient evidence
that the statute is violated. Ruthless and predatory behavior
need not be shown. The actual elimination of small competitors '

,

,

is unnecessary .... Parallel action, price leadership, a
reliance on advertising rather then price competition as a
means of inducing changes in each seller's share of the market,
and above all, size -- the market position of a small number
of large sellers or buyers -- these are now key points to be
proved in a case of monopoly, or of combination in restraint ,'

i of trade. From such evidence inferences of combination will be
drawn, if cautious pleaders rely on Section 1 as well as on
Section 2. But the content of an antitrust case has been
enonnously limited and simplified, under Section 1 as well as

pSection 2. Painstaking search for scraps of evidence with a
conspiratorial atmosphere are no longer necessary. There need
be no parade of small business men as witnesses, to testify that
they have been driven from the trade, and their lives ruined,
by the ruthless squeeze of monopolistic pressure. Under the .

Tobacco case, the economic fact of monopoly is very close to
being the legal proof of monopoly. The decisive elements are f

,

the power to assert a degr;a of control over price and output
in the market as a whole; and the power to deter or discourage
potential competition -- even, as Judge Hand said, by embracing
'each new opportunity as it opened,' and facing 'every new
comer with new capacity already geared into a great organization,
having the advantage of experience, trade connections and the
elite of personnel. '"

.
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80 percent of a market, monopoly power exists.

Quantification of what constitutes a predominant share

of a market was considered in United States v. Aluminum Co. of

America. The Court found that a 90 percent sidre of the

aluminum market constituted a monopoly. In Philadelphia National

Bank, the court did not specify the exact percentage that

would constitute undue concentration but did cite the writings

of economists who had reconsnended a 20 to 25 percent combined

share and a 7 to 8 percent increase in concentration as evidence

of prima facie illegality. In applying this presumptive rule, the

court held that at least 30 percent of the coninercial banking in

the relevant markets was unlawful.

In United States v. Besser flanufacturing Co. a 65 percent

market share, with the balance of the market divided among 50 other

companies, was held to be a monopoly, particularly where the industry

was dominated by the defendant's manufacturing process. In

United Banana Co. v. United Fruit Co. , a market share of 70 percent

was held to be a sufficient demonstration of power.

69/ See: United States v. Grinnell Corp. 384 U.S. 563 (1966) (87%
of central station alarm business); International Boxing Club v.
United States, 358 U.S. 242 (1959) (81% of championship fights).

7 148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir.1945).
See note 59, su ra.
'9E F. Supp. 3 .D. Mich 1951), aff'd, 343 U.S. 444 (1952).
In the case at bar, Applicants accomplish dominance by controlling; _

sources of generation and transmission services necessary for econ-
omies in bulk power supply. The integration of nuclear power into'

applicants' system will result in similar control over the output of
the nuclear plant.

7_4] 245 F. Supp.161 (D. Conn.196S), aff'd, 362 F.2d 849 (1966).

. _. - .- - - -
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75 /
Finally, in United States v. Grinnell Corp. , the

~~

Supreme Court stated: The existence of ... [ monopoly] power

ordinarily may be inferred from the predominant share of the

market." The Court further held that the same market criteria

used in merger cases should be used in monopolization cases

under Section 2 of the Sherman Act. --~77/
I These cases provide a basis for Staff's assertions that

even if Applicants had not stipulated to dominance, Applicants in
,

fact do dominate the generation and transmission of bulk power
,

,

in the relevant markets and that this dominance gives Applicants

the ability, acting alone or in concert, to grant or deny to other

electric entities in the relevant market both (i) access to the

benefits of coordinated operation and (ii) access to the benefits

of the economy of size of large electric generating units by

coordinated development.

'

.

7_3f 384 U.S. 563 (1966).
7
6/ Id. at 571.

77) Tf. at 572-73.

;

.
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c. Apolicants' Abuse of Dominance

7.04 ~There is no pervasive economic regulation of the

electric utility industry by either state or federal agencies.

Even if there were, the antitrust laws are fully applicable to the electric

utility industry. (Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co. , 44 U.S.L.W. 5357

(U.S. July 6,1976); Otter Tail Power'Co. v. United States, 410

U.S. 366 (1973); Gulf States Utilities v. FPC, 411 U.S. 747 (1973);
.

FPC v. Southern California Edison Co., 376 U.S. 205 (1964).

7.05 Neither state approval of an electric utilities'

practices nor the fact that those practices may not be discontinued

without state permission is a sufficient basis for implying an

exemption from the federal antitrust laws for those practices.

(Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co. , supra.)

Discussion: It is now well established that the antitrust

laws are fully applicable' to the electric utility industry notwith-

standing its alleged pervasive economic regulation by state and federal
78/

agencies. --' S7 even if the Applicants' practices at issue in this pro-

78/ Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co. , 44 U.S.L.W. 5357 n.35 (U.S. July
~

--"

6,1976); Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366
(1973); Gulf States Utilities v. FPC, 411 U.S. 747 (1973).

| See Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.04.

!
2

|

|
'

i

|
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ceeding were pervasively regulated by stata and federal authorities,

that fact could not prevent his Commission from finding that

those practices are inconsistent with the antitrust laws or the

policies underlying those laws. But, indeed, there is no pervasive

economic regulation of the electric utility industry by either

state or federal agencies. First, in FPC v. Southern California Edison
79/

Co., the Supreme Court stated that there is "a bright line,
80/

easily ascertained between state and federal jurisdiction."

The Court held that the FPC has " jurisdiction of all sales of electric
.

energy at wholesale in interstate commerce not expressly exempted
81/

by the Act itself" and states have jurisdiction of sales at
82/

retail to ultimate consumers. With respect to the wholesale

market, the Supreme Court noted in Otter Tail that " Congress reiected a

pervasive regulatory scheme ... in favor of voluntary connercial relation-
/83

ships" and further noted that, therefore, the antitrust laws are aooli-
.

cable. ~/
84

Thus wnile the Ohio and Pennsylvania Public Utility Commissions

19 376 U.S. 205 (1964).
/ Id. at 215-16.

T/ T2. at 210, 216.
~

'

E2/ TH. at 213-16.
83/ TfD U.$. at 374. i

W/ _Id_.
,
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,

have some jurisdiction over Applicants' retail activities, it is

clear that those Comissions have no jurisdiction over Applicants'
.

! sales at wholesale and, hence, have no control over the very

activities which are alleged by the Staff to be inconsistent with

the antitrust laws. Therefore, there is no pervasive regulatory scheme

relevant to the issues in this proceeding. Second, when Congress

passed section 109c of the Act, it was aware that state regulatory

commissions exercised some degree of control over public utilities

and, of course, was aware of the jurisdiction of the Federal Power

Commission. Despite the existence of these regulatory schemes

, Congress decided and made clear in the language of the Atomic Energy

Act that public utilities intending to build and operate nuclear power plants

were to undergo a complete preliminary antitrust review. Thus, Congress could

not have intended that these utilities be permitted to raise these

regulatory schemes as a defense to charges that their activities

under the license would create or maintain a situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws. Finally in the recent case of Cantor v.

Detroit Edison Co., the Supreme Court held that neither state approval

of an electric utilities' practices nor the fact that those practices

may not be discontinued without state permission is a sufficient basis

for implying an exemption from the federal antitrust laws for those

practices.

$ Supra note 78.
.86/ Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.05.

l
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Having established that Applicants' activities, conduct, and

practices are fully subject to the antitrust laws, even if they had

been approved by state or federal agencies, it remains only te

examine the Applicants' activities, conduct, and practices in light

of the antitrust laws and the policies underlying those laws.

7.06 Applicants' (1) denials of access to nuclear units

(Proposed Findings of Fact 1.065-1.075, 1.113, 1.163-1.180,

1.182, 1.184, 1.195, 1.291); (2) refusals to wheel and/or provide

other transmission services (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.093-1.098,
,

1.101-1.114, 1.123-1.126, 1.162, 1.181-1.184, 1.202-1.219, 1.282-1.289; (3)

refusals to sell bulk power (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.030-1.043);

(4) refusals to interconnect or reach an interconnection agree-

ment, sham offers to interconnect, delays in interconnecting,
~

imposing anticompetitive interconnections agreements, and requiring

the raising of rates as a condition precedent to interconnection (Pro-

psoed Findings 1.044-1.051, 1.099-1.114, 1.133-1.162; (5) imposition of -

long-term capacity and finance restrictions (Proposed Findings of Fact

1.224-1.266);(6) refusals to sell power for resale and restrictions on the
+

resale of power (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.184); (7) refusals to sell

power for maintenance or emergency (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.052-1.064);
|

(8) denials of access to alternative sources of bulk power supply

(Proposed Findings of Fact 1.093-1.098, 1.101, 1.114, 1.123-1.126, 1.162,

1.180-1.187, 1.195, 1.202-1.219, 1.282-1.293, 1.296) (9) refusals to operate

in parallel or provide synchronous interconnections (Proposed Findings

t
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of Fact 1.087-1.090,1.099-1.112,1.114;(10) restrictions on compe-

tition for industrial loads (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.170, 1.184,

1.252, 1.258-l.260, 1.267-1.269, 1.279, 1.281); (11) refusals to en-
'

gage in, and the prevention of others from achieving the benefits of,

coordinated operations, development, or planning, and economies of

scale (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.091-1.092, 1.099-1.114, 1.121-

1.126, 1.141-1.143, 1.162, 1.180, 1.291-1.292); (12) harassment and

abuse of competitors (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.099-1.114, 1.293);

(13) imposition of unfair reserve requirements (Proposed Findings of Fact

1.179a-c,1.184,1.195); and (14) acquisition and attempts to

and/or eliminate competitors and attempts to eliminate competition

(Proposed Findings of Fact 1.076-1.086,1.136-1.143,1.146,1.296) are

activities designed to maintain their dominance, to eclose competi-

tion, and/or to gain competitive advantages and are, individually and

as a whole, an abuse of Applicants' dominance; consequently they are

inconsistent with the antitrust laws. (FTC Act: The Peelers Co. , 65

F.T.C. 799 (1964), enforced i_n_ part sub nom. LaPeyre v. FTC, 366 F.2dn

117 (5t'h Cir.1966); United States v. Colgate & Co., 250 U.S. 3Gn (1919);

United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, supra; Eastman Kode Co. v.

Southern Photo Materials Co., 273 U.S. 359 (1927); Lorain Journal Co._ v.

United States, 342 U.S.143 (1951); United States v. Parke, Davis & Co.,

362 U.S. 29 (1960); United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp ,110 F.

Supp. 295 (D. Mass.1953), aff'd, 347 U.S. 521 (1954); Otter Tail Power

| Co. v. United States, supra; Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S.

I 1 (1945); United States v. Griffith, 334 U.S.100 (1948); Gainesville
|

|

|

!

|
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Utilities Department v. Florida Power Corp. , 402 U.S. 515 (1971);

United Gas Pipe Line Co. v. Mobile Gas Service Corp. , 350 U.S. 332

(1956); FPC v. Sierra Pacific Power Co., 350 U.S. 348 (1956); Rich-
,

mond Power & Light v. FPC, 481 F.2d 490 (1973); Wolf Creek, supra. )

Discussion: It is well established that a firm th'at has

significant market control cannot refuse to deal or discriminate in

its dealings with its customers for the purpose of preserving or
87/

extending its dominant position. - Furthermore, dominant firms are
.

subject to stricter scrutiny under the antitrust laws than other
88/

firms. -" As Comissioner Elman of the Federal Trade Comission stated:

Firms possessing monopoly power may not be ipso facto
unlawful monopolists under the antitrust laws, but the
permissible limits of lawful business conduct for such
firms are more narrowly circumscribed than in the case
of firms not possessing such economic power .... They
are accordingly subject, under the antitrust laws, to
some of the obligations of fair and equal treatment
borne by publicly regulated utilities. A course of
conduct that would be lawful if engaged in by a non-
monopolists may, therefore, be an unfair method of com-

.

petition when engaged in by a monopolist. 89/
.

{/ Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States, 410 U.S. 366 (1973);
United States v. Colgate & Co., 250 U.S. 300 (1919).The Colgate Court held: I

In the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a
|.

monopoly, the [Sherman] Act does not restrict the long recog- {nized right of a trader or manufacturer... freely to exercise
ihis own independent discretion as to the parties with whom he |-
'

will deal ... Id. at 307 (emphasis added).
88] , United States v. Aluliiinum Co. of America,148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir. '

1945); The Peelers Co. , 65 F.T.C. 799 (1964), enforced in,part
sub nom.

09 LaPeyre v. FTC, 366 F.2d 117 (5th Cir.1966).
|_/ The Peelers Co. , supra note 88.
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'N
In Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern Photo Materials Co.,

one of the questions posed to the Supreme Court was whether the

refusal by a monopolist to sell to a certain class of customers

at a dealer's discount was in furtherance of a purpose to monopolize.

The Court held that:

[A]lthough there was no direct evidence -- as there
could not well be -- that the defendant's refusal to
sell to the plaintiff was in pursuance of a purpose
to monopolize, we think that the circumstances dis-
closed in the evidence sufficiently tended to indicate
such purpose, as a matter of just and reasonable in-
ference, to warrant the submission of this question to
the jury. " Clearly," as was said by the Court of Appeals,
"it could not be held as a matter of law that the
defendant was actuated by innocent motives rather than
by an intention and desire to perpetuate a monopoly." 91f

92 /
In Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, - the publisher of the

only daily local newspaper enjoyed a substantial share of the local

market of the mass dissemination of news and advertising. A radio

station was licensed, and derived most of its income from local and

national advertising in direct competition with Lorain Joyrnal. The

Court held that its effort to retain its monopoly by refusing to

accept local advertising from customers who also advertised through

the radio station was a violation of Section 2 of the Sherman Act. The

Court reasoned that:

It is consistent ... to hold here that a single newspaper,
already enjoying a substantial monopoly in its area,
violates the " attempt to monopolize" clause of 52 when it
uses its monopoly to destroy threatened competition.

90 273 U.S. 359 (1927).
9 Id. at 375.
92_ T42 U.S. 143 (1951).

_
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The publisher claims a right as a private business
concern to select its customers and to refuse to
accept advertisements from whomever it pleases. We
do not dispute that general right. "But the word
'right' is one of the most deceptive of pitfalls;
it is so easy to slip from a qualified meaning in
the premise to an unqualified one in the conclusion.
Most rights are qualified..." The right claimed by -

the publisher is neither absolute nor exempt from .

regulation. Its exercise as a purposeful means of
monopolizing interstate commerce is prohibited by
the Sherman Act. 93/

94/.

an actionIn United States v. Aluminum Co. of America,

was brought against Alcoa for monopolizing the manufacture and sale

of " virgin" aluminum ingot. Alcoa's defense was that it was the

passive beneficiary of a monopoly - that it acquired and maintained

its dominant position solely by its skill, energy and initiative.

Judge Learned Hand, writing for the court, held:

It was not inevitable that it should always anticipate
increases in the demand for ingot and be prepared to
supply them. Nothing compelled it to keep doubling
and redoubling its capacity before others entered the
field. It insists that it never excluded competitors;
but we can think of no more effective exclusion than -

progressively to embrace each new opportunity as it
opened, and to face every newcomer with new capacity
already geared into a great organization, having the
advantage of experience, trade connections and the
elite of personnel. Only in case we interpret "ex-
clusion" as limited to manoeuvres not honestly indus-
trial, but actuated solely by a desire to prevent compe-
tition, can such a course, indefatigably pursued, be -

deemed not "exclusionary". So to limit it would in our
judgment emasculate the Act.. 95/

W/ Id. at 154-55, quoting American Bank & Trust Co. v. Federal Reserve
Bank, 256 U.S. 350 (1921).

94/ T4FF.2d 416 (2d Cir.1945).
9F/ Id. at 431. (Judge Hand's opinion in the Alcoa case has been
- 'cTted with approval so often by the Supreme Court that it has

the status of Supreme Court precedent.)
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In United States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp. the

Government brought suit against United Shoe for alleged violations

of Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman Act. In discussing United's

control of the market, the court recognized that the activities

practiced by United were " honestly industrial" in that they were

of the sort engaged in by other honorable firms, and in fact con-

formed to long-standing trad'tions in the shoe machinery business.

Still the Court held:

While the law allows many enterprises to use such
practices, the Sherman Act is'now construed ... to
forbid the continuance of effective narket control
based in part upon such practices ... [M]arket
control is inherently evil and constitutes a vio-
lation of 92 unless economically inevitable, or
specifically authorized and regulated by law.

Deferdant seems to suggest that even if its
control of the market is not attributable exclus-
ive y to its superior performance, its research,
and its economies of scale, nonetheless, United's
market control should not be held unlawful, because
only through the existence of some monopoly power
can the thin shoe machinery market ,eport fundamen-
tal research of the first order, an. achieve
maximum economies of production and distribution.

To this defense the shortest answer is that that
law does not allow an enterprise that maintains
control of a market through practices not economically
inevitable, to justify that control because of its
supposed social advantage. It is for Congress, not
for private interests, to determine whether a monopoly,
not compelled by circumstances, is advantageous. And
it is for Congress to decide on what conditions and
subject to what regulations, such monopoly shall con-
duct its business. 97, _/

9_6/ 110 F. Supp. 295 (D. Mass.1953), aff'd. , 347 U.S. 521 (1954).
97] Id. at 345 (citations omitted)._
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Finally, the decision in Otter Tail Power Co. v. United
28/

States focused on the abuse of a dominant position by an electric

utility. In this civil Sherman Act suit, brought by the government,
,

"[t]he District Court determined that Otter Tail has 'a strategic

dominance in the transmission of power in most of its service area'

and that it used this dominance to foreclose potential entrants into

the retail area from obtaining electric power from outside sources
99/

of supply." Thus, the Supreme Court reiterated familiar language

and applied it to the electric utility industry, holding:

Use of monopoly power "to destroy threatened
competition" is a violation of the ... Sherman Act.
Lorain Journal v. United States 342 U.S.143,154,
Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern Photo Materials Co. ,
273 U.S. 359, 375.100/

The Court also re-affirmed its holding that the Sherman Act

was violated by the abuse of a dominant position even in the

absence of a finding of a complete monopoly. The Court noted:

In Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S.1,
...a cooperative news association had bylaws that per-
mitted member newspapers to bar competitors from joining

|the association. We held that practice violated the
Sherman Act, even though the transgressor "had not yet

,

achieved a complete monopoly"101/
]

,

_

.

%/ 410 U.S. 3 6 (1973).9F/ Id. at 377,
lE/ TcT.
TUT / Td. See Staff's discussion of the Associated Press case with '

respect to Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.08, infra.
.
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Thus, the Supreme Court concluded:

The record makes abundantly clear that Otter,

Tail used its monopoly power in the cities in
its service area to foreclose competition or
gain a competitive advantage, cg to destroy-
a competitor, all in violation o_f the anti-

trust laws. See United States v. Griffith, 334
U.S.100,107.lj@y

Here is it important to note that each and every abuse of

the dominant position, standing alone, constitutes a violation of

the antitrust laws. The Supreme Court made it very clear:

The District Court found - and its findings
are supported - that Otter Tail's refusals to
sell at wholesale or to wheel were solely to
prevent municipal power systems from eroding its
nonopolistic position. lj[y

Any suggestion that Otter Tail requires a proof of a refusal

to deal and a refusal to wheel is not supported by the plain language

of the Suprene Court decision as above quoted.

Furtherrore, Otter Tail reaffirms the principle that anti-

competitive practices are not justified by the promotion of economic

sel f-interest. As the Court observed:

Otter Tail argues that, without the weapons which,

it used, more and more municipalities will turn to
public power and Otter Tail will go downhill. The argu-
ment is a familiar one. It was made in United States v.
Arnold, Schainn & Co., 388 U.S. 365, a civil suit under,

il of the Sherman Act....L'a said: "The promotion of self-
I interest alone does not invoke the rule of reason to .

immunize otherwise illegal conduct."

104/ Id.
T9' H. a(emphasis added).t 378 (emphasis added).

_ _ . . _
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The same may properly be said of 52 cases under
the Sherman Act. That Act assumes that an enterprise
will protect itself against loss by operating with
superior service, lower costs, and improved
efficiency. Otter Tail's theory collides with the
Shennan Act as it sought to substitute for competitica
anticompetitive uses of its dominant economic power.104/ ,

The Staff submits that, contrary to Duquesne Light's position
105/

on interconnections, the appropriate analysis for determining

whether an electric utility can refuse to interconnect or reach an

interconnection agreement was described by the Supreme Court in Gaines-
106/

ville Utilities Department v. Florida Power Corp: _

[T]he appropriate analysis should focus not upon
the respective gains to be realized by the parties
from the interconnection but upon the sharing of
responsibilties by the interconnected operations:

"[T] hat sharing must be based upon, and follow the
proportionate burdens each system places upon the
interconnected system networks, not the benefits

,

each expects to receive. Benefits received in any
given situation may approximate these responsibilities
or they may not." _107/7

The Staff also submits that CEI's mere inclusion in a letter

of a draft participation statement relating to MELP with a statement

that it might provide assista.'ce does not constitute an offer as a
108/

matter of law.
,

104/ 410 U.S. at 380.
M/ See Proposed Finding of Fact 1.050.
TM/ 402 U.S. 515 (1971).
TD7/ Id. at 523, quoting the FPC at 40 F.P.C.1237.
M/ Tee Proposed Finding of Fact 1.179.
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An offer is an expression by one party of his
assent tu certain definite terms, provided that the
other party involved in the bargaining transaction
will likewise express his assent to the identically
same terms.109/ * * *

It must be an expression of will or intention.

It must be an act that leads the offeree reasonably
to believe that a power to create a contract is con-
ferred upon him. This applies to the content of the
power as well as to the fact of its existence. It is
on this ground that we must exclude invitations to
deal or acts of mere preliminary negotiation, and acts
evidently done in jest or without intent to create
legal relations. All these are acts that do not lead
others reasonably to believe that they are empowered
"to close the contract." So long as it is reasonably
apparent that some further act of the offeror is
necessary, the offeree has no power to create
contractual relations by an act of his own, and there
is as yet no operative offer.110/

The Staff believes that the CEI-Painesville interconnection
111/

agreement is illusory because "where a party reserves the right

of cancellation simply by giving notice at any time without any

specific period of notice being required the majority of the cases
112/

have r, aid that the promise is not consideration."

109/ 1 A. Corbin, Contracts 911,at 23 (1963).
TTU/ Id. at 25.
ITT/ See Proposed Findings of Fact 1.150-1.162.
Il7/ J. Calaman & J. Perillo, The Law of Contracts (1972).

.
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111/
Applicants contend that the Special Provision contained

1

in Section 5 of each service schedule giving either party the right to

take at any time a'y action designed to protect its best interests,

including action to file a superseding rate schedule,is required by
.

FPC Order pursuant,to the judicial requirements of United Gas Pipe
114/

Line Co. v. Mobile Gas Service Corp., and FPC v. Sierra Pacific
115/

Power Co. These cases establish what is known as the Sierra-

Mobile doctrine which merely permits a seller " consistent with its
116/

contractual undertaking" to unilaterally increase its rates

under a contract by filing a new tariff with the FPC. Thus,

under the Sierra-Mobile doctrine, superseding tariffs (i.e. rates)

may be filed, but there is no suggestion thereunder that the supplier

can take any additional action other than filing new rates. In fact,

there is authority to the contrary:

113/ See Proposed Findings of Fact 1.151 to 1.154.
114/ 350 U.S. 332 (1956).
115/ 350 U.S. 348 (1956).
116/ Richmond Power & Light v. FPC, 481 F.2d 490, 4S3

(1973) (emphasis in originaTT.

,

d
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...[T]he Mobile-Sierra-Memphis doctrine "preserv[es]
the integrity of contracts" and " permits the stability
of supply arrangements which all agree is essentialI to the health of * * * industry." 117/

i

Thus, the Sierra-Mobile doctrine permits the contract to remain in

effect while permitting superseding rate schedules to be filed. There

is no authority under Sierra-Mobile which would permit a supplier to

take any action other than filing a new rate tariff.

An example of a Sierra-Mobile clause is contained in Richmond

Power & Light v. FPC:

...and in the event said tariff is replaced by a new
or revised tariff incorporating higher or lower rates
than those ... in the aforementioned tariff, the Company
will continue to furnish service as stipulated in the
Agreement and the Customer will pay for such service at
the higher or lower rates from and after the date when
such rates are made effective.118/

NRC Ex. 218 gives another example of a Sierra-Mobile clause where
' state jurisdiction over rates is involved.

4

i
'

i 117/ Id. at 497, quoting United Gas Pipe Line Co. v. Mobil Gas Service
Cor ., supra note 116; at 344.

118/ .2d at 494.
.

i

!

I

L
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Staff has demonstrated that each Applicant has abused its

dominance by engaging in activities dasigned to maintain its

dominant position in the. relevant market, to foreclose competition

in the relevant market, and/or to gain competitive advantages in
119/

the relevant market. Consequently, each Applicant has engaged

in activities, conduct, and practices which, when examined in light

of the antitrust laws, are, individually and as a whole, inconsistent
120/

with the antitrust laws and the policies underlying those laws.

7.07 Applicants' agreements with non-Applicant CCCT

entities to allocate service territories and customers, and Applicants'

agreaments with non-Applicant CCCT entities not to compete (Proposed

Findings of Fact 1.127-1.132, 1.141, 1.146, 1.252, 1.267-1.281, 1.294-

1.295) are activities designed to maintain their dominance, to foreclose

competition, and/or to gain competitive advantages and are, individually

and as a whole, an abuse of Applicants' dominance; furthermore, they are,

individually and as a whole, per set violations of the antitrust laws

and consequently are inconsistent with the antitrust laws. (FTC Act:

.

.

139/ Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.06 and the Proposed findings of '

Fact cited therein.
120/ Ig.
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The Peelers Co. , supra. ; LaPeyre v. FTC, supra. ;

United States v. Colgate & Co., supra.; United States v. Aluminum

Co. of America, supra.; Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern Photo Materials

Co. , supra. ; Lorain Journal Co. v. United States, supra. ; United

States v. Park, Davis & Co. , supra.; United States v. United Shoe

Machinery Corp. , supra.; Otter Tail Power Co. v. United States,

supra.; Associated Press v. United States, supra.; United States v.

Griffith, supra. ; Wolf Creek, supra. ; United States v. Sealy, Inc. ,

388 U.S. 350 (1967); Timken Roller Bearing Co. v. United States,

341 U.S. 593 (19 ); Northern Pacific Railway Co. v. United States,

356 U.S.1 (1958).)

Discussion: In addition to each Applicant having engaged in

practices inconsistent with the antitrust laws, each Applicant has

engaged in certain activities, conduct, and practices which are,

individually and as a whole, per se violations of the antitrust laws

and consequently are inconsistent with the antitrust laws and the
JZ}}

policies underlying those laws.

In Northern Pacific Railway Co. v. United States, the

Supreme Court stated:

I21/ Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.07 and the Proposed Finding
of Fact cited therein.>

122/ 356 U.S. 1 (1958).

:

|

|
!'

|
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The Sherman Act was designed to be a comprehensive
charter of economic liberty aimed at preserving free
and unfettered competition as the rule of trade. It
rests on the premise that the unrestrained interaction
of competitive forces will yield the best allocation of
our economic resources, the lowest prices, the highest
quality and the greatest material progress, while at
the same time providing an environment conducive to the
preservation of our democratic political and social
insti tutions . But even were that premise open to
question, the policy unequivocally laid down by the Act
is competition. And to this end it prohibits "Every
contract, combination . . . or conspiracy, in restraint
of trade or commerce among the several States." Although
this prohibition is literally all-encompassing, the
courts have construed it as precluding only those
contracts or combinations which " unreasonably" restrain
competition.

However, there are certain agreerents or practices
which because of their pernicious effect on competition
and lack of any redeeming virtue are conclusively )re-
sumed to be unreasonable and therefore illegal witlout
elaborate inquiry as to the )recise hana they have caused
or the business excuse for t1eir use. This principle
of per se unreasonableness not only makes the type of
restraints which are proscribed by the Sherman Act more
certain to the benefit of everyone concerned, but it also
avoids the necessity for an incredibly complicated and
prolonged economic investigation into the entire history
of the industry involved, as well as related industries, in
an effort to determine at large whether a particular
restraint has been unreasonable - an inquiry so often
wholly fruitless when undertaken. Among the practices
which the courts have heretofore deemed to be unlawful in
and of themselves are price fixing, division of markets, !

group boycotts, and tying arrangements.123/
.

.

.

T23/ Id. at 4-5.(citations omitted; emphasis added.)

!

.
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It is the Staff's opinion that the rationale of the Northern

Pacific case is equally applicable to antitrust proceedings before
,

the Commission and that, therefore, those practices which have

been condemned as per sjt violations of the antitrust laws are

a, fortiori inconsistent with the antitrust laws or the

policies underlying those laws.

In particular, it has been held that horizontal territorial

allocations are per sjt unlawful:

[ Horizontal territorial limitations] are unlawful'

under 91 of the Sherman Act without the necessity
for an inquiry in each particular case as to their
business or economic justification, their impact
in the market place, or their reasonableness.124/

Therefore, an Applicant's territorial allocation agreements, customer

allocation agreements, and agreements not to compete are

inconsistent with the antitrust laws and the policies underlying those
125/

laws. Furthermore, since they are per se violations of the anti-

trust laws, then it is irrelevant that there might be business

reasons for the agreements.

124/ United States v. Sealy, Inc. , 388 U.S. 350, 357-58 (1967).>

See also Northern Pacific Ry. v. United States, supra note'

Tfz;% ken Roller Bearing Co. v. United States, 341 U.S.
593(1951).

125/ Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.07 and the Proposed Findingsi

of Fact cited therein.'

. .
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7.08 Applicants' concerted (1) structuring of CAPC0

to include barriers to entry for potential new members; e.g., the

CAPC0 Memorandum of Understanding (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.298-

1.304); the long lead times for withdrawal from

j CAPC0 (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.305-1.308); and the insistence

I on potential new members to CAPC0 complying with the CAPC0 P/N

method of allocating capacity and reserves (Proposed Findings of Fact

1.309-1.324); (2) denials of membership in CAPC0 (Proposed Findings

of Fact 1.325-1.361); denials of access to nuclear units (Proposed '

Findings of Fact 1.347-1.361; and prevention of other electric,

.

entities from achieving the benefits of coordinated operation and

| development and economies of scale (Proposed Findings of Fact 1.298-

| 1.361) are activities designed to maintain Applicants' dominance

in the CCCT as a group, to foreclose competition, and/or to gain
!

| competitive advantages and are, individually and as a whole, an abuse

by joint action of Applicants' dominance in the CCCT as a group. Such .

conduct constitutes a concerted refusal to deal and a group boycott and

| depMves smaller entities of valuable services which they need to compete
!

ef fectively. Furthermore, such conduct is per se violative of the

antitrust laws and hence is inconsistent with the antitrust laws. -

|

!

l

.

.
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FTC Act, The Peelers Co. . suora. : LaPeyre v. FTC,

suora.: United States v. Colaate & Co., supra.; United States

~ v. Aluminum Co. of America, supra.; Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern

Photo Materials Co. , supra.; Lorain Journal Co. v. United States,

supra. ; United States v. Parke, Davis & Co. , s"r*1. ; United

States v. United Shoe Machinery Corp., supra.; Otter Tail Power Co.

v. United States, supra.;, Associated Press v. United States, supra.;

United States v. Griffith, supra. : Wolf Creek, supra.; Gamco, Inc.

v. Providence Fruit & Produce Building, Inc.,194 F.2d 484 (1st Cir.),

cert, denied, 344 U.S. 817 (1952); Klor's Inc. v. Broadway-Hale Stores,

Inc.,359U.S.207(1959); Silver v. New York Stock Exchange, 373 U.S.

341 (1963); Northern Pacific Railway Co. v. United States, supra.)

'

,

4

Discussion: Applicants as a group have engaged in activities

designed to maintain their dominance in the CCCT, to foreclose

competition, and/or to gain competitive advantages; thus Applicants
126/

have abused their dominance by joint action. It is the Staff's

position that the case law discussed supra with respect to Proposed

Conclusions of Law 7.04-7.07 is fully applicable to any and all joint

action on the part of Applicants. In that regard, the discussions,*

supra, with respect to Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.04-7.07 are

incorporated herein by reference. In particular, when Applicants'

13'6/ Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.08 and the Proposed Findings
of Fact cited therein.
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practices are per jje violations of the antitrust laws, and there-

fore are inconsistent with the antitrust laws, it is irrelevant

that Applicants claim good engineering or business reasons to justify

that conduct. Additionally, there are certain cases which show

directly how Applicants' joint practices constitute an abuse of

their dominance.
127/

In Gamco v. Providence Fruit & Produce Building, Inc. ,

the Court held that the failure to conclusively prove a conspiracy or

concerted exclusion was not fatal to a plaintiff's case under section
128/

1 of the Sherman Act as a matter of law.

The Staff submits that Applicants' denials of membership in
129/

CAPC0 closely parallel the facts of Associated Press v. United
130/

States. That case concerned a news association that set up a system

of by-laws which prohibited members from selling news to non-members,

and granted each member powers to block its non-member competitors from

membership. The Supreme Court concluded that the association, by system-

atidally stacking the cards in favor of its established members, seriously

limited the opportunity for any newspaper to enter into competition

where Associated Press members were already publishing. The fact

that Associated Press had not achieved a complete monopoly was " wholly -

131 /
irrelevant," as was the fact that the reports of a news association

132 /
were not " indispensable." The Court, in holding that new entrants '

127 194 F.2d 484 (1st Cir.), cert denied, 344, U.S. 817 (1952).
Id. at 488-89.
PiFoposed Conclusion of Law 7.08(2).

TW/ 326 U.S. 1 (1945).
T3T/ Id. at 13.
TTE/ H. at 18.

|

|
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must still be allowed to share a " facility" on reasonable terms unless

it is practicable for them to compete without it, held:;

Inability to buy news from the largest news
,

i agency, or any one of its multitude of members,
can have most serious effects on the publication
of competitive newspapers, both those presently
published and those which, but for these
restrictions, might be published in the future.133/

It is obviously fallacious to view the By-Laws
here in issue as instituting a program to encourage
and permit full freedom of sale and disposal of pro-
perty by its owners. Rather, these publishers have,
by concerted arrangements, pooled their power to
acquire, to purchase, and to dispose of news reports
through the channels of commerce. They have also
pooled their economic and news control power and, in
exerting that power, have entered into agreements
which the District Court found to be " plainly designed
in the interest of preventing competition." 134/

Other cases demonstrate how refusals to deal can violate
135 /

the antitrust laws. In Klor's , Inc. v. Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc. ,

for example, the Supreme Court reaffirmed the illegality of group

boycotts:
'

Group boycotts, or concerted refusals by traders
to deal with other traders, have long been held to be
in the forbidden category ... Even when they operated
to lower prices or temporarily to stimulate competition

i they were banned.136/

Id. at 13..

lif. at 15-16.
m / E9 U.S. 207 (1959).
jjfi/ Ld. at 212 (footnote omitted).

,

|

!
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137/
In Silver v. New York Stock Exchange, Silver, a broker-

dealer not a member of the Exchange, had, with the " temporary

approval" of the Exchange, direct private telephone wire connections

with a number of securities firms which were members of the Exchange.

Without any prior notice to Silver, the Exchange's Department of

Member Firms decided to disapprove the private connections and noti-

fied the member firms to disconnect. When the member firms did

disconnect, Silver unsuccessfully sought an explanation. In dis-
cussing the Exchange's action, the Supreme Court said:

It is plain ... that removal of the wires by
collective action of the Exchange and its members
would, had it occurred in a context free from other
federal regulation, constitute a per se, violation
of !il of the Sherman Act. The concerted action of
the Exchange and its members here was, in simple
terms, a group boycott depriving petitioners of a
valuable business service which they needed in
order to compete effectively as broker-dealers in
the over-the-counter securities market.138/ _

Finally, while United States v. Colgate & Co. is often

said to stand for the proposition that a mem refusal to deal does not

violate the antitrust laws, it must be remembered that the correctness

of that proposition requires the " mere" refusal to take place "'i]n
lf0/

the absence of any purpose to create or maintain a monopoly." - ~ More-

over, the Colgate do ne was further developed in United States v.

Parke, Davis & Co.:

14/ 373 U.S. 341 (1963).
1 Id. at 347.

E0 U.S. 300 (1919).
T Id. at 307.

T62 U.S. 29 (1960).
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When the manufacturer's actions ... go beyond
mere announcement of his policy and the simple
refusal to deal, and he employs other means
which effect adherence to his resale prices,...
he has put together a combination in violation
of the Sherman Act.142/

2. Applicants' Control of Essential Resources and
Denial of Access Thereto

7.09 Applicants' refusals to wheel and/or provide other

transmission services constitute denials of access to an essential

resource and consequently are inconsistent with the antitrust

laws. (Proposed Findings of Fact 2.01-2.05, 2.07-2.08, 2.10-2.12)

United States v. Terminal Railroad Association, 224

U.S. 383 (1921); Associated Press v. United States, supra; Gamco,

Inc. v. Providence Fruit & Produce Building, Inc., supra; Klor's Inc.

v. Broadway-Hale, Inc. , supra; Silver v. New York Stock Exchahoe,

supra.) *

Discussion: A line of casec has established what is known as

the " bottleneck" or " essential resource" or " scarce facility" theory.

As summarized by one antitrust analyst:

The Sherman Act requires that where facilities cannot
practically be duplicated by would-be competitors,
those in possession of them must allow them to be
shared on fair terms. It is illegal restraint of trade
to foreclose the scarce facility.143 /

The courts, beginning with United States v. Terminal Railroad
144/

Association , have consistently adhered to this basic

principle. In the Terminal Railroad case, a jointly owned company
|

142 / Id. at 44.
ITT/ 7[' Neale, The Antitrust Laws of the U.S. A. 67(1970).
T{{/ 224 U.S. 383 (1912).

|
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controlling the principal terminal facilities in St. Louis, Missouri

and East St. Louis, Illinois, was declared to be eng6ging in an

illegal restraint on trade when it refused to al' low certain competi-

tors to utilize the terminal. The Court based its decision on the

arbitrariness of the contract establishing the joiat company in

excluding non-members and the physical conditions which compelled the

use of the combined system by every railroad which desired to cross

the Mississippi River. The Court stated that:

The cost of construction and maintenance of railroad
bridges over so great a river makes it impracticable

;for every road [ railroad] desiring to enter or pass |

through the city to have its own bridge.145/
,

* * *

. The result of the geographical and topographical'

situation is that it is, as a practical matter, ins
possible for any railroad company to pass through, or
even enter St. Louis, so as to be within reach of its
industries or commerce, without using the facilities
entirely controlled by the terminal company. ...The
other companies use the terminal properties because
it is not possible to acquire adequate facilities for
themselves. The cost to any one company is prohibi-
tive.146/

Subsequent to the Terminal Railroad case, the Supreme Court

reaffirmed the " bottleneck" or " essential resource" theory Associated
147/

Press v. United States, discussed supra with respect to Proposed

Conclusion of Law 7.08. In Gamco, Inc. v. Providence Fruit & Produce

145/ Id. at 395.
146/ Tif. at 397.
T47/ 3upra note 130

1

.
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148/
Building, Inc., also discussed supra with respect to Proposed

Conclusion of Law 7. 08, the Court of Appeals held that:

[A] monopolized resource seldom lacks substitutes;
alternatives will not excuse monopolization ....
[I]t is only at the building itself that the pur-
chasers to whom a competing wholesaler must sell
and the rail facilities which constitute the most
economical method of bulk transportation are
brought together. To impose upon plaintiff the
additional expenses a developing another site,
attracting buyers, and transhipping his fruit
and product by truck is clearly to extract a
monopolist's advantage.... The Act does not merely
guarantee the right to create markets; it also
insures the right of entry to old ones.149/

The court concluded that the possibility of duplicating the facilities

cannot:

...of itself destroy the illegality of the asserted .
monopolization. It is clear...that exclusion from
an appropriate market or business opportunity is
actionable, notwithstanding substitute opportunities
.. 150/

Other cases demonstrate how easily refusals to deal, even

when not with respect to an essential resource, can violate the
151 /

antitrust laws: e.g. , Klor's Inc. v. Broadway-Hale Stores, Inc. ,
152/

andSilverv.NewYorkStockjxchange.

The Staff believes that when a firm is dominant in a market,
I it is obliged under the antitrust laws to take care not to abuse that

dominance. This is particularly true where the essence of that

148/ Supra note 127.
!

T]150/ TJ. at 488.Id. at 487 (footnotes and citations omitted).
49

See notes 135-36 and accompanying text supra.
See notes 137-38 and accompanying text supra.
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dominance is the control over essential resources or facilities
152a/ 153/

such as transmission or nuclear power. A " dominant firm" must

share those resources or facilities with competitors unless there is

some reasonable and practical alternative to the competitor. The

Staff submits that Applicants' denials of access to essential resources

constitute a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws in general

and the " bottleneck" cases discussed above in particular.

7.10 Applicants' denials of access to nuclear units con-

stitute denials of access to an essential resource and consequently

are inconsistent with the antitrust laws. (Proposed Findings of Fact

2.06-2.10, 2.13; United States v. Terminal Railroad, supra.; Associated
.

Press v. United States, supra.; Gamco, Inc. v. Providence Fruit &

Produce Building, Inc. , supra. ; Klor's, Inc. v. Broadway-Hale, Inc. ,

supra.; Silver v. New York Stock Exchange, supra.)

Discussion: The Staff's position is that under the circumstances

presented in this case, denial of access to a nuclear unit is a denial of

access to an essential resource which serves to maintain Applicants'

dominance and which is inconsistent with the antitrust laws and the

policies underlying those laws. In this regard, the discussion with

respect to Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.09 is incorporated herein by

reference. With respect to concerted denial of access to nuclear power,

152a/ See Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.09 and the Proposed Findings
of Fact cited therein.

153/ See Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.10, the Proposed Findings of
Fact cited therein, and the discussion thereunder, infra.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Staff's discussion with respect to Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.08 is
incorporated herein by reference also.

B. The Nexus between the Activities under the Proposed
License and the Situation Inconsistent with the
Antitrust Laws

7.11 Meaningful nexus exists between the activities under

the proposed license and the situation inconsistent with the antitrust

laws if the situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws is

created or maintained by the activities under the proposed license.

(Waterford I, supra; Waterford II, supra; Wolf Creek, supra; United

States v. Aluminum Co. of America, supra; United States v. IBM. Corp.,

2 Trade Reg. Rep. (1975 Trade Cas.) Para. 60,495 (S.D.N.Y. Aag. 6,1975).)

7.12 Applicants' activities under the proposed license, i.e.,

the planning, building, and operation of the Davis-Besse and Perry nuclear

units, as well as the integration of those units into Applicants' bulk

power supply systems, will maintain and indeed exacerbate a situation

inconsistent with the antitrust laws by enabling Applicants to maintain

and strengthen their dominance and control over essential resources,

to continue to abuse their dominance, and to continue to deny access

to essential resources. Thus, a meaningful nexus exists between
1

Applicants' activities under the proposed license and the situation I

inconsistent with the antitrust laws. (Proposed Findings of Fact 3.01-
,

l

3.16; Waterford I, supra; Waterford II, supra; Wolf Creek, supra; |

Municipal Electric Association v. SEC, 413 F.2d 1052 (D.C. Cir.1969);

i

|
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Municipal Electric Association v. FPC, 414 F.2d 1206 (D.C. Cir.

1969).)

Discussion: The requirement that there be a " nexus" between |
l

the " activities under the license" and the " situation inconsistent '

with the antitrust lass" was first raised by the Comission in

Waterford I. The Comission explained:

The requirement in Section 105 of the Atomic Energy
Act for prelicensing antitrust review reflects a basic
Congressional concern over access to power produced by
nuclear facilities. The specific standard which Congress
intended the Comission to use in such reviews "whether
the activities under the license .vould create or maintain 1

a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws as
specified in subsection 105a" - is a limited one. The
standard requires that: (1) the allegations raised by
petitioners describe a situation inconsistent with the
antitrust laws or the policies clearly underlying those
laws, and (2) the specified situation be " created" or

" maintained" by "the activities under the license." Thus,
it would be insufficient for a petitioner simply to
describe a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws,;

regardless of how grievous the situation might appear to
be. A meaningful nexus must be established between the
situation and the " activities under the license." In -

this connection, the relationship of the specific nuclear
facility to the applicant's total system or power pool,
e.g. , size, type of ownership, physical interconnection,
may need to be evaluated. ,1,54/

The nexus requirement was reiterated by the Commission in
155/

Waterford II. And in Wolf Creek, the Appeal Board stated: "[T]he

Commission antitrust mandate extends only to anticompetitive situations
156/

intertwined with or exacerbated by the award of a license..."
,

154/ Waterford I, supra note 28, at 49 (emphasis added).
TK5/ Waterford II, supra note 7, at 621. I

TEE / Wolf Creek, supra note 2, at 569 (emphasis added).

4-
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And the Licensing Board in the present case stated:

Justice and the other parties urge that the,

issue of nexus is not divisible, one part dealing
with whether a " situation" inconsistent with the

! antitrust laws would be created or maintained, the
other with whether a relief proposal is adequate
to alleviate any " situation" found to exist. We
agree that the nexus to which the Commission re-
ferred in its Waterford opinion is the connection
between the antitrust laws and " activities under
the license. If the Board determines that a
" situation" exists which is related to the
" activities", then the Board must proceed to the
question of appropriate relief. Nexus already will
have been established.157/

The Licensing Board cited this statement of the nexus requirement

in holding that " Matter in Controversy #11 [the nexus issue of

Prehearing Conference Order No. 2, dated July 25,1974] should be

read as relating to aggregate activities necessary to define a

' situation' and not as limited to individual nexuses between Matters
158/

#1-10 and the activities under the license."

Consistent with Staff's interpretation of " nexus", the Licensing

Board denied Applicants' September 23, 1975, motion for sumary

disposition on the issue of CEI's refusal to wheel 30 MW of PASNY
159/

power to the City of Cleveland. The Board rejected Applicants'

argument that this isolated incident does not constitute a situation

inconsistent with the antitrust laws and therefore fails to meet the
,

157/ Ruling of Board with respect to Applicant's Proposal for
'

Expediting The Antitrust Hearing Process, June 30,1975, pp. 7-8
(emphasis added).

158/ Sixth Prehearing Conference Order, October 2,1975, p. 5.
159/ Ruling of the Board on Applicants' Motion for Summary

Disposition of September 23, 1975, October 21, 1975.
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nexus requirement. The Board stated:

Parties opposing the Motion have responded
generally on the common ground that the Motion
should be denied because opposition parties are
required to prove only a nexus between a situation
inconsistent with the antitrust laws and activi-
ties under the license. Individual elements of
the situation may not be singled out and eliminated
on a piece by piece basis so as to prevent a group
of activities, each perhaps lawful in and of itself,
to qualify as a concerted attempt to abuse the
antitrust laws. See, e.g., United States v.
Aluminum Co. of America,148 F.2d 416 (2d Cir.
1945). 152/

161 /
As pointed out by this Board, the recent case of United

162/
States v. IBM Corp. provides an analogy

supporting the Board's understanding of nexus. In that case

defendant IBM moved for partial summary judgment arguing that its

" bundling practices" alone do not constitute a violation of the

antitrust laws and thus the portion of the Government's complaint

dealing with that issue should be dismissed. The court denied IBM's

motion on the ground that in a monopolization case the Government

does.not have to prove that each isolated practice of the defendant

is by itself illegal, but rather has to prove only that defendant's
163/

practices were part of a scheme of monopolization.

The Staff believes that the nexus requirement which results

from the decisions quoted above is clear:

T50/ Id. at 5 (emphasis added).
TET/ TTT. at 6, ,

162/ -2 Trade Reg. Rep. (1975 Trade Cas.) Para. 60,495 (S.D.N.Y.
Aug. 6,1975).

163/ See the Board's discussion of the case in its October 21,
1975 ruling, pp. 6-7.

|
1

|
1
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.

The meaningful nexus requirement demands only that there

be a " situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws" which is
164/

" created" or " maintained" by the " activities under the li' cense,"

where these key phrases are defined in Proposed Conclusions of Law

4.02-4.06 supra.

While the nexus requirement in prelicensing antitrust review

under the Atomic Energy Act originated with the Commission in

Waterford I, that requirement is not new to antitrust laws. Before

Waterford I courts had already addressed themselves to the issue

of whether or not an alleged anticompetitive practice is related to

a facility by a sufficient degree to require administrative anti-

trust review.
165/

In Municipal Electric Association v. SEC the court was

called on to evaluate an SEC order approving the acquisition of stock

in two nuclear power electric generating companies. The complainants,

a group of municipals, asserted that this acquisition would lead to

an increase in the concentration of low cost power. They alleged

that such concentration was in contraventien to the antitrust laws, and

that the SEC was in error for not considering this alleged anti-

competitive effect. In addition to increased concentration, the

164/ Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.11.
T55/ 413 F.2d 1052 (D.C. Cir.1969).

.
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municipals brought to the attention of the court the fact that this

facility, were it owned and operated by the large utilities in

the region, would become a vehicle for foreclosing a number of

development possibilities to which the municipals were entitled.

The court found a nexus between the trend toward concentration

of low cost power and the proposed facility. It was concerned with

the allegation that the sponsors of nuclear facilities "...are

obtaining a monopoly in New England over electric generation through

systematic exclusion of municipals and other small electric

distributors from ' participating in or purchase of power from' nuclear
166/

generators in New England...."

In assessing the allegations to determine which were '

sufficiently related to the nuclear units to provide the required

nexus prerequisites to antitrust review, the court considered: (1)

the fact that the plant will be interconnected with the New England

Power Grid; (2) the fact that the municipals were being denied access .

to low cost power on reasonable terms; (3) the ability of the sponsors

to absorb power generated from the units; (4) the regional problems of

power distribution; and (5) the alleged increase in concentration in

Massachusetts and, indeed, New England, by control over low cost
167 /

electric power through nuclear generation plants.

166/ Id. at 1057.
T67/ Q.

|

|
|
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The Federal Power Commission has also had the opportunity to

review allegations of anticompetitive practicos made by the same

Massachusetts municipals. In Municipal Electric Association v.

FPC the court affirmed action taken by the FPC in connection

with an antitrust allegation made during a licensing proceeding for

a hydroelectric project. The municipals alleged that the licensed

facility, if constructed, would result in severe anticompetitive

consequences. The FPC considered relevant to the licensing process

allegations as to whether the municipals would be discriminated

against in the sale of power generated during the period before the

licensees can absorb the full output of the project; whether the

.

facility was a link in a general boycott, conducted by private power

interests in New England, denying municipal power companies access

to sources of bulk power and transmission facilities; and whether

the municipals had been wrongfully excluded from the Electric

Coordinating Council of New England. The consideration given to the

exclusion of the small systems from the Coordinating Council indicates

that participation in one dominant planning group is related to the

facility so as to trigger antitrust review.

The courts have further found a nexus exists between facilities

and conduct involving discriminatory interchange agreements and inter-
169/-

connecting agreements, and wheeling and coordination as a general
170/

policy in the electric utility industry.

168/ 414 F.2d 1206 (D.C. Cir.1969).
| TW/ Gulf States Utilities v. FPC, 411 U.S. 747 (1973). Gainesville

-^

Utilities Dep't v. Florida Power Corp. , 402 U.S. 515 (1971).
170/ Otter Tail, supra note 98.

|
L
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The Staff submits that the evidence in this proceeding clearly

establishes that Applicants' activities under the proposed license will

maintain and indeed exacerbate a situation inconsistent with the anti-

trust laws by enabling Applicants to maintain and strengthen their

dominance and control over essential resources, to continue to abuse *

171/
their dominance, and to continue to deny access to essential resources.

.

j

.

.

1

I

.i
'

i

171/ Proposed Conclusion of Law 7.12 nd the Proposed Findings
of Fact cited therein.

.. - - . _ _ - . ... . .
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RELIEF

VIII. THE AUTHORITY OF THE BOARD

This Board has broad discretion to fashion relief, in the form

of appropriate license conditions, that it feels is necessary to elimi-

nate and further prevent a situation inconsistent with the antitrust

laws that will be maintained or exacerbated by the activities under

the proposed licenses. As this Board has stated:

In determining what constitutes appropriate relief, the
Board cannot be bound by the terms of a particular pro-
posal suggested by Applicants or, indeed, any other party
or combination of parties. It is the Board's responsibility
to determine what constitutes appropriate relief and there
is no statutory provision for delegation of that responsi-
bili ty. Faced with a " situation" which affects " activities"
under the license, the Board must be satisfied that any
relief proposed by the parties is appropriate.1/

It has long been recognized that independent regulatory commissions,

like federal district courts, have broad discretion as to the choice

of remedy. -2/For example, it is well settled that under the FTC Act, the

choice of remedial order is committed to the discretion of the Federal

Trade Commission, except where the remedy bears no reasonable relation

to the unfair practices found to violate Section 5, the Courts will not

reverse or modify the Coninission's choice. -3/

-1/ Ruling of Board with respect to Applicants' Proposal for Expediting
the Antitrust Hearing Process, June 30, 1975, p. 9, citing Louisiana
Power & Light Co. (Waterford Unit No. 3), 8.A.E.C. 718, 719, 721-23

2/ (FTC v. Spe'rry & Hutchin' son C)o. , 405 U.S. 233 (1972);1974) (emohasis in orioinal .
Jacob Siegal

-

Co. v. FTC, 327 U.S. 608 (1946); L.G. Balfour v. FTC, 442 F.2d
1 (7th Cir.1971); Ecko Products Co. v. FTC, 347 F.2d 745, 753
(7th Cir.1965).

3/ L.G. Balfour Co. v. FTC, 442 F.2d 1 (7th Cir.1971).

|

| .
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The choice of remedy to an independent regulatory commission

includes the authority to preclude the revival of the practices that

have been considered.S Independent regulatory commissions have

wide latitude for judgment and the Courts will not interfere
except where the remedy selected has no reasonable relation to
the unlawful practices found to exist. 5f-

One of the major considerations in the Staff's proposed license

conditions is third party wheeling. Third party wheeling as a form of

appropriate relief has been considered by the Appeal Board in Wolf Creek:

The applicant thus tacitly concedes that the Commission
has " jurisdiction" to condition its license to require
the wheeling of power from both nuclear and non-nuclear
generating sources. What is left for us to decide is this:
Where necessary to correct a situation inconsistent with
the antitrust laws created or maintained by a nuclear
powered generating facility, may the Commission grant the
license for that facility with a condition that the licensee,

-

also wheel a reasonable amount of supplemental power to
another utility entitled to access to that facility. We
answer that question affirmatively. y

* * +

Our conclusion accords fully with the Attorney General's
understanding of this Commission's antitrust jurisdiction.
We note that the Attorney General recommended ... a condition
in the Wolf Creek license which would require KCPL to
" wheel bulk power on behalf of others." 7_/

,

g FTC v. National Lead Co. , 352 U.S. 419 (1957).
i

g Jacob Siegal Co. v. FTC, 327 U.S. 608 (1946). ' '

g Kansas Gas & Electric Co. and Kansas City Power & Light Co.
(Wolf Creek Generating Station, Unit No. 1), ALAB-279, 1 N.R.C. I. ,

559, 573-74 (1975) (Wolf Creek).
-

J/ Id. at 574 n.30. I

.

- .,-y -, - -, -y % --- - - - --.-., ,
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Thus Wolf Creek refutes any argument that conditioning an operating

license with requirements to wheel is an inappropriate fcrm of relief

in this proceeding.

The case of Bell Telephone Co. v. FCC -8/clearly supports

Staff's position on the relief appropriata in this proceeding. In that

case the Court of Appeals considered a 1974 FCC order -9/which required

the American Telephone and Telegraph Co. and Bell Telephone Co. of
.

Pennsylvania to provide certain interconnection facilities and related

comunications services to certain other carriers and prohibited them

from engaging in certain discriminatory practices, namely denying and

delaying interconnection to those other carriers. The Court of Appeals

rejected ATT&T's contention that the order was "impermissibly sweeping,
10|

undefined and unsupported." Rather, the Court noted that the order

was authorized by the Comunication Act of 1934 -11/and that in the

context of the case, the broad order took on a definite meaning because

the FCC had noted that the order "was taken to insure that competition...
12/

would be on a full, fair, and non-discriminatory basis" and was in

furtherance of "a general policy in favor of the entry of new carriers

in the specialized communication field." -13/
,

8/ 503 F.2d 1250 (3d Cir.1974), cert. denied, 422 U.S.1026 (1975).
9/ 46 F.C.C.2d 413 (1974).

T0/ 503 F.2d at 1274.
TT/ see 47 U.S.C. 5201(a).
Tf/ Id. at 1273.'

H/ H. at 1255.

.. .-
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Particularly instructive to the appropriate relief in this

proceeding is the relief imposed in Otter Tail Power Co. v. United
14/

States In that case, the Supreme Court affirmed the District,

Court's decree enjoining Otter Tail Power Co.
.

from refusing to sell electric power at wholesale to
existing or proposed municipal electric power systems
in the areas serviced by Otter Tail, from refusing to
wheel electric power over the lines from the electric
power suppliers to existing or proposed municipal systems
in the area, from entering into or enforcing any contract
which prohibits use of Otter Tail's lines to wheel electric
power to municipal electric power systems, or from entering
into or enforcing any contract which limits the customers to
whom and areas in which Otter Tail or any other electric
power company may sell electric power.15/

IX. APPROPRIATE LEGAL STANDARDS UP0lf WHICH TO BASE ANTITRUST
RELIEF IN THIS PROCEEDING

" Antitrust relief should unfetter a market from anticompetitive

conduct and ' pry open to competition a market that has been closed by
16/ 17

defendants' illegal restraints'" ~ In Ford Motor Co. v. United States, /

the Court held that " relief in an antitrust case must be ' effective to
18/

redress the violations' and 'to restore competition.'" It also found

that the District Court is clothed with "large discretion" to fit the
decree to the special needs of the individual case.19/ *

14/ 410 U.S. 366 (1973). '

-

T6/ 410 U.S. at 368-69.
_T6/ Ford Motor Co. v. United States, 405 U.S. 562, 577-78 (1972),

quoting International Salt Co. v. United States, 332 U.S. 392,
401 (1947). f

17/ 405 U.S. 562 (1972).
T8/ Id. at 573, quoting United States v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co. ,

-

366 U.S. 316 (1961).
19/_Id.

t

!
i !

| ;
'
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The Applicants seem to suggest -20/that antitrust violators may

not be required to do more than return the market place to the status

quo. Such a suggestion is erroneous as a matter of law. In United

States v. Paramount Pictures, Inc., -21/the Court sustained broad in-

junctions which were not related to the status quo ante. Thus, the

relief which can be afforded under the antitrust laws is not limited to

the restoration of i.he status quo ante. Rather, the relief must be

directed to that which is "necessary and appropriate in the public

interest to eliminate the effects of the acquisition offensive to the

statute," -22/or which will " cure the ill effects of the illegal conduct,

and assure the public freedom from its continuance." -23/And in Otter Tail
24/

Power Co. v. United States, the Supreme Court said that "those caught

violating the [Sherman] Act must expect some fencing in." ~25/"The pro-

clivity for predatory practices has always been a consideration for the

District Court in fashioning its antitrust decree." -26/

In FTC v. National Lead Co. ~~-27/it was held that in some instances

"the Court is obliged not only to suppress the unlawful practice but to

take such reasonable action as is calculated to preclude the revival of

illegal practices."

20/ See Prepared Testimony of Joe D. Pace, at 8-23. I
|N/ 334 U.S.131 (1947). *

-W/ United States v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co., 353 U.S. 586, !

607-08 (1957). I

23/ United States v. United States Gypsum Co., 340 U.S. 76, 88 (1970). I

M/ Id. at 381, quoting FTC v. National Lead Co., 352 U.S. 419 (1957).
'|N/ 410 U.S. 366 (1973).

M/ ld.
'

U_f E2 U.S. 419 (1957).
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X. APPLICANTS HAVE NOT OFFERED ACCESS TO NUCLEAR UNITS AND
REQUIRED COORDINATION SERVICES

Throughout this proceeding, beginning on March 14, 1975,

Applicants have contended that they have offered access to nuclear

units and required coordination services through the vehicle of

porposed license conditions (App. Ex. 44). Applicants contend that

these proposed license condition commitments " represent policies

observed by each Applicant." -28/

The evidentiary record clearly established that these pro-

posed license conditions were never offered to non-Applicant entities

within the CCCT and further do not represent policies " observed" by

each Applicant. (McCabe: Tr.1718 (Duquesne); Pandy: Tr. 3158 (CEI);

M/ " Applicants' Proposal For Expediting The Antitrust Hearing
Process" p. 5, n.3 (March 14,1975). Towards the end of the
hearing after it became apparent that such license conditions
had not been offered to anyone, Counsel for Applicants used
the phrase " license conditions which 'are available.'"
Query, if they haven't been offered or discussed, how are
entities to know that such conditions "are available"?
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Hillwig: Tr. 2409-10 (TE); Lyren: Tr. 2030 (0E). Indeed, the

testimony and writings of Applicants' own witnesses confirm that

these license conditions were not offered or discussed with any

non-Applicant CCCT entities at anytime. (Hauser: Tr. 10,870, 10,872-

73 (CEI).)NRC 44 contains OE's offer policies in the form of two

letters from Mr. Firestone to WC0E representatives dated 2-28-75 and

6-17-75. (See Proposed Findings of Fact 1.195 to 1.201 supra.) In

August of 1975, almost six months after App. 44 was allegedly " offered,"

Mr. Smart told TE's wholesale customers "that they would be crazy to

want to buy into high cost generation" when wholesale power was avail-

able and that "we may very well be coming to you in the future" with

regard to participation." (Smart: Tr. 10,097-99 (TE).) He never

established that subsequent to August 1975, TE did come back and

offer access.

XI. EVEN IF SUCH LICENSE CONDITIONS HAD BEEN OFFERED, WHICH THEY
WERE NOT, THEY WOULD NOT OBVIATE THE NEED FOR APPROPRI ATE RELIEF

i

Even if the services contained in such license conditions had

been offered (and this record clearly establishes that they were not)
*

.

the existence of such conditions will not preclude this agency as a

matter of law from ordering appropriate relief. The Courts have con-
,

sistently held that one charged with engaging in anticompetitive conduct
i

cannot avoid cuorective action by adopting a policy of conduct consistent

!

I

j

i

. . _ _
I
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with what is sought by the complaint or litigation. --29/

In Clinton Watch v. FTC -30/the court held:

Voluntary discontinuance of an unfair trade
practice does not necessarily preclude issuance
of a cease and desist order. The order to desist
from an abandoned unlawful praptice is in the
nature of a safeguard for the future. 31/

And in Giant Food, Inc. v. FTC -32/ the court said:

On the record it appears that Giant discontinued
its reference to " regular price" only after it
became aware that the Commission was investigating
its advertising practices. That investigation, more-
over, was directed to the totality of an advertising
program which was possibly deceptive in its impact
upon the customers. The order before us represents
the Comission's effort to deal finally with the pro-
gram in its entirety. The voluntary abandonment of '

part of the program under the circumstances shown by
the record does not disable the Comission from
formulating a rule of conduct for the futt.re as broad
as the derelictions of the past. 33/

29/ Diener's, Inc. v. FTC, 494 F.2d 1132 (D.C. Cir.1974); Doherty,
Difford, Steers & Shenfield, Inc. v. FTC, 392 F.2d 921 (6th Cir.
T908); Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co. v. FTC, 352 F.2d 415 (6th Cir.
1963); Giant Food, Inc. v. FTC, 322 F.2d 977 (D.C. Cir.1963),
cert. denied, 376 U.S. 967 (1964); Clinton Watch Co. v. FTC, 291
F.2d 838 (7th Cir.1961), cert. denied, 368 U.S. 952 (1962T;
Dolcin Corp. v. FTC, 219 F.2d 742 (D.C. Cir.1954), cert. denied,
348 U.S. 981 (1955); Standard Distributors, Inc. v. FTC, 211 F.2d
7 (2d Cir.1954); Dejoy Stores, Inc. v. FTC, 206 F.2d 865 (2d Cir.
1952); C. Howard Hunt Pen Co. v. FTC,19E2d 273 (3d Cir.1952).

30/ Supra note 29.
W/ 291 F.2d 977 at 841.
Tl/ Su ra note 29.
M/ .2d 977 at 986-87.

I

1

I
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XII. EVEN IF THE LICENSE CONDITIONS HAD BEEN OFFERED,
SUCH LICENSE CONDITIONS ARE MATERIALLY INADEQUATE

Even if the services contained in the license conditions had

been offered (and even if such " offers" would n< have been deficient

as a matter of law) such license conditions are still materially
inadequate.

First, the license conditions do not provide for any trans--

mission services (wheeling) except for delivering to the small system

the power it purchases from the nuclear unit, or power for replace-

ment thereof. It does not even provide for wheeling out of excess

nuclear power. (Kampmeier Tr. 6143.)

The Applicants proposed license conditions do not require

interconnections between Applicants and other entities unless such

entity is in Applicants' sole view (1) financially responsible, (ii) l

operating electrical facilities in good faith, and (ii) participating
!in the ownership of or power output from Davis-Besse 1 and Perry 1 and 2.

(App. Ex. 44, " Definitions", and " Commitment 2". ) Accordingly, under

these proposed conditions, Duquesne for example would not have been

required to interconnect with Pitcairn unless Pitcairn met all of the

above stated conditions. Thus, the entity must " participate" in a

nuclear unit before it has'the interconnection pemitting it do do so,

That requirement would appear to be neither possible nor, more importantly,
i

capable of being financed.

__. - -
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Without a wheeling requirement, "and no provision for the

small system to be able to share in other CAPC0 units ... the small

system would be unable to put together as the large systems do, an

appropriate combination of base load nuclear power, intermediate

load power from large coal-burning plants, and peaking power from

other sources." (Kampmeier: Tr. 6143.)

The reserve sharing provision, provision 3 of App. Ex. 44,

would not likely provide for the sharing of reserves. As Mr. Kamp-

meier observed, "there is no reserve sharing." (Kampmeier: Tr. 6144-

45.) "This whole section on reserve arrangement (sic) in my opinion

is totally unacceptable to any small system." (Tr. 6147.)

App. 44 contains a lot of language which would need
to be tightened up very considerably ... there is a
lot of room for ambiguity, plus room for doubt as to
who does the interpreting, who makes the determinations
when parties fail to agree, and so on. (Kampmeier:
Tr. 6143-44.)

XIII. APPLICANTS' PROPOSED " LICENSE CONDITIONS" REFLECT A FAULTY
ECONOMIC ANALYSIS

The Staff submits that the Applicants' economic analysis of

"the effect of the construction of a nuclear plant upon the competitive

situation prevailing in a given area and the means by which the observed

|

__
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effect might be eliminated", --34/ 35/
is, as a matter of law, --'so narrow

and deficient that it should be accorded no weight whatsoever by the

Licensing Board.

The Applicants' assessment of "the impact of a new nuclea,r

plant on the competitive situation in the electric utility industry
in a given area" is unduly narrow and incomplete as a matter of

law. This can be demonstrated in several ways:
'

First, the Applicants state that the purpose of their basic

analysis is to " ascertain whether or not the nuclear unit in question
37/

should be deemed an ' essential' economic resource," --~ and further

state that "if the nuclear unit could not be shown to be an essential
38/

economic resource, then the analysis need be carried no further." ~~~

It is apparent from their statements that Applicants' basic analysis

does not even consider the economic impact of the nuclear plant with

34/ App. Ex.190, Prepared Testimony of Joe D. Pace, at 4, lines 23-26
(hereinafter cited as Pace 4/23-26.)

---35/ See Proposed Conclusions of Law 4.02-4.04 the discussions
thereunder, and Staff's entire discussion of relief.

36/ Pace 5/5-7.
37/ Pace 5/13-15.
38/ Pace 5/24-26.

|, ,

1
*

|
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respect to such things for example as abuse of dominance, market

power, territorial allocations, group boycotts, refusals to deal,

and refusals to whee.l. Rather, by focusing solely on whether or

not the nuclear plant is an essential resource, Applicants fail to

cssess the impact of the nuclear unit on the entire competitive,

situation, including, but not limited to, essential resources. In

short, Applicants disregard the entire body of antitrust laws except

for the " essential resource" cases.

Secondly, the initial step of Applicants' analysis is "a

determination of whether or not the nuclear plant offers to its owners

cost advantages of such a magnitude that those excluded from access

to the nuclear unit in question or to similar units, are at a<

significant competitive disadvantage." ---39/Thus, Applicants consider

a competitive disadvantage to result to a non-applicant system solely

from the exclusion of that system from access to Applicants' nuclear

units or to similar units. This approach clearly neglects competitive

disadvantages which might result from the practices of Applicants

other than exclusion of the system from access to nuclear units. No

consideration is given to competitive disadvantages which might result

from Applicants other anticompetitive practices (such as refusing to

wheel, imposing territorial allocation agreements), and how those

39/ Pace 5/9-13.
,

.

i

i
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competitive disadvantages would be affected by the addition of the

nuclear units to Applicants' systems.

Thirdly, because the initial step of Applicants' analysis is

a determination of whether or not the addition of the nuclear plant

creates a situation where its owners have cost advantages of such a

magnitude that those excluded from access are at a significant compet-

itive disadvantage - Applicants look to whether " control of the nuclear

unit could affect the competitive situation adversely" --40/- it is clear

that their analysis fails to include any consideration of the question

of whether or not the addition of the nuclear plant maintains or

exacerbates an already existing situation inconsistent with the antitrust

laws wherein the electric utility adding the plant had a significant

competitive advantage over other systems in its area before the addition

of the nuclear plants.

In summary, Applicants' assessment of the impact of the addition

of nuclear units on the competitive situation in a given area is unduly

narrow and incomplete as a matter of law because it limits its analysis

to the essential resource cases and excludes consideration of other

antitrust principles. It excludes consideration of the competitive

disadvantages which might result from the practices of Applicants other

than exclusion of access to nuclear units, and it excludes consideration

of whether or not the addition of nuclear units would maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.
4

40/ Pace 5/21-22.

,

- - - . . ,
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Applicants' remedy is to " neutralize the imract of the

essential nuclear unit on the competitive situation in a givan

area". --41/This remedy is narrow and incomplete because it, by

its own terms, attempts to remedy only a significant competitive
42/

advantage created bg the addition of essential nuclear units. "--

Thus, Applicants' ' remedy" fails to account for situations incon-

sistent with the antitrust laws which are maintained by the addition

of nuclear units. Applicants would also apply no remedy to a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws which is either created

or maintained by the addition of nuclear units unless those nuclear
.

units were deemed " essential". No such limitation to this Commission's

au.thority is even suggested by the Act, its legislative history, or'

any NRC opinion.

Furthermore, Applicants' remedy attempts only to " neutralize
43/

the impact" --' of the nuclear units on the situation. The Staff

submits that neutralizing the " impact," of nuclear units on a

competitive situation is far more narrow than remedying the entire

" situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws" which is " created"
44/

or " maintained" by the " activities under the license." -~ Indeed,
,

41/ Pace 8/20-22. See also Pace 8/23-9/3.
17/ See Pace 8/23-9/3.
33/ Pace 8/20, 9/2.
3T/ See Proposed Conclusions of Law 4.02-4.04, the discussion

thereunder and Staff's entire discussion of relief.

.

4
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section 105c(6) of the Act explicitly gives this Comission the

broad authority "to issue a license with such conditions as it
.

deems appropriate" to remedy the entire situation inconsistent

with the antitrust laws. That Applicants' remedy is unduly
,

narrow and incomplete can be seen further from the Wolf Creek

Appeal Board opinion:

Where necessary to correct a situation inconsistent
'with the antitrust laws created or maintained by a

nuclear power generating facility, may the Commission
,

grant the license for that facility with a condition
that the licensee also wheel a reasonable amount of
supplemental power to another utility entitled to
access to that facility. We answer that question
affirmatively. 46 /

Applicants say, in effect, that with respect to municipal

and cooperative utilities, investor owned utilities are justified

in engaging in group boycotts, concerted refusals to deal, contract,

combinations or conspiracies in restraint of trade, and discriminatory

policies, because of the subsidies provided to such utilities. It

,

'

is the Staff's position that the Congress has granted such utilities

subsidies as a reflection of national policy and it is therefore not

permissible for investor-owned utilities to neutralize those subsidies

or to discriminate against the recipients of those subsidies via

anticompetitive conduct. Such subsidies do not justify conduct

inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

! 4y 56105c(5) and (6) of the Act.
| 46/ Wolf Creek, suora note 5, at 573-74.

H/ Pace 16/24-19/1.!

|

:
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Applicants also are in error as a matter of law when they

assert that a " comprehensive regulatory scheme ... effectively,

places these [ activities of Applicants in the retail and

wholesale] markets outside the scope of the traditional antitrust

analysis." Nothing more need te said about that statement,

otner than that it is directly contrary to the Supreme Court
49/

holdings in Cantor v. Detroit Edison Co. and Otter Tail Power
-

5.0/
j Co. v. United States, relied upon and discussed by the Staff

with respect to Proposed Conclusions of Law 7.04 and 7.03.

Finally, Applicants' approach to defining both relevant
51 /,

product and geographic markets - is inconsistent with the line
52/

of Supreme Court cases ca * Hning relevant markets. In
~~

particular, Applicantt to distinguish between reasonably,e

51 /interchangeable alternatives and the elements of a product market.
4

48/ Pace 30/1-3. The Staff recognizes, however that Dr. Pace's
testimony and analysis was based in part on the~

advice of counsel for Applicants. Pace 29/2-4.
i 49/ 44 U.S.L.W. 535 7 (U.S. July 6,1976).

ji0/ 410 U.S. 366 (1973)._

51f Pace 26/11-36/5.,

_5_2/ See , e . . United States v. Philadelphia National Bank, 374
U.S. 3 1963); United States v. Grinnell, 384 U.S. 563
(1966); United States v. E.I . du Pont -de Nemours a Co. , 351
U.S. 377 (1956).

5J Pace 30/14-35/2. See Philadelphia National Bank, supra note
52; Grinnell, supra note 52.

.

8
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XIV. STAFF'S PROPOSED LICENSE CONDITIONS

A. Appendix II

Attached hereto as Appendix II are Staff's proposed license

conditions. These license conditions, Staff believes, provide non-

Applicant CCCT entities with access to power supply options that are

nece:sary in order to pennit such entities access to needed power

supply options and opportunities under reasonable conditions and at

reasonable costs. (NRC 205, (Mozer) p. 71.)

Because nuclear power is presently economical for serving

only the baseload portion of the load cycle, to be a useful option,

nuclear power must be supplemented by other types of powu to fill

the remaining portion of the load cycle. The license cciditions

thus provide access to peaking and traermediate load ger eration to

provide such supplemental power (NRC 205 p. 76-77, Q. 2fs2.)

Since the nuclear power to which an entity has axess may not

be sufficient itself to fulfill the baseload requiremerts of that

entity, such entity must have access to other power to serve its

baseload. Without such access, it may not be economical for the

entity to take advantage of the nuclear option. (NRC 20 i, p. 77,

Q.104). Staff's proposed license conditions provide such required

access.

When the nuclear plant or other generation resource is out of
,

service due to scheduled maintenance or forced outages, replacement

capacity and energy are required. Since it is not economical for
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| each entity to provide individually its full requirement of seldomly
! used standby capacity for such replacement purposes, electric utili-

ties commonly share reserves. This option is also provided for in

the proposed license conditions. (NRC 205, pp. 77-78.)

Access to transmission is a needed option to obtair, power from

the nuclear plants, for access to supplemental power supply sources,
1
I

and for obtaining emergency power.(NRC 205, p. 78, Q. 207).

Full requirements firm power is needed to supply the bulk

power requirements of those entities which do not find it advan-

tageous to have their own generating facilities.(NRC 205, p. 28,

| Q. 208).
!

Partial requirements fim power is needed to supply the non-

baseload portions of an entity's load cycle. Without scrh supple-

mental power it would not be possible for many small entities to!

1

take advantage of the nuclear option.(NRC 205 pp. 78-79).

"Specified amount firm power" is nesded to obtain financing

for a portion of a nuclear unit or other power supply resource. Since

generation additions during a power supply development

sequence tend to result in temporary excesses of capacity on some

systems, and temporary shortages of capacity on other systems, tem- '

| orary purchases and sales of specified amounts of firm power pemits

smoothing out and of such excess and shortages. Tnis enhances the eco- !
l

nomic feasibility of entering into a power supply development program.
l (NRC 205, p. 79, Q. 210).

!

!
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The option of coordinated planning and development with neigh-

boring utilities "is fundamental to an entity's power supply program.";

Without such coordination an electric entity would likely have higheri

costs and lower reliability." (NRC 205, p. 79, Q. 210)..

;

Access to wholesale power sales is not economically equivalent

to access to a range of bulk power services. (NRC 207, (Hughes) p. 43,

Q. 21).,

There are a number of economic reasons why a full require-,

ments customer would desire the option of switching to a mix of bulk

power services. These reasons include: (i) the entity may find
,

it advantageous to obtain power supply and power supply services from

more than one source, including the fact that the alternate

source may offer such items at a better price; (ii) regu-

lation of the full requirements wholesale rate may not keep that rate

at cost; (iii) adjustments to the full requirements wholesale rate

may not be as expeditious as in the case where alternate bulk power

services are available; (iv) the ability to test and compare different

bulk power packages and mixtures of bulk power options against the

full requirements wholesale rate improves the negotiating position of

f the entity; (v) access to a range of bulk power services would pennit,

the entity to utilize or obtain advantages, because of its legal status,

or other preferences such as PASNY power available to it, which ad-4

vantages it could not cbtain through the full requirements wholesale

rate;(vi) the entity may have some generating equipment of its own

or may be able, with coordination, to more attractively and economically

supply a-portion of its power needs than it would through full re-

quirements wholesale purchases. (Hughes: Tr. 4077-4078.),

2

, - - - , .- , ,, , , - - . . , -,-.r- -,,.,n-r , , , - - . - - , _ . , , . ---,-
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What must be recognized is that a particular blend of resources

which may be appropriate (or optimum) for Applicants in designing

| their own power systems on a one system basis would not reasonably be

an appropriate or optimum blend for a non-Applicant CCCT entity which

is not engagad in coordinated operations and coordinated development.

(Hughes: Tr. 4135-4137.)

Firm requirements wholesale power does not provide a free choice

among bulk power options, and such a free choice among a full share

of bulk power options is the essence of a competitive market. (NRC

207, p. 43.)

As Dr. Hughes concluded:

By opening up the market for bulk power services
to all systems, Section 105c can promote a more
open, inclusive and efficient pattern of bulk power

| coordination in the CApC0 market area, and it can
: also open up new power supply alternatives (NRC 207,'

p. 44.)

B. Supplements to Staff's Proposed License Conditions

As discussed above, the Board clearly has the authority to

fashion the relief it deems necessary to eliminate and further prevent

a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. The proper legal

standards for relief in this proceeding clearly give the Board authority

to redress, in the form of appropriate license conditions, those acts

upon which it relies as elements of the situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws. Thus, the Board has discretion and authority to fit its

order to the special needs of the sitaation inconsistent with the antitrust
,

i
*

, - -
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SS
laws which it finds. The relief the Board fashions need only bear

a reasonable relationship to the situation inconsistent with the

antitrust laws that it finds.

Therefore, if the Board were to find that an element of the

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws is the imposition by

Applicants of customer allocation agreements, then the Board is clearly

empowered to fashion a license condition to remedy that element of

the situation. For example, the following could be added to page 7 of

Staff's proposed conditions:

Company shall not engage in, or attempt to engage
in, allocations of customers or territories with
any other Company or with any other entity.

Similarly, the Board has authority to fashion, in a like manner,

supplemental license conditions dealing with any other element of the

situation which it finds to be inconsistent with the antitrust laws. -56/

CONCLUSION

The Staff believes that the evidence in this proceeding has clearly

established that the Applicants' activities will maintain and indeed

exacerbate a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. Therefore ,

the Licensing Board should impose appropriate conditions on Applicantst

54/ U.S. v. E.I. duPont de Nemours & Co. , 366 U.S. 316 (1961);
Tord Motor Co. v. United States, 405 U.S. 562 (1972).

-55/ Jacob Siegal Co. v. FTC, 327 U.S. 608 (1946); L.G. Balfour v.
FTC, 442 F.2d 1 (7th Cir.1971).

5_6/ See for example, Proposed Findings of Fact 1.264.6

- . .-
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pending licenses. Staff submits that its proposed license conditions

(Appendix II infra) are appropriate to remedy the situation described

herein. In considering thP,e conditions, the Board should bear in

mind the language of the Supreme Court in United States v. Topco

Associates, Inc.:

Antitrust laws in general, and the Sherman Act
in particular, are the Magna Charta of free enter-
prise. They are as important to the preservation of
economic freedom and our free-enterprise system as
the Bill of Rights is to the protectfon of our
fundamental personal freedoms. And the freedom
guaranteed each and every business, no matter how
small, is the freedom to compete -- to assert with
vigor, imagination, devotion, and ingenuity whatever
economic muscle it can muster. Implicit in such

freedom is the notion that it cannot be foreclosed
with respect to one sector of the economy because
certain private citizens or groups believe that such
foreclosure might promote greater remoetition in a
more important sector of the economy. 58]

Respectfully submi ed

W y-

Benjamin H. Vogler e / p
Deputy Director and Deputy
Chief Couns,el, Antitrust
Division, Office of the
Eiecutive Legal Director

(.
RoyPgtessy,Jr,j//t .
Coun#1 for NRC Sfa.f

,

-

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland fack R. Gold 5 erg ffthis 23rd day of August 1976. Counsel for NRC Staff V

.

D/ 405 U.S. 596 (1972).
_TB/ Id. at 610.
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I. ISSUES AND MATTERS IN CONTROVERSY

The following issues and matters in controversy were set
f

forth by the Licensing Board in the Davis-Besse 1 and Perry 1 and 2
t

proceeding in Prehearing Conference Order No. 2, dated July 25,,

!

1974. As noted in the July 30, 1975, Memorandum and Order of

Consolidation, these same issues and matters in controversy were

adopted in the Davis-Besse 2 and 3 proceeding in Prehearing Con-

ference Order No.1, dated May 22, 1975, subsequent to a prehearing

conference at which time substantial consensus was reached among

the parties as to these issues.

BROAD ISSUE _A_

Whether the structure of the relevant market or markets and
Applicants' _lf position or positions therein gives them ability,
acting indivTdually, together, or together with others, to hinder
or prevent:

2/
(1) Other electric entities from achieving access to

the benefits of coordinated operation 3/ either among
themselves, or with Applicants;

--

(Where a footnote is preceded by quotation marks it is a verbatim'

quotation from the Licensing Board's Statement of the Issues.),

"If Applicants are the five participants in the Davis-Besse and
Perry nuclear units: Cleveland Electric Illuminating (CEI),
Duquesne Light Company, Ohio Edison Company, Pennsylvania
Power Company, and Toledo Edison Company. The Applicants are
also the five members of CAPC0, referred to below."

"2/ 'Other electric entities' refers to commercial firms, (other
- than the five Applicants), cooperatives, governmental units

or similar organizations that generate, transmit or distribute
electric power within the relevint market (s)."

"3/ ' Coordinated operation' includes but is not limited to such
- activities as reserve sharing, exchange or sale of firm power

and energy, deficiency power and energy, emergency power and
energy, surplus power and energy, and economy power and
energy."
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(2) Other electric entities from achieving access to
the benefits of economy of size of large electric
generating units by coordinated development, 4/
either among themselves, or with Applicants.

BROAD ISSUE B

If the answer to Broad Issue A is yes, has Applicants'
j ability been used, is it being used, or might it be used to create

and [ sic] maintain a situation or situations inconsistent with the
antitrust laws or the policies underlying these laws.

MATTERS IN CONTROVERSY UNDER BROAD ISSUES A AND B
5/

.
(1) Whether the Combined CAPCO-Company Territories (CCCT) -

: is an appropriate geographic market for analyzing the
possible creation or maintenance of a situation incon-
sistent with the antitrust laws or the policies under-
lying those laws.

(2) Whether there are any relevant geographic sub-markets,
and, if so, what are the boundaries.

(3) Whether any or all of the following are relevant product
markets for analyzing the possible creation or maintenance
of a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws or
the policies underlying those laws:

(a) Regional power exchange transactions within
power pooling arrangements involving exchanges
and/or sales of electric power for resale.

.- -

'47 ' Coordinated development' includes but is not limited to
- joint planning and development of generation and transmissic.?

facilities."
"5/ The Combined CAPC0 Company (Central Area Power Coordination

Group) Territories (CCCT) refers to the region bounded by the
outer perimeters of the geographic territories of the five

,

CAFC0 members, as shown on the map submitted by CFI as Exhibit
F to Information Requested by the Attorney General for Anti-
trust Review in connection with the Perry Nuclear Power Plant
Units 1 & 2. (The map is entitled " Principal Facilities of
CAPC0 as of October 31, 1969" and was prepared by Duquesne ,

Light Co.)" )
-

:

i

, -
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(b) Bulk power transactions involving individual
contracts for sale-for-resale of firm electric
power or for emergency, deficiency or other
types of wholesale power.

(c) Retail power transactions involving sales of'
*

electricity to ultimate consumers.

(4) Whether Applicants' stipulated dominance of
bulk power transmission facilities in the CCCT gives
them the ability to hinder or preclude competition

- in the transmission of bulk power.

(5) Assuming the answer to (4) is yes, whether Applicants
have, do or could use their aoility to preclude any
other electric entities within the CCCT from obtaining
sources of bulk power from other electric entities
outside the CCCT.

(6) Assuming that the answer to (4) is yes, whether
Applicants have exercised, are exercising, or intend
to exercise, their ability to prevent other electric
entities in the CCCT from achieving:

(a) the benefits of coordinated operations either
among themselves or with Applicants..

(b) access to the benefits of economy of size from
large nuclear generating facilities.

(c) any other benefits from coordinated development
either among themselves or with Applicants.

(7) Assuming the answer to (6) is yes, has this ability to'

hinder or preclude competition been exercised for the
purpose or effect of eliminating one or more of the
other electric entities 'in the CCCT.

.

6/ Tr. 448-451; 473; 484-484.

"7/ Dominance here and below refers to percentage shares of 75%
or more in relevant service market areas."

.

p
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(8) Whether Applicants' stipulated dominance of bulk
power generation in the CCCT gives them the ability
to hinder or preclude competition in one or more
relevant markets.

(9) Assuming the answer to (8) is yes, whether Applicants
have exercised control over bulk power facilities
to deny to other electric entities in the CCCT:

,

(a) access to the benefits of coordinated operation,
either among themselves, or with Applicants.

(b) access to the benefits of econ;ny of size of
large electric generating units.

(c) access to any other benefits from coordinated
development, either among themselves or with
Applicants.

(10) Whether Applicants' policy or policies with respect to,

providing access to their nuclear facilities to other
electric entities in the CCCT, that are or could be
connected to Applicants, deprives these other electric
entities from realizing the benefits of nuclear power.

(11) Whether there are logical connections between the
activities under the proposed licenses for the nuclear
facilities and each of the matters in contention (1)
through (10) that meet the nexus test established by
the Atomic Energy Commission. 9/

" Transcript pp. 440-441."
The Licensing Board has ruled that " Matter in Controversy #11
should be read as relating to aggregate activities necessary
to define a ' situation' and not as limited to individual
nexuses between Matters #1-10 and the activities under the
license." Sixth Prehearing Conference Order, October 2,1975,
p. 5.

;

:

.
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II. PROPOSED LICENSE CONDITIONS

Definitions
,

Company means individually or collectively the Toledo Edison Company,
,

the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company, Duquesne Light Company,
;

Ohio Edison Company, and Pennsylvania Power Company or any successor

or assignee of this license and includes each present or future wholly-

owned subsidiary and any successor to it (them).
'

.

" Applicable area" is that area within which Company could reasonably

and feasibly extend retail or wholesale service on a regular basis as

well as that area it is presently serving.

"Rcserves" means the difference between net system capability and

system maximum load requirements (peak load adjusted for firm purchases

and sales).

" Economy Energy" is energy produced and supplied from a more economic

source is one system, substituted for that being produced or capable

of being produced by a less economical source in another sjstem.

" Maintenance Support" is capacity and energy as available from one system,

and as needed by another system to replace capacity and energy made

u'navailable due to maintenance of generating equipment.

" Emergency Support" is capacity and energy as available from one system,

and as needed by another system to replace capacity and energy made

unavailable due to forced outages of generating facilities.

. - , _ _ .. . . - ..
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" Firm Power" is that intended to be available at all times during the

period covered by a comitment, (ven under adverse conditions.

"Non-firm Power" is that supplied or available under an arrangement

which does not have the guaranteed continuous availability feature of*

firm power.

" Bulk power" refers to electric power which is made available to Com-

pany or a receiving entity for resale by the Company or entity.

" Participation Power" refers to bulk power generated by a particular

generating unit to which an entity has a contractual right to a por-

tion of the output and/or the owners;11p thereof.

" Unit Power" refers to participation power without an ownership interest.

" Bulk Power Transactions" refers to specific arrangements for the

purchase, sale exchange and/or transmission of bulk power.

" Entity" means a person, private or public corporation, governmental

agency or authority, municipality, rural electric cooperative, joint

stock association, business trust, or association of the foregoing,
'owning, operating or proposing to own or operate facilitie's for the

generation, transmission or distributior of electricity, provided that,

except for municipalities, governmental agencies or authorities or

rural electric cooperatives, entity is restricted to those which are

or will be public utilities under the laws of the state in which the

entity transacts or will transact business or under the Federal Power
'

Act, and are or will be providing electric service under a contract or

rate schedule on file with and subject to the regulation of a state

regulatory commission or the Federal Power Comission.

_ _ _ _ .
-

- -
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General Understanding

Company recognizes that it is ge:ierally in the public interest for

electric utilities to, inter alia, interconnect, coordinate for reli-

ability and economy and engage in bulk power transactions in order to
i

increase interconnected system reliability and reduce the costs of

electric power. Company or any other entity should not be obligated

to enter into any arrangement that ould jeopardize its ability to

maintain reliable service. Company and other parties are to be com-

pensated, in accordance with effective rate schedules, for all facil-

ities required and/or services rendered. Rate schedules, as required

to provide for the facilities and arrangements needed to implement

the license conditions herein, including provisions as are reasonably

necessary to protect the adequacy and reliability of the electrical

system, are to be submitted by Company to the regulatory agency having*

jurisdiction thereo'. Company agrees to include a provision in new

rate schedule submissions associated with these license conditions,

so that if the rates become effective prior to the resolution of the

contested issues (associated with the rate schedules) and are there-

after reduced in accordance with the regulatory proceedings and find-

ings, appropriate refunds (including interest) would be made to retro-

actively reflect the decrease.

The following conditions are to be implemented in a manner consistent

with the provisions of the Federal Power Act and all rates, charges or

1

-
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practices in connection therewith are to be subject to the approval

of regulatory agencies having jurisdiction over them.

In implementing the conditions which follow, Company will act in

accordance with the foregoing principles.

Interconnection

Company shall interconnect, when reasonable and (in light of the

General Understanding) with any entity in the applicable area which

requests such interconnection for one or more of the following pur-

poses:

(a) to purchase and sell reserve capacity,

(b) to provide emergency support,

(c) to coordinate maintenance schedules and provide maintenance

support,

(d) to exchange economy energy,

(e) to purchase and sell firm and non-firm power,

(f) to deliver participation power from sources owned or operated

by Company and

(g) to provide transmission services for the above and as described '

subsequently.
,

Company and each entity that is a party to an interconnection agreement
F

shall provide to the other the above services, if and when available

from its own generation and transmission facilities and from genera-
,

I

:
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tien and transmission facilities of others, to the extent it can do

so without impairing service to its customers including other electric

systems to which it has firm commitments.
,

Reserve Responsibility

Company and other entities to a reserve sharing arrangement shall

jointly establish the minimum reserve requirement to be installed and/

or provided under contractual arrangements as necessary to maintain

in total a reserve margin sufficient to provide adequate reliability

of power supply to the interconnected systems of the parties. Unless

otherwise agreed upon, the minimum reserve requirement shall be cal-

culated as a percentage (to be identical for each party) of the pro-

jected annual peak load, adjusted for purchases and sales of firm>

power, including partial requirement finn power.

The entities to such a reserve sharing arrangement shall provide such

amounts of spinning and operating reserve capacity as may be adequate

to avoid the imposition of unreasonable demands on the otherr in

meeting the normal contingencies of operating their systems. However,

in no circumstances shall any party's spinning or operating reserve re-

quirement exceed the minimum reserve requirement as established above.

'

Access to Nuclear Units

Company shall offer an opportunity to participate in the Davis-Besse

1, 2, and 3 and Perry 1 and 2 nuclear units and any other nuclear gen-

erating unit (s) which it may construct, own and operate, severally or

_ -- - . _. - . . . _ - _ _ _ .
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jointly, during the term of the instant license or any extension or

renewal thereof, to any entity (ies) in the applicable area. Such

participation shall be in reasonable amounts to those entities that

have given timely notice of intent to participate. At the option of

the requesting entity, the participation shall be either by an owner-

ship interest, by a contractual prepurchase of power arrangement, by

a unit power purchase, or on any other reasonable basis.

In the event that during the term of the instant license, or any ex-

tension or renewal thereof, Company participates in the ownership of

or rights to a portion of the output of one or more other nuclear
.

generating units which Company does not construct or operate, Company
,

shall offer participation in their share of such nuclear units to any

entities ir the applicable area requesting such participation, on

terms no less favorable than the terms of Company participation therein.
.

Transmission Services

Company shall transmit bulk power over its transmission facilities to,

from, between or among entities with which it is interconnected and
'

between any such entity (ies) to which it is interconnected and any

other entity (ies) engaging in bulk power supply between whose facili-

ties Company's transmission lines and the transmission lines of others

would form a continuous electrical path, provided that (1) permission

to utilize such other transmission lines has been obtained and (2) the

arrangements can be accommodated from a technical standpoint. Any

_.
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entity (ies) requesting such transmission arrangements are obligated

to give reasonable advance notice of its (their) schedule and re-

quirements of power to be transmitted over Company's facilities.

Company shall include in its planning and construction program suf-

ficient transmission capacity as required for the transmission

services requested provided that the entity (ies) give Company suf-

ficient advance notice as may be necessary to accommodate its (their)*

requirements from a technical standpoint. Company shall not be re-

quired to construct transmission facilities which will be of no

demonstrable present or future benefit to Company.

Power for Resale

Company shall not refuse to sell full or partial requirements power

for resale to any requesting entity in the applicable area now en-

gaging or proposing to engage in the transmission and/or distribution
,

and sale of electric power for at Company's filed and effective rates.

i

!

|
|
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

*

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD
,

. In the Matter of )

THE TOLED0 EDISON COMPANY and NRC Docket Nos. 50-346A;
'

; THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING ) 50-500A
COMPANY ) 50-501A4

! (Davis-Besse Nuclear Power Station, )
Units 1, 2 & 3) )

THE CLEVELAND ELECTRIC ILLUMINATING NRC Do'cket Nos. 50-440A
COMPANY, ET AL. ) 50-441A

(Perry Nuclear Power Plant, ),

4 Units 1 & 2) )

j CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that copies of the PROPOSED FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW 0F NRC STAFF in the above-captioned proceeding have been served on

i
the following by deposit in the United States mail, first class or air mail,
or, as indicated by asterisk, through deposit in the Nuclear Regulatory'

Commission's internal mail system, or through hand-delivery to those persons
in the Washington, D. C. area, this 8th day of September,1976:

Douglas V. Rigler, Esq. Docketing and Service Section
i Chairman, Atomic Safety and Office of the Secretary

Licensing Board U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Foley, Lardner, Hollabaugh Washington, D.C. 20555 *
and Jacobs

815 Connecticut Avenue, N.W. Joseph J. Saunders, Esq.
Washington, D.C. 20006 ** Antitrust Division

Department of Justice
Ivan W. Smith, Esq. Washington, D.C. 20530
Atomic Safety and Licensing

Board Steven M. Charno, Esq.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Melvin G. Berger, Esq.
Washington, D.C. 20555 ** Janet R. Urban, Esq.

P.O. Box 7513
John M. Frysiak, Esq. Washington, D.C. 20044

, Atomic Safety and Licensing
! Board

. Reuben Goldberg, Esq.
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission David C. Hjelmfelt, Esq.
Washington, D.C. 20555 ** Goldberg, Fieldman & Hjelmfelt

i -1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Suite 550

Board Panel . Washington, D.C. 20006
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 *

,

I

** Advance copies have been hand-delivered on the 23rd day of August,1976.
,

. - - _ . _ _ __ _ _ _ _ . _ __ ._ _
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James B. Davis Terence H. Benbow, Esq.
Director of Law A. Edward Grashof, Esq.

Robert D. Hart Steven A. Berger, Esq.
1st Assistant Director of Law Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam

City of Cleveland
40 treet

evela d io 44114 New York, New York 10005

Gerald Charnoff, Esq. Thomas J. Munsch, Esq.
I ^t eWm. Bradford Reynolds, Esq. e]neLRobert E. Zahler, Esq. Company

435 Sixth AvenueJay H. Bernstein, Esq.
Shaw, Pittman, Potts & Pittsburgh, Pa. 15219

Trowbridge
1800 M Street, N.W. David Olds, Esq
Washington, D.C. 20036 William S. Lerach, Esq.

Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay
"Frank R. Clokey, Esq. Bo 20Special Assistant

Attorney General Pittsburgh, Pa. 15230

Room 219
Towne House Apartments Lee A. Rau, Esq.
Harrisburg, Pa. 17105 Joseph A. Rieser, Jr. , Esq.

Reed, Smith, Shaw & McClay
Donald H. Hauser, Esq. Madison Building - Rm. 40a
Victor F. Greenslade, Jr. , Esq. 115515th Street, N.W.
The Cleveland E,ectric Washington, D.C. 20005

Illuminating Company Edward A. Matto, Esq.
ee o 44101 Richard M. Firestone, Esq.

, .sarer H. Adkins, Esq.
Antitrust Section

" tree 8th Floorca i ,Esq.
Col bs Oh 9 ]

Fuller, Henry. Hodge & Snyder James R. Edgerly, Esq. '

01 do h 43604 Secretary and General Counsel
Pennsylvania Power Company

Russell J. Spetrino, Esq. One East Washington Street
New Castle, Pa. 16103Thomas A. Kayuha, Esq.

Ohio Edison Company
47 North Main Street Paul M. Smart, Esq.
Akron, Ohio 44308 Fuller, Henry, Hodge & Snyder

300 Madison Avenue
Toledo, Ohio 43604 )

|
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John Lansdale, Esq. Michael D. 01dak
Cox, Langford & Brown Goldberg, Fieldman & Hjelmfelt
21 Dupont Circle, N.W. 1700 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 Suite 550

Washington, D.C. 20006
Michael R. Gallagher, Esq.
630 Bulkley Building Alan P. Buchmann
Cleveland, Ohio 44115 Squire, Sanders & Dempsey

1800 Union Commerce Building
Steven B. Peri Clevaland, Ohio 44115
Winthrop, Stimson, Putnam
& Roberts

40 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005

William J. Kerner
Office of the General Attorney
The Cleveland Electric Illuminating

Company
P.O. Box 3000
Cleveland, Ohio 44101
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' Jack R. Goldterg

" Counsel for NRC Staff '
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